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TRANSLATOR’S PREFACE

In this volume I present a translation into English of S.Y. Luria’s edition of the
fragments of Democritus and of the testimonia relating to him. The work has the sole aim
of making Luria’s work available to students in the English-speaking world and in other
countries worldwide who are familiar with English but not with Russian. A valuable Italian
translation of Luria’s work (Democrito, Raccolta dei frammenti, interpretazione e
commentario di Salomon Luria, ed. G. Girgenti et al., Edizione Bompioni, Milan) appeared in
2007, but my impression of the current level of comprehension of Italian, even among
students of ancient philosophy, convinces me that, regrettably, only an English translation
can expect to reach a truly worldwide audience.
Our author’s full name, spelled in the Cyrillic alphabet, is Соломон Яковлевич
Лурье, to which the closest approximation in the Roman alphabet is ‘Solomon Yakovlevich
Lurye’. However, in publications in languages using the Roman alphabet. Including the
appropriate portions of the present volume, he uniformly spells his surname ‘Luria’. That
spelling, which is standard in publications using the Roman alphabet, is used throughout this
volume.
I have translated into English i) the preface by the original editorial board (pp. 5-10
of the original publication), ii) Luria’s collection of texts (pp. 13-167), iii) his notes on the
texts (pp. 385-615), iv) the list of his publications relating to Democritus (pp. 616-617). In
translating the texts I have not re-translated Luria’s Russian, but have translated the texts
directly, comparing my version as required with Luria’s Russian and with the Italian version.
Any significant discrepancies between my version and Luria’s are noted in the translator’s
footnotes to the texts, enclosed in square brackets. I have reproduced Luria’s apparatus
criticus (pp. 168-186) without translation, on the ground that it is likely to be useful only to
those who have sufficient grasp of the ancient languages to appreciate the significance of
the textual variants. Nor have I translated the remaining editorial matter (pp. 618 ff.),
consisting of i) concordance between the collections of Luria and Diels-Kranz (pp. 623-628),
ii) index locorum (pp. 629-652), iii) list of sources (pp. 653-662), iv) table of contents (pp.
653-654), v) addenda and corrigenda (pp. 618-619), vi) further errata (pp. 655-656). Of the
above, I have included i-ii in the original, as readily usable by the reader who knows no
Russian, and have omitted iii-vi altogether: iii is replaced by my own list of abbreviations, all
the headings under iv appear in translation at the appropriate points of the text and notes,
and under v and vi, the only two items of significance for the interpretation of the text

(referring to Luria’s notes on nos. 71 and 376), are discussed in the translator’s notes on
those passages.
All contributions by the translator, whether in the form of footnotes to the texts or
to Luria’s notes, or of insertions in the text, are enclosed in square brackets. These
contributions include correction of some errors in Taylor 1999. Footnotes are numbered
consecutively throught the volume. Those in square brackets are the translator’s, those
without square brackets are Luria’s.
In his notes Luria quotes extensively from ancient sources, in the original languages,
and from modern discussions, sometimes in the original language and sometimes in Russian
translation. I have translated all these quotations into English. When comprehension of the
note requires reproduction of the original of the quoted text I have accompanied it with the
English translation in square brackets. Titles of works in Russian, including articles,
monographs and periodicals, are translated into English; titles of works in other languages
are cited in the original language. All quoted Greek and most quoted Russian is
transliterated.
I am especially indebted to David Sedley for his generosity in lending me his copy of
Luria ‘sine die’. Without that assistance I should not have been able to undertake this work.
For setting up the online version I am grateful to Solomon Young, of the IT department of
Corpus Christi College. I am most grateful to Terry Irwin, Peter Momtchiloff and Andy
Davies for their support and advice.

Corpus Christi College,
Oxford, U.K.
January 2016

C.C.W. Taylor

Friends, do not mourn at my tomb,
For I do not truly lie here as bones and dust;
Rather my thoughts remain for ever
With all who have well understood the wisdom of the Greeks.
Epitaph of S.Y Luria, Lvov.

From the Editorial Board

This volume consists of a collection, with commentary, of passages from the writings
of the ancient Greek philosopher Democritus and testimonia relating to him. None of the
works of the greatest materialist of antiquity has come down to us. The fragments of his
works have been preserved only in the form of quotations and comments by ancient and
later authors. The task of reconstructing the scientific legacy and the world-view of
Democritus is especially difficult, both because of the fragmentary state of the surviving
texts and because the great mass of testimonia about him has been preserved by authors
far from his philosophical views or indifferent to the deep problems of Democritean
philosophy.

This collection of passages of Democritus and testimonia about him was compiled by
the famous specialist on the history of ancient culture and philosophy, Prof. S.Y. Luria. 1 His
work on Democritus began in 1920 and continued till the last days of his life. The
manuscript of the collection of passages, which was virtually complete, is here published
posthumously.
Unfortunately Luria was unable to complete the extensive introduction to the
collection, in which he had planned to set out the principles of his selection of texts and of
their attribution to Democritus. Several preliminary drafts of that introduction survive. In
the most complete of them Luria writes:
‘This work presents a major new collection of passages from Democritus and
testimonia on him, with Russian translation. Until now the largest collection of the
fragments of Democritus has been Diels’ Die Fragments der Vorsokratiker, published in
1903. Diels, who had minutely studied the whole of ancient philosophy and related
literature and had in virtuoso fashion revolutionised the method of study of doxographical
reports of ancient philosophers (see his earlier Doxographi Graeci, 1879), wrote the classic
work, after the publication of which in all serious work on ancient Greek philosophy the
citations of the philosophers were made only from Diels. Diels’ book, despite its specialised
character and high price, went through eight editions in Germany and was translated into
several languages.
Nevertheless, despite all its value, Diels’ collection is largely out of date and now
possesses merely historical significance. Research, especially on Democritus, has made
enormous progress since 1903. Moreover, Diels proceeded from a specific ideological
standpoint. The title ‘Presocratics’ alone represents an entire programme; the highest
achievement of Greek thought is recognised as that of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle and their
followers, and the entire role of Greek science of the classical period is reduced to
preparation for Socrates and his disciples. Though Diels never says so explicitly in Die
Vorsokratiker2, anyone who reads his book carefully sees that for him genuine philosophy is
idealistic philosophy, and materialism is confined to the role of one of its fruitful sources.
Not only in the area of logic (which is undisputed), and in that of systematic philosophy
based on that formal logic (which is possible), but in the area of the exact sciences, from the
point of view of Diels and those who share his opinion Aristotle is the highest point of
antiquity. This despite the fact that Aristotle himself did not regard himself as engaged in
the area of those sciences: in his opinion ‘excessively persistent study of the liberal sciences
in full detail is demeaning for a person’; one should study the sciences ‘only within certain
1

[Throughout this introduction the editors refer to the author by initials plus surname. In accordance with the
convention current in Western academic publications, the translator has used this style for the first reference
only, subsequent references being by surname only.]
2
This is said in another book of his, Elementum, Leipzig, 1899, pp. 1 ff., which contains a series of ironical
attacks on materialism (Darwinism).

limits’, obviously to the extent necessary for constructing one’s philosophical world-view.3
Galileo showed that in the area of natural science Aristotle’s science was a regression by
comparison with that of Democritus. Only in the areas of mathematics and astronomy was
Aristotle’s science superior to that of Democritus; and that was not due to any contributions
by Aristotle himself, but to the fact that in the time between Democritus and Aristotle these
sciences had made some progress at the hands of Theaetetus, Eudoxus and others, while
indeed giving up some major achievements which had been made in the fifth century and
especially in the doctrine of Democritus. In other areas of science, above all in physics and
mechanics, Aristotle’s theories cut off any possibility of further development, so that the
most eminent of Aristotle’s followers, Strato, who wanted to go further in the areas of those
sciences, was in all essentials obliged to go over to the viewpoint of Democritus. We see,
then, that if our aim in producing a collection of the fragments of Democritus is to throw
light, not on the birth of idealistic philosophy but on the history of the sciences in antiquity,
then the selection and even the arrangement of the passages turns out as different from
that of Diels.
In fact, Diels employed historico-literary criteria as the basis of his arrangement of
the passages. He made no attempt to arrange the passages in any systematic order, so as to
exhibit the direction of Democritus’ thought. Some passages he grouped together on the
basis of the works they could have been extracted from; the rest were set out without any
system at all. However, Diels himself felt that given his arrangement of the passages it was
difficult to form a conception of the views of Democritus, and dreamed of the chance, if
opportunity offered, of completing a new edition of the Presocratics, and of arranging those
passages differently (preface to 4th edn. ‘The chapter on Democritus would have had a more
perspicuous form’), but he was not able to do so; a revised edition appeared only ten years
after his death.4
Diels used the same historico-literary and philosophical criteria as the basis of his
selection of testimonia and fragments. He set himself the task of making a complete
collection only of excerpts surviving in a precise Democritean context. In all other cases the
selection was made for the purposes of teaching or research, and Diels often sent to the
press those or other fragments with, in his own words, a heavy heart. (Preface to the 2 nd
edn. ‘The selection I made has cost me more time and trouble than if I had sent all my
assembled material to the press.’) He thought it perfectly possible that in this selection
even very important testimonia might turn out to have been rejected by chance.5 Is it not
clear that despite the author’s best intentions his ideological and scientific sympathies and
3

See Luria, ‘Plato and Aristotle on the exact sciences’, Archive of the History of Science and Technology 9,
Moscow and Leningrad 1935, pp. 303-13.
4
[That was the fifth edition, rev. W. Kranz, Berlin, 1934-7. Subsequent editions of DK differ from it only in the
correction of errors and the addition of brief appendices to each of the 3 volumes, taking account of work
published since the fifth edition.]
5
Pref. to 2nd edn.: ‘It was my intention to bring only the ears into the barn and leave the straw outside, even at
the risk of leaving a good corn-stalk in it here or there.’

antipathies cannot but play some role in a selection of this kind, and that the colours he has
to use must be laid on somewhat thickly?
Unfortunately, Diels did not set out any formal criteria as the basis of his work. Not
infrequently he includes among the testimonia on this or that philosopher excerpts in which
the name of that philosopher is either not mentioned at all, or is mentioned in connection
with some minor detail, and he does so solely on the basis of his own general
preconceptions. At the same time he often omits from his collection testimonia in which
the philosopher is mentioned by name. In his edition of Diels’ book compiled after his death
(5th edn. 1934-7) Kranz undertook the task of introducing only those corrections and
additions which the author himself would have done. This principle was not, however,
adhered to; thus e.g. the significant excerpt no. 48b (no. 105 in our collection), supplied by
Kranz, cannot have been unknown to Diels, since it comes from Aristotle’s De Generatione
et Corruptione. This treatise is a principal source for Aristotle’s philosophy, and Diels of
course studied it in the most exhaustive manner. If he did not include that testimonium he
did so, as it seems, quite deliberately. In general, several of Kranz’s additions are of an
arbitrary character.
It follows from this that a contemporary researcher who wishes to produce a
collection of the fragments and testimonia of Democritus can no longer start from Diels, but
must compile a new collection on completely new principles.’
The collection of passages from Democritus prepared by Luria was already to a large
extent complete by the outbreak of war. In 1946 Luria gave a report to the commission for
the history of the physico-mathematical sciences, in which he described the edition which
he had prepared. He wrote:
‘Usually, having found in this or that collection of the writings of Democritus some
passages known not to belong to him, or spurious passages, we have declared the whole
collection hopeless and have given up using it. But at the same time the great majority of
passages in each of these collections is authentic; they turn up in every or virtually every
collection. So in the preparation of the edition it was decided to use all these collections,
excluding only passages which it was impossible to accept as genuine in view of their
content. As far back as 1929 the author suggested6 counting as spurious all texts
mentioning immortality or a benevolent or almighty god, since these expressions conflict
with well-attested doctrines of Democritus. This proposal aroused some objections. It was
pointed out that there could have been internal contradictions in Democritus’ works, and
that in order to judge passages spurious it was necessary to show in whose interests such
falsification took place. At the present time the author is able to establish that the origin of
these falsifications has been shown, as we know from Irenaeus, to be the Christian gnostic
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Luria refers to his article ‘Entstellungen des Klassikertextes bei Stobaios’, Rheinishes Museum [RhM.] 78,
1929, pp. 81-104, 225-48.

sect of the Valentinians, (3rd cent. CE), who made the doctrines of Democritus and Epicurus
the foundation of their theological theory. This sect ascribed Christian morality to
Democritus, and identified the atom with Christ (like Christ, the atom too is eternal,
immortal, immune from suffering, indivisible, endless etc.). Subsequently, orthodox
Christian authors (Raban Maur, Joannes Malalas, Joannes7 Cedrenus et al.) copied
uncritically from the Valentinians their falsified reports of Democritus.8’
In 1947 there appeared Luria’s monograph Essays on the history of ancient science.
In the preface to it he writes: ‘This work came into being in the course of work on a major
new collection of passages of Democritus, with extensive commentary’ (p. 5). Remarking
once again on the inadequacy of ‘the celebrated work of Diels’, Luria pointed out that he
had succeeded in more than doubling the number of fragments in comparison with Diels.
(Some of the passages published by Luria had by that time been included by Kranz in his
new edition of Diels’ collection.) Much new material had been discovered by Luria in
Aristotle and the commentators on him. In the same preface Luria writes:
‘Plato and Aristotle appropriated from ancient science various theses which they
considered useful for the construction of their idealistic philosophical systems. With regard
to that, ancient literary ethics did not at all require that in appropriating someone else’s
thought one should indicate its author. As far as Democritus in particular is concerned
(whose works Plato is said to have bought up, as far as he could, and burned), he was
intentionally not named at all, so that no memory of that dangerous materialist should
survive for posterity. Even the ancients drew attention to the fact that doctrines of
Democritus are found in Plato, but his name is not mentioned once. Therefore it is
completely natural that Aristotle often sets out views of Democritus in places where he does
not name the author at all, or where he speaks of ‘some investigators of nature ... who think
that the world has no beginning’ etc. Often a passage which has been examined by Aristotle
without the author’s name turns up in another author as a passage of Democritus.
Sometimes an Aristotelian commentator points out that a doctrine which Aristotle has
examined without naming the author is a doctrine of Democritus.
Democritus was the greatest of Aristotle’s predecessors, from whom the latter
appropriated everything which was not in his view already obsolete. That explains why
Aristotle appropriated more from Democritus than from other thinkers. Revealing doctrines
of Democritus in Aristotle is one of the most important parts of my work. Of course, the
appropriations which I have discovered are only an insignificant part of all there are.’
The principles which Luria followed in the construction of his collection of passages
of Democritus were set out by him in 1948 in his review of A.O. Makovelski’s The Ancient

7

[ Apparently Luria’s slip for ‘George’.]
Luria, ‘New material on Democritus (in preparation for a collection of the fragments of Democritus)’, Bulletin
of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR 7, 1946, p. 71
8

Greek Atomists.9 The first edition of texts of Democritus prepared by Makovelski (The
Presocratics, Azerbaijan State University, 1925-6) consisted of a translation of the
corresponding section of Diels’ book. For the second edition (1946) the material on
Democritus was expanded in comparison with Diels. The author had introduced eighty-nine
new passages. However, as Luria pointed out in his review, only three testimonia of the
total introduced by Makovelski had the right to inclusion in a collection of passages of
Democritus. For the remaining testimonia , even if close to the views of Democritus, there
were insufficient grounds to ascribe them to him, since they were taken from works of
Epicurus and Lucretius, which, though continuing from Democritus, did not repeat him at all,
or from a polemic of Plato against unnamed materialist opponents. In objecting to such a
method of increasing the number of our testimonia on Democritus Luria writes: ‘It seems to
me that the only principle for the compilation of such a collection must be the introduction
only of testimonia in which 1) Democritus is named either explicitly or by description, 2) his
authentic expressions are reported precisely and word for word, 3) it is beyond dispute that
a polemic with him is being conducted.’10
At the conclusion of the previously cited version of his introduction Luria points out
that it is unavoidable that any selection of excerpts should reflect to a significant extent the
particular scholar’s evaluation of Democritus. He writes:
‘The only thing that the reader can and must demand of the author of a collection of
this kind is that he does not pass off his own assumptions and constructions as the truth
handed down by the historical tradition. It is my intention to satisfy this demand. Above all
it is necessary to warn the reader that the order in which I have arranged the testimonia is
to a high degree subjective; with rare exceptions, as the reader can see from his familiarity
with the excerpts, we do not know the relations between any of the pronouncements of
Democritus which have come down to us. On the basis of the complete totality of the
testimonia which have come down to us I have constructed, by means of the logical
interpolation of connecting links which have not come down to us, a general picture of
Democritus’ doctrine and then fitted the excerpts into that picture as appropriate. The
assignment of this or that excerpt to this or that part [of the picture] is determined by the
reconstruction of Democritus’ doctrine which I have achieved.
The same applies to a significant extent to the selection of material. I set myself the
task of collecting as far as possible all testimonies (with the exception of obvious later
forgeries) in which the names of Leucippus and Democritus occur, as well as those which
can be ascribed on the basis of their content to early atomism. Of course, in the inclusion of
testimonia of the second kind, the introduction of subjective conceptions is unavoidable,
but I suggest that it is better to include too many testimonia than to lose anything which
could have been valuable for the reconstruction of the teaching of Democritus. When
9

Bulletin of Ancient History 3, 1948, pp. 85-99.
Ibid., p. 97.
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introducing such testimonia in disputed cases I set out in detail in the commentary the
reasons which have prompted me to include this or that excerpt, whether confidently or
conjecturally, in the total of testimonia on Democritus.11 The reader is thereby given the
opportunity, without taking anything on trust, to familiarise himself with my argumentation
and either agree with it or decide that the inclusion of the given excerpt is unjustified. In
that case the rest of the excerpts collected here do not lose any of their significance. On the
other hand I have also included in the volume such ancient testimonia as contain, in my
considered judgement, clear lies about Democritus or misunderstandings of him. I have
included these excerpts in the commentary (pp. 571-5), there stating the reasons which give
ground for doubting their authenticity, and the reader who is thus warned can familiarise
himself with these passages and make use of them, if he does not find my objections to
their value convincing.’
In preparing the manuscript for the press the editorial board held its duty to be that
of presenting Luria’s work in accordance with his final wishes. The only corrections were
those of chance mistakes found in the manuscript and similar technical defects. The only
substantial departure from this general principle was in the presentation of the critical
apparatus, not all parts of which had been prepared by the author with uniform
completeness. The editors preferred to abbreviate the critical apparatus; however, all
variant readings and textual emendations which are significant for the interpretation of the
text of Democritus and which are mentioned in the commentary are preserved.
The editors paid careful attention to Luria’s Russian translation of the passages,
considering it a substantial part of the commentary, expressing the author’s understanding
of Democritus’ entire scientific system. That understanding of the task of translation was in
Luria’s case bound up with his systematic use of contemporary scientific terminology in his
rendering of ancient texts. The editors have preserved variants in the translation of some
texts, e.g. nos. 466 and 510.
In the work of preparation of the collection of Democritus Luria was assisted by his
students, the late K.P. Lampsakov and B.B. Margules. Luria’s work was read in manuscript
by Prof. I.M. Tronski, who gave the editorial board a number of very valuable comments. In
the process of preparing the manuscript for the press much assistance was provided by T.V.
Prushakevich, M.M. Shteliga, Y.N. Lyubarski, G.M. Borovski, A.K. Gavrilov, N.V. Shevalin,
N.M. Botvinnik and M.M. Elizarova. The preparation of the commentary for the press was
also assisted by valuable consultations with O.D. Berlev (Egyptology) and A.Ch. Gorfunkel
(Renaissance science). To all of these the editorial board expresses its deep gratitude.
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ABBREVIATIONS
A. Ancient authors and works
Achill.

Achilles Tatius

AED

Anecdota Epicharmi, Democriti et al.

Ael.

Aelian
NA

Nature of Animals

VH

Miscellaneous History

Aesch.

Aeschylus

Aet.

Aetius

Alex.

Alexander of Aphrodisias
De an.

On the soul

De mixt.

On mixture

In De sensu

On Aristotle, De sensu

In Meta.

On Aristotle, Metaphysics

In Meteor.

On Aristotle, Meteorologica

In Top.

On Aristotle, Topics

Peri daimon. On daimones
Problem.

Problems

Quaest.

Questions and Answers

Ambrose
Hexa.

Hexaemeron

Anecd. Bekk.

Anecdota Graeca, ed. J. Bekker

Ant. Mel.

Antonius Melissa

Apul.

Apuleius
Apol.

Apologia

De dogm. Plat. On the doctrine of Plato
Florida
Archim.

Archimedes

De sphaera et cyl. On the sphere and the cylinder
De spiral.

On spirals

Meth.

Method addressed to Eratosthenes

Quadr. parab. Squaring of the parabola
Aristoph.

Aristophanes

Ar.

Aristotle
An post.

Posterior Analytics

An.pr.

Prior Analytics

Ath. Pol.

Constitution of the Athenians

Cat.

Categories

De an.

De anima

De animal. incessu On the progression of animals
De caelo
De divinat. in somn. On divination in sleep

De int.

De interpretatione

De resp.

On breathing
De sensu

EE

Eudemian Ethics

GA

On the generation of animals

GC

De generatione et corruptione

HA

Historia animalium

MA

De motu animalium

Meta.

Metaphysics

Meteor.

Meteorologica

MM

Magna Moralia

NE

Nicomachean Ethics

PA

On the parts of animals

Phys.

Physics

Poet.

Poetics

Pol.

Politics

Rhet.

Rhetoric

Top.

Topics

ps-Ar.

ps-Aristotle
De lin. insec. On indivisible lines
De plant.

On plants

Mechan.

Mechanics

MXG

On Melissus, Xenophanes and Gorgias

Probl.

Problems

Athen.

Athenaeus
Deipn.

Deipnosophistae

Aug.

Augustine
Contra acad. Against the Academics
Contra Iul.

Against Julian

De civit. Dei

The city of God

De Genesi ad lit. Literal commentary on Genesis
Enarrat. Psalm.
Epist.
Aul. Gell.
Noct. Att.

Exposition of the Psalms

Letters
Aulus Gellius
Noctes Atticae

Cens.

Censorinus

Cic.

Cicero
Acad. post.

Academica posteriora

Acad. prior.

Academica priora

Ad Att.

Letters to Atticus

Ad fam.

Letters to his friends

De divinat.

On divination

De fin.

De finibus

De orat.

De oratore

ND

De natura deorum

Tusc.

Tusculan Disputations

Clem.

Clement of Alexandria
Paed.

Paedagogus

Protr.

Protrepticus

Quis div. salv. Which rich man will be saved?
Strom.

Stromateis (Miscellanies)

Col.

Columella, De re rustica

CPG

Corpus Pareomiographicorum Graecorum (Corpus of Greek writers of
proverbs)

CPP

Corpus Parisinum Profanum (Paris Greek ms. 1168), ed. Elter

Cyril. Alex.

Cyril of Alexandria

Contra Iul.

Against Julian

DEI

Excerpts from Democritus, Epictetus and Isocrates, ed. Wachsmuth

Dio

Dio Chrysostom, Orations

Dio Cass.

Dio Cassius

Diod.

Diodorus Siculus

Diog. Oenoand.

Diogenes of Oenoanda

DL

Diogenes Laertius

Elias
In Cat.

On Aristotle, Categories

In Porph. Isag. On Porphyry, Introduction
Epicur.

Epicurus
De rerum nat. De rerum natura, ed. T. Gomperz, Wiener Studien 1, 1979, pp. 27 ff.
De nat.

De natura, ed. Gomperz, Zeitschrift f. österreichische Gymnasien,
1867, pp. 208 ff.

Epist.

Letters

KD

Principal Doctrines (Kuriai Doxai)

Epiphan.
Adv. haer.

Epiphanius
Against heresies

Etym. Gen.

Etymologicum Genuinum

Etym. Gud.

Etymologicum Gudianum

Etym. Magn.

Etymologicum Magnum

Etym. Orion.

Etymologicum Orionis

Eur.

Euripides
Aeol.

Aeolus

Androm.

Andromache

Ant.

Antiope

Hel.

Helena

Heracl.

Heraclidae

Hippol.

Hippolytus

Inc. fab.

Title unknown

Med.

Medea

Orest.

Orestes

Phaeth.

Phaethon

Suppl.

Supplices

Eus.

Eusebius
Chron. Armen. Chronicle (Armenian version)
PE

Praeparatio Evangelii

Galen
De arte med. The art of medicine
De differ. puls. On differences of pulses
De elem. sec. Hipp. On the elements according to Hippocrates
De facult. nat. On the natural faculties
De Hipp. et Plat. dogm. On the doctrines of Hippocrates and Plato
De medica exper. On medical experience
De usu part.

On the use of parts

In Hippocr. Epidem. Comm. on Hippocrates, Epidemics
ps-Galen
An animal

Is the foetus an animal?

De defin. med.On medical definitions
Hist. phil.

History of philosophy

Gnom. Barocc.

Gnomologium Baroccianum, ed. Bywater, 1878

Gnom. Vat. 743

Gnomologium Vaticanum

Greg. Naz. Or.

Gregory of Nazianzus, Orations

Greg. Nyss. De an.

Gregory of Nyssa, On the soul

Hdt.

Herodotus

Herm.

Hermias
Irris.

Mockery of the pagan philosophers

Hesych.

Hesychius, Lexicon

Hieronym.

Hieronymus (Jerome)

Chron.

Eusebius’ Chronicles
Epist.

Letters

In Isaiam proph. Comm. on Isaiah
Hippocr.
Aph.

Hippocrates
Aphorisms

De aer., aq., loc. Airs, waters, places
De arte

On the art of medicine

De carn.

De carnibus

De flat.

De flatibus

De morb. sacr. On the sacred disease
De nat. hom. On the nature of man

De nat. inf.

On the nature of the infant

De prisca med. On ancient medicine
De victu
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TRANSLATION OF TEXTS

THE LIFE OF DEMOCRITUS
a. TIME AND PROVENANCE
1. Time when he lived

I.
(DK 68 A I) Diogenes Laertius [DL] IX.41: Regarding the time of his birth 1, he was, as
he himself says in the Great World-System, young in the old age of Anaxagoras, being forty
years younger than he. And he says that the Lesser World-System was written seven
hundred and thirty years after the capture of Troy. He would have been born, according to
Apollodorus in the Chronicles (FGH 244F. 36 II 1030) in the 80th Olympiad (460-457), or, as
Thrasyllus says in his book entitled Prolegomena to the Works of Democritus, in the third
year of the 77th Olympiad (470/69), being a year older than Socrates. He would have been a
contemporary of Archelaus the pupil of Anaxagoras and of the school of Oenopides, for he
mentions the latter. (42) He also mentions the doctrine of the One of Parmenides, Zeno and
their followers (whom he describes as very celebrated contemporaries), and Protagoras of
Abdera, who is acknowledged to have been a contemporary of Socrates.
II.
(DK 68 A 36; see no. 99) Aristotle [Ar.] Parts of Animals [PA] I, 642a27: Democritus
was the first to attempt (the definition of substance) ... and this ... was advanced by
Socrates. Ar. Metaphysics [Meta.] XIII.4, 1078b17: Socrates dealt with ethical topics and
was the first to seek for universal definitions in those areas; for of the natural philosophers
Democritus attempted that only to a small extent and defined the hot and the cold after a
fashion ... (DK 68 A 95, no. 58) Cicero [Cic.] Posterior Analytics [Acad. post.] I.12.44: Matters
which had induced Socrates to confess ignorance, and Democritus even before Socrates.
(Not in DK) Cic. De finibus [De fin.] V.28.88: For Democritus ... indeed said a few things
about virtue, but they were not worked out by him. Afterwards they began to be
investigated, for the first time in this city, by Socrates.
III.
(Not in DK) Aulius Gellius [Aul. Gell.] Attic Nights [Noct. Att.] XVII.21.16-18: Then the
greatest of the wars in Greece, the Peloponnesian War ... began round about the 323 rd year
after the foundation of Rome (430 BCE). At that time there lived the great and famous
tragedians Sophocles and then Euripides, the physician Hippocrates and the philosopher
Democritus; Socrates the Athenian was younger than they, but they lived at the same time.
IV.
(Not in DK) Soranus, Life of Hippocrates (vol. II, P. 951 Linden): He ( Hippocrates?)
was born, according to Histomachus in Book 1 of his work on the Hippocratic school, in the

first year of the 80th Olympiad (460) ... (on the death of Hippocrates) ... when Democritus is
said to have died also. Some say he was ninety years old, others eighty-five, others a
hundred and four, others a hundred and nine.
V.
(DK 68 A 2) Suda, s.v. Dēmokritos: born at the same time as the philosopher
Socrates in the 77th Olympiad (472-479) (some say in the 80th (460-57)). But also in the Suda
(DK 29 A 2): Zeno son of Teleutagoras the Eleatic philosopher, contemporary with the school
of Pythagoras and with Democritus; for he was alive1 in the 78th Olympiad (468-465).
VI.
(DK 68 A 5) Diodorus [Diod.] XIV.11.5: About the same time (Ol. 44.1 = 404)1 the
philosopher Democritus died at the age of ninety.
See commentary for the various reports of Christian writers.
2. Democritus’ place in the history of philosophy
VII.
(Not in DK)1 DL Preface 13-15: There came into being two successions in philosophy,
one from Anaximander, the other from Pythagoras; the former was a pupil of Thales, and
Pherecydes taught Pythagoras. The former was called the Ionian [succession, school], the
latter the Italian ... Now Anaximander was a pupil of Thales, Anaximenes of Anaximander,
Anaxagoras of Anaximenes, Archelaus of Anaxagoras, Socrates of Archelaus ... Plato and the
other Socratics of Socrates ... down to Chrysippus ... it came to an end. The Italian
[succession] is as follows: Pythagoras was a pupil of Pherecydes, Telauges his son of
Pythagoras, Xenophanes of Telauges, Parmenides of Xenophanes, Zeno of Elea of
Parmenides, Leucippus of Zeno, Democritus of Leucippus. Democritus had many pupils, of
whom the most notable was Nausiphanes, of whom Epicurus was a pupil.
VIII. (Not in DK) Eusebius [Eus.] Preparation for the Gospel [PE] XIV.17.10, p. 758 A:
Parmenides became a pupil of Xenophanes, Melissus of him, Zeno of him, Leucippus of him,
Democritus of him, Protagoras of him ... (X.14.15-16, p. 504 CD) Parmenides is said to have
been taught by Xenophanes, Melissus by Parmenides, Zeno of Elea by Melissus ... Leucippus
became a pupil of Melissus, Democritus of Leucippus, Protagoras of Democritus (on the
succession Thales – Socrates ib. X.14.11-13, p. 504 AC). Clement [Clem.] Miscellanies
[Strom.] I.14.64.3-4: Now Parmenides became a pupil of Xenophanes, Zeno of Parmenides,
then Leucippus, then Democritus. Pupils of Democritus were Protagoras ... . Epiphanius
[Epiphan] Against heresies [Adv. haer.] III, p. 562.12 Dind. (= Dox. 589-590, 1-6): Thales ...
Anaximander ... Anaximenes ... Anaxagoras ... Archelaus ... Socrates. (7-16) Pherecydes ...
Pythagoras ... Xenophanes ... Parmenides ... Zeno of Elea ... Melissus ... Leucippus of Miletus
... according to some, of Elea1 ... Democritus ... Metrodorus ... Protagoras .... DL IX.30:
Leucippus of Elea, or as some say of Abdera2, in some accounts of Melos (thus the mss: Diels
corrected to ‘of Miletus’). He was a pupil of Zeno. Simplicius [Simpl.] Commentary on
Aristotle, Physics [in Phys.] 28.4 (= Theophrastus [Theophr.] Opinions of the Natural

Philosophers [Phys. opin.] Fr.8; Dox. 483): Leucippus of Elea or Miletus3 (both are said about
him) having been a philosophical associate of Parmenides4 .... See nos. 150-154.
3. Place of birth
IX.
(DK 68 A 3) Aetius [Aet.] I.3.16 (Dox. 285) = Theodoretus [Theodoret.] IV.2 (ib.):
Democritus son of Damasippus of Abdera. DL IX.34: Democritus,an Abderite or,according to
some, a Milesian.1 Sozomenus [Sozom.] II.24.76 (PG 67, p. 997): Democritus of Cos.2
X.
(DK 68 B 300, 17) Ps-Synnesius Commentary on Democritus to Dioscorides [Ad
Dioscor. Comm in Democr.] (I.56.7 Berth.): Democritus was a natural philosopher from
Abdera who investigated and wrote about everything in nature. Abdera is a city in Thrace;
he was a most learned man.
b. LIFE
1. Childhood and youth
XI. (DK 68 A 1) DL 34ff.: Democritus son of Hegesistratus, on other accounts of Athenocritus
or of Damasippus, from Abdera or on other accounts Miletus (cf. no. VIII). He was taught
by some magi and Chaldeans, whom King Xerxes had left with his father to take charge of
him, when he was entertained in his house, as Herodotus says1; from them he learned
theology and astronomy while still a child ... (35) ... he received his inheritance as the
youngest of three brothers. The majority of sources say that he chose the smallest portion,
which was in cash, since he needed it for travel, which aroused the suspicion of the others.
(36) Demetrius2 says that his share was over a hundred talents, all of which he spent.
XII. (Not in DK) Valerius Maximus [Val. Max.] VII.7, extr. 4: John of Salisbury Polycraticus
7.669 (PL 199):1 When Democritus came to be assessed for his wealth, which was so great
that his father was easily able to feed Xerxes’ army, in order more readily to devote himself
to the study of learning with an unencumbered mind, he kept a quite small sum and gave
his inheritance to the city.
XIII. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.36: He (i.e. Demetrius) says that he was so studious that he fenced off
a small house in the grounds and shut himself up. And once when his father was taking an
ox to be sacrificed and had tied it up there, for quite some time he did not notice it, until his
father told him about it when he summoned him to the sacrifice ... (38) He practised, says
Antisthenes1, examining his ideas2 in a variety of ways, sometimes living alone, or among
the tombs.
XIIIa. (Not in DK) ps-Hippocrates [ps-Hippocr.] Letters [Ep.] 12 (p. 330 Littré): Democritus
was alone and solitary night and day, often in desert places and caves ... many things of that
kind happen to those suffering from melancholy ... it is not unlikely that those who are
enthusiastic about learning should find their other thoughts absorbed by the single concern
with their state of wisdom1 ... they seek out caves and silence ... the desire for freedom from

disturbance ... is regarded as madness because of their love of solitude ... (Not in DK)
Anonymous comm. on Aristotle Sophistical Refutations [Anon. in Soph. El. ] V, 167b23ff., p.
15.15 Hayd.: Democritus flees into deserted places, someone who flees into deserted places
is mad, therefore Democritus is mad. Now it follows that everyone who is mad flees into
deserted places, but not that if someone flees into deserted places he is mad. For it is not
the case that if someone is devoted to study and for that reason wants peace and quiet and
seeks out the least noisy places, he is mad, rather than a paragon of good sense and wisdom
...2 Lucian the Lover of Lies [Philops.] 32 (III.59 R.) (= no. 579a): (Democritus of Abdera) ...
shut himself up in a tomb outside the gates and stayed there writing and composing
treatises night and day.
XIV. (DK 68 B 299)1 Clem. Strom. I.15.69 (II.43.13-44.4 St.); Eus. PE X.4.23-4, p. 472 AB; cf.
Sozom. (no.. XV): For Democritus appropriated the Babylonian ethical writings12; for he is
said to have translated the stele of Acicarus and incorporated it into his own writings; this is
indicated by his writing ‘Thus says Democritus’. And further he boasts of his learning: ‘I
travelled the furthest of the men of my time and investigated the greatest things and saw
the most lands and people and listened to the most learned men 2, and no-one ever found
an error3 in my geometrical proofs, not even those Egyptians who are called surveyors.4
Including my stay with the latter I spent about eight5 years abroad6’. For he went to
Babylon and Persia and Egypt to learn from the Egyptians and magii and priests.
XV. (Not in DK) Sozom. II.24.4: But Democritus of Cos1 investigated very many cities and
their climate, and places and peoples, and he himself says that he spent eighty years abroad
...
XVI. (Not in DK) Diod. I.98.3 (also in Eus. PE X.8.14, p. 482 AB): And the Egyptian priests
accept that Democritus spent five years with them and learned a great deal about
astronomy ...; Diod. I.96.2 (also in Eus. PE X.8.2, p. 480 B-C): The Egyptian priests learn from
what is written in their sacred books ... that ... came ... and also Democritus of Abdera.
XVII. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.35: Demetrius1 says in his work On people with the same name and
Antisthenes2 in his Successions that he went to Egypt to learn geometry from the priests,
and to the Chaldeans and to Persia and the Red Sea, and some say that he associated with
the naked sages in India and came to Ethiopia … (38) It is clear from his writings what sort
of person he was.
XVIII. (DK 68 A 40) Hippolytus [Hippol.] Refutation of All Heresies [Refut.] I.13.1 (Dox. 565):
Democritus was acquainted with Leucippus. Democritus son of Damasippus of Abdera

12

[This translates L’s textual emendation tous Babulōnious logous ēthikous <idious> pepoiētai, lit. ‘made the
Babylonian ethical writings his own’. DK prints the ms. text tous B. logous pepoiētai (‘made up the B. writings’)
with a question mark after logous; the note on p. 208, l. 3 records Diels’s conjecture tous B. logous oikeous
pepoiētai, (‘made the B. writings his own’).]

associated with many naked sages in India and priests in Egypt and astronomers and magi in
Babylon1.
XIX. (DK 68 A 2) Suda: ‘Democritus … a pupil … as some say … of Magi and Persian
Chaldeans1; for he went to the Persians and Indians and Egyptians and learned their
wisdom.
XX. (DK 68 A 16) Aelian [Ael.] Miscellaneous History [VH] IV.20: There is a story that
Democritus of Abdera was wise in other respects, and had a desire to live in obscurity 1,
which he put into effect with vigour. So he travelled to many lands; he went to the
Chaldeans and to Babylon, and to the magi and the sages2 of India. The wealth of his father
Damasippus was divided into three among the three brothers, and he took only the cash to
pay for his journeys and left the rest to his brothers. Therefore Theophrastus3 praises him
for having accumulated on his travels more than Menelaus and Odysseus.4 For their
wanderings were no different from those of Phoenician traders; they were gathering
wealth, and that was the aim of their travelling and voyaging.
XXI. (DK 68 A 13) Cic. De fin. V.19.50: What shall I say about Pythagoras, Plato or
Democritus? We see that they travelled to the ends of the earth from a desire for learning.
XXII. (DK 68 A 12) Megasthenes, ap. Strabo XV. p. 7031: He says that in the mountainous
country (sc. of India) there is a river Sila, on which nothing floats. Democritus, who travelled
extensively in Asia, denies this.
XXIII. (DK 68 A 20) Julian Letter 201:It is said that Democritus of Abdera, being unable to
console Darius for the death of his beautiful wife, promised to bring her back from the dead,
if the king was willing to provide everything necessary. When the king told him to spare
nothing necessary for the fulfilment of his promise, after a short delay he said that
everything necessary had been supplied, except one thing which he himself could not
provide, but which Darius, the king of all Asia, could no doubt find without difficulty. And
when Darius asked what this thing was which it was granted only to the king to know,
Democritus replied that if he could inscribe on his wife’s tomb the names of three people
who had known no grief, she would immediately return to life, constrained by the ordinance
of the rite. And when Darius, after long pondering, was unable to find anyone who had not
suffered any misfortune, Democritus laughed in his characteristic way and said ‘Why then,
most foolish of men, do you grieve just if you alone had such sorrow, when you cannot find
one who has ever lived who is without his own grief?’1
XXIIIa. For the spurious magico-alchemical fragments see comm.1
3. Journey to Athens
XXIV. (DK 68 B 116) DL IX.36: It seems, he (i.e. Demetrius of Magnesia) says, that when he
came to Athens he did not trouble to make himself known, since he was indifferent to his

reputation, and that he knew Socrates but was not known by him; ‘for I came’, he says, ‘to
Athens and no one knew me’. Cic. Tusculan Disputations [Tusc]. V.36.104: So it must be
understood that we should not seek public recognition for its own sake nor fear lack of
reputation. ‘I came to Athens’, says Democritus, ‘and no-one knew me there.’ A man of
weight and integrity, to pride himself on his lack of pride. (DK 68 A 11) Val. Max. VIII.7, extr.
4 (after no. XII): He stayed in Athens for several years, and from giving every moment of his
time to the acquisition and exercise of learning he lived unknown in that city, as he states in
a certain book1.
XXV. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.37: Demetrius of Phalerum says in his Defence of Socrates that he
never even came to Athens. That is all the more remarkable, if he neglected a city of such
importance, not wishing to acquire a reputation from a place, but preferring to confer a
reputation on a place.
4. Returns home, is prosecuted, achieves fame.
XXVI. (partly in DK 68 A 1) DL IX.39: Antisthenes1 says that when he returned from abroad
he lived in the greatest poverty, having spent all he had, and that because of his poverty he
was kept by his brother Damasus. Cic. Tusc. V.39.1152: Had that not been so (i.e. had they
not been delighted to do so) would Anaxagoras or Democritus himself have abandoned
their lands and their inheritance? Would they have given themselves whole-heartedly to
this divine delight of learning and enquiry? (DK 68 A 169) Cic. De fin. V.29.87: In order to be
distracted from his reflections as little as possible Democritus neglected his inheritance and
left his fields uncultivated; what was he seeking if not a blessed life?
XXVII. (DK 68 A 15) Philo On the contemplative life [De vita contempl.] 2.14 (VI.49 C.—W.):
The Greeks proclaim that Anaxagoras and Democritus were so seized by the desire for
learning that they left their property to be devoured by sheep. Dio 54.2, p. 113.21 Arn.;
Horace Epist. I.12.12: We wonder that the flock devours Democritus’ fields and crops, while
his mind is moving swiftly elsewhere apart from his body. Origen [Orig.] Against Celsus
[Contra Cels.] II.84.418, p. 164 K: Most Greeks know from what is written about Democritus,
who left his property to be devoured by sheep (sc. that he was poor). Clem. Which rich man
is saved? [Quis div. salv.] 11 (III.167.9 St.); Lactantius [Lact.] Divine Institutions [Inst.]
III.23.4.
XXVIII. (DK 68 A 1)1 DL IX.39: There was a law to the effect that that someone who had
spent his inherited wealth should not be allowed burial in his homeland, and Antisthenes 2
says that, realising that and wishing to forestall any accusation from his enemies, he read
them his Great World-System, the most important of all his writings, and that he was
awarded five hundred talents, and not only that, but bronze statues as well ... 3(40)
Demetrius4 says that it was his relatives who read the Great World-System, and that the
award was only one hundred talents. Hippobotus5 says the same.

XXIX. (DK 68 A 14) Philo On Providence [De prov.] II.13, p. 52 Aucher.: Democritus was
another (after Anaxagoras; cf. no. XXVII) who, though rich and possessed of great wealth,
coming as he did from a noble family, was given over to the desire for wisdom above all, and
put a check on that blind and hateful opulence which is usually a mark of the base and
depraved; instead he sought that wealth which is not blind, but reliable, since it is an
attribute of the good alone. Therefore he was thought to be overthrowing all the laws of his
country and was looked on as a sort of evil spirit, to such an extent that he was in danger of
being deprived even of burial by a law in force in Abdera which prescribed that the body of
someone who had not observed the laws of the country should be cast out unburied. That
would indeed have happened to Democritus, had he not secured pardon through the
benevolence of Hippocrates of Cos; for they were rivals in the pursuit of wisdom. Further,
of his famous works the one called the Great World-System was valued at a hundred Attic
talents, or three hundred more according to some accounts.1
XXIXa. (Not in DK) Athenagoras Embassy on behalf of the Christians [Leg. pro christ.] 31:
Similarly Pythagoras was burned along with three hundred companions, and Heraclitus was
exiled1 from Ephesus and Democritus from Abdera, accused of being mad; and the
Athenians condemned Socrates to death.
XXX. (DK 68 A 2) Suda: Democritus son of Hegeistratus (some say of Athenocritus or of
Damasippus)... From Abdera in Thrace, philosopher, according to some sources pupil of
Anaxagoras and Leucippus, and also, some say, of Persian magi and Chaldeanss, for he went
to Persia, India and Egypt and learned their wisdom. Then he came back and lived with his
brothers Herodotus and Damastes1. He held office in Abdera, being highly regarded for his
wisdom.
XXXI (Not in DK)1 Silver coin of Abdera, with the emblem of that city and the inscription epi
Dēmokrito . (The name of an annually-elected magistrate, regarded as a priest of Apollo
and perhaps bearing the title archōn; C. Seltman, Greek Coins , London, 1933, p. 143.)
5. Fables about Democritus’ wisdom. Sayings of his.
XXXII. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.39: He became famous for foretelling some things that were going
to happen,1 and thereafter was generally revered as someone divinely inspired. Suda, s.v.
Dēmokritos: and he was nicknamed Wisdom.2
XXXIII. (DK 68 A 19) Philostratus [Philostrat.] Life of Apollonius [De vita Apoll.] VIII.7, P.
313.17 Kayser: What wise man do you think would shun a contest on behalf of such a city,
remembering that Democritus one delivered the people of Abdera from a plague 1,13, and
bearing in mind Sophocles of Athens, who is said to have charmed unseasonable winds?
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XXXIV (DK 68 A 17)1 Pliny Natural History [NH] XVIII.273: It is said that Democritus was the
first to understand and demonstrate the affinity between earth and the heavens. The
richest of his fellow-citizens laughed at that interest of his, but he foresaw from the rising of
the Pleiades2 (I have explained the reason and shall expound it more fully) that oil was going
to be very dear, and bought up all the oil in the district at a time when the price was very
low because of the expectation of a bumper olive crop, to the astonishment of those who
were aware of his poverty and his concern above all to have peace and quiet for his studies.
And when it turned out as he had said and he had become immensely rich, he repaid the
money to those worried, grasping landowners (who now regretted their attitude), content
to have proved that he could easily have wealth whenever he wished.
XXXV. (DK 68 A 18) Clem. Strom. VI.32 (II.466.28 St.): Democritus was nicknamed Wisdom
because of the many predictions he made from observations of the heavens. His brother
Damasus looked after him kindly, and once from his observation of the stars he predicted
heavy rain. They believed him and brought in the crops (since it was summer they were still
at work on the threshing-floors)14, but the others lost everything when an unexpected heavy
storm broke. Pliny NH XVIII.341: They say that when his brother was harvesting in
extremely hot weather, the above-mentioned Democritus asked him to leave the rest of the
crop and bring under cover what was already cut, and that his prediction was confirmed by
a fierce storm a few hours later.
XXXVI. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.42: Athenodorus says in the eighth book of his Discourses that
once when Hippocrates came to visit him he ordered some milk to be brought, and when he
had inspected it he said that it was from a black goat which had borne its first kid, so that
Hippocrates was astonished at his acuity. Hippocrates was accompanied by a girl, and on
the first day Democritus greeted her with the words ‘Greetings, maiden’, and the next day
with ‘Greetings, woman’, and indeed the girl had been seduced during the night.
XXXVII. (DK 68 A 17a) Plutarch [Plut.] Convivial Questions [Quaest. Conv.] I.10.2, 628b-d:
Love of enquiry will do for us what it did for the learned Democritus. It seems that he was
once eating a cucumber, and noticing that it tasted of honey he asked the maidservant
where she had bought it. She mentioned a garden, and he got up and told her to take him
and show him the place. The woman was surprised and him what he wanted. ‘I have to
find the cause1 of the sweetness,’ he said, ‘and I shall find it out by seeing the place’. The
woman smiled and said, ‘Sit down; I put the cucumber by mistake into a jar that had had
honey in it’. ‘You’ve exasperated me, ‘ he said, apparently in anger, but all the same I shall
pursue the enquiry and investigate the cause,’ as if the sweetness belonged naturally to the
cucumber.
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XXXVIII.1 (Not in DK, Mull. 178) Maximus [Maxim.] Commonplaces [Loc.comm.] 20, p. 597
(PG 91, 847D): Democrit. Seeing someone talking a great deal of ignorant stuff, he said ‘This
man seems to me not a capable speaker, but someone who is incapable of keeping quiet’. 2
XXXIX (not in DK) Maxim. Loc. comm. 16, p. 586 (PG 91, p. 825 D): Democrit. When a young
man was showing off in the theatre, saying that he was wise, as he mixed with many wise
people, someone said ‘I mix with many rich people, but I am not rich’.1
XL. A dubious fragment, on which see comm.1
XLI. (Not in DK) Maxim. Loc. comm. 32, p. 621 (PG 91, p. 891 A); Antonius Melissa [Ant.
Mel.] II.45, p. 195 (PG 136, p. 1124 C): The same man (i.e. Democritus), seeing a young man
working hard, said ‘You are cooking a splendid dish for your old age’.
XLII (DK 68 A 22) Cic. Tusc. V.39.114:1 Democritus, having lost his sight, could not distinguish
white from black, but he could certainly tell good from bad, just from unjust, useful from
useless, great from small, and could live happily without any variety of colours, but not
without understanding of things. This man thought that the acuity of the mind was actually
hindered by looking with one’s eyes, and when others often failed to see what was before
their feet, he used to journey over the whole of infinity2, stopping at no boundary.
XLIII. (DK 68 A 169, 4 Natorp [N])1 Cic. De fin. V.29.87: Democritus, who is said (whether
truly or falsely we shall not enquire) to have blinded himself, certainly neglected his
inheritance and left his fields uncultivated, so that his mind should be distracted as little as
possible from its thoughts ...
XLIV. (DK 68 A 23) Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. X.17: It is written in the records of Greek history that
the philosopher Democritus, a man of ancient authority, venerable above others, voluntarily
deprived himself of the sight of his eyes, because he considered that the thoughts and
reflections of his mind would be more vigorous and exact in contemplating he rational
construction of nature if he had freed them from the allurements of sight and the
hindrances of the eyes. This action, and the way in which he contrived to blind himself
easily by a most subtle device, is elegantly and vividly described by the poet Laberius in his
mime The Rope-seller, but he gave a fictional cause of the voluntary blindness, adapting it
ingeniously to the subject of the play. The character who says this in Laberius is that of a
rich and avaricious old man who is complaining about the extravagance and vast
expenditure of his young son. The lines of Laberius are as follows (CRF, ed. 3, 72ff., p. 353
Ribb.) :
Democritus of Abdera the natural philosopher
Set up a shield1 opposite the rising of Hyperion,
To put his eyes out through its airy brightness.

Thus by the rays of the sun he put out the light of his eyes,
So as not to see the good fortune of wicked fellow-citizens.
So I want the brightness of my gleaming money
To shine on my death in old age,
So that I do not see a wicked son in prosperity.
XLV (DK 68 A 27) Plut., On curiosity [De curios.] 12, 521 D: There is no truth in the story
that Democritus voluntarily destroyed his eyesight by staring into burning mirrors1 and
receiving their reflection, so that his eyes should not constantly disturb his though by calling
it outside, but should let it stay indoors to consider abstract things, like shuttered windows
overlooking a street.
XLVI. (DK 68 A 23) Himerius [Himer.] Selections [Ecl.] 3.18: Democritus was voluntarily sick
in body, so as to be healthy for higher things.
XLVII. (DK 68 A 26) Tertullian [Tert.]. 46 D: Democritus, who blinded himself because he
could not look at a woman without lust and was distressed if he could not have her,
confesses his intemperance by his remedy.
6. Old age and death
XLVIII. (DK 68 A 6) ps-Lucian Long-lived People [Macrob.] 18: Democritus of Abdera died at
the age of one hundred and four1 by abstaining from food. Censorinus [Censor.] 15.3: Also
Democritus of Abdera and the orator Isocrates are said to have attained nearly the same
age as Gorgias of Leontini, who is agreed to have been the oldest of all the ancients, having
lived for one hundred and eight years.
XLIX. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.39: And indeed he was honoured with bronze statues, and was given
a public funeral on his death at the age of over a hundred. Papyrus fragment of an
anonymous Succession of philosophers: Vol. Herc. coll. alt. 3.197-199, fr. 5 (Crönert, Kolotes
und Menedemos, p. 128: … patriotic and? [-----} [was calle]d (?)1 by the citi[zens and
received] a public funeral. [And they decid]ed to erect a bronze statue of him in the public
square... it is written in the same [text] ...
L. (Not in DK) Jerome Letter LII (ad Nepotianum) (PL 21, p.256): I say nothing about the
other philosophers, Pythagoras, Democritus, Xenocrates, Zeno and Cleanthes, who were
active in learned studies even in old age1.
LI. (DK 68 A 24)1 Lucretius [ Lucr.] III 1039-41 (imitated by Lact. Inst. III.18.6): Finally when
old age warned Democritus that his powers of mind and memory were declining, of his own
free will he gave himself up to death.

LII. (Not in DK) Maximus Loc. comm. 36, p. 627 (PG 91, p. 903 C); Ant. Mel. I.58, p. 103 (PG
136, p. 957 D): Democritus was ill, and fainted. When he recovered he said, ‘Love of life will
not lead me astray’, and removed himself from life.
LIII. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.43: Democritus died, according to Hermippus1, in this way. He was
already very old and on the point of death. His sister was upset because he was going to die
on the day of the festival of the Thesmophoria, which would prevent her from performing
her service to the goddess. He told her not to worry, but to bring him warm loaves each
day, and by applying them to his nostrils he lasted out the festival. And when the festival
days, three in all, were over, he breathed his last without any suffering, as Hipparchus2
reports, at the age of a hundred and nine, I have written about him as follows in my Verses
in all Kinds of Metre:
Who was so wise, who e’er did such a deed
As versatile Democritus achieved?
Three days he kept Death as his guest at home
And entertained him with warm breath of loaves.
Such was his life.
LIV. (DK 68 A 28) Asclepiades, (Suppl. Arist. III.1, c. 37, 34ff.): And there he (i.e.
Asclepiades)1 says that there is a story that Democritus had fasted for four days and was on
the point of death when some women begged him to remain alive for a few days, so that
the Thesmophoria, which were then being celebrated, should not be spoiled by an ill omen.
He told them to go away, and sat by the loaves which were being baked, so that the vapour
blew on him. And Democritus regained his strength by inhaling the vapours from the oven
and so lived on for the remaining time.2
LV. (DK 68 A 28) Caelius Aurelianus [Cael. Aur.] Acute Diseases [Acut. Morb.] II.37: So let
there be prepared an infusion of barley and dry bread soaked in vinegar, or quinces or
myrtle and similar things. For these preserve the failing strength of the body, as is shown by
reason and by the celebrated story of the postponement of the death1 of Democritus.
LVI. (68 A 29) Athenaeus [Athen.] Deipnosophistae [Deipn.] II.46e: The story goes that
Democritus of Abdera had decided to end his life because of his great age and was
abstaining from food every day. Since the days of the Thesmophoria were near, and the
women of the family begged him not to die during the festival, so that they could take part,
he agreed and ordered a jar of honey to be placed beside him, and lived for the required
number of days on nothing more than the exhalation1 of the honey. And after that time the
honey was removed and he died. Democritus was always fond of honey, and when
someone asked him how to keep healthy he said ‘Moisten the inside with honey and the
outside with oil’.

LVII. (DK 68 A 30) Marcus Aurelius [Marc. Aur.] l. III.3: Lice killed Democritus.1
c.

DEMOCRITUS THE SEEKER FOR KNOWLEDGE

1.

Learning the highest joy in life

LVIII. (DK 68 B 118 in part) Dionysius [Dion.] ap. Eus. PE XIV.27.4:1 Democritus himself, so
they say, used to say that he would rather discover a single causal explanation 2 than acquire
the kingdom of the Persians (there follow nos. 29 and 32) ... Or will Epicurus or Democritus
be bold enough to say that they find philosophizing a burden? Cf. Theodorus Prodromus
[Theodor. Prodrom.] Against those who complain of Providence [In eos qui Provid. convic.]
11 (PG 133, p. 1294): What are the riches of Midas compared to a single laugh of
Democritus’?
LIX. (DK 68 A 35a) Plut. On moral virtue [De virt. mor.] 7, 448 A: Aristotle himself,
Democritus and Chrysippus gave up some of their earlier opinions without fuss and regret,
indeed gladly. Cf. DL IX.47: (Democritus’) Kratunteria1, which are critical of what had been
said previously.
LX. (DK 68 B 300.6)1 Petronius [Petron.] 88.2: For in earlier times, when people were still
keen on plain and simple virtue, the arts flourished honestly and the keenest struggle
between people was not to let anything which might be useful ... lie hidden. Therefore ...
Democritus ... spent his whole life in experiments.
2.

The fable of the laughing philosopher

LXI. (DK 68 A 21)1 Cic. De oratore [De orat.] II.58.235: But the primary question of what
laughter itself is and what gives rise to it ... is a question for Democritus.
LXII. (DK 68 A 21) Horace Epist. II.1.94: If he were alive, Democritus would laugh. Sotion On
anger Book 2 ap. Stobaeus [Stob.]. III.20.53; Maxim. Loc. comm. 19.35, p. 594 (PG 91, p.
841): Among the sages, instead of anger Heraclitus was moved to tears, and Democritus to
laughter1. Seneca [Sen.] On anger [De ira] II.10.5: Every time Heraclitus went out and saw
so many of those around him living and indeed dying badly, he used to weep and pitied
them all ... Democritus on the contrary is said never to have appeared in public without
laughing, so little did he take seriously anything of what people were seriously engaged on.
Sen., On tranquility of mind [De tranquil. animi] XV.2: So in this we should be induced to
regard all the vices of the rabble not as hateful but as ridiculous, and to imitate Democritus
rather than Heraclitus. Sen. Letters to Lucilius [Epist. Ad Lucil.] 79.14: As long as Democritus
seemed to be mad.
LXIII. (Not in DK) ps-Hippocr. Epist. 10 (IX, p. 320 Littré): Neglecting everything, including
himself, he stays awake night and day, and spends his whole life laughing at everything,
regarding great and small alike as nothing. One gets married, another goes trading, one is
an orator, another a ruler, another an ambassador, one is elected to office, another is

dismissed, one is ill, another is wounded (332 L.), another dies; he laughs at everything,
seeing some dejected and sad, others rejoicing. Epist. 17 (IX, p. 360 Littré): But I ... one
ridiculous man, weighed down with irrationality but empty of good deeds, foolishly engaged
in all sorts of schemes and suffering useless ills for no good purpose, journeying to the ends
and furthest corners of the earth through his immoderate greed, ceaselessly melting down
silver and gold, and the more he acquires, always worrying that he may incur a loss ... (362
L.) How ridiculous, to desire a hidden and troublesome land, while despising the one in front
of them. Some of them buy dogs, others horses. Some enclose a great tract of land and
register it as their own; they want to be masters of much land, but they are incapable of
mastering themselves. They are eager to get married, but soon divorce their wives, they
love, but then they hate, they have children from desire, but drive them from home when
they are grown up. What is the empty and irrational eagerness, no different from madness
... they seek for silver by digging the land, and when they have found silver they want to buy
land, they sell the land to buy crops, and when they have sold the crops they get silver once
again ... when they do not have wealth they want it, but when they have it they hide and
conceal it. I laugh at their wickednesses, and extend my laughter to their misfortunes, for
they break the laws of truth ... (368 L.) Others, who did not investigate what happened in
the past, came to grief from their own mistakes; they did not consider what was plainly to
be seen, treating it as concealed, though their long life was an indication of what had and
what had not happened, from which they ought to have realised what was to be. This is
what I laugh at, foolish people ... and another condemns their incapacity, for they lack sight
and hearing; it is only perception which gives people’s minds far-sighted accuracy,
foreseeing what is and what will be. They are unpleasant to everyone and then they make
overtures once again to the same people ... (370 L.) In their passions, what superiority do
they concede to the irrational animals? Only that the animals ae self-sufficient. For which
lion digs gold from the ground (372 L.)? Which bull is equipped with acquisitiveness? Which
leopard is insatiable? A thirsty pig is fierce, to the extent that it wants water. A wolf stops
being fierce once it has devoured the necessary food which has come its way. Man is not
satiated in bed for days and nights together. The animals have a limited annual season of
sexual intercourse, but man has a continual mad impulse to unchastity. Hippocrates, should
I not laugh at someone weeping for love, because he has been shut out as he should ... 1
The pseudo-Hippocratic Letters are the principal source of the following testimonia.
LXIV. (DK 68 A 21) Juvenal [Juv.] X.32ff1.:
Democritus used to sake his lungs with perpetual laughter ...
(47) Then2 too he found material for laughter in all the doings of men.
His wisdom shows that men of the highest quality, destined to
Give great examples, can be born in a city of oafs3 and in a thick air.4

He laughed at the worries5 and at the joys of the people,
And sometimes at their tears, while he himself to threatening fortune 6
Recommended the noose7 and put out his middle finger.8
Therefore, vain or harmful are those prayers
For which it is right to wax the knees of the gods9.
LXV. (not in DK) Ael. VH IV.20.691:: The people of Abdera called Democritus ‘Philosophy’
and Protagoras ‘Reason’. Democritus used to laugh at everyone and say that they were
mad, whence his fellow-citizens called him ‘the Laugher’. And the same people say that at
their first meeting Hippocrates formed the impression that Democritus was mad, but as
their association progressed he came to admire him exceedingly. And they say that though
Hippocrates was a Dorian, to oblige Democritus he wrote in Ionic.2 (IV.29.72) I cannot be
persuaded not to laugh at Alexander son of Philip, if it is true that when he heard that
Democritus says in his writings that there are innumerable worlds he was grieved that he
had not conquered even this single world of ours (cf. DK 72 A 11, no. LXXXIII); there is no
need to say how much Democritus himself would have laughed at him, since that was his
forte.
LXVI (Not in DK) Philostrat. Vita Apollon. VIII.7.162 (p. 321 Kayser): But if you ask me as a
philosopher, I used to praise the laughter of Democritus, who laughs at all human affairs.
Lucian The Sale of Lives [Vit. Auctio] 13: Why are you laughing? DEMOCRITUS Do you ask
me why? Because everything that we do and we ourselves seem to me ridiculous ...t here is
nothing serious in them, everything is void and the motion of an infinity of atoms.
LXVII. (DK 68 A 2) Suda, s.v. Dēmokritos: Democritus was nicknamed ‘Wisdom’ and
‘Laugher’ because he laughed at the empty aspirations of mankind.
LXVIII. (DK 68 A 40) Hippol. Refut. I.13 (Dox. 565): He used to laugh at everything, on the
ground that all human affairs are worthy of laughter.
In Christian literature the laughter of Democritus is very frequently referred to as
proverbial, e.g. Theodor. Prodrom. In eos qui Provid. convic. 11; Hermias [Herm.]Mockery of
the Pagan Philosophers [Irris.] 6 (=13).35; Nicephorus Gregoras [Nicephor. Greg.] Byzantine
history [Byz. hist.] VIII.14, p. 375 Schoppen, XXI.10, p. 354 Bekker; Sidonius Apollinaris
[Sidon. Apollinar.] Epist. IX.265, Poems [Carm.] 294; Tzetzes [Tzetz.] Chiliades [Chil.] II. 720722; Gregory of Naziansus [Greg. Naz.] Orations [Or.] XXVI.9, t. 1, p. 478, ed. Maurin., Paris,
1778, with scholium of Elias of Crete (PG 34, p. 887, n. 6), and elsewhere.
3.

Friends and colleagues

(see nos. 76-9)

LXIX. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.42: (Democritus) also mentions ... Protagoras of Abdera. (DL 80 A 1)
DL IX.50: Protagoras was a pupil of Democritus’. (53) And he invented the so-called knot, on
which loads are carried, as Aristotle says in his work On Education (fr. 63 Rose); for he was a
porter, as Epicurus says somewhere, and it was in this way that he became an associate of
Democritus, who had noticed him tying up wood. (Not in DK) DL X.8: The slanderers of
Epicurus say that he called Protagoras a porter and Democritus’ secretary 1 (see no. CIII).
LXX. (DK 68 A 9) Athen. VIII.354 C: In the same letter (see no. CIII) Epicurus says that the
sophist Protagoras went first from being a porter and wood-carrier to become Democritus’
secretary; Democritus admired him for a certain special way that he had of tying up wood,
and beginning with that he took him up and put him into a village school to teach reading
and writing, from where he went on to become a sophist. (DK 80 A 3) Hesychius [Hesych]
Lexicon [Onomatol.] in a scholium on Plato [Pl.] Rep. 600 C: Protagoras son of Artemon1 of
Abdera: He was a porter, and after meeting Democritus he took up philosophy and rhetoric.
(Not in DK) Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. V.32: It is said that Protagoras, a man distinguished for his
learning, whose name Plato gave to that famous book of his, was as a youth3 sent out to
work to support himself and made his living by carrying loads; the Greeks call those who do
that ‘bearers of loads’ (achthophorous) and in Latin we call them ‘porters’ (baiulos). He
used to come into the city of Abdera, of which he was a citizen, from the countryside nearby
carrying a huge number of sticks tied with a short piece of rope. Democritus, a citizen of the
same city and a man excelling all others in virtue and wisdom, was going out of the city
when he happened to see him walking along easily and quickly though burdened with such a
difficult load. He approached him, examined the expert and skilful way in which the load
had been constructed and asked to him to sit down for a little. When Protagoras had done
as he asked, he noticed that the pile of sticks, virtually forming a sphere tied with a short
rope, was balanced and held together in a geometrical ratio, and asked who had put the
wood together in that way. When Protagoras said that he had done it himself, Democritus
asked him to take it apart and put it together again in the same way. When he had taken it
apart and put it back together in the same way, Democritus was astonished at the
intelligence and skill of an uneducated man, and said, ‘Young man, since you have a talent
for doing well, there are greater and better things which you could do together with me’,
and immediately took him and kept him with him, provided for him, taught him different
subjects and made him what he later became.
LXXI. (DK 68 A 9) Philostr. Lives of the sophists [Vitae sophist.] I.10, p. 13 Kayser: Protagoras
the sophist from Abdera was a pupil of Democritus at home, and he associated with the
Persian magi during Xerxes’ invasion of Greece, since his father Maiandrius was wealthier
than many in Thrace.
LXXII. (DK 80 B 4) Eus. PE XIV.3.7: For Protagoras, having become an associate1 of
Democritus, achieved fame as an atheist. (DK 80 A 4) Apuleius [Apul.] Florida 18(p. 36.3
Helm): Protagoras, who was by far the most learned of the sophists and was distinguished

for his oratory among the founders of rhetoric, was a contemporary2 and fellow-citizen of
the natural philosopher Democritus, from whom he took his doctrine ...
LXXIII. (DK 68 B 156 = no. 78) Plut. Against Colotes [Col.] 1108 F: Democritus is so far from
thinking that each thing is no more this [than that] that he opposed the sophist Protagoras,
who maintained that, and wrote many persuasive arguments against him. (DK 68 A 114)
Sextus Empiricus [Sext.] Against the Mathematicians [M] 389.275 B: One would not say that
every appearance is true ... as Democritus and Plato taught in opposition to Protagoras 1 (see
no. 76)LXXIV. (Not in DK) Ael. VH 1.23.10 H: Among the Greeks of old Gorgias of Leontini
far excelled1 Philolaus in reputation and Protagoras excelled Democritus, but in wisdom
they were as inferior to them as children are to grown men.
LXXV. (DK 67 A 3) Simpl. in Phys. 25.1 (Dox. 477): Diogenes of Apollonia, who was pretty
well the last to discuss these topics, wrote eclectically1 for the most part, taking some things
from Anaxagoras and others from Leucippus.2
LXXVI (DK 68 A 10a)1 Suda, s.v. Diagoras: Democritus of Abdera noticed his intelligence and
ransomed him from slavery for ten thousand drachmae and made him his pupil. He wrote
lyric poetry after the time of Pindar and Bacchylides, but was older than Melanippides.
Hence his akme is assigned to the 78th Olympiad.
LXXVII (DK 68 A 10) Suda, s.v. Hippokratēs: ... he became a pupil first of his father, and after
that of Herodicus of Selymbria and Gorgias of Leontini the orator and philosopher, and
according to some sources of Democritus of Abdera. He met him in his old age, when
Democritus was young.1 According to some sources he was also a pupil of Prodicus.
LXXVIII (DK 30 A 1) DL IX.24: (Melissus) recommended (Heraclitus) to the Ephesians ... as
Hippocrates recommended Democritus to the people of Abdera.
LXXXIX (DK 68 A 2) Suda s.v. Dēmokritos: Hippocrates the physician ... was a famous pupil of
his (Democritus’).
For other testimonia on Hippocrates see above nos. XXIX, XXXVI, LXIII, LXV.
4.

Plato and Democritus

LXXX (Not in DK)1 DL III.25: And since he (Plato) was the first to oppose practically all his
predecessors, there is a question why he did not mention Democritus.
(DK 68 A 1) DL IX.40: In his historical notes Aristoxenus2 says that Plato wanted to burn all
the works of Democritus which he could collect. Amyclas and Cleinias3 the Pythagoreans
stopped him, saying that there was no point, as his books were already widely circulated.
That is clear; for Plato, who mentions practically all the early philosophers, never mentions

Democritus at all, even in places where he ought to reply to him. He plainly realised that he
would be disputing with the best of the philosophers. Timon4 praises him in these words:
Among the first I saw the wise Democritus,
Shepherd of tales and super-learned chatterer.
5.

Pupils and followers of Democritus

Democriteans
LXXXI. (DK 69 A: see no. VIII) Eus. PE XIV.17.10: Democritus, whose pupils were Protagoras
and Nessas.1 Metrodorus was a pupil of Nessas, Diogenes of Metrodorus and Anaxarchus of
Diogenes; Pyrrho became an associate of Anaxarchus. (DK 72 A 1) DL IX.58: Anaxarchus of
Abdera; he was a pupil of Diogenes of Smyrna, who was a pupil of Metrodorus of Chios …
Metrodorus was a pupil of Nessas of Chios, and according to some sources of Democritus.
LXXXII. (DK 70 A 1) Clem. Strom. I.64 (II.41.1 St.; Dox. 244, 601): Protagoras of Abdera and
Metrodorus of Chios were pupils of Democritus; Diogenes of Smyrna was a pupil of
Metrodorus, Anaxarchus of Diogenes, Pyrrho of Anaxarchus, and Nausiphanes of Pyrrho.
Some sources say that Epicurus was a pupil of Nausiphanes. Suda s.v. Purrōn: (Pyrrho) …
was a pupil of Bryson … and then of Anaxarchus the pupil of Metrodorus of Chios, whose
teacher was <Democritus> of Abdera.
LXXXIII. (DK 72 a 11) Val. Max. 14, extr. 2: (Alexander) said to his friend Anaxarchus, who
was declaring on the authority of Democritus that there are innumerable worlds … Cf. Plut.
On tranquillity of mind [De tranqu. animi] 4.446 D (DK 72 A 11) and no. LXV. (Not in DK)
Eus. PE XIV.18.27: Of a certain Anaxarchus … who was first of all a painter, not a particularly
successful one,, and then he came across the books of Democritus but found nothing useful
in them nor wrote anything useful himself, but spoke ill of all gods and men …
LXXXIV. (DK 68 A 2) Suda, s.v. Dēmokritos: Metrodorus of Chios was a celebrated pupil of
his, and in their turn Anaxarchus and Hippocrates the physician were pupils of Metrodorus.
LXXXV. (DK 68 B 4) Clem. Strom. II.130 (II.184.14 St.): But the Abderites1 also teach that
there is an end … Hecataeus [calls it] self-sufficiency.
LXXXVI. (DK 74.3) Pliny NH XXIV.167: Apollodorus a follower of his (i.e. of Democritus) …
LXXXVII. (DK 75 A 1) DL Preface I.15: Democritus had many pupils, notably Nausiphanes
(and Naucides) <of whom> Epicurus was a pupil (see no. VII).
LXXXVIII (DK 75 A 7)1 Herculaneum papyrus 1005, fr. 24 (Crönert, Kolotes und
Memedemus, p. 174): The man (i.e. Nausiphanes) who gathered together in Teos the

mutilators of the Hermai2 to listen to him philosophizing according to the principles of
Democritus and Leucippus.
LXXXIX. (DK 76.1) Aet. II.17.3 (Dox. 436): Diotimus of Tyre the Democritean put forward the
same doctrine as they (i.e. Metrodorus and Strato) did.
XC. (DK 77.1) DL IV.58: There were ten people named Bion ... the fourth (after Bion of
Borysthenes) was a Democritean and mathematician from Abdera.
XC!. (DK 78)1 Apollonius [Apollon.] Marvellous Tales 31, from Theophr. Enquiry into plants
[H. pl.] IX.17.4; Stephanus of Byzantium [Steph. Byz.] s.v. apsunthos: it is a kind of plant
about which Bolus the Democritean ... ; (DK 68 B 300.4) Scholium on Nicander On animals
[Ther.]: Bolus ... the Democritean in his work On sympathies and antipathies ...; (DK 68 B
300.1) Suda: Bolus a Democritean philosopher; History and Art of Medicine; (DK 68 B 300.3)
Columella [Colum.] VII.5.17: a celebrated Egyptian author, Bolus of Mendes, whose works,
entitled in Greek Cheirokmēta [Handworks], circulate spuriously under the name of
Democritus.
Sceptics
XCII. (Not in DK)1 DL IX.67: Moreover Philo of Athens, who had come to know him, used to
say that he (i.e. Pyrrho) used to mention Democritus most of all, and after him Homer.
XCIII. (Not in DK) Eus. PE XIV.6.4: Pyrrho started from Democritus in a sense ...
XCIV. (Not in DK) Eus. PE XIV.18.27: Now Pyrrho became a pupil of a certain Anaxarchus ...
(17.10) Pyrrho came to know Anaxarchus ...
Epicureans
XCV. (DK 68 A 52)1 DL. X.2: Hermippus says that he (i.e. Epicurus) was a schoolteacher, who
then turned to philosophy after coming across the works of Democritus.
XCVI. (Not in DK) Aet. I.3.18 (Dox. 285): Epicurus ... following Democritus in philosophy ...;
(Not in DK) Cic. De fin. II.31.102: Democritus ... the only one whom he (i.e. Epicurus)
followed.
XCVII. (DK 68 A 74) Cic. De natura deorum [ND] I.43.120: Democritus, a great man of the
first rank, from whose springs Epicurus watered his gardens ...
XCVIII. (DK 68 A 53) Plut. Col. 1108 F: He (i.e. Epicurus) begins with Democritus, who thus
gets from him a splendid and fitting fee for his teaching. Yet for a long time Epicurus used
to call himself a Democritean, as is attested by many sources, particularly Leonteus, one of
Epicurus’ principal pupils; in a letter to Lycophron he says that Democritus was held in
honour by Epicurus for having anticipated him in getting hold of correct knowledge, and

that his whole theory was called Democritean because he had anticipated him in coming
upon the principles of nature. And Metrodorus says straight out in his On philosophy that, if
Democritus had not led the way, Epicurus would not have attained wisdom.
XCIX. (DK 68 A 51, 233 Us.) Cic. ND i.26.73: What is there in Eepicurus’ natural philosophy
which is not derived from Democritus? For though he changed some things, as I said a little
earlier in connection with the swerve of the atoms, none the less more of the things he says
are the same, atoms, void, images, the infinity of space, innumerable worlds, and their
coming to be and perishing, pretty well everything which is contained in his account of
nature.
C. (Not in DK, 234 Us.) Cic. De fin. 1.6.17-21: (Epicurus) repeats Democritus’ views,
changing very little, but doing so in such a way that he seems to me to make worse what he
wants to correct … (18) Now Epicurus makes hardly any slips where he is following
Democritus … (21) What he changes he spoils, and where he follows him everything
belongs to Democritus.
CI. (Not in DK; 16, 97, 10 Us.) Philodemus [Philod.] On freedom of speech [De libertate
dicendi] Herculaneum papyrus [pHerc.] 1471 fr. 20: … moreover, the pardon accorded to
their errors, a position which Epicurus takes up throughout his Critique of Democritus … ; DL
X.24: The works of Metrodorus are the following: Critique of Democritus …
CII. (Not in DK)1 Epicurus [Epicur.] cited by Philod. pHerc 1005 (Crōnert, Kolotes und
Menedemos, p. 174): when you write a letter you might enclose some works of Democritus
…
CIII. (Not in DK) DL X.3-41: Diotimus the Stoic, who was hostile to him, slandered him most
bitterly, producing fifty improper letters under the name of Epicurus, as did the person who
assembled as works of Epicurus the letters attributed to Chrysippus; moreover Posidonius
the Stoic and Nicolaus and Sotion in the twelve books entitled Refuations by Diocles … and
Dionysius of Halicarnassus … [ say that] he claims as his own the writings of Democritus on
the atoms and Aristippus on pleasure (8) And (they slander) Epicurus himself, saying that in
his letters … he calls … Democritus ‘Lerocritus’ [i.e. ‘judge of rubbish’]. (9) Those people
were mad. Cf. Athen. XIII.62, 611b:2 Diotimus who wrote the books against Epicurus was
summoned for examination by Zeno the Epicurean and put to death …
CIV. (Not in DK) Cic. ND I.33.93: Epicurus … was ungrateful to Democritus, whom he
followed.
CV. (DK 68 B 156) Plut. Col. 1108 F: Colotes’ first accusation (against Democritus) is that he
has thrown life into confusion (see nos. 7, 78).

CVI (Not in DK; 16, 97 Us.) Plut. Epicurus makes a pleasant life impossible [Non posse] 1100
A: Epicurus … was so crazily puffed up and fidgety about his reputation that he … fought
over every syllable and comma with Democritus, whose doctrines he had filched word for
word …
6.

Democritus against dialecticians

(Eleatics or Socrates or certain sophists)
CVII. (DK 68 B 150, 109 N)1 Plut. Quaest. Conviv. 614D-E: So easy-going enquiries move our
minds in a harmonious and useful way, and as Democritus says we should set aside the
arguments of wranglers and ‘strap-twisters’2. Strabo I.7, p. 65 C: (Eratosthenes) says that he
does not see how this enquiry could lead to results, and it is for wranglers only, as
Democritus says. Cf. Clem. Strom. I.3.22 (II.14.25 St.): Some are forced in their enthusiasm
to devise verbal slanders; they provide sophistical puzzles, hunt out phrases, and eagerly
seek stratagems, they are wranglers and strap-twisters.
CVIII (DK 68 B 85, 108 N) Democrates [Democrat.] 51, Stob. II.31.73: Someone who answers
back and chatters a lot is unsuited to learning what he should.
CIX. (DK 68 B 52, 113 N) Democrat. 18, Stob. III.10.42: He who reproves someone who
thinks he is intelligent is wasting his time.
CX. (DK 68 B 86, 110 N)1 Democrat. 52, Stob. III.36.24, Corpus Parisinum Profanum [CPP] 69,
Maxim. Loc. comm. 48, p. 647 (PG 91, p. 911 A): It is overbearing to talk all the time, and
never be willing to listen. Cf. no. XXXVIII.
CXI. (DK 68 B 64-5, 190-1 N) Democrat. 29, 30, Stob. III.4.81: Many who have much learning
have no intelligence. One should cultivate much intelligence, not much learning. Cf. no.
XXXIX.
CXII. (DK 68 B 169, 192 N) Stob. II.1.12 Wachsmuth: Democritus; Do not try to know
everything, lest you become ignorant of everything.
CXIII. (DK 68 B 195, 172 N) Stob. III.4.69:1 Democritus; ... images beautiful to behold in
dress and ornament, but empty of heart.2 Cf. Aristides XLVI, vol. II, p. 307 Jebb: (The cynics)
go around ... pointlessly, images of the dead ... no different from mended clothes,
impressive on the outside, but what is inside another would know.
CXIV. (DK 68 B 114, 117N)1 Democrat. 82: It is better to be praised by someone else than by
oneself.
7.

Writings of Democritus

CXV. (DK 68 A 33)1 DL.IX.45-9

Thrasyllus listed his works, arranging them in tetralogies as with the works of Plato.
(46) Ethics
I. 1. Pythagoras.2 2. The state of the sage.3 3. On the things in Hades.4 4.
Tritogeneia5 (this means that she [i.e. Athena] produces three things which sustain
everything human).
II. 1. On the goodness of man or On excellence. 2. The horn of Amalthea.6 3. On
cheerfulness.7 4. Ethical notes (number of books missing). Well-being is not extant.9
These are the ethical works.
Works on nature
III. 1. Great World-System (which the school of Theophrastus attributes to
Leucippus).10 2. Lesser World-System. 3. Description of the cosmos.11 4. On the planets.12
IV. 1. On nature, book 113. 2. On the nature of man14 (or On flesh), book 2. 3. On
mind.15 4. On the senses (some authorities count these together16 as one book, entitled On
the soul17).
V. 1. On tastes.18 2. On colours.19 3. On the different shapes.20 4. On changes of
shape.21
VI. 1. Kratunteria22 (which is critical of what has previously been said). 2. On
images23, or On forethought. 3. On logical matters, or The canon24, 3 books. 4. Problems
(number of books missing).
These are the works on nature.
Miscellaneous
1. Celestial causes. 2. Causes in the air. 3. Terrestrial causes. 4. Causes concerning
fire and the things in fire. 5. Causes concerning sounds. 6. Causes concerning seeds, plants
and fruits. 7. Causes concerning animals27, 3 books. 8. Miscellaneous causes. 9. On the
stone.28
These are the miscellaneous works.
Mathematics29
VII. 1. On different judgement30, or On the contact of circle and sphere. 2. On
geometry. 3. Topics in geometry.31 4. Numbers.

VIII. 1. On irrational lines and solids, 2 books. 2. Things unfolded.32 (48) 3. The
great year, or Astronomy,33 a calendar. 4. The contest of (or ‘with’) the water-clock (?)34.
IX. 1. Treatise on the heavens. 2. Geography35. 3. Treatise on the poles36. 4.
Treatise on rays.37
These are the mathematical works.
Music and literature38
X. 1. On rhythm and melody. 2. On poetry. 3. On beauty of words. 4. On
euphonious and cacophonous letters.
XI. 1. On Homer39, or On correct diction and words. 2. On song. 3. On words. 4. On
names40 (number of books?)
These are the works on music and literature.
Technical works
XII. 1. Prognosis. 2. On diet, or Dietetics. 3. Medical judgement. 4. Causes
concerning appropriate and inappropriate times.
XIV. 1. On agriculture, or Land-measurement.42 2. On painting. 3. Tactics and use of
arms.43
That is all under this heading.
Some authorities list separately the following titles from the notes 44.
(49) 1. On the sacred writings in Babylon. 2. On the things in Meroe45. 3. Voyage
round the ocean. 4. On history46. 5. Chaldean treatise. 6. Phrygian treatise47. 7. On fever
and coughs. 8. Legal causes. 9. The hand is victorious48 (?), or Problems.
The other works attributed to him are either compilations from his writings or
acknowledged to be by other hands.50 This is the total of his works.
CXVI. (DK 68 A 31, 163 N) Suda, s.v. Dēmokritos: His genuine works are two, the Great
World-System and On the nature of the cosmos. He also wrote letters.; (DK 67 B 2) Aet.
I.25.4: Leucippus ... says ... in On mind; (DK 68 B 6) Sext. M VII.137: Democritus ... in ... On
ideas; (DK 68 B 13) Apollonius Dyscolus [Apollon.] On pronouns [De pronom.] p. 65.15
Schneid.: Democritus in On Astronomy ... (see no. 422); scholium on Apollonius Rhodius
[Apoll. Rhod.] II.1098: Democritus in On Astronomy ... (see no. 424.5).
8.

Writings on Democritus

CXVII. (DK 68 A before 35) [Simpl.] Comm. on De caelo [in De caelo] 294.33: a few things
from Aristotle’s On Democritus (nos. 172, 197, 204, 227, 293, 320, 339. DL V.26 (catalogue
of Aristotle’s works) Problems from Democritus, 2 books.
CXVIII. (DK 68 A before 35) DL V.49 (catalogue of Theophrastus’ works): On Democritus, 1
book; ib. 43: On Democritus’ astronomy, 1 book (see no. 422).
CXIX. (DK 68 A before 35) DL V.87 (catalogue of works of Heraclides Ponticus): On the soul
and On nature and On images against Democritus; i. 88: Expositions against Democritus, 1
book.
CXX. (DK 68 A before 35) Philod. De libertate dicendi, pHerc 1471 fr. 20: a position which
Epicurus takes up throughout his Critique of Democritus.
CXXI. (DK 68 A before 35) DL X.24 (catalogue of the works of the Epicurean Metrodorus):
Against Democritus.
CXXII. (DK 68 B 156) Plut. Col. 1108 F: Colotes acuses him (i.e. Democritus) ...
CXXIII. (DK 68 A before 35) DL VII.144 (catalogue of the works of Cleanthes): Against
Democritus.
CXXIV. (DK 68 A 32) Suda s.v. Kallimachos (catalogue of works): List of words and
exprerssions of Democritus.1
CXXV. (DK 68 A 32) Steph. Byz., p. 649.5 Mein.: Hegesianax1, a grammarian who wrote one
book On the diction of Democritus and On poetical expressions; he came from the Troad.
CXXVI. (DK 68 A before 35) DL VII.178 (catalogue of the works of Sphaerus): On minima,
against atoms and images.
CXXVII. (DK 68 A 1; see no. 1) DL IX.41: (Democritus) would have been born, as Apollodorus
says in his Chronicles ... or as Thrasyllus says in his work entitled Prolegomena to the works
of Democritus ...

THE DOCTRINE OF DEMOCRITUS
A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
a. PRINCIPLES OF THINGS

I. The principle of ‘isonomia (equiprobability or equal attribution)
‘why rather here and now, than there and then’

1.
(In part in DK 12 A 15) Ar. Physics [Phys.] III.4, 203b22ff.: 1 (The belief that
something infinite exists derives from five main reasons) ... and above all the most
important, which presents the problem common to all: for it is because ‘thought does not
give out’ that number and mathematical quantities and what is outside the cosmos 2 seem to
be infinite. And since what is outside is infinite, there seem to be infinite body and
[infinitely many] worlds [kosmoi ]. For why here rather than here in the void? So if it is
anywhere, the solid must be everywhere. And at the same time if there is infinite void and
space, it is necessary for there to be infinite body also. For in eternal things 4 there is no
difference between being possible and being the case. Simpl. ad loc. 467.16: If the void (sc.
is infinite), as Democritus seems to have said, the worlds would be infinite. Philoponus
[Philop.] ad loc. 405.23: For it was on the basis of this that Democritus posited that there are
infinite worlds, positing that there is an infinite void. For what is the chance of this part of
the void being filled up by a world, and others not. So that if there is a world in any part of
the void, there must be one in all of the void. So the void being infinite, the worlds too will
be infinite. Lact. De ira dei 10.10 (p. 86.11 Brandt): Since the whole, he (Leucippus) says, is
infinite nor can any part of it be empty, it is therefore necessary that there are innumerable
worlds.5
2.
(DK 67 A 8 and 68 A 38) Simpl. in Phys. 1.2, 148b 15, 28.4ff. (= Theophr. Phys. opin.
Fr. 8 : Dox. 483): Leucippus ... postulated ... that the number of their (the elements’) shapes
is infinite because there is no more this than that ... (Leucippus and Democritus) say that the
number of shapes of the atoms is infinite because there is no more this than that; that is
what they themselves give as the cause of their infinity.
3.
(Not in DK; no. 85) Sext. Outlines of Pyrrhonism (PH) I.213: From the fact that honey
seems sweet to some and bitter to others Democritus is said to conclude that it is neither

sweet not bitter and therefore to repeat1 the slogan ‘no more’ (in part in DK 68 A 112; cf.
nos. 73, 77, 80). Ar. Meta. III.5, 1009b1ff.: Some have derived the truth about appearances
from the senses. For they think that it is not appropriate for the truth to be judged by what
appears so to more people and to fewer, and the same thing tastes sweet to some and
bitter to others ... and things do not always appear the same in perception to each
individual. So which of these are true or false is unclear; for this is no more true than that,
but they are alike. That is why Democritus says that either nothing is true or it is unclear to
us. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 69 ff. (Dox. 519; cf. no. 441): But in general the
greatest contradiction2, which pervades the whole theory, is his both making them states of
perception and at the same time distinguishing them by their shapes, and saying that the
same thing appears bitter to some, sweet to others, and different to yet others. For it is
impossible for the shape to be a state, or for the same thing to be spherical to some and
differently shaped to others (yet perhaps that it how it has to be, if it is sweet to some and
bitter to others), or for the shapes to change according to our dispositions. It is simply the
case that shape is intrinsic, but sweet and sensible qualities in general are relative and
dependent on other things, as he says. And it is absurd to require that the same appearance
should be presented to everyone who perceives the same thing and to test their truth,
when he has previously said that things appear differently to those who have different
dispositions, and again that none has more truth than any other. (71) Further, he makes it
clearer where he says that each of them comes to be and is in reality.
4.
(DK 28 A 44) Aet. III.15.7 (Dox. 380): Parmenides and Democritus say that because
(the earth) is equidistant in all directions it remains in equilibrium, since there is nothing to
cause it to incline this way rather then that; that is why it merely oscillates, but does not
move from its position. Ar. De caelo II.13, 259b10:1 Some say that it remains stationary
because of similarity, e.g. Anaximander among the early thinkers; for it is not appropriate
for something positioned in the middle and similarly related to the extremities 2 to move one
way rather than the other up or down or sideways, and it is impossible for it to move in
opposite directions at the same time; so of necessity it remains stationary.
5.
(Not in DK) Ar. Phys. IV.8, 214b28: Those who say that there must be void, if there is
to be motion ... face the consequence that nothing can move if there is a void. For just as
people say that the earth remains stationary because of similarity1, similarly things must
remain stationary in a void. For there is no place to which they will move more or less than
to any other, for where is a void, there is no differentiation.2 (215a19): ... further, no-one
could say why something in motion will stop anywhere, for why here rather than there? So
it will either remain stationary or it must go on for ever, unless something more powerful
prevents it.
6.
(In part in DK A 81) Cic. Acad. pr. II.17.55: Then you have recourse to the natural
philosophers, who are thoroughly ridiculed in the Academy (even you can’t keep your hands
off them), and you say that Democritus says that there are innumerable worlds , and indeed

some which are not only similar to one another but in every respect so perfectly and
absolutely matched that there is no difference at all between them, and the same with
people. Then you demand the concession that, if there is a world so like another that there
is not the smallest diference between them, in our world too there should be things which
do not differ at all from one another1. For, you will say, since from those atoms from which
Democritus says everything comes into being, in those innumerable other worlds there not
only can be, but actually are, innumerable Q. Lutatius Catuluses, why cannot another
Catulus come into being just in this world? First of all you refer me to Democritus, with
whom I do not agree; rather I refute him by appeal to the lucid demonstrations of more
polished philosophers that distinct individual things have their own distinct individual
properties. (Not in DK) Cic. Acad. pr. II.40.125: Whom (should I choose)? Democritus? ... Do
you ...think ... when in a single world here there is such a marvellous structure, that there
are innumerable worlds above and below, to left and right, before and after, some different,
others of the same kind.? And, as we now seem to be at Bauli and Puteoli, so there are
innumerable people in places just like this, with the same names, distinctions, careers,
talents, appearance and age, talking about the same things? (Not in DK) ps-Hippocr. Epist.
10 (IX, p. 322.5 Littré): And he (i.e. Democritus) says that he sometimes travels through
infinite space, and that there are countless Democrituses like himself.
7.
(DK 68B 156) Plut. Col. 1108 F: He ((Colotes) accuses him (Democritus) first of
throwing all life into confusion by saying that each thing is no more of this kind than that1 ...
Colotes was misled by Democritus’ phraseology, when he said that thing [den]2 is no more
than nothing [mēden], calling ‘thing’ body and ‘nothing’ the void, since that too has a
substance and nature of its own. (DK 67 A 6) Ar. Meta. I.4, 985b8: (Leucippus and his
associate Democritus) say that what is no more is than what is not. Asclepius [Asclep.] ad
loc. 33.9: (Leucippus and Democritus) said that what is no more is than what is not, for
neither does body, i.e. the atoms, exist more than the void; for both body and atoms exist
everywhere. (DK 67 A 8) Simpl. in Phys. 1.2, 184b15, 28.4 (= Theophr. Phys. opin. fr. 8, Dox.
483): Leucippus ... postulated ... that what is no more exists than what is not.
8.
(Not in DK) Ar. Meta. III.5, 1009a221: Those who feel the difficulties have been led by
observation of perceptible things to the view that contradictions and contraries exist at the
same time, for they see opposites coming into being from the same thing. So if it is not
possible for what is not to come into being, the thing which previously existed was both
alike, as Anaxagoras says that everything was mixed in everything , and so does Democritus;
for he says that the void and the full exist alike in every part, though one of these is what is
and the other what is not. Alexander [Alex.] ad loc. 304.2ff.: He [Ar.] is explaining how it is
that, since he {Democritus} calls the full ‘what is’ and the void ‘what is not’ , and these are
alike in everything from which things come to be, the contradiction ‘it is and is not’ is was
said by him to be true of everything. (DK 68 A 57) Ar. Meta XI.2, 1069b22: and as
Democritus says, ‘all things were together ‘ potentially, but not actually (see no. 221).

II. The principle of analogy between microcosm and macrocosm
9.
(DK 68 B 165)1 Sext. M 265, Cic. Acad. pr. II.23.73, see no. 65: This I say about
everything; man is what we all know ... 2
10.
(DK 68 B 34) Ar. Phys. VIII.2, 252b24: and if this can come about in an animal, what
prevents it from coming about in the whole universe as well? For if it comes about in a
small world, it does so also in a large one.1 See no. 40 w. comm. David Prolegomena 38.14
Busse: in man who is a small world according to Democritus. Galen On the use of parts [De
usu part.] III.10 (III.241 K., I.177 10 Helmr.) and indeed men of old learned about nature say
that the animal is like a small world.
11.
(DK 68 B 164) Sext. M VII.116-117: an ancient ... belief that like things have
knowledge of like things ... but Democritus applies the thesis to animate and inanimate
things; ‘For animals’, he says, ‘congregate with animals of the same kind, e.g. doves with
doves and cranes with cranes’ ... . (DK 68 A 128, Dox. 408) Aet. IV.19.3: Democritus says
that the air is split up into bodies of like shape which travel about together with fragments
of sound. For ‘birds of a feather flock together’ [lit. ‘jackdaw sits next to jackdaw’], and ‘god
always puts like together with like’. See nos. 316, 491.
12.
(DK 68 A 93a) Sen. Natural questions [Nat. quaest.] V.2: Democritus says ‘... as in a
square or street, as long as there are few people about, one can walk without fuss ‘(cf.
Themistius [Them.] in Phys. IV.9, 216b22, 135.15: the ... bodies ... give way ... as if to people
going through a crowd (= Simpl. ad loc. 683.12)) ‘but when a crowd congregates in a narrow
space, quarrels break out as they bump into one another. So in this space which surrounds
us, since many bodies have filled a small space, of necessity they collide , force others away
and are themselves forced back, get tangled and squeezed together ... . See no. 371. Aet.
II.4.9: the world perishes when the larger overcomes the smaller.1 (DK 68 A 143) Ar. De
generatione animalium [GA] IV.1,746a6: Democritus of Abdera {says that] the difference
between female and male [depends on] the predominance of the seed of the one or the
other coming from the part... (764b19) one becomes female and another male through the
predominance of one part over another ... the predominance of the part produces a female
... . Philopon. In GA IV.1, 763b20, 167.13: Democritus ... said that males and females come
into being ... according to the predominance of the parts ... and the struggle takes place first
of all in the parts in which the male and female differ ... and if the womb prevails over the
penis, it changes it to its own nature (cf. no. 530). See also nos. 531-2.
12a. (DK 68 B 288) Stob. IV.40.21: Disease comes about in household and in livelihood as
it does in body.1
III. What is eternal has neither beginning nor cause
13.
(Not in DK) Ar. GA II.6, 742b7: Those who say that it always happens like that, and
think that that is a principle [archē} in those cases, are not correct, nor do they explain the

necessity of the cause. Thus Democritus of Abdera says that there is no beginning [archē]of
what always happens, or of the infinite, but the cause is a beginning , and what always
happens is infinite, so that he says that asking for the cause in such cases is looking for a
beginning of the infinite (cf. no. 304).15
14.
(DK 68 A 65) Ar. Phys. VIII.1, 251b15: this is how Democritus shows that it is
impossible for everything to have come into being; for time has not come into being.
(252a32) And in general thinking that this is a sufficient principle [archē], that it always is or
comes to be this way, is not correct. Democritus reduces natural causes to this, that this is
how things occurred previously, but he does not think that one should seek for a principle16
of what is always so.
15.
(DK 68 A 56) Cic. De fin. I.6.17: He (Democritus) ... thinks ... that the motion of atoms
must be understood as having no beginning, but as going on from all eternity. Cic. Acad. pr.
II.40.25: Do you (Democritus) ... think ... that anything noteworthy can be produced without
some mind?
15a. (Not in DK) Varro On the Latin language [De lingua lat.] VI.39: Democritus, Epicurus
and others, who have said that there are infinitely many basic things [principia], do not say
where they come from, but what kind of thing they are; nonetheless they take the
important step of showing what are the things in the world which are composed of them.
16.
(DK 67 A 16) Therefore Leucippus and Democritus, who say that the primary bodies
are in eternal motion in the infinite void, must say what that motion is, and what is their
natural motion. Simpl. ad loc. 583.20: they said that their primary bodies, i.e. the atoms, are
in eternal motion in the infinite void as a result of force.1 (DK 67 A 6) Ar. Meta. I.4, 985b19:
But on the question of the origin of motion and how it applies to things (Leucippus and his
associate Democritus) also, like the others, passed that over cursorily. Alexander [Alex.] ad
loc. 36.21: He is speaking about Leucippus and Democritus; they say that the atoms are
moved by mutual collision and impact, but what the origin [archē] of their natural motion is
they do not say. For motion caused by collision is forcible, not natural, and the forcible is
posterior to the natural. (DK 67 A 10) Hippol. Refut. I.12 (Dox. 564): Leucippus ... did not
define necessity.
17.
(cf. DK 67 A 18) Ar. Meta. XII.6, 1071b26: Yet if their theory is like that of the
religious writers who generate things from night, or of the natural philosophers who say
15

[Aristotle’s argument appears to rest on the ambiguity of archē, which has to mean ‘principle’ in the first
sentence, but ‘beginning’ in his account of the views of Democritus. The people criticised in the opening
sentence think that ‘It always happens that way’ is sufficient to explain its happening on this occasion, i.e. that
is itself an explanatory principle, so it is a mistake to look for any further principle to explain what always
happens. Democritus’ point appears to be quite different; for him what always happens is an infinite
succession of events, and it is a mistake to look for a beginning of such a succession. A cause is a beginning,
presumably in the sense that the initiating cause starts off the causal process. There is no ground for
supposing that his argument (as distinct from Aristotle’s) trades on the ambiguity of archē.]
16
[See previous note.]

that ‘all things were together1’, the same impossibility arises. For how will motion occur, if
nothing is its actual cause? For matter will not move itself, but the art of building, nor will
the menstrual fluid or earth, but the seeds and sperm. That is why some people, e.g.
Leucippus and Plato, posit eternal actuality; they say that motion occurs eternally, but they
do not say why or what motion it is, nor the cause of its being this sort or that. (1072a4)
That there was actuality previously is asserted by Anaxagoras ... and those, e.g. Leucippus,
who say that motion occurs eternally. (Not in DK) Alex. ad loc. 690.28: That is why some
people, e.g. Leucippus and Plato, seek to escape from these absurdities by making actuality
prior to potentiality and saying that that actuality is motion. For Leucippus and Plato said
that motion occurs eternally ... and Leucippus said that the atoms are in motion in the void
for an infinite time. And they asserted that the motion is actuality, but why the motion is
actuality, and what motion it is in itself, circular motion or some other, and why some things
are moved in one way and others in another, they do not say. For since, as has been shown,
some things must occur eternally, they ought to have stated the cause of the motion of the
fixed stars from east to west, and of the planets in the opposite direction; for it is not the
case that the motion of everything that moves occurs by chance.
18.
(DK 68 A 69) Ar. Phys. II.4, 196a24: There are some who identify the cause of this
1
world and all the cosmoi as the spontaneous [to automaton];2 they say that the swirl
which separates out the totality and sets it in this order occurs spontaneously [apo
tautomatou]... though animals and plants neither are nor come to be by chance [apo
tuchēs], but either nature or mind or something else is the cause (for it is not the case that
each things comes to be from seed3 as it chances, but an olive comes from one kind of seed
and a man from another ), but the world and the most divine of observable things come into
being spontaneously, with no cause for that such as for animals and plants. 4 (Not in DK)
Simpl. ad loc. 331.6: Democritus and his school seem to incur a twofold absurdity, first that
as far as this world is concerned (why speak of this world, since they indentify the
spontaneous as the cause of all the infinitely many worlds?) still they do not say what the
spontaneous is ... Themist. ad loc. 49.12: How is it not right to accuse Democritus and the
others of attributing the greatest things to it (i.e. to chance) but not ascribing the least
significance to people5,17, attributing the innumerable worlds and the swirl and the
controlling order to no other cause than mere chance and the spontaneous.6 Philop. ad loc.
261.31: There are some, he says, referring to Democritus and his school, who think that it
(i.e. chance) is the cause of ‘this world’ and the most divine of observable things, but do not
say even the least thing about it (see further no. 346). (262.15) That is why he finds fault
with Democritus, for saying that none of the particular things comes to be by chance (for a
chance thing does not come into being from a chance thing), and in his exposition of
particular things (e.g. how does he differentiate hot and white things, and why is honey
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[‘Not ascribing the least significance to people’ follows L’s translation, commented on in his n. 5. But it
seems clear that this is a mistranslation, since the context has nothing to do with the freedom of the will. The
correct translation is ‘not giving people the least account of it’ (i.e. chance).]

sweet) he identifies as causes the position and arrangement and shape of the atoms, but he
says that it is the spontaneous which is the cause of the coming into being of the totalities.
(262.5) Democritus ... says that it is chance which is the cause of the ordering of things to
make worlds ... (265.6) They say that this motion of theirs (i.e. of the atoms) by which they
are separated from one another happens by chance, and that the swirl which has set the
world in its present arrangement in which the air is carried round along with the heavens
and the earth keeps its place in the centre7because of its rapid rotation similarly occurs
spontaneously and by chance. (265.15) It would be sheer stupidity to regard the
spontaneous as the cause of what always occurs ...
19.
(DK 68 A 67) Simpl. in Phys. II.4, 196a24, 327.24: But when Democritus says ‘A swirl
of all kinds of shapes was separated off from the totality’ (how and by what cause he does
not say) he seems to generate it spontaneously and by chance.1
20.
(DK 68 A 39) ps-Plutarch [ps-Plut.] Miscellanies [Strom,] 7 (Dox. 581): Democritus of
Abdeera maintained that the universe is infinite because it was never fashioned by anything,
and further he says that it is unchanging and sets out an explicit, comprehensive account of
the whole. There is no beginning of the causes of the things that are now coming to be, but
simply everything which was and is and will be has been completely under the control of
necessity from infinite time past.1
21.
(DK 68 A 71) Ar. Phys. VIII.1, 251b16: for they say that it (i.e. time) did not come into
being, and that is how Democritus shows that it is impossible for everything to have come
into being, for time did not come into being. Simpl. ad loc. 1153.22: But Democritus was so
persuaded that time is eternal that he used the thesis that time has not come into being as
a clear proof that not everything has come into being.
IV. Natural necessity
22.
(DK 67 B 2) Aet. I.25.4 (Dox. 321): Leucippus says that everything happens by
necessity, which is the same as fate; for he says in his On Mind1 ‘Nothing happens in vain,
but everything by reason and by necessity’ (= Theodorot. VI.13, which however reads ‘the
school of Democritus’ instead of ‘Leucippus’).
23.
(DK 68 A 1) DL IX.45: everything ... happens by necessity, since the swirl, which
(Democritus) calls necessity, is the cause of everything’s coming to be. (DK 68 A 83) Sext. M
IX.113: so that by necessity and as a result of the swirl, as the school of Democritus said, the
world would not be moved. (DK 28 A 32) Aet. I.25.3 (Dox. 321): Parmenides and Democritus
say that everything happens by necessity, which is the same as fate, justice, providence and
the creator. (DK 68 A 66) Ar. GA V.8, 789b2: Democritus neglects the final cause, reducing
all the operations of nature to necessity. (DK 68 A 39) ps-Plut. Strom. 7 (Dox. 581, see no.
20): ... the causes of the things that are now coming to be, but simply everything which was
and is and will be has been completelysubject to necessity from infinite time past. (DK 67 A

10) Hippol. Refut. I.12.2 (Dox. 564-5): [When] many bodies [are gathered together and
congregate] those of like shape get entangled ... and stars come into being and increase and
diminish through necessity. (In part in DK 67 A 22) Aet. II.3.2 (Dox. 329-30): All the others
say that the world is a living thing governed by providence, but Leucippus, Democritus,
Epicurus, and all those who introduce the atoms and the void say that it is neither living nor
governed by providence, but is composed of atoms by a certain non-rational nature1. (See
nos. 291, 318.
24.
(In part in DK 68 A 68) Ar. Phys. II.4, 195b361: Some raise the question of whether or
not there is such a thing as chance; they say that nothing happens by chance, but all the
things which we say happen b y spontaneity and chance have some definite cause, e.g. the
cause of one’s going by chance to the market -place and finding someone one wanted to see
but did not think would be there is one’s going there because one wanted to buy
something. And similarly in the other cases which are said to happen by chance one can
always find something as the cause, not chance. For if there were such a thing as chance it
would seem to be really absurd, and one might ask why none of the wise men of old who
discussed the causes of coming to be and perishing said nothing definite about chance, but
apparently themselves thought that nothing happens by chance. (So far Aristotle reports
Democritus’ arguments; then he goes on to refute him.) But this too is astonishing. For
many things happen and are so by chance and spontaneity, and while people are not
unaware that one can refer every one of the things that happen to some cause, as the
ancient argument for the denial of chance says, nevertheless everyone says that some
things are by chance and others not by chance. Simpl. ad loc. 330.14: ‘as the ancient
argument for the denial of chance says’ seems to be directed against Democritus. For
though in his cosmogony he seems to make use of chance, when it comes to particular cases
he says that chance is not the cause of anything but refers them to other causes, e.g. the
cause of finding treasure is digging or planting an olive-tree2, or the cause of the bald man’s
fracturing his skull is the eagle’s dropping a tortoise3 to break its shell, as Eudemus reports.
(Cf. 328.3: Someone became healthy from being thirsty and drinking cold water, but
perhaps Democritus says that it was not chance which was the cause, but being thirsty.) (DK
68 A 66) Cic. De fato 17.39: Everything is so fixed by fate that that fate has the force of
necessity; Democritus, Heraclitus, Empedocles and Anaxagoras were of that opinion.
25.
(DK 68 A 66) Aet. I.26.2 (Dox. 321; on the nature of necessity): Democritus says that
it is resistance and motion and a blow1 of matter . Ar. De caelo III.2, 300b11 (after no. 16):
... for if one thing is moved by another by the force of their elements ...
26.
(DK 68 A 80) Cic. Acad. pr. II.38.121: Now here you have Strato of Lampsacus cutting
in to give that god of yours exemption from a large task indeed (and since the priests of the
gods have holidays, how much fairer it is that the gods should have them too); he maintains
that he does not make use of divine activity in forming the world. He teaches that
everything that there is is brought about by nature, but not like the man who says that

everything is composed of rough and smooth, hooked and crooked bodies interspersed with
void ; he thinks that these are dreams on the part of Democritus, speaking not as a teacher
but as a visionary. But he himself goes through all the parts of the world in succession and
teaches that whatever is or comes to be is being or has been made by natural forces of
weight and motion.
27.
(DK 68 A 70) Lact. Inst. I.2: ... from that enquiry to fix on what seems to be the basic
principle in nature, whether it is providence which takes care of everything , or whether
everything comes about or is controlled by chance. That opinion was introduced by
Democritus and confirmed by Epicurus.
28.
(DK 59 A 66; Dox. 326b 7) Aet. I.29.7 (= Theodoret. VI.15; Suda s.v. heimarmenē):
Anaxagoras and Democritus and the Stoics1 say that it [i.e. chance] is a cause which is
unclear to human reasoning; what is so by necessity, by fate, by choice, by chance, by
spontaneity. Chance is a name for disorderly actiivity2. Ar. Phys. II.4, 196b5: Some think
that chance is a cause which is unclear to human thought , as it is something divine and
more supernatural.3
29.
(DK 68 B 118) Dionysius ap. Eus. PE XIV.27.4: Now Democritus himself, so they say,
said that he would rather discover a single causal explanation than acquire the kingdom of
the Persians (= no. LVIII). This though his causal explanations were vain and lacking cause,
since he started from an empty principle and an unstable assumption, and did not see the
root and common necessity of the nature of things, but regarded as the greatest wisdom
the conception that things occur unwisely and foolishly. He set up 1 chance as the mistress
and queen of things as a whole, even of divine things, and proclaimed that everything
happens according to her, while banishing her from human life and accusing of ignorance
those who reverence her.
30.
(Not in DK; see no. LXIV) Juv. X.52-3: ... when to threatening fortune he himself (i.e.
Democritus) recommended the noose and extended his middle finger.
31.
(Not in DK) Ar. Phys. II.8, 198b101: Now we must discuss ... the nature of necessity in
natural phenomena.2 For everyone brings things back to this cause, because heat and cold
are such and such by nature, and everything like that, and these things are so and happen of
necessity (Philop. ad loc. 312.4: since, he says, heat and cold are such and such, that was
why this happened, or because it was composed of these atoms ...) ... there is a problem;
what prevents nature from acting not for the sake of something, nor because it is better,
but as when Zeus rains, not to make the corn grow, but of necessity. What rises up must be
cooled, and what is cooled becomes water and falls down; when this comes about it
happens that the corn grows. And similarly if someone’s corn is spoiled on the threshingfloor, it does not rain in order to spoil it, but that is what happens. So what prevents the
bodily parts being naturally like this, e.g. the front teeth naturally grow sharp and suitable
for dividing the food and the molars flat, suitable for grinding it, though they do not come

to be so for the sake of that, but it happens, and similarly for the other parts too, where
there seems to be purposiveness. So where everything happened as if for a purpose, those
creatures fortuitously survived because they were suitably constructed, but where it was
not so, they perished and still perish, as Empedocles spoke of the ‘race of cattle with
human faces’. This, or some other, is the argument by which one might raise the problem
... (199a5): but indeed everything is like that by nature, as even those who argue like this
would themselves acknowledge. (Not in DK) Simpl. ad loc. 369.20: all the natural
philosophers bring the causes back to necessity, saying that this happens this way of
necessity. And they bring them back to matter on the ground that that is what necessity is,
saying that from such and such a quality of the underlying things such and such happens of
necessity ... (370.7) Further, some of the early natural philosophers treated chance and
spontaneity as productive causes of what happens, or rather of what happens without a
cause, while others were content with material necessity ... (371.6) but just as Zeus might
rain even in summer, not in order to spoil the corn on the threshing-floor, but it happened
that when it rained the corn was spoiled, so what prevents one from saying that it does not
rain in order that the corn should grow, but rather than when it has rained it happens that
the corn grows, and that the rain occurs by nature and material necessity ... (371.12) And
rather they would say that the better never happens for the sake of the worse either by
rational thought or by nature, so that the motion of the sun, which is the cause of heat and
rain and the rest when it cools, occurs for the sake of the crops, but their nourishment
happens additionally to the many other things, as if the most precise intellect were acting
for the sake of them ... (See further no. 516).
V. Free will
32.
(DK 68 B 119) Dionysius ap. Eus. PE XIV.27.5: At the beginning of his Precepts he says
‘People fashioned an image of chance as an excuse for their own stupidity. For by nature
judgement conflicts with chance, and this very thing, which is most hostile to intelligence,
they said is in control. And uttterly overthrowing and banishing intelligence they set up
chance in its place; for they do not sing the praises of intelligence as something which
enjoys good luck, but of chance as the most intelligent of things.’ Stob. II.8.16: Democritus.
People fashioned an image of chance as an excuse for their own folly. For in a few cases
chance conflicts with prudence, but most things in life intelligent clear-sightedness keeps
straight. (See no. 28: chance is a name for disorderly activity.)
33.
(DK 68 B 172, 26 N) Stob. II.9.1: From the very same things as benefit us we may also
get evils, and escape from evils. For example deep water is useful for many things, and then
again bad; for there is danger of drowning. So a remedy has been discovered, teaching
people to swim.
33a. (DK 68 B 176, 64 N) Stob. II.9.5: Chance gives great gifts, but is unreliable, while
nature is self-sufficient; so its dependable inferiority outweighs the greater advantage which
one hopes for1 [sc. from chance]. See comm. on no. 37.

33b. (DK 68 B 269, 126 N) Stob. IV.10.28: Daring begins an action, but chance controls its
end. (DK 68 B 108, 27 N) Stob. IV.34.58, Democrat. 75: Good things come with difficulty to
those who seek them, but bad even to those who do not seek them. 1
33c. (DK 68 B 89, 39 N) Democrat. 55 One’s enemy is not the person who does one
wrong, but the person who wants to. (DK 68 B 68, 40 N) Democrat. 33: A man is reputable
or disreputable on the strength not only of what he does, but also of what he wants.
33d. (Not in DK) Ant. Mel. i.70 (PG 136, 981 D): Even a good sailor is sometime
shipwrecked, and a good man has bad luck. Democritus.
34.
(DK 68 B 173)1 Stob. II.9.2 (cf. III.4.51): [from] the same [author](i.e. Democritus):
Evils accrue to people from good things, when one does not know how to direct the good
things or bring them through the right channel. 2 So it is not right to judge such things3 as
evils but as goods, and being able to make use of good things is also a protection against
evils, if one so chooses.4
35.
(DK 68 B 182) Stob. II.31.66: the same: Learning achieves good things1 through
taking pains, but evils one acquires of themselves without any pains. An indeed they often
constrain2 someone, even against his will, to be such; so great is the power of natural
wickedness.
36.
(No. 72 Makovelsky)1 Ar. De interpretatione [De int.] 9, 18b26: the ... absurd
consequences ... if ... it is necessary that one of the contraries (i.e. assertion and denial)
should be true and the other false, and nothing should happen whichever way it chances,
but everything should be and happen of necessity. So that one should not deliberate or act
on the basis that if we do this, this will be the case, and if we do not do this, this will not be
the case. Cf. no. 36a (26.8-16), no. 39 (27.16-21, 36-8), no. 103.
36a. (In part in DK 68 A 69)1 Epicurus [Epicur.] De rerum natura = pap. 1056, col. 25
Gomperz (Wiener Studien I, 1879 p. 27ff.) [= fr. 34.30 Arighetti]: Those who gave an
adequate account of causes from the beginning, far surpassing not only their predecessors
but their successors too in many ways, though they alleviated many great evils, failed to see
what they were doing in making necessity and chance the cause of everything. The very
thesis which asserts this broke down and involved the man [i.e. Democritus] unawares in a
conflict between his actions and his opinions, so that, had he not in his actions forgotten his
opinions, he would have been in a continual state of self-induced confusion, succumbing to
the most extreme consequences when his opinion prevailed, and where it did not gain the
upper hand 2full of internal division 3, through the opposition of his actions and his opinion.
Epicur. Vatican Sentences 57: ... his whole life will be confounded by distrust and completely
upset4. Philod. On freedom of speech 20.8 (p. 10.5) [pHerc. 1471, fr. 20.5-10 ( see nos. CI,
CXX)]: ... moreover, the pardon accorded to their errors, a position which Epicurus takes up
throughout his critique of Democritus and of Heracleides ... .

37.
(Not in DK)1 Epicur. Epist. III.133: ... he laughs at necessity, whom some have
introduced as the mistress of everything ... for it would be better to subscribe to the tale of
the gods than to be enslaved to the fate of the natural philosophers. For the former
suggests a hope of placating the gods by worship, while the latter involves an implacable
necessity. As for chance, he neither regards it as a god, as most do (for nothing is done by
god in a disorderly way), nor as unreliable (scholium : for he (Democritus) thinks that good
and evil are given by this to men in order to live a blessed life ...)2..
38.1 (Not in DK) Cic. ND I.25.69 (281 Us.): Epicurus ... found a way to escape necessity
(which had evidently escaped Democritus!); he says that as the atom is borne straight
downwards by its weight and heaviness, it swerves a little. He says that it is only by the
swerve of the atoms that free will is preserved. Cic. De fato 10.23 (281 Us.): Epicurus
introduced this theory (i.e. the swerve) because he was afraid that, if the atom were
perpetually impelled by the natural necessity of its heaviness, we would have no freedom,
since the mind would be compelled to move by the motion of its atoms. Democritus, the
originator of the atomic theory, preferred accepting that everything happens by necessity to
depriving the indivisible bodies of their natural motions.
39.
(In part in DK 68 A 50) Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. 32, col. I (p. 56 Chilton) [fr. 54
Smith]: for if anyone says that what has been said previously is not true, and that it is not
possible to escape necessity, he will never solve the puzzle. And if he rejects this ... it is
clear that he will have nothing else to believe about what has been said. So if prophecy has
been questioned (col. II), is there any other indication of fate? For if anyone follows
Democritus’ theory, saying that the atoms have no free motion, since they collide with one
another, from which it appears that the motion of everything is necessitated, we shall say to
him ‘Do you not know, who (col. III)ever you are, that the atoms have a free motion, which
Democritus did not discover, but Epicurus revealed, namely the motion of the swerve, as he
shows from the phenomena?’ The main point is this; if you believe in fate all correction and
reproof are abolished, and it will not even be possible to punish the wicked. (fr. 5, col. II, p.
11[fr. 6 Smith]) Democritus of Abdera was right in maintaining that there are indivisible
natures, but since he made some mistakes about them, he will be ex(col. III)amined in our
opinions. (fr. 6, col. II, p. 12 [fr. 7 Smith]) ... according to your theory, Democritus, we shall
be unable, not only to discover the truth, but even to live, avoiding neither fire nor murder
(col. III) nor ...2 (= no. 61).
40.1 (= no. 18). Themist. in Phys. II.4, 196a24, 49.12: Democritus and the others ... who
assigned the greatest affects to it (i.e. chance) but did not give the least significance to
people.18
41.
(Not in DK)1 Oenomaus of Gadara ap. Eus. PE VI.7 (more fully no. 62, where see
critical apparatus): for according to the learned there has been banished from human life,
18

[See translator’s note on no. 18.]

whether you prefer to call is the rudder or the basis or the foundation, the very possibility of
our life, which we regard as the monarch of the most necessary things, but Democritus , if I
am not mistaken ... claims to demonstrate that the finest of human things ... is a slave.
(19) For see, by the same means as we apprehend ourselves (which was the ultimate
criterion of truth for Democritus also) by that we grasp which of the things in us are selfchosen and which are imposed on us, and we are not unaware of the difference between
walking and being dragged, or between choosing and being necessitated ... (20) the motives
(for these) depend on our wishing. Theodoret. VI.11, p. 153 Raeder: The cynic made the
same accusation against the Delphic oracle and against Democritus, complaining reasonably
that having enslaved the free nature of our mind they handed it over to the necessity of fate
and destiny.
VI. Nothing comes to be from nothing
(The principle of the conservation of matter and energy)
42.
(DK 68 A 57) Plut. Col. 8, 1110 F: for what does Democritus say? ... everything is the
atoms, which he calls shapes, and there is nothing else. For there is no coming to be from
what is not,1 and nothing would come to be from what is, since the atoms are neither
affected nor change because of their solidity, so that neither colour comes to be from
colourless things nor nature nor soul from things without qualities or affections. DL IX.44,
Suda s.v. Dēmokritos: nothing comes to be from what is not nor perishes into what is not.
Alex. in Meta. III.5, 1009a6, 303.33: Democritus ... says ... they (i.e. perceptible things) come
to be by separation from what already exists.
43.
(DK 68 A 39) ps-Plut. Strom. 7 (Dox. 581): Democritus of Abdera ... says ... that the
totality ... is changless.
44.
(DK 68 A 82) Simpl. in De caelo I.10, 28023, 310.5: ‘for ,‘ he (Alexander) says,’ the
dissolution and destruction of the world is not into matter which has the capacity to
become a world, but into another world, and since there are infinitely many which receive
one another there is no necessity of a return to the same world’. This was the view of the
school of Leucippus and Democritus ... but since Democritus’ worlds which change into
other worlds consist of the same atoms, they are the same in kind, though not in number. 1
VII. The principle of impenetrability
45.
(not in DK, cf. DK 67 A 19)1 Ar. Phys. IV.6, 213b6: (as Democritus and Leucippus
say...) for what is full cannot receive anything. If it were to receive anything there would be
two things in the same place, and there could be any number of bodies {in one place]
simultaneously2, for it is impossible to state the difference according to which that would
not be so . And the smallest will receive the largest. For the large consists of many smalls,
so that if many equals can be in the same [place] so can many unequals (see no. 255

46.
(DK 67 A 7) Ar. GC 1.8, 325a34: from what is truly one a plurality would not have
come into being, nor one thing from what are truly many, but that is impossible. (DK 68 A
42) Ar. Meta. VI.13, 1039a9: (Democritus) says that it is impossible for one thing to come
from two, or two from one.
47.
(DK 67 A 15) Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a4: Leucippus and Democritus [say that] many
things do not come to be from one, nor one from many (see no. 289). (not in DK) Simpl. ad
loc., 699.22: and they said that many do not come to be from one, for the atom is not
divided; nor one truly continuous thing from many, but each thing appears to come to be by
combination of the atoms. (DK 68 A 37) Simpl. in De caelo I.10, 279b12, 293.12: but in
reality it does not generate any single nature from them; for it is totally silly [to suppose]
that two or more things should ever become one (= no. 293).
b. THEORY OF COGNITION
1. Preliminary confession of ignorance
(see comm. on no. 63)
48.
(DK 68 B 6) Sext. M VII.137 (after no. 55): and in his On Shapes ‘By this principle1 man
must know that he is removed from reality’.
49.
(DK 68 B 7) [Sext. Ibid.]: and again ‘this argument too shows that in reality we know
nothing, but each person’s opinion presents the form (of things) in a changed shape 1, 19‘
50.
(DK 68 B 8) [Sext. Ibid.]: and further ‘Yet it will be clear that to know what kind of
thing each thing is in reality is attended with very great difficulties’.
51.
(DK 68 B 117) DL IX.72: And indeed Xenophanes and Zeno of Elea and Democritus
turn out to be sceptics according to them (the Pyrrrhonists) ... Democritus in that he gets
rid of the qualities, where he says ‘By convention hot, by convention cold, but in reality
atoms and void’ and again ‘In reality we know nothing, for reality is in a deep abyss 1’. Cic.
Acad. pr. II.10.32: Accuse nature, which, as Democritus says, has completely hidden truth in
the depths. Lact. Epitome of Divine Institutions [Epit. Div. inst.] 40 (PL VI, p. 1047 C):
Democritus affirms that truth lies sunk in a deep well. Lact. Inst. III.28.13 (PL VI, p. 439 A):
Democritus says that truth lies sunk in a well so deep as to have no bottom. Lact. Inst
III.30.6 (PL VI, p. 445 A 1) Shall we wait till Socrates knows? ... Or Democritus pulls truth out
of the well? Honorius Augustodunensis (PL 172, p. 235): Democritus ... says truth lies
hidden like water in a deep well without a bottom. Isidore of Seville [Isid. Hisp.] Etymologies
{Etym.) VII.6.12 (= Rabanus Maurus De universo XV.1, PL 111, p. 414): Democritus said that
truth lies hidden as if in a well so deep as to have no bottom.
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[I translate Luria’s Russian version. For a defence of the alternative translation ‘opinion is something which
flows in’ (preferred by DK) see the note on the passage in Taylor 1999, pp. 11-13.]

52.
(DK 68 A 112) Ar. Meta. III.5, 1009b9: so which of these are true or false is unclear ...
which is why Democritus says that either nothing is true or it is unclear1 (no. 73 follows).
(Not in DK) Alex. ad loc., 305.26: for some things appear sweet and edible to some and
bitter and inedible to others, e,g, the shoot of the olive, which is sweet to the animals which
graze on it, but bitter to us humans ... for none is more this than that, but they are alike,
which is why Democritus says, looking to these differences, that either nothing is true or, if
anything is true it is unclear us, in that people’s opinions and representations of things are
similarly situated with regard to the opposed [phenomena]2 (so also Syrianus ad loc., 75.19).
53.
(DK 67 A 33) Epiphan. Adv. haer. III.2.9 (Dox. 590): Leucippus of Miletus, or according
to some sources of Elea, was also an eristic1. He too said that the totality of things was in
the infinite, and that everything occurs according to appearance and opinion, but nothing in
truth, but it appears like the oar in the water.2
54.
(DK 68 A 110) Sext. M VII.369: some, e.g. the school of Democritus, abolish all the
appearances. (DK 59 A 96) Aet. IV.9.1 (Dox. 396): Anaxagoras [and] Democritus [say that]
the senses are false.
55.
(DK 68 B 9)1 Sext. M VII.135: Democritus sometimes abolishes sensory appearances
and says that none of them appears as things are in reality, but merely as they are in
opinion, and that reality in things consists of the atoms and the void. For he says ‘By
convention sweet and by convention bitter, by convention hot, by convention cold, by
convention colour, but in reality atoms and void’, (i.e. the appearances are conventionally
thought to exist, but they do not really exist, but only the atoms and the void). (136) And in
his Confirmations [Kratuntēria] although he had undertaken to show that the senses have
the force of reliability20, he is found to be no less condemnatory of them. For he says ‘But
we2 In fact know nothing firm, but what changes according to the conditions of the body
and the things that enter it and come up against it’. (DK 68 B 10) and again, he says, ‘That in
reality we do not know what kind of thing each thing is or is not has been shown many
times’.
56.
(DK 68 A 134) Sext. PH II.63: (see no. 85): from honey’s seeming bitter to some and
sweet to others Democritus said that it is neither sweet nor bitter.
57.
(not in DK) 1Sext. M VIII.184: Democritus says that none of the sensible things exist,
but our apprehensions of them are empty states of the senses, and in the external world
there is nothing sweet, bitter, hot, cold, white, black or anything else which appears to
everyone, for these are names for our states. But Epicurus said that all such sensible things
exist. (VIII.6) Democritus [says that] nothing sensible exists by nature (see no. 92).
58.
(DK 68 B 165) Cic. Acad. pr. II.23.73: What shall I say about Democritus? Whom can
we compare with him for greatness not merely of intellect, but also of soul? He was bold
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[Alternatively ‘undertaken to give the senses control over belief’, adopted in Taylor 1999, 179a, p. 142.]

enough to begin with ‘This I say about everything’ (cf. no. 65). He makes no exceptions, of
things on which he does not pronounce, for what can be outside the whole universe? ...
But he does not mention this, that we, who do not deny that there is some truth,
nevertheless deny that it can be apprehended. He flatly denies that anything is true1, and
says that the senses are not obscure, but ‘dark’2, as he calls them. (DK 59 A 95) Cic. Acad.
post. I.12.64: (Arcesilaus had begun a dispute with Zeno) on the obscurity of those things
which had led Socrates to his confession of ignorance, and even before Socrates
Democritus, Anaxagoras, Empedocles and virtually all the early thinkers, who said that
nothing could be apprehended, perceived or known; that the senses are narrow in scope
(Empedocles), our minds weak (Anaxagoras), our span of life short (Protagoras), and, as
Democritus says, that truth is sunk in an abyss (see no. 51), that everything is governed by
opinions and conventions, that nothing is left for truth, and to sum up they said that
everything is swathed3 in darkness.
59.
(Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. III.7, 207b27, 512.28: Democritus trying to establish that
colours do not exist in bodies by nature, but have their being by convention and stipulation
relative to us1 (the same ap. Themist. 98.13).
60.
(Not in DK) Simpl. in De anima III.2, 426a11, 193.3: according to the school of
Democritus even the potentially perceptible, e.g. colour itself and sound, would have to
exist in the sense-organ and would not exist without actual perception.
61.
(Not in DK)1 Plut. Col. 8, 1110 E: … in his second accusation he has failed to notice
that he is expelling Epicurus from life along with Democritus2, for he says that Democritus’
thesis that colour is by convention and sweet is by convention and the compound by
convention, but in reality the void and the atoms conflicts with the senses, and that
someone who adheres to this theory and makes use of it could not himself determine, so he
says, whether he is dead or alive. I have nothing to say in reply to this argument, but I say
that these things are as inseparable from the views of Epicurus as they say shape and weight
are from the atom. Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. 6, col. II, p. 12 Chilton [fr. 7 Smith II.12-14]: …
Democritus made a mistake unworthy of himself in saying that only the atoms really exist,
and everything else only by convention. For according to your theory, Democritus, we shall
be unable,, not merely to discover the truth, but even to live, escaping neither fire nor
murder (col. III) nor … (cf. no. 39).
Plut. Col. 8, 1108 F: He (Colotes) first accuses him (Democritus) of throwing life into
confusion by saying that each thing is no more of this kind than that. Sext. M VIII.56: The
schools of Democritus and Plato throw things into confusion by rejecting the senses, getting
rid of sensory objects and following only intelligible things, and they shake not only the
reality of things, but the very conception4 of them.
62.
(Not in DK)1 Oenomaus of Gadara (14 Mull.) ap. Eus. PE VI.7.2-2 0 (cf. Theodoret.
VI.8-11, 13 pp. 151-5 Raeder); Georgius Monachus II.18; Suda, s.v. heimarmenē: for

according to the learned … a slave … [see no. 41] (10) Are you and I something? You
would say so, but however do we know this? How have we come to judge that we know it?
Is it not the case that there is nothing else so adequate as our consciousness and
apprehension2of ourselves? (11) Well then, how have we ever discovered that we are living
things? (12) And how do we know that we are talking at this moment? What do you have
to say? Have we not rightly judged the apprehension of ourselves as what is the most
immediate thing of all?3 Clearly so. For there is nothng superior to it or more authoritative
or more reliable than it. (13) For if that were not so … (15) nor does he know if he himself is
something. (16) But neither you nor Democritus will allow anyone to say so; for there is no
more reliable measure than what I say … (17) So, Democritus, someone might say, and you,
Chrysippus, and you, seer, since you get annoyed if someone ventures to do away with your
apprehension of yourselves (for then those many books of yours no longer exist) 4, let us get
annoyed with you in return. (18) What then, is that the most reliable and authoritative
thing, when you so decide, but when you decide otherwise, will it be ruled by some fate or
destiny unseen there5, something conceived differently by each of you, coming from god (in
the case of the seer of Delphi), or from chance (in the case of Chrysippus) or (in the case of
Democritus) from those small bodies which move downwards, rebound upwards, get
entangled and separate, move apart and come together of necessity? (19) For see, by the
same means as we apprehend ourselves we also apprehend those things in us which are
self-chosen and those which are enforced on us,6 and we are not unaware of the difference
between walking and being dragged, or between choosing and being necessitated. (20) The
motives (for these) depend on our wishing.
63.
(DK 68 B 304) Greco-Syriac sayings, trans. Ryssel [RhM 1896, 539]: Democritus said ‘I
know only that I know nothing’. Cf. Gnomologium Vaticanum [Gnom. Vat.] 743 (Wiener
Studien [Wien. Stud.] 10, 1888, 232), no. 267 = Cod. Vatic. Gr. 1144, fr. 217 r: The same
person (i.e. Democritus) said ‘I know only one thing, that I do not know’.
64.
(DK 68 B 143) Philod. On anger 28.17 G [= pHerc 182, col. XXIX.17-29]: And often
many disasters come upon friends and other relatives, and sometimes on countries and
kingdoms, not just long ago when that wrath [i.e. of Achilles] ‘Wrought countless woes for
the Greeks’, but every day. And more or less evils as many as one could conceive of’ 1,21, as
Democritus says, all come about through immoderate fits of anger.
Relying on this passage and on the testimonia cited in my notes, I believe that
Democritus said ‘Whatever things one might think of, all exist’ (hosa tis an nōsaito, panta
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[The papyrus has hosa tis an nōsaito kata D. kata, with a superscript correction of the t of the second kata to
k. Given the correction the sense of Philodemus’ sentence is ‘As many evils as one could conceive of, as D.
says’, but the Greek word order allows the actual quotation from Democritus to be either ‘As many things as
one could conceive of’, as L takes it, or (as in DK) ‘As many evils as one could conceive of’. On neither reading
does the passage support L’s attribution to Democritus of the statement ‘Whatever one might think of,
exists’.]

esti). Therefore according to Democritus phenomena are the only source of our cognition of
things.
65.
(DK 68 B 165) Sext. M VII.265: Democritus, imitating the voice of Zeus and ‘Saying
this about everything’ tried to set out his conception (i.e. the concept ‘man’)1, but achieved
no more than the commonplace2 statement ‘Man is what we all know’. Sext. PH II.23:
Democritus says that ‘Man is what we all know’. Ar. PA I.1, 640b29: Now if each animal and
its parts were [constituted by} their colour and shape, Democritus would be right; it seems
that that is what he supposes. At any rate he says that is clear to everyone what shape a
man is, on the ground that he is known by his shape and colour. Michael of Ephesus [Mich.
Ephes.] ad loc. 5.35: Democritus answered by focusing his entire enquiry on the material
cause, and ignored the final and formal causes, saying ‘It is clear to everyone what kind of
thing man and each of the animals is in respect of shape and colour, but it is unclear in
respect of matter. And if so, one should enquire about what is unclear, not about what is
totally apparent’.
Relying on all these passages, Diels thinks that Democritus said3 ‘This I say about
everything ; man is what we all know’4.,22.
66.
(Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 6, 445b15 (see no. 429): further, by what means shall we
judge or know these things? By thought? But they are not grasped by thought, nor does the
mind think of external things without perception. And also if that is right, it seems to
support those who posit indivisible magnitudes1.
67.
(DK 68 A 101) Ar. De anima [De an.] I.2, 404a27: But (Anaxagoras) does not say
exactly the same thing as Democritus; for the latter says that soul and mind are without
qualification the same thing (see no. 68) For reality is what appears1, which is why Homer
was right to say that ‘Hector lay thinking otherwise2’. For he does not treat the mind as a
capacity to do with reality, but says that soul and mind are the same thing. Ar. Meta. IV.5,
1009b28 (following a mention of Democritus): and they say that it seems that Homer too
had that opinion (that all appearances are true) because he wrote of Hector, who had been
rendered unconscious by a blow, as lying thinking otherwise, since those who are out of
their minds are still thinking, but not thinking the same things. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De
sensu 58 (see no. 460): About thinking ... he said ... that the early thinkers were right to
suppose that it is possible to ‘think other things’. It is clear, therefore, that he explains
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[In fact Diels suggests tentatively (DK II, p. 177, lines 12-13) that ‘This I say about everything’ may have been
the opening of the Lesser World-System. He does not explicitly state as his opinion that the two sentences
consecutively constituted the beginning of that or any other work. That it was his view that the two sentences
were consecutive may be suggested by his printing them as a single fragment, 68 B 165, but even there there
is some doubt, since the two sentences are separated by a full point, followed by a long dash. While L may be
right in his reading of Diels, there is no doubt that his own assertion that the two sentences consecutively
began a major work of Democritus is much more emphatic than Diels’s wording.
The only ancient source which definitely ascribes either sentence to the beginning of a work is Cic.
Acad. pr. II.23.73 (L no. 58). It is noteworthy that Cicero quotes only the first of the two sentences.]

thought by the constitution of the body, which is perhaps consistent on his part, since he
makes the soul out to be a body.
68.
(DK 68 A 101) Ar. De an. I.2, 405a8: Democritus said more subtly ... that soul and
mind are the same. (DK 68 A 106) Ar. On breath [De respir.] 4, 472a6: for in the air there are
a great number of things of the sort which he calls mind and soul. Aet. IV.5.12 (Dox. 392):
Parmenides and Empedocles and Democritus say that mind and soul are the same, so
according to them no animal strictly speaking lacks reason. Aet. IV.8.10 (Dox. 395):
Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus say that perception and thought occur when images
come from outside. Aet. IV.8.5 (Dox. 394): Democritus says that perceptions and thoughts
are alterations of the body. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: [The sun and moon] are compounded of
smooth round bodies of that kind, as is the soul, which is the same as the mind. (Not in DK)
Tert. De an. 12: Both (mind and soul) will be one [and the same], and Democritus will win
the day [?] by abolishing the difference. (See also no. 452.)
69.
(DK 68 A 113) Philop. in De an. 1.2, 405a25, 71.19: [He asks whether] they said that
mind moves the totality, from which they concluded that the motion belongs to the soul
also? Yes, he says; for they supposed that soul and mind are the same, e.g. Democritus. We
never find them saying expressly that mind and soul are the same, but he derives this
conclusion from a syllogism. Democritus, he says, clearly intends this; for he said straight
out that the true and the apparent are the same, and that there is no difference between
the truth and what appears to sense, but what appears and seems to each person is also
true, as Protagoras also said1, though on the correct account they are different2, in that
sense and imagination have to do with what appears, but mind with the truth. So if mind
has to do with the truth, and the soul with what appears, and the true is the same as what
appears, as Democritus thinks, the mind is then the same as the soul. For as the mind is
related to the truth, so the soul is to what appears3; hence, by permutation, as what
appears is related to the truth, so the mind is to the soul. So if what appears is the same as
the true, the mind is then the same as the soul.
70.
(DK 67 A 9) Ar. GC 1.2, 315b6: (Democritus and Leucippus) thought that the true is in
appearance.1, 23 (Not in DK) Philop. ad loc. 23.2; see no. 96.
71.
(DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 60ff. (Dox. 16): Democritus and Plato [discussed
them (i.e. colours)] ... Plato does not deprive the objects of sense of their own nature,
whereas Democritus reduces them all to states of the sense. We shall not discuss which of
these views is true, but let us try to set out how far each pursued the topic and what
distinctions he made, having first given an outline of each view in its entirety. Democritus
does not give a uniform account of them all, but differentiates some by size, some by shape,
and some by order and arrangement. Plato ascribes almost all to states and the sense [i.e.
to states of the sense]. So each seems to contradict his assumption; (61) as Democritus
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makes them out to be states of the sense but distinguishes them with respect to their own
nature, while Plato makes them out to be things in their own right1 but ascribes them to
states of the sense. ... (63) That is his [Democritus’] account of heavy and light and hard and
soft. None of the other sensible qualities has any nature of its own, but all are states of the
sense when it is altered so as to give rise to an appearance. [...] The evidence for this is that
things do not naturally seem the same to all creatures, but what is sweet to us is bitter to
other creatures, sharp-tasting to others, pungent to others, sour to others again, and the
same for other cases. ... (69) But in general the greatest contradiction, which pervades the
whole theory, is his both making them states of perception and at the same time
distinguishing them by their shapes ... and it is absurd to require that the same appearance
should be presented to everyone who perceives the same thing but nonetheless to refute
their objective reality2, 24, when he has previously said that things appear differently to
those who have different dispositions, and again that none has more truth than any other.
... (71) Further, he makes it fairly clear in what he says that each of them [i.e. sensory
appearances] comes to be and is in reality (see no. 441).
72.
(DK 59 B 21a) Sext. M VII.140: Diotimus said that according to him (Democritus)
there are three criteria, the phenomena being the criterion of the apprehension of things
that are unclear; ‘for the phenomena are the sight of the things which are unclear’ 1, as
Anaxagoras says, and Democritus praises him for that ...
73.
(DK 68 A 112) Ar. Meta. III.5, 1009b11 (following no. 52): Which is why Democritus
says [that either nothing is true, or it is unclear]. Nevertheless because he thinks that
thought is perception, and that that is alteration, he says that sensory appearances are of
necessity true.1,25 For it is from those assumptions that Empedocles and Democritus and
pretty well all the others are committed to such views.
74.
(DK 68 A 105) Philop. in De an. I.1, 35.12: for Democritus says that it (the soul) has no
parts nor a plurality of capacities; he says that thinking is identical with perceiving and that
they issue from the same capacity.
II. Refutation of the pure phenomenalism of Xeniades and Protagoras
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[I translate L’s Russian translation, which is presupposed in comm. on no. 71, n. 2. But see the editors’
corrigendum appended to the note. It seems to me that neither L’s rendering nor that of Alfieri reported in L’s
note is entirely satisfactory. A better sense is attained by translating ‘to require that the same appearance
should be presented to everyone who perceives the same thing, and to examine their truth [i.e. the truth of
the appearances]’. On that rendering Theophrastus is ascribing to Democritus the supposition that everyone
who perceives a given sensory quality (e.g. the taste of some particular thing) should receive the same sensory
appearance (e.g. that this apple should taste sweet), and that perceptions which satisfy that requirement are
true, whereas any ‘aberrant’ perceptions are false. That supposition Theophrastus rightly describes as
inconsistent with the view, already ascribed to Democritus, that all appearances are true. (In making this
suggestion I abandon the translation in Taylor 1999, no. 113 (p. 114) ‘and should be the test of their truth’,
which makes the syntax of the sentence incoherent.)]
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75.
(Dox. 81; in part in DK 68 B 63) Sext. M VII.53: Xeniades of Corinth, whom
Democritus also mentions1, said that everything is false and that every appearance and
opinion is false, and that everything which comes to be comes to be from what is not, and
that everything which perishes perishes into what is not ...
76.
(In part in DK 68 A 114) Sext. M VII.388-9: either every appearance should be said to
be true, as Protagoras said, or every one false, as Xeniades of Corinth maintained ... one
would not say that every appearance is true because of self-refutation, as Democritus and
Plato2 taught in opposition to Protagoras. For if every appearance is true, then that not
every appearance is true, which is itself an appearance, will also be true, and so it will
become false that every appearance is true.
77.
(not in DK)1 Ar. Meta. III.5, 1099b1 (he is arguing against Protagoras in the whole
chapter): And similarly some have inferred from the objects of sense the truth about
appearances. For they think that the truth should not be judged on the grounds of number,
large or small2, and that the same thing tastes sweet to some and bitter to others, so that if
everyone was ill or mad, and only two or three were healthy or sane, they would be thought
ill or mad, and not the others (there follows no. 80) . Which is why Democritus says ... .
Syrianus ad loc. 75.19: The philosopher shows the confusion of those who think, on the
basis of what occurs, that contraries are simultaneously true, since they do not distinguish
potentiality from actuality, and says that Protagoras and his followers supposed, on the
basis that the objects of sense sometimes appear one way and sometimes another, that
what appears to each person is actually so; for the question should not be decided by the
number of appearances, large or small, nor did people hit on any other way of deciding it ...
from which Democritus declared that either nothing is true or it is unknown to us.
78.
(DK 68 B 156) Plut. Col. 4, 1108 F: The first charge he (Colotes) makes against him
(Democritus) is that by saying that each thing is no more of one kind than another he has
thrown life into confusion. But Democritus was so far from thinking that each thing is no
more of one kind than another that he opposed the sophist Protagoras for saying just that,
and wrote many persuasive arguments him. Colotes did not come across these, even in a
dream, and was misled by Democritus’ phraseology, when he said that thing is no more than
nothing, calling ‘thing’ body and ‘nothing’ the void, since that too has a nature and
substance of its own (see no. 7).
III. The two kinds of cognition
79-80. (DK 68 125)1 Galen On medical experience, fr. ed. H. Schöne (Berl. Sitz.- Ber. 1901,
1259.8) [15.7 R. Walzer, Oxford, 1944]: If someone cannot even make a start except from
something evident, how can he be relied on when he attacks his very starting-point?
Democritus was aware of this; when he was attacking the senses with the words ‘By
convention colour, by convention sweet, by convention bittere, but in reality atoms and
void’ he made the senses reply to thought as follows: ‘Wretched mind, you get your

evidence from us, and yet you overthrow us?2 The overthrow is a fall for you’. Cf. (Dk 68 A
112) Ar. Meta. III.5, 1009b7: further, to many animals in good health the same things appear
opposite to the way they appear to us, and to each individual things do not always seem the
same as far as the senses are concerned, So which of these is true or false is unclear; for
this is no more true than that, but they are alike. That is why Democritus said that either
nothing is true, or it is unclear to us. But yet because they suppose that intelligence is
sensation, and the latter is alteration, they say that what appears to sense is necessarily
true3 (= nos. 3, 52, 73).
81.
(DK 68 A 111) Sext. M VII.140 (see nos. 72, 734; no. 83 precedes): Diotimus said that
according to him (Democritus) there are three criteria; of the apprehension of things that
are unclear {the criteria are] the appearances ... of enquiry the thought 1 ... and of choice and
avoidance the feelings; for what we are attracted to, as belonging to us, is to be chosen, and
what we are alienated from is to be avoided.
82.
(dk 68 A 33, B 11) DL IX.47: ...his (Democritus’) books ... Mathematics; On difference
of judgement1, or On the contact of circle and sphere ...
83.
(DK 68 B 11) Sext. M VII.138 (after no. 50): In the Canons1 he says that there are two
sort of knowledge, one through the senses and the other through thought; he calls
knowledge through thought ‘genuine’2 testifying in favour of its trustworthiness in the
judgement of truth, and he names knowledge through the senses ‘bastard’ 3, denying it
inerrant recognition of the truth. (139) His own words are: ‘There are two forms of
knowledge, genuine and bastard. To the bastard form belong all these, sight, hearing, smell,
taste, touch, but the genuine is separate from this’. Then he continues, ranking the genuine
above the bastard form ‘When the bastard form can no longer4 see anything smaller5 or
taste or perceive by touch, but <one must proceed> to a finer degree, <then the genuine
takes over>’. Cf. (DK 68 A 105) Aet. IV.6.4 (Dox. 390):6 Democritus and Epicurus say that
the soul is bipartite, having the rational part situated in the chest and the non-rational
distributed throughout the entire structure of the body.
84.
(Not in DK) Sext. M VII.321: Most of the dogmatists werre about the same age when
they declared themselves to be criteria1 of the truth. For it was once they were elderly that
Plato, it may be, Democritus, Epicurus and Zeno testified to their discovery of the truth.
85.
(Not in DK) Sext. PH I.213: But the philosophy of Democritus is also said to be akin to
scepticism ... for from the fact that honey appears sweet to some and bitter to others
Democritus is said to have concluded that ‘It is neither sweet nor bitter’, and hence kept on
repeating1 the sceptical slogan ‘no more’. But the Sceptics and the school of Democritus
make different use of the ‘no more’ slogan; for they apply it in the sense of neither
alternative being the case [but we in the sense of not knowing whether both appearances
are true or neither]. ... the difference becomes perfectly clear when Democritus says ‘but in

reality atoms and void’. Marcus Aurelius VII.31: He (Democritus) says that everything is by
convention, but in reality there are only the elements.
86.
(DK 68 A 116)1 Aet. IV.10.4 (Dox. 309): Democritus says that the non-rational
animals and wise people and the gods have more senses (sc. than the five).
87.
(Not in DK) Anon. In Ar. NE VII.5, 1146b26, 417.26: Some people who have opinions
are not doubtful or divided in mind about their opinions, but think that they know exactly,
e.g. Democritus taught that bodies are composed of atoms, and claimed to have exact
opinion.
88.
(Not in DK) Plut. De tranqu. an. 13, 472 D: ... Democritus ... writing about the world
and the truth of things ...
89.
(DK 68 B 69m 6 N)1 Democrat. 34: For all people the same thing is good and true, but
pleasant differs from one to another.
90.
(DK 68 A 49) Galen, On the elements according to Hippocrates I.2 (1.417 K, 3.20
Helmr.): ‘For by convention colour, by convention sweet, by convention bitter, but in reality
atoms and void’ (no. 80), says Democritus, who thinks that all the perceptible qualities are
brought into being, relative to us who perceive them, by the combination of atoms, but by
nature nothing is white or black or yellow or read or bitter or sweet. By the expression ‘by
convention’ (nomōi) he means ‘conventionally’ (nomisti) and ‘relative to us’ (pros hēmas),
not according to the nature of things themselves, which he calls by contrast ‘in reality’
(eteēi), forming the term from ‘real’ (eteon), which means ‘true’. The whole substance of
this theory is as follows. People think of things as being white and black and sweet and
bitter and all the other qualities, but in truth ‘thing’ (den) and ‘nothing’ (mēden) is all there
is.
91.
(DK 68 A 163) Theophr. De caus. plant. VI.17.11: But, as we have said previously, it is
absurd if what is foul-smelling or odourless to us smells pleasant to those (animals). But
perhaps it is not absurd; at any rate we see this happening in other cases, e.g. in the simple
case of their food, for which the cause is most obviously their different constitutions. For
though Democritus’ atoms, as we have said, have distinct shapes, yet they do not have1 to
have distinct properties.26
92.
(DK 68 A 59) Sext. M VIII.6: The schools of Plato and Democritus thought that only
intelligible things are real, but in the case of Democritus that was on the ground that
nothing sensible exists by nature, whereas the atoms which compose everything have a
26

[I translate L’s Russian version, which assumes his reading of the final sentence, retaining the mss’ kaitoi ge
ouk echrēn poiein. DK delete kaitoi ge ouk, reading the final sentence as ‘For since Democritus’ atoms have
determinate shapes they ought to make the properties determinate too’. That appears to give a better sense,
since the point of the passage is to explain why, given the atomic theory, different combinations of atomic
structures (both those in the perceiver and in the perceived object), give rise to different perceptible qualities.]

nature which lacks any sensible properties, while for Plato it was because sensible things are
always in a state of coming to be, never of being ...
93.
(DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: the principles of everything are atoms and void, and everything
else is conventional ...
94.
(DK 68 A 125) Aet. I.15.8 (Dox. 314): Democritus says that by nature there is no
colour: for the elements, the solids and the void, have no qualities ... appearances depend
on these.
95.
(DK 67 A 32) Aet. IV.9.8 (Dox. 397): The others say that sensible things exist by
nature, but Leucippus, Democritus and Diogenes say that it is by convention, that is by our
opinion and experiences. And there is nothing real or apprehensible apart from the primary
elements, atoms and void. For they alone exist by nature, together with the properties
which result from their differences from one another in position and arrangement and
shape.
96.
(Not in DK)1 Philop. Comm. on Ar. De Generatione et Corruptione [in GC] 1.2, 315b9,
23.2: since, he says, they say that every appearance is true, and each thing is as it appears,
and people often have conflicting appearances of the same thing, Democritus and his
followers are able to preserve the truth of these appearances of the same thing on the basis
of their principles, since they posit that the elements have infinitely many shapes.
Cf. also a dubious testimonium, which Diels lists among the spurious fragments (68 B
309):
97.
(DK 68 B 309)1 Albertus Magnus, Ethica I.1.3 (Iv, p. 4 Jammy): Now this is what
Democritus says, that ‘the wise person is the measure of everything that there is. For he is
the measure of sensible things by sense and of intelligible things by intellect.’ For
everything is measured by the primary and most simple thing of its own kind. Now virtue is
the primary and most simple thing of every kind. So its own virtue is the principle of
knowledge of anything whatever; so the knowledge of everything is achieved in the
knowledge of its virtue. Cf. also the chapter on sensation (nos. 369, 441, secs. 60, 61, 6870).
c. THE LOGICAL FORMS OF THE THINGS THAT THERE ARE
(RULES OF COGNITION)
I. General
98.
(DK 68 A 33, B 10b)1 DL IX.47: His works ... Works on Nature: On Logical Matters,
<or> The Canon, 3 books.

99.
(in part in DK 68 A 36) Ar. Meta. XIII.4, 1078b19: Of the natural philosophers
Democritus dealt with definition only to a small extent, and gave some sort of definition of
the hot and the cold; and earlier the Pythaoreans dealt with a few things, reducing their
definitions to numbers, e.g. what is the right time, or justice, or marriage, but he 1 sought for
the definition of what something is in the right way, for he was seeking to construct
arguments, and the starting-point of the arguments is what the thing is. For dialectic had
not yet developed to the point of being able to examine the opposites even without the
definition of what the thing is, and [to say] whether the knowledge of the opposites is the
same. (DK 68 A 36) Ar. Parts of Animals [PA] I.1, 642a24: the reason why the earlier thinkers
did not arrive at this (i.e. the Aristotelian) method was that they did not have [a grasp of]
the essence of a thing and the definition of its nature, but Democritus was the first to deal
with it, not on the ground that it is necessary for the investigation of nature, but driven by
the nature of the subject. This method was advanced by Socrates, but he abandoned the
investigation of nature, and philosophers turned to useful virtue and political theory. (Not
in DK) Ar. Phys. II.2, 194a15: This question too might be raised in two ways; since there are
two natures (i.e. form and matter) which of them should the natural philosopher discuss, or
should it be the compound of the two? But if it is the compound, then he must discuss each
individually. So does it belong to the same (knowledge) to know each, or different ones?
Now if one looks at the early thinkers they would seem to have dealt with matter, for
Empedocles and Democritus dealt with the form and the essence only to a small extent.2
(Not in DK) Simpl. ad loc. 300.13: Here he shows, by making a distinction regarding the
enquiry, that the early natural philosophers were concerned with the investigation of the
other thing, i.e. the matter, while Empedocles and Democritus dealt to a small extent with
the formal nature ... (17) Democritus defines the form logically3, in terms of shape, position
and arrangement. (Not in DK) Themist. ad loc. 42.11: To a slight extent Empedocles and
Democritus dreamed of the form, Empedocles by positing strife and love as formal
principles, while Democritus posited the shapes. Philop. ad loc. 228.25: for all the early
thinkers gave a lot of attention to the matter, but some paid no attention to the form, and
those who did think of it did so only to a small extent, viz. Empedocles and Democritus.
Democritus said that matter is the substrate of the atoms, and that the shapes of the atoms
are the formal causes.
100. (DK 68 A 35) Ar. GC I.2, 315a34: In general no-one apart from Democritus applied
himself to these matters [i.e. coming to be and passing away] more than superficially; he
seems to have thought about them all, and is from the outset distinguished by his method.
101. (Not in DK) Ar. GC I.2, 315b28: And again, if [the primary things are indivisible]
magnitudes, are they bodies as Democritus and Leucippus say, or planes as in the Timaeus?
Now as we have said elsewhere it is irrational to divide as far as planes, hence it is more
reasonable to say that there are indivisible bodies ... (316a5): The reason for their (the
Platonists’) inability adequately to survey the acknowledged facts is lack of experience.
Hence those who are more accustomed to investigations of nature are better able to posit

principles of wide application, whereas those who, from too much theorising, are not
familiar with the facts are too ready to pronounce on the basis of few observations. This
also shows how different investigations of nature are from those proceeding from wholly
general principles; one school says that there are indivisible magnitudes, because otherwise
The Triangle Itself will be many, whereas Democritus would appear to have been persuaded
by arguments appropriate to an enquiry into nature1. Our meaning will be clear as we
proceed (see no. 105). Philop. ad loc. 25.19: ... for some, he says, (i.e. the Platonists) lacked
experience of natural matters because they had spent their time on mathematics, and he
contrasts their lack of experience with being accustomed to nature, that is to say with
having experience of it. For Democritus and his followers, who were trained in natural
investigations, postulated principles which were better able to preserve agreement with the
facts of nature, and in support of his contentions he sets out the theories which the two
schools use in trying to prove that there are indivisible magnitudes, and shows that
Democritus’ theories are much more convincing than Plato’s, and that the latter are plainly
absurd, but those of Democritus are hard to refute. Cf. Plut. De comm. notit. 19, 1079 E:...
when Democritus raised a question which was appropriate to the subject and successful...
Ar. Generation of Animals [GA] IV.1, 764b20 (no. 530): and in general it is better to say that
it is the supremacy of the part which makes the [offspring] female, then to neglect that and
explain it purely as caused by heat. IV.3, 769b26 (no. 533): But those who account for the
similarity (of parents and offspring) in the manner still to be described give a better
explanation both of this point and of the others.
II. Direct cognition (axioms)
Classification of expressions
102. (see no. 65). Ar. PA I.1, 640b29; Mich. Ephes. ad loc. 5.35; cf. Ar. Phys. II.1, 193a3.
Relying on these passages, Diels restored the following statement of Democritus: This I say
about everything; man is what we all know.27
I consider this evidence of ‘direct cognition’ in Democritus of the greatest importance. From
the several pieces of evidence collected under no. 65 the words of Michael of Ephesus give
the best expression of Democritus’ meaning: One should enquire about what is unclear, not
about what is totally apparent.
Perhaps (DK 68 B 10b) is also relevant to this Sext. M VIII.327: The dogmatic
philosophers ... maintain this (demonstration), but the Empiricists deny it, and it seems that
Democritus too argued strongly against it in his Canons.

27

[See translator’s note on no. 65.]

103. (Not in DK) Suda, s.v. anangkaion: Democritus of Abdera says1,28 ... He divides things
into being or being of necessity, e.g. that man is an animal, for what belongs to every one
and always, that is of necessity, and similarly it is necessary that god is indestructible 2. And
things which can be, and of the things which can be some are for the most part, e.g. a man’s
having five fingers3 and turning grey as he grows old, and some for the lesser part, e.g. the
opposites of those, a man’s having four or six fingers (for there are such cases) or not
turning grey4 with age, <and some equally5 either way, e.g. a man’s engaging in politics6> or
not, or being <or not>, or washing or not.
III. Excluded middle
104. (Not in DK)1 Plut. De comm. not. 39, 1080 C: Further, how do they (the Stoics) dare
to censure ‘those who introduce empty spaces2 and indivisibles and who posit the
contradiction that [some things are] neither in motion nor stationary’, when they
themselves say that axioms such as ‘things which are not equal to one another are unequal
to one another’... [and] ‘it is not the case that these (apparently ‘segments’ (see no. 105))
are equal to one another, and these are not unequal to one another’29 are false.
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[L’s setting-out of the text suggests that what follows is a quotation from Democritus. In fact, as L himself
points out in his comm. on no. 103, n. 1, it is a quotation from Alexander’s commentary on Aristotle’s Topics,
specifically on 112b1ff. The Suda article is, as L points out, largely composed of two quotations, the first from
DL IX.44-5, giving Democritus’ account of necessity, the second the passage of Alexander, expounding
Aristotle’s distinction of what is necessary from a) what is not necessary but true for the most part and b) what
is neither necessary nor true for the most part, but ‘equally either way’. Neither Alexander’s text nor the
passage of the Topics to which it refers has anything to do with Democritus, dealing as they do with Aristotle’s
own distinctions of the necessary, i.e. what cannot be otherwise, from what holds either ‘for the most part’ or
merely in some chance cases. Hence L’s assertion in comm. on no. 103, n. 1 that Alexander does not name his
source, which was also the source of the passage of Aristotle he is explaining, is groundless; his source is
Aristotle. Equally baseless, therefore, Is L’s assertion in his excursus on no. 103 that the tripartite distinction
specified above belongs not to Aristotle but to Democritus, and the alleged consequence that ‘[O]ne has to
regard not Aristotle but Democritus as the founder of inductive logic’.
L’s entire treatment of this topic rests on his assumptions a) that the whole of the Suda text refers to
Democritus, and b) that its alleged attribution of the tripartite distinction to Democritus is reliable. In fact it is
unclear whether the compiler of that text believed that Alexander’s text derived from Democritus, or whether
he simply stitched together two texts on necessity from DL and in Alexander which he found in a handbook. If
he did believe that Alexander’s text derives from Democritus, his belief was plainly unfounded, both because
Alexander says nothing about Democritus in that context, and because the distinction which he expounds is
standard Aristotelian doctrine (see e.g. Bonitz under anangkaion, hōs epi to polu etc.).]
29
[Here L prints the last sentence of the text as ouk esti men isa tauta allēlois, ouk anisa de esti tauta allēlois.
In his commentary on the passage, n. 2, he includes the substitution of ouk anisa for anisa among errors
introduced by Leonicus, which suggests that he thinks that the actual text is ... allēlois, anisa de esti tauta
allēlois, in which case the inclusion of ouk before anisa is a slip. This is confirmed by his translation ‘These
things are not equal to one another, i.e. they are unequal to one another’.
When he repeats the passage in no. 126 his text reads ... allēlois, anisa de esti tauta allēlois, and in his
apparatus he cites ouk anisa as the reading of the mss and anisa as a correction by Dübner. He translates
‘These things are not equal to one another, but unequal’. It is, then, clear that the discrepancy between the
text printed in the two passages is an editorial slip, not a change of mind on L’s part.
On this reading the ‘axiom’ which the Stoics deny is ‘these things are not equal to one another, these
things are unequal to one another’. The negation of that ‘axiom’, which the Stoics therefore assert, is either (if
the scope of ‘not’ is the whole conjunction) ‘It is not the case that these things are equal to another and

This concerns a problem raised by Democritus (see no. 101, Plut. De comm. not. 39,
1079 D) which the Stoics had solved by acknowledging ‘that the surfaces are neither equal
not unequal’.

B. MATHEMATICS

unequal to one another’ or (if the scope of ‘not’ is the first conjunct only) ‘Either these things are equal to one
another or these things are not unequal to one another’. (L does not mention the scope ambiguity.)
On neither reading is it clear what is supposed to be objectionable in the Stoics’ rejection of the
‘axiom’. If, on the other hand, the emendation ouk anisa in the final clause is accepted, the long-scope reading
of ‘not’ gives ‘It is not the case that these things are equal and not unequal to one another’, which may be
understood as ‘Some things are such that they are neither equal nor unequal to one another, or both equal
and unequal to one another’. (The short-scope reading gives ‘Either these things are equal to one another or
these things are not not unequal to one another’.) It may be thought that these are attempts to spell out the
implications of the denial of the other axiom (of which the Stoics have just been accused) ‘Things which are
not equal to one another are unequal to one another’.]

I have discussed the mathematics of the atomists more fully in ‘Die
Infinitesimaltheorie der antiken Atomisten’, Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der
Mathematik {Qu. u. St. z. Gesch. d. Math.] 2, 1932, 106-85, an expanded version of which
appeared in Russian in 1935, entitled ‘The theory of infinitesimals in the ancient atomists’.
105. (DK 68 A 48b) Ar. GC 1.2, 316a13: Democritus would appear to have been convinced
by appropriate1 arguments, belonging to the nature of the subject-matter. What I mean will
become clearer as we proceed. For there is a problem, if one posits a body and a
magnitude2 divisible at every point, and posits this as possible. For what will there be which
survives the division?3 For if it is divisible at every point, and this is possible, it could at one
and the same time be in a state of having been divided, even if it has not been divided all at
once. And if that were to happen, there would be no impossibility5. So if it is divisible at
every point, both at the mid-point6 and generally, nothing impossible will have occurred if it
is divided, for even if it were divided into ten thousand parts ten thousand times over, there
is no impossibility, though perhaps no-one would divide it like that7. Now since the body is
like that at every point, let it have been divided8. What is now left? A magnitude? That is
not possible; for it will be something undivided, but it was assumed that it was divisible at
every point. But if no body or magnitude is left, but there is a division 9, either it will be
composed of points and put together from things with no magnitude or it will be nothing at
all, so that even if it could come to be by being put together out of nothing, the whole
would be nothing but an appearance. Similarly if it is composed of points it will not be a
quantity10. For when they were in contact and together as one magnitude they did not
make the whole any bigger11; for when it is divided into two or more parts12 the whole is no
larger or smaller than before; so that even if they are all put together, they will not make
any magnitude13. But now if a sort of sawdust results from the division of the body, and a
body emerges from the magnitude in that way, the same argument applies; for that is
somehow divisible14. And if what results is not a body but some separate form or property
and the magnitude consists of points or contacts with that property15, it is absurd that a
magnitude should consist of non-magnitudes. Further, where will the points be, and will
they be motionless or in motion16? And a contact is always between two things, so that
there is something besides the contact and the division and the point. Now if anyone posits
that a body of whatever size is divisible at every point, this follows. Further, if, having
divided it, I put the piece of wood or whatever back together, it is again one thing, the same
size as before. Now clearly this is so if I cut the wood at any point; for it was potentially
divided at every point. So what is there besides the division? If there is some property
besides, how is it resolved into things of that kind and reconstituted from them? And how
are those thing separated? So if it is impossible that magnitudes should be composed of
contacts or points, there must be indivisible bodies and magnitudes.17

Aristotle adds his own version of the argument: But on the other hand if we posit
them, the consequences are no less impossible18, as we have discussed elsewhere19. Still we
must try to resolve these difficulties, so we must set out the problem from the beginning
once again. That every perceptible body should be both divisible at any point and indivisible
is not at all absurd; the former attribute will apply to it potentially, the latter actually. That
it should be potentially divisible at every point simultaneously would appear to be
impossible. For if it were possible, it could happen (not so as to be actually both indivisible
and divided simultaneously, but divided at every point); so there will be nothing left, and
the body will disappear into something incorporeal, and would come into being again either
out of points or altogether from nothing. And how is that possible? But surely it is clear
that it is divided into separate, ever smaller magnitudes, removed and separated from one
another. Now if it is divided piece by piece the breaking up could not go on for ever, nor
can it have been divided simultaneously at every point (for that is impossible), but only so
far; so there must exist indivisible magnitudes which are invisible, especially if there is to be
coming to be and passing away, occurring by joining together and separation respectively20.
This is the argument which seems to necessitate the existence of indivisible magnitudes ... .
Philop. ad loc. 29.8: If we suppose that the magnitude has been divided into ten
thousand parts ten thousand times, even if has not yet been divided nor perhaps can it be
divided because of the weakness of the divider, the supposition is neither impossible nor
absurd.
(34.8): Now he repeats Democritus’ argument in summary form, adding some
distinctions, and that is the way he examines it.
(35.10): ... by taking the expression ‘everywhere divisible’ in that sense Democritus
reduces the thesis to absurdity, raising a difficulty deriving from his own supposition, but
not examining the question before him.21
(36.37): ... Saying that he is going to repeat Democritus’ problem in summary,
Aristotle first distinguishes the sense of ‘everywhere divisible’ from which no absurdity
follows from the sense in which all the absurdities assembled by Democritus do follow, and
says that to call ‘everywhere divisible’ what can be divided at every point, even if it has not
yet been divided, is true and has no absurd consequences (for it is possible to call what is
actually indivisible ‘everywhere divisible’ in that sense, for since one can take every point on
a continuum, it is clear that there will also be a division in every part of the continuum), but
calling it ‘everywhere divisible’ in the sense of being simultaneously divided everywhere is
absurd. How and why it is absurd he sets out once again, repeating Democritus’ problem.
And then he subsequently gives the solution, saying that Democritus goes wrong by not
refuting the thesis that the magnitude is everywhere divisible, but taking the expression
‘everywhere divisible’ in a sense suitable to his own supposition.

(37.22): He next states the absurdities which follow from the supposition that the
magnitude is divided into points, repeating Democritus’ problem.
(37.31): Having reduced to absurdity the thesis that the body has been
simultaneously divided everywhere, by showing that it follows from that that the body is
composed of points or of nothing, he clearly shows, taking the argument from Democritus,
that the division always results in separate, i.e. actual magnitudes. For if the division always
produces smaller segments, still these are actual things, which are capable of existing in
their own right22. And if that is clear, it is obvious that there never exists simultaneously an
infinite number of separated things, nor does the division proceed to infinity, since there is
not an infinite number of separate parts in finite magnitudes. For ‘always’ does not mean
‘to infinity’ in this context (for the argument which leads to this conclusion is presented as
an argument of Democritus’)23, but, he says, things are always divided ‘up to a certain
point’, at which, as he says in what follows, the division will arrive at indivisibles.
(39.20): For being everywhere divisible belongs to magnitudes in one way, and does
not belong in another way. The way in which it does not belong is that in which Democritus
having heard24 reduced the thesis to absurdity, viz. that a magnitude is simultaneously
divisible everywhere, and that is impossible because, he says, no point is adjacent to any
point25. Aristotle takes that as obvious, and it was also agreed by Democritus and his
school.
(38.22)26: The text is somewhat obscure; he appears to say that if coming to be and
passing away occur, the latter by separation and the former by combination, there must
also be indivisible magnitudes, and that conversely one must conclude from the assumption
of indivisibles that coming to be occurs by combination. Now if the underlying things are
indivisible coming to be occurs by combination, but if coming to be occurs by combination it
is not necessary that the underlying things are indivisible. And indeed Democritus’
argument seems to have demonstrated that there are indivisibles, not that coming to be
occurs by combination. Hence from the existence of indivisibles one must conclude that
coming to be occurs by combination, not conversely as the text seems to indicate. So it is
simpler to take the text to be saying ‘So it is necessary that there are indivisible
magnitudes’, punctuating there, and to be deducing ‘If coming to be and passing away
occur, the latter will occur by separation, the former by combination’ from another premiss.
Or as follows: ‘So it is necessary that there are indivisible magnitudes, and if coming to be
and passing away occur, which is obvious, the former occurs by their combination, and the
latter by their separation’.
105a. (In part in DK 29 A 22) Ar. Phys. I.3, 187a1: some1 gave in to both arguments,
first to the argument that everything is one if ‘being’ has one meaning, by positing nonbeing, and secondly to the argument from dichotomy, by positing indivisible magnitudes.
b. PARTLESS MATHEMATICAL ENTITIES

I. The indivisibility of the partless entities
106. (DK 68 A 48)1 Aet. I.16.2 (Dox. 315): Those [positing] the atoms [say that] division
stops at the partless entities and does not go on to infinity. = Stob. I.14.1: 2 Democritus
[says that] division stops at the partless entities.
107. (DK 68 A 48a)1 Schol. on Euclid X.1 (V.436.16 Heiberg): There is no smallest
magnitude, as the Democriteans say.
108. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo 1.5, 271b2: whether there is an infinite body1, as most of the
early philosophers thought ... (8) if even a small departure from the truth is magnified ten
thousand times, e.g. if one were to say that there is a smallest magnitude; the person who
introduced the smallest magnitude would overturn the greatest truths of mathematics.
Simpl. ad loc. 202.27: Democritus, or whoever would make such a postulate, postulated as
principles small entities, i.e. indivisible magnitudes, and because those have the greatest
power in virtue of being principles, in going wrong about them they overturned the greatest
truths of geometry, viz. that magnitudes are infinitely divisible, in virtue of which it is
possible to bisect a given straight line2. Simpl. in De caelo III.7, 306a26, 649.1: those who
define the natures of the elements by their shapes ... or by saying that they are indivisible
they are forced to say that not every body is divisible and [thereby] to conflict with the
mathematical sciences in saying what is totally contrary to them; for those sciences take it
that [not only perceptible but] also intelligible body ... is divisible <into two>, but those
people say that not even perceptible [body is divisible]. Philop. in GC I.8, 325b34, 164.20:
those who say this do away with the most exact sciences, I mean the mathematical. For
they [i.e. mathematicians]divide ... into two every magnitude, including magnitude which is
grasped in thought, but [the former] [do not divide] even physical magnitude.
109. (DK 67 A 15)1 Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a4: nor are the consequences reasonable of what
others, e.g. Leucippus and Democritus of Abdera, say; for they say that the primary
magnitudes are infinite in number but indivisible in magnitude ... for in a way they too
make everything into numbers and composed of numbers2, for even if they do not say so
plainly, nevertheless that is what they mean ... (20) further, in saying that there are
indivisible bodies they are necessarily in conflict with the mathematical sciences3 and do
away with many accepted views and sensible phenomena, as we have previously said in our
work on time and motion ... . Simpl. in Phys III.7, 207b27, 512.34: someone who posits
partless and smallest things as principles and elements is an obstacle to geometry, for he
does away with division to infinity, and along with it many currently available mathematical
proofs.
110. (Not in DK)1 Ar. De sensu 6, 445b58: it seems to tell in favour of those who posit
indivisible magnitudes, since the problem would be solved in that way, but they are
impossible. We have discussed them in our work on motion ... (see no. 429).

111. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b15, 36.1: Leucippus and Democritus and their
followers, who call the smallest primary bodies atoms.1
112. (DK 68 A 49)1 Galen On the elements according to Hippocrates [De elem. sec. Hipp]
I.2 (I.418K., 3.20 Helmr., 205.2 Us.): they propose that the primary bodies are incapable of
being affected, some, e.g. Epicurus and his followers, on the ground that they are
indestructible because of their hardness, others, e.g. Leucippus and his followers, on the
ground that they are indivisible because of their smallness.
113. (DK 67 A 13)1 Simpl. in Phys. VI.1, 231a21, 925.10: Those who abandoned the idea of
cutting to infinity, on the ground that we cannot cut to infinity and so establish the
inexhaustibility of cutting, said that bodies are composed of indivisibles and divided into
indivisibles. Except that Leucippus and Democritus say that the cause of the indivisibility of
the primary bodies is not merely their inability to be affected but also their smallness and
partlessness, whereas Epicurus2 subsequently denies that they are partless, but says that
they are uncuttable because of their inability to be affected. Aristotle criticised the view of
Leucippus and Democritus in many places, and it was perhaps because of his criticisms of
the doctrine of partlessness that Epicurus, who came later and supported the view of
Leucippus and Democritus about the primary bodies, maintained the position that that they
are incapable of being affected but abandoned partlessness, thinking that on that point they
had been refuted by Aristotle. Cf. Theodoret. IV.9 (Dox. 285): Epicurus ... later than
Democritus ... some say that the indivisible and atomic and solid is so called because it is
incapable of being affected, others that it is because it is extremely small, so as to be
incapable of being cut or divided.
114. (Not in DK) Asclepius [Asclep.] in Meta. IV.2, 1014a26, 307.9: But Democritus, who
said that the elements are the <indivisible> magnitudes and the atoms, supposed them to
be indivisible not only in form.1 Alex. ad loc. 355.13: against those who treat the atoms as
elements and [say that] the elements are indivisible in magnitude, not only in form.
115. (Not in DK) ps-Ar. On indivisible lines [De lin. insec.] 969a21: Again, it is silly to
demand that the bodily elements should be indivisible. For even though some people say
so, as regards the present enquiry they are assuming the point at issue. Or rather, the more
they seem to be assuming the point at issue, the more it seems that body and length 2 are
divisible in bulk and distance.
116. (Not in DK)1 Bradwardine Treatise on the continuum [Tract. de cont.] 31 (ed. W.
Schulze, Zeitschrift für Mathematik und Physik, Suppl. 13, 1868, p. 88): Some, e.g. Aristotle
(?) maintain ... that a continuum is not composed of atoms, but of infinitely divisible parts.
Others say it is composed of indivisibles, and there are two versions of this view, since
Democritus says that it is composed of indivisible bodies, but others that it is composed of
points. And there are two versions of that view too, because Pythagoras, the founder of

that sect, and Plato ... maintain that it is composed of finite[ly many] individuals, others that
it is composed of infinite[ly many]. See also Dionysius (no. 124).
II. Partless entities and the elements of the Platonists and Pythagoreans
117. (Not in DK)1 Ar. De an. 1.4, 409a10: It would seem to make no difference whether
one speaks of mathematical units or small bodies; for if Democritus’ spheres are turned into
points ... Simpl. ad loc. 63.56: ... and alleging that the same absurdity follows from
Democritus’ theory of the soul, he first states the identity of the opinions of Democritus and
Xenocrates on what they mean by quantity, so that, as previously said, the same absurdity
follows from both. For even if Democritus constructs number out of bodies, all the same
those are indivisible through their solidity and also indistinguishable in form and underlying
nature ... Philop. ad loc. 167.20: further, he means to assimilate Xenocrates’ opinion to that
of Democritus ... (23) But depriving the atoms of continuity in no way damages Democritus’
assumption, for he did not say that bodies were moved by continuity, but by mutual
resistance caused by their number. Sophonius [Sophon.] ad loc. 30.4: further, Xenocrates’
opinion would appear to be very similar to that of Democritus; for what is the difference
between speaking of mathematical units and number, which the former postulated, or small
bodies, which the latter did? For if the spherical atoms are turned into points by being
deprived of magnitude, while the number remains [the same], the thesis is no further
refuted, nor does depriving the atoms of continuity damage the assumption. 2 (31.4) So, as
we have said, Xenocrates’ opinion is absurd. How is that the case for those who postulate a
body with minimum surface, or who say the same as Democritus? ... But by assimilating
Xenocrates’ opinion to that of Democritus, and identifying the point and the mathematical
unit with the atom, we have treated them as a single theory.
118. (DK 67 A 7) Ar. GC I.8, 325b24: as Plato wrote in the Timaeus; the extent of the
difference between him and Leucippus is that the latter1 says that the indivisibles are solids,
the former2 that they are planes.
119. (Not in DK) Simpl. in De caelo III.8, 307a19, 665.5: if there are atomic magnitudes ...
as manitained by Democritus and his followers, and by Xenocrates who postulated atomic
[i.e. indisible, uncuttable] lines ...
120. (Not in DK) Ar. Meta. XIII.8, 1084b23: The cause of their (i.e. the Pythagoreans’)
mistake was that they conducted their enquiries at the same time from mathematics and
from universal formulae, so that from those they treated unity, their principle, as a point.
For the unit is a point without position.2 So as some others3 did, they constructed things out
of minimum parts. Alex. ad loc. 775.26: they treated the primary unit as a point, for they
said that the unit differs from a point only in lacking any position. So, he says, just as
Democritus and his followers constructed things from the minimum, atomic bodies, they did
the same from the partless unit ... Syrian ad loc. 152.20: so they (the Pythagoreans) do not
construct things out of partless atoms, as Democritus and his followers do.

121. (Not in DK)1 Sext. M X.252: for those who say that atoms or homoiomeries or solid
bodies2, or in general intelligible bodies are the principles of everything were right in some
respects, but wrong in others ... (253) for just as the elements of speech are not speeches,
so the elements of bodies are not bodies ... (255) We, say the Pythagoreans, examine by the
method of the natural philosophers the question of what constitutes these eternal bodies
which are grasped by reason. (256) Now their constituents are either bodies or bodiless,
and we would not say that they are bodies, for we will have to say that there are bodies
composing them too, and since that argument goes on to infinity it turns out that there is no
principle of the whole ... .
122. (Not in DK) Simpl. in De caelo III.1, 299b23, 576.10: But what, he (Alexander) says,
will be the difference between Democritus’ opinion and that which says that things are
composed of planes, if that too says that the kinds of physical bodies are determined by
their shapes? It will be easy to say in reply to that too that in this respect there is no
difference. For, as I said earlier1 Theophrastus reports that when people were speculating
about the causes of the hot and the cold and such things in an inexpert fashion Democritus
arrived at [the theory of] the atoms. That other theory [sc. that things are composed of
planes] perhaps differs from his in positing the plane, something simpler than bodies, prior
to the atoms, which are bodies, and in finding creative symmetries and analogies in the
shapes and in treating earth differently.2
III. Two kinds of atoms
123. (Not in DK)1 Alex. in Meta. I.4, 985b18, 36.21: He is speaking of Leucippus and
Democritus ... for the partless elements which they postulate as parts of the atoms have,
they say, no weight. Cf. Epicur. Epist. I.58: the minimum in the atom. Themist. in De caelo
III.5, 304a8, 186.30: Those who postulate indivisibles do not say that they are totally small,
since there is found in them that which admits of notional division into seven parts, and
they say that this is not divided into smaller parts.2
With these seven parts cf. the following passages of Giordano Bruno ‘On the triple
minimum’: II.11, scholia, p. 255: As in Democritus’ space it is clear that a minimum ... is in
contact with not more than six other points of the same size. (III.11.12) : In Leucippus’
space ... we know that around a spherical atom there will combine only six of equal size,
filling the space ... . III.11, scholium on 90, p. 240: that (space) of seven parts ... .
Supplement. On Diodorus Cronus, inventor of the term ‘partless things’.
124. (Not in DK)1 Aet. I.3.27 (= Stob. I.10.16): Diodorus nicknamed Cronus says that the
principles of things are the infinite partless bodies, also called minima, which are infinite in
number, but defined in size. (I.13.3); Xenocrates and Diodorus defined the minima as
partless ... . Sext. M IX.363: Democritus and Epicurus say that the elements of things are
atoms ... Diodorus nicknamed Cronus says that they are minimal and partless bodies, and

Asclepiades of Bithynia that they are unjointed solid bodies (= Sext. PH III.32). Alex. On
mixtures [De mixt.] 2, 213.18: some of whom say [the the principles are] atoms, bodies
infinite in number ... Leucippus and Democritus seem to have been the first to maintain this
doctrine, and later Epicurus ... (214.3) also some proceeded to say that some partless bodies
are the principles and elements of everything. And there is a view which makes bodies come
to be from planes, and another from numbers. Alex. in De sensu 6, 445b31, 122.21: nor
could it be proved that there is a minimum magnitude in its own right, as Diodorus claims to
prove. Galen History of philosophy [Hist. phil.] 18.611 D: Diodorus nicknamed Cronus says
that there are partless minimum bodies. Dion. ap. Eus. PE XIV.23.2: some applying the term
‘atoms’ to certain very small, indestructible bodies ... (4) others who change the terminology
say that the atoms are partless bodies which are parts of everything, from which indivisible
things they compose everything and into which they split everything up, and they say that it
was Diodorus who gave the name to these partless things. Clem. Strom. VIII.15: the
elements of the principles ... Diodorus calls ‘partless things’, i.e. things which have no parts.
IV. Axiomatics
125. (Notes to DK 68 B 155) Archimedes Mathematical theorems addressed to
Eratosthenes [Archim. Math.] II, ed. 2, p. 428.26 Heiberg:1 Some of the things which I had
previously observed by mechanical means I later proved geometrically, because that kind of
investigation proceeds without proof. It seems more suitable to provide a proof of
something of which one has acquired prior knowledge in that way, than of something of
which nothing is known. (430.1) <Therefore, of these theo>rems first proved by Eudoxxus,
that the cone is one-third of the cylinder of equal height on the same base, and the pyramid
one-third of the prism, no small share should be ascribed to Democritus, who first made the
assertion about the above-mentioned figure without proof.
As an illustration of the atomists’ axiomatic method I cite some passages dealing
with that kind of axiomatisation, or in which similar axiomatisation is applied. It should not
be supposed that these passages necessarily derive from Democritus himself, but there is no
doubt that they are to be ascribed to philosophers of the same school.
Archim. The squaring of the parabola [Quadr. parab.] (II, ed. 2, p. 262.8 Heiberg): I
have decided to send you in writing ... some geometrical theorems which had not previously
been studied but have now been studied by me, first discovered by mechanical means and
then proved geometrically. Some earlier geometers2 had attempted to show that it is
possible to find a rectilinear figure equal to a given circle or to a given segment of a circle,
and after that they tried to square the area enclosed by the section of the cylinder 3 and a
straight line, making assumptions which are not readily admissible, which is why most
people thought that they had not discovered these theorems. I am not aware that any of
my predecessors tried to square the segment enclosed by a straight line and a right-angled
cone.

Examples of such ‘not readily admissible assumptions’ of the atomists.
1)
Euclid Conic sections [Sect. con.] p. 158 Heiberg:4 one should say that sounds are
composed of parts, since they reach the right magnitude by addition and subtraction, and
everything composed of parts is described by arithmetical proportion between one another
[sc. of the parts]
2)
Eutocius on Archim. On the sphere and the cylinder [De sphaera et cyl.] I, p. 6.10:5
Next Archimedes makes some assumptions which are useful for his subsequent
demonstrations and are agreed on the basis of perception itself. They are no less capable of
being proved from common assumptions and from demonstrations by the Stoics. The first
of these assumptions is the following: of all lines with the same end-points the shortest is
the straight line ... (8.7) It is clear that this line (ACB) is longer than AB, since it is possible at
every point on it [ACB] to take straight lines joining [the points] and so make as it were the
same line composed of straight lines joined together, which has been proved to be longer ...
than AB, for it is not absurd to assume such additional notions6 in the demonstrations of
what is agreed. (p. 12.12 Heiberg) and if either the enclosed or the enclosing lines or both
are arcs, we may suppose the same (sc. that the enclosing lines are always longer than the
enclosed). When continuous7 points are taken on them and joined by straight lines,
compound lines will be taken as formed from the straight lines, to which will apply the
above-mentioned demonstration that the compound lines formed from straight lines are as
it were the same lines as those postulated, since every line is conceived as existing8 in virtue
of the continuity of its points.
3)
Euclid 1, def. IV:9 A straight line is one which has the same direction as the points on
it.30 Procl. ad loc. 110.10: But Archimedes for his part defined the straight line as the
shortest of those with the same end-points. For since, as the Euclidean theory says, it has
the same direction as the points on it, it is therefore the shortest of those with the same
end-points.
4)
Antiphon reported by Alphonso, a learned Jew of the 15 th century, in The squaring of
the circle (see my Theory of infinitesimals, p. 150): Those particles in which consist both the
straight line and the circumference of the circle (translated from the Hebrew).
V. The integration of the partless things
Since in Thrasyllus’ catalogue (DL IX.30) a book On geometry and books of
Geometrical topics are listed separately among the mathematical works of Democritus, we
must suppose that the first of those works dealt with methodological questions; it is
therefore probable that the passages assembled in this chapter are taken from the book On
Geometry.
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[I translate L’s rendering of Euclid’s definition; a more literal (but obscure) rendering is ‘A straight line is a
line which lies evenly with [= coincides with?] the points on itself’.]

126. (in part in DK 68 B 155) Plut. On common notions [De comm. not.] 39, 1079 DE:1 On
this he (Chrysippus) ventured to say that since the pyramid is composed of triangles the
inclined sides are unequal where they join, but do not project where they are bigger ...
further, see how he answered the difficulty raised appropriately and successfully by
Democritus, viz. if a cone is cut parallel to its base, must we think that the surfaces of the
segments are equal or unequal? If they are unequal they will make the cone uneven, with
many step-like indentations and projections, but if they are equal the segments will be
equal and the cone will turn out to have become a cylinder, being composed of equal, not
unequal circles, which is altogether absurd. This is just where he maintains that Democritus
is wrong; he says that the surfaces are neither equal nor unequal ... (1080 C) Moreover,
how do they (the Stoics) dare to censure those ‘who introduce empty spaces and some
partless things and who posit the contradiction that [some things are] neither in motion nor
stationary2, when they themselves say that axioms such as ‘things which are not equal to
one another are unequal to one another’ and ‘it is not the case that these things are equal
to one another, and these are unequal to one another’3,31 are false. Ar.De caelo III.7,
306a26: Moreover, they have to say that not every body is divisible, but instead to conflict
with the most exact sciences. Some of those, i.e. the mathematical, take [not merely the
perceptible but] the intelligible also to be divisible <into two>, but they do not even agree
that every perceptible [body] is divisible, because they want to preserve their hypothesis.
For those who give each of the elements a shape and define their essences by that have to
make4 them indivisible. For if the sphere or the pyramid is divided what remains is not a
sphere or a pyramid, so that the part of fire is not fire, but there is something prior to the
element (since everything is either an element or composed of elements), or not every body
is divisible. (III.1, 299b29): But if (planes) can be put together by superimposition, there will
be some body which is neither an element nor composed of elements, but put together
from planes which have been put together in that way. Simpl. in De caelo III.7, 306a7,
648.26: this argument is directed in common against those who construct the shapes of the
primary bodies either out of planes or as Democritus does ... those who define the essences
of the elements (sc. the planes) by shape ... or who say that they are indivisible (i.e.
Democritus and his school) have to say that not every body is divisible and to conflict with
the mathematical sciences ... but if in order to avoid this they say that they are divided 6, and
the pyramid and the sphere (for Democritus and his school said that the sphere is fire) are
‘divided in a way’, i.e. divided in such a fashion, that the pyramid is divided in a plane
parallel to its base and the sphere by equal subtraction in all directions, what is towards the
centre remains a sphere and what is towards the apex a pyramid, but the rest of the sphere
is not a sphere nor the rest of the pyramid a pyramid. Ar. De caelo III.5, 304a22: for if they
make the primary body an atom ... it is not possible to say that if one is conducting an
enquiry into nature ... (33) and the element of the air would be divisible, and of fire and in
general of the finest substances. And if they are divisible, for those who assign fire a shape
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[See translator’s note on no. 104.]

the parts of fire will turn out not to be fire, because the pyramid is not composed of
pyramids, and further [it will turn out] that not every body is either an element or
composed of elements (for the parts of fire are neither fire nor any other element). Schol.
Coisl. ad loc. 514b5 Brandis: Since the pyramid can be divided by being cut parallel to the
base, what is towards the apex will be a pyramid, but what is towards the base will no
longer be a pyramid, but as they say a ‘tailless pyramid’.7
127. (Not in DK) Syrianus in Meta. XIII.8, 1083b, 143.16: when a magnitude consists of
indivisibles they (sc. the Pythagoreans) say that is not that atoms combine and make the
intervals by being as it were packed together1 (that is Democritus’ doctrine, which
contradicts geometry and pretty well all the sciences) ...
128. (DK 68 B 162)1 Schol. AB on Homer Iliad [Hom. Il.] XIII.137: Democritus calls the
cylindrical shape holooitrochon [lit. ‘boulder’]. Eusthathius in Il., p. 925: ... Democritus is
said to call the cylindrical shape holooitrochon, perhaps taking as his starting-point ‘though
rushing furiously it [a boulder] does not roll [when it reaches flat ground]’ (IL. XIII.142)
129. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo I.1, 268a30: there is no transition to another kind, as from a
length to a surface, or from a surface to a body. Simpl. ad loc. 10.1: magnitudes are not put
together from partless things ... . Ar. De caelo III.1, 299a6: it is clearly part of the same
theory that solids are composed of planes and planes of lines and lines of points, and if that
is so it is not necessary that a part of a line is a line. It has been shown previously in our
treatment of motion (Phys. VI.1; see no. 283) that there are no indivisible lengths.
130. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a29: Moreover, not even on their (Leucippus’ and
Democritus’) hypothesis would the elements appear to be infinite, if bodies differ in shapes
and all shapes are composed of pyramids, straight-edged shapes from straight-edged
pyramids, and the sphere from eight parts1 (cf. no. 230; Simpl. ad loc. 649.9). Simpl.. ad loc.
613.18: As in plane figures every rectilinear plane figure is divided into triangles and
composed of triangles, because the triangle is the simplest and most basic of the plane
figures, so every solid bounded by plane rectilinear figures is resolved into pyramids, and
the pyramid is the simplest and most basic solid, of which rectilinear solid shapes are
composed and into which they are divided. Now this is clear, and also that there must be
principles of compound shapes. But as to what he means by saying that the sphere is
composed of eight parts, the interpreters really needed an oracle. I think that Alexander
was right to suggest that he is saying that all bodies are composed of pyramids, rectilinear
bodies of rectilinear pyramids, and the sphere of eight pyramids with circular bases. For if
we divide the sphere in two by a horizontal circle and draw vertically two great circles
cutting each other and the diameter at right angles, analogous to the equator and the
meridian, the sphere will be divided into eight equal segments, each composed of isosceles
triangles meeting at the centre of the sphere, with an equilateral triangle as its base. Now if
these bases have a circular surface, the sphere will be composed of eight such pyramids.

131. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo III.8, 306b3: and in general the attempt to assign shapes to
the simple bodies is absurd ... (23) for (none of the continuous bodies can come into being)
either from the elements themselves ... or from the combined planes ... (32) since fire is
mobile, and heats and burns, some made it a sphere, others a pyramid, for these are the
most mobile1 since they have minimum contact [with other things] and the smallest base,
and the most productive of heat and burning, because the former is ‘all angle’ 2 and the
latter has the sharpest angles, and they heat and burn by means of their angles, as they say.
(307a16) According to Democritus the sphere is a kind of angle, which cuts because it is
mobile... but it is obvious that that is false. And at the same time it will follow that
mathematical bodies too cut and burn; for they too have angles, and they contain atoms
and spheres and pyramids, especially if there are atomic magnitudes, as they say ... . Simpl.
ad loc. 659.13: This eighth argument is directed in common against those who [who
construct things] by combining magnitudes, whether atoms, e.g. Democritus and his school,
or planes, as in the Timaeus, making bodies come into being from one another, and he
shows that in fact they get rid of coming into being altogether ... In criticising Democritus he
applies the term ‘elements’ to the atoms ... [saying that] nothing continuous comes into
being from the combination of those elements...3 (661.29): forfire is mobile, he says, and it
heats and burns. Democritus and his school ‘made it a sphere’ and those who postulated
planes ‘a pyramid’, for indeed ... the sphere is mobile because it touches the underlying
plane at a point and, as Plato says (Politicus 270a) goes on the smallest foot ... ‘and these
shapes seem the most productive of heat and burning, because they burn and heat by
means of their angles’, so they say, separating and dividing bodies finely, ‘and the pyramid
has the sharpest angles, and the spherical is all angle’. For if what is bent is an angle, and
the sphere is bent throughout itself, it is appropriately called ‘all angle’. (664.30) And in
mathematical entities too there are sharp angles and pyramids and spheres, and these are
atoms, as are also the things composed of them, i.e. they are not divided into things similar
to the whole. (665.5) and if there atomic magnitudes which have no affections or qualities,
as Democritus and his school and Xenocrates said when they posited indivisible lines ... .
Themist. ad loc. 201.24: But Alexander said that part of what Aristotle said was in response
to Democritus ... (202.20) the sphere is all angle – for what is totally curved in itself exists as
a sort of angle.
132. (Not in DK) Philop. in De an. I.2, 405a8, 84.21: It is worth asking why Democritus said
that spherical atoms had the smallest parts, and were thereby mobile. Now it is clear that
the spherical is mobile; for he shows that the sphere touches the plane at a point; so in
touching it at a point it is mobile, since it slides easily ... (84.29): so we say that it is
demonstrated in geometry that of the rectilinear figures with the same circumference those
with more angles have a larger base than those with less. E.g., suppose a square each of
whose sides measures two cubits, so that its whole circumference measures eight cubits,
and suppose a hexagon each of whose sides measures one and one-third cubits, so that its
whole circumference is eight cubits, and suppose an octagon each of whose sides measures

one cubit, so that its whole circumference is eight cubits. These shapes, square, hexagon
and octagon, all have the some circumference (eight cubits), the octagon will have the
largest base and the hexagon smaller than that and the square smaller than that again.
Now if the figure with more angles has a greater area, among figures with the same
circumference the circle will have the base covering the largest area1, since the figures with
more angles approximate more closely to the circle. For the more angles they have the
nearer they are to having no angles2, and the circle has no angles. The same argument
applies to the solids, so that the sphere has a greater volume than solid rectilinear figures
with the same circumference. So if it is the case that among figures with the same
circumference those with more angles have a larger base, and again that among figures with
the same base those with more angles have a smaller circumference, the sphere will have
the smallest circumference of all. So Democritus was right to suppose that among atoms of
the same size the spherical had the smallest parts.3 Cf. Ptolemy [Ptol.] Mathematical
treatise [Math. Syntax.] I.3, p. 13.21 Heiberg.
VI. Touch
133. (= no. 82)
(DK 68 B 111) DL Ix.33 (from Thrasyllus’ catalogue): Among his
mathematical works, On difference of judgement or On the contact of circle and sphere.1
Cf. no. CXV.
VII. The problem of incommensurability
134. (DK 68 B 11p) DL IX.33 (from Thrasyllus’ catalogue): Among his mathematical works,
On irrational lines and solids,1 2 books. Cf. no. CXV.
c. GEOMETRY
I. Plane geometry
135. (DK 68 B 11n) DL IX.33 (from Thrasyllus’ catalogue): Among his mathematical works,
Geometrical topics (number of books uncertain). Cf. no. CXV.
136.

(DK 68 B 132) Hesychius, s.v. askalēros: equilateral according to Democritus.

137. (DK68 B 299)1 Clem. Strom. I.15.69: Thus says Democritus ... and no-one ever found
an error in my geometrical proofs, not even those Egyptians who are called surveyors. Cf.
no. XIV.

II. Theory of perspective
138. (DK 68 B 15b) DL IX.33: (from Thrasyllus’ catalogue): Among his mathematical works,
Treatise on Rays.1 Cf. no. CXV.

139. (DK 59 A 39) Vitruvius [Vitruv.] VII, preface. Agatharchus of Athens was the first to
build a stage scene, for a production of a tragedy by Aeschylus, and to write a commentary
on it. Influenced by him, Democritus and Amaxagoras wrote on the same topic, showing how,
once a certain point is fixed as the centre1 the lines of the scene should correspond2 in natural
proportion to the direction of the eyes and the spreading of the rays, so that clear images of
what is unclear3 present the appearance of buildings in the painted scenery, and some of the
pictures on the flat screens directly facing one seem to recede and other to project. (DK 68 A
135) Theophr. De sensu 54 (Dox. 513): although he attempted to explain the appearance of
magnitude and distance, his exposition is inadequate4. Philop. in GC I.2, 315b9, 23.10 (no.
434): Democritus and his school ... say that square shapes seen at a distance look round5, and
a circle placed at a distance is seen as a straight line if we look at it horizontally ... . Epiphan.
Adv. Haer. III.2.9 (no. 53): Leucippus says that nothing appears as it is in reality, but it appears
like the oar in water7.
d. INFINITY
I. Demonstrations of the existence of infinity
140. (Not in DK; cf. no. 1)1 Ar. Phys. III.4, 203b22: (The belief that something infinite exists
derives from five main reasons) ... and above all the most important, which presents the
problem common to all; since thought does not give out, number and mathematical
magnitudes and what is outside the cosmos seem to be infinite ... and at the same time, if
there is infinite void and place, it is necessary for there to be infinite body too; for in eternal
things there is no difference between being and being possible. Philop. ad loc. 405.23: this
is why Democritus too supposed that there are infinite[ly many] worlds. Lact. De ira dei
10.10 (p. 86 Brandt) Since Leucippus says that the totality is infinite and nothing can be
empty, it is therefore necessary that there should be innumerable worlds. More fully above
(no. 1).
II. An infinite number of atoms cannot be contained in a finite body. Only an infinite
quantity of each of the four atoms can be called a universal seminal mixture of the atoms.
140a. (DK 67 A 28) Ar. De an. I.2, 404a1: Democritus ... says that since the shapes and the
atoms are infinite the elements of the whole of nature are the universal mixture of seeds
(and similarly Leucippus). Ar. De caelo III.2, 303a15 (= no. 25): the nature of them (air,
water etc.) is as it were a universal seminal mixture of all the elements.
141. (Not in DK)1 Philop. in GC I.1, 314a15, 12.2: Democritus and Leucippus posited
atomic bodies infinite not merely in number but also in the difference of their shapes, so
that it results from this theory that there is something more infinite than the infinite, since
they locate each of the shapes not in one atom [only], but in more. According to Alexander,
Epicurus and his followers did not agree with Democritus on this point; they suppose that

the atoms are infinite in number, but in respect of shape they are innumerable but not
infinite.
142. (= nos. 277, 494) Ar. De sensu 4, 441a4: necessarily ... water ... is matter which
consists of a universal seminal mixture of flavours ... (18) similarly it is impossible for water
to be matter consisting in a universal seminal mixture. Philop. in De an. I.2, 404a4, 67.30: he
calls the quantity of the atoms a universal seminal mixture; for as in a heap there are wheat
anf barley and the other seeds, so in the atoms there is a universal seminal mixture of
shapes. Leucippus too is said to have held this opinion, for he was an associate of
Democritus. Simpl. ad loc. 26.3: that is why he calls them a universal seminal mixture, since
they are seeds of everything
143. (Not in DK) Ar. Meta. III.5, 1009a26: and Anaxagoras says that everything is mixed in
everything and so does Democritus; for the latter says that both the void and the full are in
every part1 [of the universe]. Ar. GC I.2, 316b29: nor if things are divided into parts would
the splitting go on to infinity. Philop. ad loc. 37.33ff.: Aristotle says, following Democritus,
that division always produces separate things, i.e. existing magnitudes ... and if that is clear,
it is very obvious that the things which are divided are not infinite, nor does the division
proceed to infinity, because there are not infinite separate parts in finite magnitudes.
‘Always’ does not mean ‘to infinity’ in this context – the argument to the stated conclusion
is taken from Democritus. Themist. in De caelo III.4, 303a25, 181.13: Further, neither do the
followers of Leucippus and Democritus accept that the elements, which those two regard as
indivisible, are infinite.
144. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 67 (Dox. 513): (Democritus says that) of all the
shapes none is pure and unmixed with the others, but there are in many in each thing.
Scholium on Aelius Aristides Panathenaic Oration [Aristid. Panath.] 130.7 Jebb, 356 Fromm:
This comes from Democritus the natural philosopher, who claimed that all the material
causes1 are in everything and said that all things are together; from this that came to be a
proverbial saying applied to things mixed up in confusion. Apostolius [Apost.] XIV.3 (Corpus
of Greek writers of proverbs [Corp. Paroem. Gr.] 609: All things; applied to things mixed up
in confusion; taken from Democritus the natural philosopher (= Arsenius [Arsen.] 43.27).
145. (DK 59 A 45) Ar. Phys. III.4, 203a19: those who make the elements infinite, e.g.
Anaxagoras and Democritus, the former from the homoiomeries, the latter from a universal
seminal mixture of shapes ... the former says that any part is a mixture in the same way as
the whole because anything is seen to come into being from anything ... Democritus says
that none of the primary things comes into being from anything else. Simpl. ad loc. 461.32:
even though Democritus did not explain coming to be by separation or say that everything
exists in everything as Anaxagoras did. (459.26) He said that there is a universal seminal
mixture of Democritus’ atomic shapes, since he supposed that there are infinite differences
of shapes in the case of the atoms. Philop.. ad loc. 396.10: He speaks of a universal seminal
mixture of shapes, since Democritus and his school said that the atoms are infinite not only

in number but also in their shapes.1 Simpl. in De caelo IV.6, 313a14, 730.9: Democritus
speaking of hot things rising up from water; for there are seeds ... of everything in
everything, which is why everything comes into being from everything. Theophr. De sensu
78 (Dox. 513): (Democritus) says that infinitely many colours and flavours are produced by
mixtures, adding and subtracting and mixing more of one and less of another; none of these
will be [exactly] like any other.
C. THE DOCTRINE OF ATOMS
a. HISTORICAL AND GENERAL MATTERS
I. The history of the doctrine of atoms
146. (DK 67 A 7) Ar. GC I.8, 324b35: The most systematic single comprehensive theory1
was proposed by Leucippus and Democritus, taking as their starting-point the actual nature
of things.2 For some of the older philosophers thought that what exists is necessarily one
and motionless, for the void does not exist, and there could be no motion without a
separate void4, nor could there be many things if there were nothing to separate them …
(325a13) as a result of these theories they neglect perception5 and ignore it on the ground
that one must follow the theory, and say that the totality of things is one and motionless
and infinite too, as some say;6 for a limit would limit it against the void. So they made these
pronouncements about reality for those reasons; and these conclusions appear to follow in
theory, but in fact thinking that way seems close to madness … (325a23) Leucippus thought
that he had arguments which agreed with perception and did not do away with coming into
being or ceasing to be or motion and the number of things. In these respects he agreed
with the phenomena, but he agreed with the proponents of the one that here is no motion
without void, saying that the void, which is not, exists no less than what is7. What strictly
speaking is is a total plenum [i.e. contains no void], but that is not one thing, but infinitely
many things invisible because of their smallness. They are borne about in the void (for the
void exists) and when they combine they bring things into being, and when they separate
they make things cease to be. They act and are affected as they happen to come into
contact, for in that way they are not one. And they generate by being combined and
entangled with one another. From what is truly one thing a plurality could never come into
being, nor from what are truly many one thing; that is impossible. But just as Empedocles
and others8 say happens by means of the pores, so on this theory all qualitative change and
every case in which something is affected comes about in this way; dissolution and ceasing
to be occurs by means of the void, and growth too, when solid bodies are imperceptibly
added. And Empedocles has to say more or less the same as Leucippus, for there are 9
bodies which are solid but indivisible, unless there are continuous pores everywhere, but
that is impossible10. For there will be nothing solid besides the pores, but everything will be
void. So the things in contact must be indivisible, and the things between them void, which
he (i.e. Empedocles) calls pores. This is what Leucippus says about acting and being
affected.

146a.1 = no. 105a.
147. (DK 67 A 8) Simpl. In Phys. I.2, 184b15, 28.4 (from Theophr. Phys. opin. Fr. 8, Dox.
483): He (i.e. Leucippus) did not take the same route as Parmenides and Xenophanes about
what there is, but, so it seems1, the opposite one. For whereas they said that the universe is
a single thing, motionless, ungenerated and bounded, and did not agree that one could even
investigate what is not, he supposed that there are infinite[ly many] elements in perpetual
motion, the atoms, and that the number of their shapes is infinite because they are no more
of this kind than that2, and he considered that coming to be and change occur in things
uninterruptedly. And further that what is exists no more than what is not 3, and both are
alike causes of the coming into being of things, For he supposed that the nature of things is
solid and a plenum, calling it ‘what is’ and saying that it is borne about in the void, which he
called ‘what is not’ and says that it is no less than what is. And similarly his associate
Democritus of Abdera postulated as principles the plenum and the void, calling the former
‘what is’ and the latter ‘what is not’.
148. (Not in DK)1 Scholium on Ar. Meta. I.4, 984b1, p. 563a27 Brandis (cod. Laur.):
(Parmenides says that) earth is matter and fire an efficient cause; he also calls fire ‘what is’
and earth ‘what is not’. For in general he calls the inferior of the contraries ‘what is not’. So
in his Way of Opinion
Parmenides called what is and what is not principles of the
things that there are, just as Democritus the associate of Leucippus called the atoms ‘what
is’ and the void ‘what is not’. Now it is clear that they too regarded the principles as
opposites, for cold is opposed to heat and the void is opposed to the plenum, i.e. the atoms,
which Democritus also called bodies, and the void is the place in which the atoms, which are
in perpetual motion, are situated. Alex. In Meta. I.5, 986 b17, 45.5: Parmenides postulated
two principles … fire and earth, of which he called fire ‘what is’ and earth and the cold ‘what
is not’; so that it was not only Leucippus and Democritus who put what is and what is not
among the principles.
149. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.42: Democritus also mentions1 Parmenides, Zeno and their
followers as contemporaries very celebrated for their theory of the one, and Protagoras of
Abdera, who is agreed to have been a contemporary of Socrates.
150. (DK 67 A 8) Simpl. in Phys. 28.4 (from Theophr. Phys. opin., fr. 8, (Dox. 483):
Leucippus of Elea or Miletus (both are said about him) associated with Parmenides in
philosophy. Clem. Protrepticus [Protr.] 5.19 (PG 8, p. 169 A): Leucippus of Miletus
151. (DK 67 A 10) Hippol. Refut. I.12.1 (Dox. 564,16 W): Leucippus the associate of Zeno
did not keep to the same opinion, but says that there are infinite[ly many] things in
perpetual motion, and that coming into being and change are continuous. And he says that
the elements are the plenum and the void.

152. (Not in DK) DL preface 15.9: Zeno of Elea, who taught Leucippus, who taught
Democritus. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.30ff.: Leucippus of Elea (in some sources of Abdera, in others
of Miletus); he was a pupil of Zeno. (DK 67 A 5) ps.-Galen Hist. phil. 3 (Dox. 601.9): His (Zeno
of Elea’s) pupil Leucippus of Abdera was the originator of the theory of atoms. (DK 67 A 4)
Clem. Strom. I.64 (II.40.24 St.): Now Parmenides was a pupil of Xenophanes, and Zeno of
Parmenides, then Leucippus, then Democritus.
153.

(DK 67 A 5) Tzetzes Chiliades [Tzetz. Chil.] II.980: Of Leucippus the pupil of Melissus.1

154. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.45: Among his works … Pythagoras1. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.38: He
seems, says Thrasyllus, to have been an adherent of the Pythagoreans; moreover, he
mentions Pythagoras himself, praising him in the work named after him, and seems to have
got everything from him and would appear to have been his pupil, if the chronology did not
forbid it. But Glaucus of Rhegium, a contemporary of his, says definitely that he was a pupil
of one of the Pythagoreans, and Apollodorus of Cyzicus says that he was an associate of
Philolaus. (DK 67 A 5) Iamblichus Life of Pythagoras [Iambl. Vita Pythag.] 104: those of this
school, especially the earliest, who were contemporaries of Pythagoras and young pupils of
his in his old age, Philolaus and Eurytus … Leucippus and Alcmaeon. Cf. Porphyry Life of
Pythagoras [Porph. Vita Pythag.] 3: In the second book of his Horae Douris of Samos records
Arimnestus as his (Pythagoras’) son and says that he was a teacher of Democritus (cf. no.
VII).
155. (Not in DK)1 Philop. in GC II.34a10, 15.15: It is clear, he (Aristotle) says, that they say
that coming to be occurs in his way, i.e. in the way that has been described, taking off from
Empedocles’ words ‘but only mixture and separation of what had been mixed’, which were
also the source of Democritus’ saying that compounds ‘differ in their components’.
156. (DK 11 A 1)1 DL I.22: Now Thales’ father was Examyus, as reported by Herodotus,
Douris and Democritus, and his mother was Cleoboulinē; he was of the family of the
Thēlides, who are Phoenicians, the noblest of the descendants of Cadmus and Agenor ...
(23) He seems, according to some reports, to have been the first to engage in astronomy
and to predict solar eclipses and solstices ... as reported by ... and Democritus.
157. (DK 68 A 7)1 Ar. Meteor. II.7 (on earthquakes) 365a17: Anaxagoras of Clazomenae
and earlier Anaximenes of Miletus pronounced on this topic, and subsequently Democritus
of Abdera.
158. (Not in DK) Philop. In Phys. III.5, 204a1, 409.7: Aristotle demonstrated this also in
the first book, in his arguments against Anaxagoras and Democritus.1
159. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.34: Later he (Democritus) studied with Leucippus and according to
some sources with Anaxagoras, being forty years younger than the latter. Favorinus reports
in his Miscellaneous History that Democritus said that Anaxagoras’ doctrines about the sun

and moon were not his own, but ancient1 doctrines which he had plagiarised, (35) and that
he ridiculed his views about the formation of the world and about mind, out of hostility
towards him, because Anaxagoras had not accepted him [sc. as an associate]. So how was
he a pupil of his, as some people say? (DK 59 A 1) DL II.14: He (Anaxagoras) seemed to be
somehow hostile to Democritus from having been worsted in argument with him.
160. (Not in DK)1 Sext. M VII.140: for the appearances are the sight of the things that are
unclear, as Anaxagoras says, for which Democritus commends him. Vitruv. VII, preface 11
(see no. 139): Democritus and Anaxagoras wrote on the same topic, showing how ... the
lines of the scene should correspond ... to the direction of the eyes and the spreading of the
rays, so that clear images of what is unclear (i.e. of the things that are unclear) present the
appearance ... .
161. (DK 67 A 1) DL IX.30: Leucippus ... was the first ... to put forward the atoms as
principles.
162. (DK 67 A 2)1 DL IX.13 (Epicurea, p. 365.19 Us.): And he (Epicurus) says that there
never even was such a philosopher as Leucippus, as does Hermarchus, but some (including
the Epicurean Apollodorus) say that he (Leucippus) was the teacher of Democritus.
163. (DK 68 A 31) Suda s.v. Dēmokritos: His genuine works are two, The Great Worldsystem and The Nature of the World1; he also wrote letters. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.45ff.: His
(Democritus’) works ... The Great World-system, which Theophrastus and his school ascribe
to Leucippus. Aet. I.25.4: Leucippus ... says in On Mind.
164. (DK 67 B 1a) [Herculaneum papyrus 1788, fr. 1] Vol. Herc. Coll. alt. VIII, 58-62, fr.
1(Crönert, Kolotes und Menedemos, p. 147): [he was not ashamed to] write [exactly] the
same as had previously [been said in ] the Great [World-system], which they say1 is [by
Leucippus]. And having gone so far in plagiarising1 the works of others, [he says that ]
[Democritus is exposed as] having put in the [Lesser] World-system [what is also found in
the] G[reat] ...
165. (DK 67 A 8) Cic. Acad. prior. II.37.118 (Dox. 119): Leucippus posited the full and the
void; Democritus agreed with him in that, but wrote more fully on other topics. Cic. ND
I.24.66: ... of Democritus, or even of Leucippus before him ...1.
166. (DK 67 A 7) ps-Ar. On Melissus, Xenophanes and Gorgias [MXG] 6, 980a7: Gorgias
uses ‘divided’ to mean the void, as in the works attributed to Leucippus. 1
167.

(DK 68 B 163) Sext. M VII.153: Xeniades of Corinth, whom Democritus mentions.

168. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.41: He would have been a contemporary of Archelaus the pupil of
Anaxagoras and of the school of Oinopides; for he mentions the latter. For passages
relating to to Protagoras as a precursor of Democritus see nos. 76-8.

169. (DK 68 A 55) 1 Strabo XVI.757: If we are to believe Posidonius, the theory of atoms is
an ancient one, proposed by Mochus, a man from Sidon, who lived before the Trojan war.
Sext. M IX.363: Democritus and Epicurus proposed the theory of atoms, unless that theory is
held to be more ancient, introduced by a Phoenician called Mochus, as the Stoic Posidonius
said. Cf. DL preface 1, Josephus, Jewish Antiquities [Ios. Ant.] I.9.107, Iambl. Vita Pythag. 1314.
170. (Not in DK; no. 262 Makovelsky) ps-Plut. On the life and poetry of Homer [De vita et
poesi Homeri ] 150, fr. VII (p. 422 Bernardakis): If it is appropriate to mention the founders
of different schools, we shall find that they too took their starting-points from Homer;
Democritus, who took his images from this passage (Il. V.449) ‘and Apollo of the silver bow
fashioned an image’. Eustathius in Od. IV.795 (p. 1518): that the poet taught Democritus his
theory that dreams occur when images impact and penetrate from outside. So, he says,
Athena made or fashioned a faint image.
II. General testimonia (atoms and void)
171.1 (In part in DK 68 A 120) Simpl. in De caelo III.1, 299a2, 564.24 (almost the same as
576.10 = no. 122): but, as Theophrastus reports in his Physics (fr. 13; Dox. 491), when
people were speculating about the causes of the hot and the cold and such things in an
inexpert fashion2 Democritus arrived at [the theory of] the atoms, and similarly the
Pythagoreans [arrived at the theory of] the planes, regarding3 shapes and magnitudes as
causes of heat and cold, as those which divide and separate produce the sensation of heat
and those which combine and condense [produce the sensation] of cold. (641.5) For the
speculations about heat and cold and such things were previously said by Democritus4
himself to have been produced in a non-expert fashion, as Theophrastus says. Ar. Phys. II.8,
198b115 (no. 31): as it [i.e. necessity] is in nature, since everyone refers things to that cause,
[saying that] since heat and cold and such things are by nature such and such, such and such
[effects] are and come to be of necessity. Philop. ad loc. 312.4: ‘For since’ they say, ‘heat is
such and such and cold such and such’, that is why this came into being, or because it was
composed of these atoms. Philop. ad loc. 262.17: Democritus ... in his exposition of
particular questions, e.g. why do hot and white things produce separation, or why is honey
sweet, gives the position and order and shape of the atoms as causes. Ar. PA I,1, 640b4: the
earliest philosophers of nature investigated the material principle and the material cause,
asking what it is and what kind of thing, and how the universe comes into being from it, and
what is the productive cause, e.g strife and love or mind or chance6; and on the basis that
the underlying matter has such and such a nature of necessity, e.g. fire is hot and earth cold,
and the former is heavy and the latter light, that is how they generate the world. Ar. Meta.
XIII.4, 1078b19: Democritus ... defined the hot and cold after a fashion (no. 99). Simpl. in De
caelo III.1, 299a2, 565: now their second supposition is that there are elements which are
more primitive than the four elements, but I have cited them to show that it was not

unreasonable that in their quest for the principles of qualities the Pythagoreans and
Democritus arrived at shapes.
172. (DK 68 A 37) Simpl. in De caelo 294.33: A brief quotation from Aristotle’s On
Democritus (fr. 208 Rose) will set out their view.
‘Democritus thinks that the nature of the eternal things consists of small substances
infinite in number; these he places in space, separate from them and infinite in extent. He
calls space by the following names: “the void”, “nothing” and “the infinite”, and each of the
substances he calls “thing”, “the solid” and “what is”’.
173. (DK 67 A 6) Ar. Meta. I.4, 985b4: Leucippus and his associate Democritus say that the
elements are the plenum and the void, calling the one ‘what is’ and the other ‘what is not’,
viz. the plenum and solid ‘what is’ and the void and fine-textured ‘what is not’ (which is why
they say that what is is no more than what is not, because the void is no less than body, and
these are the material causes of what there is. And just as those who make the underlying
substance one generate everything else by means of its properties, positing density and
looseness of texture as principles of the properties of things (like some mathematicians1), in
the same way these people too say that the differentiations [of the atoms] are the cause of
everything else. (Not in DK) Alex. ad loc. 36.12: Some texts have the reading ‘as in the case
of the mathematicals’. If that is the correct reading, he would be referring to Plato, saying
that as he generates bodies from mathematical entities and their differentiating properties
from the different kinds of triangle and their number, so the atomists generate them from
the differences of shape of the primary bodies.
174. (DK 67 A 15) Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a4: like Leucippus and Democritus of Abdera ... in
a way they too make everything numbers and from numbers; even if they do not say so
clearly, all the same that is what they mean.
175. (Not in DK) 1 Theophr. Meta. fr. 12.34 Wimmer: among sensible things the heavenly
bodies would appear to possess the highest degree of order, and among other things
mathematical entities, unless there is anything prior to them. Even if they do not possess
total order, still there is more order in them [than anywhere else], except if one conceived
shapes such as Democritus supposes those of the atoms to be.
176. (Not in DK) Scholium on Ar. Meta. I.4, 985b6, p. 539a3 Brandis (cod. Reg.): Leucippus
and Democritus and their followers posit the void and the plenum as elements of what
there is, and they say that the things which are plena are the atoms of different shapes,
which they called atoms as being solid and indivisible, and that the void is the air1 in the
whole universe, in which the atoms move, as they believed.
177. (Not in DK) Asclep. in Meta. I.4, 985b4, 33.9: He then turns to Leucippus and his pupil
Democritus, and says that they said that the material elements of what there is are the

atoms and the void. And they called the atoms ‘what is’ and the void ‘what is not’, and said
that what is no more is than what is not, since body, i.e. the atoms, exists no more than the
void; for everywhere there exist void and atoms. Similarly, Plato says in the Republic (Bk. V,
479a) that what is not is no less than what is … and that what is in no way at all can be
neither spoken nor thought of; Democritus says of it that it is no less than what is.
Democritus and his followers say that these, the atoms and the void, are material causes.1
178. (Not in DK) Alex. in Meta. III.5, 1009a6, 303.31: and Democritus says that the void
and the plenum are the only things that there are. For, Aristotle says, he posited atoms and
void, and he says that both are present in every part of each sensible thing, so that they
come to be by separation from something which already exists. Asclep. ad loc. 275.18:
Democritus said that what is and what is not are everywhere … and that the void and the
atoms are everywhere, and that the atoms are <limited> by the void.
179. (DK 68 A 57) Plut. Col. 1110 F: For what does Democritus say? That an infinite
number of undifferentiated atoms, wihout properties and incapable of being affected, move
about in the void. And when they approach one another, collide and get entangled, then
some of the collections have the appearance of water, other of fire, others of a plant, others
of a man.
180. (DK 68 A 56) Cic. De fin. I.6.17: He (Democritus) thinks that what he calls atoms, i.e.
bodies which are indivisible because of their solidity, move about in infinite space, in which
there is no top or bottom or middle or ultimate boundary, in such a way that when they
collide they stick together, which gives rise to everything which exists and is perceived; that
motion of the atoms has to be understood as having no beginning, but going on from
eternity.
181. (Not in DK) Cic. Acad. pr. II.40.125: Whom (shall I choose). Democritus? For as you
know, I have always been a supporter of the nobility ...1 Do you really think that there can
be any void, when everything is so full and compacted that wherever any body moves in any
direction another immediately takes its place? Or that there are any atoms such that
whatever is made from them is entirely unlike them? Or that any splendid thing can be
produced without the action of some mind?
182. (Not in DK) Cic. De fin. I.6.21: Atoms, the void, images (which they [the Epicureans]
call eidōla), infinity itself (which they call apeiria) all of that they get from him (Democritus).
183. (Not in DK) Sext. M X.318 (= Hippol. Refut. X.7): The schools of Anaxagoras of
Clazomenae and Democritus and Epicurus and very many others taught that the origins of
things are infinite, but Democritus and Epicurus and their followers said that they are
dissimilar and incapable of being affected, i.e. the atoms.

184. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: His (Democritus’) doctrines are as follows: the principles of
everything are atoms and void ... and the atoms are infinite in size 1 and number.
185. (DK 68 A 49) Galen De elem. sec. Hipp. I.2 (I.4I7 K, 3.20 Helmr.): Democritus says ...
‘For by convention colour, by convention sweet etc. (see no. 90), but in reality thing and
nothing are everything‘. That too is just what he said, calling the atoms ‘thing’ and the void
‘nothing’. Now the atoms are all small bodies without qualities, and the void is a sort of
place ... .
186. (DK 67 A 12) Aet. I.3.15 (Dox. 285): Leucippus of Miletus says that the principles and
elements are the plenum and the void.
187. (DK 67 A 15) Aet. I.18.3 (Dox. 316): Leucippus, Democritus ... and Epicurus say that
the atoms are infinite in number, and the void infinite in extent.
188. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. I.5, 188a19, 110.7: Democritus postulated the atoms and
the void, and called the atoms ‘plenum’; he said that the plenum and the void are the
principles of of what there is, and the plenum and the void are opposites, which he called
‘what is’ and ‘what is not’, and ‘thing’ and ‘nothing’, thing being the plenum and nothing the
void.
189. (Not in DK) Philop. in De an. I.2, 403b31, 67.4: (Aristotle) sets out Democritus’
doctrine first; he said that the elements of natural bodies are the atoms and the void, for
there are in the universe infinite[ly many]atomic bodies of infinite[ly many] different
shapes, whose combination and separation causes things to come into being and to cease
to be ...
190. (DK 68 A 40) Hippol. Refut. I.13 (Dox. 565, no. 16): (Democritus) says the same as
Leucippus about the elements, [that they are] the plenum and the void, calling the plenum
‘what is’ and the void ‘what is not’. And he said that the things that there are are always
moving in the void.
191. (Not in DK) Clem. Protr. 5.19 (PG 8, p. 199 A): It appears that Leucippus of Miletus
and Metrodorus of Chios also bequeathed [to their followers] two principles, the plenum
and the void, and that Democritus of Abdera accepted those two and added the images. 1
192. (DK 67 A 17, 68 A 44) Herm. Irris. 12-13 (Dox. 654): Leucippus ... says that the
principles are the infinite[ly many] smallest bodies in perpetual motion ... Democritus ...
says that the principles are what is and what is not, and what is is the plenum, and what is
not is the void.
193. (Not in DK)1 Aet. I.9.3 (Dox. 308): Democritus and his followers say that the primary
things, the atom and the void and the incorporeal, are incapable of being affected. Cf.

Theodoret. IV.13 (Dox. 308): Democritus, Metrodorus and Epicurus described the atoms and
the void as incapable of being affected.
194. (Not in DK) Eus. PE VII.12 (PG 21, p. 541): Epicurus and Democritus proclaimed that
the principle of everything is atomic bodies. PE XIV.3 (PG 21, p. 1185 D): Democritus said
that the principles of everything are the void and the plenum, saying that the plenum is
what is and is solid, and the void what is not, which is why he says that what is no more is
than what is not. And he says that the things that there are are from eternity in continuous
swift motion in the void.
195. (DK 68 A 166) Epiphan. Adv. Haer. III.2.9 (Dox. 590): Democritus son of Damasippus
of Abdera said that the world is infinite and that it lies on top of a void. 1

b. THE ATOM
I. Names by which the atoms are designated
196. The name hē atomos1 occurs so often that it is superfluous to enumerate passages
relating to it; the name to atomon2 occurs somewhat more rarely, e.g. Simpl.in Phys. I.2,
184b15, 36.1: Leucippus and Democritus and their followers calling the smallest primary
bodies atoma {atoms] and elsewhere.
196a. (DK 68 B 168) Simpl. in Phys. VIII.9, 265b24, 1318.33: the primary natural atomic
bodies; these they called ‘nature’.1
197. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. I.5, 188a19, 110.7: Democritus called the atoms ‘plenum’
... and the plenum ... he called ‘what is’ ... and ‘thing’.1 (DK 68 A 37) Simpl. in De caelo I.10,
279b12, 294.33: a brief quotation from Aristotle’s On Democritus ... and he calls ... each of
the substances ‘thing’ and ‘solid’ and ‘what is’. (DK 68 A 49) Galen De elem. sec. Hipp. I.2:
Democritus says ... in reality thing and nothing are everything ... calling the atoms ‘thing’.
Plut. Col. 4, 1109 A: calling body ‘thing’.
198. (DK 68 A 57) Scholia Basilii (ed. Pasquali, Göttingensche Nachrichten 1910, p. 196):
Democritus [called the atoms] shapes. Ps-Clement Recognitiones VIII.15 (Dox. 250, On
principles): Democritus [called the principles] shapes. Plut. Col. 8, 1108 F: For what does
Democritus say? Substances infinite in number ... and that everything consists of what he
calls the atomic shapes. (DK 68 A 102) Aet. IV.3.5 (Dox. 388): Democritus says that (the soul)
consists of ... things with spherical shape. Hesych. s.v. idea: the similarity, shape, form, and
the smallest body.2 Cf. the title of Democritus’ book Peri ideōn [On shapes] (no. CXVI).

199. (Not in DK) Theodoret. IV.57.9 (Dox. 285): Democritus, son of Damasippus, of Abdera
was the first to introduce the doctrine of the void and the solids. Metrodorus of Chios
called them indivisibles and void, and Epicurus, son of Neocles, of Athens, who lived in the
fifth generation after Democritus, described as atoms the things that they had called solids
and indivisibles.
II. The shape of the atoms revealed by sense-perception
200. (DK 67 A 28) Ar. De an. I.2, 404a1:1 Democritus ... says that of the infinite[ly many]
atomic shapes the spherical constitute fire and soul, like what are called motes in the air,
which are visible in the rays through windows. He says that the universal seminal mixture of
them [the atoms] constitutes the elements of everything, as does Leucippus ... (404a16): it
seems that what the Pythagoreans say has the same meaning, for some of them said that
the soul is the motes in the air, and others that it is what moves them. The reason for that
is that they seem to be in continuous motion even when the air is perfectly still. (Not in DK)
Simpl. ad loc. 25.30: Democritus’ doctrine of the elements is clear from the first book of the
Physics2; it maintains that there are small atomic bodies, like the motes in the air which are
visible in the rays through windows. Democritus did not posit them as elements, but things
similar to them in their smallness, all of a single substance, but differing from one another in
size and shape, from which as seeds3 all compound bodies are composed. (26.13): One
should not rely on Aristotle’s account when all that he is doing is setting out the way things
seem [to others], as in the case of what he says about the Pythagoreans. For he says that
Democritus says that the elements are like the motes in the air, while some of the
Pythagoreans said that they are those very things, though none of the Pythagoreans
thought that, but perhaps they used that sensible phenomenon to demonstrate the divided
nature of the soul. Philop. ad loc. 67.21: Democritus did not say that fire or soul consist of
those specks of dust which are seen through windows, or in general that they are atoms.
But, he says, just as they are present in the air, but do not seem to be there because their
small size makes them invisible, until they are detected by the rays of the sun shining
through windows, similarly the atomic bodies are fine-textured and invisible because of
their small size. He thought that they are the principles of all natural things, as the
physicians say that the four elements are [principles] of compound things ... Themist. ad loc.
9.13: It is not surprising that the soul, though it is a body, is not seen. For what are called
motes in the air, which are seen in the rays through windows, would not be seen if the sun
were not shining4, but the air appears totally empty to us, though it is full of solid bodies.
He supposes that the atoms are much smaller and swifter than those, especially spherical
atoms, of which the soul is composed, which is why he says that breath is the defining limit
of life. Philop. in Phys. I.2, 184b15, 25.5: Democritus, Leucippus and Epicurus posited the
atoms and the void, and then that the void is infinite and the atoms in it. And he
(Democritus ?) said that the atoms are bodies which are invisible because of their smallness
and indivisible because of their hardness, like the particles of dust which are seen in the rays

through windows, which are unseen when there is no sunshine, not because they are not
there, but because of their smallness.
201. (Not in DK) Theodoret. IV.10, p.102.26 Raeder (Dox. 285-6) = Suda, s.v. atoma (cf. PG
83, p. 901): Democritus and Epicurus call atoms those smallest and finest bodies, which the
sun shows vibrating1 up and down when it shines through windows. Ecphantus of Syracuse
the Pythagorean followed them. Much the same in Philop. in GC 39.7 (no. 206).
202. (Not in DK) Jerome on Isaiah XII.40 (PL21, p. 407 B): The Hebrews say that by the
word Doc is signified the very fine dust, which is often blown into the eyes by the wind, and
is felt rather than seen. So the most minute, barely visible fragments of dust are called by
this name, which perhaps Democritus and his associate Epicurus call atoms.
203. (Not in DK) Lact. De ira dei 10.9 (p. 86.3 Brandt): These, (Leucippus) says, ... fly about
through the void in incessant movements and move hither and thither, as we see specks of
dust in the sun, when it sends rays of light through a window.
III. The size of the atoms
204. (DK 68 A 37) Simpl. in De caelo I.10, 279b12, 295.1: (from Ar. On Democritus)
Democritus thinks that the nature of the eternal things consists of small substances ... and
he considers that those substances are so small as to escape our senses. They have all sorts
of forms and shapes and differences of size.1
205. (Not in DK) Ar. GC I.8, 325a29: but (what there is) is not one thing, but things infinite
in number and invisible because of their small size. [Leucippus]
206. Philop. in GC I.2, 316b32, 39.4 (discussing a passage which reads ‘so they [i.e.
bodies]must contain invisible atomic magnitudes’. It deals with mathematical indivisibles,
see. no. 204): he said that the atoms are invisible magnitudes, so as to escape examination
by the senses. For no perceptible magnitude is indivisible. So he said that the atoms are
invisible because of their smallness, and it is not surprising that they exist but are not seen
because of their smallness, like speck of dust in the air which were previously unseen by us,
but when a sunbeam shines through a window they become visible in it because of the
brightness of the light.
207. (DK 68 A 47) Aet. I.12.6 (Dox. 311): Democritus ... says that it is possible for an atom
to be as big as a world. Dion. ap. Eus. PE XIV.23.2 and 3: some applied the term ‘atoms’ to a
countless number of indestructible, tiny bodies ... Epicurus and Democritus were of this
view, with this difference, that the former held that all the atoms are extremely small and
therefore imperceptible, but the latter, Democritus, held that there are atoms which are
extremely large.1
208. (Not in DK) Them. In De caelo III.5, 304b2, 186.30: those who believe in indivisibles
do not say that they are extremely small.

209. (Not in DK) Eus. PE XIV.14 (PG 21, p. 1232): Democritus, whom Epicurus followed for
the most part, says that the principles of things are atomic bodies, grasped in thought ... 1
210. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. III.4, 203a11, 398.11: Democritus, he says, holds that of
the primary bodies ... some are larger and others smaller (see no. 230).
IV. The impassibility and solidity of the atoms
211. (DK 68 A 42)1 Ar. Meta. VI.13, 1039a9: Democritus says that it is impossible for one
thing to come from two or two from one; for he makes the atomic magnitudes2 substances.
(Not in DK) Alex. ad loc. 526.13: Just as Democritus said that it is impossible for one atom to
come from two (for he supposed that they were incapable of being affected) or two from
one (for he said that they were uncuttable), so we too say that it is impossible for one
substance to come from two actual substances (see no. 235).
212. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. 1.2, 185b8 (‘now if (the one) is continuous, the one will be
many, for what is continuous is divisible ad infinitum’), 81.34: if the one is one in the sense
of undivided, since things can be undivided in several ways, either in being not yet divided
but capable of being divided, e.g, every continuous thing1, or in being essentially totally
incapable of being divided through having no parts into which they could be divided, e.g the
point or the unit, or in having parts2 and magnitude, but being incapable of being affected in
virtue of their solidity and fullness, e.g. each of the atoms of Democritus ... Simpl. in De
caelo III.4, 303a4, 699.17: he turns to discuss Leucippus, Democritus and their followers,
who said that the elements are atoms [which are indivisible] in virtue of their smallness and
solidity ...
213. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VIII.4, 255a13: in so far as something is one and continuous not
by contact1, to that extent it is incapable of being affected.
214. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in De caelo I.7, 275b29, 242.15: nor is it possible for the
elemental bodies to be an infinite number of separate bodies, as supposed by Leucippus,
Democritus and their followers, who were earlier than he (Aristotle) and by Epicurus, who
was later. They said that the principles are infinite in number, and considered them atomic,
i.e. indivisible, and incapable of being affected, because they are solid and contain no void,
for they said that division occurs in virtue of the void contained in bodies. (DK 68 A 125)
Aet. I.15.8 (Dox. 314): Democritus says that ... the elements, the solid things and the void,
have no qualities. Aet. I.9.3 (Dox. 308): Democritus and his followers said that the primary
things, the atom and the void and incorporeal, are incapable of being affected. (DK 68 A 46)
Aet. I.3.16 (Dox. 285): Democritus says that the solid and void things (are the principles).
Alex. in Meta. I.4, 958b21, 35.24: next he discusses the view of Leucippus and Democritus
about the elements ... they said that the body of the elements was a plenum through its
solidity and being unmixed with void.

215. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: (the atoms) are incapable of being affected and unalterable
because of their solidity. (DK 68 A 49) Galen De elem. sec, Hipp. 1.2 (I.417 K.: 3.29 Helmr.):
they supposed that the primary bodies are incapable of being affected, some of them, e.g.
Epicurus and his followers, supposing them unbreakable because of their hardness, others,
e.g. Leucippus and his followers, supposing them indivisible because of their smallness. Nor
did they think that they could undergo any of these alterations which everyone is taught by
the senses to accept, e.g. they say that none of them becomes hot or cold, or dry or wet,
still less turns white or black or in general takes on any property via any process of change.
216. (Not in DK) Plut. Col. 8, 1111 A (288 Us.): So Democritus1 should be charged, not with
drawing conclusions which agree with his principles, but with choosing principles from
which those conclusions follow. For he ought not to have posited changeless primary
substances, but having posited them he ought to have seen that the acquisition of all
qualities disappears. But it is totally shameless to see the absurdity and then deny it, as
Colotes says that Epicurus posits the same principles, but does not say that colour and
sweet and white and the other qualities exist by convention. If ‘does not say’ means ‘does
not agree’ he is doing as he usually does ... it was not necessary to postulate, or rather to
filch from Democritus the doctrine that atoms are the principles of everything, but once he
had laid down that doctrine and prided himself on its initial plausibilities, he has either to
swallow its disagreeable consequences, or to show how bodies without qualities give rise to
all kinds of qualities purely by combining, e.g. where does what we call heat come from and
how does it supervene on atoms which neither possess any heat before they combine nor
become hot when they have combined? The former is a case of possessing a quality, the
latter of being such as to be affected, neither of which you say can properly exist in atoms
because of their indestructibility.
217. (Not in DK) Eus. PE XIV.14.5 (PG 21, p. 1232), Aet. I.3.18(Dox.285): Democritus,
whom Epicurus followed for the most part, said that the principles of things are atomic
bodies, grasped in thought, containing no void, ungenerated, eternal, indestructible,
unbreakable, incapable of reshaping by change of parts or of alteration, and grasped
themselves in thought. These move in and through the void, and the void is itself also
infinite, and the bodies are infinite ... and it is called an atom not because it is the smallest
thing, but because it cannot be cut, since it is incapable of being affected and contains no
void. So if anyone says that an atom is unbreakable, he also means that it is incapable of
being affected and contains no void.
218. (Not in DK) Lact. De ira dei 10.5 (p. 85.6 Brandt): They are so small, he (Democritus)
says, that no iron blade is fine enough to cut and divide them, whence he gave them the
name ‘atoms’. Id. Inst. III.17.22: Why then do we not feel or see those (seeds)? Because, he
says, they have neither colour, heat nor smell, are also without any taste or mostness, and
so small that they cannot be cut or divided. Thus, because he had accepted something false
at the outset, the necessity of the consequences led him to raving. For where are those

corpuscles or where do they come from? Why did no-one except Leucippus alone dream
them up? Learning from him Democritus received an inheritance of folly which he
bequeathed to Epicurus. If there are such corpuscles, and they are solid too, as they say,
they can certainly be seen ... so small that they cannot be cut by any iron blade ...
219. (DK 68 A 43) Dion. ap. Eus. PE XIV.23.3: Epicurus and Democritus both say that there
are atoms, which are so called because of their indestructible solidity.
V. The matter and form of the atoms
220. (DK 68 A 41) Ar. Phys. III.4, 203a33: Democritus says that none of the primary things
comes from any other, but all the same for him the common body is a principle of
everything, different in size and shape in the parts.1
220a. (DK 67 A 15) Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a4: e.g. Leucippus and Democritus of Abdera ...
(11) say that since the bodies differ in shape, and the shapes are infinite[ly many], the
simple bodies are also infinite[ly many]. They said nothing about what shape belongs to
each of the elements, except only that they assigned the sphere to fire.
221. DK 68 A 57) Ar. Meta. XII.1, 1069b22: and as Democritus says, everything was
together potentially, but not actually.1 Alex. ad loc. 673.19: and indeed by saying
‘everything was together potentially’ Democritus shows that his conception of matter was a
dim one; for ‘everything was together potentially’ is the same as ‘there is in us something
capable of [becoming]everything [in thought]’. Galen De elem. sec. Hipp. I.2 (I.416 K.): and
one could say that in idea and potentially everything is one, as Epicurus and Democritus and
their followers said about the atoms.
222. (DK 67 A 7) Ar. GC I.8, 325b24: as Plato has written in the Timaeus. His view differs
from that of Leucippus to this extent, that the latter says that the indivisibles are solids,
whereas he (Plato) says that they are planes, and Leucippus says that each of the indivisible
solids is bounded by infinite[ly many] shapes, but Plato by a finite number, since both say that
the indivisibles are bounded by shapes.
223. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. I.1, 184b20: and whether the principles have to be infinite[ly
many], or, as Democritus says, one in kind but different in shape or form1, or even opposites.
224. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. I.4, 187b9 (what is infinite in variety of kind is unknowable
in quality), 166.6: Democritus and Leucippus and their followers, though postulating the
principles as infinite in number, nevertheless postulated that the kind and nature of <each
of> them was single and definite, so that according to them the principle was not unknowable,
unless they assigned to them infinite[ly many] shapes or other qualities of their external
appearance.
225. (Not in DK) Alex. On mixtures [De mixt.] I.213.14: (dealing with philosophical doctrines
and treatments of mixture and blending) On this topic there was a dispute between those

who say that a single matter underlies all natural bodies and those who make it out to be
constituted of different separate bodies. Some of them say that the principles and elements
are atomic bodies infinite in number, differing from one another only in shape and size, and
that other things come into being through their combination and a sort of entanglement, and
also through their order and position. Leucippus and Democritus seem to have been the first
to hold that view, and subsequently Epicurus and those who followed the same path as he.
The cause of this disagreement is the difficulty of the topic. Since it is clear that some bodies
mingle with one another practically all those who theorise about nature and natural
happenings undertook the investigation of the cause, but since it was difficult to discover, and
each of the proposed causes gave rise to its own particular difficulties, different people took
different directions.
226. (DK 67 A 11) Cic. ND I.24.66: These are the outrageous views of Democritus or perhaps
even of Leucippus before him, that there are corpuscles some of which are smooth, others
rough, others round, some angled or with hooks1, some curved and as it were bent.
227. (DK 68 A 37) Ar. ap. Simpl. in De caelo, 279b12, 295.5: Democritus thinks that the
substances are so small as to elude our senses, and that they have all sorts of forms and
shapes and differences of size ... and that some of them are irregular and others hook-shaped,
some concave and others convex, and some with countless other differences.
228. (Not in DK) Simpl.. in Phys. 1.2, 185b8, 44.3: Democritus and his followers, supposing
that the atoms have a single nature, regard the plenum as a single kind ...
229. (Not in DK) Aet. I.14.3 (Dox. 312) Leucippus and his followers say that the atoms have
many shapes.
230. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. III.4, 203a34, 398.11: Democritus, Aristotle says, says that
the primary bodies (I mean the atoms) are ungenerated (for none comes from any other, like
the spherical from the pyramidal)1, but he supposes that all the shapes have a single common
nature, whose parts are the atoms, which differ from one another in shape and size. Not only
do they have different shapes, but some of them are bigger and others smaller.
231. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo III.8, 306b32: fire ... some made it a sphere (see no. 131).
Simpl. in De caelo III.7, 306a21, 649.9: of the pyramid or the sphere ... since Democritus and
his followers said that fire is a sphere ... Philop. in GC I.1, 314a21, 12.31: according to
Democritus ... fire and earth are not composed of the same atoms, but fire is composed of
spherical atoms. Id. In Phys. II.2, 194a15, 229.1: for spherical atoms constitute the nature of
fire.
232. (DK 68 A 73) Theophr. On fire [De igne] 52: the question is raised why the shape of a
flame is pyramidal; Democritus says it is because when the extremities are cooled they
contract and taper to a point.1

233. (Not in DK)1 Philop. in Phys. I.5, 188a19, 116.21: Democritus ... says that the atoms
have opposite shapes in that some have angles while others are without angles; for having
angles is opposite to having no angles. So the compounds differ in respect of this opposition,
in that some are composed of atoms with angles, others of atoms with no angles. And also
in respect of the ordering of the atoms, e.g. it might be that in this thing the spherical atoms
come first and the pyramidal later (as in man it happens that the spherical are at the top,
which is why the head is spherical, but the pyramidal are round the jaw), while in another
thing the order is reversed, and the first is opposite to the later. They also differ in respect of
the position of the atoms, e.g. in this thing the pyramids have the apex below and the base
above (as in the jaw the apex is below and the base above), but in another the apex is above
and the base below. .
234. (Not in DK)1 Aet. I.3.18 (Dox. 285-6; 270 Us.) = Eus. PE XIV.4.5 (p. 290.15 Dindorf):
Democritus ... said that there are two (properties of the atoms), size and shape, and Epicurus
... says ...that the atoms have indefinite[ly many] shapes, not infinite[ly many], for they are
not hook-shaped or trident-shaped or ring-shaped, for those shapes are easily broken, but
atoms are incapable of being affected, and so unbreakable. Similar objections to Democritus
in Epicurus (Epist. I.42 (7.17 Us.)): further, the atomic plena, from which the compounds come
into being and into which they are dissolved, have indefinitely many different shapes. For it
is not possible for such differences to arise from the same definite shapes, and in the case of
each shape the similar atoms are unqualifiedly infinite, but in their differences they are not
unqualifiedly infinite, but only indefinite (see no. 225).
235. (Not in DK) Lact. De ira dei 10.5 (p. 85.8 Brandt): It occurred to him (Democritus) that
if everything had one and the same nature they could not generate things of such diversity as
we see to be in the world. So he said that they are smooth, rough, round, with angles, and
hooked ... If they are rough and angled, so as to be able to stick together, they are therefore
divisible and cuttable; for the hooks and angles must stick out and be able to be cut off ... Id.
Inst. III.17.23 (p. 232.14 Brandt): Learning from him (Leucippus) Democritus received an
inheritance of folly which he bequeathed to Epicurus ... Letters have different shapes; so, he
said, do these very elements, for they are rough, hooked, smooth. So they can be cut up and
divided, if they have any parts which stick out, but if they are smooth and without hooks they
cannot stick together. So they have to have hooks, by which they can be linked together. But
since they are said to be so small that they cannot be cut apart by the edge of any blade, how
can they have hooks or angles? Because they project, they must be capable of being torn off.
For further testimonia on the shape of the atoms (rusmos) see nos. 238-48. On the shape of
the hot, cold, sweet etc. see nos. 428-439.
c. HOW THE ATOMS ARE SITUATED RELATIVE TO ONE ANOTHER
I. The meaning of ‘contact’

236. (DK 67 A 7)1 Philop. in GC I.8, 325a32, 158.26: Democritus did not use the word
‘contact’ in the strict sense when he said that the atoms are in contact with one another ...
what he called contact was the atoms’ being near, not distant from, one another. For they
are totally separated by void. (160.10) Leucippus and his followers did not speak of contact
in the strict sense. I.2, 317a10, 39.23: a point is not adjacent to a point ... and that was
indeed agreed by Democritus and his followers.
237. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. III.4, 203a19: Those who, like Anaxagoras and Democritus, make
the elements infinite ... say that the infinite is continuous by contact.1 Simpl. ad loc. 448.26:
Those who, like Anaxagoras and Democritus, posited things infinite in number introduced
the infinite both in number and in magnitude. For the things that are infinite in number are
continuous in contact, but they do not make up an infinite magnitude by their unity.
(459.22) that what is continuous by contact is something infinite is clear from this as well.
For the things which are infinite in number, having magnitude and being of the same kind,
so as to be in contact with one another, make up an infinite magnitude which is continuous
by contact. That is why Eudemus says in the second book of his Physics (fr. 39) ‘Saying that
things of one kind are infinite in number is no different from saying that they are infinite in
magnitude’. Simpl. in De caelo III.4, 303a4, 609.17: He went on to discuss Leucippus and
Democritus and their followers, who said that the elements are the things which are atomic
[i.e. indivisible] through their smallness and solidity, infinite both in number and in their
shapes. These alone they said were continuous; for the other things which seem to be
continuous are in close proximity to one another by contact. That is why they eliminated
cutting, and called what seems to be cutting separation of things in contact, and why they
said ‘nor can many come from one’, for the atom cannot be divided; ‘nor from many can
there come one’ thing which is truly continuous, but each thing seems to be one through
the interweaving of the atoms. Philop. in Phys. III.8, 208a14, 494.20: but given Democritus’
assumptions this is what happens; for the atoms which move in the void are limited, but not
in contact with anything.
II. The position of each atom
(rusmos, tropē, diathigē)
(shape, position, arrangement)
238. (DK 68 A 45)1 Ar. Phys. I.5, 188a22: (everyone agrees that the principles are
contraries) Democritus with the solid (plenum Simpl. 44.16) and the void, of which he says
that the former is what is, the latter what is not. Further, he speaks of position, shape and
arrangement, which are kinds of opposites, up and down, forward and backward 2 in the
case of position, angled, straight and round in the case of shape.
239. (DK 68 A 38) Ar. GC I.9, 327a16: and we see the same continuous body now liquid
and now frozen, though it does not undergo that change through separation and

combination nor through turning and contact [position and arrangement] as Democritus
says; for it is not by repositioning1 or by change of its nature2 that something turns from
liquid to frozen.
240. (DK 67 A 9) Ar. GC I.1, 314a21: Democritus and Leucippus say that the other things
are composed of indivisible bodies, infinite in number and in respect of shape, and they [i.e.
the other things] differ from one another in their components and their position and
arrangement. (315b6) Democritus and Leucippus posit the shapes1 and derive alteration
and coming into being from them, coming into being and perishing from separation and
combination, and alteration from arrangement and position. And since they thought that
the truth is in what appears2, and the appearances are opposite and infinite, they made the
shapes infinite. So through changes in the underlying things the same thing appears
opposite to one from how it appears to another, and through some small addition things
change and appear wholly different as the result of a single change, for tragedy and comedy
consist of the same letters.3 Philop. ad loc. 12.30: ... these compounds, he says, differ from
each other in three ways according to Democritus. One way is by being composed of
differently shaped atoms, by which he means ‘through their components’; for (13.1) fire and
earth are not composed of the same atoms, but fire is composed of spherical atoms and
earth not of those, but perhaps of cubical atoms. But, he says, compounds differ from one
another also in the position and arrangement of their atoms. For two things composed of
the same atoms often differ in the arrangement of the atoms, if, for instance, in one the
spherical atoms4 are arranged first and the pyramidal last, but in the other the pyramidal
are first and the spherical last, as in the syllables OS and SO; for though the elements are the
same the arrangement makes the difference. And similarly a difference in the compounds
arises from the position of the atoms, whether they are slanting or upright or horizontal. At
any rate the difference between the elements Z and N and Γ and Λ is only their position.
One must know that of the three differences mentioned, the first, in which the compounds
are composed5 of different atoms, makes the compounds other and completely different,
whereas difference of position and order make them dissimilar but not different. Cf. no.
434, end. Philop. in GC I.1, 314b15, 17.32: according to Democritus and his followers things
formed from triangles will not be similar (to things formed from spheres), if their bases are
outside and their apexes inside or the other way round ... (see no. 433).
241. (DK 67 A 6) Ar. Meta. i.4, 985b4: Leucippus and his associate Democritus ... and just
as those wh make the underlying substance one generate everything else by means of its
properties, positing density and fineness of texture as principles of the properties of things,
in the same way they say that the differentiations [of the atoms] are the causes of
everything else. Now they say that these are three, shape, arrangement and position. For
they say that what there is is differentiated only in ‘rhythm’, ‘contact’1 and ‘turning’.
‘Rhythm’ is shape, ‘contact’ arrangement, and ‘turning’ position; for A differs from N in
shape, AN from NA in arrangement and I from H in position2. Lact. Inst. III.17.22 (p. 232.14
Brandt): learning from him (Leucippus) Democritus acquired an inheritance of folly which he

bequeathed to Epicurus. They come together, he says, in a variety of arrangements and
positions, like letters, which, though they are few, yet make up countless words in the
variety of their juxtapositions. But letters have different shapes; and so, he says, have these
elements too.
242. (Not in DK) Ar. Meta. VII.2, 1042b11: Now Democritus seems to have thought that
there are three differentiations; for the underlying body, the matter, is one and the same,
but it differs in ‘rhythm’, which is shape, or in ‘turning’, which is position, or in ‘contact’,
which is arrangement. Alex. ad loc. 548.3 does not differ at all.
243. (DK 68 A 125) Aet. I.15.8 (Dox. 314): Democritus says that by nature there is no such
thing as colour; for the elements, the solid things and the void, have no qualities. The
compounds which are formed from them are coloured by contact, rhythm and turning 1, of
which the first is arrangement, the second shape and the third position. (DK 67 A 32, no.
85), Aet. IV.9.8 (Dox. 397): for these (atoms and void) are the only things which exist by
nature, whereas the things formed from them, which differ from one another by position,
shape and arrangement, are properties [of the atoms]. For the more significant fragments
of Philoponus see nos. 232, 433, 434.
244. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in De caelo I.7, 275b29, 242.22: differing in shape and size and
position and arrangement … they get entangled with one another according to how their
shapes and sizes and positions and arrangements fit together.
245. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. II.4, 195b28, 116.1: in his exposition of particular
questions, e.g. why do hot and white things separate, or why is honey sweet, Democritus
gives the position and arrangement and shape of the atoms as causes …
246. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. I.5, 188a19, 116.21: ‘and Democritus speaks of plenum
and void’ (Aristotle’s words); for he called the atoms ‘plenum’, and said that they are
separated by void. So all kinds of things are formed by the interweaving of the void and the
plenum. But since there is great diversity in things, he posited other oppositions, and in that
way gave his accounts of the diversity of things. For as far as the void and the plenum are
concerned, since everything is composed of them, things would not have differed from one
another. So that is why he posits three other kinds of opposites, whose diversity gives rise
to diverse effects.1 (See further no. 233.) (117.9) Opposites in position are up and down,
right and left,2 front and back, so that he posits the opposite as principles of thngs, and he
called shape, position and arrangement by the Abderan words ‘rhythm, turning and
contact’, ‘rhythm’ for ‘shape’, ‘turning’ for ‘position’ and ‘contact’ for ‘arrangement’.
Philop. in GC 1.2, 315b35, 26.7: by turning and contact; ‘rhythm, turning and contact’ are
words of Abderan dialect which Democritus used, calling shape ‘rhythm’, position ‘turning’
(e.g. if the base of a pyramid is down and the apex up, or vice versa) and arrangement
‘contact’, on the ground that if these happen to be primary, the others are secondary.
Philop. in De an. I.2, 404a6, 68.3ff.

247. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b15, 36.1: Leucippus, Democritus and their
followers called the smallest primary bodies atoms, and said that through their differences
of shape and position and arrangement some bodies become hot and fiery, namely those
which are composed of primary bodies which move more quickly and are finer-textured and
placed in a similar position, while others, composed of the opposite [kinds of atoms]
become cold and watery, and the former are bright and luminous, the latter dim and dark.
Simpl. in De caelo I.7, 275b29, 242.21: and these atoms, separated from one another in the
infinite void and differing in shape, size, position and arrangement, move in the void.
Similarly Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b20, 44.3. (DK 68 A 38) Simpl. in Phys. 1.2, 184b15,
28.7 (from Theophr. Phys. opin. Fr. 8): for positing the atoms as the matter of things they
generate the rest by their differentiae. And these are three, rhythm, turning and contact,
i.e. shape, position and arrangement.
248. (DK 68 A 44) Herm. Irris. 13 (Dox. 654): and the plenum in the void makes everything
by its turning and rhythm.
d. THE VOID
I. Definition of the void
249. (Not in DK) 1 Ar. Phys. IV.8, 215a11: for the void seems to be something which is not,
and a privation. Themist. ad loc. 129.8: for Democritus says that the void is something
which is not, and a privation.
250. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. III, prooem. 1, 200b12, 394.25: some suppose that place is
the void, and say emphatically that motion occurs in the void, e.g. Democritus. (397.2)
among his [Aristotle’s] predecessors in natural philosophy Democritus and his followers held
that motion takes place through the void, and that the void is place containing no body.
251. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. IV.1, 209a18, 533.14: In the third book of his Physics (fr.39
Sp.) Eudemus follows what is said there [by Democritus] and deprives place of each of the
causes, treating that as something agreed. ‘But is it the efficient cause? 1’ he says, ‘or is that
also impossible, Democritus? For it must be a source of motion and have some power.’ For
Democritus said that the void is place, ‘which in its own nature would have been something
really void and inert2’, so it could not be the final cause.
252. (Not in DK) ps.-Ar. MXG 6, 980a6: for, he (Gorgias) says, in so far as it has been
divided it lacks being, using the term ‘having been divided’1 instead of ‘void’, as in the works
attributed to Leucippus.
253. (Not in DK) Theodoret. IV.14, p.104 Raeder (Dox 316: cf. Proleg. 46): Democritus and
his followers call the void the place of the atoms, but everyone else absolutely makes fun of
that expression1.

254. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. IV.4, 211b5, 571.22 (= 273 Us.): … or the interval between
the limits of the surroundings must be place, as said by some earlier thinkers, e.g.
Democritus and his followers, and by some later, e.g. Epicurus and his followers … (27) this
interval is said by Democritus and Epicurus and their followers to be empty in such a way as
sometimes to be filled with body and sometimes left empty.
II. Demonstration of the existence of void. Void a cause of motion.
255. (DK 67 A 19) Ar. Phys. IV.6, 213a271: People mean [by void] that it is an empty
interval, in which there is no perceptible body; and since they think that everything which
exists is body, they say that the void is that in which there is nothing at all, and hence that
what is full of air is void. So one does not have to show that air is something, but that there
is no actual separate interval distinct from bodies, which separates the totality of body, 2 so
that it is not continuous, as Democritus and Leucippus and (213b) many other natural
philosophers say, or even something outside the continuous totality of body. 3 Now those
people4 do not approach the problem in the right way, but those who assert the existence
of void do to a greater extent. One thing5 that they say is that [without a void] there would
be no motion in respect of place (i.e. locomotion and growth); for it does not seem that
there could be motion if there were no void, for it is impossible for a plenum to admit
anything. But if it does admit something, and there are two things in the same place, there
could be any number of bodies [in the same place] simultaneously; for it is impossible to
specify the difference which would prevent that from happening. But if that is possible,
then the smallest will admit the largest, since the large consists of many small things; so if it
is possible for many things of equal size to be in the same place, the same will hold for many
things of unequal size … that is one way in which they show that there is a void, and
another is that some things appear to be combined and compressed, e.g. people say that
jars can contain wine together with the wine-skins, since the compressed body 6 combines
with the empty spaces inside it. Further, growth too seems to everyone to occur through
the medium of the void, since food is a body, and it is impossible for two bodies to be [in the
same place] simultaneously. They also use as evidence the case of ashes, which admit the
same amount of water as the empty jar.7
256. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. IV.9, 216b22: there are some people1 who think that it is
apparent from the phenomena of the rare and the dense that that there is void, for if there
are no such things as rare and dense things cannot combine and be compressed. But if that
is not possible, then either there will be no motion at all, or the universe will swell, as
Xuthus said, or air and water will always change into one another in equal quantities 2. I
mean that if air comes into being from a ladle of water, an equal amount of water will
simultaneously have come into being from air, or there must be void, for otherwise things
cannot be compressed and expanded … they say that the rare contains many separate3
voids … Themist. ad loc. 135.10: If condensation is the contraction of the same body into a
smaller volume and rarefaction is the expansion of the same body into a larger volume,

there must be voids scattered throughout the bodies, into which compressed things
contract and rarified things expand. Those who get rid of the void get rid not only of
condensation and rarefaction but also of motion as a whole. For when something moves in
place, the adjoining bodies through which it passes contract and make room for those which
are passing through them, as people make way for those who are going through a crowd …4
(136.7) they say that the void is scattered throughout bodies, so that in things that are rare
there are separate intervals capable of receiving bodies … Simpl. ad loc. 683.6: for these
people said not merely that if the void is done away with, rarefaction and condensation are
done away with too, but that if there is no void there is no rarefaction and condensation,
and if there is no rarefaction and condensation there will be no change at all, neither
locomotion nor growth, nor alteration nor coming into being. For they say that locomotion
occurs not otherwise than by the contraction and compression of bodies making way for
those passing through them like people going through a crowd 4, and that things which grow
and expand in volume have room to increase from the compression and contraction of
other things into the voids in them. And things which grow larger and occupy more space
do so by the compression and contraction of [other] things. There is no compression unless
void is scattered through bodies, and in general if there is no rarefaction things cannot get
bigger; there is no rarefaction without void to divide bodies. But not even alteration could
occur without locomotion; for what is altered and what alters it must come together in
motion.
257. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. IV.8, 216a23: some think that that if there is locomotion the
void exists as something distinct in its own right.1 That is the same as saying that place is
something separate. Cf. Simpl. ad loc. 680.19.
258. (DK 68 A 46a) Ar. De caelo III.7, 305b12 (Empedocles and Democritus and their
followers are mentioned immediately beforehand): the finer-textured [substance] occupies
a larger space, as is apparent from change of substance. For when a liquid evaporates and
turns into vapour the vessels containing the volumes of liquid break because they are too
small. Hence if there is no void at all and bodies do not expand, as the people who maintain
this say1, the impossibility is obvious2. But if there is a void and expansion, it is absurd that
what is separated always occupies a larger space.3
259. (Not in DK) Simpl. in De caelo III.7, 305b12, 634.4: If, as Democritus and his followers
say, there is a void, into which bodies expand, in so far as the expansion of bodies is
possible, it is absurd that the body, e.g. air, which is separated out of the mixture always
occupies a larger space.1 Thus at the beginning of his discussion of the separate void (i.e.
the place into which bodies expand) Alexander changed to talking of the dispersed void
without any indication of the change ... by what necessity and power does it intervene to
separate and divide bodies? But perhaps Aristotle’s discussion is not entirely about the
dispersed void; for according to Democritus and his followers that is the cause of the
expansion of bodies;2 for the separate void is not the cause of the expansion of bodies, but it

provides space for their expansion, which is why he says ‘if there is no void at all’, neither
the separate nor the dispersed,3 ‘and bodies do not expand’, as Democritus and his
followers say that bodies expand through the intervention of the void ... ‘the impossibility is
obvious’, he says ... ‘and if’ he says, ‘there is the dispersed void and expansion’, as
Democritus means, it is absurd that when the atoms are mixed together they are not
separated by the void, but that happens when they are separated, and for that reason what
is separated occupies a larger space.
260. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. IV.7, 214a22: For locomotion comes to the aid1 ... of those who
maintain that the void is something besides the bodies which come to occupy it, and they
think that the void is a cause of motion in the sense of that in which motion occurs. (VIII.9,
265b24) and they say that motion occurs because of the void2.. Philop. in Phys IV.8, 214b12,
630.13: Democritus and his followers said ... that there is a void, and in saying that there is a
void they said that it is a cause of motion (for there would be no motion if there were no
void).
III. Why ‘non-being’ is admitted by philosophers.
Non-being as void. The matter and structure of the void.
261. (= no. 105a) (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. I.3, 187a1: some gave in to both arguments, to the
argument that everything is one, if ’being’ has one meaning, by positing non-being ... (DK 67
A 19) Ar. De caelo I.7, 275b29: but if the universe is not continuous, but differentiated by
the void, as Democritus and Leucippus say, everything must have a single motion. 1 For they
are differentiated by their shapes, but they say that they have a single nature, as if each
separate thing were made of gold.2
262. (Not in DK) Alex. in Meta. IV.5, 1009a6, 303.34: He goes on to say that Democritus
said that the plenum is what is, and the void what is not, perhaps also showing a certain
absurdity in that view, if he {Democritus] posited that the void is what is not, and, [despite]
thinking that nothing comes into being from what is not, said that everything which comes
into being is and comes into being no less from the void than from the plenum, calling the
void what is not. For he agreed that coming into being occurs from what is not, but to
escape that he supposed that coming into being occurs through mixture.
263. (Not in DK) Alex. in Meta. I.6, 988a11, 60.5: in speaking of those who posit body as
the material cause, he (Aristotle) did not mention Leucippus and Democritus, according to
whom matter is both a sort of body and incorporeal; for the void is not a body. He has
spoken of this previously. (The same in Alex. in Meta. I.7, 988a28, 61.19; Asclep. ad loc.
53.30).
264. (Not in DK) Asclep. in Meta. I.4, 985b4, 33.9: (Aristotle) says that (Leucippus and
Democritus) said that the material elements of things are the atoms and the void ... ( see
nos.177-8).

265. (DK 68 A 43) Dion. ap. Eus. PE XIV,23, 2 & 3: those who applied the term ‘atoms’ ...
assume that there is an empty space boundless in extent.
266. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. IV, corollary on place, 601.19 (= 273 Us.): of those who say
that (the void) is extended, some extend it in two dimensions, e.g. Aristotle 1 and his entire
school, and others in three, and of the latter some say that it is totally undifferentiated and
exists even when it contains no body, e.g. Democritus and Epicurus and their followers, and
others that it is an interval which always contains body and is adapted to each one, e.g. the
most celebrated Platonists and Strato2 of Lampsacus.
267. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. IV, corollary on place, 618.10 (= 273 Us.): again, of those
who posit the void itself some say that it is infinite and that it exceeds the bodies in infinity
and therefore contains different [bodies] in different parts of itself, wherever they happen
to be (if one can speak of parts of the infinite void). It appears that Democritus and the
early natural philosophers associated with him held that view.
IV. Two kinds of void (the void inside things and the external void)
268. (Not in DK) Themist. in Phys. IV.6, 213a32, 123.16: Democritus, Leucippus and many
others say that (the void) is scattered throughout bodies, as does Epicurus (274 Us.) later.
All of them say that it is the presence of void in bodies which makes them divisible, since in
their view what is truly continuous is indivisible. Porphyry ap. Simpl. in Phys. IV.6, 218a22,
648.18: Democritus and his followers posited that it (the void) is non-separate1, and hence
that the universe is not continuous, since bodies have empty spaces inside them. 32
269. (Not in DK) Philop. in De an. I.2, 403b31, 67.18: Democritus says that the atoms are
not continuous, but separated by the void.
270. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. IV.7, 214a22, 613.21: and this (the void) ...scattered
throughout bodies and preventing them from being continuous, as Democritus and
Leucippus and their followers said ... (24) and outside the heaven 1 there is a void in itself ...2
Simpl. in Phys. IV.6, 213a22, 648.11 (= 274 Us.): those people said that there is an interval
which actually exists between bodies and does not allow them to be continuous. That was
the view of Democritus, Leucippus and their followers, who said that there is void not only
inside the world, but outside it also. It is clear that it would not be place, but something
which exists in itself. That was also the view of Metrodorus of Chios ... and subsequently of
Epicurus.
e. THE FOUR ELEMENTS
I. The composition of the four elements
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271. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: (Democritus) thinks that ... the atoms ... move about ... and so
generate all the compounds; fire, water, air and earth. They too are structures of atoms.
272. (Not in DK) Simpl in De caelo III.1, 299a2, 565 (see no. 171): they say that there exist
elements which are more primitive than the four elements. Sophonius paraphrase of De
anima [Sophon. in De an. paraphr.] I.1, 403b15, 11.2: Democritus defined ... in his view
atoms and void are principles of natural bodies and of course of the four elements, just as
they are principles of the things compounded from them; Leucippus says the same. Lact. De
ira dei 10.4 (p. 85 Brandt): the early philosophers taught that everything consists of the four
elements; he (Democritus) disagreed, in order not to seem to be following in the footsteps
of others. But he maintained that there are other things which are primitive components of
the elements themselves, which can neither be seen nor touched nor felt by any part of the
body.
II. The constituents of each of the four elements
273. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b15, 35.22: Leucippus and Democritus and the
Pythagorean Timaeus and their followers do not disagree that the four elements are the
principles of compound bodies; but, like the Pythagoreans and Plato and Aristotle, since
they observed fire, air and water, and perhaps earth too, being transformed into one
another, they looked for more primitive and simpler causes, through which to explain the
qualitative differences of those elements. No. 247 follows, after a discussion of Plato’s
treatment of elements as planes with volume.
274. (DK 68 A 60a)1 Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a25: It is impossible for air, earth and water to
differ in size if the elements are atoms, for it is impossible for them to come into being from
one another. For the largest bodies will always be separated out and so they will give out,
but that is the way they say that water and air and earth come into being from one another.
Themist. ad loc. 179.37; Simpl. ad loc. 612.26: for if they say that earth comes from water by
the separation out of the largest bodies in the water, since it is possible that once all the
largest bodies have been separated out from the water and the air the separation of the
largest bodies will similarly give out, earth will [thus] cease to come from water and water
from air, so that there will be some water from which no earth can come, and air from
which no more water would come ... but if the separation of the smallest bodies gives out,
water will no longer come from earth or air from water. But we see every part of water
changing into air and every part of air into water. And if fire consists only of spherical
bodies2, but the other elements from all, nothing else will ever come from fire, nor fire from
the others (see no. 276).
275. (DK 67 A 15) Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a12: they did not specify the shape of each of the
elements, but merely assigned the sphere to fire; they differentiated air, water and the rest
by the size of the constituents, on the ground that their nature was a sort of seminal
mixture of all the elements. Simpl. ad loc. 610.18: they said that the shape was spherical

only in the case of fire and the atoms which generate it, since it is reasonable that it
permeates things and is mobile, and also that it moves and divides things, and burns things
which it approaches through the roundness and smoothness and smallness of the elements
... they said that air is composed of the smallest elements in respect of shape, and water of
larger, and earth of larger still; these no longer differ in shape, but each is composed of all
kinds of shapes, i.e. the same shapes. Simpl. in De caelo III.5, 304 b6, 625.1: Democritus and
his followers said that the three, air, water and earth, differ in the smallness of elements of
similar shape.1 Themist. in De caelo III.4, 3o3a12, 178.28: Nor do they ascribe a different
shape to each of the elements, like those who ascribe the pyramidal shape to fire, and say
that earth is represented by its likeness to the cube, but fit two other shapes to the others.
For both (Leucippus and Democritus) ascribe a shape to fire alone, namely the sphere, since
it is in constant motion and has very small parts, and thus permeates2 and penetrates every
body, since it lacks angles and is not held back by anything; but they do not attribute any
specific shape to air, water or earth. The elements of those kinds are distinguished only by
size; the elements of earth exceed those of water in size, and those of water exceed those
of air. So as regards shape the account of them all is the same; none of them, whichever it
is, is of any particular shape, but they come from all shapes as it were in a mixture of seeds 3.
Themist. ad loc. 179.384: Now they say that earth, water, air and fire come into being from
one another when the large atoms are segregated, separated and distinguished from the
small and vice versa; but things can come into being in that way from one another only in
so far as small bodies are formed by the division of large. For example, they say that earth
differs from water not because the atoms of which each is composed are of different shapes
(since the shapes of the atoms of which each is formed are in both cases the same), but they
differ in that the atoms from which earth and its species are formed are in themselves
larger. Now many atoms of which earth is formed are found in water, but vastly more in
earth. And they say that when earth turns into water it is by the separation, dividing off and
segregation of either all or most of the atoms which form earth that the transformation
occurs, and that earth comes from water by the separation, dividing off and segregation of
all or most of the atoms which form water. For if an atom (which cannot be divided) had
existed in a divided state, it would admit of increase and decrease of size in its own parts;
hence water would be formed in proportion as the large become small, and earth in
proportion as the small become large again. But since it does not admit of change of size,
the result is that one or other, earth or water, is altogether absent, nor will water come
from the parts which make up earth nor earth from the parts which make up water, when in
their opinion the one comes from the other. For these two theses, viz. that they come from
one another and that they are atoms, are mutually inconsistent. So though he [Aristotle]
had <not> explained how atoms come into being from one another <but how> they say one
thing is formed from another (namely by being larger and smaller), he added this extra
question and said how <atoms> come from one another in turn.33 Once he had taken a
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position opposed to theirs [the atomists], and had rejected their other explanation of how
things come into being by the atoms themselves (by becoming smaller and larger), he used
that to refute their thesis that things come from one another in turn. But on their view the
way that one thing is formed from another is different, in so far as the thing which is formed
is formed by segregation and separation; indeed this theory will explain how when a drug is
prepared it becomes something else, as when the thinner elements of wine are burned off
the residue of the wine becomes thick. And in general on the question whether something
is so or not, it is appropriate to attack someone by showing that they are refuted by their
own argument, not to reject their argument on the basis of equivocation.5
276. (Not in DK) Simpl. in De caelo III.7, 305a33, 632.16: and Democritus says that his
elements, the atoms, come from one another by separation from the mixture; 1 for when
water goes out of existence its atoms, which are of such and such a kind, are separated out
and combine to form air by interweaving in such and such a way. So they ... say that each of
their elements is already present in the thing, and is actually separated out.
277. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 4, 441a4: ... either the water must contain the kinds of
flavours, insensible because of their small size,1 as Empedocles says, or it [the water] must
be present as matter in the form of a universal seminal mixture of flavours, all of which
come from the water, one from one part and another from another ... (18) and similarly, it is
impossible for the water to be the matter of a universal seminal mixture, for we see that
different flavours come from the same [water], i.e. from the same nourishment. Alex. ad
loc. 68.24: here he would seem to be referring to the opinion of Democritus, who posited
the atoms as elements of everything. For other testimonia on panspermia [universal
seminal mixture] see nos. 140-2, 289.
278. (DK 30 A 5) ps.-Ar. MXG (on Melissus) 2.11, 975b27: and Democritus says that water
and air and each of the many things, [though] being all the same in shape, differ [from one
another].
279. (Not in DK)1 Philop. in Phys. II.2, 194a15, 229.1: the spherical atoms form fire, and
the cubical perhaps form water, and others are formed by other shapes. Id. In GC I.1,
314a21, 12.31: according to Democritus fire and earth are not composed of the same
atoms, but fire of spherical [atoms] and earth not of that sort, but perhaps of cubical.
280. (DK 68 A 135)1 Theophr. De sensu 67 (Dox. 513): (Democritus says that) ... none of
the shapes is pure and unmixed with the others, but in each (flavour) there are many ... and
the one of which there is most predominates in respect of perception and effect.
281. (DK 68 B 152)1 Plut. Quaest. conviv. IV2,4, 665 F: the fire of the thunderbolt is
marvellous in its precision and fineness, springing from a pure and unadulterated substance,
which by the keenness of its motion throws off and thoroughly purges anything damp or

earthy which it encounters. ‘Nothing is hurled by Zeus,’ as Democritus says, ‘but what
comes from the aithēr contains a bright2 flash’. 34

34

[I follow L’s translation of the citation from Democritus; for alternative renderings see Taylor 1999, D11, p.
7.]

D. MECHANICS AND COSMOGONY
a. THE NATURE OF TIME AND MOTION
282. (Not in DK)1 Ar. De sensu 3, 440a20 (more fully in no. 483): In the case of things
which adjoin one another2 it is necessary to assume imperceptible time, just as [it is
necesary to assume] invisible magnitude, so that motions escape our notice when they
reach us and it [i.e. colour] seems to be a single thing because they [i.e. the motions] are
perceived simultaneously ... (30) that there is no invisible magnitude is to be considered
later, but whether there is a mixture of bodies, not just in the way that some suppose, viz.
that the smallest bodies adjoin one another, but are unclear to us because of our
perception. Alex. ad loc. 56.13: ... such were Leucippus and Democritus and their followers,
who constructed the appearance of the intermediate colours from the juxtaposition of
things which are invisible through their smallness ... (60.8) all those who think that seeing
occurs in this way need imperceptible times, while those who also ascribe the difference of
colours to the juxtaposition of imperceptible bodies ... have to say ... that there are ... not ...
only imperceptible magnitudes, but imperceptible times too. Having to say that there are
imperceptible times can be said to be something which follows specifically3 in the case of
those who ascribe difference of colour to the juxtaposition of small-scale bodies, so that
when many are seen simultaneously they are seen as one, if the emanation from each one
escapes notice when it individually impacts the eyes and appears as a single one occurring
simultaneously from a single object of sight. Augustine [Aug.] Letter to Dioscorides [Ad
Diosc.} = Epist. CXVIII.30 (PL 33, p. 446) (on Democritus): When you ask them why, when
innumerable images are flowing from an object, what appears to us is a single image of that
object, they answer that by the very fact that the images are flowing and moving quickly,
their being densely packed together makes a single image appear out of many...
283. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VI.1, 231a24: it is impossible for anything continuous to be
composed of indivisibles, e.g. a line of points ... for in the indivisible there is no last part nor
any other part distinct from the last ... for there is nothing last in what is partless ... the
same argument holds for all indivisibles ... but a point will not be continuous with a point,
nor a now with a now, so that a magnitude or a time could be composed of them ... the
same reasoning1 holds for magnitude and time and motion being composed of indivisibles,
and being divided ‘tnto indivisibles or nothing’.2 And it is clear from the following: for if the
magnitude is composed of indivisibles its motion will also be composed of equal indivisibles,
e.g. if ABC is composed of the indivisibles A, B and C, the motion DEF with which [an object]
O traverses ABC will have as each of its parts an indivisible ... (232a6) and if something
moves over the whole of ABC, and its motion is DEF, and nothing is in motion over the
partless A, but has moved, then the motion would not be composed of motions [i.e. of

processes of motion] but of movements [i.e. outcomes of processes of motion, as the
movement of a chess piece is the outcome of the process of moving it], and something
would have moved without being in motion. For it has traversed A without being in the
course of traversing it, so it will have gone a certain distance without ever going that
distance; for it has gone that distance though it never was in the course of going that
distance ... and if magnitude and motion are indivisible it is similarly necessary for time to be
indivisible, composed of indivisible nows. (VI.6, 237a12)3 If what is continuously changing
and has not been destroyed nor has ceased changing must necessarily be changing or have
changed in any [part of the] time [of its change], and it is not possible to change in the now,
it must necessarily have changed with respect to each of the nows; so if the nows are
infinite [in number], everything which is changing must have undergone infinite[ly many]
changes. And not only must what is changing have changed, but what has changed must
have been changing previously; for whatever has changed from something to something has
changed in a time. Let it have changed in the now from A to B; hence it has not changed in
the same now in which it is in A ... but if in another now, there will be a time in between.
For the nows were not adjacent. So since it has changed in a time, and every time is
continuous, in half that time it will have undergone another change, and another again in
half that time, and so on for ever; so it would be changing previously. This is even clearer in
the case of magnitude, since the magnitude in which something changes is continuous. For
let something have changed from C to D. So if CD is indivisible, something partless will be
adjacent to something partless; and since that is impossible, there must be an infinitely
divisible magnitude in between. So it was previously changing [position] into those
infinite[ly many] [parts of the magnitude]. So everything which has changed must
previously have been changing ... the cause of that is that nothing partless is adjacent to
anything partless. For the division is infinite, as in the extension and shortening of lines.
(VI.10, 240b30): what is partless cannot be in motion, nor, in general, change; for it could be
in motion only if time were composed of nows, for it would always have been in motion in
the now, and always have changed, so that it never is in motion, but always has been in
motion4. It has previously been shown that that is impossible; for time is not composed of
nows, nor the line of points, nor motion of movements. Someone who says this does
nothing but make motion out of partless things, like making time out of nows or extension
out of points.
284. (Not in DK)1 Ar. De sensu 6, 446b2: and if everything simultaneously sees and has
seen, and in general perceives and has perceived, and there is no coming into being of them
(i.e. perceptions), but they none the less exist without coming into being, like the sound
when a blow has already been struck, <even though>35 it has not yet been heard.
285. (Not in DK)1 ps-Ar. De lin. insec. 970b5: for time and the line will be cut in the same
way. (8) as has been said, the same argument implies that all of these consist of indivisibles.
35

[The insertion is by L.]

(971a16) but perhaps it is also the case that time is composed of nows, and the same
argument implies both ... so neither is the line composed of points nor time of nows. Ar. De
caelo III.1, 300a14: for the atomic now is like the point on a line. Phys. IV.10, 218a6: the
now is not a part; for it measures the part, and the whole is composed of the parts, but time
does not appear to be composed of nows ... (18) let it be impossible for nows 3 to be
adjacent2 to one another, as is the case with points ... (25) further, if being simultaneous in
time, neither before nor after, is being in one and the same now, if things which are before
and after are in the same now, then things which will happen ten thousand years from now
and happened4 ten thousand years ago will be simultaneous, and nothing will be before or
after anything else. Phys. IV.11, 220a18: it is clear that the now is no part of time nor the
division5 of motion, just as the point is no part of the line.
286. (Not in DK)1 Ar. Phys. VIII.8, 263b15: Let the time be ACB, the object D, and let D be
white in A and not white in B. So in C it is white and not white. For it is true to say that it is
white in any part of A, if it was white for all that time, and not white in B, but C is in both.
So one should not grant [that D is white] in the whole [of A], but in the whole minus the last
now, i.e. C, and this already belongs to the later2 [time, i.e. B]; even if it was becoming not
white (or the whiteness was disappearing) in the whole of A, it became not white (the
whiteness disappeared) in C, so that it is true to say that that was the first time in which it
was not white, or else that when it has become something it will not be that thing, or when
something has ceased to be it will still be, and that it has to be white and not white, and in
general F and not-F. If something which is F but previously was not F must have become F,
and is not F when it is still becoming F, it is not possible to divide time into indivisible times.
For if D was becoming white in A, and became and is [white] in B, another atomic time
adjacent to A (if it was becoming [white] in A, it was not [yet white], but it is [white] in B),
there must be an intervening process of coming to be and also a time in which it was
coming to be. The same argument will not apply to those who do not accept atoms; they
will say that the thing came to be F and is F in the last point of the same time in which it was
becoming F, but there is nothing adjoining or continuous with it, whereas atomic times
areadjacent. But it is clear that if it was becoming in the whole of time A the time in which it
was becoming and became is no greater3 than that in all of which it was merely becoming.
Simpl.. ad loc. 1297.8: time is not composed of partless things nor decomposed into partless
things.
287. (DK 68 A 72)1 Sext. M X.181: It appears that the following conception of time is
ascribed to the natural philosophers of the schools of Epicurus and Democritus (294 Us.):
‘Time is an appearance in the form of night and day’.
In addition there are passages which could be directed equally against the
Democritean and the Epicurean interpretation of motion and time. I append these here
because they provide an excellent way of filling gaps in Democritus’ arguments. But the first

of these passages, which goes back to Chrysippus, probably concerns Democritus himself,
since it is closely connected with a criticism of Democritus by Chrysippus.
287a. (Not in DK) Plut. De comm. notit. 1079 E-1081 C: there showing Democritus to be
unaware ... then how do they (the Stoics) dare to find fault with ‘those who introduce the
voids and partless things and posit the contradiction that things are neither in motion nor at
rest’... it is contrary to the [ordinary] conception that there exist past and future times, but
no present, that today and yesterday do exist, but there is no such thing as the present
moment. Yet these conclusions apply to the Stoics, who do not accept a minimum time, or
that the present moment is partless ...
287b. [Not in DK] ps.-Ar. Mechanics 24, 855b23:1 and since there is no halting of the larger
(sc. circle) for the smaller, so as to be at rest during an interval at the same point (for in both
cases both are moved continuously), nor does the smaller skip any point, it is strange that
the larger traverses the same distance as the smaller, and vice versa.
287c. [Not in DK] Alex. Questions and Answers [Quaest.] II.45.28: It follows from saying
that magnitude and time are composed of indivisibles that everythng in motion over a
partless [magnitude] moves at the same speed. For if two things move over a partless
[magnitude], one faster and one slower, and the faster moves over it in the indivisible time,
then the slower must have moved over it in a greater, i.e. divisible time. But if it was in a
divisible time, then the magnitude traversed by the motion will be divisible also. For if one
were to say that the slower thing does not move over the partless [magnitude] nor in the
indivisible time, he would not be able to say that the slower moves at all, if the whole
magnitude and the whole time is composed of indivisibles, and it is not possible for the
slower to have moved over any partless [magnitude]. So everything in motion over a
partless [magnitude] moves at the same speed. And if they move in the partless
[magnitude] at the same speed, they would move in every magnitude at the same speed, if
all magnitudes are composed of partless things. For what is commonly said 1, that
everything moves similarly and at equal speed over a partless [magnitude], but that one
thing appears to move slower than another because of collisions with the atoms in it [i.e. in
the partless magnitude], is a fiction, and further how is it that things which move in that way
appear <not to move uniformly? For it is not that> their motion in itself slows down, but
interruption prevents them from moving continuously, especially if the faster thing moves
many times faster. For if the faster thing has traversed the distance in <one> hour and the
slower has traversed the same distance in five hours, the former must be in motion for one
hour and remain motionless2 for four. But it is absurd3 in a way that what is motionless for
the longer time should not appear to be motionless, but to be in uniform motion for five
hours.
b. ON THE SHAPE AND CHARACTER OF THE GREAT VOID.
ON THE ORIGIN OF WORLDS

I. General principles. The swirl. The original motion of the atoms.
288. (DK 68 A 69, B 167) Ar. Phys. II.4, 196a26: that the swirl and the motion which
separates things and establishes the totality in this order come about by chance … Simpl. ad
loc. 327.24: but Democritus too (says the same), when he says that a swirl of all kinds of
shapes is separated off from the totality but does not say how or from what cause. Philop.
ad loc. 265.5: so such is their (the elements’) motion, as a result of which they are separated
from one another.
289. (DK 68 A 1) DLIX.30ff.: Leucippus … he believed that all things are infinite and that
they change into one another, and that the universe is void and full of bodies, and that the
worlds come into being as bodies fall into the void and get entangled with one another …
and from this there are infinite[ly many] worlds and they are dissolved into these. The
worlds come into being in this way: many bodies of all sorts of shapes move by separation1
from the infinite into a great void, and collect together to form a single swirl, in which like
bodies are separated out together with like, as they collide and revolve in all kinds of ways.
(44) the atoms … are infinite in size and number, and they move in a swirl in the whole.
290. (DK 68 A 83) Sext. M IX.113: so that the world would not be in motion by necessity
and through the swirl, as Democritus and his followers say.
291. (DK 67 A 10) Hippol. Refut.I.12.2 (Dox. 564, 16 W.): Leucippus … says that worlds
come into being <in this way>; when many bodies collect and flow into a great void from
what surrounds it, in colliding with one another those of the same and similar shapes get
entangled, and from their entanglements other <orderings and other things> come into
being, and they grow1 and perish of necessity. Epicur. Epist. II (DL X.88ff. =p. 37ff. Us.):2 A
world is an area of the universe … separate from the infinite … and we may grasp that such
worlds are infinite in number, and that such a world can come into being either within a
world or in an interworld, which is what we call an interval between worlds, in a place
containing a lot of void, not in a great and total void, as some say … For it is not the case
that there needs merely to come into being a collection or a swirl in a void in which a world
can come into being of necessity, as is supposed, and grow till it collides with another, as
one of those who are called natural philosophers says.
292. (DK 67 A 15)1 Ar. De caelo III.4, 303a4: nor are the consequences reasonable of what
people like Leucippus and Democritus of Abdera say; they say that the primary magnitudes
are infinite in number and indivisible in size, and that neither many come from one nor one
from many, but everything comes into being by their combination and interchange. Simpl.
ad loc. 699.25: the Abderans, e.g. Democritus, call combination ‘interchange’.
293. (DK 68 A 37) Ar. ap. Simpl. in De caelo I.10, 279b12, 295.8: ‘So Democritus …
generates and puts together visible and sensible magnitudes from these (atoms) as
elements. And they conflict and move in the void because of their unlikeness and the

other differences which have been mentioned, and in moving they collide and interweave
so as to be in contact and near one another, but not truly to generate any single nature
whatever. For it is quite silly to suppose that two or more things could ever become one.
He thinks that these things remain together for a time because of the interchanges [see
previous passage] and interpenetrations of their bodies. For some are irregular, some
hook-shaped, some concave, some convex, and countless other shapes. He thinks that they
hang on to one another and remain together until they are shaken apart and scattered by
some stronger necessity coming along from the environment.’
294. (DK 67 A 6) Alex. in Meta. I.4, 985b4, 36.21: he is speaking about Leucippus and
Democritus. For they say that the atoms are moved by colliding with and knocking against
each other.1 Philop. in De an. I.4, 409a10, 167.20: Democritus’ supposition … he said that
they are moved … by thrusting against one another because of their number.
295. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in De caelo I.7, 275b29, 242.21: these atoms are separated from
one another in the infinite void and differ in shape, size, position and arrangement; they
move in the void, and knock against and catch hold of each other, and some bounce off in
whatever direction, while others get tangled up together, as determined by their shapes,
sizes, position and arrangements, and stay there1, thus causing compound things to come
into being.
296. (Not in DK) Themist. in De caelo III.2, 300b8, 161.16: the followers of Leucippus and
Democritus, in that they think that the atoms are forcibly moved by one another in the void1
(cf. no. 304: Ar. De caelo III.2, 300b8).
297. (DK 67 A 24) ps.-Plut. Epitome [Epit.] I.4.1 = Aet. I.4 (Dox. 289)1: Now the world came
together in a rounded shape in the following way; as the atomic bodies moved constantly
and very quickly in an undirected and chance motion, many bodies of a variety of sizes and
shapes collected in the same place.
298. (DK 68 A 49) Galen, De elem.sec. Hipp. I.2 (I.417 K, 3.20 Helmr.): Democritus says …
that all these bodies move up and down for all time, and they either get somehow tangled
up with one another or collide and bounce off, and they separate and recombine in
accordance with such associations, and thus they make all the other compounds and our
bodies and their qualities and perceptions1.
299. (DK 68 A 43) Dion.ap. Eus. PE XIV.23.2 and 3: Epicurus and Democritus say that these
atoms move at random in the void and collide by chance in their disorderly flow, and that
they get entangled and take hold1 of one another through their multiplicity of shapes, and
so make the world and the things in it, or rather infinite[ly many] worlds.

300. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VIII.1, 250b11: and did change36 ever come into being, not
having previously existed, and will it perish again so that nothing is changing, or did it never
come into being nor will perish, but always was and always will be, an immortal and
ceaseless attribute of things, as a sort of life1 for all natural things? All who discuss nature
say that change exists, because they construct worlds and because their entire study is
concerned with coming into being and perishing, which cannot occur unless change exists,
but those who say that there are infinite[ly many] worlds, some of which are coming into
being and others perishing, say that change is always occurring (for their coming to be and
perishing is necessarily accompanied by their change). Simpl. ad loc. 1120.18: he says that
the natural philosophers ‘construct worlds’ not in the sense of saying that the world has
come into being in time, but of attributing its formation to change. For that is how
Democritus too constructs a world ... [saying that] the atomic bodies are combined and
separated. (1121.5) for those who suppose that there are worlds infinite in number, as
Anaximander and Democritus and their followers and subsequently Epicurus and his
followers did, supposed that they come into being and perish in infinite succession, and that
it is always the case that some are coming into being and others perishing, and that their
change is eternal, since without change there is no coming into being or perishing.
301. (Not in DK)1 Cic. De fin. I.8.18: Since there are two questions which arise about
nature, first what is the matter of which each thing is made, and second what is the force
which makes each thing, Epicurus and Democritus discussed matter but ignored causal
force. That was a defect common to both, but these fatal flaws are specific to Epicurus; for
he thinks that those same indivisible solid bodies are carried vertically downwards by their
own weight, which is the source of the natural motion of all bodies ... When that was
occurring, if everything was being carried downwards from the place where it is, carried
vertically, as I said, one atom would never come into contact with another ... So that
disorderly coming together of atoms on which Democritus insists will not be able to make
this world order ... De fato 10.22: How can one atom be repelled by another, if the
indivisible bodies are carried perpendicularly downwards as Epicurus thinks? ... Epicurus
introduced that doctrine (sc. of the swerve) because he was afraid that, if the atom was
always carried by its natural and necessary weight, we should have no freedom, since our
mind would be moved as it was compelled by the motion of the atoms. Democritus, the
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[L uniformly renders the Greek term kinēsis as dvijennie, ‘motion, movement’, whose primary connotation is
locomotion, i.e. change of place. For Aristotle kinēsis designates non-substantial change, i.e. change apart
from the coming-to-be or passing away of an individual substance; for him there are three types of kinēsis, viz.
change of place, which he holds to be the primary kind of kinēsis (see Phys. 260a26ff. (no. 304), change of size
(growth and diminution) and qualitative change. It is clear that the Greek term is often used in the sense of
‘motion’, as in the numerous passages mentioning the thesis that the atoms are always in kinēsis, which it
would be absurd to translate as ‘the atoms are always changing’, since the only relevant change is change of
place, which (together with the size and shape of the atoms) is what accounts for the formation of compound
bodies. But Aristotle’s abstract discussions of kinēsis sometimes require that the term be understood in the
generic sense of ‘change’, not in the specific sense of ‘motion’. Consequently, according to the context I
translate either as ‘change’ or as ‘motion’, thus departing from L’s practice.]

originator of the theory of atoms, preferred to accept that everything happens of necessity,
rather than rob the indivisible bodies of their natural motions.
302. (Not in DK) Lact. De ira dei 10.9 (p. 86.3 Brandt): ‘These’, he (Leucippus) says, ‘fly
through the void and are borne hither and thither in ceaseless motion, as we specks of dust
in the sunlight, when it sends rays of light through a window. From these arise trees, plants
and all kinds of crops; from these come animals, water, fire and everything, and they are
dissolved into those same things’. Even the world itself is composed of these ... He says that
everything comes from indivisible corpuscles. (10.23, p. 89.1 Brandt): But let us suppose
that joints, bones, nerves and blood can grow from atoms. What about sense, thought,
memory, mind, talent? Of what seeds can they be composed? The tiniest, he says. So
there are others which are larger. How are they then indivisible? Is it not a kind of miracle
... that there was born ... Democritus, who was his pupil, or Epicurus, all of whose empty
words have their source in Leucippus ...
303. (Not in DK) Aug. Epist. CXVIII.31 (PL 33, p. 447): For if you concede (to Democritus
and Epicurus) that there are atoms, and even that they are propelled and driven about at
random, surely it is not right to concede as well that when the atoms come together at
random they make anything, so as to modify its form, determine its shape, make it smooth
and uniform and decorate it with colour.
304. (DK 68 A 71, see no. 21) Ar. Phys. VIII.1, 251b12: Now if time is the number of
change, or some kind of change, if time always exists, then change too must be eternal. But
apart from one1, everyone seems to be in agreement about time; they say that it did not
come into being, and that is how Democritus demonstrates that it is impossible that
everything came into being; for time did not come into being ... 2 (3, 253b9) and some say
that it is not the case that some things are changing and others not, but that everything is
always changing3, but that escapes our perception. Though they do not specify what kind of
change4 they are talking about, or whether they mean all kinds, it is not difficult to answer
them. Simpl. ad loc. 1196.8: the Heracliteans said that everything is in motion ... and
Alexander says that the atoms are [so], according to those who suppose them to be causes,
always in motion, of the compounds formed from them, even if not perceptibly, ‘and
according to them’ he says, ‘the void is motionless’. Ar. Phys. VIII.7, 260a26: there are three
kinds of change, change of size, change of quality and change of place, which we call
locomotion; the last-mentioned must be primary ... so if change must always be occurring,
locomotion, the primary form of change, must always be occurring too ... Simpl. ad loc.
1266.34: as Democritus, Anaxagoras, Empedocles and others thought (see no. 330). Ar.
Phys. VIII.8, 265a3: nor are those natural philosophers right, who say that all sensible things
are always changing37 ... (DK 67 A 16) Ar. De caelo III,2, 300b8:5 that is why one should ask
Leucippus and Democritus, who say that the primary bodies are in constant motion38 in the
37
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infinite void6 , what motion7 that is and what is their natural motion. Simpl. ad loc. 583.20:
they said that their primary bodies, i.e. the atoms, are always in enforced motion in the
infinite void.
305. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo III.2, 300b31:1 for those who postulate infinite[ly many]
things being moved in an infinite [void], if the moving thing is a single thing, things must be
moved with a single motion, so not in a disorderly way, but if the moving things are
infinite[ly many], the motions must be infinite[ly many] also. For if they are finite [in
number] there will be some order. For disorder does not result from things’ not moving to
the same place; for as things are now2 it is not the case that everything moves to the same
place, but only things of the same kind ... it is absurd ... that ... they have disorderly motion.
(301a11) nothing happens by chance ... Simpl. ad loc. 588.10: (Aristotle) is arguing against
Democritus and his followers, for it is they who postulate infinite[ly many] things being
moved in the infinite void. Now against them he says that the moving thing must be a single
thing, or a finite number or infinite[ly many] etc ... (589.4) from ‘further, the disorderly is no
different from the unnatural’ to ‘for nothing happens by chance’ ... this argument too is
directed rather against Democritus and his followers; for they say that the things which are
being moved are infinite[ly many] ... so the consequence of their view is ... that disorder is
natural ... if things which are in disorderly motion for an infinite time are for a short time
arranged and ordered3 by getting entangled with one another ... those who said that natural
motion is disorderly said that what is natural comes about by chance ... (591.12) Now he
was obliged to digress in opposition to those who postulate that the unnatural precedes the
natural; those are firstly Democritus and his followers, who say that the infinite[ly many]
atoms are in motion for an infinite time prior to the formation of worlds, and secondly the
Timaeus, which describes the world as coming into being from preceding disorderly motion.
306. (Not in DK)1 Simpl. In De an. I.3, 406b12, 39.26: Nor did he (i.e. Democritus) suppose
that the body is at rest because of an outflow of atoms, or because the atoms are
motionless; for an outflow of atoms causes the death of the body, not rest, while
Democritus and his followers did not suppose that the atoms are motionless, but that they
are in constant motion. (DK 68 A 47) Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b18, 42.10: Democritus said
that the atoms are by nature motionless but set in motion by a blow.2 (DK 67 A 17 Herm.
Irris. 12 (Dox. 654): Leucippus ... says that the principles are the infinite[ly many] smallest
things, which are in constant motion. (DK 68 A 40) Hippol. Refut. I.13.2 (Dox. 565, 16. W.):
Democritus ... said that ... things are in constant motion in the void. Similarly no. 190.
307. (DK 68 A 47) Cic. De fato 20.46: They (i.e.the atoms) had from Democritus a different
motive force, a driving force which he calls a blow1, from your force of gravity and weight,
Epicurus.
308. (Not in DK) Sext. M IX.112-13 : but it is not reasonable that it [the universe] should
[be moved] of necessity by the swirl ... and if it (motion) is disorderly, it could not move
anything in an orderly way. But if it moves anything with order and harmony, it will be

something divine and supernatural. Nor would anything move the universe in an orderly
and providential way unless it were intelligent and divine. And anything of that sort would
no longer be a swirl, for that is something disorderly and short-lived. So that necessarily the
world would not be moved by a swirl, as Democritus and his followers said ...
309. (Not in DK) Themist. in Meta. XII.6, 1071b26, 16.34:1 Leucippus mixed eternal motion
with those indivisible particles of his, as Plato placed disorderly motion before the work of
god.
310. (DK 68 A 43) Dion. ap. Eus. PE XIV.23.2-3: ... they say that these atoms move at
random in the void ... Epicurus and Democritus were of this opinion ... ps.-Plut. Epit. I.4 =
Aet. I.4: the atoms ... having a random motion ... (see no. 383a).
311. (DK 68 A 47) Aet. I.23.3 (Dox. 319): Democritus said that one kind of motion was
vibration.1
312. (Not in DK) Suda, s.v. heimarmenē: and Democritus said ... when those smallest
bodies are obviously borne up and down and vibrate and get entangled and separate and
are carried about of necessity ...
313. (DK 68 A 58, B 168) Ar. Phys. VIII.9, 265b24: they say that motion occurs because of
the void1; for they say that nature changes place. Simpl. ad loc. 1318.33: i.e. the primary,
natural, indivisible bodies; for they called them ‘nature’, and said that they are moved by
their weight through the void which yields and does not resist, and so they change place.
They said that they vibrate2,39, and that is not merely the primary motion, but the only
motion which they attribute to the elements.
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[ Peripalassesthai, which is otherwise unattested, is Diels’ emendation of the ms. reading peripalaisesthai,
which gives no sense. If it is accepted, the interpretation ‘vibrate’, adopted by L, is by no means certain. The
formation of the verb suggests that ‘be scattered about’ is a more plausible sense, which gives a better fit with
the standard picture of the random motion of the atoms in the void.]

II. The original speed of the atoms
314. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. IV.8, 216a16: ... through the void ... for what will cause them (i.e.
those with the greater impetus of weight or lightness) to travel more quickly? For
necessarily in the plena ... so all will move at the same speed, but that is impossible. Now it
is clear that if there is a void, the consequences are the opposite of the premises adopted by
those who say that there is a void ... Simpl. ad loc. 679.41: but those who introduce the
atoms do not even give the cause of the difference (of speed) which results from shape.
The question is why a flat piece of iron or lead floats rather on water, but not a round or a
long one, even if it happens to be much smaller. It is easier for the others to say why ... but
for those who say that there is a void that explanation is impossible. ‘On these grounds’
Alexander says, ‘one can argue against Epicurus and perhaps also against Democritus and
Leucippus and simply against all who maintain the atoms and the void, that if the atoms
move in the void at the same speed it is time for them to state the causes of differences of
speed. For neither their [the atoms’] size nor weight nor shape contributes to their speed.
But if they move with the same speed, one will never catch up another, nor will the impact
on or get tangled up with one another. Difference of shape cannot make cannot make their
motion unequal [in speed]. Shapes make the motion unequal by dividing or not dividing
[the medium through which the objects are moving], but in the void there is nothing to be
divided;2 so according to them nothing will even come into being’. And perhaps this absurd

consequence will follow from their saying that the atoms are in constant motion.40 For if
some are stationary and others are moving at the same speed, they catch one another up ...
but if impulses are not the causes of the motion of atoms in the void, the bodies would not
have any initial motion in the void.3
III. Attraction and repulsion. The notion of force.
315. (Partly in DK 68 A 63) Ar. GC I.7, 323b10: Democritus alone, as distinct from the
others1, took a view of his own; he says that it is the same and the similar which affect and
are affected, for it is not possible for other and different things to be affected by one
another, and even if different things affect one another it is not in so far as they are
different, but in so far as they possess something the same, that that happens. Ar. De sensu
6, 446b10: it is not in virtue of being in a certain state that one things sees and another is
seen, e.g. <because>41 they are equal ... (see no. 431).
316. (DK 68 B 164) Sext. M VII.116: the ancient ... doctrine that like is known by like. (117)
but Democritus apples the doctrine to living and non-living things. ‘For animals’ he says,
‘flock together with animals of the same kind, doves with doves, cranes with cranes and
similarly with all other non-rational creatures. And it is the same with non-living things, as
can be seen from seeds sorted in a sieve1 and pebbles driven by the waves, where as the
winnowing-basket is whirled round beans are sorted out along with beans and barley with
barley and wheat with wheat, and under the impact of the waves oblong pebbles are
pushed into the same place as oblong and round together with round, as if the similarity in
things3 had something attractive in it2’. (DK 68 A 128) Aet. IV.19.13 (Dox. 408): and he
[Democritus] says that the air is split up into bodies of the same shape (see no. 491) ... for
‘Birds of a feather flock together’ [lit. ‘Jackdaw sits beside jackdaw’] and ‘God always puts
like together with like’4 (Hom. Od. XVII.218). For on the sea-shore similar pebbles are seen
together in the same place, round in one place and oblong in another, and when grains are
being sieved those of the same shape gather in the same place, so that beans and chickpeas are separate. Ar. MM II.11, 1208b9: for, as they say ‘Birds of a feather flock together’
and ‘God always puts like together with like’.
317. (DK 68 A 135)1 Theophr. De sensu 49 (Dox. 513): Regarding perception, Democritus
does not make clear whether it comes about through similars or dissimilars. If he makes
perception come about through alteration, it would appear to be by dissimilars, for like is
40

[L translates ‘But they do not turn out to be guilty of this incongruity if they assert that the atoms are always
in motion’; his commentary on the passage, n. 3, assumes that translation. But Simplicius is saying the
opposite, with a slight qualification: ‘Perhaps (mēpote) this absurd consequence will follow from their saying
that the atoms are in constant motion.’ The absurd consequence, that atoms cannot come into contact with
one another, and thereby form aggregates, is held to follow from the assumption that all atoms are in constant
motion at the same speed, and to be avoided by the abandonment of that assumption, allowing some atoms
to be stationary, while others move at the same speed as one another, thus allowing moving atoms to collide
with stationary ones. L’s interpretation depends on the assumption that, if the atoms are always in motion, ‘in
that case’ some atoms might be stationary, which is plainly contradictory.]
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[Insertion by L.]

not altered by like. But again, perception and in general alteration are instances of being
acted on, and it is impossible, he says, for things which are not the same to be acted on, but
even if different things act [on one another]the do so not in so far as they are different, but
in so far as the same attribute belongs to them, i.e. they are alike. So on this point it is
possible to take either view ... (50) (see no. 478) the veins in the region of the eyes are
straight and free of moisture and matching the shape of the impressions, for everything
most readily recognises things of the same kind as itself ... (54) it is irrational to say that
things of the same kind are most readily seen, but then explain the image as an effect of
contrasting colours, on the ground that things alike in colour are not seen in an image.
318. (DK 68 A 38) Theophr.Phys. opin. fr. 8 ap. Simpl. In Phys. I.2, 181b15, 28.19
(following no. 245): for like is naturally moved by like, and things of the same kind move
together and each shape is organised into another compound and makes another state.
Hence they claimed that, since there are infinite[ly many] principles they would plausibly
account for all qualities and substances, and explain what each thing comes from and how it
comes into being. That is why they say that it is only if one makes the elements infinite [in
number] that all the consequences are reasonable. (DK 67 A 1) DL IX.31 (see no. 382):
many bodies ... move about ... which ... as they collide and circle in all sorts of ways are
separated out, like to like. (DK 68 A 9a) Hibeh papyrus 16, p. 62 Grenfell & Hunt (‘written
under Ptolemy Philadelphus, presumably a fragment of Theophr. On water, DL V.45’ [DK II,
p. 108, lines 8-9]): he (Democritus) says that in liquids, as in the universe as a whole, like is
sorted out together with like as a residue of putrefaction1... (DK 67 A 10) Hippol. Refut.
I.12.2 (Dox. 564, 16 W.): Leucippus ... says that in colliding with one another [atoms] of the
same and similar shapes get entangled.
319. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.47 (catalogue of works of Democritus): On the stone. (DK 68 A
165)1 Alex. Quaest. II.23 (II.72.28 Bruns, On the magnet, why does it draw iron?):
Democritus posits that effluences are emitted and that like moves towards like, and also
that everything moves into the void. On these assumptions he supposes that the loadstone
and iron are composed of similar atoms, but smaller in the case of the stone, which is also
looser-textured than the iron, with more void. Therefore its atoms are more mobile, and
they move more quickly towards the iron (moving towards their like), enter its pores, and as
they penetrate it they move its atoms through their small size. The atoms which are set in
motion flow outwards towards the stone because of its likeness and of the heavy discharge
of atoms. The stone does not move towards the iron because the iron does not contain as
much void as the stone. Now one might accept that loadstone and iron are composed of
similar components, but how could amber and chaff be? And if someone says that the
cause is the same there too, many things are attracted by amber, and if all of them have
similar components, they have similar components to one another and would attract one
another. The same in Simpl. in Phys. 1056.1: either there are certain corporeal effluences
from things which are stationary , which draw other things by contact and interweaving with
them, or ...

320. (DK 68 A 37) Ar. On Democritus ap. Simpl. in De caelo 295.9: they conflict and move
in the void because of their unlikeness1 and the other differences mentioned ...
321. (DK 68 A 131)1 Theophr. De caus. pl. VI.2.3: It was also absurd on the part of those
who posit the atomic shapes to make differences of size between things of the same shape
lead to a difference in power. For then the powers depend not on the shapes but on the
size, which perhaps one might allow to make a difference in the violence and in general the
degree of power, but it is not reasonable that they should not have the same power or
action at all, since their powers are in their shapes2. For if they are shaped alike, they
should have the same properties, as in other cases.
322. DK 68 A 140) Aet. V.4.3. (Dox. 417/8): Strato and Democritus say that the power
also1 is a body; for it consists of pneuma2. (322 Us.), Byzantine Grammarian, Cod. Paris.
2555, BAG, p. 1168: Democritus, Epicurus and the Stoics say ... that ‘Everything which has
activity ... or can do anything... is a body’.
323. (DK 68 A 47) Aet. I.12.6 (Dox. 311): Democritus says that the primary bodies ... are
moved by mutual impact in the infinite. (DK 68 A 66) Aet. I.26.2 (Dox. 321, on the nature of
necessity): Democritus says that it is impact and motion and a blow1 of matter. (DK 67 A 1)
DL IX.31: many bodies ... move ... colliding ... they separate. (Not in DK) Alex. In Meta. I.4,
985b4, 36.21 (cf. no. 294): Leucippus and Democritus say that they atoms are moved by
mutual impact when they collide. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in De caelo I.7, 259b29, 242.21: these
atoms [move] in the infinite void ... they collide and some bounce off at random ... (DK 68 A
49) Galen De elem. sec. Hipp. (no. 298): in moving these atoms ... collide and bounce off ...
IV. Combination and separation. Motion.
324.

(DK 68 B 137) Hesych. s.v. suggonē:1 sustasis [combination, structure]. Democritus.

325.

(DK 68 B 138) Hesych. s.v. ameipsikosmiē:1 metakosmēsis [re-ordering].

326. (DK 68 B 139) Hesych. s.v. ameipsirusmein:1 allassein tēn sugkrisin ē
metamorphousthai [change the combination or change the shape]. DL IX.47: among his
works on nature ... On changes of shape.
327. (DK 68 B 139a) Hesych. s.v. ameipsichroon: metaballon ta chrōmata [changing the
colours].
328. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. I.4, 187a12: according to the natural philosophers, there are
two ways [in which things come into being]. Some say ... (31) and others, that coming into
being is combination and separation. Philop. ad loc. 95.12: ‘some say combination and
separation’. These are Democritus and Empedocles and their followers: for the latter say
that things come into being by combination of the elements, and the former by combination
of the atoms, and that they perish by separation. Philop. In Phys. I.5, 188a19, 110.11:

Democritus says that combination and separation are the causes of coming into being and
perishing ...
329. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VIII.1, 250b15: All who discuss nature say that change exists,
because they construct worlds1 and because their entire study is concerned with coming
into being and perishing, which cannot occur unless change exists. But those who say that
there are infinite[ly many] worlds ... say that change is always occurring (for their coming to
be and perishing is necessarily accompanied by their change). Simpl. ad loc. 1120.18: he
says that the natural philosophers ‘construct worlds’ ... for that is how Democritus too
constructs worlds ...[saying that] the atomic bodies are combined and separated. (1121.6)
Anaximander and Democritus and their followers and subsequently Epicurus and his
followers ... since without change there is no coming into being or perishing (see no. 300).
330.1 (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VIII.7, 260a26: there are three kinds of change, change of size,
change of quality and change of place, which we call locomotion; the last-mentioned must
be primary ... (260b5) so if change must always be occurring, locomotion, the primary form
of change2, must always be occurring too ... for heavy and light, soft and hard, hot and cold
seem to be forms of density and rarity. And density and rarity are combination and
separation, in accordance with which things are said to come into being and perish. And
things which combine and separate necessarily move in place. And also when something
increases or decreases in size its magnitude changes place, so from this too it is clear to
those who investigate the topic that locomotion is primary. Simpl. ad loc. 1266.33: for if
coming to be and perishing are simply combination and separation3, as was held by
Democritus, Anaxagoras, Empedocles and those who supposed the primary bodies to be
completely lacking in qualities and generated the rest from them ...
331. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VIII.8, 265a3: nor are those natural philosophers1 right, who say
that all perceptible things are constantly changing; for they must be undergoing some of
these changes, and according to them it is alteration in particular; for they say that
everything is flowing and decaying, and they even call coming into being and perishing
alteration.
332. (DK 68 A 58) Ar. Phys. VIII.9, 265b17: all those who have discussed change attest that
locomotion is the primary change; for they ascribe the principles of change to things which
cause that form of change. For separation and combination are changes of place ... (24) and
they say that things move because of the void1; for indeed they say that nature2 changes
place, since movement because of the void is locomotion, which occurs in place. The think
that none of the other kinds of change apply to the primary things, but only to things
composed of them; for they say that growth and decay and alteration occur as the atomic
bodies combine and separate.
333. (DK 68 A 58) Simpl. ad loc. 1318.32: as Democritus and his followers [say that things
move] because of the void ... and that is not merely the primary form of change which they

ascribe to the elements, but the only one, while they ascribe the others to the things
composed of the elements, saying that growth, decay, alteration, coming into being and
perishing occur as the primary bodies are combined and separated. (1320.16): Democritus
and his followers say that change of place is the only kind of change, since things which are
undergoing alteration are changing in respect of place, but that is not noticed because
[what changes place] does so not as a whole, but bit by bit.
334. (Not in DK) Simpl. in Phys. IV.1, 208a29, 522.15: for we all perceive change of place
more readily than any of the others. That is why some got rid of perishing itself [i.e. said
that nothing goes out of existence], e.g. Anaxagoras and his followers, and some alteration,
e.g. those who said ‘colour is by convention’1, but no-one seriously tried to get rid of
locomotion (let us pass over Zeno’s puzzle ...).
335. (partly in DK 68 A 46a) Ar. De caelo III.7, 305a33: we must once again consider how
they [the elements] come from one another, whether it is as Empedocles and Democritus
say, or as those who resolve them into planes ... Empedocles and Democritus and their
followers fail to notice that they make things not actually come from one another but
merely seem to do so. For they say that each was already there and is separated out, as if
things came into being from a vessel, not from matter, and they do not in fact come into
being when the change occurs ... now we have already said that change into one another
does not occur by separation. Simpl. ad loc. 632.6: Democritus and those who propose
planes make the elements come from one another by the combination and separation of
the atoms and the planes. Aristotle first objects to Empedocles, Democritus, Anaxagoras
and their followers, observing a feature common to all those theories, that the elements
posited by each as eternal seem to come into being when separated from the others. Simpl.
In Phys. III.4, 203a33, 461.32: even if Democritus did not make things come into being by
separation nor said that everything is present in everything.
336. (Not in DK) Ar. GC I.1, 314a8: Those who say that everything is one thing and who
generate everything from one thing have to say that coming into being is alteration and that
what strictly speaking comes into being is altered. But those who posit that matter is more
than one thing, e.g. Empedocles, Anaxagoras and Leucippus, have to say something
different. Philop. ad loc. 10.15: those who suppose that the elements are more [than one]
can distinguish coming into being from alteration, since they suppose that things come into
being and perish by combination and separation, but alteration by repositioning and
rearrangement, as Democritus and Leucippus and their followers supposed ...
337. (Not in DK) Ar. GC I.2, 315b15: Since almost everyone thinks that coming into being
and alteration are different, since things come into being and perish when they combine
and separate [respectively], but are altered when their properties change, we must examine
the question, which raises many difficulties, and reasonably so. For if coming into being is
combination, many impossibilities follow; but on the other side there are other compelling
arguments, not easily refuted, for the conclusion that it cannot be otherwise. If coming into

being is not combination, either there will be no coming into being or alteration at all, or
one must try to refute that argument, difficult though it is. The starting-point of all these
arguments is whether things come into being and alter and grow, and undergo the opposite
processes, in the situation where the primary real magnitudes are indivisible, or whether no
magnitude is indivisible ... for this makes the greatest difference (no. 101 follows) ... hence it
is more likely that there are indivisible bodies, but that too contains much inconsistency,
nevertheless they can, as has been said, account for coming into being and alteration by
changes of the position and arrangement of the same thing and by differences of shape, as
Democritus does, which is why he says that colour does not exist, since things are coloured
by position (no. 105 follows, then Aristotle concludes). (316b32) so there must be invisible
atomic magnitudes in things, especially if1 coming into being is to occur by combination and
perishing by separation.
338. (DK 67 A 7)1 Ar. GC I.8, 325b3: Leucippus says that ... all alteration and being
affected occurs in this way; dissolution and perishing occurs through the void, and similarly
growth, when solid bodies make their way in imperceptibly. (29) Hence for Leucippus there
are two kinds of coming into being and separation, that because of the void and that
because of contact (for everything is divisible in that way2), but for Plato that of contact
only, for he says that there is no void.
339. (DK 68 A 37) Ar. ap. Simpl. in De caelo I.10, 279b12, 295.20: and he says that coming
into being and its opposite separation occur not only in animals, but in plants and in worlds
and in general in all perceptible bodies. Now if coming into being is combination of the
atoms, and perishing is separation, for Democritus too coming into being would be
alteration.
340. (Not in DK) Ar. GC I.9, 327b33: we must determine whether mixture is something
relative to perception. For when things which are mixed are divided in this way into small
parts, and so placed alongside one another that each one is not perceptible, in that case are
they mixed or not, or [are they mixed] when any part [of one] is next to some part [of the
other]? The latter is how it is normally said, e.g. when grains of barley are ‘mixed’ with
grains of wheat1, so that each one of the former is next to one of the latter ... Philop. ad loc.
192.29: Empedocles assumes one kind of mixing, in which the kinds which are mixed are
preserved, but they are imperceptible because of the small size of the juxtaposition. A
second kind is that in which the kinds which are mixed are no longer preserved, but
dissolved into their constituents, so that their elements are juxtaposed to one another, as
those who postulated the atoms said.2
341. (DK 59 A 54) Aet. I.17.2 (Dox. 315): Anaxagoras and Democritus and their followers
say that mixtures occur through the juxtaposition of the elements. (Not in DK) Simpl. in De
caelo III.4, 303a4, 612.20: and they will do away with mixture, since it will be nothing but
juxtaposition of the bodies. Themist. ad loc. 177.33: Both of them (Democritus and
Epicurus) posited indivisible principles, called ‘primary magnitudes’, and they say that they

are infinite in number. They also posit that they are indivisible in magnitude, in the sense of
being minimally discontinuous, since of all bodies these are so continuous as to contain no
void ... they say that nothing is divisible unless the parts into which it is divided are
connected and combined. But in that case void is necessarily extended between the parts.
And they say that all these things are generated not by mixture and perishing, but by
combination. (179.27) There is no mixture or continuity in bodies, nor even affects in what
is affected, nor, moreover, are animals and plants unified in body, nor are change,
alteration, growth etc. continuous, which are partly perceptible, and partly seem
[continuous] to most people.
342. (DK 68 A 64) Alex. De mixt. 2 (II.214.18 Bruns): Democritus thinks that what is called
blending comes about by the juxtaposition of corpuscles, as the things which are blended
are divided up into small fragments whose positioning beside one another constitutes the
mixture. In reality, he says, nothing is really blended, but what appears to be a blend is the
juxtaposition of tiny corpuscles each of which retains the nature which it had before the
mixture. They appear to be blended because none of the juxtaposed items is big enough to
be perceived individually. (Not in DK) 214.27 Those who say that the homoiomeries are the
matter of things which come into being also ascribe blending to that sort of juxtaposition.
But since Epicurus wanted to escape from what Democritus had said and did not wish to
follow those who say that blending occurs through juxtaposition of the things that are
blended, he too said that blending occurs through the juxtaposition of certain bodies1, but
that the things which are blended do not themselves survive the separation, but are
dissolved into their elements, i.e. the atoms composing each different stuff, wine, water,
honey etc. ...
V. Fire produces heat by means of light
342a. (Not in DK) Giordano Bruno On the principles of things [De rerum princip.] p. 40v
(Opera latine conscripta, Florence, 1891, vol. I, part 3, p. 415, lines 16ff.): So Democritus was
right to say that light is a dry substance1 which produces heat in moisture2 and shines
through heat, but when it is communicated and diffused by a shining body 3 it produces heat
by means of light, as is seen from mirrors, which reflect light from their concave surface and
cause heat in bodies opposite them, and from jars full of water, which send out light and fire
from their convex surface onto neighbouring bodies.
VI. There are innumerable worlds subject to destruction
343. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo I.10, 279b12: everyone agrees that [the world] came into
being, , but some say that having come into being it is eternal, while others say that it is
perishable like any other compound ... Alex. ap. Simpl. ad loc. 294.26: those, he (Alexander)
says, who say that the world came into being and is perishable like any other compound
would seem to be Democritus and his followers; according to them each of the infinite[ly
many] worlds comes into being and perishes like everything else. Just as in the case of other

kinds of things the one that has come into being is not the same as the one that has
perished, except in kind, so they say it is in the case of worlds ... the same atoms remain
[throughout], as they are incapable of being affected ...
344. (not in DK) Ar. De caelo I.10, 280a23: if the world is one it is impossible that it should
come into being wholly and then perish and never return1 ... (26) but on the other hand if
there are infinite[ly many] worlds it is possible. (DK 68 A 82): Alex. ap. Simpl. & Simpl. ad
loc.310.5: ‘its dissolution and destruction, which has the power of becoming a world ... to
another world, and since there are infinite[ly many] succeeding one another it is not
necessary to return to the same world’. That is what Leucipppus and Democritus and their
followers thought ... since Democritus’ worlds change into other worlds ...
345. (DK 67 A 21)1 Simpl. in De caelo I.5, 271b1, 202.16: Leucippus and Democritus say
that there are infinitely many worlds in the infinite void, and that they are composed of the
infinitely many atoms. Simpl. in Phys. II.4, 195b36, 331.18: According to Democritus and his
followers there are many worlds, indeed infinite[ly many].
346. (Not in DK) Themist. in Phys. II.4, 195b36, 49.12: Democritus ... ascribes the
infinite[ly many] worlds and the swirl ... to no other cause than simply chance and
randomness. Simpl. in Phys. IV.10, 218b30, 701.30: there were, he (Aristotle) says, a
plurality of heavens, i.e. worlds, as Democritus and his followers suppose. Philop. In Phys.
II.4, 195b28, 262.2: supposing there to be infinite[ly many] worlds Democritus said that it
was by chance that this world came into being in this part of the infinite void, and another in
another. And indeed he goes so far as to say that chance is the cause of the ordering of
things.1
347. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. III.4, 203b25: and since what is outside [the world] is infinite, it
seems that body too is infinite and worlds [infinitely many]; for why here rather than here in
the void? (See no. 1, with the passages of Philoponus and Simplicius cited there; no. 139.)
348. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. VIII.1, 250b18: ... those who say that there are infinite[ly many]
worlds, and that some worlds are coming into being and others are perishing, say that
change is always occurring. Simpl. ad loc. 1120.18: he says that the natural philosophers
‘construct worlds’. That is how Democritus also ‘constructs worlds’ ... (1121.5) some, e.g.
Anaximander and Democritus and their followers, and subsequently Epicurus and his
followers, supposed that there are infinitely many worlds, and that they come into being
and perish ad infinitum, some always coming into being and others perishing (see nos. 300,
329).
349. (Not in DK) Alex. in Meta. VI.15, 1040a33 (further, such as are possible in another
instance, e.g. if another such [world] comes into being, it is clear that there will be a sun [in
it]), 534.7: further, he says, such as are possible in another instance, i.e. if there were still
other worlds outside this world, as Democritus said, it is clear that the suns in those worlds

would also go round the earth or be concealed at night, so that the definition of this sun
would be common and would apply to them too. (DK 68 A 40) Hippol. Refut. I.13.2 (Dox.
565.16): he (Democritus) says the same as Leucippus about the elements, the plenum and
the void; he calls the plenum ‘what is’ and the void ‘what is not. And he said that things are
in constant motion in the void, and that there are infinite[ly many] worlds differing in size. 1
In some there is neither sun nor moon, in others they are bigger than those in our world and
in others there are more. (3) The distances between the worlds are unequal, and there are
more in some parts of the universe and fewer in others, and some are growing, some are at
their peak and some are decaying, and in some parts they are coming to be and in other
ceasing to be. They are destroyed by collision with one another. Some worlds are devoid of
animals and plants and any moisture.2
350. (Not in DK) Cic. De fin. I.6.21: For Epicurus and Democritus there are innumerable
worlds, coming into being and perishing every day. (DK 68 A 81) Id. Acad. prior. II.17.55:
You say that Democritus says that there are innumerable worlds, some of which are not
merely similar to one another but so completely and absolutely alike in all respects, that
there is no difference whatever between them.
351. (Not in DK) Philo On eternity [De aetern.] 3 (VI.75.5 Cohn—Reiter = De mundo, vol. II,
ch. 8, p. 609 Mangeii): Now Democritus and Epicurus and the whole crowd of Stoics admit
the coming into being and perishing of the world, but not in the same way. For some of
them draw a sketch of many worlds, whose coming into being they ascribe to contact and
entanglement of atoms, and their perishing to collisions and shattering of those which had
come into being ...
352. (DK 12 A 17) Aet. II.1.3 (Dox. 327): Anaximander, Anaximenes, Archelaus,
Xenophanes, Diogenes, Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus say that there are infinite[ly
many] worlds in the infinite in all directions ...1 (= Cyril of Alexandria Against Julian [Contra
Iulian.] II.46).
353. (DK 67 A 22) Aet. II.4.6 (Dox. 331): Anaximander ... and Leucippus say that the world
is perishable. (DK 68 A 84) Aet. II.4.9 (Dox. 331): Democritus says that the world is
destroyed when the larger overcomes the smaller.
354. (Not in DK) Plut. Quaest. conviv. VII.9.3, 733 C: and yet we know that the
Democriteans say and write that plagues and unaccustomed diseases are often caused by
encountering foreign bodies emitted by the destruction of worlds outside our own.
355. (DK 67 A 1) DL IX.31: Leucippus says that infinite[ly many] worlds are composed of
these (i.e. the plenum and the void) and resolved into them (i.e. into the elements) (cf. DK
68 A 1).
356. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: Democritus says that there are infinite[ly many] world which
come into being and perish.

357. (Not in DK) Theodoret. IV.15 (Dox. 327): Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus held
that there are many, indeed infinite[ly many] worlds.
358. (Not in DK) Ambrose Hexaemeron [Hexaemer.] I.1.2 (PL 14, p. 123 C): For
Pythagoras maintained that there is one world; others that there are innumerable worlds,
as Democritus wrote, to whom the ancients ascribed the most authority among the natural
philosophers ...
359. (Not in DK)1 Aug. Contra acad. III.10.23 (PL 32, p. 945): For how shall we decide the
dispute between Democritus and the earlier natural philosophers about whether there is
one world or innumerable worlds, when he himself and his heir Epicurus could not agree on
that?
360. (Not in DK) John of Salisbury Polycraticus [Polycrat.] VIII (PL 199, pp. 722-3):
Alexander had an insatiable appetite for praise. When his friend Anaxarchus said, on the
authority of his teacher Democritus, that there are innumerable worlds, ‘Alas, how
wretched am I’, he said, ‘since I have not yet conquered even one!’ Elias On the Categories
[in Categ.] 112.23: and once when Aristotle said that according to Democritus there are
innumerable worlds, Alexander is said to have wept because he was unable to conquer the
whole of a single world ...1
VII. Whether there are weight and top and bottom even outside worlds
361. (DK 68 A 56) Cic. De fin. I.6.17: He (Democritus) ... in an infinite void, in which there
is neither top, bottom nor middle, nor any ultimate limit ... (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo IV.1,
308a17: for it is absurd to think that in the world there is neither up nor down, as some say.
For they say that there is no up or down, since it is everywhere alike.1 Simpl.. ad loc. 679.1:
in the course of saying ... what he himself thinks up and down are, he answers those who do
not think that there is any up or down in the world. Anaximander and Democritus were of
that opinion because they supposed that the universe is infinite. For in the infinite nothing
is naturally up or down, for those are definitions and limits of distance. But others, such as
Plato’s Timaeus (63a), against which he is primarily arguing, think that there is no up or
down in the world because of its uniformity. Epicur. Epist. I.60: and indeed one should not
call any part of the infinite up or down2, any more than top or bottom.
362. (Not in DK) De caelo III.1, 299a25: now if it is impossible that, if neither part has
weight both [together] should have weight, and either all or some perceptible bodies have
weight, e.g. earth and water, as they themselves would say, if the point has no weight ...
neither does any body ...1 But then no weight can be composed of things without weight.
For how, except by the merest fiction, will they specify the number and kinds of case in
which that will occur? And if it is by weight that one weight is greater than another, the
result will be that each of the partless things has weight. For if the four points2 have weight,
something composed of more [points] than that will be heavier than something which has

weight, and what is heavier than a heavy thing must be heavy ... so that the thing which is
larger will be heavier by a single point when the common number [four] is subtracted. So a
single point will also have weight ... Ar. Meta. I.4, 985b19: concerning motion3, how and
from what source it belongs to things, they too (Leucippus and his associate Democritus)
passed that over carelessly. Alex. ad loc. 36.21: He is speaking about Leucippus and
Democritus ... for they do not say where the weight of the atoms comes from. For the
partless things which they suppose to be parts of the atoms are, they say, weightless. But
how could weight come from a combination of weightless things? He has said more about
this in the third book of On the Heaven 4(III.1.299a25).
363. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 68 (Dox. 513): it would appear to be absurd (for
Democritus) to ascribe heaviness, lightness, hardness and softness to largeness, smallness,
rarity and density ... [and] to postulate intrinsic natures of heavy and light, hard and soft
(for largeness and smallness and the dense and the rare are not relative) ...1
364. = 313.
(DK 68 a 58) Simpl. in Phys. VIII.9, 256b24, 1318.34: for these (i.e. the atomic
bodies) are moved by their weight ... through the void which yields and does not resist;
(Democritus and his followers) said that they oscillate.1 ,42
365. (DK 68 A 47) Aet. I.3.18 (Dox. 285) (= Eus. PE XIV.14): Democritus said that there are
two [intrinsic properties of the atoms}, size and shape, and Epicurus added a third, weight:
for, he says, the bodies must be moved by the blow of weight. Id, I.12.6 (Dox. 311):
Democritus says that the primary bodies (i.e. the solid bodies) have no weight, but are
moved by mutual impact in the infinite [void]1. Cic. de fato 20.46: The atom swerves, he
(Epicurus) says. First of all, why? They had from Democritus a certain other motive force
which he calls a blow, but which you, Epicurus, call the force of heaviness and weight 2.
366. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. II.4, 262.3: Democritus ... said that ... the air ... does not
allow it (the earth) to fall down.1
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[See translator’s note on no. 313.]

c. THE MECHANICAL OPERATION OF THE WORLD
I. Everything tends towards the centre of the swirl.
Weight
367. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo I.8, 277a33: but again it is not the case that one is driven up
and one down by another thing, nor does that occur by force 1, as some say that it occurs
by their being squeezed out . Simpl. ad loc. 267.30: after him Strato and Epicurus (276 Us.)
were of that opinion, (268) thinking that every body has weight and moves towards the
centre, and that as the heavier bodies sink down the lighter are forcibly squeezed out
upwards, so that if earth were removed water would come into the centre, and if water, air,
and if air, fire ... (269.4) one should know that it was not only Strato or Epicurus who said
that all bodies are heavy, and that by nature they move downwards, but move upwards
contrary to nature ... for besides them those who said that the atoms are solid said that they
are heavy and the cause of heaviness in compounds, as the void is of lightness.
368. (DK 68 A 60) Ar. GC I.8, 326a9: yet Democritus says that each of the indivisibles is
heavier in proportion to its greater [size]1. De caelo IV.2, 309a1: those who (say that the
primary) things are solid are better able to say that the larger are heavier, but in the case of
compounds, since that does not seem to be so in every case, but we see that many things
are heavier though less in bulk, e.g. bronze than wool, some think and say that the cause is
different; they say that the void enclosed in bodies makes them lighter and sometime
makes the larger lighter [than the smaller], since they contain more void ... Now that is what
they say, but people who say that must add2 that something which is lighter contains not
merely more void but less solid; if it exceeds that proportion it will not be lighter.3 That is
why they say that fire is the lightest thing, because it contains most void. So the result will
be that a large amount of gold containing more void will be lighter than a small amount of
fire, unless4 it also contains many time more solid ... But if (matter is a) contrary5 (310a) as
in the case of those who postulate the plenum and the void, it will not be possible to say
why the things in between6 unqualifiedly heavy and unqualifiedly light are lighter or heavier
than one another and lighter or heavier than the unqualifiedly light or heavy. Distinguishing
things in terms of largeness and smallness seems more like a fiction than the views
previously mentioned ... [according to that view] nothing is unqualifiedly light nor upwardmoving, except what is passed by and squeezed up [by heavier bodies], and a large number
of small things are heavier than a few large7. If that is so, the result will be that large
amounts of air and fire will be heavier than small amounts of water and earth. But that is
impossible. Simpl. ad loc. 684.20: He-proceeds to discuss Leucippus and Democritus and

their followers, who say that the cause of heaviness is the solidity of the atoms and of
lightness the fact that [compounds] contain void … (685.17) ‘It is the void … which makes
bodies light’ … they think that in every case it is the presence of more void [in a body] which
makes it lighter. (693.4) But not even those who made the void and the plenum the cause
of the differences of lightness and heaviness of the elements could defend their account of
the cause. (9) For since they cannot say why the void is light and the solid heavy, they
cannot say what is the cause of the difference in the things composed of them. He brings
against those who define it by largeness and smallness the accusation that, by positing a
single substrate and a single nature of things of different sizes, they are open to the same
objection as those who posit a single matter8; that objection was, that according to them
there is nothing which is unqualifiedly light and upward-moving, or unqualifiedly heavy and
downward-moving. According to them everything, larger and smaller alike, has the same
single natural impulse, not different kinds, since there is a single substrate. But if there is
nothing which naturally moves up, it is clear that things which now seem to be moving up
either [merely] appear to be doing so because they are being overtaken 10 and left behind by
heavier things in their downward motion, or are squeezed up by the heavier and so moved
up forcibly, not by nature … (25) and this, says Alexander, can also be brought as an
objection against Democritus and his followers, who said that fire is composed of small,
spherical atoms. (DK 68 A 61) Simpl. ad loc. 569.5: Democritus and subsequently Epicurus
and their followers say that all atoms are of the same nature and have weight, but since
some are heavier the lighter are pushed up by them as they sink down, and so moved
upwards, and that is why, they say, some things appear to be light and others heavy.
(712.27) Democritus and his followers think that all have weight, but through having less
weight fire is squeezed out by those which overtake it , and so moves up and therefore
appears to be light. They think that only what is heavy exists, and that it always moves
towards the centre.
369. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 61ff. (Dox. 513): Democritus distinguishes heavy
and light by size; for if they [the atoms] were separated, even if they differed in
shape,nature2 would have weight proportional to size.1 But all the same in the case of
compounds the one which contains more void is lighter3, and the one which contains less is
heavier. That is what he said in some cases (62) but in others he says that light is simply the
rare. Similarly with hard and soft; hard is the dense and soft the rare. He distinguishes
degrees [of hardness and softness] chiefly by proportion. There are differences of position
and inclusion4 of void between hard, soft, heavy and light. That is why iron is harder but
lead heavier; for iron is irregularly constituted, with large void spaces in many parts, but
dense in other parts, and simply it contains more void, whereas lead contains less void and
is uniformly constituted throughout. That is why it is heavier but softer than iron. (71) But
when he defines heavy and light by size, all the simple things must have the same motive
impulse,5 so that they6 have a single matter and the same nature.

370. (DK 59 A 88) Ar. De caelo II.13, 295a9: … whether the earth now remains stationary
through force, having come into the centre through being moved by the swirl; everyone
says that that is the cause, on the basis of what happens in the case of liquids and air. For in
those cases the larger and heavier always move to the centre of the swirl, which is why
those who say that the world was generated say that it came into the centre. 1 (Not in DK)
Simpl. ad loc. 526.34ff.: then he says in passing that all those who say that the world came
into being (not only Empedocles, but also Anaxagoras and his followers and others)2 say that
the earth came into the centre through the swirl of the heaven, and that they were led to
that view because swirls in water and air push the larger and heavier bodies towards the
centre, and that the swirl was the original cause of their movement. (Not in DK) Simpl. ad
loc. 530.29: those who say that the world came into being say that from the beginning the
earth was pushed into the centre by the swirl, and that it remains stationary in the centre by
force, like sticks in whirlpools. (Not in DK; see no. 18) Philop. in Phys. II.4, 196a24, 265.6:
the swirl set the universe in the order which it now has, so that the air is carried round
together with the heaven, and because of the speed of the rotation the earth is kept in the
centre. Cf. nos. 288-9.
371. (DK 68 A 93a)1 Sen. Nat. quaest. V.2: Democritus says ‘When there are many
corpuscles (which he calls atoms) in a confined void space, a wind arises. But on the other
hand there is a quiet and peaceful state of the air when there are few atoms in a large void.
For just as one can walk without fuss in a square or street so long as few people are about,
but when a crowd gathers in a confined space quarrels break out when people bump into
one another, so in this space which surrounds us, when many bodies fill a small space they
necessarily collide, drive one another on, are driven back, and get tangled and pressed
together, thus giving rise to wind, when the bodies which were clashing with one another
and flowing back and forth for a long time combine and move in a single direction. But when
a small number of bodies are in motion in a large space, they cannot ram one another or be
driven along.’ (Not in DK) Themist. in Phys. IV.9, 216b23, 135.15 (discussing those who think
that there is a void, if there is to be locomotion): whenever anything changes place the
adjacent bodies through which it moves draw togetherand make way for the things which
are moving through them, as if for people walking through a crowd ... (Not in DK) Simpl. ad
loc. 683.6: for they say that locomotion occurs only by bodies drawing densely together and
making way for the things moving through them, as if for people walking through a crowd ...
(Not in DK) Ar. De caelo II.14, 297a8:2 each ... of the parts has weight only until it reaches
the centre, and the smaller cannot move with a wavelike motion when it is pushed by the
larger, but rather they are squeezed together, one making way for the other, till one
reaches the centre. One must conceive what I am saying as the earth’s coming into being in
the way that some natural philosophers say, except that they assign the downward motion
to constraint.3
372. (DK 67 A 24) ps-Plut. Epitome I.4.2 = Aet. 1.4 (Dox. 289): when these bodies gathered
in the same place the bigger and heavier all sank to the bottom, but those which were small,

round, smooth and slippery were squeezed out and driven upwards as the atoms gathered
together (see n. on no. 383).
373. (DK 67 A 17) Herm. Irris. 12 (Dox. 654): Leucippus ... says that the principles are
infinite[ly many] tiny bodies in perpetual motion; the light rise up and become fire and air,
and the heavy sink down and become water and earth.
374. (Not in DK) Alfonso1 On squaring the circle, fol. 99a (my translation of the Hebrew):
... and each part seeks its appropriate place in the whole (i.e. ‘the heavier a body is, the
nearer it will approach the periphery of the circle, and the lighter it is, the nearer it will
approach the centre’). This is the whole cause of lightness and heaviness, which was
proposed by Plato, Democritus, Leucippus (?) and other men of old.
374a. (DK 68 A 12) Megasthenes ap. Strabo XV.703: [he says that] in the mountainous
region (of India) there is a river Sila, in which nothing floats. [He says that] Democritus
denies this ... and Aristotle denies it (= nos. XXII, 408).
II. The motion of a body depends on its shape and also on the nature of the medium in
which the body moves. Friction.
375. (DK 68 A 62) Ar. De caelo IV.6, 313a141: the shapes [of bodies] are not the cause of
upward or downward motion as such, but of faster or slower motion … the question now
arises why flat pieces of iron and lead float on water, but smaller, lighter things sink, if they
are round or long, e.g. a needle, and it is also problematic that some things, such as
shavings and other kinds of dust float in the air because they are so small. On all these
questions it is wrong to think that the cause is as Democritus says. He says that it is hot
bodies rising through the water which support the flat, heavy things, but the narrow ones
slip through, as only a few bodies collide with them. But that should happen even more in
the air, as he himself objects. But having raised this objection, he makes only a feeble reply,
that the rush does not have a single direction, meaning by ‘rush’ the upward motion of the
bodies. Simpl. ad loc. 730.9: Democritus had previously given as the solution of the problem
the upward motion of hot bodies in the water; for there are seeds of everything in
everythng2, which is why everything comes from everything; there are a lot of these in the
larger volume of water under the flat body, and in colliding with it they ‘support’ it, i.e. hold
it up, but the narrow ones encounter only a few hot bodies and avoid their impact by
slipping between them … (18) the reason why flat bodies are not held up by hot bodies
rising through air is, he says, that the latter ae not compressed in air, which is fine-textured
and fluid, as they are in water, and as they are dispersed their motion does not have a single
direction, so as to enable them to hold up a flat object above them. But in water, which is
thicker and more solid, the rising hot bodies are more compressed and squeezed together;
perhaps he would say that the cause of their being dispersed is the greater mobility of the
air. Themist. ad loc. 246.38: <For Democritus thought that> the reason why flat bodies
float while narrow ones sink is that indivisible corpuscles, fiery in nature, bubble up and are

released from the water. When a lot of these indivisibles meet a flat body they hold it up
and carry it, but when they meet a narrow one, because there are fewer of them they
cannot support it. He [i.e Aristotle] says ‘But if we ask Democritus why this does not occur
in air, he gives a feeble mechanistic answer, saying that this does not occur in air because
the indivisible corpuscles which bubble up do not move with the same degree of heat and
force, since they are dispersed [in air]’. Simpl. in Phys. IV.8, 216a16, 679.4: nor do those
who introduce the void identify the cause of the difference (of speed) in things of different
shape. The problem is why a flat piece of iron or lead floats on water, while a round or long
one does not, even if it is much smaller, which is easy for the others to explain … but those
who introduce the void cannot give that explanation. Simpl. in De caelo IV.5, 313a14,
729.23: since there were some who said that the natural motion of things is caused by their
shapes, e.g. those who ascribed to [atoms of] fire the shape of the pyramid or the sphere 3,
he says that the shape is not the cause of motion as such … Simpl. in De caelo III.4, 303a12,
610.18: they said that the shape of [atoms of] fire … is spherical, which is why it is plausible
[to say] that it penetrates and is mobile, and moves and divides things … and because of the
roundness and smoothness and also the small size of the elements (cf. no. 275).
376. (DK 13 A 20)1 Ar. De caelo II.13, 294b13: Anaximenes and Anaxagoras and
Democritus say that it is the flatness of the earth which is the cause of its remaining
stationary2, for it does not cut the air underneath but sits on it like a lid, as flat bodies do,
for they are not readily moved even by the wind, because of their resistance. They say that
because of its flatness the earth does the same to the air underneath it, which stays packed
together4 underneath because it does not have sufficient room to move3, like the water is a
clepsydra. They cite many bits of evidence5 to show that enclosed air can support a great
weight. Now first if the earth is not flat in shape that would not be the cause of its stability,
and yet from what they say it is not its flatness which is the cause, but rather its size, since it
is because the narrow space [between the edge of the earth and the surrounding sphere]
affords no outlet that the great volume of air remains in place. That volume is great
because it is enclosed by the great size of the earth. (DK 59 A 88) Simpl. in De caelo II.13,
294a11, 520.286: the earth remains stable because it is supported by the air beneath it;
since the earth is flat and drum-shaped it sits on the air like a lid and does not allow it to
escape. That is what Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and Democritus seemed to say … (33) the
cause of its stability is its homogeneity and equilibrium … as Anaximander and Plato say.
377. (Not in DK) Philop. in Phys. IV.8, 215a22, 644.25: This is another argument given by
those who suppose that the void is scattered about in bodies, i.e. Democritus and his
followers. Now, he says, you explain why things move more in air, less in water and not at
all in earth, by the fact that, though everything consists of a complex of atoms and void, the
complex is not identical in everything, but there are more or fewer empty spaces in bodies
[of different kinds]. That is why things move more in air, because the empty spaces in air
are bigger, so that when the atoms of air are pushed by the moving thing they move more
easily into the empty spaces and make way for the moving thing1. In water the motion is

slower, since the empty spaces are smaller and it takes longer for atoms to be compressed
into them. And in earth motion does not occur, because the empty spaces are extremely
small; for the atoms cannot be compressed into them.
III. Motion caused by rotation
378. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo II.1, 284a24: The reason why the cosmos continues in
motion for such a long time is not, as Empedocles says1, because it encounters a rotary
motion which is faster than its own weight. Simpl. ad loc. 375.25: it is not because the
proper motion of the cosmos and the earth, arising from their weight, is reduced by the fast
rotation of the heavenly body that the circular motion of the cosmos goes on eternally and
the earth remains stationary in the centre,2 as Empedocles, Anaxagoras and Democritus
seemed to say ... for even if both the heavenly body and the earth are heavy, if the faster
circular motion predominates over their downward impetus both will remain in the same
place, the earth stationary in the centre and the heaven moving at the periphery, as they
say water in a ladle is not spilled when the ladle is whirled round, provided that the rotation
of the ladle is faster than the downward motion of the water. Philop. in Phys. II.4, 196a24,
262.3: Democritus ... said ... that the ... atoms combine in their chance motions and form
the heaven on the outside of the entire cosmos and all the rest [of the heavenly bodies] in
order, and by chance the earth is stationary at the centre, since the rotation of the heaven
carries round with it the air inside. This air is continuous with the earth, in contact with it
everywhere, and its fast rotation does not allow it to fall downwards, but keeps it
motionless, like people who whirl round jugs of water without spilling any, because of the
speed of the rotation. For since the rotation of the container is faster than the natural
motion of the contents it goes round before they can fall out.
IV. Why things lying in the centre of a swirl are stationary
379. (DK 28 A 44) Aet. III.15.7 (Dox. 380): Parmenides and Democritus say that because
the earth is equidistant in all directions [from the periphery of the cosmos] it remains in
equilibrium, since there is nothing to cause it to incline one way rather than another; for this
reason it merely vibrates, but does not change place.1 (DK 12 A 26) Ar. De caelo II.13,
295b10: There are some, such as Anaximander among the early thinkers, who say that it
remains stationary because of the uniformity [of its position], since it is not appropriate for
something situated in the centre, at a uniform distance from the extremes, to move up or
down or to one side or the other. And since it cannot move simultaneously in opposite
directions, it necessarily remains stationary.
V. The movements of bodies are interconnected (the likeness to a lever is apparent
intheir movements)
380. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo II.7, 289b13: it is not plausible that the speeds of the stars
and the sizes of their orbits should be in the same proportion. Simpl. in De caelo III.2,

300b8, 582.30: Leucippus and Democritus and their followers said that their primary bodies,
i.e. the atoms, are in perpetual enforced motion in the infinite, and Timaeus ... so he
[Aristotle] says in response to the former view, if one atom is always moved by another
forcibly and unnaturally, what is their natural motion? For something which is forcibly
moved is moved, as if by a lever1, by something which is moved ... (DK 68 A 88) Lucr. V.6214: for first of all it seems possible that, as the sacred opinion of the great Democritus holds,
the closer stars are to the earth the less [quickly] can they be carried round by the swirl of
the heavens.
d. THE ORIGIN OF THE COSMOS
I. General
381. (DK 68 A 57) Ar. Meta. IX.2, 1069b22: and as Democritus says, all things were
together potentially, but not actually. Cf. no. 221 with note. (Not in DK) Themist. in De
caelo III.2, 300b8, 162.24: they say that before the cosmos there existed in an infinite void
and for an infinite time innumerable, as it were indivisible bodies, as Leucippus postulated.
382. (DK 67 A 1 and 68 A 1) DL IX.31ff.: because of their number they can no longer rotate
without disturbing their equilibrium1, but the small ones are as it were sifted out into the
external void, while the rest remain together2 and, becoming entangled with one another
move round together, making a primary spherical structure. (32) This separates off like a
membrane3, containing bodies of every kind; as these swirl round the surrounding
membrane becomes thin through the resistance of the central mass, as the bodies on its
inner surface are continually flowing off into the centre because of the contact within the
swirl. In this way the earth comes into being, as the bodies which have been carried into the
middle remain there, and on the other hand the surrounding membrane grows by
separating off bodies from the outside, adding to itself any which it touches as it whirls
round. Some of these fasten into a structure which is at first moist and muddy, but which
dries as it rotates in the universal swirl, finally catching fire and constituting the nature of
the stars. (33) The circle of the sun is outermost, that of the moon the nearest and the
others in between (also in no. 389). All the heavenly bodies are set alight by the speed of
their motion, but the sun is kindled by the stars as well. The moon contains a small amount
of fire. The ecliptic, along which the sun and moon are eclipsed, occurs through the
inclination4 of the earth towards the south. In the north it is always snowy, cold and frozen.
The sun is eclipsed rarely, the moon frequently because their cycles are unequal. Just like
the coming into being of worlds, so do their growth, decay and destruction occur according
to a certain necessity, the nature of which he does not explain ... (44) (Democritus’)
doctrines are as follows. The principles of everything are atoms and void, and everything
else is conventional. There are infinitely many worlds which come into being and pass
away. Nothing comes into being from what is not, or passes away into what is not. The
atoms are infinite in size and number, and they are carried about in the totality in a swirl,
and in that way they generate all the compounds, fire, water, air, earth. For they too are

complexes of atoms, which are incapable of being affected and changeless because of their
solidity. The sun and the moon are compounded of round, smooth bodies of that kind ...
(45) Everything comes to be by necessity, the swirl, which he calls necessity5, being the
cause of the coming to be of everything. Cf. Diod. I.7.1 [part of DK 68 B 5.1, v. Ii, p. 135,
lines 4-13]: (those who think that the cosmos comes into being and perishes said that) at
the beginning of everything heaven and earth were a single entity of a mixed nature.
Subsequently things separated from one another; the cosmos included everything which we
see in it, the air was in continuous motion and the fiery part of it rose up to the highest
points, being of a nature to rise because of its lightness, and because of that the sun and the
other heavenly bodies were caught up in the entire swirl. The muddy, slimy and wet stuffs
gathered together because of their weight, (2) and through their continual churning and
rolling the sea was formed from the wet parts and the earth, muddy and altogether soft,
from the more solid. (3) This was initially solidified by the heat of the sun.6
383. (DK 67 A 24) ps-Plut. Epit. I.4.2-4 [= Aet. I.4.2-4] (Dox. 289-91):1 Once collected, all
the larger and heavier [atoms] began to sink down, and the small, round, smooth, slippery
ones began to be squeezed out by the pressure of the atoms and to travel upwards. And
when the force which was driving them upwards began to be exhausted but they were
prevented from travelling downwards they were pushed into places where there was room
for them. These were at the circumference, and in these the mass of bodies became
curved; and by tangling together in that curved shape they formed the heavens. (3) The
atoms were varied but of the same nature2, as has been said, and those which were pushed
upwards formed the nature of the stars. And the great number of bodies which was
exhaled up struck the air and squeezed it, setting it in motion and turning it into wind, which
caught up the stars and carried them round, thus preserving their present celestial motion.
Then from the atoms which sank down the earth came into being, and from those which
rose up came the heavens, fire and air. (4) There was a large amount of material contained
in the earth, and when that was compressed by the blows of the wind and the exhalations
from the stars3, the whole structure, composed of tiny parts, was squeezed together, giving
rise to moisture, which, being liquid, flowed into the hollow places which could hold and
contain it, or else the water flowed down and hollowed out the low-lying places. That is the
way in which the principal components of the world came into being.
384. (DK 68 A 17) Pliny NH XVIII.373: (Democritus) was the first to understand and set out
the association between heaven and earth.
II. Our cosmos is round.
385. (DK 67 A 22) Aet. II.2.2 (Dox 329): Leucippus and Democritus say that the cosmos is
spherical.1
III. The origin of the heavens

386. (DK 67 A 23) Aet. II.7.2 (Dox. 336): Leucippus and Democritus stretch in a circle
round the cosmos a covering and membrane woven together of hook-shaped atoms.1
387. (DK 59 A 78) Aet. II.16.1 (Dox. 345): Anaxagoras, Democritus and Cleanthes say that
all the heavenly bodies move from east to west.
388. (Not in DK; see no. 17) ps-Alex. in Meta. XII.6, 1071b26, 690.29: Leucippus and Plato
do not43 say why some [heavenly bodies] have one motion and some the other ... they
ought to have explained why the fixed [stars] move from east to west and the planets in the
opposite direction; for not everything which moves does so by chance.1
389. (DK 67 A 1)1 DL IX.30: from their [i.e. the atoms’] motion as they grow2 [i.e. form
bigger aggregates] the nature of the stars is formed. The sun travels round the moon in a
larger circle ... (33) The circle of the sun is outermost, that of the moon nearest and the
others in between.
390. (DK 68 A 86) Aet. II.15.3 (Dox. 344; on the order of the heavenly bodies): Democritus
says that the fixed stars are first, and after them the planets, then the sun, the morning star 1
and the moon. (DK 68 A 88) Lucr. V.628 (see also no. 394 (on the sun)): because it [the sun]
is much lower than the burning signs [the fixed stars]. (DK 68 B 5ab): Works on nature ...
Decsription of the cosmos, On the planets ... (DK 68 A 92) Sen. Nat. quaest. VII.3.2:
Democritus too, the subtlest of all the ancients, says that he suspects that there are more
wandering stars2 [sc. than are known to us], but he did not set down their number or their
names, for at that time the orbits of the five stars3 were not yet known.
391. (DK 68 A 40) Hippol. Refut. I.13.4 (Dox. 565): Democritus says that in our cosmos the
earth came into being before the heavenly bodies, and the moon is lowest, then the sun and
then the planets. The planets themselves are at different heights. A cosmos grows until it
can no longer take in any more material from outside.
392. (DK 67 B 1) Achilles Introduction [Achill. Isag.] I.13 (from Eudorus): Neither
Anaxagoras nor Democritus in the Great World-System accepts that the heavenly bodies are
alive.
393. (DK 68 A 85) Aet. I.13.4 (Dox. 341: on the nature of the heavenly bodies): Democritus
says that they are stones. [DK 67 A 1] DL IX.32 (the cosmos)44 grows by separating off
bodies from the outside ... some of these (atoms) fasten together into a structure which is
at first moist and muddy, but which dries as it rotates ... and then catches fire and forms the
nature of the heavenly bodies. All the heavenly bodies are set alight by the speed of their
motion. Michael Glycas Annals [Ann.] I.20 (PG 158, p. 61 C = Theodoret. IV.17 (Dox. 341)):
Anaxagoras gave this empty account of the nature of the heavenly bodies: he said that
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stones were drawn up1 from the rotation of the whole, and when they were set alight and
fixed above they were called the heavenly bodies. Democritus has the same view about
this.
394. (DK 68 A 88) Lucr. V.621ff.:1 First of all, it seems that this [i.e. the apparent
movements of the sun and moon] can come about as the holy opinion of the great
Democritus lays down. The nearer each of the heavenly bodies is to the earth the less can it
be borne along by the swirl of heaven, for its fierce, rapid strength diminishes lower down,
and therefore the sun is left behind with the hindmost signs2 [of the zodiac], because it is
much lower than the burning signs. More so in the case of the moon; the lower its course,
near the earth and far from heaven, the less is it able to keep up with the signs. And the
weaker the swirl by which, being lower than the sun, it is borne along the more quickly do
all the signs catch it up and pass it. That is why it appears to come back to each sign more
quickly, because the signs are returning to it.3
395. (DK 68 A 39) ps-Plut. Strom. 7 (Dox. 581): Democritus of Abdera ... says that the sun
and moon came into being. They move separately, and their nature is not completely hot
nor totally bright, but on the contrary they are similar in nature to the earth, for each came
into being even earlier in the unfinished formation of different worlds1,45, and afterwards as
the orbit of the sun grew larger fire became caught up in it. Epicur. Epist. II.90 (DL X.90):
The sun and moon were <not> created individually and subsequently incorporated by the
cosmos2 (this against Democritus). See also no. 393.
396. (DK 68 A 87) Aet. II.20.7 (Dox. 349): Democritus (says that the sun is) a fiery mass or
stone. Cic. De fin. I.6.20: Democritus, a learned man skilled in geometry, thinks that the sun
is large, but he (Epicurus) thinks that it is two feet across.1
397. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: the sun and moon are composed of smooth, round bodies of
that kind.1
397a. (DK 68 B 25) Eustathius in Od. XII.65, p. 1713: ... the evaporations by which the sun
is nourished, as Democritus thinks.1
398. (DK 59 A 77) Aet. II.25.9 (Dox. 356: on the nature of the moon): Anaxagoras and
Democritus say that is a fiery solid, containing plains, mountains and ravines. Cf. Achill. Isag.
21 (p. 49.4 M): others say that the moon is earth which has been set alight, and contains
solid fire, and that there are in it another1 habitation [i.e. community or settlement] and
rivers and other things as on earth.
399. (DK 68 A 89a) Plut. On the face in the moon [De fac.]19.929 C: but Democritus says
that the moon is situated exactly opposite1 its source of light in the sun and intercepts and
receives2 its light. So it was to be expected that the moon would be visible and the sun be
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reflected in it.46 (DK 67 A 1) DL IX.33: all the heavenly bodies were set alight by the speed of
their motion, but the sun was also kindled by the heavenly bodies. The moon also receives
a little of the fire.3 [Not in DK} Olymp. In Meteor. I.8, 345a25, 67.34: the view of Anaxagoras
and Democritus (see no. 417) ... this is shown by the moon. For its own light is different
from the light it receives from the sun; its own light is of an ashen colour, as we see in a
lunar eclipse.
400. (DK 68 A 90) Aet. II.30.3 (Dox. 361: Why does the moon look earthy?): Democritus
says that it is the shadow cast by its high parts, for it has valleys and glens. 1
IV. The earth
401. (Not in DK) Ar. De caelo II.13, 293b33: some think that the earth is spherical, others
that it is flat and drum-shaped; they cite as evidence that when the sun is rising and setting
it appears to be cut off by the earth in a straight line, not a curved one, but if it were
spherical the cut-off ought to be curved. (294a8) they add that it must have this shape
because it is stationary. Themist. in De caelo II.13, 294b13, 127.33: ‘but Anaximenes,
Anaxagoras and Democritus’; this was previously discussed in his treatment of the views of
others on the shape of the earth1 (which occurred only once, p. 293b34).
402. (DK 68 A 95) Aet. III.13.4 (Dox. 378): Democritus says that the earth was originally in
irregular motion because of its smallness and lightness, but having become thicker and
heavier in time it came to rest.
403. (DK 59 A 88) Simpl. in De caelo II.12, 293a15, 511.22: Most of those who say that the
cosmos is finite say that the earth lies at the centre, e.g. Empedocles, Anaximander,
Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, Democritus and Plato. Aet. III.15.7 (Dox. 380): Parmenides and
Democritus say that because of its equidistance in every direction the earth remains in
equilibrium, since there is nothing to cause it to incline this way or that; that is why it merely
vibrates, but does not change place.
404. (DK 67 A 1) DL IX.30: the earth floats in the middle, swirling round, shaped like a
drum.1
405. (DK 67 A 26, 68 A 94) Aet. III.10.4 ff. (Dox. 377; on the shape of the earth): Leucippus
says that it is drum-shaped, Democritus that it is disc-shaped in width1, and concave in the
middle. (DK 59 A 87) Astronomical excursus, Vatican ms. 381 (ed. E. Maas, Aratea, p. 143):
the earth is neither hollow, as Democritus thinks, nor flat, as Anaxagoras thinks.
c. GEOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY
I. Geography and geology
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406.

(DK 68 B 14c) DL IX.47-8: Mathematical works (of Democritus) ... Geography ...

407. (DK 68 B 15) Agathemerus I.1.2: then (after Anaximander, Hecataeus and Hellanicus)
Damastes of Sigeum (FGH 5. T 4 I 153) wrote a Voyage, most of it taken from the writings of
Hecataeus. Subseuently Democritus, Eudoxus and others wrote descriptions of journeys by
land and sea. The early writers depicted the inhabited world1 as round, with Greece lying in
the middle and Delphi in the middle of Greece, since it contains the navel of the earth.
Democritus, a man of much experience, was the first to be aware that the earth is oblong,
one and a half times as long as it is broad. Dicaearchus the Peripatetic agreed with him. (DK
68 A 94) Eustathius in Il. VII.446, p. 690: Posidonius the Stoic and Dionysius (see Geographici
Graeci minores II, p. 105 M.) say that the inhabited world is sling-shaped [i.e. broad and
tapering at the ends], Democritus that it is oblong.
408. (DK 68 A 12) Strabo XV.703 (citing Megasthenes): in the mountainous part of India
there is a river Sila, in which nothing floats. Democritus, who had travelled over a great part
of Asia, does not believe this (= nos. XXII and 374a).
409. (DK 68 A 100) Ar. Meteor. II.3, 356b4: we must consider the saltiness of the sea,
whether it is always the same, or whether it [the sea] did not exist at one time and will not
exist at some later time, but will give out; for that is what some say. Now everyone agrees
that it came into being, since the whole cosmos did, for they think that they came into being
at the same time. So it is clear that if the universe is eternal the same must be true of the
sea. To think that it is decreasing in size, as Democritus says, and will finally give out 1,
seems no different from the fables of Aesop.2 He told how Charybdis twice gulped down
the water, making the mountains appear the first time and the islands the second, and
when she gulps it down for the final time she will make everything dry land. That was an
appropriate tale to tell the ferryman when he was angry with him, but less appropriate for
people who are seeking the truth. Whatever the cause was of its [the sea’s] stability in the
first place, whether its weight as some of those people say ... or something else, it is clear
that because of that it will have to remain stable for the rest of time. (Not in DK) Alex. ad
loc., 78.14: ... as Democritus thinks. He thinks that the sea is continually getting smaller
through processes of separation and evaporation, and that it will eventually dry up and
disappear. (Not in DK) Olympiod. in Meteor. II.2, 335b20, 143.10: Democritus opposed the
general view about the sea; for everyone says that if the universe is eternal, the sea, being a
part of the universe, will also be eternal, but if the universe will perish, so will the sea ... (19)
he said this because he was deceived by seeing the sea turned to land every day and
previously wet places drying up3 because the flood in the time of Deucalion had occurred
nearby4 (for after the flood the land which was previously wet and flooded became dry
again), so that if Heraclitus’ fire had occurred nearby Democritus would have said that the
dry land was turning into sea, not that the sea was being destroyed. Such is Democritus’
supposition. (II.3, 356b9, 149.25) ... he speaks of Democritus’ being deceived in that when
he saw the sea turned to land in certain parts he thought that the whole of it was drying up.

410. (DK 68 A 99a) Hibeh papyrus 16.62 Grenfell—Hunt, col. 11: there has been much
disagreement about how it [the sea] came to be <salty>; some say that it is the residue of
the original moisture <after most of the water has evaporated>, others <that it is the sweat
of the earth. De>mocritus <seems to agree with those who say that it comes from the
earth,2 like salts and sod>as... (5 lines missing) (col. 2) he says that in liquids, as in the
universe as a whole, like is sorted out together with like as a residue of putrefaction, and it
is by this process of aggregation of like elements that the sea and other salty substances are
formed3. That the sea is composed of elements of the same kind is clear from other cases;
for frankincense, brimstone, alum, asphalt, or any other remarkable and unusual substance
is not found in many places on earth. This, if none other, was an obvious theory for him to
propose, since he makes the sea a part of the world, and says that the most astonishing and
paradoxical works of nature come about in the same way, as there are not many differences
in the elements composing the earth. Since he explains tastes through the shapes [of the
atoms], and saltiness as produced by large atoms with many angles, it was perhaps not
unreasonable <that saltiness should come about in the same way both on land and in the
sea>.
411. (DK 68 A 99) Aet. IV.1.4 (Dox. 385: on the Nile flood): Democritus says that when the
snow in the northern parts is melted and dispersed at the time of the summer solstice
clouds are condensed from the vapour, and when they are driven to the south and to Egypt1
by the Etesian winds they produce violent rains which fill the lakes and the river Nile. Diod.
I.39: Democritus of Abdera says that snow does not fall in the southern region as Euripides
and Anaxagoras say, but in the north, as is obvious to everyone. The volume of snow piled
up in the northern parts remains frozen at the [winter] solstice, but when the ice is melted
by the heat of summer there is a great thaw which produces much thick cloud in the higher
regions with copious evaporation going up into the air. This is driven by the Etesian winds
till it hits the highest mountains in the world, which are said to be those in Ethiopia.
Colliding violently with those high mountains it generates enormous rainfall, which fills the
river, especially at the season of the Etesian winds. It is easy for someone who observes the
rise in the river accurately to calculate those seasons; for the Nile begins to rise around the
summer solstice, after the Etesian winds have ceased, and it ceases rising after the
autumnal equinox, long after those winds have stopped blowing. Anonymous collection
after Athenaeus II (on the Nile flood, vol. 1, p. 131 Meineke): Democritus says that round
about the winter solstice the northern regions are covered in snow; round about the
summer solstice the snow is melted by the movement of the sun and clouds are formed by
the evaporation, which are carried by the Etesian winds towards the south, and when they
are driven towards Ethiopia and Libya there is much rain which falls and fills the Nile. This,
Democritus says, is the cause of the flood. Cf. Sen. Nat. quaest. IV.22.
412. (DK 68 A 99) Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius IV.269 Wendel: Democritus ... the
natural philosopher says that the Nile receives the influx from the sea which lies to the

south, and that the water turns sweet because of the distance and the length of the journey
and the evaporation in the heat, which is why, he says, it has the opposite taste. 1
413. (DK 68 A 97) Ar. Meteor. II.7, 365a14: Next we must discuss earthquakes and
movements of the earth ... up till the present three theories have been proposed, the earlier
those of Anaxagoras of Clazomenae and before him Anaximenes of Miletus, and
subsequently that of Democritus of Abdera. Anaxagoras says ... Democritus says that when
the earth is full of water and receives a great deal more in rain it is shaken by that; for when
it is over-full and its hollows cannot take any more the water which is forced back causes
earthquakes, and when it dries out and draws water from the fuller parts into those which
are empty, the impact of the water changing places causes motion.1 But Anaximenes ...
Alex. ad loc. 115.13 (merely repeats Aristotle, with the single change noted in the critical
apparatus [i.e. the insertion of ‘into a narrow space’ after ‘forced back’]). (116.10) Aristotle
does not make any objections to Democritus, perhaps because of his superficiality.
414. (DK 68 A 98) Sen. Nat. quaest. VI.20 (from Posidonius): Democritus thinks that there
are several causes of earthquakes, which are sometimes caused by wind, sometimes by
water and sometimes by both. He proceeds as follows: ‘Part of the earth is concave, into
which flows a great quantity of water. Part of this water1 is thinner and more liquid than
the rest. When this is driven out by the influx of what is heavier2 it collides with the
adjacent land and moves it, for it cannot flow without the movement of what it is in contact
with ... When it masses in a single place and can no longer contain itself it falls down
somewhere, forcing its way first by its weight and then by its impetus. For when it has been
shut in for a long time it can only escape downwards, nor can it fall slowly, without banging
against whatever is in its way. But if, once in motion, it is stopped somewhere and the force
of the flood turns back on itself, it is driven back on to the adjacent land and shakes the
parts which are most unstable. Moreover, when the earth is thoroughly steeped in water
penetrating to the depths, it finally3 sinks down, weakening its foundations, and pressing
down on the part subject to the greatest weight of the converging waters . Sometimes the
wind drives the waves, and if it blows fiercely it shakes that very part of the land on to which
it forces the waves; sometimes it is forced to make its way through subterranean passages 4
and shakes everything as it seeks a way out. Just as earth can be penetrated by winds, so
wind is too fine-textured to be kept out and too fierce to be resisted once it has been
roused to its full speed’.
II. Phenomena in the heavens
415. (DK 67 A 25, 68 A 93) Aet. III.3.10 (Dox. 369): Leucippus explains that thunder is
caused by the violent discharge of fire trapped in the thickest clouds. Democritus says that
thunder is caused by an irregular compound’s forcing its way down through the cloud which
contains it. Lightning is the collision of clouds, as a result of which the elements of fire are
filtered through the interstices by friction and collect together. Thunderbolts occur when
the violent escape of elements of fire consists of those which are purer, smaller, more

regular and ‘close-fitted’ to use his own term. Waterspouts occur when compounds of fire
containing a particularly large proportion of void enclosed in places with a lot of void, and
surrounded by membranes of a special sort, become solidified through their very mixed
composition and gain impetus from their weight.1, 47 (DK 68 B 152) Plut. Quaest. conv.
IV.2.4, 665 F: The fire of the thunderbolt is marvellous in its precision and fineness, having
its origin in a pure and unadulterated substance, which by the keenness of its motion
throws off and thoroughly purges anything damp or earthy which it encounters. ‘Nothing is
hurled by Zeus’, as Democritus says, ‘but what comes from the aithēr contains a bright
flash’.48
416. (Not in DK) Ar. Meteor. I.6, 342b27: Anaxagoras and Democritus say that comets are
a ‘joint appearance’ [i.e. conjunction] of planets, when they seem to be touching as they
approach one another ... (343b25) Democritus, however, insists on the truth of his view; he
says that some heavenly bodies have been seen when comets dissolve. Alex. ad loc. 26.11:
Regarding comets, Anaxagoras and Democritus say that what are called comets are a ‘joint
appearance’ of the planets, which are Saturn, Jupiter, Venus, Mars and Mercury. When
these are near one another they appear to touch and to be a single star, which is called a
comet. ‘Joint appearance’ is the name for the appearance of a single star, produced when
any of these approach one another. Philop. ad loc. 75.24: these are Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
Venus and Mercury; they did not count the sun and moon. The evidence for this is clear.
When, they say, they approach this point and appear to touch one another (they do not
actually touch, as they are not in the same plane) they produce a single large ‘joint
appearance’, that is to say a single light appears to be emitted from them all. And I imagine
that if they were asked why a comet appears larger and smaller at different times they
would say that it appears smaller when the planets are more closely packed together, and
larger when they are further apart, especially when some of the fixed stars approach them
and make a single ‘joint appearance’ together with them. And if we ask why they [comets]
have different shapes at different times they would say that the cause is their [the planets’]
different positions and spatial relations to each other at different times, sometimes in a
straight line, sometimes aslant, sometimes towards the south and sometimes towards the
north, or however else they can be positioned and spatially related to one another. (DK 59
A 81) Aet. III.2.2 (Dox. 366): Anaxagoras and Democritus say that they are a conjunction of
two or more stars shining together.1 Scholiast on Aratus 545.20 Maas: Democritus and
Anaxagoras say that comets arise from the conjunction of two planets [lit. ‘wandering stars’]
coming close together and shining on each other like mirrors, and they too wander [from
the truth] in saying this; for comets are seen not only in the zodiac but in the north and
south as well, and three are often seen in the same region. But as there are only five
planets it is impossible for three comets to be seen.2 (Diels vol. III, suppl. p. 653, line 44).49
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Sen. Nat. quaest. VII.3.1ff.: The ancients must have collected observations of the rising of
comets, but because they occur so rarely they cannot be tracked down or examined, to see
whether they come round in turn at a fixed time. This new kind of observation of celestial
phenomena has been recently introduced to Greece. Democritus too, the subtlest of all the
ancients, says that he suspects that there are more wandering stars (remainder in no. 390).
417. (DK 59 A 80) Ar. Meteor. I.8, 345a25: Anaxagoras, Democritus and their followers say
that the Milky Way is the light of certain stars; when the sun goes below the earth it does
not shine on some of the stars. The light of those it does shine on is not seen, since the
sun’s rays prevent it, but in the case of those in the shadow of the earth, which prevents the
sun from shining on them, their own light is said to be the Milky Way. (DK 68 A 91) Alex. ad
loc. 37.23: Anaxagoras and Democritus say that the Milky Way is the light of certain stars.
When the sun goes below the earth at night the light of those stars above on which the sun
is shining is not visible because it hindered by the sun’s rays, but the light of those in the
shadow of the earth is visible, since the interposition [of the earth] prevents the sun from
shining on them, and that is the Milky Way. Olympiod. ad loc. 67.32: A third opinion is that
of Anaxagoras and Democritus. They say that the Milky Way is the light of stars on which
the sun is not shining. For, he says1, the stars have both their own light and light acquired
from the sun (no. 399 follows). But not all, he says, receive the acquired light, and those
which do not form the circle of the Milky Way.
418. (DK 68 A 91) Aet. III,1,6 (Dox. 365, on the Milky Way): Democritus says that is the
combined illujmination of many small stars which shine together with one another because
they are closely packed together. Achill. Isag. 55.24ff. M., on the Milky Way: others say that
it is the light of extremely small stars which are so closely packed together as to look like
one thing, because of the distance from the heaven to the earth, like the scattering of many
fine grains of salt.
III. The ecliptic
419. (DK 67 A 27, 68 A 96) Aet. III.12.1-2 (Dox. 377, on the inclination of the earth):
Leucippus says that the earth slopes towards towards the south because of the rarified
texture in the south, since the northern parts are frozen by the cold, whereas those at the
other extreme are burned up. Democritus says that because the southern part is weaker
than its surroundings the earth increases in size and slopes there; for the northern parts are
composed of a single substance, but the southern1 are a mixture of different substances50,
so they are weighed down in that region, which is larger because of its crops and vegetation.
(DK 67 A 1) DL IX.33: The ecliptic, along which the sun and moon are eclipsed, occurs
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through the inclination of the earth towards the south. In the north it is always snowy, cold
and frozen.
420. (DK 68 A 89)1 Aet. II.33.7 (Dox. 353, on the solstices): Democritus says that they are
caused by the swirl which carries it round.
IV. Descriptive astronomy and the reckoning of the seasons
421.1 (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.47-8: Mathematical works: Projections2. The Great Year, or
Astronomy, a calendar3 ... Description of the Heavens. Description of the Poles.
422. (DK 68 B 14.5) Schol. Apollon. Rhod. II.1098 (see no. 424.5); in his Astronomy. (DK 68
B 13) Apollonius Dyscolus On pronouns 65.15 Schneider: Pherecydes in his Theology and
also Democritus in his Astronomy and other writings frequently use the forms emeu and
emeo (genitive singular of ego ‘I’. DL V.43: Theophrastus’ surviving works [include] On
Democritus’ astronomy, one book.
423. (DK 68 B 13) Censorinus 18.8: Philolaus has a ... [Great] Year ... as does Democritus;
his consists of eighty-two years and twenty-eight intercalary months, like that of Calippus.
424.

(DK 68 B 14) Fragments of a calendar from the Astronomy.

1.
Vitruv. IX.6.3: Thales of Miletus, Anaxagoras of Clazomenae, Pythagoras of Samos,
Xenophanes of Colophon and Democritus of Abdera have left accounts of the processes
governing nature and their effects. Based on their discoveries the risings and settings of the
stars and predictions of the weather2 were discovered and bequeathed to posterity by
Eudoxus, Euctemon, Callipus, Meto, Philippus, Hipparchus, Aratus and others, using
astronomical calendars. Id. IX.5.4: I have expressed the figures of the constellations as they
are shaped and formed in the heavens, designed by nature and the divine mind, according
to the teachings of the natural philosopher Democritus, but only those whose rising and
setting can be observed by the eye.3
2.
Eudoxus Art of Astronomy 22.21 (p. 25 Blass): according to Eudoxus and Democritus
the winter solstice occurs on the 19th or 20th of the month Athur. (23.3) From the autumnal
equinox to the winter solstice there are ninety-two days according to Eudoxus, ninety-one
according to Democritus ... from the winter solstice to the spring equinox there are ninetyone days according to Eudoxus and Democritus, ninety-two according to Euctemon.
3.4
ps-Geminus Isag. (calendar of approx. 2nd. cent. BCE), p. 218.14: Scorpio[Oct.-Nov.]:
on the fourth day5 the Pleiades set at dawn, according to Democritus. Normally there are
wintry winds, cold and heavy rain, and the trees usually begin to drop their leaves.
220.5 On the thirteenth day, according to Democritus, Lyra rises at sunrise; normally
the air becomes wintry.

222.9 (Sagittarius) [Nov.-Dec.] On the sixteenth day, according to Democritus, Aquila
rises together with the sun, normally indicating thunder, lightning, rain, wind or both.
224.5 (Capricorn) [Dec.-Jan.] On the twelfth day, according to Democritus, the south
wind normally blows.
224.22 (Aquarius) [Jan.-Feb.] On the third day, rain, according to Euctemon;
according to Democritus an unlucky day6; storm.
226.4 On the sixteenth day, according to Democritus, the west wind begins to blow
and continues. Forty-three days from the solstice.
226.15 (Pisces) [Feb.-March] On the fourth day, according to Democritus, there
occur changeable days called the halcyon days.

winds7,

226.23 On the fourteenth day, according to Democritus, cold winds, called the bird
blow generally for nine days.

228.23 (Aries) [March-Apr.] According to Democritus, the Pleiades set at sunrise and
are not visible for forty nights.
232.16 (Gemini) [May-June] According to Democritus, rain on the tenth day.
232.21 On the twenty-ninth day, according to Democritus, Orion begins to rise; this
usually gives a sign.
4.
Pliny NH XVIII.231:8 Democritus thinks that the weather on the winter solstice and
the three days following will prevail for the rest of the winter, and similarly for the summer
solstice (cf. ps-Theophr. On signs 57). (312) Then, as rarely happens, Philippus ...
Democritus and Eudoxus agree that on 28 September Capella (the She-goat) rises in the
morning, and the Kids on the 29th.
5.

Scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius II.1098:
(Zeus roused the strength of the north win to blow
Signifying with rain the stormy arrival of Arcturus)

He says this because there are heavy rains at the time of the rising of Arcturus, as
Democritus says in his Astronomy, and also Aratus (Phenomena 745.)
6.
Calendar of Clodius, cited by John the Lydian On signs, p. 157.18 Wachsmuth (2nd
edn): Clodius cites this verbatim from the Etruscan sacred books, and not only he, but also
the voluminous Eudoxus, and Democritus first of all, and the Roman Varro ...
7.
Ptolemy Supplement to the Signs cited by John the Lydian On signs, p.275.1
Wachsmuth (2nd edn): I have written down the signs indicating these things, arranging them

according to the Egyptians, Dositheus ... and Democritus. The Egyptians made their
observations in our country ... Democritus in Macedonia and Thrace. So the Egyptian signs
apply primarily to the regions round this latitude ...and those of Democritus ... to a latitude
in which the longest day has fifteen equal hours [of daylight] [i.e. hours each of which = 1/24
of the 24-hour period].
p. 212.19
17 Thoth (14 Sept.): ... according to Democritus of Abdera <there is a sign
and> the swallows disappear.
215.18

29 Thoth (26 Sept.): acc. Democritus rain and unstable winds.

217.12

8 Phaophi (5 Oct.): acc. Democritus it is wintry; seed-time.

220.13

2 Athur (29 Oct.): acc. Democritus cold and frost.

223.14

17 Athur (13 Nov.): acc. Democritus storms by land and sea.

227.5

1 Choiak (27 Nov.): acc. Democritus sky and sea generally disturbed.

229.10

9 Choiak (5 Dec.): acc. Democritus storms.

230.11

14 Choiak (10 Dec.): acc. Democritus thunder, lightning, rain, winds.

233.8

1 Tybi (27 Dec.): acc. Democritus a great storm.

233.15

3 Tybi (29 Dec.): acc. Democritus there is a sign.

234.17

9 Tybi (4 Jan.): acc. Democritus generally south wind.

237.17

25 Tybi (20 Jan.): acc. Democritus shoots appear.

238.6

29 Tybi (24 Jan.): acc. Democritus a great storm.

240.12

12 Mechir (6 Febr.): acc. Democritus the west wind starts to blow.

241.6

14 Mechir (8 Febr.): acc. Democritus the west wind blows.

243.59
days.

30 Mechir (24 Febr.): acc. Democritus changeable days, called the halcyon

245.1
days.

11 Phamenoth (7 March): acc. Democritus cold winds; bird winds for nine

246.16

22 Phamenoth (18 march): acc. Democritus there is a sign; cold wind.

247.18

1 Pharmuthi (27 March): acc. Democritus there is a sign.

252.5

28 Pharmuthi (24 Apr.): acc. Democritus there is a sign.

258.10

3 Payni (28 May): acc. Democritus rain.

259.9

9 Payni (3 June): acc. Democritus rain comes on.

262.19

28 Payni (22 June): acc. Democritus there is a sign.

263.18
4 Epiphi (28 June): acc. Democritus west wind and rain in the morning, then
10
harbinger winds from the north for seven days.
267.4

22 Epiphi (16 July): acc. Democritus rain, squalls.

268.21

2 Mesori (26 July): acc. Democritus south wind and heat.

271.22

26 Mesori (19 Aug.): acc. Democritus there is a sign, rain and winds.

8.

John the Lydian On the months IV.16ff. (calendar)

78.15 (Wünsch.) (15 Jan.): Democritus says that the south-east wind starts to blow, bringing
rain.
79.5
(18 Jan.): Democritus says that the [constellation of the] Dolphin sets, and
there is usually a change in the weather.
79.16

(23 Jan): Democritus says that the south-east wind blows.

109.3

(17 March) Democritus says that Pisces sets on the day of the Bacchanalia.

159.16
(2 Sept.): Democritus says that on this day there occurs a change of winds,
and prevailing rain.
163.10
(6 Oct.): Democritus affirms that the [constellation of the] Kids rise, and that
the north wind blows.
169.3

(25 Nov.) Democritus says that the sun comes into Sagittarius.

E. THE SENSES AND COGNITION
a. GENERAL
I. History of the topic
425. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 57 (Dox. 513; after nos. 461, 478, 488): This is his
account of sight and hearing; about the other senses he says much the same as the
majority1.
426. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 59 (Dox. 513): The question of the nature of the of
the objects of sense in general, and of what each one is in particular, is ignored by the

others. Among the objects of touch they speak about the heavy and the light and the hot
and the cold, e.g. that the thin and fine is hot and the dense and thick cold, which is how
Anaxagoras distinguishes air and aithēr. They distinguish the heavy and the light in much
the same way and also by their upward and downward motions, and in addition they say
that sound is a motion of the air and that smell is an effluence. Empedocles also discusses
colours and1 says that white is the colour of fire and black that of water. 2 Even Anaxagoras
spoke about them [only] in general. (60) Democritus and Plato discussed them most fully,
for they distinguish them individually.
427. (DK 31 B 109a) Oxyrhynchus papyrus 1609, XIII.94: ‘image’ (eidōlon) should not be
understood in the sense in which Democritus and Epicurus use it, or as Empedocles says
that effluences are emitted by all reflected objects, and fit into the eyes as images (eikonas).

II. The senses are explained by the theory of atoms.
‘Like is known by like’ is demonstrated in no. 316.
428. (DK 68 A 119 and 126) Ar. De sensu 442a29: Democritus and the majority of the
natural philosophers commit the most extreme absurdity in what they say about
perception, for they make all the objects of sense objects of touch.1 But if that is so, it is
clear that each of the other senses is a sort of touch, and it is not difficult to see that that is
impossible. Moreover, they treat <the> objects which are specific to particular senses <as>
common to all senses.2,51 For size and shape and rough and smooth as well as sharp and
blunt as properties of bodies are common objects of the senses, if not of all, at least of sight
and touch. That is why one can be mistaken about them, but cannot be mistaken about the
specific objects, e.g. sight about colour and hearing about sound. But some reduce the
specific objects to them, e.g. Democritus, who says3 that white and black are the rough and
the smooth, and reduces the flavours to shapes. (Cf. no. 496.) (Not in DK) Alex. ad loc. 83.3:
and they made all the objects of sense objects of touch4, because they said that
apprehension comes about through the effluence from the perceived objects and their
impact on the sense-organs, which are affected by them and their differences of shape, size,
smoothness and roughness. Further, Democritus and his followers say that white, sweet,
sweet-smelling and all the other sensible objects differ from one another only in the shapes,
sizes, roughness and smoothness [of their atoms]. For these [i.e. white, etc.] appear to
those perceiving them as they do, in so far as the sense of touch is affected and put in a
certain state by the things which impact on it in each perception. (93.12) They are not right
in saying that there are effluences which are the causes of seeing, For necessarily, if such
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[I follow L’s translation. However, the ms. reading cited in L’s n. 2 (adopted in Taylor 1999, no. 116, p. 119)
fits the argument equally adequately. Democritus is being criticised for reducing objects of specific senses, e.g.
colour (specific to sight) to properties such as size and shape, which are discerned by all senses (or at least
more than one). Since that error may be described either as treating specific objects as common, or as
treating common objects as specific, there is no compelling case for emendation.]

physical effluences are given off by visible things, the things which we see will not survive
even for a little5, but will be dispersed.
429. (Not in DK)1 Ar. De sensu 6, 445b3: One might ask whether, if every body is divided
to infinity, the same is true of perceptible properties such as colour, taste, smell, weight,
sound, cold, hot, light, hard and soft; or is that impossible? For each of these is productive
of the perception; for they are all said to be such through being capable of activating it. So
the perception must be divided to infinity, and every perceptible thing is a magnitude2,52; for
it is impossible to see white unless it has some size. If that were not so it would be possible
for there to be a body without any colour or weight or any other such property, so that it
would not be perceptible at all,3 since those are the perceptible things. So a perceptible
thing will be composed not of perceptible things, but it is necessary5 [for it to be composed
of perceptible things]; for it is certainly not composed of mathematical objects. Further, by
what [faculty] shall we judge or know these things? By thought? But they are not objects of
thought, nor does thought think about external things without perception. At the same
time, if this is so it seems to tell in favour of those who think that there are atomic
magnitudes, for the problem would be solved in that way. But that is impossible. We have
discussed this in our treatment of motion ... Alex. ad loc. 112.20: those who posit the
atoms6 say that the atomic bodies, which are incapable of being affected, generate
sensations and similar properties by their various combination and relations to one another.
(111.12) A natural, perceptible body must be divisible into natural parts, and every natural
body has properties and is composed of things like that. For if it is not composed of, and
divisible into, things like that, natural bodies would be composed of mathematical bodies;
for mathematical things are incapable of being affected. But it is impossible for natural,
perceptible bodies to be composed of such things, I mean mathematical bodies, nor can
they [mathematical bodies] exist in their own right, but they are grasped as separated in
thought7 from sensible properties. (113.3) He says that he has discussed those who posit
the atoms, showing that what they say is impossible, in his treatment of motion. By that he
is referring to the final part of the Physics, in which he has shown that it is impossible for
there to be atomic magnitudes.
430. (DK 68 A 135; see no. 504) Theophr. De sensu 63: (According to Democritus) what is
concentrated has sufficient force1 for each person, but what is spread out over a large space
is not noticed. Ar. De sensu 6, 445b31ff.:2 and it because of this (the difference between
potentiality and actuality) that when one sees a grain of millet the ten-thousandth part is
not noticed, but yet one sees the whole grain, and the sound of the smallest interval is not
noticed, though one hears the tune as a continuous whole. The interval3 between the
extremes is not noticed.4
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[I follow L’s translation, but the alternative ‘everything [produced by the division] is a perceptible magnitude
‘ fits the argument equally well, and the Greek word order better.]

431. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 6, 446a20: One might ask, whether the sense-objects
themselves or motions arising from the objects1 (whichever way the actual perception
occurs), arrive first in the intervening space, as seems to happen with smell and sound2; for
someone nearby perceives the smell earlier [than someone further away], and the sound
arrives after the strike. So is it the same in the case of something seen and light? It would
seem plausible that, as Empedocles says, the light from the sun reaches the intervening
space before it reaches the earth and our sight. For whatever moves moves from
somewhere to somewhere, so that there has to be some time in which it is moving from one
to the other. And every time is divisible, so that there was a time when the ray was not yet
being seen but was travelling in the intervening space. Even if 3 whatever one hears one
simultaneously has heard, and in general one perceives and simultaneously has perceived,
and there is no coming into being of those things, yet4 they are no less without coming into
being, like the sound when the strike has already occurred5, though it has not yet reached
the ear. The transformation of the letters6 also shows that motion occurs in the intervening
space; for what is said does not appear to be heard, because the air is transformed in
moving. So is it the same with colour and light? For it is not in virtue of their being in a
certain state that one thing sees and the other is seen, e.g. because they are equal 7. For
then there would be no need for either to be in any particular place, since it makes no
difference to things’ being equal8 whether they are near or far from one another.9 It is
plausible that this is the case with sound and smell; for like air and water, they are
continuous10, but their motion is divided into parts, so that in one sense the earlier
perceiver and the later hear or smell the same thing, and in another not. Alex. ad loc.
123.15: he said ‘if either the sense-objects themselves or motions arising from the objects
reach us’11 because some people thought that certain effluences travel from the senseobjects to the senses [i.e. to the sense-organs] and they are what are perceived (according
to them it is the sense-objects themselves which reach the senses). Ar. De an. II.6, 418b13:
... we have said what the transparent and light are, that it is neither fire nor in general a
body nor an effluence from any body12 (for that too would make it a kind of body) ... (20)
Empedocles, or anyone else13 who said the same, was not correct in saying that light
sometimes travels between the earth and [the heavenly sphere] which surrounds it, unseen
by us.
432. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 6, 446b17: some think that there is a difficulty here too.
They say that is impossible for anyone to see, hear or smell the same thing as someone else;
for it is not possible for many different people to hear or smell a single thing. For [then] a
single thing would be separate from itself. Or [perhaps we should say that] they do not all
perceive the original source, e.g. the bell, incense or fire, one and the same thing 2, but
something private, the same in kind but numerically different, which is why many see or
hear or smell simultaneously. These are not bodies, but they are3 a property or a motion
(otherwise this would not happen) but one which does not occur without a body. Light is
another matter; it is something which exists [in its own right], not [just] a motion.

433. (Not in DK) Philop. in GC I.1, 314b15, 17.16: According to Democritus and his
followers the kinds of elements are the shapes, which are incapable of being characterised
by the other properties, such as heat and cold, white and black etc., and compound things
merely appear to have those properties in virtue of their relation to us. Of these properties,
which appear to us, but in reality do not belong to bodies, some follow from the
combination of atoms of different kinds, e.g. heat appears in fire as a result of the
combination of spherical atoms because of the mobility of the sphere (its ready penetration,
because the sphere moves at a [single] point, produces the appearance of heat, just as in
the opposite way the cube produces the appearance of cold by its density and immobility),
while others appear to change, despite the stability of the compounds, by the repositioning
and reordering of their atoms, which we count as analogous to qualitative change. For the
same body appears now white and now black, now cold and now hot, according to the
repositioning and reordering of the atoms in the compound. Of course, fire always appears
the same, in that even if the atoms of which it is composed were repositioned, because they
are spherical they always have the same spatial relation to us. But something composed of
triangles will not, for instance, be the same if the bases are inwards and the apexes
outwards, as it will be if they are in the opposite arrangement. Put simply, (18.1) they said
that the properties, both those which are constant, e.g. heat in fire, and those which change
from time to time, merely appear to us, but do not belong to things in reality.
434. (Not in DK) Philop. in GC I.2, 315b9, 23.2: since, he says, they [Democritus and
Leucippus] say that every appearance is true, and each things is at it appears, and the same
thing often appears to people in opposite ways. Democritus and his followers are able, from
their own principles, to preserve the truth of those appearances of the same thing, since
they posit an infinite number of shapes of the elements. For as these change their
arrangement and alter their position they present now one appearance of the same thing
and now another, depending on their relation to the observer and the distance from him.
This is how the pigeon’s neck gives the appearance of different colours as the sun’s rays fall
on it. Depending on the different position of people’s eyes it looks blue to some, golden to
others, black to others and different again to others. And square things look round from a
distance, and if we look edge-on at a circular object lying at a distance, it looks straight, and
honey tastes bitter to someone feverish, but sweet to someone healthy, and according to
the different position of the person looking at it Z looks like either Z or N. Cf. Lucr. II.801ff.:
As the feathers round the necks of doves look in the sunshine. Sometimes they look
as red as bright garnet and sometimes on a certain view they seem to mix green emeralds
with blue. (IV.353) When we see far off the square towers of a city, for this reason it often
happens that they look round ... 1
435. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 64 and 78 (Dox. 517 and 522): Of course, these too
[states of observers] are, like everything else, ascribed to the shapes [of the atoms]. Except
that he does not set out the shapes underlying them all, but rather those underlying

flavours and colours, and of those flavours are given the more precise account, in which the
appearance is referred to [the state of] the individual. ... infinitely many colours and flavours
are produced according to the mixtures1, adding and subtracting and mixing more of one
[kind of atom] and less of another. None of these will be [exactly] like any other. 2
436. (DK 67 A 30) Aet. IV.8.5 (Dox. 399): Leucippus and Democritus say that perceptions
and thoughts are alterations of the body. Aet. IV.8.10 (Dox. 395): Leucippus, Democritus
and Epicurus say that perception and thought1 occur when images approach from outside;
neither happens to anyone without the impact of an image.
437. (DK 68 A 115) Aet. IV.10.5 (Dox. 399; how many senses are there?): Democritus says
that there are more sensations than sense-objects, but since the sense-objects do not
correspond to the experience we do not notice1 [them]. Aet. IV.9.6 (Dox. 397): Parmenides,
Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Democritus, Epicurus and Heracleides say that the particular
senses occur through the symmetry of the channels [connecting the individual sense-organs
to the rest of the body] , each of which fits the appropriate sense.
438. (DK 68 A 116) Aet. IV.10.4 (Dox. 399): Democritus says that there are more1 senses
[than five], possessed by non-rational animals and sages and the gods.
439. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b15, 36.1: Leucippus, Democritus and their
followers call the smallest primary bodies atoms and say that it is in virtue of their
differences of shape, position and arrangement that some bodies are hot and fiery, viz.
those composed of primary bodies which are sharper, smaller and regularly arranged, and
others cold and watery, viz.. those composed of the opposite1 kinds, and some are bright
and luminous, while others are dim and dark.
III. Which aspects of the senses are referred by Democritus to external things and which
to internal according to Theophrastus
440. (DK 68 A 119) Theophr. De caus. plant. VI.1.2: the first question is whether they [i.e.
flavours] are to be ascribed to sensory experiences or, as in Democritus, to the shapes of
which each thing is composed.
441. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 63ff. (Dox. 513): for there is no nature belonging to
hot or cold, but the shapes bring about alteration in us by changing1 [their position]; what is
concentrated2 has sufficient force for each person, whereas what is spread out over a large
space is not noticed. ... (64) Further, people vary in their mixture3, 53 according to their
experiences and their ages, from which it is clear that their disposition is the cause of how
things appear to them. That, omitting qualifications, is how one should regard the objects
of sense ... (68) It would seem absurd4 first of all not to give the same cause of everything
alike, but to ascribe heaviness and lightness and softness and hardness to largeness,
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[I translate L’s reading tēi krēsei, also adopted by DK. The mss read tēi krisei [‘in judgement’], which is the
reading adopted in Taylor 1999, no. 113, p. 112.]

smallness, rarity and density, while distinguishing hot and cold and the rest by their shapes.
And then it is absurd to postulate intrinsic natures of heavy and light, hard and soft (for
largeness, smallness, rarity and density are not relative), and yet [make] hot, cold etc.
relative to perception5, while reiterating that the shape underlying heat is the sphere. (69)
But in general the greatest contradiction, which pervades the whole theory, is his both
making them sense-experiences and at the same time distinguishing them by their shapes,
and saying that the same thing appears bitter to some, sweet to others and different to yet
others. For it is impossible for the shape to be an experience, or for the same thing to be
spherical to some and differently shaped to others (yet perhaps that is how it has to be, if it
is sweet to some and bitter to others), or for the shapes to change according to our
dispositions.6 It is simply the case that shape is intrinsic, but sweet and sensible qualities in
general are relative and in other things7, as he says. And it is absurd to require that the
same appearance should be presented to everyone who perceives the same thing, and to
examine their truth, when he has previously said that thing appears differently to people
with different dispositions, and again that none has more truth than any other. (70) It is
reasonable that the better [should have more truth] than the worse and the healthy more
than the sick8, for they are more in accordance with nature. Further, if there is no [intrinsic]
nature of the objects of sense because they do not appear the same to everyone, it is clear
that there will be no nature of animals or other bodies, for there is not [universal]
agreement on those either. And again, even if the same things do not taste sweet and bitter
to everyone, still the nature of sweet and bitter appears the same to everyone, as he
himself would appear to testify. For how could what is sweet to us be bitter or sour to
others, unless there were some determinate nature of those things? (71) Further, in what
he says he makes it clearer that each9 comes to be and is in reality, and it is only in the
special case of bitterness10 that he says that they have a share of understanding.11 So for
these reasons it would appear contradictory not to postulate any nature for the secondary
qualities, and in addition there is the point made earlier12, that it is contradictory for him to
ascribe a shape to bitterness and the other qualities, but to say that they have no intrinsic
nature. For that should either be true of none or of those as well, since all have the same
cause. Further, the hot and the cold, which they posit as principles13, ought to have a
nature, and if they do, then so should the rest. But now he posits a nature of hard and soft
and heavy and light, which appear to be predicated no less relatively, but none of hot and
cold and the rest. But once he distinguishes heavy and light by size, necessarily all the
simple bodies have the same motive impulse, so that they will all be of a single matter and
the same nature.14
442. (DK 68 A 133) Theophr. On smell 64: Why does Democritus make flavours relative to
taste, but smells and colours not relative to the senses underlying them? He ought to,
[since they arise] from the shapes.
b. THE SOUL

I. The soul consists of atoms of fire. The soul is the principle of motion. The respective
definitions of body and soul.
443. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.46: his works ... Books on nature ... On mind, On the senses: some
regard these as one work, entitled On the soul.
443a. (partly in DK 67 A 28)1: Ar. De an. I.2, 403b28: some say that the soul is chiefly and
primarily the cause of motion, and as they believed that what is not itself in motion cannot
move anything else they conceived the soul as something in motion. Which is why
Democritus says that it is hot, a sort of fire2; for while there are infinitely many shapes, i.e.
atoms ... the universal seminal mixture he calls the elements of the whole of nature, as does
Leucippus, but the spherical ones are the soul, because such ‘rhythms’ [i.e. shapes] can
most easily penetrate through everything and move the others, being themselves in motion.
They conceive that is the soul which gives motion to animals. (Not in DK) Philop. ad loc.
67.10: since Democritus thought that motion belonged to the soul, he said that it is fire
because of its mobility3; he says that fire is composed of spherical atoms, since the sphere is
the most mobile of shapes, as it touches a plane [only] at a [single] point 4. So since the soul
moves things, and what moves must be most of all subject to being moved (for the more it
is moved, it moves), for that reason he says that the soul and fire are composed of the most
mobile atoms, i.e. spherical. So in this respect, I mean his saying that the soul is identical
with fire, Democritus says the same thing as Heraclitus; the difference is that Heraclitus said
that that fire is a continuous body, but Democritus did not 5. Cf. Philop. in GC I.1, 314b15,
17.16. (Not in DK) Simpl. ad loc. 25.26: first he mentions Democritus as clearly attributing
bodily motion (i.e. locomotion) to the soul, since he supposed that it is something composed
of spherical atomic bodies, which also compose fire. Mobility and the ability to penetrate
everything if not prevented are attributes of fire and the soul, because the sphere is a shape
with no angles.
444. (DK 68 A 101) Ar. De an. I.2, 405a5 (after no. 67): some thought that the soul is fire,
which is the finest and most incorporeal of the elements1, and further is in motion and the
primary mover of the others. Democritus’ explanation of either attribute2 is more subtle; he
says that the soul is the same as the mind3, and this4 is one of the primary indivisible bodies,
which is a source of motion because of its smallness5 and shape; he says that the sphere is
the most mobile shape, and mind and fire are of that kind. Philop. ad loc. 83.27: he said
that fire is incorporeal, not incorporeal in the strict sense (none of them said that) but
incorporeal among bodies because of its rarity of texture. Themist. ad loc. 13.10:
Democritus explained either attribute more subtly, the causation of motion by smallness of
parts, mobility by their shape; he thinks that both attributes belong to spherical atoms.
Philop. ad loc. 82.23: Democritus too would be one of them, as he introduced the void along
with the atoms. Sophon. ad loc. 14.15: Democritus identified the cause more subtly, in that
both attributes belong to fire, for the primary indivisible spherical bodies, which he

supposed to be fire and soul, are more productive of motion than the others, and are active
because of their small size and their shape.
445. (DK 68 A 104) Ar. De an. I.3,406b15: Some say that the soul moves the body in which
it is in the same way as it is itself moved, e.g. Democritus, who says much the same as the
comic dramatist Philippus. He described Daedalus as making the wooden statue of
Aphrodite move by pouring in quicksilver. Democritus says something similar; he says that
the indivisible spheres are in motion because their nature is such that they are never still,
and they move the whole body by dragging it along with them.1 Sophon. ad loc. 18.25: This
is how Democritus and his followers say that the soul is moved, by introducing the spherical
atoms; they are in constant motion because their nature is such that they are never still, and
the drag the whole body along with them, since they are the soul ... we may compare what
Plato says in the Timaeus (34b ff.) about the soul of the universe; he would appear to be
giving the same account there as Democritus or anyone else who says that it moves things
by being itself moved, except that they shut it up in the body as if in a prison, whereas he
interweaves it2. (DK 68 A 106) Ar. On breath 4, 417b30: Democritus ... says ... that the soul
and the hot are the same thing, the primary shapes among the spherical ... for there are in
the air a great number of these, which he calls mind and soul.3 [Not in DK] Ar. PA II.7,
652b7: Some suppose that the soul of the animal is fire or some such power, a crude
supposition.
446. (Not in DK) Ar. De an. I.5, 409b7: and it happens that the animal is moved by the
number1, which is how we said that Democritus moves it. For what is the difference
between talking of small spheres and large units, or in general units in motion? Either way
one has to move the animal through the motion of those things. Simpl. ad loc. 64.12: and
each unit and each of Democritus’ spheres is a soul.
447. (DK 67 A 28) Aet. IV.3.7 (Dox. 388): Leucippus says that the soul is composed of fire.
(DK 68 A 102) Aet. IV.3.5 (Dox. 388): Democritus says that the soul is a fiery structure of
things grasped by the mind1, which have spherical shapes2 and the power of fire; it is
something corporeal.
448. (DK 28 A 45) Aet. IV.5.12 (Dox. 392): Parmenides, Empedocles and Democritus say
that the mind and the soul are the same thing; in their view no animal would be altogether
lacking in reason. (Not in DK) Porphyry On abstention from animal food [Porph. De abst.]
III.6.195, 2 Nauck: Aristotle, Plato, Empedocles, Pythagoras, Democritus and everyone who
was concerned to discover the truth about them (i.e. animals) recognised that they possess
reason. (DK 68 A 117) Aet. IV.4.7 (Dox. 390): Democritus says that everything has some kind
of soul1, including dead bodies2, which is why it is always apparent3 that they have some
warmth and perception, though most of it is breathed out. Aet. IV.9.20 (= Alex. in Top.
21.21) Dead bodies perceive, as Democritus thought. (DK 31 A 70) ps-Ar. On plants I.1,
815b16 = Nicolaus of Damascus p.6.17 Meyer: Anaxagoras, Democritus and Abrucalis (=
Empedocles) said that plants have intellect and intelligence. (DK 68 A 164) Albertus Magnus

On stones I.1.4 (II.213b Jammy): Democritus and others say that the elements have souls
and are themselves the cause of stones’ coming into being; consequently he says that there
is a soul in a stone just as in any other generative seed, which in bringing a stone into being
moves the heat within the material itself in the way in which the hammer is moved by the
smith in making an exe or a saw. (DK 31 A 89) Psellus On stones 26 (Ideler, Physici I.247.24;
Mély, Lapidaires, p. 204.12): Many have ventured to explain the presence of these powers
in stones, Anaxagoras, Empedocles and Democritus among earlier thinkers, and Alexander
of Aphrodisias shortly before us.
449. (Not in DK) Cic. Tusc. I.11.22: Let us pass over Democritus, who, though a great man,
constructs the soul by a chance collocation of light, round particles. According to them
there is nothing which is not the effect of a crowd of atoms. (18.42) But let us totally reject
that chance collocation of round, light, indivisible bodies, which Democritus thinks of as
warm and breathing, that is to say alive.
450. (DK 68 A 103) Macrobius Commentary on Cicero, Somnium Scipionis [Macrob. In
Somn. Scip.] I.14.9 9 (on the soul): Democritus says that the breath which characterises the
atoms has such a power of mobility that it penetrates the entire body.
451. (Not in DK) Nemesius On the nature of man ch. 2 (28) Matthaei: Democritus,
Epicurus and all the Stoic school say that the soul is a body ... they say that it ... Democritus
that it is fire, for a collection of spherical atoms composes fire, air1 and the soul (= Gregory
of Nyssa, On the soul I.188). Herm. Irris 2 (Dox. 651): Some of them, e.g. Democritus, say
that fire is soul.
II. Soul and intellect. Their location in the body. Thought.
452. (DK 68 A 106) Ar. On breath 4, 471b34: Democritus says ... that in ... the air there are
a great number of such things, which he calls mind and soul. Ar. De an. I.2, 404a27:
Democritus says simply that soul and mind are the same thing. For the truth is what
appears ... he does not, indeed, treat the mind as a faculty concerned with truth. (405a8)
Democritus’ explanation is more subtle ... he says that soul is the same as mind. 1 (DK 68 A
1) DL IX.44: ... the soul ... which is the same things as the mind ... is composed of ... smooth,
round bodies. See nos. 68 and 69.
453. (DK 68 A 104a) Ar. De an. I.5, 409a32: Democritus says that the body is moved b y
the soul ... for if the soul is in the whole of the perceptive body1, there must be two bodies
in the same place, given that the soul is a body.
454.

(DK 68 A 108) Lucr. III.370-373.1

On this topic you may by no means accept what the sacred opinion of the great
Democritus maintains, that the elements of mind and body alternate, juxtaposed one after
the other2, and so weave the web of our limbs.

455. (DK 68 A 105)1 Aet. IV.4.6 (Dox. 390): Democritus and Epicurus say that the soul is
bipartite, having the rational part situated in the chest and the non-rational distributed
throughout the entire combination of the body. Aet. IV.5.1 (Dox. 391): Plato and
Democritus [locate] (the controlling part) in the whole of the head. Theodoret. V.22 (Dox.
391): Hippocrates, Democritus and Plato say that the controlling part is located in the brain.
456. (DK 68 A 107) Sext. M VII.349: some say that the intellect is located in the whole
body, e.g. some who follow Democritus.
457. (Not in DK)1 Philop. in GC I.4, 793b33, 100.27: if someone says, as Democritus does,
that the nutritive and productive faculty is not in the heart ... (30) so if someone says that
that [part of the] soul is not in it [the heart] but outside as the sculptor is (for the sculptor is
not in the statue) but enters the heart later, one would not only raise a difficulty but would
ask whether it enters after the complete development of the whole body of the animal or
not. If he were to say that it is after the complete development, that will be false; for in
anatomical investigations we clearly see the heart moving and being nourished though only
the heart, and no other part, is yet in existence ...
458. (Not in DK) Tertull. De an. 15: A certain Dicaearchus of Messenia and Andreas and
Asclepiades among the physicians denied the existence of a controlling centre because they
maintain that the senses, which the centre is supposed to control, are in the mind itself ...
but Dicaearchus is opposed by the majority, including the philosophers Plato, Strato,
Epicurus, Democritus, Empedocles, Socrates, Aristotle ...
459. (Not in DK) Alex. De sensu 27.5: that there are several faculties of the soul, not
merely the same soul which appears to be a plurality because of its changes and diverse
activities in relation to and by means of other things, as Democritus and some others think,
is clearly shown by the conflict of faculties in self-controlled and uncontrolled people.
460. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 58: About thought he said merely that it occurs
when the constituents of the soul are in the correct proportion 1; when someone gets too
hot or too cold, then he says change takes place. That is why it was a good idea of the
ancients that one can ‘think other things’. It is clear, therefore, that he explains thought by
the proportion of the body, which is perhaps consistent on his part, because he makes the
soul out to be a body.2 These and similar opinions of his about perception and thought are
more or less derived from earlier thinkers ...3 (72) On this subject he seems to follow those
who give a general account of thought as coming about by alteration, which is the most
ancient view; for all the early thinkers, poets and philosophers alike, describe thought in
terms of [the thinker’s] condition4. For other passages explaining allophronein [‘think other
things’] see no. 67 w. comm.
461. (DK 68 A 135)1 Theophr. De sensu 54: And it is absurd to ascribe the sense (of sight)
not merely to the eyes, but to the rest of the body as well. (55) ... air ... penetrates the

entire body equally, but especially and most of all through the ears. (57) ... it has its own
particular absurdity in having the sound penetrate the whole body , and in the case where it
has come through the ears, in having it permeate the whole, as if perception was the work,,
not of the organs of hearing, but of the whole body. (See also nos. 453, 456.)
III. Breath
462. (DK 67 A 28) Ar. De an. I.2, 408a8: Leucippus and Democritus think that it is the soul
which is the source of motion in animals. Which is why breath is the limit of life. 1 For when
the surrounding environment compresses the bodies [of animals] and squeezes out the
atoms which give them motion, being themselves never still, help arrives in the shape of
other such atoms which are breathed in. They prevent the atoms already present in the
animals from being separated out, helping to restrain the compressing and congealing force.
And as long as they can do that, they stay alive. (Not in DK) Philop. ad loc., 68.20:
Democritus and his followers tried to show that everything that happens to animals is
consistent with their theory. The said that the surrounding environment is cold and
compresses the bodies, and that as they are compressed the spherical atoms, from which
derive the soul and life of the animal, are squeezed out like the stone of a fruit. 2 When the
animal is in danger of destruction from the squeezing out of the atoms, breathing in comes
to its aid ... (26) that is why we are alive as long as we are breathing, but when we have
ceased to breathe we have ceased to live too. We stay alive not only by breathing in
spherical atoms to replace those which have been emitted, but also because the greater
force of those which we breathe in prevents others from escaping, and as their number
increases they warm the body3 through their mobility and thus repel the external cold which
causes them to be squeezed out. And if someone were to ask why we breathe in only
spherical atoms, they would say that even if those are not the only ones which we breathe
in, they are the majority because of their mobility, just as it is particularly those which are
squeezed out when the body contracts from the cold, since their lack of corners 4 makes
them slippery, so that they are naturally mobile. The term ‘breath’ is applied both to
breathing in and to breathing out, but here they have applied it to breathing in. (69.6)
‘Being themselves never still’; by these words he is refuting an apparent objection.
Someone might say ‘What? Are the atoms present in the body from the beginning not
sufficient to give life to the animal?’ Well, then; are they the only ones which are squeezed
out by the contraction?’ ‘Yes,’ he says, ‘since even if none are squeezed out they are
dispersed because they are in themselves mobile, not at rest; that is why they need external
help ...’ (69.13) ‘They prevent the atoms already present in the animals from being
squeezed out’; these atoms, he says, which enter the body when we breathe in are not only
themselves the cause of life, but they prevent the escape of those which would otherwise
be emitted, by restraining the external cold through the warmth caused by their motion,
and also by drawing along with them, through the greater force of their motion, atoms
which are already being emitted. For given two opposite motions, the stronger draws the
weaker along with it. That is how, since more atoms are breathed in than out, those which

are breathed in draw the others along with them. (Not in DK) Themist. ad loc. 9.13: and if
the soul is not visible though it is a body it is not surprising (there follows the passage about
the motes in the air cited under no. 201) ... smaller and faster ... and above all spherical
atoms, of which the soul is composed. That is why he says that breath is the limit of life.
463. (DK 68 A 106) Ar. On breath 4, 471b30: Democritus says that the effect of breath is
to prevent the soul being squeezed out. He does not, however, say anything to the effect
that nature does this for the sake of that end, since along with the other natural
philosophers he has nothing to do with that kind of causation.1 He says that the soul and
the hot are identical, and that their primary elements are spherical. When these are
separated out by the squeezing of the surroundings, help comes from breathing. For in the
air there are a great number of atoms of that kind, which he calls mind and soul; when one
breathes in these come in along with the air and, by resisting the pressure, prevent the soul
which is in the animal from slipping out. That is why life and death depend on breathing in
and out.2 For when the pressure of the surroundings gets the upper hand and there is no
further external supply to resist it, i.e. when the animal cannot breathe in, then death
occurs; for death is the loss of those atoms from the body through the pressure of the
surroundings. But he gave no explanation of why everything must die, not in a chance
fashion, but naturally of old age, or by violence contrary to nature. (Not in DK) Ar. On
breath 3, 482a28:3 concerning breath, some, e.g. Empedocles and Democritus, do not say
for what purpose, but merely how it occurs, and some do not even say how, but treat it as
obvious. But if it occurs for the purpose of cooling, that should itself be made clear.
464. (Not in DK) Ar. On breath 2, 470b28: Democritus of Abdera and some others who
have discussed breath said nothing about the other animals [sc. than those with lungs], but
seem to take it that all breathe.
465. (DK 68 a 148)1 Ar. PA III.4, 665a30: None of the bloodless animals has any viscera.
Democritus seems wrong to think that those parts of the bloodless animals are too small to
be seen.
IV. Souls are mortal.
466. (DK 67 A 34) Aet. V.25.3 (Dox. 437, whether sleep and death are states of the soul or
of the body): Leucippus says that sleep is a state of the body, but when there is loss of the
fine-textured parts exceeding the access of psychic warmth, that excess causes death; these
are things which happen to the body, not the soul.1 (DK 68 A 109) Aet. IV.7.4 (Dox. 393):
Democritus and Epicurus say that the soul is mortal, and that it perishes together with the
body (= Theodoret. V.24). (DK 68 B 297) Stob. IV.52.40 (IV.34.62): Democritus: some people
who are not aware of the dissolution of mortal nature … inventing false tales of the time
after death. (Not in DK) Lact. Inst. III.17.22: Souls indeed perish, Democritus says. For what
is born together with the body must die together with the body … This view of Epicurus,

whether it was that of Democritus or Dicaearchus … (18.6) Some say the opposite, that
souls survive after death … For Democritus thought otherwise, but all the same (Lucr.
III.1041) ‘Of his own free will he offered himself to death’2. Lact. Inst. VII.7.9: Pherecydes
and Plato argued that souls are immortal … Therefore Dicaearchus was wrong, as was
Democritus, who argued that the soul perishes and is dissolved together with the body. 3
Jerome Epist. 60.334: that the soul is immortal and that it exists after the dissolution of the
body, as Pythagoras dreamed4, but Democritus did not believe. Lucian The lover of lies
[Philops.] 32 (= no. 579a): he was so firmly convinced that souls no longer exist apart from
their bodies.
c. SIGHT AND THE THINGS PERCEIVED BY SIGHT
I. What images (eidōla) are in general
(cf. no. 483 below)
467. (DK 68 B 123) Etymologicum Genuinum, s.v. deikelon: in Democritus an effluence
similar in form to the things [sc. from which it is emitted].
468. (DK 68 A 122)1 Ar. De an. II.7, 419a15: Democritus was not right to think that if the
intervening space were void an ant in the heavens would be clearly seen.
469. (DK 67 A 30)1 Aet. IV.8.10 (Dox. 395): Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus say that
perception and thought occur when images approach from outside (cf. no. 436). (DK 67 A
29) Aet. IV.13.1 (Dox. 403): Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus think that visual experience
occurs in accordance with the penetration of images. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.44: and we see in
accordance with the impact of images.
470. (DK 68 A 118) Cic. ad fam. XV.16.1: Somehow when I write anything to you it seems
almost as if you were with me, and not just ‘in imaginative images’, in the words of your
new friends who think that their ‘intellectual imaginations’ are stirred up by Catius’
spectres – for, don’t forget, the Epicurean Catius, the Insubrian54, who died recently, called
‘spectres’ what the master from Gargettus55 [i.e Epicurus] and Democritus before him called
eidōla [‘images’]. Now though the eyes can be struck by those spectres, which meet you
willy-nilly, I don’t see how the mind can be. You must explain it to me when you come safe
home, so that I can have your spectre in my power, so that it presents itself as soon as I
want to think of you, and not only of you, whom I have in my heart, but if I begin to think of
the island of Britain its image will come flying into my chest. (Not in DK) Cic. Acad. prior.
II.40.125: Whom shall I choose? Democritus? Do you really think ... that if we seem to see
something in our mind now, or even in a dream, images from outside are bursting through
our bodies into our minds? Cic. ND I.38.107: What are those images of yours (i.e. of you
54
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[The Insubrians were a people from Cisalpine Gaul, beyond the Appenines.]
[The Athenian deme to which Epicurus belonged.]

Epicureans) and where do they come from? This fantasy derives totally from Democritus,
but he has been widely criticised. Cic. De fin. I.6.21: The images, which they (the
Epicureans) call eidōla, by the penetration of which we not only see, but also think (are from
Democritus).
471. (Not in DK) Aug. Letter 118, 29ff. (PL 33, p. 446): I am surprised that Democritus was
not made aware of the falsehood of his views by this doctrine especially, that images of such
size come into our little mind, and, if they are corporeal, as they maintain, they are enclosed
in such a little body, but cannot, in their totality, come into contact with it... Democritus
thinks that the mind is incorporeal ... nor can an incorporeal mind think by contact with
corporeal images which impinge on it. Certainly both Epicurus and Democritus are equally
in error about sight; the whole of such large bodies as those of the images cannot possibly
come into contact with such little eyes. (30) Now when they are asked why, when
innumerable images are flowing from some body, we see only a single image of it, they
reply that precisely because there is a constant flow and transition of images, their being as
it were densely packed together makes there seem to be a single image composed of many
... (31) They say that all natural things are nothing but bodies, void and their properties ... So
let them say in which class they put images, which they think flow from more solid bodies
but are themselves not solid at all, so that they cannot be felt except by contact with the
eyes when we are seeing, and by contact with the mind when we are thinking, though they
are themselves bodies. For this is what they think, that they can flow out from the body
and reach the eyes or the mind, which they nevertheless say is corporeal.1 Do images flow
from the atoms themselves as well? If they do, how are they still atoms, when some bodies
are being detached from them? If not, either some things can be thought of without
images, which they vigorously deny, or else how do they know of the atoms which they
cannot even think of? (Not in DK) Macrobius Saturnalia VII.14.3 (319 Us.): But Epicurus’
investigation of the nature of sight itself was not inadequate, prompted primarily by
Democritus; on this as on other topics their view is the same. So Epicurus thinks that certain
images flow from all bodies in an uninterrupted stream without the smallest lapse of time,
so that traces of bodies are emitted, cohering in an empty shape; these are received by our
eyes.
II. Images as the source of dreams and as emanations of gods
472. (Not in DK) Ar. On divination in sleep 2, 464a5: … that would be a better
explanation [sc. of certain kinds of dreams] than that given by Democritus, who cites images
and effluences as the cause1. Just as when something sets water or air in motion, and after
the original cause has ceased that motion continues for a time, though the origin of the
motion is not present, similarly there is nothing to prevent a certain motion and sensation
reaching people’s souls when they are dreaming, starting from the things from which he
produces his images and effluences. However they happen to arrive they are more readily
perceptible at night because those which are transmitted by day tend more to be dispersed

(the air is less disturbed at night because the nights are calmer) and they produce
perception in the body during sleep because when people are asleep they are more aware
of minute internal motions than when they are awake. These motions produce appearances
in the imagination, from which they foresee future events, which is why that happens to
random people2, not to the most sensible. For they would occur by day3 and to wise people
as well, if it were god who was sending them4 (cf. 463b13: dreams would be sent by god);
this is why it is to be expected that random people should foresee things. For the mind of
such people is not engaged in thought, but as it were empty and void of everything, and
when it is set in motion it is affected according to the nature of what is moving it. The
reason why some people who are out of their minds foresee the future is that their own
motions5 do not concern them, but are driven away [sc.by the external motions]; so they are
particularly perceptive of those of others. The reason why some people have
straightforward dreams and why people foresee things especially concerning people they
know is that those who know one another are especially concerned about one another. Just
as they recognise and perceive one another quickest at a distance, so it is with motions; the
motions of people we know are better known [to us]. Melancholic56 people hit the mark
through their impetuosity6, like people shooting at a distance7, and because they are
unstable they quickly imagine what is coming next8 [in a chain of thought]. Like9 the poems
of Philaigides10 insane people say and think11 of things which resemble what immediately
precedes, e.g. ‘Aphroditēn phrouditēn’12, and so they proceed by stringing words together.
Moreover, because it is so violent their motion is not driven out by another motion. The
most skilled interpreter of dreams is the person who can notice similarities; anyone can
interpret a straightforward dream. By similarities I mean that appearances in the
imagination are like reflections in water13, as we said earlier. But in that case if the motion
is violent the appearance and the image is nothing like the real thing. The best judge of
images is the person who can quickly perceive and grasp as a whole the scattered and
distorted fragments of those images, that it is a man, horse or whatever. The case of
dreams is the same; for the motion drives out the straightforward dream. Michael of
Ephesus [Mich. Ephes.] ad loc. 84.16: ‘their own motions do not concern them’14 means the
same as ‘they do not have motions of their own’. For those who are out of their minds (by
‘out of their minds’ I mean, not those who are totally mad, but those who are, so to speak,
in between the sensible and the totally mad), are not concerned about anything and do not
reason about anything, but if they have the opportunity to think about anything they reject
it instead of accepting it, so how would they have any motions? Wise people do not see the
future because their thought is concerned and as it were disturbed15 by the images16 and
imprints17 of things which it contains, but the thought of those who are out of their minds is
empty and therefore unconcerned, and so it is to be expected that they perceive things
coming from outside. What those things are and how they come to us is discussed by
Alexander of Aphrodisias in his work On daimones. (DK 68 B 212, 128 N = no. 801) Stob.
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[Lit. ‘having an excess of black bile’, an imbalance of humours which was liable to produce mental
disturbance.]

III.6.27: Democritus: Sleeping during the day indicates bodily disturbance or distress of mind
or idleness or lack of education.18
The gods
472a. (Not in DK) Themist. (Sophonias) Comm. on Ar. On divination during sleep [in De
divin. in somm.]57 464a5, 43.1: The truth is not as Democritus says. He thinks that images 1
and effluences are the cause [of dreams], some of which he says are beneficial, others
harmful, and that they are enormous and hard to destroy, that they approach people and
foretell the future to those who see them, and say things which are audible only in dreams
by those who have [the necessary] knowledge; that is why he prays to come across
favourable images. But we2 totally refuse to say that images are transmitted, instead we
introduce motions coming from the basic elements of what are going to be words and
actions; the air is shaped by these motions, and when they come in via the ears or nostrils
people foresee the future in their heart in dreams. (DK 68 B 166) Sext. M IX.19: Democritus
says that certain images approach people and that some of them are beneficial and others
harmful.3 That is why he prayed4 to encounter favourable images. These are enormously
large and hard to destroy, but not indestructible, and they foretell the future to people who
see them and hear them speak. It was from these very things that people of old got the
idea that there are gods, though apart from these there is no god5 with an indestructible
nature. (= Mich. Ephes. in De divin. in somn. 464a3, 83.23.) Sext. M IX.42: Democritus is
not to be believed, since he explains what is less problematic by what is more problematic.
For nature gives a great many different indications of how people got the idea of gods, but
that there should be in the environment gigantic images in human form and generally all the
sorts of thing that Democritus tries to imagine is altogether unacceptable. Plut. Life of
Aemiius Paulus I.4: Democritus says that we should pray to encounter favourable images,
and that images which are useful and suitable for our nature should approach us from the
environment, rather than bad and unlucky ones. Plut. On the cessation of oracles [De def.
oracul.] 17, 419 A: moreover ... Democritus ... ignored ... bad ... daimones ... in praying to
encounter favourable images, by which he clearly recognised6 that there are others which
are hostile, with wicked intentions and impulses (= Eus. PE V.17). (DK 68 A 78) Hermippus
On astrology (Ioannes Catrares) I.16.122, p. 26.13 Kroll – Viereck: it would be wrong to
ignore the view of Democritus, who calls them (i.e. daimones) images and says that the air is
full of them.7 (DK 68 B 10a) DL IX.46: On images, or On foreknowledge8. (Epicur. fr. 352 Us.).
Aug. Letter 118,27-8 ( = PL 33, p. 445):9 How much better had I never heard the name of
Democritus than to recall to my sorrow that someone who was accounted a great man in his
day believed that the gods are images flowing off from solid bodies but not themselves
solid, going about hither and thither with their own motion, slipping into people’s minds
and giving rise to the idea of divine force, when in fact that body from which the image
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flows must be judged more substantial, to the extent that it is more solid. Therefore, as
those people10 say, he vacillated and changed his mind, sometimes saying that god is a
certain substance from which images flow, who cannot however be conceived except by
means of those images which he originates and emits, i.e. images which flow from that
substance (which he thinks is some sort of eternal11 body and therefore divine) in a
continuous stream like vapour12 and enter our minds, so that we can think of a god or gods.
For they think that there is nothing to cause any thought of ours except images 13 which
come from those bodies which we are thinking of and enter our minds ... though
Democritus is said to differ from Epicurus on natural questions in this respect, that he feels
that there is in the conglomeration of atoms a certain vital, animal force. It is because of
this, I believe, that he said that the images themselves are endowed with divinity (not
images of everything, but images of the gods), that there are principles of mind in
everything, to which he attributes divinity, and living images, which are beneficial or
harmful to us. Cf. DL Preface 7: the Magi practise sorcery and second sight, saying that gods
appear to them. They say that the air is full of images, which flow off from things in
exhalations and enter the eyes of seers. Ps-Hippocrat. Epist 10.3 (IX.322 Littré): Democritus
says that the air is full of images. id. Epist. 18.1 (IX.380 Littré): Democritus says: in the
organisation of the world we encounter things which deceive us, wandering through the air
in the form of images. Sext. M IX.45: Some say in reply that the belief in the existence of
god arises from images in sleep ... Irenaeus Contra haer. II.14.3, p. 133 (PL 7, p. 751):
Democritus was the first to say that many different kinds of images and imprints entered
our world from the [surrounding] universe. Cic. ND II.30.76: Or one must deny that there
are gods, as both Democritus and Epicurus do in a way, the former by introducing replicas,
the latter by introducing images ... 15 (DK 68 A 74) Cic. ND I.12.29:16 What about
Democritus? Does he not go completely astray in counting among the gods images and
their wanderings, as well as that nature which grounds and emits the images, and then our
thought and intelligence? Since he denies that anything at all is eternal, on the ground that
nothing remains in the same state for ever, surely he eliminates17 the divine so completely
as to leave no room for any belief in it. (43.120) In my opinion even Democritus, a man of
the first rank from whose springs Epicurus watered his garden, seems to vacillate about the
nature of the gods. For sometimes he says that the universe contains images endowed with
divinity, sometimes that the principles of mind in that same universe are gods, sometimes
that the gods are living images which are beneficial or harmful to us, sometimes that they
are images of such an enormous size as to embrace the entire world. All of this is worthier
of Democritus’ native city18 than of Democritus. Apuleius Apologia XXVII: ... so as to regard
as irreligious those who seek for pure and simple causes, and to say that they deny the gods,
e.g. Anaxagoras, Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus and the other champions of nature ... (DK
68 A 79) Clem. Strom. V.88 (II.383.25 ff. St.): In general Xenocrates of Chalcedon did not
despair of belief in the divine even in non-rational creatures, and Democritus, even if against
his will, has to agree that that follows from his theories; for he holds that humans and non-

rational animals receive the same images coming from the divine nature. (DK 68 A 33) DL
IX.46: Works on nature ... On images, or On Foreknowledge.
473. (DK 68 A 136)1 Aet. V.2.1 (Dox. 416): Democritus says that dreams occur through the
arrival of images.
474. (in part in DK 68 A 137) Cic. De divin. II.58.120: So should we say that the minds of
those asleep are self-stimulated in their dreams, or, as Democritus thinks, disturbed by
sights coming from outside? (67.137) Which Marius do you think it was that I saw? ‘An
appearance of him, I think, and an image, as Democritus believes.’ Where did that image
come from? He thinks that images flow from solid bodies and definite forms. So [it came
from] the body which was that of Marius. ‘From that which had been his’, he says.
Everything is full of images ...1 No appearance can be thought of unless through the impact
of images ...2 (Cicero’s conclusion) So no images impinge from outside on the minds of
sleepers, nor is there any flow of images at all; nor have I known anyone who talked
nonsense with greater authority.
475. (Not in DK) Plut. Quaest. conviv. VIII.10, 735 C: ‘I see’, he said ‘that you are ready to
shadow-box with the images, and that you think that you can achieve something by
touching up an ancient doctrine like a painting ... we are not unaware that in your wish to
glorify Aristotle’s view you have placed Democritus’ alongside it like a shadow.’1
476. (DK 68 A 77) Plut. Quaest. conviv. VIII.10, 734 F: (Why do we place least credence in
dreams occurring in autumn?): Favorinus found an old theory of Democritus’, all black with
smoke, and was able to clean and polish it (735 A), taking as his starting-point this familiar
saying of Democritus’ ‘The images penetrate bodies through their channels and when they
come up again cause people to see things in their sleep; they come from things of every
kind, artefacts, clothes, plants, but especially from animals, because of the quantity of
motion [sc.of the atoms] and heat1 which they contain. They do not merely reproduce the
shape of the body’ (which is the view of Epicurus (362 Us.), who follows Democritus so far
but departs from him subsequently) ‘but they also pick up images of each person’s2 psychic
motions, desires, habits and emotions, and when, accompanied by them, they collide with
people they talk as if they were alive, and tell those who receive them the opinions, words
and actions of those who emitted them, provided that they preserve the images articulated
and distinct on arrival’. They do this most when they have a swift, unobstructed passage
through smooth air. But in autumn the trees shed their leaves into the air, making it very
rough and uneven, which distorts and deflects the images in all sorts of ways and weakens
and obscures their clarity by slowing down their flight, just as on the other hand an
abundant flow arriving quickly from things which are tumid and heated3 produces clear and
significant impressions. (V.7, 682 F): Are the images of Democritus, like the people of
Aegium or Megara4, left entirely out of account? He says that malevolent people emit

them, so that they fly about, not totally lacking perception or impulse58, full of the
wickedness and malignancy of their source, and as they get imprinted on people and fixed
with that character, they disturb the body and mind of those who are subject to malign
influence. This is what I think the man means, but his language is lofty and marvellous.5
III. Appearances (emphasis)
477. (DK 67 A 29, 68 A 121) Ar. De sensu 2, 438a5: Democritus is right to say that it is
water by means of which we see, but wrong to think that seeing is the impression [on the
eye] ... but overall nothing, it seems, was yet clear1 regarding impressions and reflection,
and it was absurd that it did not occur to him to enquire why it is only the eye which sees,
but none of the other things [e.g. mirrors] on which the images make an impression. Alex.
ad loc. 24.14: Democritus says that seeing is receiving the impression from the things seen.
The impression is the form which appears in the pupil of the eye, and also in other
transparent things which are such as to preserve the impression. He, and before him
Leucippus and later Epicurus and his followers, think that there flow from things images of
the same shape as their sources (these are what are visible), and they impact 2 on the eyes
of those who see, and thus seeing occurs. (54.12) They gave the cause of seeing as images
flowing continuously from the things that are seen and impacting on sight [i.e. the organ of
sight]. Leucippus, Democritus and their followers were of that view, who also explained the
appearance of intermediate colours by the juxtaposition to one another of things which are
so small as to be invisible. (24.21) As evidence he adduces the fact that the impression and
image of the thing seen is always present in the pupil of the person seeing; that is what
seeing is.
478. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 49ff. (Dox. 513): An attempt at a detailed
discussion of each sense follows. (50) He makes sight occur by means of the impression; his
account of this is original, for he says that the impression is not immediately produced in the
pupil, but the air between the [organ of] sight and the thing seen is compacted by the thing
seen and the person seeing1 and an impression is made on it, as everything is always giving
off an effluence. This mass of air, which is solid2 and of a different colour, is then impressed
on the eyes, which are moist. A dense body does not take the impression, but a moist one
lets it pass through. That is why moist eyes are better at seeing than hard ones, provided
that the outer coating3 is as fine and dense as possible, and the interior of the strong, dense
tissue4 as porous5 and empty as possible, consisting of thick, greasy liquid59, and the veins in
the region of the eyes straight and free of moisture, so that they match the shape of the
impressions; for everything most readily recognises things of the same kind 6 as itself. (51)
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First of all, the making of an impression on the air is absurd; for the thing on which the
impression is made must be dense, and must not be scattered, as he himself says in
comparing the making of this sort of impression to pressing something into wax 7. Further,
in so far as water is denser it is easier to make an impression on it; but one sees less in
water, whereas one ought to see better. In general, why would someone who posits an
effluence8 of the shape of the object, as in the writings on forms, also posit the making of an
impression? For the images are themselves imprinted. (52) But if this does happen, and the
air is moulded like wax by being pressed and condensed, how does the impression come
about, and what kind of impression is it? It is clear that the imprint will be facing the thing
seen, as in other cases. But then it is impossible9 for the impression to be reversed unless
the imprint is turned round. He must show what will do that and how; for otherwise seeing
cannot occur. Further, when several things are seen in the same place, how will there be
several imprints in the same air? And again, how is it possible for us to see one another?
For the imprints must necessarily collide, as each is face to face with its source. So that is a
problem. (53) And in addition, why does each person not see himself? For the imprints
would be impressed on one’s own eyes as much as in those of others, especially if they are
precisely face to face and the same thing happens as with the echo; for he says that the
voice is reflected back to the speaker. Imprinting on the air is totally absurd. From what he
says it follows necessarily that every body leaves an imprint and that many cross each
other’s paths, which would obstruct sight and is in general not reasonable. Further, if the
imprint remains in the air, one ought to be able to see bodies which are not visible or near,
if not at night, at least in daylight. Yet it is no less likely that the imprints should remain at
night, since the air is colder.10, 60 (54) But perhaps the sun makes the impression by as it
were bringing the light to the [organ of] sight, as he seems to mean. For it is absurd to
describe the sun as pushing the air away11 and moulding and condensing it, as e does;
rather, it naturally penetrates it. And it is absurd to assign a share 12 in the sense not only to
the eyes, but to the rest of the body as well; for he says that the eye must contain empty
space and moisture to be better able to receive it [pres. the imprint] and to pass it on to the
rest of the body. And it is irrational to say that things of the same kind see best, but then to
explain the impression by differences in colour13, since things of the same colour are not
seen in an impression. And though he tries to say how size and distance are seen in an
impression, his explanation is inadequate14. (55) So his attempt to say something original
about sight simply creates more problems. Epicurus argues against this Epist. I.49: We must
suppose that it is through the penetration of something from outside that we see shapes
and think of them; for external objects would not stamp on us the nature of their colour and
shape through the medium of the air between us and them. 15
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479. (DK 67 A 31) Aet. IV.14.2 (Dox. 405): Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus say that
mirror images occur though the impact of images which travel from us and are collected in
the mirror and reflected1. Cf. Ar. De sensu 2, 438a9 (no. 477): overall nothing, it seems, was
yet clear regarding impressions and reflection.
480. (DK 68 a 126a) Porphyry On Ptolemy Harmonics [Porph in Ptol. Harm.], p. 32.6 D:
Hearing is not like sight, which sends the vision out to the object in distribution1, as the
mathematicians say, and gets the object back in exchange. Rather, as Democritus says ...
sight is swifter than hearing. For though lightning and thunder occur simultaneously, we see
the former as it happens, but do not hear the latter at all or only some time afterwards; the
reason is simply that the light meets our vision2, whereas the thunder arrives at our hearing,
which receives it3. (no. 489).
IV. Colours
481. (DK 68 A 126)1 Ar. De sensu 4, 442b11: Democritus says that white and black are
identical [respectively] with the smooth and the rough.
482. (DK 68 A 123) Ar. GC I.2, 316a1: that is why Democritus says that colour does not
exist; for the colour of things is dependent on position1 [sc. of their atoms].
483. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 3, 440a15: it is absurd to say, as the ancients1 did, that
colours are effluences and are seen by means of that sort of cause. They have to make the
perception [of colours] occur in every case by touch2, so that it would be better to say3
immediately that the perception occurs when what is between the sense-organ [and the
sense-object] is set in motion by the sense-object, by touch and not by effluences. Now as
in the case of things situated next to each other4 one has to assume an imperceptible
magnitude, so one has to assume an imperceptible time, so that the arrival of the
[individual] motions is not perceived and they seem to be one thing because they are
perceived simultaneously ... (30) ... for it will be shown later5 that there is no invisible
magnitude. But if mixture of bodies occurs not only, as some think, by the juxtaposition of
bodies of minimum size, which are imperceptible to us ... Alex. ad loc. 56.13: … such as
Leucippus, Democritus and their followers, who derived the appearance of the intermediate
colours6 from the juxtaposition of bodies too small to be visible. (Similarly Alex. in De sensu
2, 438a5, 24.14 (no. 477).) (59..15) next he states the absurd conclusion 7 drawn by those
who say both that the mixing of colours other than white, black <red and green> occurs by
the juxtaposition of things too small to be visible and that effluence is the cause of seeing.
(60.8) All those who say that seeing occurs in that way need imperceptible times [i.e.
imperceptible stretches of time] ; but for those who attribute differences of colour to the
juxtaposition of imperceptible bodies the absurdity is doubled, if they also say that seeing
occurs through the effluence from the things that are seen. They have to say that there are
not only imperceptible magnitudes, but also imperceptible times. He is able to describe
having to say that there are imperceptible times as a specific conclusion of those who

attribute differences of colour to the juxtaposition of small bodies. In this way though many
things are seen simultaneously they will be seen as one thing, if the effluence from each of
them is not perceived as impacting separately on the eyes, and it seems like one single thing
coming from a single thing seen. (61.3) that according to this view there are no invisible
bodies; but he [i..e Aristotle] said nothing to the effect that on this view there are no
imperceptible times, because on this view there had to be, if someone were to say that
seeing occurs through effluences from the things seen.
484. (DK 68 A 135)1 Theophr. De sensu 73ff. (Dox. 520): On colours, he says that there are
four simple ones. White is what is smooth. For whatever is not rough or shadowy or
difficult to penetrate, anything like that is bright. Bright things must also have straight
channels to let the light pass through. Hard, white things are composed of shapes like the
inner surface of shells, so they are shadowless and shining, with straight channels. Those
which are friable and brittle are composed of spherical atoms arranged obliquely 2 in pairs, in
a maximally uniform arrangement overall. They are friable because their area of contact is
small, brittle because they are uniformly arranged and shadowless because they are smooth
and flat. They are whiter than one another3 to the extent that their shapes are more
precisely as described, unmixed with others, and that they adhere more strictly to that
position and arrangement. (74) White consists of shapes like that, and black4 of the
opposite, rough, uneven and dissimilar, for that is why they cast shadows and their channels
are not straight or easily passed through. Further, their effluences are dull and confused;
effluences differ in their appearances, which differ because of the way they are received by
the air. (75) Red consists of the same sort as hot, only bigger; for the bigger the
combinations5 of similar atoms are, the redder the thing is. The evidence that red consists
of that sort of atoms is that we go red when we get hot, and so do other things that are
burning, until they catch fire. And things composed of large atoms, such as flame and coal,
are redder than green6 or dry wood. And so are iron and other things when they are
burning; the brightest are those which have the most and the finest fire, while those which
have less [fire], and [fire which is] thicker in texture, are redder, as the fine-textured is hot.
Green7,61 consists of a mixture of solid and void, their colour varying according to their
position and arrangement. (76) The simple colours use these shapes; the less each is mixed,
the purer it is. Thus gold and bronze and similar colours come from red and white; they get
their brightness from white and their reddish tinge from red; for when they are mixed the
red falls into the gaps in the white. If one adds green then one gets the most beautiful
colour, but the additions of green must be small; one cannot add large amounts to red and
white combined in that way. Colours vary with larger or smaller additions. (77) Purple
consists of white, black8 and red, the largest proportion being red, the smallest black and
the intermediate9 one white. That is why it is pleasant to sense. That it contains black and
red is obvious to the eye, and that it contains white is shown by its brightness and
transparency, which are produced by white. Dark blue10 consists of very black and green,
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with a larger proportion of black; leek-green11 of purple and dark blue, or of [light] green
and purplish. Sulphur12 is that colour, with a touch of brightness. Blue consists of dark blue
and fiery colour, a mixture of round and needle-shaped atoms, so that you get a sheen on
the black. (78) Nut-brown13 consists of green and bluish, but if green and white are mixed,
we get flame-colour; for the shadowy14 and black are excluded. Red mixed with white more
or less produces15 a green which is bright16, not black; that is why growing plants are green
at first, before they get heated and ripen 17. That is as many colours as he discusses ... (79)
First of all there is a problem in positing several principles18; for the others posit [only] white
and black 19, as the only simple colours. Then there is a problem in not assigning a single
shape to white things, but different shapes to hard and friable things; for it is not plausible
that there should be another cause [sc. of sameness of colour} in the case of things which
differ in tactile respects, or that shape, rather than position, should cause the difference.
For round things, and things of absolutely any shape, can cast shadows on one another, as
we see from what he himself says about smooth things which look black. They look like that
because they have the same structure20 and arrangement as black things. And then there
are rough things which are white; they are composed of large atoms whose combinations
are not round but stepped21, and the shapes of the atoms are broken like an ascent22 or a
mound thrown up in front of a wall; that arrangement casts no shadow23 and does not
inhibit the brightness. (80) Moreover, how and from what principles24 does he explain the
fact that in some animals the white parts turn black, if they are so placed as to cast a
shadow? In general he seems to describe the nature of translucency and brightness rather
than of whiteness, since being easily penetrable and not having zigzag channels is a mark of
the translucent, but how many translucent things are white? Further, that the channels in
white things are straight and those in black zigzag has to be understood as assuming that
nature25 comes in [sc. to the perceived object through the channels]. He says that we see
by means of the effluence and the impression on the eye; but if so, what difference will it
make whether the pores are parallel to one another or zigzag? Nor is it easy to understand
how there can be an effluence from the void; so he ought to explain that. He seems to
explain white as caused by light or something else; that is why he cites the density of the air
as a cause of things’ looking black. (81) Further, it is not easy to grasp his account of black; a
shadow is something black superimposed on white, so white is naturally primary. But at the
same time he cites as causes not merely shadowing, but the density of the air and of the
effluence which enters [the eye], and the disturbance in the eye. But whether that occurs
because the object is not transparent, or whether things are black for some other reason,
and if so what, he does not make clear. (82) And it is absurd not to ascribe a shape to green,
but merely to explain it by the solid and the void; for they are common to everything of
whatever shape, but he ought as in the other cases to have given some specific explanation.
If it is the opposite of red, as black is of white, it ought to have the opposite shape; but if it is
not opposite, it would be astonishing if he did not make his principles opposites, for it seems
that way to everyone.26 Above all he ought to have said precisely which colours are simple
and why some are compound and some uncompounded, for the greatest problem is that of

the principles. But perhaps that is difficult; if someone were able to say which are the
simple flavours, he would be better placed to solve it.
485.

(DK 68 A 33) DL IX.46: Works of Democritus ... Works on nature ... On colours.

486. (DK 68 A 124) Aet. I.15.11 (Dox. 314): Some say that all the atoms are colourless.
They explain perceptible qualities as arising from qualityless theoretical entities.
487. (DK 68 A 125) Aet. I.15.8 (Dox. 314): Democritus says that by nature there is no such
thing as colour; for the elements, the solid things and the void, have no qualities. The things
composed of them are coloured through ‘contact, rhythm and turning’1 i.e. arrangement,
shape and position. Appearances are in according with those. There are four of these
apparent colours, white, black, red and yellow.62
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d. THE OTHER SENSES
I. Hearing
488. (DK 68A 135) Theophr. De sensu 55ff. (Dox. 515): His account of hearing is similar to
that of the others. Air entering a void causes motion, except that it comes in all over the
body alike, but especially and most of all through the ears, because there it travels through
the most void and has the least delay. That is why one does not perceive with the whole
body, but only there. And when it gets inside, it is dispersed by its speed; sound occurs
when the air is condensed and penetrates with force. Just as he makes external perception
come about through contact, so with internal. (56) One hears most clearly when the
external coating is dense, and the veins are empty and as far as possible free of moisture
and well bored throughout the body, and especially in the area of the brain and the organs
of hearing, and in addition the bones are dense and the brain is properly constituted and its
surroundings are as dry as possible; in those circumstances the sound is concentrated and it
comes in through a large amount of void, which is free from moisture and well-bored, and is
dispersed swiftly and uniformly through and does not escape. (57) In its unclarity of
exposition this theory is like the others. But it has its own particular absurdity in having the
sound come in all over the body, and, in the case where it has come in through the ears, in
having it permeate the whole, as if perception was the work, not of the organs of hearing,
but of the whole body. For even if something happens to it [the whole body] as a
concomitant of hearing, it does not therefore perceive. He treats all the senses in the same
way, and not only them, but the soul too.
489. (DK 68 A 126a)1 Porph. in Ptol. Harm. p. 32.6 Düring: Hearing is not like sight, which
sends the vision out to the object in distribution, as the mathematicians say, and receives
the apprehension of the object back in exchange, but, as Democritus says, it is a receptacle
of words, which awaits the sound like a container. The sound penetrates and flows in,
which is why sight is swifter than hearing. For though lightning2 and thunder occur
simultaneously, we see the former as it happens, but do not hear the latter at all or only

some time afterwards; the reason for this is simply that the light meets our vision, whereas
the thunder arrives at our hearing, which receives it. Ps-Democritus On the nature of man
ap. Ps-Hippocr. Epist. 23.5, IX, p. 394 Littré: the ears are receptacles of words.
490. (Not in DK) Plut Quaest. conviv. VIII.3.2, 720 F (323 Us.): (A certain Boethus) said that
when he was still young and engaged in academic pursuits he used to use geometrical
assumptions and accept undemonstrated hypotheses, but that now he would make use of
some things which had been previously demonstrated by Epicurus1 . ‘The things that there
are travel about in that which is not; for there is a great deal of void interspersed and mixed
with the atoms of air. Now when air is expanded and has breadth and mobility through its
fine texture, the empty spaces left between the parts2 are small and fine-textured, and the
<empty spaces> scattered about the atoms63 occupy a lot of room, but when it is
compressed and <the atoms>64 are densely packed into a small space and are forced close
together, they leave a wide space outside and large intervals. This happens at night, under
the influence of cold. For heat loosens and separates and dissolves concentrations, which is
why bodies which are boiling or softening or melting take up more room, while on the other
hand things which are cooling and freezing join together and leave empty spaces in the
vessels which surround them, and the places from which they have withdrawn. A voice
which approaches and strikes a large number of bodies massed together is either
completely muffled3 or undergoes serious convulsions and many collisions and delays. But
in an empty expanse, void of bodies, it has a smooth, continuous and uninterrupted path to
the [organ of] hearing, through its speed preserving both its meaning and clarity. You notice
too that when empty vessels are struck they respond more to the blows, and send out the
sound a along way, and it is often distributed back in a circle. But a vessel full of solid or
liquid is often mute and soundless, sine the sound has no way or room to escape. Among
bodies, gold and stone are weak-voiced and unmelodious through their density, and their
sounds are quickly extinguished, but bronze is euphonious and vocal, because it contains a
lot of void and is light and fine-textured in its bulk; it does not have a lot of particles
crowding one another, but a considerable element of yielding and intangible substance,
which, besides allowing scope for the other motions, graciously receives and transmits
sound, till someone seizes and detains and blindfolds the void like a highway robber. There
it stays and ceases its forward motion because of the obstruction. This’ he said, ‘is what
seems to me to make the night full of sounds, but the day less so, since through its heat and
the expansion of the air it produces large distances between the atoms. Only’, he said, ‘let
no-one object to my original assumptions’. Plutarch attempts to refute the above on the
basis of Anaxagoras’ theory, saying among other things (VIII.3.3., 721 F): so there was no
need to trouble the night by contracting and increasing the tension of its air and by leaving
empty spaces elsewhere, as if air were an obstacle to sound and something which destroys
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its substance. Air is itself the substance, body and power of sound. Ammonius objects
(VIII.3.4, 722 B): We shall perhaps appear ridiculous if we not only think that we have
refuted Democritus, but also try to correct Anaxagoras. Then Thrasyllus, after mentioning
imperceptible movements of the air, grasped by the mind, and the gentle stirring of the
smallest particles of air, and referring to Democritus, concludes as follows, in order to do
justice to both views (VIII.3.5, 722 D): at night the air is mostly waveless and motionless, so
when everything is at rest it naturally conveys sound to us unbroken and intact.
491. (DK 68 A 128) Aet. IV.19.13 (Dox. 408: on sound): Democritus says that the air is split
into particles of the same shape which roll around together with the fragments of sound 1.
(more in no. 316). One might ask them how a few2 fragments of air could fill a theatre of
ten thousand people.
492. (Not in DK) Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. V.15.8 (321, p. 353 Us.): Democritus and later
Epicurus say that sound is composed of indivisible bodies, and they call it, to use their very
words ‘a stream of atoms’.
493. (DK 68 a 127, 322 Us.). Scholiast on Dionysius Thrax, p. 482.13 Hilg.: Epicurus,
Democritus and the Stoics say that sound is a body. Byzantine grammarian, cod. Paris.
2555, BAG, p. 1168: Democritus, Epicurus and the Stoics say that sound is a body, because
whatever is active or passive, or in other words can act or be acted on, is a body.
493a. (DK 68 B 145; 105 N)1: Plut. On the education of children 14, p. 9 F: And we ought to
discourage our sons from using bad language, for ‘The word is the shadow of the deed’ as
Democritus says. DL IX.37: The maxim ‘The word is the shadow of the deed’ is also a saying
of his (Democritus’). (Not in DK) Anonymous commentator on Ar. Rhet. II.6, 1384b19-20,
107.6: ‘(they are ashamed)… not only of doing disgraceful things, but even of saying them’
For Democritus said ‘the word is the shadow of the deed’. (DK 68 B 190; 107 N) Stob.
III.1.91: Democritus. One should avoid even speaking of wicked deeds. Philo On change of
names 243 (III.198.23-199.1 C.—W.): Wrongdoing is a worse fault than wrongful speech.
For, as people say, ‘The word is the shadow of the deed’, but if the shadow is harmful must
not the deed be more harmful?
II. Taste
494. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 4, 414a4: … necessarily, either the water must contain in
itself the kinds of flavours, in amounts so small as to be imperceptible, as Empedocles says,
or it must be matter in the form of a universal generative mixture of flavours, all of which
come from the water, each one from a different part. Alex, ad loc, 68.13: he says that water
is the matter of flavours in the same way, not that any random flavour emerges from any
random part of the water, but that this [particular flavour] comes from this [particular part]
because that part is suitable for that flavour, so that all come from the water, but each one
from a different part. And the difference of flavours depends on the consistencies 1 and

compositions of the different waters, since there are in the water bodies which generate the
different flavours, but not the same bodies in all [parts of the water], but in this [part]
bodies which generate this flavour, and again in that bodies which generate some other
flavour. And that is how all the flavours come from water as their matter; the flavours come
from the constituents of water, but not a random flavour from a random [part of] water,
since not every part of water contains bodies which generate all the flavours. In this he
would seem to be referring to the view of Democritus and his followers, who posited the
atoms as elements of everything, and it is clear that that view is different from that of
Empedocles; according to the view of Empedocles the flavours are already actually present
in the water, but according to this one they come into being in accordance with the
suitability for the different flavours of the different parts of the water 2 Ar. De sensu 4,
441a18: … similarly it is impossible for the water to be the matter of a universal generative
mixture; for we see different flavours coming into being from the same [water], having it as
their nourishment3.
495. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 4, 442b10 (after no. 428): some reduce the special sensibles
to these, as Democritus … reduces flavours to shapes. Alex. ad loc. 85.4: Democritus and his
followers reduce flavours to shapes. They say that difference of flavours arises from
difference of shape, that sharp flavours are composed of that kind of shape, and sweet of
smooth, round shapes. For atoms of different shapes1 produce differences in the flavours
which arise from their interweaving. Once again the shapes, which are common senseobjects, are according to them peculiar to taste.2
496. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 65ff. (Dox. 517): (Democritus … gives a more
accurate account, [according to which]) sharp flavour is angular and zigzag in shape, small
and fine-grained. Because these are pungent they penetrate everywhere, and because they
are rough and angular they <expand rather than>65 compress and contract, thus creating
empty spaces in the body and heating it; for the more void a thing contains the hotter it
becomes. Sweet consists of round atoms which are not too small, and it therefore relaxes
and permeates the entire body, but not violently or quickly. But it disturbs the others [i.e.
the other flavours?]66, since as it permeates it moistens the other atoms and makes them
65

[Insertion by L. It has no ms support, but is justified by L on the ground that according to Democritus heat
results from expansion, whereas compression and contraction makes things cold (see no. 507).]
66
[L (followed by the Italian version) takes ‘the others’ as the subject of the sentence, translating ‘The other
gustatory substances produce violent changes, since, penetrating the body, they set all others in motion and
make all others moist’. That is, however, impossible, since the participle translated ‘penetrating’ (diadunōn),
being singular, cannot qualify the plural phrase ‘the others’ (tous allous). Hence ‘the others’ must be the
object of ‘disturb’, the subject of which is the masculine singular ho glukus [sc. chumos], ‘sweet [sc. flavour]’.
The reference of ‘the others’ is somewhat obscure; since the noun to be supplied must be masculine, the most
obvious suggestion is that the expression refers to other flavours , chumoi (masc.), and that the sense of the
sentence is that sweetness overpowers or blocks out other flavours. But the detailed description suggests a
laxative process, which is how it is understood in Taylor 1999, p. 113, which takes ‘the others’ to refer to other
people, i.e. people other than those who experience the gentle action of the sweet described in the preceding
sentence.]

move about, and as they get moistened and moved from their respective positions they
flow into the gut, which offers the easiest movement as it contains most void. (66) Sour
consists of large, many-angled atoms with a minimum of roundness; when these enter the
body they stop up the veins and prevent them from flowing, that is why the gut ceases to
function. Bitter consists of small, smooth, round atoms with hooks on the circumference as
well; that is why it is sticky and viscous. Salty consists of large atoms which are not round, in
some cases uneven <but in most cases not>; that is why it is not composed of zigzag atoms
(by uneven he means atoms which overlap and get entangled with one another). They are
large because the salt comes to the surface; for if they were small they would be mixed in 3
with all the rest as they were knocked about by those around them. They are not round
because salty things are rough and round things smooth. They are not uneven because they
are not interlocked. That is why it [i.e. salt] is powdery. (67) Pungent is small, round and
angular, but not uneven. For what is pungent has many angles and makes things hot by its
roughnesss and expands them because it is small, round and angular67; for indeed the
angular is of that kind.5 He gives a similar6 account of the properties of each flavour,
referring them to the atomic shapes. None of the shapes is found pure and unmixed with
the others7, but in each8 there are many, and the same one contains smooth, round, rough,
sharp and the rest. The shape which occurs most frequently among the constituents is the
one which determines how the thing is perceived and what properties it has, though that
also depends on the state of whatever observer it comes into contact with; for there are
considerable differences there too, since sometimes the same feature produces opposite
effects, and sometimes opposite features produce the same effect. (68) That is his account
of flavours. (72) He ascribes a shape to each of the flavours, [thereby] assimilating it to a
sensory capacity; but that ought to be produced not only by them but also by the senseorgans, especially if they [i.e. the flavours] are states of the latter. For it is not the case that
everything spherical, or of any other shape, has the same capacity, so he ought to have
distinguished them in terms of their subjects as well, i.e. whether they are produced by likes
or unlikes, and how the alteration of the sense comes about, and should moreover have
given the same account of all the tactile qualities, not merely those of taste. But either they
have some difference from flavours, which he should have stated, or else an account of
them as similar, which could have been given, has been omitted.9
497. (DK 68 A 129) Theophr. De caus. plant. IV.1.6: Democritus assigns a shape to each
[flavour]: he makes sweet round and of a good size; sour large, rough and polygonal, but not
round; sharp-tasting, as the name implies, sharp, angular, bent and fine-textured, but not
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[‘angular’ (gōnioeidē) is Diels’ correction of the mss’ agōnioeidē (‘non-angular’), which directly contradicts
the immediately preceding descriptions of the pungent as ‘angular’ and ‘having many angles’. L (followed by
the Italian version) retains the mss’ reading, making in his translation a distinction of two kinds of atoms
constituting pungent taste, one angular, the other non-angular (see comm. on no. 496, n. 5 and on no.503, n.
1). There is no independent support for that distinction in the Greek. Rather, round, angular atoms are
polygons of many faces, approximating to spheres.]

round; pungent small, round, angular and bent; salty angular, of a good size, crooked and
isosceles; bitter round and smooth, with crookedness and small size; oily fine-textured,
round and small. These are the different kinds.
497a. [DK 68 A 99a] Hibeh papyrus 16 (p. 62 Grenfell & Hunt), col. 2: since he explains
flavours by the shapes, and saltiness as produced by large, angular [atoms], it was perhaps
not unreasonable ... (see no. 318).
498. (DK 68 A 130)1 Theophr. De caus. plant. VI.2.1: These [shapes] would perhaps
appear, as said above, to be posited for the sake of those [sc. flavours]; he thinks that by
this account he can explain their powers, why one [flavour] contracts, dries and congeals,
another smooths, settles and makes regular, another separates and permeates, and so on.
Except that perhaps someone might ask those theeorists also to say what the subject is like.
For one has to know not only what is active, but also what is acted on, especially if the same
flavour does not taste alike to everyone, as he says. For there is nothing to stop what is
sweet to us being bitter to some other animals, and similarly for the rest.
499. (DK 68 A 132) Theophr. De caus. plant. VI.7.2: One might ask Democritus how they
[sc. the flavours] come from one another. For either the shapes must be reformed, and
become round instead of uneven and sharply angled, or all flavours, e.g. sour, sharp and
sweet, are originally present and some get separated out (always those which are prior1 ,
which are peculiar to each) while the rest remain, or thirdly some disappear and some are
added. And since it is impossible for them to be reshaped (for the atom cannot be acted
on), the remaining possibilities are that some disappear and some are added <or that some
remain and others disappear>68. But both are unreasonable; for one must in addition give
some account of what it is active in bringing this about2.
III. Smell
500. (DK 68 A 133) Theophr. On smells 64: Why does Democritus explain flavours by
reference to the sense of taste, but not smells ... by a like reference to the underlying
senses? He ought to, given the atomic theory.
501. (Not in DK) Ar. De sensu 5, 443a24: Since everyone reduces smell <to this (sc. to an
exhalation)>, some to a moist exhalation, others to a dry ...1 Further, the term ‘exhalation’ is
applied in a similar way to ‘effluences’. So if the latter use is not correct, neither is the
former. Alex. ad loc. 93.11: He shows that smell is not an exhalation from the fact that an
exhalation is a sort of effluence from the source of the exhalation. So just as those who say
that there are effluences and that they are the causes of seeing are wrong ... similarly if
some exhalation and effluence comes from things which are smelt, they (i.e. the exhalations
L) ought themselves to be dispersed quickly, and not to persist even for a short time ...
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502. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 82ff. (Dox. 524): He omitted any discussion of
smell, except to say that a fine effluence from heavy things produces smell; but he did not
say anything more on what its nature is or what acts on it, which is perhaps the most
important point. (83) So Democritus leaves some things out.
IV. Touch (cold and heat)
503. (DK 68 A 106)1 Ar. On breath 4, 471b31: Democritus ... says ... that ... heat ... consists
of spherical atoms, and when they are separated out by the squeezing of the surroundings
... Philop. in De an. I.2, 404a9, 68.20:2 Democritus and his followers ... said ... that the
surrounding environment is cold, and hence that it condenses bodies, and as they are being
condensed the spherical atoms are squeezed out ... (27) the spherical atoms ... warm the
body through their mobility ... they would say ... that it is particularly those which are
squeezed out when the body contracts from the cold, since their lack of corners makes
them slippery, so that they are naturally mobile.
504. (DK 68 A 135) Theophr. De sensu 63: for there is no nature belonging to hot or cold,
but the changing shape1 brings about alteration in us ... (65) Sharp flavour consists of atoms
angular in shape ... because they are pungent they quickly penetrate everywhere, and
because they are rough and angular they <expand rather than>69 compress and contract, thus
creating empty spaces in the body and heating it; for the more void a thing contains the hotter
it becomes ... (67) The pungent is small, round and angular ... for the pungent ... makes things
hot ... and expands them by being, small, round, and angular70 (see no. 496: for indeed the
angular is of that kind).
505 = no. 171 (DK 68 A 120).
506. (Not in DK) Plut. On the primary cold 8, 948 B: Some attribute it [sc. cold] to the
presence in the body of atoms shaped like triangles with twisted sides1, saying that cold,
shivering and shaking2 and similar states occur because of their roughness3. Even if they are
wrong about the details, <at any rate> they have the right principle ... for the natural
philosopher, who seeks the truth purely for the sake of understanding, the discovery of
particular phenomena [lit. ‘the last things’] is not the end, but the beginning of the journey
towards the primary, highest principles. That is why Plato and Democritus were right, in their
search for the causes of heat and weight, not to end their investigations with fire and earth,
but to refer sensible phenomena to intelligible causes, until they reached the smallest things
as the seeds.
507. (Not in DK) Plut. Quaest. conviv. VIII.3.2, 720 F (see no. 490): for there is much void
scattered through and mixed with the atoms of air. When it is expanded ... the spaces left
between the parts [i.e. atoms] are small and fine-textured and the <empty spaces> scattered
69
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about the atoms71 occupy a lot of space, but when it [sc. the air] is compressed and they [sc.
the atoms]72 are densely packed into a small space and are forced close together, they leave
a wide space outside1 and large intervals. This happens ... under the influence of cold. For
heat loosens and separates and dissolves concentrations, which is why bodies which are
boiling or softening or melting take up more room, while on the other hand things which are
cooling and freezing join together and leave empty spaces in the vessels which surround
them, and the places from which they have withdrawn. Cf. Ar. De caelo III.7, 305b14: When
liquid evaporates and turns to air the vessels containing the volumes [of liquid] are shattered
because they are too small.
508. (DK 67 A 14) Simpl. in Phys. I.2, 184b15, 36.1: Leucippus, Democritus and their
followers, who call the primary bodies atoms, say that some bodies become hot and fiery in
virtue of their differences of shape, position and arrangement; these are composed of primary
bodies which are sharper and finer-textured, all positioned alike, while those which are cold
and watery are composed of the opposite kinds.
509. (Not in DK) Philop. in GC I.1, 314a19, 17.16: according to Democritus and his followers
... heat is apparent in fire through a concentration of spherical atoms because of the mobility
of the sphere. (Because it penetrates things easily, since the motion of the sphere occurs at
a point,1it makes things appear hot, just as the cube has the opposite effect, of making things
appear cold by compression and immobility.)
c. Miscellaneous
510. (DK 67 A 34) Aet. V.25.4 (Dox. 437: Do sleep and death belong to the body or the
soul?): Leucippus thinks that sleep belongs to the body, but when the loss of the finetextured [constituents of the body] exceeds the amount of psychic warmth coming in, that
excess causes death; these are things which happen in the body, not the soul 1.
511. (Not in DK) Plut. Quaest. conviv. III.6.4, 655 D: hence it is good to place a night’s
sleep in between, making a sufficient division and distance [between sex one day and the
next day’s activities], and get up purified, making as it were a new beginning, and thinking
new things every day, as Democritus says. VIII.3.5, 722 D: for Zeus here, the great lord of
heaven, does not move the least parts of the air secretly or silently, but is visible as soon as
he rises and sets everything in motion
Giving a good omen, and rousing the people to their work.
And they follow him, ‘thinking new things every day’, as Democritus says, as if they were
born anew, and their activity is not silent or fruitless ... (DK 68 B 158) Plut. On the maxim
‘Live out of the public eye’ (De lat. viv) 5, 1129 E: The light of the rising sun spurs everyone
to thought and activity in common, and people, thinking new things every day, as
71
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Democritus says, set about their common tasks as if drawn together from all sides by a tight
cord.
512.

(DK 68 A 136) Tert. De an. 43: Democritus says that sleep is a deficiency of the soul.

513. (DK 68 A 21) Cic. De orat. II.53.235: But let Democritus deal with the basic question,
what laughter is in itself, and what prompts it.1

F. BIOLOGY
a. ZOOGONY
1. How animals arose from the earth
514. (DK 68 A 139) Censorinus 4.9: Democritus of Abdera thought that human beings
were originally brought into being from water and mud. Aet. VI.19.6 (Dox. 431 = ps-Galen
Hist. phil. 123 (Dox. 645)): Democritus said that animals were first generated through the
coming into being of defective forms (?), through the action of generative moisture.73 Lact.
Inst. div. VII.7.9: The Stoics say that the world and everything in it were made for the sake of
human beings, and the holy scriptures teach us the same; so Democritus was wrong to think
that they poured from the earth like worms without any design or any creator.
515. (DK 68 B 5.1)1. Diod. I.7.3: then as the surface boiled in the heat some of the moist
places swelled up, making putrid areas covered with thin membranes2, as can even now be
observed in wounds and in marshy places, when from the cooling of the place the air
suddenly becomes fiery hot rather than changing gradually. (4) And once the moist places
had become generative in the way described, at night they received nourishment from the
enveloping mist, and by day they solidified in the heat. And finally when their pregnancy
was fully developed and the membranes burnt through and burst there were born all sorts
of animals3. Those with most heat went up to the higher level and became birds, those of an
earthy constitution were numbered among the reptiles and the rest4 of the land animals,
and those whose nature was primarily watery gathered in the place of the same kind 5 and
were called swimming creatures. As the earth became more solid through the heat of the
sun and the force of the winds it eventually became unable to generate any of the larger
animals, but each kind began to be generated sexually. Hermippus On astronomy6 (Ioannes
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Catrares) II..1.6ff., p. 33 Kroll: but once the water had found its proper place on the earth,
and that place, being thoroughly moist, had got its own form from the sun which shone on it
and gradually dried it, first there came into being trees and plants and some membranes 7
resembling bubbles; they were dried by the sun during the day and warmed at night by the
moon and the other heavenly bodies, and they eventually burst and gave birth to the
animals. (7) Those which had been sufficiently baked became males, which were hotter,
while those of the opposite constitution, lacking heat, were transformed into females. (8)
And it was not at all surprising that the earth, mixed with water, first of all generated
animals and plants9 ... for it was to be expected that the water should contain spirit, and
that that should contain psychic heat10, as is apparent from the animals which are
generated in clefts in the ground and in suppurating wounds, all of which, though they come
about in those [different] ways, reveal their single amazing original formation. (9) But even
if things could no longer come into being in that way, I do not think that that would cause
any difficulty; for the earth is no longer mixed with water to such an extent, nor do the
heavenly bodies come together in the same conjunctions. (10) I leave aside the question of
whether things have happened up to the present as the theory says, except to say that a
weak reflection of that time is apparent11, 74; it [sc. the earth] can no longer give birth to
larger animals, but plants, trees, vegetables and fruits, and when animals have been
virtually killed and frozen12 by the cold it fills them with warmth and activity. (11) The
constitution of the animals, as was said earlier, was not uniform;13 those which contained
most earth became plants and trees14, with their heads rooted downwards in the earth,
differing from the more bloodless15 and footless animals in so far as the latter move about
with their heads above ground. Those containing more liquid accepted life in the water,
since their constitution was pretty similar to the others. (12) Those whose constitution is
more earthy and hot became land animals, and the more airy and hot became winged,
some with their whole body upright, others with their head above the body, according to
their particular constitution. (13) As man has more heat than those others, it appears that
the constituents of his body are as a whole purer and <more>75 receptive of heat. That is
why he alone of the animals has an upright posture and is only to a small extent in contact
with the ground; and something more divine16 flowed into him, so that he possessed
intelligence and reason and thought, and made discoveries. Tzetzes Scholia on Hesiod
(Gaisford Poetae Graeci minores III.58):17 those among the Greeks18 who say that the world
came into being say that after the breaking apart of the underworld and the formation of
the air and the coming into being of the earth, muddy and totally soft, there arose from it
putrid membranes like bubbles19. These grew by being heated by the sun during the day
and nourished by the moisture of the moon by night, and when they burst there came from
them humans and all kinds of animals according to their predominant elements, I mean
water, air, fire and earth. And they say that when the earth could no longer generate them,
having been dried up by the sun, sexual generation came into being.21 (DK 68 B 27a)
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Columella IX.14.6: Democritus22, Mago and also Virgil said that bees can be generated from
a slaughtered calf.
II. Are changes determined by their cause or by their end?
Instinct and intellect
516. (Not in DK) Ar. Phys. II.8, 198b23:1 What prevents the parts from being thus (see no.
31) by nature, e.g. the front teeth grow up sharp and suitable for dividing the food, and the
molars flat and suitable for grinding it, but that does not come about for the sake of that,
but it merely falls out by chance? And similarly for the other parts, creatures which seem
to be characterised by teleology, where everything came about as if for the sake of
something, survived by chance, since their constitution was suitable, while those which
were not like that perished and still perish, as Empedocles says2 of the ‘races of cattle with
human faces’. This, or a similar argument, is what one would use to raise a difficulty ... but
all the same all these things occur by nature, as those who say this would themselves
acknowledge. Simpl. ad loc. 371.91: for the front teeth are sharp and the molars flat, not
because that is useful, but from natural necessity. For, someone might say, the
circumference of the jaw is thicker than its ends because of the curvature. Curved objects
are thicker on the concave surface and <thinner>76 on the convex because the latter is
stretched out and the former compressed where the curve is greatest, and things which
penetrate what is thicker are sharpened and sharp things penetrate more.3,77 And things
which came about in that way from material necessity happened for other reasons to
benefit the creatures, as if they came about for the sake of that. For why do some things
perish because of their own parts, e.g. eagles which starve because of the curvature of their
bills, while others survive, if these things did not happen by chance?4 (There follows the
passage of Empedocles quoted above.) (372.3) and things which combined with one
another in such a way as to be able to survive became and remained animals by fulfilling
one another’s needs, the teeth by cutting and grinding the food, the stomach by digesting it,
the liver by converting it to blood ... but those whose combination was not in accordance
with their own organisation perished. And everything happens the same way even now.5 It
seems that that is the view of those early natural philosophers who say that it is material
necessity which causes things to happen, and of the Epicureans among later thinkers. See
no. 31.
517. (partly in DK 68 A 147)1 Ar. GC V.8, 789b9: Democritus too spoke about them (teeth)
... he says that they fall out because they develop prematurely in animals; for when they are
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[L (followed by the Italian version) translates ‘Because of the greater thickness (of the inner surface) things
that are enlarged become sharper and sharp things get more enlarged’. But a) dierchomai does not seem to
be attested in the sense ‘be enlarged, expanded’ (see LSJ), and b) L acknowledges (see his n. 3) that his
rendering does not give a satisfactory sense to ‘sharp things get more enlarged’. I take dierchomai in its basic
sense of ‘go through, penetrate’, and take the sense to be that the front teeth are sharpened by the impact
involved in penetrating the greater thickness of the curve of the jaw.]
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mature they develop naturally, so to speak, but their premature development is caused by
suckling ... (24) so if it had come about as he says ... the work of nature would have occurred
contrary to nature ... (789a4) suckling itself contributes nothing, but the warmth of the milk
makes the teeth grow quicker. This is shown by the fact that the young of species whose
milk is warmer grow their teeth more quickly, since warmth promotes growth. But once
they have grown they fall out because it is better, because (there follows Aristotle’s
explanation in terms of final causes) ... (12) they fall out of necessity, because the roots of
some are in a broad, strong jawbone, but the roots of the front teeth are in a thin one,
which makes them weak and easily moved. They grow again because they were shed when
the tooth was still growing and it was still the right time for teeth to grow. This is shown by
the fact that the molars too grow for a long time; the last erupt when one is around twenty
years old, and some people’s last teeth develop completely only when they are old, because
there is a lot of nutriment in the breadth of the bone. The complete development of the
front teeth is quick, since they contain no surplus material, but the nutriment is used up in
their development. Democritus leaves aside the final cause and attributes all natural
processes to necessity; those processes are as he says, but all the same they are for the sake
of something ... so that nothing prevents them [i.e. the teeth] from growing and falling out
as he says, but not for the reasons he gives, but because of the end ... since it is reasonable
to think that many things are brought about by air acting as a tool ... air acts in natural
things like the hammer and the anvil in working with bronze. Saying that causes are
necessary seems like saying that in a case of dropsy the water was let out only because of
the lancet, not because of health, for the sake of which the lancet did the cutting. Philop. ad
loc. 247.11: Democritus said that the teeth fall out because when they grow they do
prematurely and contrary to nature. Perhaps Democritus did not simply identify suckling
itself as the cause, but was indirectly referring to milk by mentioning suckling; for milk
makes teeth grow because it is warm, as Aristotle himself said a little later.
518. (Not in DK) Ar. GA II.6, 741b37: the parts of animals are differentiated by air, not
however that of [i.e. breathed by] the mother nor of the animal itself 1, as some of the
natural philosophers say. This passage is discussed by Philop., in GA V.8, 789b2, 249.6 : for
he has said previously that Democritus said that the cause of the division of the lungs is air
that is breathed, and in general he reduces everything that exists and comes into being to
the organs. Ar. PA I.1, 640b4 (see no. 171): The ancients who were the first to theorise
about nature investigated the material principle and that kind of cause, asking what and
what kind of thing it is ... and what moves it, e.g. ... chance, since the underlying matter
must have some such nature. That is also how they generate the cosmos, and that is the
way they speak of the coming into being of animals and plants, e.g. that the stomach and
every receptacle of nourishment and residue come into being from the flow of water in the
body, and the nostrils were forced open by the passage of breath, and air and water are the
material of bodies; they all construct nature from bodies of that kind.

519. (DK 68 A 149) Ar. GA II.8, 747a24: the entire breed of mules is sterile. The reason
has not been correctly given by Empedocles1 or Democritus, of whom the former expresses
himself obscurely, the latter more intelligibly. They offer a single account applying to all
cases of mating between animals of different species. Democritus says that the genital
passages (poroi)78 are spoiled in the uterus because the animals do not originate from
parents of the same species. Philop. ad loc. 122.31: he [i.e. Democritus], he says, gives the
following high-flown account in his attempt to explain the causes of the sterility of mules.
The genital products (sporoi) of male and female mules (meaning by ‘genital products’ the
seed (spermata) of both) are naturally spoiled in the initial process of their development
because they come from parents of different species, not of the same species; that is to say,
when the seed of the male enters the female it spoils the menstrual blood and makes it
sterile, and similarly the female spoils the seed which it receives from the male and makes it
sterile. Cf. Michael Glycas Annals I.17.21 [DK ii, p. 124, l. 29 n.]. (DK 68 A 151) Aelian NA
XII.16: He says that mules do not breed, for their wombs are not like those of other animals,
but of a different form2, not at all capable of receiving seed. For the mule is not a product of
nature3.
520. (DK 68 A 116; see no. 438)1 Aet. IV.10.4 (Dox. 399): Democritus says that the nonrational animals have more senses (than the five).
521. (DK 68 A 152) Aelian NA XII.17: Democritus says that more miscarriages occur in
southern regions than in northern, and reasonably so; for the mothers’ bodies are relaxed
and expanded by the south wind. Now when the [mother’s] body is relaxed and not in
proper condition the embryo moves back and forth and as it is heated it more readily slips
out and is aborted. But if it cold and the north wind is blowing the embryo is contracted1,
and being hard to displace and not disturbed as by a wave, but in a sheltered and calm state
it grows strong and firm and lasts out the natural term of pregnancy. Hence, says the
Abderite, in cold weather it remains in place, but in hot weather it is generally rejected. And
he says that as it gets hotter the veins and joints are necessarily distended.
III. Embryology
522. (DK 67 A 35) Aet. V.4.1 (Dox. 417: is semen a body?): Leucippus and Zeno say that it
is a body, since it is something detached from the soul.
523. (DK 68 A 140) Aet. V.4.2-3 (Dox. 417-418): Pythagoras, Plato and Aristotle say that
the power of semen is incorporeal, like the moving mind, while the ejaculated matter is
corporeal, but Strato and Democritus say that the power too is corporeal, since it consists of
breath.
524. (Not in DK) Ar. GA IV.1, 764b10: regarding semen, if it is as we have said, and it does
not come from the whole body ... we must give the same reply to Democritus and anyone
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[See l’s notes 1 and 2 on the readings poroi and sporoi in these passages.]

else who happens to say the same. (IV.3, 769a26) semen is as it were a single universal
generative mixture with many components (see no. 533).
525. (DK 68 B 124) Galen On medical definitions 439 (XIX, p. 449 K.): semen is secreted, as
Plato says1 and Diocles too (fr. 170, p. 196 Wellmann) from the brain and the spine;
Praxagoras, Democritus and Hippocrates say that it is from the whole body, Democritus
saying ‘Man issues from the whole man’ .79 (DK 69 A 141) Aet. V.3.4 (Dox. 417): Plato says
that semen is an effluence of spinal marrow ... Democritus says that it comes from the
whole body and the most important parts, such as bones, flesh and sinews.
526. (DK 24 A 13) Censorinus 5.2ff.: But this opinion (that semen is excreted by the brain)
is rejected by some, e.g. Anaxagoras1, Democritus and Alcmaeon of Croton;2 they point out
that after the mating season the males have lost not only brain matter but fat and a great
deal of flesh.
527. (partly in DK 68 B 32) Clem. Paedagogus I.94 (I.214.9 St.): the sage of Abdera used to
say that sexual intercourse is ‘brief epilepsy’80, regarding it as an incurable disease. For
there is no recovery in proportion to the amount of the discharge (sc. of semen); for man
grows out of and is detached from man ... the whole man is detached in the discharge
during intercourse.1 Hippol. Refut. VIII.14 (p. 234.5 W.; see comm.):2 everything is
generated and bears fruit when it is beaten, e,g, vines; Man issues from man, he (i.e.
Monoimus) says, and is detached from him, being separated by a kind of blow. Galen On
Hippocrates Epidemics III, book I (XVII.A, p. 521 K.): intercourse is brief epilepsy. Ps-Galen Is
the foetus an animal? XIX, p. 176: Democritus says that man issues from man and dog from
dog and cow from cow. Galen On medical definitions 439 (XIX, p. 449 K (no. 525)) : semen
is excreted ... from the whole body, Democritus saying ‘Man issues from the whole man’ ... 3
Pliny NH XXVIII.58: Democritus condemned sex as something in which another man is
banished from a man. Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. XIX.2: But Hippocrates ... regarded sex as part of
a most terrible disease, which our Latin authors have called ‘the social disease’; that is how
his own words ‘intercourse is a brief epilepsy’ are translated’. Stob. III.6.28: Eryximachus (a
doctor, apparently of the Hippocratic school, mentioned in the Symposium and other works
of Plato); Eryximachus used to say that intercourse is brief epilepsy, which is cured only by
time. Plut. Quaest. conviv. III.6.1, 653 B (61 Us.): Epicurus was afraid of the wounds arising
from intercourse because of the bodily shaking, leading to disturbance and tossing about on
the part of those who engage in it. From all these passages the words of Democritus may be
reconstructed very much as follows: Intercourse is brief epilepsy4; for man issues from the
whole man (and dog from dog and cow from cow), and is detached, separated by a sort of
blow.5 For everything is generated and bears fruit when it is beaten 6, e.g. vines.
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[On the text and interpretation see Taylor 1999, D9, p. 7.]
[The Greek is mikra epileipsia, lit. ‘small epilepsy’. In view of the characterisation of sexual intercourse by
Clement as an incurable disease, and by Gellius as part of a most terrible disease, L’s translation ‘brief’ seems
preferable to ‘mild’ (adopted by Taylor 1999) as a rendering of mikra.]
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528. (DK 68 B 127) Herodianus, cited by Eustathius comm. on Od. XIV.428, p. 1766
(II.445.9 L.): when people scratch themselves they experience pleasure like that of sex. Cf.
Ar. Probl. I.30, 953b33: Sex is breathy. The evidence is that the penis is quickly enlarged
from a small size by the effect of breath. Further, before they can yet produce semen
children approaching puberty experience pleasure from naughtily scratching their genitals.
This [the enlargement of the penis} becomes obvious because breath passes through the
channels through which moisture is later conveyed, and the emission and discharge of
semen in intercourse clearly occur through the pressure of the breath.
529. (DK 68 A 142)1 Aet. V.5.1 (Dox. 418): Epicurus and Democritus say that the female
too emits semen; for she has displaced testicles, which is why she too desires intercourse.
Nemesius On the nature of man 247 Matth.: Aristotle and Democritus do not admit that the
woman’s semen contributes anything to the generation of children; they think that what is
emitted by women is sweat from the organ, rather than seminal fluid.
530. (DK 68 A 143) Ar. GA IV.1, 764a6: Democritus of Abdera says that the differentiation
of male and female occurs in the womb. It is not, however, because of heat and cold 1 that
one becomes female and another male, but it depends on which parent’s seed
predominates2, specifically the seed coming from the part in which male and female differ.
Philop. ad loc. 167.33: he calls the particles ‘seed’3, and we said in the first book (25.20)
what he means by calling them ‘seed’; he says that seed comes from the whole 4 body, but
by ‘seed’ he is not talking about the sort of thing with which we are all familiar, but saying
that from the head of the father there is emitted a tiny head, imperceptibly small, and
similarly hands from the hands, feet from the feet, liver from the liver and so on, and much
the same from the mother. Ar. GA IV.1, 764b20: and in general saying that the supremacy
of the part makes the female through its predominance is better than thoughtlessly making
heat the sole cause, but yet it needs to be explained why that [i.e. being as a whole female]
always accompanies the different shape of the genitals. If it is because they are adjacent,
the same ought to apply to each of the parts, for each of the predominant parts is adjacent
to another, so that the female offspring ought to resemble the mother 7, and the male the
father. Further, it is absurd to suppose that only those parts have to come into being, rather
than the whole body having changed. Philop. ad loc. 171.1: this is directed against
Democritus. Philop. ad loc. 167.13: Democritus said that it is not because of heat and cold
that males and females come into being, but purely through the predominance of the parts.
He said that all the parts of the male and female come from all the parts [of the parents],
but not half each, as Empedocles said, but entire, a complete head 8 from the male and a
complete head from the female, and similarly a complete heart from the male and a
complete heart from the female, and so on for the others. And there is first of all a struggle
in the parts in which male and female differ, i.e. the womb and the perineos. The latter is a
veinous channel in which the semen of the male collects and through which it is conveyed
to the penis. So he says that there is first of all a struggle in those parts, and if the womb
prevails over the perineos10 it changes it to its own nature, from which it grows.11 And since

the female genitals are just next to the womb, through the victory of the womb the female
genitals conquer the male and change them to their own nature. And since the thighs and
pubis are near the genitals, the thighs [of the female] conquer the thighs [of the male] and
the [female] pubis conquers the [male] pubis, and the [female] stomach conquers the
[male] stomach, and it [the embryo] becomes female, but if the perineos is victorious, and
thereby the penis, and through the penis the thighs and pubis, and through the pubis the
stomach and the rest, it becomes male.
531. (DL 67 A 36, 68 A 143)1 Aet. V.7.5a-6 (Dox. 420: how are males and females
generated?): Leucippus says that it is though the difference of parts, in that one has a penis,
the other a womb; that is all he says. Democritus says that the parts common to both come
[sexes] come from either parent by chance, but the differentiating parts by predominance.
531a. (Not in DK)1 Columella VI.28: Democritus asserts that in breeding horses it is up to us
whether a male or female is conceived. He advises that when we want a male to be
conceived we should tie up the left testicle of the stallion with a linen string or something
similar, and if a female, the right, and he says that we should do the same in the case of
virtually all animals (= no. 812).
532. (DK 68 A 143) Censorinus 6.5: Democritus maintained that whichever parent’s seed
first occupied the position, that parent’s nature was reproduced.
533. (Not in DK) Ar. GA IV.3, 769a8: Some say that the offspring more nearly resembles
the parent which contributed more seed, both as a whole and in respect of each part, on
the assumption that the seed is emitted from each of the parts, but if the amount from both
parents is equal, the offspring is not like either ... (17) those such as Empedocles and
Democritus who explain the difference between male and female say what is for other
reasons impossible; but those who say that more or less [seed] comes from the male or the
female ... (26) But those who take the remaining view about resemblance have a better
account both of that and of other things. There are some who say that semen, which is one
thing, is a sort of universal seminal mixture of many things; so, as if one were to mix many
flavours in a single liquid, and then drew some of it off, one might get, not always an equal
quantity of every flavour, but sometimes more of one and sometimes of another, and
sometimes more of one but none of another. That would also happen in the case of the
seminal mixture; the character [of the offspring] would resemble the parent who had
contributed most.
534. (DK 68 B 5.2; no. 515)1 Hermippus On astronomy (Ioannes Catrares) II.1.7, p. 33
Kroll): those which had been sufficiently baked became males, which were hotter, while
those of the opposite constitution, lacking heat, were transformed into females
535. (DK 68 A 144) Ar. GA II.4, 740a33: the veins connect to the uterus like roots, through
which the embryo receives nourishment. This is why the animal remains in the womb, not,

as Democritus says, in order that its parts should be formed on the pattern of the parts of
the mother. (II.7, 746a19): those who say that children in the womb are nourished by
sucking some little fleshy part are wrong. Philop. ad loc. 102.20: for since, he [Democritus]
says, the hand and every part of the mother is such and such, it [the embryo] remains in the
womb in order that nature should shape and form the parts of the embryo by reference to
those parts [of the mother]as a pattern.
536. (DK 68 A 144) Aet. V.16.1 (Dox. 426): Democritus and Epicurus say that the embryo
in the womb is fed through the mouth, which is why as soon as it is born it moves its mouth
to the breast. There are in the womb teats and mouths, through which it is fed.
537. (DK 68 148)1 Plut. On love of offspring 3, 495 E: when the embryo is received in the
womb and wrapped up once it has taken root (for the navel is the first part to be formed in
the womb, as Democritus says, as an anchor to stop it from rolling and shifting about, and as
a cable and a shoot for the fruit which is coming into being and is to come), nature shuts off
the monthly cleansing flow, but uses the flow of blood to nourish and moisten the foetus as
it is constituted and moulded, until, after growing in the womb for the appropriate time, it
needs other nourishment and another place. Plut. On the fortune of Rome 2, 317 A: ‘an
anchor to stop it from rolling and shifting about’, as Democritus says. Plut. On love of
offspring 1, 493 D: (animals) ‘ride at the anchor’ of nature.
538. (DK 68 A 145) Ar. GA II.4, 740a13: those such as Democritus who say that the
external parts of animals are differentiated first, and the internal parts later, are wrong.
539. (DK 68 A 145) Censorinus 6.1 (Dox. 190: On what parts are first formed in the infant):
Democritus says that is the belly and the head, which contain the most void.
b. THE BODILY ORGANS
I. The natural origin and functions of the organs
540. (DK 68 B 135) Hesych. s.v. dexamenai: receptacles for liquids, and the veins in the
body. Democritus. Erotianus 90.18 N.: he called ‘veins’ not those usually so called 1, but
arteries. And Democritus called the motion of the arteries ‘beating of the veins’. Cf.
Boethius On music I.1:2 The pulse is driven by the motions of the heart, in accordance with
the state of the body. Democritus is said to have told that to the physician Hippocrates,
who had visited him in prison3 to cure him from insanity, when all Democritus’ fellowcitizens thought that he was mad.
541. (DK 68 A 153) Ael. NA XII.18: He says that the cause of the growth of antlers in deer
is as follows. He acknowledges that their belly is extremely warm, and says that the veins
throughout the whole body are extremely loose-textured, and the bone containing the brain
extremely fine and loose-textured like a membrane, with very broad veins1 going up from it
to the top of the head. So the nutriment, especially the most generative element of this 2,

flows up very quickly, and, as he says, the fat in them spills out3, and the force4 of the
nutriment rushes up5 to the head through the veins. From there the horns grow outwards,
as they are moistened with a great deal of liquid, whose continuous flow pushes the
previous deposit out. The damp material projecting outside the body is dried and hardened
by the air and becomes horny, while the stuff that is still shut up inside is soft. The former is
hardened by the cold outside, the latter stays soft because of the heat inside. And the
growth of new horn pushes the older growth out like something alien, as the inner material
chafes and tries to thrust the other out, throbbing in pain in its eagerness to come to birth
and come out. For the upsurge of solidified liquid cannot itself be at rest; it itself hardens
and is pushed out on to the earlier ones. The greater part6 are squeezed out by the force of
the moisture inside, but some get caught in branches, hindering the speedy motion of the
animal, and are broken off by the force of its charge. Some fall off 7, and nature brings out
those which are ready to appear.
542.
(DK 68 A 155) Ael. NA XII.20: In the case of hornless bulls the forehead is not
‘honeycombed’, as Democritus calls it, meaning ‘porous’, but solid bone throughout, with
no room for humours to flow in, and so is bare1 of any defences, and the veins81 above that
bone are thinner and weaker2 for lack of nourishment. Necessarily, the necks of hornless3
cattle are also drier, for there too the veins are thinner, and consequently weaker. Some
female Arabian cattle have well-developed horns, and in their case, he says, the abundant
flow of humours nourishes the strong growth of the horns. The hornless ones are those
where the bone which receives the liquid is too narrow to be capable of containing the
humours. To sum up, it is the flow of humours which causes the growth of horns; this is
channelled by large numbers of extremely broad veins full of moisture, which they are
capable of containing.
543. (DK 68 A 154) Ael. NA XII.19 (castrated cattle): Democritus says that their horns grow
long, thin and crooked, whereas those of entire cattle are thick at the root, straight and
shorter, and they have much broader faces than the others, since they have many veins
there, and hence their horns are well-developed. The thicker root1 of the horns makes that
part of the animal itself bigger2 and broader. Castrated cattle, in which the circumference of
the base of the horns is small, grow less broad [in the face], he says.
544. (DK 68 A 150) Ar. Historia Animalium [HA] IX.39, 623a30: spiders can1 spin their webs
as soon as they are born, not as excrement2 from within, as Democritus says, but from their
body like bark3, or like animals which shed their hair (in moulting), e,g, pigs shed their
bristles4, 82. Pliny NH XI.80: A third sort of spider is conspicuous for its intelligent activity. It
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[L’s n. 2 asserts that the description of the phlebes as ‘weaker’ requires the word to be understood as
‘muscles’, not ‘veins’. But LSJ does not cite any instances of the word with that sense. Further, the sentence
immediately following, which clearly requires the sense ‘veins’, suggests that veins (and blood-vessels more
generally) are described as weak in so far as they are incapable of sustaining an abundant flow of blood.]
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[I render L’s text and translation, on which see his n. 4. DK retain the mss’ text, translated by Taylor 1999,
no. 144, p. 131, as ‘like bark or those creatures which shoot their spines, such as porcupines’.]

spins webs, and its own body provides the material for such a great task, whether because,
as Democritus thinks, at a particular time it suffers a gastric disorder of that sort, or because
it is able to generate thread from its skin.
II. Multiple births. Monsters.
545. (DK 68 A 151) Ael. NA XII.16: Democritus says that the pig and the dog have large
litters, adding the explanation that they have several wombs and places to receive the semen.
The seed does not fill all these at a single discharge, but these animals copulate two or three
times, so that the continuity can fill up the places which receive the sperm. (Cf. DK 68 B
300.7a) Theophylactus Quaest. phys. p. 20 Boissonade:1 The hare is especially fertile in nature
... so the hare gives birth to some of the offspring which it has conceived, and carries others
around half-formed in its womb ... the poets tell that Aegyptus and Danaus had the most
children, but the hare surpasses them, according to the Abderite, and there is no harm in
believing him. (DK 68 A 151) Hippocrates On the nature of the infant 31 (VII.540 Littré):
regarding twins being born as the result of a single copulation, it is a fact that the dog and the
pig and other animals which bear two or more from a single copulation carry each of them in
a pouch and a membrane in their wombs2, and we observe them being born, and generally
these are all born in a single day. Ar. Probl. X.14, 892a38: Why do some animals, such as the
pig, dog and hare, have large litters, while others, such as man and the lion 3 do not? Is it
because the former kinds have many wombs and places which the semen seeks to fill and into
which it is divided, while in the latter it is the opposite?4
546. (DK 68 A 146) Ar. GA IV.4, 769b30: Democritus says that monsters1 are produced by
the confluence of two discharges of semen, one earlier and one later. This is emitted and
flows into the womb, so that the parts are fused together and intermingled. And since in
birds copulation occurs quickly,2 he says that the eggs and their colours are always
intermingled3. Philop. ad loc. 185.33: Democritus said that in copulations occurring say today
the semen from the male has entered the womb, and it will do so in copulations occurring
tomorrow, and in general the semen in the first copulation is different from that in the
second. So when the female copulates twice, and two amounts of semen enter her womb,
the first forms and makes hands and feet and the other parts, and the second does the same.
But since the menstrual blood is single and continuous, the results of both discharges are
continuous and intermingled, i.e. acting jointly and mutually similar, and because of that a
single human being is born with two heads and four feet. Democritus also said that birds’
eggs are monsters; he says that in those cases copulation is quick, occurring several times in
a single hour, and issuing in several discharges, which is why part of the egg is white and part
yellow. If only a single discharge had entered, the whole would have been either white or
yellow. So, he says, eggs are monsters, but they do not appear so because it always happens
that way since copulation is quick, and he says the colours of eggs are always joint in their
effects and intermingled, which is why every bird’s egg is partly white and partly yellow. This
is Democritus’ opinion about the birth of monsters, citing the male semen as the cause ...

c. THE CAUSES OF ANIMALS (ΑΙΤΙΑΙ ΠΕΡΙ ΖΩΙΩΝ)
THE KINDS OF ANIMALS
547. (Not in DK)1 Aet. V.20.1 (Dox. 432): Plato and Aristotle say that there are four kinds
of animals, land animals, aquatic, winged and heavenly,2 for they say that the heavenly
bodies are living creatures and that the cosmos is a living creature which is divine, rational
and immortal. Democritus and Epicurus <do not accept that> the heavenly bodies <are
living creatures.>83
548. (DK 68 A 148) Ar. PA III.4, 665a30: none of the bloodless animals has viscera.
Democritus seems not to be correct in his discussion of them ...1 See no. 465.
PARTICULAR KINDS
I. Mammals
549. (DK 68 A 156) Scholium T on Hom. Il. XI.554: since it (the lion) contains much heat, it
fears fire; hence it does not shut its eyes when it goes to sleep, nor, as Democritus says,
when it is born. Eustathius ad loc. 862: ... faggots are bundles of brands, i.e. torches, which
the lion fears, and they say that the cause of its fear is its natural heat 1 and as it were
fieriness, which is why it fears fire, and for that reason it does not shut its eyes when it goes
to sleep nor, as Democritus says, when it is born; it alone is said to be born with its eyes
open. Ael. NA V.39: Democritus says that the lion is the only animal to be born with its eyes
open, since it is in a way spirited1 and from birth eager to do something noble.
II. Birds
550. (DK 68 A 157) Etymoligicum Genuinum s.v. glaux [owl]: ... of all animals it has the
keenest vision, which enables it to see at night. Democritus reports that alone of the
taloned flesh-eaters1 its young are not born blind, because it has a great deal of fiery
warmth about its eyes, which is very sharp and cutting and separates2 and confuses its sight.
So that because of the fieriness of its eyes it sees even when there is no moonlight. Cf.
schol. on Il. XX.172 (glaukioōn [‘glaring’]).
551. (DK 68 A 148) Cic. De divinat. II.26.57: Democritus gives an excellent explanation of
why cocks crow before dawn; once their food has moved from the stomach to the whole
body and has been digested they sing when they are rested and satiated. Cf. Michael Glycas
Annals I.89.20 (from Alexander); Heliodorus Aethiopica I.18.

III. Fish and aquatic animals
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552. (DK 68 A 155b) Theophr. Fr. 171.12 W.: There is a problem about both kinds, those
found on dry land and those obtained by digging1. If they were put into water would they live
there, or would they seek that as their natural habitat, like those which live in the sea and in
rivers? Only a few can survive those changes; for those which hide when the water dries up
and those which are frozen in the ice2 obviously live naturally in water, and it is more likely
that that is true of those obtained by digging and the others, both those which are essentially
so, and the amphibians, as Democritus says.3 That is the case with others too; some species
breathe air, as we have said previously.
553. (Not in DK) Ar.On breath 2, 470b28: Democritus of Abdera and others who have
discussed breath said nothing about the other animals, but appear to say that all breathe.
Anaxagoras and Diogenes, who say that all breathe, describe how fish and shellfish breathe.
554. (DK 68 A 155a) Ael. NA IX.64: Democritus ... says that fish are nourished not by salt
water, but by the residue of fresh water in the sea.
IV. Bloodless animals
555. (DK 68 B 126) Galen On the difference of pulses I.25 (VIII.551 K.; on wavelike and
wriggling pulses): the common feature, in virtue of which the name is applied in each case,
is that in the case of the wavelike something like waves occur one after another in the
artery, while in the case of the wriggling it is like the motion of a grub, moving with a
wavelike motion, as Democritus somewhere describes such creatures as ‘moving forward
irregularly like a wave’. Ar. HA V.19, 551b6: the insects named spindles and pestles1 are
derived from similar caterpillars, which move in an undulatory way . progressing with one
part and then pulling up the hinder parts by a bend of the body. (DK 68 A 148) Ar. PA III.4,
665a30: none of the bloodless animals has viscera. Democritus seems not to discuss them
correctly, in saying that the viscera of the bloodless animals are too small to be visible2.
(See no. 465.)
d. THE CAUSES OF PLANTS (ΑΙΤΑΙ ΠΕΡΙ ΦΥΤΩΝ)
556. (DK 68 B5, 2)1 Hermippus On astronomy (Ioannes Catrares) II.1.11, p. 33 Kroll: the
constitution of the animals1 was not uniform; those containing most earth became plants
and trees with their heads rooted in the earth, differing from the more bloodless and
footless animals only in that the latter have their heads above ground as they move. (DK 31
A 70) ps-Ar. On plants I.1, 815b16 (p. 6.17 M.): Anaxagoras, Democritus and Abrucalis (=
Empedocles)1 said that they (i.e.plants) have mind and intelligence. (DK 59 A 116) Plut.
Quaest. conviv. I.1.1, 911 D: plants are animals fixed in the earth, as Plato 2, Anaxagoras,
Democritus and their followers say.
557. (DK 68 A 162) Theophr. De caus. plant. II.11.7 ff. (on the growth of plants):
Democritus explains the fact that straight plants are shorter-lived than crooked, and that
they sprout earlier, as arising from the same causes (in the former case the nutriment

producing shoots and fruit is disseminated more quickly, but more slowly in the latter,
because the part above the ground does not allow a quick flow, but the roots absorb it, for
those plants have long, thick roots). That would not seem to be correct. (8) He also says
that the roots of straight plants are weak, and hence that both causes contribute to the
withering of the plant [text uncertain]; both heat and cold are transmitted quickly from
above to the roots because the channels in the plant are wide, but because the roots are
weak they do not withstand it. Overall, most such plants begin to wither from the bottom
because of the weakness of their roots, and in addition the thin parts above ground are bent
by the wind, thus shaking the roots. When that happens they [the roots] get damaged and
broken, as a result of which the whole plant dies. That is what he says. (I.8.2): whether it
should be understood as occurring because of the straightness of the channels, as
Democritus says; for the flow is abundant and unimpeded, as he says.

G. HUMAN SOCIETY
a. THE HISTORY OF HUMAN SOCIETY
I. The beginnings of human society
558. (DK vol. II, Nachtrag, p. 423, l. 17 ff.) Galen On medical experience (Arabic
translation):1 Kitab Galinus fi-t-tagriba at-tibbija, edited by R. Walzer (Galen on Medical
Experience. First Edition of the Arabic version with English translation and notes. London,
1944) IX.5, p. 145b = p. 19.99 Walzer: (Arabic text follows; trans.: ‘For, as Democritus says,
experience and vicissitudes have taught men this, and it is from their wealth of experience
that men have learned to perform the things that they do’). (DK 68 B 5) Diod. I.8.1:2 That
concludes our discussion of the origin of the universe. The earliest humans are said to have
lived scattered about5 in a disorderly and bestial3 state of life4; they wandered about looking
for food, and gathered the tastiest plants and fruit that they found growing on trees. (2)
When they were attacked by animals they came to each other’s assistance, prompted by
their own interest6, and once they had associated through fear they gradually began to
recognise one another. (5) The first humans had a painful existence, for none of the things
useful for life had been discovered; they were without clothing, shelter and the use of fire,
and had no notion at all of the cultivation of food. (6) And since they were even ignorant of
how to store their wild food they did not set aside any of the crops for times of scarcity;
hence many of them perished in winter from cold and lack of food.7 From this condition
they gradually learned from experience to seek shelter in caves in the winter and to store up
those crops which could be preserved, and once they had discovered fire and other useful
things8 they gradually devised the crafts and other ways of improving their communal life.
In every case it was need which was the teacher of human beings; it showed the way to
each discovery to naturally able creatures who had hands to assist them in everything 10,
together with reason and acuity of mind. Hippocr. On ancient medicine 3 (= Corp. medic.
Gr. I.1, p. 38): ... I think that in the beginning people used that kind of food, and their
present diet seems to me to have been discovered and devised over a long period. They
suffered many dreadful afflictions from their strong, bestial diet ... it is probable that most
of them died, having a weaker constitution, while the stronger lived longer ... this necessity
seems to me to have made them look for a diet suitable to their nature and to find the one
we now use. Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. 10 Chilton, col. II.1.4: neither these nor any of the

crafts should be ascribed to Athena or to any other divinity; all arose from need and the
vicissitudes of time. Tzetzes Scholia on Hesiod (Gaisford, Poet. Gr. minores III.58): the
people of that time, simple and inexperienced as they were, had no knowledge of crafts or
agriculture or anything else, nor did they understand what sickness or death were, but lay
down on the ground as if going to bed and breathed their last without knowing what was
happening. Activitated purely by mutual affection, they lived a gregarious life, going out to
pasture like sheep and eating fruit and vegetables in common, and protecting one another
from wild animals, fighting together naked, with their bare hands. Being thus naked,
without shelter or possessions, they did not even know how to gather together the crops
and fruit in stores, but simply ate the food they found each day, so that when winter came
many died. But gradually, instructed by necessity, they began to creep into hollow trees,
thickets, clefts in the rocks and caves, and with difficulty discovered which crops could be
preserved, and once they had collected them they stored them in their caves and lived on
them throughout the year. Living together in such conditions, they led a plain, simple life of
mutual affection, without the knowledge of fire; they had no kings, rulers or masters, no
wars, no use of force, no robberies, but all they knew was mutual affection and how to live
this plain, free life. But when they had acquired a greater capacity for forethought and
advance deliberation, and discovered fire, they wanted hotter, or rather more wicked things
...11
II. Animals as a model for humans
559. (DK 68 B 154)1 Plut. On the wisdom of animals 20, 974 A: perhaps we are absurd to
praise animals for learning, when Democritus shows that in the most important things we
have been their pupils2, learning spinning and weaving from the spider, housebuilding from
the swallow and singing by imitation from songbirds, the swan and the nightingale.
560. (DK 68 A 150a)1 Ael. NA VI.60: The Massagetai, as Herodotus relates (I.216)2, hang up
their quiver in front of themselves, and then the man couples with the woman openly, and
they think nothing of it, even if everyone can see them. But camels would never couple in
the open nor, as it were, before witnesses. Whether that is to be ascribed to shame or to a
secret natural endowment we may leave to Democritus and the rest to consider, who suppose
that they are capable of stating the causes of things which are not attested or paralleled. Even
the herdsman goes away when he observes that they are eager to mate, as if withdrawing
from the bride and groom when they enter their bedroom.3
561. (DK 68 A 151) Ael. NA XII.16: He [Democritus] says that mules do not breed, for their
wombs are not like those of other animals, but of a different form, hardly capable of
containing semen. For the mule is not a product of nature, but a crafty contrivance1 of human
ingenuity and, one might almost say, of sexual violence. It seems to me, he says, that a mare
once happened to give birth after having been raped by an ass, and men, getting the idea
from [lit. having become pupils2 of] this violent act, went on to develop that kind of breeding.
And especially in Libya the asses, which are very large, mount mares which do not have their

manes but have been shorn; for a mare which was glorying in her mane would not endure
such a match, the experts in breeding them say.
561a. (DK 68 B 198, 20 N = no. 761) Stob. III.4.72: The (animal) in need knows how much it
needs, but the (human) in need does not know.
562. (DK 68 B 278)1 Stob. IV.23.33: the same (i.e. Democritus). People think of having
children as necessary because of their nature and their long-established way of life.2 This is
clear for the other animals too3; they all have young in accordance with their nature, not for
any benefit. But when they are born each one takes trouble to rear them as best it can, and
fears for them when they are little and grieves if anything happens to them. The nature of all
living things is like that. But as far as mankind is concerned it has become accepted 4 that
there is some advantage to be derived from one’s offspring.
III. The origin of language
563. (DK 68 B 26)1 Proclus Comm. on Plato’s Cratylus 16, p. 5.25 Pasquali: Pythagoras and
Epicurus shared the view of Cratylus, Democritus and Aristotle that of Hermogenes ... (p.
6.10) by the assigner of names Pythagoras was hinting at the soul, which was subordinate to
mind. It is not identical with things themselves as mind is primarily, but it has images of
them and words which are explanatory of their nature like statues2 of things, like the names
which are likenesses of the intelligible forms, i.e. the numbers. So the being of everything
derives from the wise and self-knowing mind, but their names from the soul which is a
likeness of the mind. So, says Pythagoras, devising names is not a task for just anyone, but
for someone who sees mind and the nature of things. Democritus supported his view that
names belong to things by convention by four arguments. First, that from homonymy3:
different things are called by the same name, so the name does not belong to them by
nature. Then, that from polynomy: if different names fit one and the same thing, they must
fit one another, which is impossible. Third, that from change of names: why was Aristocles’
name changed to Plato, and Tyrtamus’ to Theophrastus, if names apply by nature? Then,
that from absence of similar terms: why do we form the verb ‘think’ from ‘thought’, but do
not form any verb from ‘justice’? Names, therefore, apply by chance, not by nature. He
himself calls the first argument ‘the ambiguous’, the second ‘the equivalent’, <the third ‘the
name-changing’>84 and the fourth ‘the anonymous’.
564. (DK 68 B 142) Olympiodorus Comm. on Plato’s Philebus, p. 242 Stallbaum: Why has
Socrates so much reverence for the names of the gods? Is it because the appropriate names
were long ago consecrated to the appropriate things, and it is absurd to change what is
unchangeable, or because they are by nature appropriate, according to the theory in the
Cratylus, or because these too are speaking2 images of the gods, as Democritus says? (cf. no.
563). Hierocles Comm. on Pythagoras Carmen aureum 25: the name of Zeus is a symbol and
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an image in speech of his nature as an artificer, since those who first assigned names to
things showed surpassing skill, like excellent sculptors, in expressing the powers of things
through their names as images.
565. (Not in DK) Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. V.15 (= no. 492):1 Democritus and later Epicurus say
that sound is composed of atomic corpuscles, and call it, to use their own words, a stream of
atoms. (DK 68 A 128) Aet. IV.19.3 (= no. 493) (Dox. 408: on sound): Democritus says that
the air is split up into bodies of similar shape, which are rolled up together with the
fragments of sound. (DK 68 B 145) Plut. On the education of children 14, 9 F: for the word is
the shadow of the deed, according to Democritus (see no. 493a). {Not in DK] Lact. Div. inst.
III.17.23 (p. 232.14 Brandt):2 Learning from him (Leucippus) Democritus says ‘They (the
atoms) come together in various orders and positions, like letters which, though few in
number, nevertheless compose innumerable words when they are put together in different
ways. These primary bodies are like that’, he says (see no. 241). Isidore of Seville
Etymologies XIII.2 (on atoms) 4.108 (PL 82, p. 473)2: An atom is what is indivisible. That is so
in the case of the letter also. For you divide speech into words, words into syllables, and
syllables into letters. The letter, which is the smallest part, is atomic and cannot be divided.
Venerable Bede I.2 (PL 90, p. 1132)2: Hence letters are called elements by a simile, because
they are totally similar parts, so that nothing is part of them. (DK 68 A 127) Scholium on
Dionysius Thrax 482, p. 13 Hilg.: Epicurus, Democritus and the Stoics say that sound is a
body (see no. 493).
566. (DK 68 B 5) Diod. I.8.3: their speech was [at first] meaningless and confused, but they
gradually articulated what they were saying, and by laying down for one another symbols
for each thing around them they communicated their meaning about everything. (4) And as
communities of that kind grew up all over the world, they did not all speak the same
language, but each constructed what they were saying in their own way. Hence all kinds of
languages came into being, and the original communities became the forefathers of all
nations.
567. (DK 68 B 122a) Etym. Gen. s.v .gunē; Etym. Gudianum, ed. Stefani 2, p. 326.25; Etym.
Orionis p. 39.19: ...or, according to Democritus, that which receives the semen (gonē), a sort
of race, seed, generation (gonē).
567a. (DK 68 A 159)1 Soranus Gyaecology III.17, p. 105.1 Hberg: inflammation (phlegmonē)
is so called from burning , not, as Democritus says, because it is caused by phlegm. See no.
805a.
IV. Music and culture in general arise not from want but from planty
568. (DK 68 B 144)1 Philod. On music IV.31, p. 108.29 Kemke [= pHerc. 1497, col.
XXXVI.29-39]: Democritus, a man who was not only the most learned about nature of all the
ancients, but no less industrious than any other inquirer, says that music is more recent 2,

and identifies its cause, saying that it was not singled out by necessity3, but arose as a result
of plenty
568a. (DK 68 B 16) Theodorus Mallius On metre VI.589.20 Keil: Democritus says that the
dactyllic hexameter was invented by Musaeus.
V. The origin of law
569.

(DK 68 A 1) DL IX.45: conventions are artificial, by nature there are atoms and void.1

570. (DK 68 B 245, 140 N)1 Stob. III.38.53; Maximus Loci communes [Max. Loc.comm.] 54,
p. 658 (PG 91, p. 961 A); Antonius Melissa [Ant. Mel.] I.62, p. 109 (PG 136, p. 969
A):Democritus. The laws would not prevent each individual from living as he pleases, if one
did not harm another. Envy prompts the beginning of civil strife.
571. (DK 68 A 166, 3 N) Epiphan. Adv. haer. III.2.9 (Dox. 590): Democritus ... said ... that
what appears just is not just, and what is unjust is the opposite of nature. He called the laws
a wicked contrivance ... (Cf. no. 606: the law wishes to benefit the life of man, and it is able
to do so when they themselves wish to be well treated ...)

b. THE WORSHIP OF THE GODS
I. Explanation of the divine nature
II. The divine force present in humans and some other animals, greater in some cases and
less in others

572. (DK 68 a 116)1 Aet. IV.10.4 (nos. 86, 438): Democritus says that there are more
senses (sc. than the five) in non-rational animals and in the wise and in the gods. Cf. Simpl.
in De an. III.1, 424b22 (there are no senses other than the five), 173.8: besides the animals
visible to us are the invisible2 ones, some mortal and some supernatural (daimonia). (DK 68
A 79, no. 472a) Clem. Strom. V.88 (II.383. 25 St.): So overall Xenocrates of Chalcedon did not
abandon hope that even non-rational animals have a conception of the divine. And
Democritus will have to admit, even against his will, that that follows from his theories; for
he makes the same images from the divine nature impact people and the non-rational
animals3.
572a. (DK 68 B 5.2)1 Hermipp. On astron. (Ioann. Catrares) II.1.13, p. 33 Kroll: ... since
humans contain more heat ... so for that very reason they alone have upright posture and
very little contact with the earth. Something more divine flows into them, so that they have
intelligence, reason and thought, and remember what has happened. (See no. 515). Ar. PA
II.10, 656a3: those creatures which have perception as well as life are extremely diverse in
form, and some are more developed and longer–lived than others, and their nature is
adapted not merely to living, but to living well2. The human race is such. Either alone of the
animals known to us it participates in the divine, or does so most of all3 ... Man is the only
animal to walk upright ... (id. IV.10, 686a28): ... man ... has hands, for because of his nature
and his divine being he is the only animal to walk upright. Th ought and intelligence are the
task of the most divine.
572b. (Not in DK; no. 472)1 Ar. De divinat. in somn. 2, 464a24: the reason why some who
are out of their minds foresee the future is that their own motions do not concern them ...
so that they are specially perceptive of those of others ... (32) and melancholic people hit
the mark because of their impetuosity, like people shooting at a distance, and because they
are changeable they quickly imagine what comes next.
573. (DK 68 B 37, 8 N)1 Democrates [Democrat.] 3 (Gnomologium Baroccianium [Gnom.
Barocc.] ed. Bywater, Oxford, 1878, 17): The person who chooses the goods of the soul
chooses the more divine things; the one who chooses the goods of the body chooses human
things.
573a. DK 68 B 112, 37 N)1:Democrat. 79: It is the mark of a divine mind always to be
thinking of something fine.
574. (DK 68 B 18) Clem. Strom. VI.168 (II.518.20 St.): Similarly (to Plato Ion 534b)
Democritus says ‘What a poet writes with divine inspiration and te breath of the gods is very
fine’. (DK 68 B 17) Cic. De orat. II.16.194: No-one can be a good poet without mental
inspiration and the inbreathing of a kind of madness; it is said that this is asserted by
Democritus and Plato in their writings. Cic. De divinat. I.30.80: Democritus denies that
anyone can be a great poet without madness. Horace Ars poetica 295: Democritus excludes
sane poets from Helicon.

575. (DK 68 B 21) Dio 36.1 (II.109.21 Arnim): Democritus says the following about Homer:
‘Homer, by getting a share in the divine nature ...’, meaning that he could not have
composed such fine and learned poems without a divine and superhuman nature. (= no.
816).
576. (DK 68 B 129) Herodianus On irregular forms [De affectibus], s.v. nenōtai (II.253
L.):Democritus; Divine things are thought by the mind.
III. Popular religion
577. (DK 68 B 161) Schol. on Apollonius Rhodius III.533: In ancient times sorceresses1
believed that they could extinguish the sun and moon, which is why up to the time of
Democritus eclipses were called ‘extinctions’.
578. (DK 68 A 138) Cic. De divinat. I.3.5 (Dox. 224):1 While the learned Democritus
expressed in a number of places his belief in the foreseeing of the future, Dicaearchus the
Peripatetic rejected other kinds of divination, but accepted those which occurred in dreams
and madness. (57.131): But Democritus holds that the ancients were wise to institute the
inspection of the entrails of victims, since their state and colour could give signs of both
health and disease, and sometimes also of whether the fields were going to be fertile or
barren. (II.13.30): But Democritus was not merely engaged in silly trifling, at least for a
natural philosopher; (no sort of people is more arrogant than they ...) But he, on the other
hand, holds that from the condition and colour of the entrails there can be determined no
more than this; he thinks that their kind of food and the abundance or sparceness of the
crops, and also their health and disease can be indicated by the entrails.2 O lucky man! I am
certain that he was never at a loss for entertainment. Was this man so fascinated by trifles
that he did not see that that was likely only if the entrails of all the animals assumed the
same condition and colour at the same time? But if at the same time the liver of one animal
was plump and shining, while that of another was thin and rough, what could be declared
on the basis of the condition and colour of the entrails? ... But suppose that those views of
Democritus were true ... . (DK 68 B 166, no. 472a) Sext. M IX.19: Democritus says that some
images approach people ... and they foretell future events to people by appearing to them
and speaking. (DK 68 B 10a) DL IX.47: Works on nature ... On images, or On forethought3.
Cf. Stob. III.6.27 (no. 472, end).
579. (DK 68 A 77) Plut. Quaest. conviv. V.7.6, 682 F ff.: He (Democritus) says that
malevolent people emit them [i.e. images], so that they fly about, not totally lacking
perception or impulse, full of the wickedness and malignity of their source, and as they get
imprinted on people and fixed with that character, the disturb the body and mind of those
subject to malign influence. That is what I think the man means, but his language is lofty
and marvellous. See no. 476.

579a. (Not in DK)1 Lucian Lover of Lies 32 (59): Tell me, whom do you consider the most
reliable authority about such things (sc. the marvels of sorcery)? ... ‘By heaven’, I said, ‘that
most remarkable man Democritus of Abdera; he was so convinced that there can be no such
thing that once, when he had shut himself up in a tomb outside the gates and was staying
there writing his works night and day, and some young men who wanted to frighten him for
a joke dressed up as corpses in black with masks like skulls, and danced round him in
massed ranks, he was not frightened by their masquerade nor even so much as looked at
them, but while continuing to write he said ‘Stop playing the fool’. So firmly was he
convinced that souls do not exist outside bodies.
IV. The origin of the worship of the gods
(cf. no. 472a)
580. (DK 68 B 30) Clem. Protr. 68 (I.52.16 St.); Strom. V.103 (II.394.21); Eus. PE XIII.13.27,
p. 204.20 Dind: A few of the learned1 people, raising their hands to what we Greeks now call
the air, said ‘Zeus thinks of2, 85 all things and he knows all things and gives and takes away,
and he is king of all things’. With ‘learned’ (logiōn) here cf. Philodemus pHerc. 1428, cited
by Philippson Hermes 55, 1920, p. 368: and all these things were called eternal and divine
by people without understanding.
581. (DK 68 A 75)1 Sext. M IX.24: Some people think that we arrived at the idea of gods
from the remarkable things that happen in the world. Democritus seems to me to be of that
opinion; he says that the people of ancient times were frightened by happenings in the
heavens such as thunder, lightning, thunderbolts, conjunctions of stars 2, and eclipses of the
sun and moon, and thought that they were caused by gods. Philod. On piety 5a, p. 69
Gomperz (Crönert Kolotes und Menedemos, p. 130) [pHerc1428, fr. 16.2-11]: summer <on
earth and> winter and <spring and> autumn and all these things are sent from above by the
gods, and so they recognize and venerate their author. Democritus does not seem to me,
like some ... Cf. Lucr. V.1186-93:
Therefore they had recourse to attributing everything to the gods and holding that
everything is controlled by their will, and they located the dwellings and temples of the gods
in heaven, because through the heaven are seen to revolve sun and moon, day and night
and the stern signs of the night, the lights which wander by night in the heavens, flying
flames, clouds, dew, rain, snow, winds, lightning, hail, and sudden roars and great
threatening sounds.
581a. (DK 68 B 147) Plut. Precepts for health 14, 129 A: for it is absurd to pay attention to
the cawing of crows and the crowing of cocks and pigs going mad over rubbish 1, as
Democritus says, and to treat them as signs of wind and rain, but not to pay attention or be
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warned by bodily motions and trembling and advance signs, nor to treat them as internal
signs of a storm to come. Clem. Protr. 92.4 (I. 68.7 St.): Like worms in mud and ponds they
crawl in the streams of pleasure and indulge in )useless and mindless delights, swinish
people. For according to Democritus swine prefer mud to clean water and go mad over
rubbish. Id. Strom. I.2 (II.4.3. St.): pigs prefer mud to clean water. Cf. Orig, Contra Cels.
IV.23, p. 292.18 Koetschau: Celsus compares (all Jews and Christians) to ants emerging from
an anthill or frogs congregating round a pond or worms gathering in a muddy corner ...
saying that god reveals and foretells everything to us (cf.no. 580): and he gives up the
whole cosmos and the motion of the heavens ... and governs only for us ... and he never
ceases sending ... earth and water and air and the stars ... are all for the sake of us ... (25)
Celsus and Antiphon ... [who] reject providence ... [are] worms crawling in a muddy corner
of stupidity and ignorance. Aug. Exposition of the Psalms 73.25.t. IV, p. 781e Ven. 1719 (=
336 Us.): This philosopher (i.e. Epicurus) was called even by the pagan philosophers a pig
wallowing in carnal filth. Pl. Phaedo 109b: and we live in a small part [of the earth] between
the Pillars of Hercules and the river Phasis, living round the sea like ants or frogs around a
pond, and many others live elsewhere in many other similar places.2
V. Whether the stories of the Underworld are true
582. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.46; Suda, s.v. tritogeneia: Ethical works ... On the things in Hades
... ps-Hippocr. Epist. 10.3 (IX.322 Littré): he (Democritus) also investigates the things in
Hades. (DK 68 B 0c) Ath. IV.168b: The people of Abdera found Democritus guilty of having
dissipated his inheritance, but when he read them the Great World-system and On the
things in Hades and told them that he had spent the money on writing them he was
acquitted.
583. (DK 68 B 297, 92 N) Stob. IV.52.40, IV.34.62; Apostolus VII.16c; Arsenius XXIII.47:
Democritus: Some1 people, ignorant of the dissolution of mortal nature, but conscious of
their evil-doing in life2, trouble their time of life with terrors and fears, inventing false tales
about the time after death3.
584. (DK 68 B 199, 96 N) Stob. III.4.73: The unwise hate their lives like <Hades>1, 86, but
want to live for fear of Hades.
585. (DK 68 B 1) Proclus Comm. on Plato Rep. II.113.6 Kroll:1 many of the ancients have
discussed people who came to life again after having apparently died, including Democritus
the natural philosopher in his work On Hades. And the amazing Colotes, the enemy of Plato,
ought not, being an Epicurean through and through, to have been ignorant of the opinions
of his master Epicurus, nor through his ignorance of them to have enquired how someone
dead could come back to life. For, it appears, death was not the extinction of all life in the
body, but the person had perhaps fainted as the result of a blow and a wound, but there
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remained connections with the soul still rooted round the marrow and the heart retained a
spark of life hidden in its depths. And through the persistence of these the body was still
adapted for life and regained the life which had been extinguished.
586. (DK 68 A 160)1 Cic. Tusc. I.34.82: for suppose that the mind perishes as the body
does: is there then in the body any pain or any kind of sensation after death? No-one says
so, though Epicurus insinuates that Democritus does (17 Us.). The Democriteans deny it.
Tert. De an. 51: But in the Republic ... Plato says that a certain man’s corpse lay unburied for
a long time without any decomposition, preserved, so he says, by the individuality of the
soul. On this point Democritus mentions the growth of hair and nails for some time after
burial. Celsus II.6: Indeed the celebrated Democritus held that the signs of the cessation of
life accepted by doctors are not sufficiently certain: he even went so far as to deny that
there are any certain signs of death to come. (DK 68 A 117) Aet. IV.4.7 (Dox. 390):
Democritus says that everything shares in some kind of life, even corpses ... (see no. 448).
Alex. in Top. I.1, 100b23, 21.9; Aet. IV.9.20 (Dox. 398): as if one were to infer that, since
corpses are changed and altered, and things that perceive are changed, therefore corpses
perceive, as Democritus thought.
587. (DK 68 B 1a) Philod. On death 29.27 Mekler [pHerc 1050, col. XXIX.27-32]: according
to Democritus putrefaction is the source of disgust at the smell and hideous appearance [of
corpses]; for the shades of those who die when they are still beautiful and in good bodily
condition are reduced to that state ... (30.1) and they ignore the fact that that all, even
those in as good bodily condition as Milo, soon turn into skeletons, and are reduced finally
to their original elements; one must pay attention to the similar things that are said about
bad colour and hideousness in general. So it is altogether absurd to be distressed by the
prospect of having not a fine and expensive tomb but a simple and ordinary one. (39.9)
then when the prospect of it (i.e. death) becomes immediate, it strikes them as something
unexpected, and for that reason they are struck with terror and do not even take time to
write their wills and they are forced to stuff in double portions1,87, as Democritus says.
588. (DK 68 A 161) Varro Satires fr. 81 Buech.: That is why Heraclides of Pontus, who
advises that corpses should be burned, is more sensible than Democritus, who says that
they should be preserved in honey.1 If people had followed his advice, I’d be damned if you
could buy a glass of sweet wine for a hundred denarii.
588a. (Not in DK)1 Pliny NH VII.55.189-90: Democritus made a similar empty promise about
preserving corpses and bringing them back to life; he himself did not come back to life.
VI. On divine providence and omnipotence
589. (DK 68 A 33; 28 A 32) DL IX.47: Works on nature ... On images, or On forethought ...1
Aet. I.25.3 (Dox. 321): Parmenides and Democritus say that everything is by necessity, which
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is the same as fate, justice, forethought and the world-maker. (DK 67 A 22) Aet. II.3.2 (Dox.
330): Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus say that the world is not alive nor organised by
forethought, but by non-rational nature, and that it consists of the atoms.
590. (DK 67 A 11) Cic. ND I.24.66, after no. 255: Leucippus says that heaven and earth
were made, not by any natural necessity, but by a chance coming together [of atoms]; you,
C. Velleius, have maintained that opinion up to the present.
591. (DK 68 A 70) Lact. Div. inst. I.2: To begin with what appears to be the fundamental
question, is there a providence which looks after everything, or is everything created and
ruled by chance? The latter opinion was introduced by Democritus and confirmed by
Epicurus. (III.17.2) so when Epicurus considered those matters, he was as it were induced
by the unfairness of things ... to think that there is no providence ... There is, he says, no
order; for many things are other than they ought to have been ... There is nothing, he says,
in the procreation of living things which is brought about by the rational disposition of
providence ... by necessity everything happens of itself ... so, once he had accepted a false
starting-point, the necessity of the consequences led him into raving. Where are those
corpuscles, and where do they come from? Why did no-one apart from Leucippus alone
dream of them? Instructed by him, Democritus left a legacy of stupidity to Epicurus ... Id. De
ira dei 10: those who deny that the world was made by divine providence say either that it
was put together by the chance coming together of primary things, or that it suddenly came
into existence by nature; but nature, as Strato says, possesses the power to make things
larger and smaller, but has neither sense nor ideas, so that we have to understand that
everything is as it were self-generated, without any artificer or creator ... The first question I
ask is where are those tiny seeds whose chance coming together is said to give rise to the
whole world, and where do they come from? Who has ever seen them? Who feels them?
Who has heard them? Was Leucippus the only person to have eyes? ... Divine providence
rules the world ... nor is there anyone who ... is bold enough to prefer Leucippus’ empty
theory or the frivolity of Democritus and Epicurus ...
592. (Not in DK) Nemesius On the nature of man 44, p. 347 Matth.: Democritus and
Heraclitus deny that there is any providence, either in the universe as a whole or in
particular things. They are following their own principles, for since they think that this
entire universe has come to be by chance, they say that everything happens without
providence ... for it is clear that necessity conducts by chance the things that originally came
to be by chance.
593. (DK 68 B 234, 21 N) Stob. III.18.30; Max. Loc. comm. 27.612 (PG 91, p. 875 A); Ant.
Mel. I.39.79 (PG 136, p. 913 D); Corpus Parisinum Profanum (Codex Parisinus Graecus 1168)
[CPP], no.. 691: Democritus: People pray to the gods for health1, but they do not know that
the control of this lies with them; through lack of self-control they act in opposition to it and
so themselves betray their health to their desires.

VII. The worship of the gods. Mythology. Oracles.
594. (Not in DK, 390 Us.)1 Orig. Contr. Cels. VII.66: not only is it foolish to pray to images,
but also to accommodate oneself to popular opinion by pretending to pray to images, as the
adherents of the doctrines of Epicurus and Democritus do. (391 Us.) I.43: We shall say first
that if someone who does not believe the story of the Holy Spirit in the form of a dove were
called an Epicurean or Democritean ... the epithet would fit the characterisation. (VIII.45):
Are not the proclamations of oracles by interpreters... mere made-up tales? Not even the
pagan philosophical schools believed them, e.g. the schools of Democritus or Epicurus ...
VIII. How the Stoics, Christians and other enemies of the atomistic doctrine interpreted
Democritus’ views on religion
Pronouncements purporting to be statements of Democritus’ views, falsely attributed to
him by authors aiming to refute him, are to be found in the notes, under the heading
‘Excursus’.

THE STATE AND THE PHILOSOPHER
a. THE DEMOCRATIC STATE
I. The duties and rights of the citizen

595. (DK 68 B 252, 134 N): Stob. IV.1.43: One should attach the greatest importance of all
to the city’s being well run, and not indulge in inappropriate rivalry or increase one’s own
power against the interest of the community1. For the city’s being well run is the greatest
good; everything is contained in that, if that is preserved everything is preserved, if that is
destroyed everything is destroyed.
596. (DK 68 B 51, 137 N) Stob. IV.1.42: Democritus: Poverty in a democracy is as much
more desirable than what is called prosperity under tyrants as freedom is more desirable
than slavery1.
597. (DK 68 B 226, 111 N) Stob. III.13.47: Democritus: Free speech belongs to freedom,
but there is danger in choosing the right time.
598. (DK 68 B 44, 225 N) Stob. III.12.13: Democrates [Democrat.]10: One should tell the
truth, where better.88
599. (DK 68 B 47, 141 N)1 Stob. III.1.45; Democrat. 13; Max. Loc. comm. 58, p. 667 (PG 91,
p.997 B); Ant. Mel. 67.113 (PG 136, p. 977 B); AED sent. 39: Sayings of Democritus in CPP: It
is proper to yield to the law, to the ruler and to the wiser2.
600. (Not in DK) Ant. Mel. II.8, p. 146 (PG 136, p. 1037 B): When the judge finds the
accused guilty, he must be silent.1
601. (DK 68 B 225, 156 N) Stob. IV.2.14: Justice is doing what one should, injustice is not
doing what one should, but turning aside.1
II. What is appropriate for the citizen
602. (DK 68 B 215, 46 N) Stob. III.7.31; CPP no. 595: Democritus: The glory of justice is
boldness and an untroubled mind, but the end of injustice is fear of disaster. 1
603. (DK 68 B 62, 38 N) Stob. III.9.29; Democrat. 27: It is good, not to do no wrong, but
not even to wish to do it.1
604. (DK 68 B 244, 43 N)1 Stob. III.31.7: Democritus: Even if you are alone, do not say or
do anything base, and learn to feel shame before yourself much more than before others.
(DK 68 B 84, 43 N) Democrat. 50: Someone who does shameful things should first of all feel
shame in his own eyes. (DK 68 B 264, 43 N) Stob. IV.5.46: the same: Do not feel shame
before other people rather than before yourself, nor be more willing to do wrong if no-one
will know of it2 than if everyone will. But feel shame before yourself above all, and set up
this law in your soul3, so that you will never do anything discreditable.
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[In his note L defends the mss’ reading hopou lōion, ‘where better’, translating ‘where that is appropriate’.
The Italian version has ‘where that is preferable’, pres. understanding ‘to not telling the truth’. Taylor 1999,
no. D89, pp. 30-31, translates DK’s text alēthomutheein chreōn, ou polulogeein ‘One should tell the truth, not
talk a lot’.]

605. (DK 68 B 41, 45 N) Stob. III.1.95; Democrat. 7, Max. Loc. comm. 24, p. 606 (PG 91, p.
864 C); CPP nos. 493, 563: Democrates: Refrain from wrongdoing not from fear, but because
one should.1
606. (DK 68 B 67-8, 224, 40 N)1 Democrat. 32, 33: Do not trust everyone, trust reputable
people; the first is silly, the second prudent. A man is reputable or disreputable on the
strength not only of what he does, but also of what he wants. (DK 68 B 89, 39N) Democrat.
55:2 One’s enemy is not the person who does one wrong, but the one who wants to.
607. (DK 68 B 181, 44 N)1 Stob. II.31.59: [from] the same [author]: One will seem to
promote virtue better by using encouragement and verbal persuasion than law and
necessity2. For it is likely that someone who is held back from wrongdoing by law will do it
in secret, but someone who is urged by persuasion towards what is right is not likely to do
anything wrong either in secret or openly. Therefore he who acts rightly from
understanding and knowledge proves to be at the same time courageous and right-minded.
608. (DK 68 B 248, 130 N) Stob. IV.1.33; Max. Loc. comm. 58.667 (PG 91, p. 977 B); Ant.
Mel. 67, p. 113 (PG 136, p. 977 A); CPP: Democritus: It is the aim of law to benefit people’s
lives, and it is able to do so, when they themselves wish to have good fortune; for to those
who obey it it is evidence of their own virtue1, 89. (Cf. no. 571)
609. (DK 68 B 193, 153 N)1 Stob. III.3.43 (Democritus); Max. Loc. comm. 2, p. 535 (PG 91,
p. 733 B-C): Democrat(es): It is the task of prudence to guard against wrongdoing to come,
but a mark of insensibility not to retaliate when it has been done..
610. (DK 68 B 268, 222 N)1 Stob. IV.7.13: Democritus: Fear begets flattery, but has no
goodwill.
III. The duties and rights of magistrates
611. (DK 68 B 153, 150 N)1 Plut. Political precepts 28, 821 A: The statesman will not
despise true honour and gratitude, based on the goodwill and disposition of those who
remember his actions, nor despise reputation and avoid pleasing his neighbours, as
Democritus said he should. Philod. On flattery, pHerc. 1457, ch. 10 [fr. 21 Bassi X.4-12]
(Crönert Kolotes und Menedemos, p.130): Private individuals, as we see, gain more without
that sort of servility. When Nicasicrates2 praises Democritus for criticising the attempt to
please one’s neighbours, on the ground that ingratiating oneself in that way is harmful, I do
not see how he agrees with Epicurus and his followers.
612. (DK 68 B 253, 165 N) Stob. IV.1.44: It is not advantageous for good people to do
other things while neglecting their own affairs, for then their own affairs go badly.1 But if
someone neglects public affairs he acquires a bad reputation, even if he does not steal or do
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[I translate L’s rendering. An alternative is DK’s ‘only to those who obey it does it reveal its own goodness’,
i.e. only those who obey the law see the advantage of so doing (followed by Taylor 1999, no. D.112, pp. 38-9).]

any injustice. For even if one does not neglect those things or do injustice, one risks being
slandered or harmed. One is bound to go wrong, and it is not easy to gain people’s
forgiveness.2
613. (DK 68 B 266, 167 N)1 Stob. IV.5.48: the same: There is no way in the present
organisation of society2 not to do wrong to rulers, even if they are entirely good. For a ruler
is like nothing so much as an eagle among snakes3,90. But things should somehow be
arranged so that someone who does no wrong, even if he vigorously prosecutes
wrongdoers, will not become subject to them, but some law or other device will protect the
person who does right.
614. (DK 68 B 254, 151 N) Stob. IV.1.45:.When bad people assume official positions1 the
more unworthy they are the more heedless2 they become, and the more they are filled with
folly and boldness. (DK 68 B 49, 143 N) Stob. IV.4.27; Democrat. 15: Being ruled by an
inferior is hard. Max. Loc. comm. 9.561 (PG 91, p. 781 D): It is dangerous to give a sword to
a madman and power to a wicked man.3 (DK 68 B 267, 142 N) Stob. IV.6.19: Democritus:
Rule belongs by nature to the superior (see no. 688 w.comm.).
615. (DK 68 B 262, 157 N)1 Stob. IV.5.44: Democritus: Those who do things which deserve
exile or imprisonment, or who deserve a penalty, should be condemned and not let off; and
if anyone lets them off illegally1, deciding for gain or for pleasure2, he does wrong, and this
must be something which grieves his heart.3, 91 (See no. 625.)
616. (DK 68 B 265, 166 N) Stob. IV.5.47: the same: People remember bad deeds1 more
than good, and rightly so, for just as someone who returns a deposit should not be praised,
but someone who does not should be reviled and punished, so it should be with a ruler. For
he was not chosen for that office to do harm, but good.
617. (DK 68 B 302, 177 N)1 Max. Loc.comm. 9, p. 560 (PG 91, p. 779 B); Ant. Mel. II.1, p.
128 (PG 136, p. 1005 B-C): Sayings of Democritus (in CPP): A ruler must appraise the
moment correctly, and show boldness against his opponents and goodwill towards his
subjects.
618. (DK 68 B 302, 178 N) Max. Loc. comm. 9, p. 560: Sayings of Democritus (in CPP):
Someone who is going to rule others must first rule himself.1
619. (DK 68 B 263, 148 N) Stob. IV.5.45: the same: He has the greatest share of justice and
goodness who distributes honours according to merit.92
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[This translates L’s conjectural restoration of the corrupt ms text. See his n. 1.]
[L’s comm. on no. 615 contains a single note, with the index no. 1, reading ‘See comm. on no. 625’. The
notes corresponding to the index nos. 1-3 in the text of no. 615 are found in the comm. on no. 625.]
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[‘who distributes honours according to merit’ translates L’s interpretation of the text, reading (following one
ms) ho timas axias tamnōn. (Most mss read ho timas axias tas megistas tamnōn.) For the understanding of
tamnōn lit. ‘cutting’ as ‘distributing’ see L’s n. 1. Taylor 1999, no. D127, pp. 42-3 translates Gomperz’
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IV. Penal law
620. (DK 68 B 257, 158 N)1 Stob. IV.2.15: the same: Concerning the killing and not killing
of some living things it stands thus; whoever kills those which do or wish to do wrong 2 is
free of punishment3, and doing this contributes more to well-being than not.
621. (DK 68 B 258, 160 N) Stob. IV.2.16: One should kill in every case everything which
causes unlawful harm, and whoever does this shall receive in every form of community 3 a
greater share of cheerfulness1 and justice and confidence and pride2,93.
622. (DK 68 B 259, 159 N)1 Stob. IV.2.17: As it has been written2 concerning hostile beasts
and reptiles, so it seems to me that one should do in the case of people. According to the
ancestral laws one may kill an enemy in any form of community3, provided that the law does
not prohibit it; prohibitions are made by the religious enactments of each state, by treaties
and by oaths.
623 (DK 68 B 260, 161 N)1 Stob. IV.2.18: Anyone who kills any highway robber or pirate,
whether with his own hand or by his order or by his vote, would be free from punishment.
624. (DK 68 B 261, 155 N)1 Stob. IV.5.43: On should assist to the best of one’s ability those
who are suffering wrong and not overlook it (cf. no. 601: injustice ... is not doing what one
should, but turning aside); to do so is right and good, not to do so is wrong and bad.
625.

See no. 615.
V. Rich and poor

1. The rich should not be avaricious or greedy or extravagant, but upright, just and
generous.
626. (DK 68 B 222, 200 N) Stob. III.10.64: Democritus: Piling up too much wealth for one’s
children is a pretext for covetousness, which exposes itself.
627. (DK 68 B 227, 80 N) Stob. III.16.17: Democritus: The thrifty share the fate of the bee;
they work as if they were going to live for ever.1
628. (DK 68 B 160) Porphyry On abstention from animal food [De abst.] IV.21: Democrates
used to say that living badly, not with prudence and self-control and holiness, was not living
badly, but taking a long time to die. (Not in DK) Max. Loc. comm. 29.616 (PG 91, p. 881 B):
Democrit(us): Keep awake in your mind; for being asleep there is close to real death.

conjecture (tentatively endorsed by DK, v. II, p. 199, l. 4 n.) ho timas axiōs tas megistas tamieuōn (‘who
administers the greatest offices worthily’).]
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[‘pride’ translates Gomperz’ emendation ektaseōs of the mss’ ktaseōs, which is meaningless. DK’s
emendation ktēseōs gives the sense ‘ownership, possessions’, adopted by Taylor 1999, no. D122, pp. 40-1.]

629. (DK 68 B 228, 202 N)1 Stob. III.16.18: the same: If the children of the thrifty turn out
ignorant, they are like people dancing on swords; if they miss even one2 place in putting
their feet down, they are lost (and it is difficult to find the one place, for only the size of a
footprint is left free). In the same way, if they fail to acquire their father’s cautious and
thrifty character, they are apt3 to be ruined.4
630. (Not in DK) Max. Loc. comm. 12, p. 573 (PG 91, p. 801 C): Democrit(us) or
Theoc(ritus): He said that many of the rich are stewards of their wealth, not masters of it. 1
631. (DK 68 B 219, 70 N) Stob. III.10.43: the same: The desire for wealth, if not limited by
satiety, is much harder to endure than the most extreme poverty; for greater desires cause
greater lacks.
632. (DK 68 B 281, 72 N)1 Stob. IV.31.49: Democritus: As cancer is the worst of diseases,
so in matters of property is the constant urge to annex what belongs to one’s neighbour.
Nos. 680-681 on mutual help should be added to the excerpts which follow.
6331. (DK 68 B 255, 146 N) Stob. IV.1.46: When those who can venture to contribute to
those without means and to help and favour them, that shows pity, so that they are not
abandoned, and they become comrades and take one another’s part and the citizens are in
concord, and many other good things which one could not count.
634. (Mull. 156)1 CPP f. 59 v.; Apostolius VI, 38b (Corpus Paroemographorum Graecorum
[CPG] II, p. 373); Ant. Mel. I.29, p. 59 (PG 136, p. 877 B): Democritus: If you can do a favour
do not delay, but give, since you know that things are not stable.
635. (Mull. 243)1 Max. Loc. comm. 7, p. 555 (PG 91, p. 769 D); Ant. Mel. I.27, p. 56 (PG
136, p. 871 D); Munich Collection [Florig. Monac.] 56; Apostolius XII, 21b (CPG II, p. 548):
Democritus: (Max.: Democritus, Isocrates and Epictetus): If you wish to receive, give from
what you have to those who ask; for he who does not give to the person who asks will not
himself receive when he asks.
636. (DK 68 B 282, 78 N)1 Stob. IV.31.120: Democritus: Using wealth intelligently helps
one to be liberal and a public benefactor, but if one does it foolishly it is mere public
debauchery. In order to interpret this, cf. the dictum attributed by some (Max. Loc. comm.
8.56 = PG 91, p. 773 B, and the Old Russian translation) to Democritus, by others (Stob.
IV.15.8) to Socrates: The same person, seeing someone giving lavishly to everyone and
assisting them indiscriminately, said ‘May you come to a bad end, for having turned the
Graces from virgins to prostitutes’.
637. (DK 68 B 77, 78 N)1 Stob. III.4.82: Democrat. 42: Reputation and wealth without
understanding are unsafe possessions.
638. (DK 68 B 78, 74 N)1 Stob. IV.31.21: Democrat. 43; Max. Loc. comm. 22, p. 602 (PG 91,
p. 855 C); Ant. Mel. I.35, p. 71 (PG 136, p. 900 C); id. 29, p. 59 (PG 136, p. 878 D); CPP no.

202: Acquiring wealth is not a useless thing, but doing it by wrongdoing is worse than
anything.
639. (DK 68 B 50, 73 N) Democrat. 16: Someone totally enslaved to wealth would never
be just.
640.

(DK 68 B 220, 76 N)1 Stob. III.10.44: Democritus: Wicked gains bring loss of virtue.

641. (DK 68 B 221, 77 N) Stob. III.10.38: Democritus: The hope of wicked gain is the
beginning of loss.1
642. (DK 68 B 218, 75 N)1 Stob. III.10.36; Max. Loc. comm. 22, p. 602 (PG 91, p. 885 C);
Ant. Mel. I.36, p. 71 (PG 136, p. 899 C); CPP no. 194: Democritus: Wealth obtained by wicked
deeds makes one’s shame more conspicuous.
643. (DK 68 B 302)1 Corpus sententiarum Frobenianum, p. 208; Ant. Mel. I.31, p. 62 (PG
136, p. 883 C); CPP No. 184; DEI no. 193: Democrit(us): Everyone desires wealth all the
time; when you have not acquired it you are distressed, when you have acquired it you are
tortured with worry and when you have lost it you are tortured with regret.
643a. (DK 68 B 302)1 Max. Loc. comm. 12, p. 569 (PG 91, p. 795 D); CPP no. 745: Never
congratulate anyone on his wealth and reputation, for all such goods are less dependable
than the winds.
643b. (Not in DK)1 Max. Loc. comm., 12, p. 569 (PG 91, p. 795 D); AED; CPP f. 84 r: It is not
the rich man, but the one who has no need of riches, who is blessed.
643c. (Not in DK)1 Max. Loc. comm. 12, p. 569 (PG 91, p. 797 A): when the same man was
asked how someone might become rich he said ‘If he becomes poor in desires’.
643d. (Not in DK)1 Max. Loc. comm. 12, p. 570 (PG 91, p. 797B): The person who is content
with the wealth which naturally accrues to him is much richer than the one who has
acquired much but wants more; the former lacks nothing, the latter lacks much more than
he has acquired.
2. The poor should not envy the rich, but be content with little.
644. (DK 68 B 231, 61 N) Stob. III.17.25; Max. Loc. comm. 28, p. 614 (PG 91, p. 879 A);
Vienna Excerpts; Democritus: A person shows good judgement if he is not grieved by what
he does not have, but is pleased with what he does have.
645. (DK 68 B 224, 59 N) Stob. III.10.68: Democritus: The desire for more destroys what
one has, as with the dog in Aesop’s fable.

645a. (DK 68 B 238, 145 N)1 Stob. III.22.42: Democritus: Someone who contends with a
superior ends up with a bad reputation.
646. (DK 68 B 285, 84 N)1 Stob. IV.34.65: Democritus: One should recognise that human
life is feeble and short and heaped up with all sorts of evils and disasters, so as2 to aim at
moderate acquisition and measure one’s trouble against what is necessary.
647. (DK 68 B 287, 135 N)1 Stob. IV.20.40: Democritus: Helplessness on the part of all is
worse than the helpless of each individual; for there is left no hope of assistance.
648. (DK 68 B 80, 164 N)1 Democrat. 45: It is disgraceful to neglect one’s own affairs while
busying oneself2 with those of others. (DK 68 B 253) Stob. IV.1.44 (see no. 614): It is not
advantageous3 to good people to deal with the affairs of others while neglecting their own;
for their own go badly.4
3. If the common people are incapable of great deeds, they should at least imitate the
deeds of good men, for they generally have regard not to the truth, but to common
opinion.
649. (DK 68 B 39, 196 N)1 Stob. III.37.25; Democrat. 5: One should either be a good
person, or imitate one.
650. (DK 68 B 79, 195 N) Democrat. 44: It is bad to imitate the wicked, but not even to
want to imitate the good.
650a. (Not in DK) Ant. Mel. II.69, p. 221 (PG 136, P. 1165 C): Be on guard against slanders,
even those which are false; for the mass of people do not know the truth, but consider
reputation.
4. The doctrine of cheerfulness is of the greatest benefit to the poor.
651. (DK6 8 B 286, 71 N) Stob. IV.39.17: Democritus: Lucky is the person who is happy
with moderate wealth, unlucky is the one who is unhappy with great wealth.
652. (DK 68 B 283, 68 N) Stob. IV.33.23: Democritus: Poverty and wealth are names for
lack and superfluity; so the person who lacks something is not rich, nor is the one who lacks
nothing poor.
653. (DK 68 B 284, 69 N) Stob. IV.24.25; Max. Loc. comm. 12, p. 569 (PG 91, p. 797 A); Ant.
Mel. I.33, p. 67 (PG 136, p. 189 D); CPP no. 748: the same: If you do not want much, a few
things will seem many to you; having few wants gives poverty equal power with riches.
654. (DK 68 B 291, 83 N)1 Stob. IV.44.70: the same: It shows soundness of mind to bear
poverty well. (DK 68 B 46, 218 N) Democrat. 12; Stob. IV.34.69: It is greatness of soul to
endure offences easily.

655. (DK 68 B 45, 48 N)1 Democrat. 11; CPP no. 203: The wrongdoer is more unfortunate
than the one who is wronged. (DK 68 B 75, 144 N) Democrat. 40; Stob. IV.2.13: It is better
for the unintelligent to be ruled than to rule. Cf. no. 599.
656. (DK 68 B 38, 154 N) Democrat. 4: It is a fine thing to prevent someone from doing
wrong; but if not, not to take part in the wrongdoing.
657. (DK 68 B 191, 52 N)1 Stob. III.1.210: Democritus: People achieve cheerfulness by
moderation in pleasure and by proportion in their life2; excess and deficiency are apt to
fluctuate and cause great changes in the soul. And souls which change over great intervals
are neither stable nor cheerful. So one should3 set one’s mind on what is possible and be
content4 with what one has, taking little account of those who are admired and envied and
not dwelling on them in thought, but one should consider the lives of those who are in
distress, thinking of their grievous sufferings5, so that6 what one has and possesses will seem
great and enviable, and one will no longer7 suffer in one’s soul through the desire for more.
For one who admires those who have and are congratulated by others and is always
dwelling on them in his memory is continually obliged to get up to new tricks and, in his
desire to achieve something, to attempt some wicked deed which is forbidden by law.
Therefore one should not seek those things8, but should be cheerful at the thought of the
others, comparing one’s own life with that of those who are faring worse, and should
congratulate oneself when one thinks of what they are suffering, and how much better one
is doing and living9 than they are. For by maintaining that frame of mind10 one will live more
cheerfully and will avert not a few evils11 in one’s life, jealousy, envy and malice.
657a. (Mull. 40)1 CPP no. 752; DEI 200; Max. Loc. comm. 12, p. 570 (PG 91, p. 798 B); Ant.
Mel. 33, p. 67 (PG 136, p. 803 A); Apostolius 16.10e: Democritus: The poor escape the
greatest evils, plots, envy and hatred, with which the rich live every day.
VI. True and false friends; pretence
658. (Not in DK)1 Ant. Mel. I.24, p.. 46 (PG 136, p. 849 D); CPP no. 169; DEI 165:
Democritus: A good friend should be present at celebrations when invited, but come on his
own initiative when there is a crisis.
659. (Not in DK)1 Ant. Mel. I.24, p. 46; CPP no. 171: True friends make celebrations
pleasanter and disasters easier to bear, participating in the enjoyment of the former, and
sharing the latter.
660. (DK 68 B 98, 211 N)1 Democrat. 64: The friendship of a single intelligent person is
better than that of all the unintelligent.
661. (DK 68 B 97, 210 N) Democrat. 63; Vienna Excerpts 20 (Stob. Florilegium IV, p. 291
Meineke); AED sent. 70; Max. Loc.comm. 6, p. 548 (PG 91, p. 760 A): Many who seem to be

friends are not, and many who do not seem to be are. It is up to the good person to
recognise each.1
662. (DK 68 B 99, 209 N) Democrat. 65: Someone who does not have a single good friend
does not deserve to live. (DK 68 B 103, 208 N) Democrat. 69; Ant. Mel. I.24, p. 46 (PG 136,
p. 85 B); AED sent 74: Someone who likes no-one does not seem to me to be liked by
anyone.
663. (DK 68 B 100, 216 N) Democrat. 66: Someone whose tried friends do not remain
such for a long time is a difficult person.1
664. (DK 68 B 115, 118 N) Democrat. 83: If you do not recognise the praise, think that you
are being flattered.
665. (DK 68 B 101, 215 N) Democrat. 67; AED sent. 71: Many turn their friends away when
they fall from prosperity into poverty; for most people are friends of wealth, not of those
who possess it. (DK 68 B 106, 214 N) Democrat. 72; Ant. Mel. I.25, p. 46 (PG 136, p. 852 A):
In prosperity it is easy to find a friend, but in misfortune it is the most difficult thing of all. 1
666. (Not in DK)1 Max. Loc. comm. 6, p. 549 (PG 91, p. 760 D); Ant. Mel. I.25, p. 47 (PG
136, p. 853 B); CPP no. 170: Democrit(us): Being unable to help one’s friends is a sign of
incapacity, being unwilling a sign of wickedness.
666a. (DK 68 B 302)1 Ant. Mel. 48, p. 87 (PG 136, p. 929 B); CPP no. 181; AED sent. 22;
Homoeomata no. 19a; In a mirror the likeness of the face is seen, but in one’s relations with
others the likeness of the soul.
666b. (DK 68 B 302, Mull. 154)1 Max. Loc comm. 10, p. 563 (PG 91, p. 755 A); CPP no. 189;
Homoeomata I, p. 41: Democrit(us): The sword cuts, but slander separates friends.
667. (DK 68 B 82, 123 N) Democrat. 47: People who do everything in word but nothing in
deed are fraudulent hypocrites.
668. (DK 68 B 177, 124 N) Stob. II.15.40: Democritus: Fine words do not hide a bad act,
nor is a good act spoiled by the calumny1 of words.
669. (DK 68 B 55, 121 N)1 Stob. II.15.36; Democrat. 21: One should strive for acts and
deeds of virtue, not words.
670. (DK 68 B 63, 106 N) Stob. III.14.8; Democrat. 28: A good reputation based on fine
deeds is a fine thing; one based on bad deeds is the work of a fraudulent deceiver.
671. (DK 68 B 192, 115 N) Stob. III.2.36: Democritus: It is easy to praise and censure what
one should not, but either is the mark of a bad character.

672. (DK 68 B 87, 152 N) Democrat. 53: One must be on one’s guard against the bad man,
lest he seize his opportunity.
672a. (DK 68 B 53a, 122b N) Democrat. 19; Stob. II.15.33: Many who do the most shameful
things produce the finest words.
VII. The right way of living with friends and neighbours
673.

(DK 68 B 186, 212 N) Stob. II.33.9: Democritus: Like-mindedness makes friendship.

674. (DK 68 B 302)1 CPP no. 174; Ant. Mel. II.1, p. 128 (PG 136, p. 1005 B); Max. Loc.
comm. 9, p. 560 (PG 91, p. 779 A): Democrit(us): Choose to be loved rather than feared in
your life; the person whom everyone fears, fears everything.
675. (DK 68 B 66, 101 N)1 Democrat. 31: It is better to think before acting than to repent.
(DK 68 B 43, 99 N) Democrat. 9: Repentance of shameful deeds saves one’s life.
676. (DK 68 B 91, 223 N) Democrat. 57: Do not be suspicious of everyone, but be cautious
and safe.
VIII. Envious detractors
677. (DK 68 B 60, 140 N) Stob. III.13.46; Democrat. 25; CPP no. 185: It is better to criticise
one’ own faults than those of others. (DK 68 B 109, 217 N) Democrat. 76: Dectractors do
not make good friends.
678. (DK 68 B 293, 220 N)1 Stob. IV.48.10: Democritus: those who take pleasure in their
neighbours’ misfortunes do not realise that fortune is common to all, and are incapable of
finding their own enjoyment. (DK 68 B 107a, 219 N) Democrat. 74: As we are humans, it is
right that we should not laugh at the disasters of humankind, but grieve.
679. (DK 68 B 237, 221 N) Stob. III.20.62: Democritus: All rivalry1 is stupid; it looks to the
harm of one’s enemy instead of one’s own advantage. (DK 68 B 88, 82 N) Stob. III.38.47;
Democrat. 54: The envious person distresses himself as if he were an enemy.
679a. (DK 68 B 302) CPP no. 710; Gnomologion Baroccianum 190; Max. Loc. comm. 54, p.
658 (PG 91, p. 961 A); Ant. Mel. I.62, p. 109 (PG 136, p. 969 A); cf. Stob. III.38.52 (?):
Democritus called envy an ulcer of truth. Stob. III.38.53; Max. Loc. comm. 54, p. 658; Ant.
Mel. I.62, p. 109 ) (= no. 570): envy ... prompts the beginning of civil strife.
IX. Mutual assistance
(add nos. 633-6)
680. (DK 68 B 92, 228 N)1 Democrat. 58: One should receive favours with the intention of
giving greater ones in return. (DK 68 B 93, 227 N) Democrat. 59: When you do a favour be

careful that the recipient is not a deceiver who will return evil for good. (DK 68 B 94, 225 N)
Democrat. 60; Vienna Excerpts p. 291; Ant. Mel. I.29, p. 59 (PG 136, p. 877 B); Codex
Parisinus 1169, f. 59 r; CPP no. 179: Small favours at the right time are the greatest for the
recipients.2
681. (DK 68 B 96, 226 N) Democrat. 62: The person who does a favour is not the one who
looks for a return, but the one who chooses to do good1.
681a. (Not in DK, Mull. 155)1 Ant. Mel. I.29, p. 50 (PG 136, p. 877 B); Codex Parisinus 1169,
f. 59: If you do anyone a favour, do it quickly; delay spoils the gift. (DK 68 B 302, Mull. 157) 2
Ant. Mel. I.29, p. 59 (PG 136, p. 877 B); CPP no. 192: Choose to make small gifts rather than
pledge large amounts;3 for there is no risk, and the recipient needs actions, not words.
X. Noble birth and education
(see also nos. 771-4)
682. (In part in DK 68 B 33, 187 N)1 Clem. Strom. IV.151 (II.314.12 St.); Stob. II.31.65;
Theodoret. IV.1, p. 100 Räder: Nature and teaching are similar, for teaching re-shapes2 the
person, and in re-shaping makes his nature and renews the original traits which nature
imparted from the beginning. Cf. Max. Loc. comm. 17, p. 586 (PG 91, p. 828 A): the same
(after 682b; i.e. Democritus, or Demades)3:: The same person said that someone who is
being educated needs these three things, nature, practice and time.
682a. (DK 68 B 59, 188 N)1 Stob. IV.46.8; Democrat. 24: Neither skill nor wisdom is
attainable if one does not learn.
682b. (Not in DK, Mull. 229) Max. Loc. comm. 16, p. 586 (PG 91, p. 827 A); Ant. Mel. I.50,
p. 91 (PG 136, p. 935 C): The same person (Democritus) said that it is not right for an
educated person to converse with the uneducated, just as it not right for a sober person to
converse with drunks.
683. (DK 68 B 183, 185 N)1 Stob. II.31.72: the same: There is sometimes understanding
among the young and lack of understanding among the old; for it is not time which teaches
one to be prudent, but proper upbringing and nature.
684. (DK 68 B 242, 193 N) Stob. III.29.66: Democritus: More people become good by
practice than by nature.
685. (DK 68 B 53, 122a N)1 Democrat. 19: Many who have not acquired learning live
according to learning.
686. (DK 68 B 56, 186 N)1 Democrat. 22: Fine things are recognised and striven for by
those who are naturally attracted to them.

687. (DK 68 B 208, 199 N)1 Stob. III.5.24; Codex Parisinus 1169, f. 25 v; Ant. Mel. I.14, p. 25
(PG 136, p. 811 D): The self-control of the father is the best exhortation to the children.
688. (DK 68 B 267, 142 N)1 Stob. IV.6.19: Democritus: Rule belongs by nature to the
superior.
689. (DK 68 B 254, 151 N)1 Stob. IV.1.45: When bad people assume official positions the
more unworthy they are the more heedless they become, and the more they are filled with
folly and boldness (= no. 614). (DK 68 B 95, 149 N) Democrat. 61: Honours have great
weight in the case of sensible people, who understand2 that they are being honoured.
690. (DK 68 B 113, 116 N) Democrat. 81: People who praise the unintelligent do great
harm.
691. (DK 68 B 280, 184 N)1 Stob. IV.26.26: the same: One can without much expense
educate one’s children and build a wall round them to safeguard their wealth and their
persons.
692. (DK 68 B 179, 197 N) Stob. II.31.57: the same: Without being accustomed 1 to toil
children would not learn letters or music or athletics or respect, which above all maintains
virtue; for it is from those things especially that respect tends to arise. 2 (DK 68 B 141, 44 N)
Stob. II.31.59: One will seem to promote virtue better by using encouragement and verbal
persuasion than law and necessity. For what follows see above no. 607; cf. no. 35.
693. (DK 68 B 180, 183 N)1 Stob. II.31.58; Max. Loc. comm. 16, p. 585 (PG 91, p. 823 C);
Ant. Mel. I.50, p. 90 (PG 136, p. 935 A); CPP no. 180: Democritus (or ‘the same’): Education
is an adornment in good fortune and a refuge in misfortune. Cf. Stob. II.31.35: Aristotle said
that education is an adornment in good fortune, and when one has had a fall it is a refuge
appropriate to a free person. DL V.11.19: He (Aristotle) said that education is an adornment
in good fortune, and a refuge in misfortune ... (21) he said that education is the finest
‘provision for old age’. Whence Cic. Pro Archia VII.16: These studies spur on youth, and
delight old age, they adorn good fortune and provide a refuge and solace in misfortune,
they amuse us at home and do not hinder us away from home, they stay with us, travel with
us and go into the country with us.
From all these passages (see comm.) the following dictum of Democritus may be
approximately reconstructed: Education is <a guide for youth, and provision for old age>, an
adornment in good fortune and a refuge in misfortune, <it amuses us at home and does not
hinder us away from home, it is with us night and day, at home and abroad>.
694. (DK 68 B 51, 114 N) Stob. II.4.12; Democrat. 17: Speech is often more persuasive
than gold.

695. (DK 68 B 178, 198 N) Stob. II.31.56: Democritus: Frivolity1 is the worst of all things to
educate2 the young; for it is that which gives birth to those pleasures from which
wickedness arises.
696.

(DK 68 B 83, 28 N) Democrat. 49: Ignorance of the better course is a cause of error.

697. (DK 68 B 185, 201 N)1 (Stob. II.31.94); CPP no. 190; AED sent. 9 (cf. no. 799):
Democritus: The hopes of the educated are better than the wealth of the ignorant.
698. (DK 68 B 184, 194 N) Stob. II.31.90: Democritus: Continuous association with the
wicked will promote a bad state of character.
XI. Young and old
699. (DK 68 B 183, 185 N)1 Stob. II.31.72 (= no. 683): the same: There is sometimes
understanding among the young and lack of understanding among the old; for it is not time
which teaches one to be prudent, but proper upbringing and nature.
700. (DK 68 B 294, 205 N) Stob. IV.50.20; CPP no. 875; Max. Loc. comm. 41, p. 636 (PG 91,
p. 920 B), Gnom. Barocc. 190: Democritus: Strength and beauty are goods of youth, old age
is the flower of prudence.1 Stob. IV.50.22; Moscow codex 309, f. 248: Democritus: The old
man was once young, but the young man is uncertain whether he will reach old age; so the
good which is complete is better than that which is still to come, and uncertain.
701. (DK 68 B 104, 206 N) Democrat. 70: A wheedler who talks eloquently is [like] an old
man with charm.
702. (DK 68 B 296, 207 N)1 Stob. IV.50.76: Democritus: Old age is being totally crippled; it
has everything and lacks everything. (Not in DK) Stob. IV.50. 80-81 (Democedes cited by
Democritus?): Democritus: The mind grows together with the body and ages together with
it, and becomes totally enfeebled. (= Hdt. III.134: Having learned from Democedes Atossa
said to Darius when they were in bed ‘The mind ... enfeebled.’) (Not in DK)2 Max. Loc.
comm. 41, p. 636 (PG 91, p. 920 B); Ant. Mel. II.17, p. 155 (PG 136, p. 1056 A); AED sent. 63:
Democritus: Old age and poverty are two wounds which it hard to heal.
XII. Women, marrriage, neighbours
703. (DK 68 B 274, 171 N) Stob. IV.23.38: Democritus: Having little to say is an ornament
for a woman, and it is a fine thing to be sparing of ornament. (DK 68 B 110, 173 N)
Democrat. 77: Let a woman not practise speech, for that is terrible.
704. (DK 68 B 111, 170 N)1 Democrat. 78; Stob. IV.23.39; CPP no. 204; Max. Loc. comm.
39, p. 631 (PG 91, p. 912 B); Ant. Mel. II.34, p. 175 (PG 136, p. 1089 D): The worst insult to a
man is to be ruled by a woman.

705. (DK 68 B 273, 174 N) Stob. IV.22.199: Democritus: A woman is much sharper in
abuse than a man.
706. (DK 68 B 214, 63, 169 N)1 Stob. III.7.25; CPP nos. 200 + 591; Max. Loc. comm. 3, p.
539 (PG 91, p. 744 A): Democritus: The courageous man is he who overcomes, not only his
enemies, but also pleasures. But some are masters of cities, but slaves to women. Cf. Ant.
Mel. II.35, p. 176 (PG 136, p. 1092 A): Someone said to Democritus ‘Why did you, a tall man,
marry a small woman?’ And he said ‘Having a choice of evils I chose the least’ 2
707. (DK 68 B 271, 175 N) Stob. IV.20.33: Democritus: Only Love1 can bring an end to
lovers’ quarrels (?).
708.
(DK 68 B 272) Stob. IV.22.108; CPP no. 183; Max. Loc. comm. 18.159 (PG 91, p. 831
D); Ant. Mel. II.11, II.15, pp. 152, 154 (PG 1049 B, 1053 A): Democritus: Democritus said that
if someone is lucky in his son-in-law he has gained a son, but if he is unlucky he has lost a
daughter too.
709. (DK 68 B 90, 137 N) Democrat. 56: The enmity of one’s relatives is much harder to
bear than that of strangers. Cf. no. 712.
XIII. Slaves
710. (DK 68 B 270, 177N) Stob. IV.19.45: Democritus: Use slaves like parts of the body,
each for a different task.
XIV. Factions
711. (DK 68 B 107, 213 N) Democrat. 73: Not all one’s relatives are one’s friends, but
those who agree about what is advantageous.1 (DK 68 B 186, 212 N) Stob. II.33.9:
Democritus: Like-mindedness creates friendship (no. 673).
712. (DK 68 B 249, 138 N) Stob. IV.1.34: the same: Strife among kindred is an evil for both
sides; to victors and vanquished it brings like destruction.
713. (DK 68 B 250, 136 N) Stob. IV.1.40: Democritus: From concord come great deeds and
for cities the ability to win wars, otherwise not.
714. (Not in DK, Mull. 148)1 CPP no. 191; Max. Loc. comm. 54, p. 658 (PG 91, P. 961 A):
Democrit(us): A contest between good people benefits the competitor without harming the
opponent.
XV. Whether or not family property should be divided
715. (DK 68 B 279, 203 N)1 Stob. IV.26.30: Democritus: People should as far as possible
divide their wealth among their children, and at the same time keep an eye on them, to
make sure that they do not do anything foolish when they get their hands on it. For at the

same time they become much more thrifty over money and eager to get it, and they
compete with one another. For what is spent in common does not hurt so much as what
one spends for oneself, nor does profit made in common gladden one so much, but much
less. Cf. Epicurus fr. 543 Us. (DL X.11): Epicurus did not think that property should be held in
common, as Pythagoras did, who said ‘Friends have everything in common’.
716. (DK 68 B 151, 230 N) Plut. Quaest. conviv. II.10, 643 E: ... Agias is suffering from a
strange disease, if he is angry at receiving an equal portion ... for there are no bones in a
shared fish, as Democritus says.1 Cf. Zenobius V.23 (CPG I, p. 125): a portion does not
choke. I give a fuller context of these passages in the commentary.
b. THE PHILOSOPHER IN THE STATE
I. The repudiation of asceticism
717. (DK 68 B 289, 91 N) Stob. IV.44.64: Democritus: It is folly not to accept the
necessities of life.
718. (DK 68 B 230, 229 N) Stob. III.16.22: Democritus: A life without festivals is a long road
without an inn.
II. The philosopher and the family
719.

See no. 804a.

720.

See no. 804.

721. (DK 68 B 275 182 N)1 Stob. IV.24.29: Democritus: Bringing up children is risky; even if
successful it is full of strife and worry, and failure is not exceeded by any other woe.
722. (DK 68 B 276, 180 N) Stob. IV.24.31: Democritus: I do not think that one should have
children1; for in having children I see many great dangers and much distress, and few
blessings, and those meagre and weak.
723. (DK 68 A 170) Clem. Strom. II.138 (II.189.15 St., 17 N): Democritus deprecates
marriage and having children because they cause much distress and distraction from more
necessary things; Epicurus agrees with him. (Not in DK) Theodoret. XII.74, p. 317 Räder: We
strongly disapprove of Democritus and Epicurus for telling people to reject marriage and
having children, for once they had defined pleasure as the end they totally denounced
things that cause worries of whatever kind (= 526 Us).
724. (DK 68 B 277, 181 N) Stob. IV.24.32: the same: If anyone needs to have a child, it
seems to me better that he should choose from his friends’ children. That way he will get
the sort of child he wants, for he can choose the one he likes; and the one that seems
suitable will follow his bidding as far as nature allows. And this is a great difference, in that
he can choose from many the one that he prefers, according as he thinks it should be. But if

he has one of his own, there are many dangers; for he has to make do with the one that is
born to him.
III. The philosopher and the state
725. (DK 68 A 166, 3 N)1 Epiphan. Adv. haer. III.2.9. (Dox. 590): Democritus ... said ... and
that what seems just is not just, and the unjust is what is the opposite of nature. He called
the laws a wicked contrivance and said that ‘the sage should not obey the laws, but live like a
free person’2. Cf. DL IX.46: conventions are artificial (no. 569). See Epicurus fr. 196 Us, in
comm.
726. (DK 68 B 0b) Title of an ethical work: DL IX.46 (Thrasyllus I.2) On the state of the sage.
Cf. ps-Hippocr. Letter 17, p. 330.15-16 Littré: they are misanthropes ... since they are entirely
immersed in wisdom.
727. (DK 68 B 302a)1 Sen. Letter 7.10: Democritus says ‘One man is worth as much as the
people in my view, and the people as much as one’94. Cf. Democrat. 64 (DK 68 B 98): The
friendship of a single intelligent person is better than that of all the unintelligent (no. 660).
728. (DK 68 B 157, 133N)1 Plut. Col. 32, 1126 A; Ant. Mel. II.45, p. 194 (PG 136, p. 1124 B);
CPP f. 164 r.: let such charges be brought against me by men who in their lives have managed
their households and served the state. All those whom Colotes has abused are people like
that, from whom2 Democritus urges us to learn the art of politics3, the greatest of the arts,
and to pursue labours, from which great and noble rewards accrue to mankind. Cf. Plut.
Epicurus makes a pleasant life impossible [Non posse] 19, 1100 B: But do not those who are
so keen on praise and reputation confess that they let slip great pleasures through their
weakness and softness when they avoid office and political power and the friendship of kings,
from which4, Democritus says, great and noble rewards accrue to people’s lives.
729. (DK 68 A 16) Ael. VH IV.20: The story goes that Democritus of Abdera, who was wise
in other respects, had a particular desire to live in obscurity, which he put into effect with
vigour. (Not in DK) Macarius V.47 (CPG II, p. 183): Live in obscurity; the word is ‘Stick to your
own affairs’. This is from Democritus.1 Cf. DL IX.36: I came ... to Athens, and no-one knew
me. Dionysius of Alexandria ap. Eus. PE XIV.27.4: Democritus himself, so they say, said that
he would rather discover a single explanaton than acquire the kingdom of the Persians (no.
29)). [Not in DK] Cic. De orat. III.15.56: Others showed the same degree of prudence but
made a different choice of their way of life by seeking quiet and leisure, and by totally giving
up politics in favour of theoretical study, for instance Pythagoras, Democritus and
Anaxagoras. Through its tranquillity and the enjoyment of knowledge itself, which is the most
delightful thing of all for people, that life contributed more to their happiness than to the
public good.
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[See Taylor 1999, no. D9, p. 7.]

IV. The philosopher is a citizen of the world.
730. (DK 68 B 247, 168 N)1 Stob. III.40.7; Arsenius 55.19; Apostolius 18.55a (CPG II, p.
272): the same (i.e. Democritus): To the wise man every land is to be travelled; for the
whole world is the native land of the good soul.
731. (DK 68 B 303) Greco-Syrian sayings, trans. Ryssel (RhM 51, 1896, 539), no. 33:
Democritus said: ‘When they go to a foreign country which is not their own, wise people
must make enquiries, peacefully and quietly, in order to see and learn of the reputation
which the wise have there, what sort of people they are and whether they can match them,
by secretly weighing their words against their own in their own minds. And when they have
weighed them and seen which party has prevailed over the other, then they should proclaim
the riches of their wisdom, so that they should be honoured for the treasure they possess,
from which they enrich others. And if their own riches are too small to enable them to
expend anything, then they should take from the others and go away’.
732. (DK 68 B 246, 66 N) Stob. III.40.6; CPP no. 201: Democritus: Foreign travel teaches
self-sufficiency; barley-bread and straw are the pleasantest remedies for hunger and
weariness. See comm. on no. 750a.

I. MORAL INSTITUTIONS, OR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF TRANQUILLITY OF MIND
a. THE MEANINGS OF THE WORDS ΕΥΕΣΤΩ, ΕΥΘΥΜΙΗ AND ΑΘΑΜΒΙΗ, AND THE SENSES IN
WHICH THEY ARE USED BY DEMOCRITUS
I. Democritus’ own definitions
733.

(DK 68 B 2 C) DL IX.46: the ethical works are these ... On cheerfulness.

734. (DK 68 B 4, 3 N)1 Clem. Strom. II.130 (II.184.10 St.): The Abderites too teach that
there is an end; in his work On the end Democritus says that it is cheerfulness, which he also
called well-being, and he frequently says ‘Enjoyment and unenjoyment are the
distinguishing mark of those who have <attained full wisdom and those who have not>
95attained full wisdom. Hecataeus says that it is self-sufficiency (DK 73 A 4) and Apollodotus
of Cyzicus that it is calm of soul (DK 74 A 1), similar to Nausiphanes’ freedom from terror (DK
75 B 3); that, he says, is what Democritus called ‘unastonishment’. (DK 68 B 188 2 N) Stob.
III.1.46: Enjoyment and unenjoyment are the distinguishing mark of beneficial and harmful
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things.96 (DK 68 A 111) Sext. M VII.140: according to him (Democritus) ... the criteria ... of
choice and avoidance are the feelings; what we feel attracted to, as belonging to us, is to be
chosen, and what we feel alienated from is to be avoided (see no. 81). (DK 68 B 107)
Democrat. 73: Friends ... are those who agree about what is advantageous (no. 711).
735. (DK 68 A 1) DL IX.45 = Suda s.v. euestō: the end is cheerfulness, which is not the
same as pleasure, as some have incorrectly understood, but a calm and stable state of the
soul, undisturbed by any fear or superstition or any other feeling. He (i.e. Democritus) also
calls it well-being [euestō] and many other names. Conventions are artificial1, atoms and
void by nature.
736. (Not in DK) Suda, s.v. euestoi [dative of euestō, = ‘in well-being’]: in prosperity
(euthēniai), in stability (katastasei). (DK 68 B 140) Hesych. s.v. euestō: ... happiness, from
one’s house standing well.1
737. (DK 68 B 3, 163 N) Plut. De tranq. an 2, 465 C: the person who said that someone
who is going to be cheerful should not do much either privately or in a public capacity, first
of all makes cheerfulness very expensive for us, since it is gained at the price of inactivity
...Stob. IV.39.25: The person who is going to be cheerful must not do many things 1, either in
private or in public life2, and in his choice of what he does must not exceed his own nature
and capacity, but must be watchful, so that even when fortune seizes him and urges him
further3 in his imagination3, he sets it aside and does not attempt more than what is
possible. For a good amount is safer than a great amount. Paraphrase by Diogenes of
Oenoanda fr. 40 Chilton: there is nothing more productive of cheerfulness than not to do
many things or undertake unpleasant things or force oneself to attempt something beyond
one’s power; all of those things bring troubles to one’s nature. Latin version in Sen. De
tranq. an. 13.1: After that I think that Democritus began by saying ‘Someone who wants to
live in tranquillity should not do much either privately or in public life’. Id. De ira 3.6.3: We
will benefit from that salutary advice of Democritus’, which shows us how to achieve
tranquillity by not doing much, or attempting things beyond our strength, either privately or
or in public life. See also nos. 614, 648.
738. (DK 68 A 166, 3 N) Epiphan. Adv. haer. III.2.9 (Dox. 590): Democritus ... said that
there is a single end of everything and that cheerfulness is the supreme end, but distress is
the distinguishing mark of wickedness.
739. (DK 68 B 191, 52 N) Stob. III.1.210: Democritus: People attain cheerfulness by
moderation in pleasure and proportion in their lives.1 Excess and deficiency are apt to
fluctuate and cause great changes in the soul. And souls which change over great intervals
are neither stable nor cheerful. For the rest see no. 651. (DK 68 B 286, 71 N) Stob. IV.39.17:
Lucky is he who is made cheerful by moderate wealth, unlucky he who is discontented with
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[L. translates ‘the boundary between what is akin to our soul and what is not akin’. For reasons for
preferring the traditional translation ‘beneficial and harmful’ see translator’s notes 165 and 166 on no. 794.]

great wealth. (DK 68 B 102, 51 N) Democrat. 68: In everything the equal2 is fine; excess and
deficiency do not seem so to me. Cf. no. 739.
740. (DK 68 B 174, 47 N) Stob. II.9.3: The cheerful person who undertakes right and lawful
deeds rejoices sleeping and waking and is strong and free from care1, but someone who
takes no heed of what is right and does not do what he should2 is distressed by all those
things, whenever he remembers any of them, and is frightened and reproaches himself.
741. (DK 68 A 169, 4 N) Cic. De fin. V.8.23 (from Antiochus): Now Democritus’ freedom
from care, which is a sort of tranquillity of mind, which they call ‘cheerfulness’ (euthumia)
had to be kept separate from that dispute [sc. about what produces the happy life], since
that tranquillity of mind is the happy life itself. (29.87) Democritus ... is said (whether truly
or falsely I shall not enquire) to have blinded himself; certainly he neglected his inheritance
and left his fields uncultivated, so that his mind should be distracted as little as possible
from its thoughts. What was he looking for, if not the happy life? Even if he located that in
the knowledge of things,1 all the same he wanted his investigation of nature to lead to his
happiness; he called that highest good ‘cheerfulness’ and frequently ‘unastonishment’
(athambia), i.e. a mind free from terror. (88) But while that is splendid, it lacks the finishing
touches; for he went on to say only a few things about virtue, which were not sufficiently
clear.
742. (DK 68 A 167, 2 N) Stob. II.7.31, p. 52.13 W.(from Arius Didymus): Democritus and
Plato both locate happiness in the soul. The former writes as follows: ‘Happiness and
unhappiness belong to the soul’ (no. 777) and ‘Happiness does not reside in herds or in gold;
the soul is the dwelling-place of the guardian spirit’ (no. 780). And he calls happiness
cheerfulness and well-being and harmony, as well as proportion and freedom from
disturbance, and says that it arises from the distinction and discrimination of pleasures, and
that this is the finest and most beneficial thing for people.
743. (DK 68 B 216,34 N) Stob. III.7.74: Democritus: Wisdom is unastonished freedom from
disturbance97, which is the most valuable of all things. (DK 68 B 215, 46 N) Stob. III.7.31: The
glory of justice is boldness and unastonishment of mind ...1 (= no. 602). (DK 68 B 4, 3N)
Clem. Strom. II.130: cheerfulness ... that, he (Nausiphanes) says, is what Democritus called
‘unastonishment’ (= no. 734). (DK 68 A 169, 4 N) Cic. De fin. V.29.87: He called that highest
good [‘cheerfulness’ and] frequently ‘unastonishment’, i.e. a mind free from terror (= no.
741). Cf. no. 735.
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[L accepts Friedländer’s supplementation <atar>axiē instead of the mss’ axiē. Retaining the mss’ reading
gives the sense ‘Untroubled wisdom is worth everything, since it is most valuable’ (adopted by Taylor 1999, no.
D80, pp. 28-9). DK retain axiē, but accept Gomperz’ deletion of ‘since it is most valuable’ (timiōtatē ousa) as a
gloss. There seems insufficient reason to depart from the mss’ reading.]

744. (DK 68 A 168, 4 N) Strabo I.3.21: They mention in addition the changes consequent
on migration, in order to build up our freedom from astonishment, which Democritus and
the other philosophers celebrate.
745. (= nos. 620-621) Stob. IV.2.15-16: the person who kills thosewho do or wish to do
wrong is free of punishment, and doing this contributes more to well-being than not. One
should kill in every case everything which causes unlawful harm, and the person who does
this shall receive ... a greater share of cheeerfulness.
II. How the atomistic doctrine was interpreted by its opponents
See also the notes where there are collected dicta of Democritus, either invented by his
opponents or misintrpreted. [Refs. the Excursus following notes on no. 494.]
746. (Not in DK) Cic. De fin. II.22.74: for what consideration then would you say that all
your actions while in office will be done for the sake of pleasure, and that you have never
done anything in your life if not for the sake of pleasure? ... (23.75) You ... are always saying
that we do not understand what you mean by pleasure. You regard it as something difficult
and obscure. When you talk of atoms, and spaces between worlds, none of which exist or
can possibly exist, we understand you; can we not understand pleasure, which is familiar to
every sparrow? Id. Acad. post. I.2.5-6: But now I could write about nature as clearly as
Amafinius, if I were to accept the doctrines of Epicurus, which is to say of Democritus. For,
once you have got rid of the causes which bring things about, what is so remarkable in
talking of the chance concatenation of corpuscles (for that is what he calls the atoms)? ...
For these people simply hold that the good of an animal and of a human being are the same.
747. (Not in DK) Theodoret. XI.5, p. 273 Räder: Epicurus defined the good as the
pleasantest life, for he thought that the only complete good is pleasure, but Democritus of
Abdera, the father of these doctrines, stated that it is cheerfulness, rather than pleasure; in
so doing he made a change, not of doctrine, but of terrminology ...
a. HOW WELL-BEING IS TO BE ACHIEVED
(see also nos. 33-5)
1. By seeking only what is necessary, and by avoiding everything superfluous
(see also nos. 651-57a)
748. (DK 68 B 189, 7 N)1 Stob. III.1.47:The best thing for a human being is to live his life as
cheerfully as possible, and with the least distress. And that would come about if one did not
take pleasure in mortal things.
749. (DK 68 B 102, 151 N)1 Democrat. 68: In everything the equal is fine; excess and
deficiency do not seem so to me (= no. 739).

750. (DK 68 B 235, 53 N) Stob. III.18.35, III.6.65: Democritus. To all those who take their
pleasures from their belly, exceeding what is appropriate in food or drink1 or sex, their
pleasures are brief and meagre, lasting just as long as they are eating and drinking, and their
pains are many. For this desire for the same thing is always with them, even when they get
what they want, but the pleasure soon passes, and they have no profit except brief delight,
and then they need the same things again. (DK 68 B 223, 19 N)2 Stob. III.10.65: the same:
The things the body needs are easily available to everyone without labour and trouble;
things that need labour and trouble and burden life are desired, not by the body, but by the
dullness of the mind.3
750a. (DK 68 B 246, 66 N) Stob. III.40.6; CPP no. 201: Democritus (see no. 732): barleybread and straw are the pleasantest remedies for hunger and weariness. (Not in DK) 1 Max.
Loc. comm. 12, p. 569 (PG 91, p. 797 A); Ant. Mel. I.31, p. 62 (PG 136, p. 884 C); Codex
Parisinus 1169, f. 84 r.; AED sent. 81: Democritus: Natural wealth is completed by bread and
water and any kind of covering for the body; excessive wealth makes the torture of desire
boundless in the soul.
751. (DK 68 B 211, 56 N) Stob. III.5.27: Democritus: Self-control increases joys and makes
pleasure greater.
752. (DK 68 B 61, 14 N)1 Stob. III.37.25; Democrat. 26; Max. Loc. comm. 57, p. 665 (PG 91,
p. 973 A); CPP f. 21 v: Those whose character is properly ordered have their lives in order as
well.
753. (DK 68 B 233, 55 N)1 Stob. III.17.38; III.6.60: the same: If someone were to exceed
the appropriate measure, the most delightful things would become most unpleasant.
754. (DK 68 B 70, 62 N) Democrat. 35: Immoderate desire is the mark of a child, not of a
man.
755.

(DK 68 B 71, 54 N) Democrat. 36: Inappropriate pleasures give rise to distress.

756. (DK 68 B 74, 5 N) Democrat. 39: Do not admit anything pleasant if it is not
advantageous.1
757. (DK 68 B 232, 57 N) Stob. III.10.37; III.6.59: Democritus: Those pleasures which occur
most rarely give the greatest delight.
758. (DK 68 B 209, 67 N) Stob. III.5.25; Ant. Mel. I.36, p. 72 (PG 136, p. 901 A); Max. Loc.
comm. 13, p. 574 (PG 91, p. 805 A); CPP, no. 164: Democritus: To one who is self-sufficient
in respect of food [i.e. content with what is readily available, cf. no 750a], the night is never
long.98
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[L adopts the reading of Maximus makrē nu1x ‘a long night’, in preference to the reading of the mss of
Stobaeus smikrē (or mikrē) nux ‘a short night’. On the former reading the point is presumably that the

759. (DK 68 B 210, 65 N) 1 Stob. III.5.26; CPP no. 588; Max. Loc.comm. 13, p. 575 (PG 91, p.
805 C); Ant. Mel. I.14, p. 25 (PG 136, p. 812 D): Democritus: Chance provides a lavish table,
self-control a sufficient one.
759a. (Not in DK) CPP no. 197; Max. Loc. comm. 27, p. 612 (PG 91, p. 875 A):1 Just as a
good medicine is not one which is pleasant or abundant, but one which is healthy, so good
food is not that which is pleasant or abundant, but that which is healthy.
760. (DK 68 B 229, 81 N)1 Stob. III.16.19: the same: Thrift and hunger are useful <at the
right time>, and expense too at the right time. It is the mark of the good person to discern. 2
761. (DK 68 B 198, 20 N) Stob. III.4.72: The thing (i.e.animal) that is in need knows how
much it needs, but the human being in need does not.1
II. By inhibiting excessive emotions (anger, despair, sadness, lust etc.)
762. (DK 68 B 236, 88 N) Stob. III.20.56; Max. Loc. comm. 19, p. 594 (PG 91, p. 811 C):
Democritus: It is hard to fight against spirit; but mastering it is the mark of the prudent
person.1
763. (DK 68 B 290, 89 N) Stob. IV.44.67 : Democritus: Drive out by reasoning distress
which is unmasterable1 when one’s soul is torpid.
764.

(DK 68 B 213, 127 N) Stob. III.7.21: Democritus: Courage makes disasters small.

765. (DK 68 B 196, 100 N)1 Stob. III.4.70: Forgetting one’s own misfortunes makes one
bold.
766. (DK 68 B 42, 90 N) Democrat. 8; Stob. IV.44.68: Democritus: It is a great thing to
think as one should amidst disasters.
767. (DK 68 B 72, 58 N)1 Democrat. 37: Intense desires for anything blind one’s soul to the
other things.
768. (DK 68 B 46, 218 N) Stob. IV.44.69; Democrat. 12: It is greatness of soul to endure
faults easily.
769. (DK 68 B 48, 119 N) Stob. III.38.46; Democrat. 14: The good person takes no account
of the reproaches of the bad.
770. (Not in DK, Mull. 244)1 Max. Loc. comm. 27, p. 612 (PG 91, p. 876 B); Ant. Mel. I.39,
p. 79 (PG 136, p. 913 D); CPP no. 196: Do not eat quickly and hurriedly; that is dog-like, more
suitable for an animal than a human being.

moderate person is not kept awake by indigestion etc. Acc. L’s note 2 some commentators interpret ‘a short
night’ as ‘a sleepless night’, giving the dictum the same sense as on Maximus’ reading; that, however, is a most
implausible interpretation of ‘a short night’, which does not appear to give a satisfactory sense.]

770a. (Not in DK)1 CPP f. 25 v: Do not be quick to pride yourself on passing up the prospect
of some pleasure; for we often fail to notice that we have not conquered the desire, but
have instead succumbed to it.
III. By habitually enduring toil, from which we are confident of a fortunate outcome
771. (DK 68 B 243, 130 N) Stob. III.29.88: Democritus: All labours are pleasanter than
ease, when people achieve the goal of their labours or know that they will reach it. But
there is one remedy for every failure1, to <regard>99 everything as equally unpleasant and
troublesome.
772. (DK 68 B 240, 131 N)1 Stob. III.29.63 and 83a; Max. Loc. comm. 32, p. 621 (PG 91, p.
892 B): Democritus: Labours undertaken voluntarily make it easier to endure those which
come unbidden.
773. (DK 68 B 241, 132 N) Stob. III.29.64: the same: Continuous labour becomes easier to
bear as one gets used to it.
774. (DK 68 B 182, 189 N) Stob. II.31.66: the same: Learning achieves fine things1 through
taking pains, but evils one acquires of themselves without taking any pains (= no. 35).
775. (DK 68 B 81, 125 N) Stob. III.29.67; Democrat. 46: Always putting things off makes
one’s actions incomplete.
IV. By preferring the pleasures of the soul to those of the body
776. (DK 68 B 159, 22 N)1 Plut. Do distress and desire belong to the soul or to the body?,
fr. 2: This dispute between the body and the soul about the passions seems to be an ancient
one. Democritus, attributing our wretchedness to the soul, says: ‘If the body brought a suit
against it (i.e. against the soul) for all the sufferings it had endured throughout its whole life,
and one had oneself to judge the case, one would gladly condemn the soul for having not
only ruined the body through heedlessness and made it soft through drunkenness, but also
for having brought it to rack and ruin through love of pleasure, just as if a tool or a utensil
were in a bad state one would hold responsible the person who had used it carelessly’ 2. Id.
Precepts for health 24, 135 E: ... abusing others or acting maliciously or ambitiously or
pursuing sterile and empty reputation. It was those people especially, I think, that
Democritus had in mind when he said that if the body brought a suit against the soul for illtreatment, it would not be acquitted.
776a. (DK 68 B 149, 49 N) Plut. Are he affections of the soul worse than those of the body?
2, 500 D: so let us agree, sir, that your body naturally gives rise to many illnesses and
passions from itself, as well as receiving them from outside; and if you open up your inner
self you will find a varied store and treasury of all sorts of evil passions1, as Democritus says,
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[Supplementation by L; see his note. Taylor 1999 translates Diels’ text (see L’s note), no. D107, pp. 36-7.]

which have not come in from outside, but have their natural and original sources there,
which wickedness opens up lavishly and abundantly to the passions. Cf. Diogenes of
Oenoanda I, col. I-II Chilton [fr. 2 Smith] (speculative supplementation) 100: the dispute
described by Democritus ... when the body brings against the soul important (?) and just
charges, that it has been unjustly maltreated and oppressed by it (the soul) and dragged
along after unnecessary2 things; for the wants of the body are small and easily supplied, and
the soul prospers by enjoying them too, but the wants of the soul are great and hard to
supply, and as well as bringing no advantage to our nature they bring dangers.
777. (DK 68 B 170, 9 N) Stob. II.7.3 (see no. 780): Happiness and wretchedness belong to
the soul.
778. (DK 68 B 105, 16 N) Democrat. 71: Beauty of body is animal-like101, if there is no
intelligence behind it.
779. (DK 68 B 31, 50 N)1 Clem. Paed. I.6 (I.93.15 Stählin): According to Democritus
medicine cures the ills of the body, while wisdom frees the soul from passions2. Cf. CPP f. 95
r.: Democritus: Swallows foretell fine weather, but the words of philosophy3 [bring?]
freedom from distress.
780. (DK 68 B 171, 10 N)1 Stob. II.7.3 (after no. 777): Happiness does not reside in herds or
in gold; the soul is the dwelling-place of the guardian spirit.
781. (DK 68 B 40, 15 N) Democrat. 6: People are happy not in body or in wealth, but in
uprightness and intelligent versatility.

100

[L acknowledges that his restoration is speculative. The following points are problematic. a) The words
translated ‘the dispute ascribed to Democritus’ (hē para tōi Dēmokritōi diadikasia) are not in the text; the
name ‘Democritus’ does not occur anywhere in this fragment (though the reference to charges brought
against the soul by the body is doubtless a recollection of the argument reported by Plutarch in no. 776). b)
More seriously, L’s translation (followed by the Italian version) represents the charges brought by the body as
‘not convincing’, though it is clear that those charges are supported by the Epicurean principle cited by L in his
note 2, which must be assumed to have been endorsed by Diogenes. L restores the text as tou sōmatos aitias
antilegein t]ēi ps[u]ch[ēi ouk eupor]ous kai dikaias; given that the charges are ‘not convincing’ they can hardly
be described as just. Hence dikaias must be within the scope of ouk, giving the unitary description of the
charges as ‘not euporos and just’, which is presumably to be understood as ‘neither euporous nor just’. This
raises a number of difficulties. First, ouk is not in the text. Secondly, it is not clear what euporos means when
applied to the charges brought by the soul. It ought to mean something like ‘easy’ or ‘plentiful’, but the
application to accusations requires some more specific sense. Given L’s understanding of the passage the
intended sense would seem to be something like ‘easy to accept’, or ‘easy to prove’, giving the description of
the accusations as ‘neither easy to accept (prove) not just’. But, finally, that interpretation would be more
naturally expressed as ouk euporous oude dikaias.
Given all these problems, it is preferable to accept a restoration and interpretation which endorses
the charges brought by the body. Smith restores tēi psuchēi di[a]ph[o]rous epipherontos kai dikaias (‘when it
brings important and just accusations against the soul’); Chilton leaves the first adjective unrestored ‘bringing
against the soul its ... and just accusations.’]
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[See n. in Taylor 1999, p. 237.]

782. (DK 68 B 37, 8 N) Democrat. 3; Gnom. Barocc. 17: The person who chooses the goods
of the soul chooses more divine1 things; the person who chooses the goods of the body
chooses human things
783. (DK 68 B 57, 17 N)1 Stob. IV.29.18; Democrat. 23: In animals good breeding is
strength of body, in humans goodness of character.
784. (DK 68 B 36 & 187, 18 N)1 Stob. III.1.27; Democrat. 2; Max. Loc. comm. 53, 656 (PG
91, p. 957 A); Ant. Mel. I.55, p. 99 (PG 136, p. 951b); Apostolius XVIII.54a; Arsenius LV.21:
Democritus: It is appropriate for people to take account of the soul more than of the body;
for the perfection of the soul rectifies2 the defects of the body, but strength of body without
thought makes the soul no better.
785. (DK 67 A 37) Clem. Strom. II.129 (II.183.19 St.): Indeed Lycus the Peripatetic said that
the end of the soul is true joy, as Leucippus1 said that it is joy in fine things.
786. (DK 68 B 207, 4 N)1 Stob. III.5.22; Apostolius VIII.42a; Arsenius XVIII.36 (with the
lemma ‘Hippocrates’); Ant. Mel. I.14, p. 26 (PG 136, p. 812 D) (without a lemma, after the
lemma ‘Epictetus’ = Epictet. fr. 100 Schweigh.); AED sent. 79 (without a lemma); CPP f. 27 r.
(with the lemma ‘from the writings of <I>s<o>crates and Democritus’): Democritus: One
should not choose every pleasure, but pleasure in what is fine.
787. (DK 68 B 73, 87 N)1 Stob. III.5.23; Democrat. 38: Lawful love is desiring fine things
without violence.
788. (DK 68 B 191, 36 N) Stob. III.2.46: Democritus: Great joys come from beholding fine
deeds.
V. By freely preferring justice to injustice, and seeking the highest pleasure from doing so
789. (DK 68 B 41, 45 N) Stob. III.1.95; Democrat. 7; Max. Loc comm. 24, p. 606 (PG 91, p.
864 C); CPP, nos. 493, 563: Abstain from wrong-doing, not from fear, but because it is right
(see no. 605).
790. (DK 68 B 146, 13 N) Plut. On progress in virtue 10, 81 A: Someone at ease with
himself, who does not despise himself, but is glad and content to be both an adequate
witness and observer of fine things, shows that reason is already growing and rooted in him,
and as Democritus says is accustomed to derive his joys from himself.
c. BAD AND UNWISE PEOPLE, WHO HAVE EMBRACED ‘ILL-BEING’
(on the false-wisdom of pseudo-philosophers, see nos. CVII-CXIV)
791. (DK 68 B 239, 162 N) Stob. III.28.13: Democritus: The wicked do not keep the oaths
they swear in extremities once they have escaped from them.

792. (DK 68 B 302)1 CPP no. 166; Max. Loc. comm. 67, p. 184 (PG 91, p. 1007 C); Ant. Mel.
I.72, p. 118 (PG 136, p. 985 D): Through changes of circumstances even the very powerful
become inferior to the weaker.
793. (DK 68 B 200, 93 N)1 Stob. III.4.74: The unwise live without enjoying their life. (DK 68
B 201, 94 N) Stob. III.4.75: The unwise desire a long life without enjoying their long life. 2
794. (DK 68 B 202, 60 N) Stob. III.4.76: The unwise desire the things that they do not have,
but the things they have they neglect, though1 they are more profitable than the things that
are gone.
795. (DK 68 B 204, 98 N) Stob. III.4.78: The unwise please no-one1 in their entire life. (DK
68 B 98, 211 N) Democrat. 64: The friendship of a single intelligent person is better than that
of all the unintelligent (= no. 660). (DK 68 B 99, 209 N) Democrat. 65: Someone who does
not have a single worthy friend does not deserve to be alive (= no. 662).
796. (DK 68 B 199, 96 N) Stob. III.4.73: The unwise hate their life like Hades, but want to
live for fear of Hades (= no. 584).
797. (DK 68 B 205, 35 N) Stob. III.4.79: <In desiring>102 life, the unwise desire old age
through fear of death. (DK 68 B 206, 95 N) Stob. III.4.80: The unwise wish to grow old
through fear of death. (DK 68 B 203, 97 N) Stob. III.4.77: In fleeing death people seek it.
798. (DK 68 B 197, 33 N) Stob. III.4.71: The unwise are shaped by the gifts of fortune, but
those who understand such things by the gifts of wisdom. (DK 68 B 119, 29 and 30 N). Eus.
PE XIV.27.5; Stob. II.8.16: Democritus: People fashioned an image of fortune as an excuse
for their own folly (= no. 32).
799. (Not in DK) Persius I.1 and scholium ad loc.: How empty are people’s hopes 1. (DK 68
B 58, 102 N) Democrat. 23a; Stob. IV.46.18: the hopes of those who think correctly are
attainable, but those of the unintelligent are impossible. (DK 68 B 292, 103 N) Stob.
IV.46.19: The hopes of the unintelligent are unreasonable. (DK 68 B 185, 201 N) Stob.
II.31.94: Democritus: the hopes of the educated are better than the wealth of the ignorant
(= no. 697).
800. (DK 68 B 54, 31 N) Democrat. 20: The unintelligent learn prudence through
misfortune. (DK 68 B 76, 32 N) Democrat. 41: The foolish are taught not be reason but by
misfortune. Codex Parisinus 1169, f. 155 v; AED sent. 89:1 The foolish are freed from distress
by time, the wise by reason.
K. ARTS
a. MEDICINE
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[Supplementation by L. I propose an alternative supplementation in Taylor 1999, no. D69, p. 26.]

801. (DK 68 B 300.10) Celsus I, preface, p. 2.11 Dar. (Corpus Medicorum Latinorum [CML]
1.18): We learn that many philosophers were skilled in medicine; the most famous of them
were Pythagoras, Empedocles and Democritus.
801a. (DK 68 A 159) Soranus, Gynaecology III.17, p. 105.1 Ilberg: see no. 567a.
Each of the following titles is taken from those listed in Thrasyllus’ catalogue (DL IX.48
Technical works ...)
801 b. Prognosis (DK 68 B 212, 128N)1 Stob. III.6.27: Democritus: Sleeping during the day is
a sign of bodily disturbance or distress of mind or idleness or lack of education.
802.

On diet or Dietetics.

803.

Medical judgement [or ‘opinion’].

804. Causes of suitable and unsuitable times. Cf. Plut. Quaest. conviv. III.6.1, 653 B:
Epicurus ... about the right time for intercourse. Ibid. III.6. 3, 654 B: someone else says that
the right time for intercourse has other inopportune aspects. See Oribasius Medical
collections VI.38.
804a. (DK 68 B 32, 86 N) Clem. Paed. I.94 (I.214.9 St.); Hippol. Ref.VIII.14 (p. 234.5 W.);
Stob. III.6.28: intercourse is brief apoplexy ...See further under no. 527.
804b. (Not in DK, Epicurus 62 Us.) DL X.118; Metrodorus in Gnomologium Vaticanum;
Epicurus fr. 51 Bailey (Epicurus, The Extant Remains, Oxford, 1926, p. 114) = Berlin Papyrus
16369 (see Studi Italiani di Filologia Classica NS 13, 1936, 267); Archiv f. Papyrologie 13,
1938, 110; Clem. Paed. II.101; Porphyry De abst. I.52; Galen De arte med. 24 (I.371 K, cf.
V.911 K); Galen, Comm. on Hippocrates Epidemics III.1.4 (XVII, p. 521): intercourse has
never benefited anyone, it is enough if it has not harmed them.
805. (DK 68 B 120 = no. 828) Erotianus p. 90.18 N: Democritus calls the motion of the
arteries ‘pulsing of the veins’ (phlebopaliē).
805a. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.48: Some authorities list separately the following titles from the
Notes ... On fever and coughs.
b. AGRICULTURE
806. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.48 (Thrasyllus’ catalogue): Technical works ... On agriculture or
Land-Measurement.
806a. (DK 47 B 8) Varro De re rustica I.1.8: Those who wrote in Greek (on agriculture) ...
among the philosophers Democritus the natural philosopher, Xenophon the Socratic and
Aristotle and Theophrastus the Peripatetics ... (cf. Columella [Col.]I.1.7). (Not in DK) Isidore
of Seville Etymologies XVII.1.1, p.308: Hesiod of Boeotia was the first of the Greeks to

introduce writing on agriculture into humane studies, followed by Democritus. Col.I,
preface 32: Further, it will benefit the man whom we want to be a perfect farmer, if indeed
he has mastered the art in total and has followed the wisdom of Democritus or Protagoras
concerning the whole of nature, if ...
807. (DK 68 B 27) Col.III.12.5: there is an ancient dispute about which region of the
heavens the vines should face ... Democritus and Mago recommend the northern region,
because they think that vines which face that way become most productive, though others
produce better wine.
808. (DK 68 B 27a) Col. IX.14.6: But Democritus and Mago, and Virgil too, have maintained
that at that same time (i.e. between the solstice and the rising of the Dog star) bees can be
generated from a slaughtered calf.
809. (DK 68 B 28) Col. XI.3.2: In his book entitled On agriculture Democritus maintains
that it is not sensible to build walls round gardens, because brick walls do not last long,
being generally damaged by wind and rain, while stone costs too much for such a modest
purpose. Indeed, if anyone wants to fence a garden on a grand scale, he will need a fortune.
(Not in DK) Id XI.3.3: The earliest authors preferred a living hedge to a wall, not only because
it costs less, but because it lasts much longer.
810. (Not in DK) Col. XI.3.61: Some ancient authors, including Democritus, advise treating
all seeds with the juice of the herb called sedum [= houseleek] and also using it against
insects; experience teaches us that this is true.
811. (Not in DK) Col. VIII.8.7: There is an old piece of advice by Democritus (about how to
stop doves from abandoning their nests). There is a fierce kind of hawk which the peasants
call tinnunculus [= kestrel] which nests on buildings. The chicks of this bird are put singly
into pottery vessels, and while they are still alive those vessels are covered with lids fixed on
with gypsum and hung up in the corners of the dovecote. This makes the birds so fond of
the place that they never abandon it.
812. (Not in DK) Col. VI.2.8: Democritus asserts that it is up to us whether (In the mating
of horses) the offspring will be male or female. His advice is that, when we want a male, we
should tie up the stallion’s left testicle with a linen cord or something similar, and when we
want a female, the right. He advises doing the same with virtually all kinds of animals (= no.
531a).
813. (DK 68 B 122) Etymologium Genuinum s.v. alapaxai: to empty, from the plant
lapathos [= monk’s rhubarb], which is a laxative. Democritus calls the pits dug by hunters
lapathoi because they are emptied. Anecdota Graeca, ed Bekker, Lex. VI.374.14:
Democritus calls lapathoi the pits dug by hunters, which they cover with sticks and fine dust,
so that hares will fall into them. Eustathius on Od. IV.176, p. 1490.61: Democritus calls the

pits which hunters dig and cover with sticks and dust, so that animals will fall into them,
lapathoi, because after they have been dug they are emptied ...
c. ARCHITECTURE
814. (DK 68 B 300.14) Sen. Letter to Lucilius 90.32: According to Posidonius, Democritus is
said to have invented the arch, so that the gradual curvature of the stones could be locked
together by the stone in the middle. I say that that is false. For before Democritus there
must have been bridges and gates curved at the top ...
L. POETRY AND THE LIBERAL ARTS
a. THE ORIGIN OF SPEEECH, MUSIC AND CULTURE IN GENERAL
(see nos. 563-568a)
b. POETIC INSPIRATION
(see nos. 573a-576)
c. HOMER
815. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.48 (catalogue of Democritus’ writings): Works on music: On
Homer, or On correct speech and on words. On song.
816. (DK 68 B 21) Dio 36.1 (II.109.21 Arnim): Democritus says of Homer ‘Homer, having a
share of the divine nature, accomplished the ordering of all kinds of verses’, meaning that
he could not have composed such fine and learned poems without a divine and superhuman
nature. See no. 575.
817. (DK 68 B 22) Porphyry Homeric questions I.274.9 Schrad. (on Il. XXI.252: aietou
oimat’ echōn melanos, tou thērētēros ‘with the swoop of a black eagle, the hunter’): Some
have falsely said that Homer wrote menalostou [‘black-boned’] as one word instead of
melanos tou, since Democritus reports that the bones of the eagle are black.
818. (DK 68 B 23) Homeric scholia A on Il. VII.390: Whether the herald’s words [about
Paris] ‘would that he had perished before’ [abducting Helen] are said aloud to the Greeks to
reconcile them with the rest of the Trojans, who are also angry [with Paris], or quietly to
himself, as Democritus thinks on the ground that saying it out loud would be unseemly,
either way they should be separately punctuated.
819. (DK 68 B 24) Eustathius on Od. XV.376, p. 1784: One should know that this kindly
slave Eumaeus was so celebrated among the ancients that they even identify his mother;
Democritus says she was Penia, Euphorion Pantheia and Philoxenus of Sidon Danae.
820.
(DK 68 A 101) Ar. De an. I.2, 404a27: as Democritus ... [says that] Homer was right
to say that Hector ‘lies thinking other thoughts’; he does not treat the mind as a capacity to

achieve the truth, but says that soul and mind are the same. Theophr. De sensu 58 (Dox.
513): (Democritus says that) the ancients were right to suppose that one can ‘think other
thoughts’ (see no. 444).
821. (DK 68 B 25) Eustathius on Od. XII.62, p. 1713: Others think that Zeus is the sun ...
and that ambrosia is the vapours by which the sun is nourished, as Democritus thinks. (Not
relevant to Democritus’ interpretation of Homer, see no. 397a.)
d. CORRECT SPEAKING AND WRITING
822. (DK 68 B 2) Etymologicum Orionis p. 153.5: According to Democritus Athena,
conceived as wisdom, is called Tritogeneia. From wisdom come these three things,
deliberating well, speaking without mistakes and doing what one should. Geneva scholia
I.111 Nic.: In giving the etymology of the name (Tritogeneia) Democritus says that these
three things result from wisdom, calculating well, speaking well and doing what one should.
Homeric scholia BT on Il. VIII.39; DL IX.46: Ethical works (of Democritus) Tritogeneia (that
means that she produces three things which contain everything human).
823. (DK 68 A 33) DL IX.48 (catalogue of Democritus’ writings): Works on music: On
rhythms and harmony. On poetry. On beauty of diction. On euphonious and cacophonous
letters. ... On song. On words. Names.
824. (DK 68 B 19) Eustathius on Il. III.1, p. 370.15: The Ionians, especially Democritus, call
the letter gamma ‘gemma’; he also calls the letter mu ‘mō’. Photius s.v. mō: the letter mu
(Democritus).
825. (DK 68 B 20) Scholia on Dionysius Thrax, p. 184.3 ff. Hilg.: The names of the letters
are indeclinable ... but they are declined by Democritus, who says ‘deltatos’ [‘of delta’] and
‘thētatos’ [‘of theta’].
M. DEMOCRITUS’ OWN KIND OF SPEECH
a. THE ART OF SPEAKING (‘STYLE’)
826. (in part in DK 68 A 34) Cic. De orat. I.11.49: If the natural philosopher Democritus
spoke in an ornate manner, as is reported and as it seems to me, the material he discussed
was that of the natural philosopher, but he himself is to be counted as adorned with the
words of an orator. Id. Orator 20.67: Whatever is heard to have a regular measure, even if it
is not verse (which is indeed a fault in an oration) is called ‘number’ (‘rhythm’ in Greek).
Hence I see that some consider that the diction of Plato and Democritus, though not verse,
is still to be considered more poetic than that of the comic poets, in view of its greater drive
and the distinction of its vocabulary. Id. De divinat. II.64.133: Heraclitus is extremely
obscure, but Democritus hardly at all. Id. Acad. priora II.23.73: What shall I say about
Democritus? Whom may we compare with him in greatness, not merely of talent, but of
soul? Timon cited by DL IX,40: Timon praises Democritus as follows:

Among the first I recognised the wise Democritus
Shepherd of words and many-sided chatterer.
827. (DK 68 A 34): Dionysius of Halicarnassus De compositione verborum 24: in my
opinion, among the philosophers (the best are) Democritus, Plato and Aristotle; it is hard to
find anyone who blended their diction better than they did.
b. DIALECT FEATURES IN VOCABULARY AND SYNTAX
828.

Democritean words in alphabetical order.

(DK 68 B 29): Apollonius of Cyzicus on Hippocr., p. 6.29 Schöne: Democritus is also recorded
as having called the rim of a shield surrounding the concavity ambē. Cf. Erotianus p. 23.8
Nachmanson.
(DK 68 B 138) Hesychius s.v. ameipsikosmiē: cosmic change [or ‘change of order’
(metakosmēsis)] (see no. 325).
(DK 68 B 139) Hesychius s.v. ameipsirusmein: to change the constitution (sugkrisis), or to
reform (see no. 326).
(DK 68 A 33) DL IX.47: Peri ameipsirusmiōn (On changes of shape).
(DK 68 C 5) ps-Hippocr. Epist. 18.1 (IX.380 Littré): ameipsirusmiēs.
(DK 68 B 139a) Hesychius s.v. ameipsichr<o>on: changing the <colours> (see no. 327).
(DK 68 B 130) Hesychius s.v. amphidētioi: in Democritus, empty rings.
(DK 68 B 144a) Photius Lexicon s.v. anabēsomai (p. 106.23 Reitz.): Democritus ‘I shall go
back to the beginning’. (Cf. Hesychius s.v. anabēsomai.)
(DK 68 B 131) Hesychius s.v. apatēton; in Democritus, irregularly constructed.
(DK 68 B 132) Hesychius s.v. askalēres: in Democritus, equilateral (see no 136).
(DK 68 B 133) Hesychius s.v. brochmōdes: something moist and tender; Democritus.
(DK 68 B 134) Hesychius s.v. brochos: crooked; Democritus.
(DK 68 B 123) Etymologicum Genuinum s.v. deikelon: in Democritus, an effluence similar to
the things in form (see no. 467).
(DK 68 B 135) Hesychius s.v. dexamenai: receptacles for liquids, and veins in the body;
Democritus.
(DK 68 B 136) Hesychius s.v. duochoi: in Democritus, covers with a lid. Cf. duochōsai:
pōmasai [‘to cover with a lid’]

(DK 68 C 4) ps-Hippocr. Epist. 17.40 (IX.368 Littré): empelazontai [‘they approach’]. (Cf. no.
472a).
(DK 68 C 3) ps-Hippocr. Epist. 17.11 (IX.352 Littré): enthousōdōs [‘with divine inspiration’].
(DK 68 B 140) Hesychius s.v. euestō ... happiness, blessedness (see no. 736).
(DK 68 B 141) Hesychius s.v. idea: likeness, shape, form, and the smallest body (see no. 198).
(DK 68 B 128) Herodianus On universal accentuation ap. Theodosius, p. 79 (I.355.19 L.): No
adjective ending in –ōn, -ēn, -an, -en, -in or –un has the same form for all genders.
Democritus’ expression to ithutrēn [‘bored straight’]violates this rule.
(DK 68 C 5) ps-Hippocr. Epist. 18.1 (IX.380 Littré): things which baffle us by altering their
images (indalmoisi) in the air (where indalmoisi is assumed to be Democritus’ term.
(Not in DK) Hesychius s.v. kakestō: bad state of being, or failure.
(DK 68 C 3) ps-Hippocr. Epist. 17.25 (IX.360 Littré): nēpiazonta [‘being foolish’]
(DK 68 B 137) Hesychius s.v. suggonē: constitution, composition: Democritus.
(DK 68 B 120) Erotianus p. 90.18 N: He applied the name ‘veins’ not to what are usually so
called, but to the arteries; and Democritus calls the motion of the arteries ‘pulsing of the
veins’ (phlebopaliē)(see no. 805 w comm.).
(Not in DK) Erotianus s.v. phlenodōdē [‘chatterer’] (p. 52.10 Klein, and preface).
829. Idiosyncratic usages in Democritus.
(DK 68 B 129a) Herodianus On Homeric parsing 396.11 (II.224 L.): From [the verb] klinō
[‘cause to lean’] Democritus forms [the perfect passive] keklitai, without the n.
(DK 68 B 121) Eustathius on Od. II.190, p. 1441 (from Philoxenus On matters of exposition):
Democritus says’epitēdeiestaton’ [‘most suitable’].
(DK 68 B 13) Apollonius Dyscolus On pronouns p. 65.15 Schneid.: Pherecydes in his Theology
and Democritus in his On astronomy and his surviving treatises consistently use the forms
emeu and emeo [variant forms of the genitive ‘of me’, standardly emou.]
(DK 68 B 29a) Ibid. P. 92.20 Schneid.: The plurals are commonly expressed in the Ionian and
Attic dialects by the nominative forms ‘we’ ‘you’ and ‘they’, but we have evidence from
Democritus and his followers that contracted forms of the nominative are also used by the
Ionians.
(DK 68 B 298) Suda s.v. a: when short and aspirated (= ha), it means ‘whichever’ (hatina) in
Hippocrates, ‘personal, one’s own’ (idia) in Democritus, and ‘one’s own’ (ta heautou) in
Homer.

(DKK 68 B 129) Herodianus De affectibus [On variant forms] (II.253 L.): Democritus has the
form nenōtai [‘has been thought’] and contracts chrusoontai [‘are gilded’] to chrusountai
and noontai [‘are thought’] to nountai (see no. 576)

COMMENTARFY

LIFE OF DEMOCRITUS
a. Time and provenance
1. Time when he lived

I
1On

the question of the dating of Democritus see my articles ‘Towards the chronology of
Democritus’, Bulletin of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 1918, coll. 2286 ff. and ‘Wann hat
Demokrit gelebt?’, AGPh 28, 1928, pp. 205 ff. Apollodorus’ date (460), which is followed by
Soranus (see no . IV), was arrived at on the basis of combining certain bits of information,
which is why Apollodorus says gegonoi an [‘would seem to have been born’], not gegone
[‘was born’]. The date of Thrasyllus, Cicero and Aulus Gellius (around 470) should be
preferred, since its source is Aristotle, who wrote a special commentary on Democritus and
had further abundant evidence about him. See Regenbogen, Scientia 25, 1931, p. 351.

V
1 ēn

gar: Undoubtedly this ēn is substituted for the original source’s gegone. In the
original source gegone was evidently used in the sense ‘was born’ but the Suda understood
it in the sense normal in the later era, viz. ‘was alive’ (i.e. had reached his akmē).
VI
1Diodorus’

date is the result of an obvious misunderstanding. We do not know the date
assigned to the destruction of Troy in the time of Democritus, so his date ‘about 730 years
after the destruction of Troy’ yields no results. One would be quite entitled to conclude on
the basis of this date that Democritus dated the destruction of Troy in 1160. In the time of
Diodorus, as we know, the destruction of Troy was dated to 1184. Therefore he takes the
date of Democritus’ birth to be 494 (1184-730+40). See F. Jacoby, ’Apollodors Chronik’,
Philologische Untersuchungen [Philol. Untersuch.] 16, 1902, p. 202.
So three datings have come down to us from classical antiquity:
Birth

Akme

Death

about

about

about

Apollodorus

460

420

356

Thrasyllus

470

430

366

Diodorus

494

454

404

In the Christian chronicles, whose ultimate source is Eusebius, all these datings may
be found. But through the incredible illiteracy, confusion and lack of understanding of the
sources these dates have all been subject to perversions, and at the present time the dating
in Christian sources of the birth of Democritus oscillates between 1250 and 358 BCE.
Birth

Akme

Death

Theophilus Chronographus V: Joannes Malalas IV,
p. 85 D; Georgius Cedrenus Compendium of Histories p. 121 CD
Pelops was king ... and at the same time Democritus was alive.

103

1250 BCE103

The occasion of the origin of this strange dating may have been the legend that the Phoenician
Mochus, who lived ‘before Trojan times’ was the founder of the atomistic theory; see no. 169.

Ekkehard. Universal Chronicle (Patrologia Latina [PL] 154, p. 554)
At that time (a.u.c. 24-5) the historian Hellanicus and

728

the philosopher Democritus were famous [i.e. flourished].

Eusebius [Eus.]Praeparatio Evangelii [PE] X, 9, p. 487
Round about the 50th Olympiad were famous

580-578

[i.e. flourished] Pythagoras and Democritus and their

(or 485)

successors, about 700 years after the Trojan war.

Chronicon Paschale (II, p. 274 Dind.), 14
67th Ol. Hellanicus the historian and Democritus the

512-508

philosopher and Heraclitus... and Anaxagoras the natural philosopher
were known [flourished].

Freculphus Chronicle, 4, 2 (PL 106, p. 997)

In the 9th year after the expulsion of the kings [from Rome]

501

Hellanicus the historian and Democretius [sic] the philosopher
were famous [flourished].

Jerome Chronicles Ol. 94
404-1
Eus. Chronicle (Armenian version) 1613
403
(DK 68 A 4) Cyril Alex. Contra Iulian. I, p. 13 Spannheim
(= Patrologia Graeca [PG] 76, p. 521 B)

They say that in the 70th Ol. were born Democritus and

500-497

Anaxagoras the natural philosopher and at the same time
Heraclitus, nicknamed the Obscure.

Isidore of Seville Chronicle 81, A. 4774 (PL 83, p. 1034 B)
(= Syncellus [Sync.] Chronography 253)

Artaxerxes, also called Long-Hand, reigned for 40 years.

464-425

During his reign ... Hippocrates the physician and Socrates the
philosopher and Democritus were famous.

(DK 18 A 11) Eus. Chron. Armenian version, a. Abr. 1581;
Jerome Ol. 86; Sync. Chron. Ol. 86
Then Democritus of Abdera the natural philosopher was

436

known and Empedocles of Acragas and Zeno and Parmenides
the philosophers and Hippocrates the physician.

(DK 68 A 4) Chron. Pasch. 317, 5
Democritus died aged 100. (Ol. 105.2)

359

Honorius De imagine mundi 3 (PL 172, p. 175)
Sogdianus reigns for eight months. Democritus is
famous. Darius son of Artaxexes reigned for nineteen
years.

425-404

Sync. Chron. 248b (Ol. 102)
Democritus of Abdera the natural philosopher flourished.

372-368

Cyril Alex. Contra Iulian. I, p. 13 Spanheim (= PG 76, p. 521 B)
They say that in the 86th Ol. were born (genesthai) the Abderite
Democritus, Empedocles and Hippocrates.
(genesthai apparently here too in the sense ‘were alive, were
436-433104

flourishing’.)

Eutychius of Alexandria Annales 267 (PG 111, p. 968)
After the death of Arthusus king of the Persians ... his son Arses reigned ...
There flourished in the city of Athens Censalon (Xenophon?), Democritus,
Apollonius and Socrates.105

358-337

2. Democritus’ place in the history of philosophy
VII
1By

the 5th century the distinction between Ionian materialism and Italian idealism was
clearly perceived. In Athens Anaxagoras, who had settled there, was regarded as the
ideological leader of the former school and Pythagoras of the latter. Cf. Dissoi Logoi (DK 90,
1, p. 405): ‘In Greece arguments on either side are proposed by the philosophers about the
good and the bad’; (6, p. 414):‘For what do the sophists teach other than wisdom and
virtue? Or what were the followers of Anaxagoras and Pythagoras if not acknowledged
teachers?’. See my History of ancient social thought. Moscow, 1929, p. 362; Aegyptus 7,
1926, pp.. 254-5; Archiv für Geschichte der Philosophie [AGPh] 38, 1929, p. 225, n. 1.
In the 3rd century questions in the natural sciences were pursued in Alexandria
mainly by members of the Peripatetic school, who had actually adopted in a somewhat
simplified version a number of the principal aspects of Democritus’ philosophy, but thought
it inappropriate to speak of that openly. For that reason the Alexandrian scholars were
104

[In the light of L’s parenthetical note, it seems that the dates ‘436-433’ should be in the akme column, rather
than the birth columnas in L’s text.]
105
Translation from the Arabic.

interested in showing that the immediate predecessors of the Peripatetics were the Ionian
philosophers. For this purpose they made use of reports that Socrates had in his youth
attended the lectures of Archelaus (DK 60 A 3), a follower of Anaxagoras, whereas Leucippus
had heard the lectures of Zeno (see no. VIII). It was easy to deduce this from the fact that
Leucippus and Democritus knew the Eleatic theory well, expounded it in detail and argued
against it, and that Democritus wrote a treatise on morals entitled Pythagoras, which set out
Pythagoras’ doctrine very precisely, whence Glaucus of Rhegium drew the conclusion that
Democritus had studied with some Pythagorean or other, while Apollodorus concluded that
he had studied with the Pythagorean Philolaus.
In the 4th century, continuing into the Alexandrian epoch, there were formed
esoteric philosophical schools, in which the post of the director of the school (‘scholarch’)
was passed on from teacher to student. On that model they represented the organisation
of the philosophical schools of the 6th and 5th centuries. If Socrates ‘heard’ the Ionian
Archelaus that meant that he was his student and lover (DK 60 A 1, 3), and after his death
he became the head of the Ionian school whose first scholarch was Thales. If Leucippus
‘heard’ Zeno and Democritus ‘heard’ Philolaus, that meant that Leucippus was an ‘Eleatic’
(see no. VIII, Epiphanius) and after the death of their teachers Leucippus or Democritus
became scholarch of the Italian school whose first scholarch was Pythagoras. This is
presicely how the history of philosophy was set out in the works of the Alexandrian Sotion,
who wrote his Succesions of the Philosophers between 200 and 170 BCE. This work has not,
it is true, come down to us, but this kind of schema is found in passages cited by Diogenes
Laertius and Christian writers. Diogenes frequenly cites Sotion, and from these citations it is
clear beyond doubt that, with the exception of some particular details which do not concern
us, Sotion’s scheme is the same as that in Diogenes. Most probably, Diogenes’ immediate
source was in the majority of cases Philodemus of Gadara, who wrote his Collection of the
Philosophers in the 1st century BCE and whose source in turn was Sotion.106
This is the source of that absurd distortion of the second part of the history of the
two warring schools, with which we have to do in Diogenes Laertius and the Christian
writers. But even in that distorted schema there is present the sharp opposition of two
warring tendencies, those of the Ionians and the Italians, the Anaxagoreans and
Pythagoreans, characteristic of the 5th century BCE.

VIII
1See

comm. on no. IX, n. 1.

2See

comm.on no. IX, n. 1.

106

Cf. F. Susemihl, Geschichte der griechischen Litteratur in der Alexanderzeit, vol. 1, Leipzig, 1891, pp. 496-8;
W. Nestle, Ed .Zellers Grundriß der Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie, 13th edn., Leipzig, 1928, p. 8.

3In

the ms. reading Leukippos Mēlios [Leucippus the Melian] , if this is not a simple mistake
for Milēsios [Milesian], as Menaghi and Diels suppose [no refs. given], we must see a
reference to the similarity of the views of Leucippus to those of Diagoras of Melos. Cf.
Aristoph. Clouds 830 Sōkratēs ho Mēlios [Socrates the Melian], with the scholium :
‘unhistorical. For Socrates was an Athenian, but since Diagoras, who was a Melian, was
accused of being an enemy of the gods, and he is accusing Socrates of being an atheist, that
is why (Aristophanes) calls him a Melian ... they make fun of the Melians for their irreligion;
others say that this Diagoras was the teacher of Socrates’. Cf. No. LXXVI: ‘Diagoras (the
Melian) whom Democritus made his pupil’ with comm.
4’having

been a philosohical associate of Parmenides’: Here it is stated not that Leucippus
was an immediate student of Parmenides, but that Leucippus, who had ‘heard’ Zeno,
continued the tradition of the philosophy of Parmenides, i.e. Eleatic philosophy.
3. Place of birth
IX
1’Democritus,

an Abderite or, according to some, a Milesian’: All of this is the later
confusion based on the two senses of the words ‘Eleatic’, ‘Milesian’, and ‘Abderite’; on the
one hand they refer to the birthplace, on the other to adherence to a particular
philosophical school, Eleatic, Milesian or Abderite. Here what is thus indicated is simply that
Leucippus ‘heard’ the Eleatic Zeno, that he went to Abdera and there foundied the Abderite
school, and that Democritus continued the tradition of the Milesian school, in particular that
he was a student of the Milesian Leucippus.
2’Democritus

of Cos’. Here the same comment applies. To the extent that Democritus was
regarded as maintaining the same doctrines as Hippocrates or as being his teacher (see nos.
LXXVII-LXXIX) he was regarded as belonging to the school of Cos.
b. Life
1. Childhood and youth
XI
1’As

Herodotus says’. According to Diels [DK II, p. 81, l. 13 n.] this story was fabricated on
the basis of two reports by Herodotus, VIII.120 and VII.109, to which one ought to add the
even more interesting passage VII.120. But I think that it is unnecessary to imagine these
later authors freely inventing stories about Democritus and subsequently attributing them
to Herodotus. For example, Diogenes Laertius’ source may have written ‘he was
entertained by him, when he took a meal in Abdera, as Herodotus also says’ (VII.120). In
abbreviating his source Diogenes may have omitted the words ‘when he took a meal’, as
superfluous to his story. It is evidently this prototype that is the source for the report by
Valerius Maximus and John of Salisbury (no. XI) ‘his father was able to feed Xerxes’ army’.

This source may have been Dinon of Colophon, who wrote Persika [Persian History] at the
end of the 4th century. From the same Dinon was perhaps taken the story of Xerxes being
the guest in Abdera of Maiandrius, the father of Protagoras, supposedly the teacher of
Democritus. Magi play an important role in Dinon’s Persika (DK II, 255, 20 n.). DL IX.50 :
‘Protagoras ... as Dinon says in the 5th book of the Persika, from Abdera, the son of
Maiandrius’; Philostratus, Lives of the Sophists I.10; see no. LXXI, which continues as follows:
‘and in return for receiving Xerxes in his house and giving him gifts he secured his son’s
education by the magi; for the Persian magi do not educate non-Persians unless the king
commands it’. Dinon of Colophon had among the Greeks the reputation of being the most
reliable historian of Persia. See Nepos Conon 5: ‘the historian Dinon, whom we trust the
most on matters to do with Persia...’. Cf. Ed Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums, v. 3, p. 111,
vol. 4, p. 10. On the other hand Ed. Schwarz (RE V, col. 654, s.v. Dinon) sees in Dinon ‘the
connecting link between Ctesias and the fictional History of Alexander’. It is possible that
Diogenes used Dinon through the medium of Demetrius of Magnesia.
Philippson (Rheinisches Museum [RhM]. N.F. 77, 1928, p. 311) regards these
testimonia as a neo-Pythagorean invention. For the Pythagoreans, in his opinion, it was
characteristic to derive the whole of Greek science from the East; the genuine relation of
Ionian scholars to the Persians is revealed in the 6th ps-Hippocratic letter, where Hippocrates
replies as follows to an invitation from Artaxerxes to migrate to his court for a large sum of
money: ‘It would not be right for me to enjoy the wealth of the Persians, nor to heal the
diseases of foreigners who are enemies of the Greeks’. Philippson regards the story of
Democritus’ presence at the Persian court (no. XXIII) as a similar neo-Pythagorean invention.
However, the tendency to derive the whole of Greek culture from that of Persia was
precisely characteristic of Ionian thinkers of the time of Democritus, e.g. Herodotus; see my
Herodotus, Leningrad, 1947, p. 52. On the contrary, a strong feeling of antagonism between
Greeks and barbarians and emnity towards barbarians are characteristic of the Roman
period, when the ps-Hippocratic letters were written (ibid., p. 155; my preface to Plutarch,
Select Lives, 1941, pp. 5-14. See also R. Herzog, Historische Zeitschrift 125, pp. 219-20. For
this reason Philippson’s view cannot be accepted.
2Demetrius:

cf. no. XVII. ‘Demetrius says in his book on people of the same name’ (nos.
XXVIII, XIII). The reference is to Cicero’s contemporary Demetrius of Magnesia, the author
of α work On poets and prose-writers with the same name, containing extensive
biographical material. See Susemihl, op. cit., p. 508.
XII
1See

XIII

comm. on no. XI, n. 1.

1Antisthenes:

Peripatetic philosopher, author of Successions of the Philosophers, discussed
below (no. XVII), generally identified by scholars with Antisthenes of Rhodes, who lived in
the 1st half of the 2nd century BCE and wrote a history of his time. Antisthenes and
Demetrius (just mentioned) are the main sources used by Diogenes Laertius. The citations
of both authors together (see no. XVII) perhaps show that they in their turn used the same
source when speaking of Democritus. See Susemihl, op. cit., p. 500; Ed. Schwartz, RE I, col.
2536, s.v. Antisthenes, no. 9; Wilamowitz, Philol. Unters. 4, p. 91; V.E. Alfieri, Gli atomisti,
Bari, 1936, p. 44, n. 12. Here the reference is to Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker
[FGH] 3, p.173, with notes.
2 phantasias:

here concretely, not ‘imaginations’ (Alfieri) but ‘various products of the
imagination’, which is why the word poikilōs [in a variety of ways] occurs. Makovelski
makes the opposite mistake, understanding phantasias too concretely and narrowly as
‘ghosts’. But where the context mentions tombs it is , of course, ghosts which are primarily
in mind. It is this investigation of phantasiai which gave rise to the story of the young men
who dressed up as ghosts and tried unsuccessfully to frighten Democritus (see no. 579a)
XIIIa
1’with

their state (diathesios) of wisdom’: this is in any event a genuine expression of
Democritus; cf. in DL IX.46 the title of a work of Democritus’ On the state [or ‘condition’]
(diatheseōs) of the sage (no. 726).
2From

this example of a logical mistake it is easy to draw the following conclusion: In the
source used by the author of the paraphrase it was reported that Democritus fled to a
deserted place, and was therefore regarded as mad. Our logician demonstrates the logical
mistake committed here. In fact Democritus fled to a deserted place not because he was
mad, but because he was fascinated by contemplative philosophy, and hence sought peace
and the quietest places; that is a sign, not of madness, but, on the contrary, of the greatest
wisdom. Exactly the same story, with the same explanation, is contained in the psHippocratic letter, and it would have been right to maintain that the interpreter of Aristotle
had that passage of ps-Hippocrates in mind, if we did not know from no. XIII that the same
story is also in Antisthenes, who lived in the first half of the 2nd century BCE.

2. Journey to the East
XIV
1This

particularly important fragment of Democritus was judged spurious by Diels (DK 68 B
299) and M. Wellmann, Hermes 61, 1926, p. 411, and ‘Die Phusika des Bolos, Demokritos
und der Magier Anaxilaos aus Larissa’, Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie [Abh. d.
Preuss. Akad.] 7, 1928, p. 9, followed by other scholars, e.g. Alfieri. A number of other

major commentators, however, consider this excerpt genuine. See e.g. Burnet, Early Greek
Philosophy, 4th edn., 1920, p. 20; Th. Gomperz, ‘Beiträge zur Kritik und Erklärung
griechischer Schriftsteller’, Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie der Wissenschaften
[Sitzb. d. Wiener Akad. d. Wiss.] 152, 1905, pp. 23 ff.; Th. Gomperz, Griechische Denker, vol.
I, 3rd edn., p. 255; Christ – Schmidt – Stählin, Geschichte der griechischen Literatur I.5,
Munich, 1948, p. 240, n. 5; Ed. Mayer, Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine, 1912, pp. 123ff.; R.
Eisler, ‘Zu Demorkits Wanderjahren’, AGPh 31, 1918, pp. 139ff., 187; Eisler, ‘Babylonische
Astrologenausdrücke’, AGPh 31, 1918, pp. 52ff.; Capelle, Hermes 60, 1925, p. 389; S. Gandz,
Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik I.3, 930, p. 256.
The grounds adduced by Diels and Wellmann seem to me unconvincing for the
following reasons:
1. Diels supposed that this passage comes from Democritus’ work On the sacred
writings in Babylon and considered it ‘methodologically unjustified’ to separate the
question of the authenticity of this passage from that of the authenticity of that
work of Democritus.107 But the ancients supposedly regarded the work On the
sacred writings in Babylon as not genuine. If one compares the title of that work
with that of the work which follows it in the list [of Democritus’ writings] Peri tōn en
Meroēi [On the ... in Meroe] (in Wellmann’s opinion ‘sacred writings’ has to be
inserted there too), then in these works the subject is the allegorical interpretation
of Babylonian cuneiform and Ethiopian hieroglyphics, both characteristic of the
Alexandrian era. This work, according to Wellmann, belongs to Bolus Democritus of
Mendes. It follows that the passage cited is also spurious; it belongs to Bolus (on
Bolus see in more detail comm. on no. XCI).
I do not wish to get involved with the question of who was the author of the collection of
Babylonian and Ethiopian writings. First and foremost I call attention to the lack of precision
in Wellman’s arguments. The insertion of hierōn grammatōn [‘sacred writings’] after the
words Peri tōn en Meroēi is totally arbitrary. Rather Peri tōn en Meroēi means simply On
the things in Meroe (cf. Democritus’ title Peri tōn en Haidou [On the things in the
underworld]), and it contained a description of noteworthy things in Meroe108. Further, it is
also wrong to say that the ancients held these works to be spurious. In D.L. IX.48-9 it is said
only that they were not included in the tetralogies of Thrasyllus, but that some people
included them in the list of the writings of Democritus in addition to the tetralogies. On the
contrary, these works are contrasted with spurious works of Democritus and compilations
from his works (‘The other works which some attribute to him are in some cases
107

But in 1926 (Hermes 61, p. 474) Wellmann himself maintains that the passage cited has nothing to do with
the work On the sacred writings in Babylon. He thinks that it is taken from the work Ethical notes, which is
also, in his opinion, along with the terms eudaimonia [happiness] and euestō [well-being], characteristic of
Bolus and the Pythagoreans. There is no point in spending time on this conjecture; see comm. on no. XCI.
108
[Capital of a territory including part of Ethiopia and Sudan Misspelled ‘Merope’ in Taylor, 1999, no. 40 (49),
p. 68.]

compilations from his works, in others acknowledged to be spurious’). But this has nothing
to do with the question which concerns us. The work On the sacred writings in Babylon was
evidently devoted to Babylonian cuneiform. In Clement-Eusebius’ remark on the source of
the passage which interests us it is said only that Democritus ‘plagiarised’, (a common
accusation in antiquity)109 Babylonian works on morals, and that in particular some people
said that some of his ethical works110 were merely translations of writings of Achiceres
inscribed on a stele. In this case I shall not discuss the question of how ancient the fiction of
the stele and the work inscribed on it is. Let us assume that this kind of story makes its first
appearance only in the Alexandrian period. Obviously the source for Clement and Eusebius
had a collection of the works of Achiceres with a typical late preface about a stele on which
those works were supposedly found. He compared them with the works of Democritus and
found exact correspondences, from which he drew the conclusion that Democritus merely
‘translated’ Achiceres. Can one draw from that the conclusion that the passage of
Democritus which he cited was spurious? First, the resemblances may have been simply of
a general character, and the late scholar’s deduction incorrect. Secondly, Democritus may
actually have used the works of Achiceres (which were already known in Egypt at the
beginning of the 5th century and were also used in the 5th century, I believe, for the
biography of Aesop). In any case this has nothing to do with the authenticity of Democritus’
work On the sacred writing in Babylon.
2. Diels and Wellmann regard as characteristic of Alexandrian scholarship the tendency
to see the source of Greek wisdom in Eastern science. But precisely this tendency is
in the highest degree characteristic of Herodotus (see my Herodotus, p. 52) and
without doubt not only of Herodotus, but of the whole of Ionian science, with which
he was closely connected (cf. comm. on no. XI).
3. Diels [DK II, pp. 209-10, note 3] sees in this passage ‘boastfulness’, which is
inconsistent with no. XXIV. However, he himself characterises this reason as ‘not
decisive’. Actually in no. XXIV itself Democritus is filled with consciousness of his
own merits, and his words express ‘humility which is rather pride’. From the ancient
point of view there is no boastfulness in the cited passage, just as there is none in his
contemporary Thucydides, who describes his work as ktēma eis aei [‘a possession
for ever’].
4. The concluding sentence ‘For he went etc.’ which is repeated word for word in
various accounts of Democritus’ journeys, seems simply to be a commentary on his
own words ‘I saw very many lands and I heard very many famous men’. Why one
109

Thus, the Peripatetics accused the same Democritus of having ‘plagiarised’ Leucippus, and later maintained
that he plagiarised the most famous authorities on magic, Apollobeches (see Preisendanz, RE Hlbbd. 39, col.
1312) and Dardanus (Pliny NH XXX.9). Of course, all these accusations are of the same kind, of later origin and
of the same worth, but it is incomprehensible why comparison of Clement’s words with those of Pliny
(Wellmann, Hermes 61, p.. 474) is supposed to show the spuriousness of the words of Democritus cited by
Clement.
110
In Wellmann’s opinion (Hermes 61, p. 474) there were the Ethical Notes. But that work was included in the
tetralogies (no. CXV: II.4), and there is therefore no reason to agree with Wellmann in judging it spurious.

5.

6.

7.

8.

has to connect it with the the title of the work On the sacred writings in Babylon I
cannot understand. Here the subject is not just Babylon but Persia and Egypt as
well. Even if the story of his stay with the magi and all the commentaries on it are of
later provenance, why should that cast a shadow on the whole passage?
In Diels’ opinion [DK II, p. 210, note 6] the expressions epi pasin and epi xeinēs sound
bad in Greek. This is wrong: the expression epi pasin in the sense of ‘finally’ is totally
correct Greek (see Plut. Thes. 29, Lyc. 2; Luc. On writing history 31, Sale of lives 22.
True, Plutarch and Lucian are later writers, but in our passage we read not the
adverbial locution [‘last’] but the substantival locution hoi epi pasin [‘the last’] (see
Xen. Cyropaed. 6.3.24 ‘I shall place at the end those who were summoned last’, 27,
‘you, who are in command of the last’ and Inscriptiones Graecae [IG] XIV, 1296, ‘the
last battle, the third fought against Darius’ (i.e. the battle of Gaugamela) . Hence in
the passage cited sun tois epi pasin means ‘together with that last event’ (ta epi
pasin), i.e. his journey to Egypt.
Similarly the expression epi xeinēs (omitting gēs) [‘in a foreign (country)’] is common
in the literature of the 5th and 4th centuries. See Soph. Oed. Col. 184 ‘boldness is
foreign in a foreign (land)’, Eur. Andr. 136 ‘know that you are a slave in a foreign
(land)’, Xen. Rep. Lac. XIV.4 ‘being eager not to cease ruling as harmosts in a foreign
(land)’ etc.
In Diels’ view [DK II, p. 210, note 7] the non-classical form egenēthēn appears
decisive. In fact the form egenēthēn (in the koinē) comes into general use only in
the 3rd century, but we meet it occasionally earlier. In the best MSS, B and T, of Plato
Phil. 62d we have exegenēthē, as Ten-Brink points out (Philologus 7, 1852, pp.
355ff.); in Archytas (DK 47 B 1, p. 433, 1), mē genetheisēs plēgas [‘though no wound
has occurred’] as Kranz points out; in Hippocrates, Epidem. 7.3, p. 370 Littré,
genētheiē instead of genoito. Cf. Hippocr., Epidem. 6.8, p. 356 Littré.
The passage cited cannot belong to Bolus, since the latter wrote, as is seen from all
the citation of of him, in the koinē, whereas the passage cited is in faultless neo-Ionic
dialect.
When Megasthenes (Strabo XV.38, 703c, see comm. on no. XXII), writing in the 4th or
3rd century, describes Democritus as ‘having travelled over much of Asia’ he is not, of
course, referring to Bolus, who lived 300 years later than Democritus, but to the
great Democritus. Obviously, as Ten-Brink correctly remarks, at that time citations
of the words of Democritus, which Megasthenes has in mind here, were generally
known.

2Ten-Brink

(Philologus 7, pp. 355ff.) has drawn attention to the resemblance between
this passage and the beginning of the Odyssey, ‘He saw the cities of many people and
got to know their mind’, and this resemblance, as he correctly remarks, did not remain
unknown to the ancients, e.g. Theophrastus; cf. Ael. VH IV.20 (no. 20), ‘Theophrastus
praises him for having made on his travels a better collection than Menelaus and

Odysseus’. On the basis of this Ten-Brink read aneras [‘men’] instead of the obscure
aeras [‘airs, climates’]. I have incorporated this correction in my text with some
hesitation. This kind of form is common in neo-Ionian poetry; see e.g. Demodocus 3
Diehl, Phocyllides 16.2 Diehl, Xenophanes DK 21 B 7.4 , etc. along with the forms andres
etc., but in Democritus there occur only forms of the andres type. We notice, however,
that in Hdt. III.34 the poetic form pateri occurs parallel to the form patri. So it is not
impossible that in our passage, which has a somewhat poetic sound, Democritus may
have used the form aneras as equivalent to andras. The reading remains, however,
disputed.
3

oudeis kō me parēllaxen [‘no-one ever surpassed (?) me’]: Since parallattein is here
understood as ‘surpass’, the genitive sunthesios appears inappropriate; it is corrected
either to sunthesi (Dindorf) or to sunthesesi (Sylburg) or to peri sunthesios (Ed.
Schwartz). I regard such corrections as unjustified. Let us pay attention to the fact that
parallattein can have either a transitive or an intransitive sense. On the one hand, in the
intransitive sense parallattein with the genitive can have the sense ‘miss one’s target’,
e.g Pl. Tht. 194a, ‘like a bad archer, shoot past the target and miss’. The corresponding
transitive sense will be ‘prevent someone from hitting their target’ or ‘expose someone
as having missed their target’. That is how I understand the quoted passage: ‘No-one
ever knocked me down (i.e. showed that I had made a mistake) in my construction of
lines with a demonstration, even those who are called surveyors’.
4surveyors:
5The

for detail on this see S. Gandtz, op. cit., p. 256.

reading ogdōkonta, 80, found in all the manuscripts, is of course absurd.
Democritus cannot have spent 80 years on his travels. Since it was supposed that this
passage deals only with his stay in Egypt, and the passage was translated ‘together with
them (the surveyors, i.e. including his stay with the surveyors) I spent after all the others
80 years abroad’ 80 was corrected to pente, 5, on the following grounds. 1) Diodorus
I.98.3 (no. 16) reports that Democritus spent 5 years in Egypt. 2) In Attic numeration Π is
the sign for 5, but in later Greek for 80. Because the old significance of the figure was
not understood it was decoded as 80. Diels correctly points out that there is no ground
for assuming that Democritus used Attic numeration. He proposes a complicated
conjecture, viz. that ep’ etea pente xunos egenēthēn [‘I was with them for five years’]
was read as ep’ etea epi xeinēs egenēthēn [‘I was abroad for years’], and that since on
that reading the number had totally disappeared the number 80 was arbitrarily added.
The implausibility of such an insertion leaps to the eye. Since I translate as ‘together
with this last (event)’ (i.e. together with his stay in Egypt), and since according to
Diodorus Democritus spent five years in Egypt alone, a larger number must be restored
here. In fact, as we see from the report of Sozomenus (no. XV), the ancients understood
these words in the sense that Democritus spent on his travels eighty years in total, but
here, specifically with reference to Egypt, nothing at all is said. I suggest that ogdōkonta

came about as the result of a misunderstanding of the Ionic form oktō kote [‘eight’] in
the manuscripts, which was taken as a corruption of ogdōkonta. On that reading
Democritus spent in all eight years abroad, of which according to Diodorus five were
spent in Egypt. On the form kote cf. oudeis kō [‘no-one ever’] above; no. 613 ; no. 692.
6

epi xeinēs: ‘Quasi in exilio fui [‘I was as if in exile’], cf. Eur. Androm. 136’ (Ten-Brink,
Philologus 7, 1852, pp. 355ff.).
As regards the question of places visited by Democritus, one must bear in mind the
following. The fact of his long journeys, similar to the travels of Menelaus and Odysseus,
is further confirmed, apart from this passage, by the testimony of Theophrastus (no. XX),
who had at his disposal all the genuine works of Democritus and Aristotle’s work on him.
In particular, our excerpt puts Democritus’ stay in Egypt beyond doubt. His stay in
Babylon and Persia seems to me highly probable, though it is based on late and not very
reliable reports from an era of fascination with oriental astrology, magi and Chaldeans,
when Democritus was turned into a magus. If the work On the things in Meroe, known
to us only by its title, is genuine, then we have to believe that Democritus was in
Ethiopia. As far as his stay in India is concerned (nos. XVII-XX, the earliest testimony is
from Diogenes Laertius), it is implausible; as we shall show, it is impossible to see in no.
XXII evidence of Democritus’ having been in India.
XV
1’Of

Cos’: see comm. on no. IX.

XVII
1Demetrius:

see comm. on no. XI.

2Antisthenes:

see comm. on no. XIII. See Philippson RhM 77, 1928, p. 311. He is right in
thinking that the story of Democritus’ stay in India and of his association with the naked
sages is purely from a later period. But his insistence that Democritus could not have
studied geometry with Egyptian priests is unconvincing. Contrary to his view, Wellmann did
not succeed in showing that the work On the things in Meroe was written by Bolus.
XVIII
1

‘astrologoi and magi in Babylon’: This formula, especially the transfer of the magi from
Persia to Babylon, more than anything else testifies to the influence of the fictional account
of Democritus the magus. But in this particular case, as at an earlier period astrologos
means ‘astronomer’, not ‘astrologer’; see the title of Theophrastus’ Peri tēs tou Dēmokritou
astrologias [On the astronomy of Democritus ]
XIX

‘1’pupil

of ... Magi and Persian Chaldeans’: It is possible that this refers to Democritus’
having studied as a young man with sages sent to Abdera by the king of Persia, not to his
journeys.
XX
1’had

a desire to live in obscurity’ see no. 729 with comm.

2Alfieri

supposes (op. cit., p. 63, n. 19) that Aelian, writing here in the spirit of the Second
Sophistic, when the word ‘sophist’ had lost its pejorative sense, understands by ‘sophists’
sages and philosophers generally. I think that in this case that is not so: sophistas
[‘sophists’] is simply an abbreviation of the usual term gumnosophistas [‘naked sages’],
applied universally to the Indian sages.
3Theophrastus:
4Menelaus

see comm. on no. XIV.

and Odysseus: Od. III.301, IV.80-9. See comm. on no. XIV.

XXII
1As

Ten-Brink and Diels observe, Strabo’s source in this instance was Megasthenes. In fact
Megasthenes is cited twice by Strabo (XV.35.702, XV.37.702), and our excerpt continues a
whole series of accusatives and infinitives grammatically dependent on ‘Megasthenes says’,
extending to ‘... there is a river Silas... but Democritus does not believe this’. It is only after
these words that direct speech begins, with ‘Aristotle too disbelieves this’, which obviously
presents an addition by the author, either taken immediately from Aristotle or from another
source. This testimony cannot be used to demonstrate that Democritus was himself in
India. He simply denies the assertion of his contemporaries that there is in India a river in
which the water is so thin that no objects float on its surface, but everything sinks to the
bottom. He, like Aristotle, maintained that according to the laws of physics there could be
no such water. True, the expression ‘having travelled widely in Asia’ indicates that his
statement was the result of his travels. But he may not have gone to India, but have heard
of this Indian river, let us say, in Persia or in Babylon.
XXIII
1This

legend grew up on the basis of the false assertion of the Epicureans that Democritus
thought it possible to revive corpses, even if they had no spark of life. But works dealing
with Democritus’ stay in Persia also served as a basis for the growth of this legend. As far as
the content of the legend is concerned, it belongs to the cycle of stories about the ‘laughing
philosopher’(see Alfieri, op. cit., p. 66, n. 99) who laughs at the folly of people who value
things from a worldly viewpoint and do not understand how ephemeral they are; there
neither is nor can be anyone who is happy in the ordinary sense. To see a later Pythagorean
tendency in this story (Philippson, RhM 77, p. 311) has no foundation.

XXIIIa
1When

Democritus was subsequently transformed into a founder of magic and alchemy,
these stories of his journeys were used in a magico-alchemical fiction about him, which
preserved to a certain extent some historical reminiscences. I give some samples of these
romances: Pliny NH XXX.1.9 (=DK 31 A 14) ‘Certainly Pythagoras, Empedocles, Democritus
and Plato voyaged to learn this (i.e. magic), undertaking exile rather than journeys, and on
their return they proclaimed some of it and kept other parts secret’; XXV.2.13 (= DK 68 B
300.6) ‘Democritus ... travelled among the magi of Persia, Arabia, Ethiopia and Egypt, and
the people of old were so astonished at this that they affirmed incredible things’; Syncellus,
Chronography 1.471 Dindorf (= DK 68 B 300.16) ‘Democritus of Abdera the natural
philosopher was flourishing. He had been initiated in Egypt by Ostanes the Mede, who had
been appointed in Egypt by the Persian king of that time to rule the priests in Egypt; he was
initiated in the temple at Memphis along with other priests and philosophers, among whom
were Maria, a wise Jewish woman, and Pammenes. He wrote obscurely about silver, gold,
stones and purple, as did Maria. These two, Democritus and Maria, were praised by
Ostanes for concealing their art by many clever enigmas, but they condemned Pammenes
for writing openly’; Philostratus Life of Apollonius I.2. Kayser (= DK 31 A 14) ‘Empedocles and
Pythagoras himself and Democritus associated with the magi and said many remarkable
things, but they were not yet instructed in the art (i.e. magic)’ (= Photius Bibliotheca Codex
241 (1017 CE, 540H; Suda, s.v. Apollonius); ps-Synesius ad Dioscorum comm. in Democritum
I.56.7 Berthelot (= DK 68 B300.17) ‘... who (i.e. Democritus) was initiated in Egypt by the
great Ostanes in the temple at Memphis’.
3. Journey to Athens
XXIV
1’in

a certain book’: It is not known from which work this quotation is taken. From
comparison with no. I one may conjecture that this quotation is also taken from the Lesser
World-System.

4. Return home, prosecuted, achieves fame

XXVI
1Antisthenes:

see comm. on no. XIII.

2As

Philippson points out (RhM 77, p. 313), the story of the neglected fields directly
contradicts the report of Aelian (no. XX), according to whom Democritus received only
money from his father’s legacy, while the land went to his brothers. But Philippson is wrong
to see Pythagorean influence here for some reason. Horace’s ‘he gave away his flocks’
[Epist. I.12.12, DK 68 A 15] is a standard theme in the biography of a great sage. See on
Anaxagoras [Plut. Per. 16, DK 59 A 13]: ‘He abandoned his home, and left his land idle as
pasture for sheep, through his enthusiasm and greatness of mind’.
3’If

things had not been so, i.e. if he had not taken delight in things of the mind’: This can in
no way mean ‘If blindness were a misfortune’, as Philippson maintains, obviously through
carelessness (RhM 77, p. 315).
XXVIII
1I

am not inclined to assert categorically with Alfieri (op. cit. p. 48, n. 29) and others that the
story of the trial of Democritus is simply a legend, containing a reworking of the story of the
trial of Sophocles (e.g. Cic. Cato M. De senectute 7.22: ‘When Sophocles seemed to be
neglecting his domestic affairs because of his enthusiasm for his work he was sued by his
sons ... Then the old man is said ... to have read the Oedipus at Colonus to the judges’; Plut.
Long-lived people 23: ‘He read the Oedipus at Colonus to the jury, showing by means of the
play that he was of sound mind, so that some of the jurors were absolutely astonished ...’). I
am not convinced that the story of Sophocles appears to be a simple invention. According
to a more plausible story of Plutarch’s (Whether an old man can rule a state 3, 758b)
Sophocles read to the judges not the whole play but only the entry of the chorus: ‘He read
the entry which begins ... and as the song seemed wonderful ...’. That was fully in accord
with the usage of an Athenian court (see Aristoph. Wasps 579 ‘And if Oiagros is on trial he
doesn’t get off until he picks the best speech from Niobe and recites it to us’). There is
nothing incredible in Democritus’ having read in court excerpts from his book. Trials of this
kind were common in antiquity, so that a certain resemblance between the stories about
Sophocles and Democritus does not show that one is borrowed from the other, all the more
because in the story about Democritus there is no mention of his children, nor of an
allegation of senility (he was simply indicted on ground of madness). See my article ‘Väter
und Söhne in den neuen griechischen Papyri’, Aegyptus 7, 1926, pp. 243ff.
2Antisthenes:
3Bronze

see comm. on no. XIII.

statues: also in no. XLIX (Herculaneum papyrus). See comm. on that passage.

4Demetrius:

of Magnesis (see comm. on no. XI).

5Hippobotus:

a writer who lived, most probably, in the first half of the 3 rd century BCE, one
of the earliest historians of philosophy. He wrote a work On the philosophical schools and a
List of philosophers. One of the major sources for Diogenes Laertius.

XXIX
1This

is another version of the fiction about Democritus. Here a prosecution of him is
combined with the visit of Hippocrates to Abdera, known from the epistolary novel.111
Similar stories about Thales and Aristotle have come down to us.
XXIXa
1From

nos. XXVIII and XXIX we learn that Democritus was threatened with posthumous
prohibition of burial in his native soil. Such a punishment implies banishment for life.
Hence the testimony of Athenagoras is in complete agreement with the previous one. Since
the trial concluded in favour of Democritus, obviously ēlauneto has to be understood not as
‘he was exiled’, but as the imperfect signifiying an attempt, ‘he was exposed to the danger
of being sentenced to banishment’.
XXX
1Damastes:

apparently a corruption of ‘Damasus’. See nos. XXVI and XXXV.

XXXI
1Diels

and Alfieri think that the Democritus whose name is inscribed on this coin has nothing
to do with the philosopher Democritus. For evidence they appeal only to Fritze, ‘Die
autonomen Münzen von Abdera’, Nomisma 3, 1909, p. 24. But all Fritze’s arguments reduce
to the following: the coins with the inscription ‘Democritus’ are attributed approximately to
the period 450-430 BCE.112 If we assume that Democritus was born in 460, then at that time
he was too young to take on the office of archon. To this Fritze himself adds ‘The
identification would be possible if one put his birth further back, with Aristotle (PA 642a24,
Meta. 1078b17) and Thrasyllus’. In fact these and the other testimonies which we
compared under nos. II, III and V show that Democritus was born between 475 and 470 (see
comm. on those passages), so that they do not cast doubt on, but confirm the fact that the
archon who issued the coins which have come down to us was the philosopher Democritus.
The emblem of the lyre represented on the coin also speaks in favour of this. That is why
the numismatist Seltman, the most recent investigator of this coin, rightly regards it as
belonging to the philosopher Democritus.
5. Fables about Democritus’ wisdom. Sayings of his.
XXXII
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Philippson (RhM 77, p. 321) suggests that this combination of the two versions is the work of Philo himself.
[J.F. Procopé, CQ N.S. 39, 1989, 307-31, at 309 cites J.M.F. May, The Coinage of Abdera, London, 1966
(described as ‘the most recent study of the Abderite coinage’) as dating a group of coins with the legend ΕΠΙ
ΔΗΜΟΚΡΙΤΟ to about 414 BCE.]
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1’foretelling

some things that were going to happen’: refers to the anecdote set out in no

XXXIV.
2’Wisdom’:

cf. no. XXXV. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 58, n. 72, discusses the origin of this nickname.
He cites the view of Covetti, who suggests, in a work inaccessible to me (‘La posizione
storica di Democrito’, Soc. Reale di Napoli, 1932, p. 6), that this nickname is taken from
some satirical poem. Alfieri, who associates this passage with no. XXXV, suggests that this
nickname appeared first in very late literature, and that it has, as appears from Clement’s
work, its source in tales of Democritus’ ability to predict the future (nos. XXXII, XXXIV, XXXV,
XXXVI).
XXXIII
1’plague’:

cf. Philippson, RhM 77, p. 324.

XXXIV
1This

is a widespread subject of anecdotes. Virtually the same story was told of Thales (Ar.
Pol.1259a6, DK 11 A 10).
2’from

the rising of the Pleiades’ [mistranslated by Taylor 1999, no. 23, p. 63]: Diels remarks
on the fact that in Democritus’ astronomical calendar (no. 424) [= DK 68 B 14] the position
of the Pleiades is repeatedly noted: DK 68 B 14.3 [calendar from 2nd cent. BCE], p. 218.14
setting, ‘On the 4th day according to Democritus the Pleiades set at dawn’; p. 228.23
disappearance, ‘According to Democritus the Pleiades disappear at sunrise and are invisible
for 40 nights’, and afterwards rising.
XXXVII
1As

Diels rightly observes [DK II, p. 87, l. 15 n.] this represents a parody of the method of
enquiry into causes. Hē aitia [‘cause’] is a characteristic Democritean term; cf. his works
Celestial Causes, Aerial Causes, Terrestrial Causes etc. (10 titles), and nos. 497-8, where
precisely Democritus’ account of flavours is set out, and where one encounters the same
characteristic expressions ‘giving the causes’ and ‘flavour’. The question at issue is what the
cause of sweetness consists in. H. Gomperz (see Nachtrag to the 4th edn. of VS) translates
apeknaisas as ‘you have scraped off’ (i.e. scraped off the honey from the sides of the
container). The meaning as a whole is understood thus: ‘though you have scraped off the
honey, I immediately determined that a flavour of honey is found in cucumbers’. In that
case there would be no parody, but the anecdote would have the aim of showing
Democritus’ scientific acuteness. But as Alfieri rightly points out (op. cit., p. 65, n. 95), such
an interpretation would conflict with the general sense and character of the passage.

Ruhnken (comm. on Pl. Tim., p. 42) followed by Diels [ibid., l. 22 n.], is right to understand
‘me’ after apeknaisas: ‘you have skinned me’, i.e. ‘you have exposed my naiveté’.113
XXXVIII
1The

anecdotes encountered in nos. XXXVIII-XXXIX have of course no historical value. They
are of interest only as grounds for judgement of how Democritus was subsequently
regarded on the basis of his works and reliable evidence about him, which is lost to us. But
no more reliable are other anecdotes of this kind, which are always included in collections of
passages of Democritus, solely because they were preserved, not in ‘The Bees’ but in other
collections. Hence it is more logical to include these anecdotes too in a collection of
testimonia on Democritus, all the more so because they appear to be illustrations of the
authentic passages CX and CXI.
2Cf.

Antonius Melissa [Ant.Mel.]I.74, p. 121 (PG 136, p. 993A) = Mull. 178. [Adds the Old
Russian translation from the collection entitled ‘The Bee’, ed. V. Semenov, St. Petersburg,
1893, p. 200.]
XXXIX
1[Gives

the Old Russian translation of the fragment (ed. Semenov, op.cit., p. 171).] This
anecdote seems to me to be an illustration of Democritus’ dictum that one should strive,
not for much learning, but for much understanding (see no. CXI and comm.).
XL
1

The naming of Democritus by Maximus (Loci communes [Max. Loc. comm.] 31, p. 619 =PG
91, p. 877c) is notoriously anachronistic and mistaken. There he appears conversing with
Philip [of Macedon]: ‘Democritus was once serving as an ambassador of the Athenians to
Philip. When he spoke freely Philip said “Are you not afraid that I shall order your head to
be cut off?” “No,” he said; “If you take it from me my country will consecrate it for all
time”’. In the Gnomologium Vaticanum (Wiener Stud. 10, 1888, p. 227, no. 251) the author
of this dictum is named not Democritus, but Democrates ho Parrēsiastēs [the Free-spoken].
Sternbach (op. cit., pp. 224-7) showed on the basis of a number of testimonia (Demosthenes
18.29, Curtius Rufus VI.5.9, Seneca De ira III.22 (in the last-mentioned place instead of
‘Democrates Parrhesiastes’ ‘ Demochares Parrhesiastes’ is written by mistake) that the
person referred to is Democrates son of Sophilus, an Athenian politician of an antiMacedonian tendency in the time of Philip and Demosthenes, who actually took part in an
embassy to Philip. Gnom. Vat. contains five dicta ascribed to this politician (nos. 248-52), of
which four are directed against Philip and prominent supporters of Macedon, and only one
contains a comparison of rich people with sheep who are sheared by sycophants. On this
ground, of course one might suggest that nos. XXXVIII and XXXIX refer to Democrates, and
113

[In his translation of no. XXXVII L translates apeknaisas as Ты доняла меня, ‘You’ve worn me out,
exasperated me’.]

that ‘Democritus’ is an error of the tradition, but since the tradition unanimously names
Democritus there are no reliable grounds for that. As for the remarkable dictum of
Stobaeus (III.13.50)114 the text there reads Dēmokratos (sic! corrected from Dēmokara); the
reading is equally close to Dēmokritos and Dēmokratēs, but in view of the mention of the
Athenian Eleven and the political character of this fine, deep dictum one ought to attribute
it to Democrates son of Sophilus. The Sayings of Democrates have nothing to do with
Democrates son of Sophilus, since they are written in Ionic dialect and are lacking in
freedom of speech.
XLII
1Here

we have an earlier version, in which there is no report of Democritus’ having blinded
himself. It is possible that this whole story is completely legendary, founded on some
aphorism of Democritus’, similar to the one we find later in Epicurus (DL X.119): ‘In the
second book of his Lives Epicurus says that the wise man will participate in life even if he has
lost his sight’; Cic. Tusc. V.38.110ff.: ‘Epicurus was bold enough to say that the wise man is
always in possession of the greatest number of goods. ... Even if he lacks the use of his eyes
...? Even then, for he despises those very things’. This dictum of Democritus’ may have
been something like: ‘Even if deprived of sight, the wise man is happier than the fool who
sees darkly’. Cf. P Natorp, Die Ethika des Demokrits, Marburg, 1893, pp. 100-1: ‘It is not farfetched to suspect that Democritus had said that compared to the blindness of the body
that of the soul was a greater evil, and that that was the source of the story, in any case an
ancient one, of his blindness and even of his having intentionally blinded himself’.
(‘Blindness of the mind’, see comm. on no. 594, excursus; ‘they blind the soul’ no. 767.)
Usener (Epicurea, Leipzig, p. 336, n. 599) suggests on the basis of the general course of the
reasoning in Cicero that there are expressed the views either of Epicurus himself or of some
early Epicurean philosopher. But the expression ‘And this man considered that the force of
the mind was itself hindered by looking with one’s eyes’ cannot express the actual views of
Democritus, in so far as for Democritus all our knowledge rests on the data of the external
senses and cannot manage without them. Hence one of two alternatives must be the case.
Either [1] in this as in some other cases the Epicureans did not understand Democritus and
give a distorted version of his thought: Philippson (RhM 77, p. 315) considers this unlikely.
Or [2] this phrase was not taken by Cicero from his Epicurean source, but was added by him
from another, Academic source. That source probably spoke of Democritus’ blinding
himself; the natural continuation of this phrase would have been ‘and so of his own free will
he deprived himself of his eyes’, but Cicero omitted it as inconsistent with the whole
Epicurean context. On the other hand Natorp (Die Ethika des Demokrits, p. 101) suggests
that even the Epicurean dicta cited above have their source in Plato, who considered that
external sensations merely hinder the correct comprehension of the world around us. See
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Democrates, seeing a thief being taken off to prison by the Eleven, said ‘You poor fellow, why did you steal
small things, not big ones? Then you would have had others taken off to prison.’

Pl. Phaedo 65c-d: ‘(the soul) reasons best when none of these things (i.e. external things)
disturbs it, neither hearing nor sight nor pain nor any pleasure ... Do we say that the just is
something ... or not anything? And the beautiful and the good? ... How have you ever seen
any such thing with your eyes?’ But in the Epicurean dicta cited above nothing is said about
‘pure thought’, independent of external sensations. An Epicurean (and an atomist) despises
those sensations only in so far as the picture which they give requires correction. Epicurus’
source here, as in other places, is not Plato but Democritus. The Platonists gave a similar
explanation, also with an ethical tone, of Democritus’ blinding himself. See comm. on no.
XLIII.
2’When

others often could not see what was in front of them, he journeyed over the whole
of infinity’: This is undoubtedly atomistic or Epicurean polemic, together with the very
ancient story of the sage (Pl. Tht. 174a: ‘When Thales had fallen into a well while looking up
at the stars, a clever, wittyThracian servant-girl is said to have made fun of him because he
was keen to know about the things in the heavens but didn’t notice what was right at his
feet in front of him’. Also in DL I.34.) In another passage (De div. II.13.30) Cicero applied
this dictum to Democritus himself: ‘Democritus’ jest is not without insight ... “No-one
inspects what is right in front of them; they study the expanses of the heavens”’. (It is,
however, possible that this popular joke about the sage who pursues abstract sciences
called forth a polemic from Democritus himself.) The expression ‘he journeyed over the
whole of infinity’ is transferred by Lucretius (I.72-4) to Epicurus: ‘He went far off to the
flaming ramparts of the world and journeyed in his mind and intellect through the
measureless whole’: (III.16-17) ‘the ramparts of the world fall apart’.
XLIII
1Here

is a further development of the legend; Democritus blinded himself. This version
differs from the older ones to the extent that the sources for Cicero (no. XLIII) and Plutarch
(no. XLV) treat it with distrust. On the origin of such legends cf. comm. on no. LXI. E. Zeller
(Philosohie der Griechen [Philos. d. Gr.], 6th edn., p. 1050 n.) suggests that the occasion of
the springing up of the legend of self-blinding was provided by Democritus’ remarks on the
unreliability of our senses. He also appeals to expressions of Cicero’s concerning
Empedocles, which are undoubtedly copying technical terms of Greek philosophy (Acad.
post. II.23.74: ‘He blinds us or deprives us of our senses’. Cf. the quotation from Plato
above, comm. on no. XLII (no. 767) ‘they blind the soul’). Further, Alfieri, op. cit., p. 68, n.
104, points to the Democritean expression skotiē gnōmē [‘dark knowledge’]. In so far as
knowledge acquired via the senses is blind (skotiē) while knowledge acquired immediately
by the mind without the help of the senses is legitimate (gnēsiē), then the sage who has put
out his eyes will begin to see better, not worse. But a deduction of this kind from this
terminology can only have been made at a time when the Democritean contrast between
‘dark knowledge’ and ‘legitimate knowledge’ was seen as a contrast between pure reason,
which acquires its knowledge without the aid of the senses and a lower level of cognition

which relies on the senses. In fact Plato thought that way, as we have seen (comm. on no.
XLII), and Democritus was frequently interpreted in the same way subsequently. But from
Democritus’ own point of view all knowledge can be acquired only with the aid of the
senses. See N.A. Lyubimov, History of Physics, St. Petersburg, 1892, p. 156: ‘It is difficult to
restore an image of the philosopher which is to any degree accurate on the basis of such
passages, of legendary sayings ... Democritus ... gives genuine value to observation and
experience, and in opposition to a world-view based on reasoning with the windows of the
senses shut ... he strives to base his own on reasoning with the windows of the senses open
... On the other hand ... Cicero reports the legend that Democritus put out his eyes the
better to devote himself to reasoning ... It is hard to give a more decisive invitation to
reasoning with the windows of the senses shut. One must put out one’s eyes in order to
study nature!’
One must observe how the story of Democritus’ blinding himself changes step by
step. In Cicero (XLIII = Aulus Gellius, no. XLIV) his aim is to protect the activity of the mind
from deception by the senses (‘so that his mind should be distracted as little as possible
from its thoughts ... Because he considered that the thoughts and activities of his mind
would be more vigorous and more exact if he had freed them from the allurements and
hindrances of sight’). The same in Plutarch (no. XLV ‘... so that sight should not disturb his
thought by frequently summoning it outside’). In Laberius the reasons are moral;
Democritus did not wish to see the sufferings of the just and the prosperity of the wicked
(no. XLIV ‘so as not to see the good fortune of wicked fellow-citizens’), and finally the
Christian ascetic Tertullian sees the reason for Democritus’ blinding himself in the fact that
he could not look at women without desire and ‘was distressed if, seeing a woman, he could
not possess her’ (no. XLVII).
XLIV
1Cf.

comm. on nos. LXI-LXIV (here the shield functions as a concave mirror).

XLV
1’into

burning mirrors’: In this case too the occasion for the origin of the legend was
obviously a statement by Democritus himself, specifically his account of incendiary mirrors
(see no. 342a). On legends which grow up in this way see comm. on nos. LXI-LXIV. Since the
mirror does not catch fire, Diels emends purōthenta [‘burning’] to puri t’ antethen [‘placed
opposite a fire’]115. But M. Pohlenz (Plutarchi Moralia III, 1929, p. 327, n. on p. 17), correctly
observes that here purōthenta means not ‘set on fire’ but ‘subjected to the activity of fire’.
In this connection Pohlenz cites two passages of Plutarch. [1] De facie in orbe lunae 21,
934b: ‘for coal seems to be, not fire, but a body subject to fire (pepurōmenon) and affected
by fire’. Coal contains particles of ‘the fiery element’, but none the less it does not burn, for
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[DK records Diels’ suggested emendation (II, p. 89, l. 19 n.) but keeps purōthenta in the text.]

flame is not fire, but only ‘an ignited state and streams of broken fuel (for the flame) and
material’. In just the same way when a concave mirror reflects bright objects it takes into
itself particles of fire, though it is not itself set on fire, for, by increasing the strength of the
rays that fall upon it, it is able to emit flames from itself ([2] ibid. 23, 937a: ‘Concave mirrors
make the brightness reflected in them more intense than it was before, so as often to emit
flames’). Note that both light and heat are merely reactions of the ‘damp matter’ (i.e. all
kinds of matter, except fire) to the penetration into it of atoms of ‘the fiery element’, but in
and of itself fire is neither bright nor hot (see comm. on no. 342a).
XLVIII
1Democritus’

longevity was probably in itself a historical fact, but the figure 104 is most
probably a reflection of a legend of the exceptional longevity of the genuine sage. Thus in
Lucian he is mentioned in a long list of centenarian sages, Xenophilus, Solon, Thales,
Pittacus, Zeno and Cleanthes (the Stoics) and others. If the sage can even raise others to
life, then of course he is bound to know the means of giving himself a long life. Cf.no. L,
where Democritus is also mentioned in a long list of long-lived sages. See Alfieri, op. cit., p.
59, n. 77

6. Old age and death
XLIX
1Crönert

is certainly correct in establishing on the basis of the correspondence with the
passage of Diogenes Laertius which precedes that the missing subject in this papyrus
fragment from Herculaneum was ‘Democritus’. But between the word philopolis
[‘patriotic’] and the surviving words ... ē hupo tōn polei(tōn) [‘by the citizens’] there is
missing more than a )line, hence the addition eklēth(ē) [‘he was called’] is completely
arbitrary; some other form of the passive may have stood here. Hence it is likely that
philopolis is not at all a nickname of Democritus, as Crönert thnks, but a predicative
description of him, e.g. philopolis d’ (ēn) [‘and he was patriotic’]. Cf. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 48, n.
29. I do not understand the grounds on which Alfieri and Crönert conclude that this papyrus
gives us a purer and more ancient tradition, which does not yet have any knowledge of the
trial of Democritus (‘a tradition much purer than that of Antisthenes, in so far as in it the
mention of the honours ... is not mixed up with the story of the trial’ [Alfieri]). But how do
Alfieri and Crönert know that in the earlier parts of the papyrus there was no mention of the
trial?
L
1See

comm. on no. XLVIII.

LI
1Lucretius’

source was probably the physician-atomist Asclepiades (see no. LIV with comm.),
who was close to Epicureanism and who in his turn may have used Hermippus. But
Lucretius’ report differs from the stories of Hermippus and Asclepiades, since in Hermippus
Democritus dies a natural death, and in Asclepiades at the end he is still among the living.
The story of Democritus’ suicide (nos. LI, LII, LIV, LVI) maintains, it seems, a further
development of the original story told by Hermippus (see no. LIII with comm.) according to
which Democritus deferred the moment of natural death by breathing the steam rising from
bread. According to this later version Democritus postponed his suicide in this way; he had
decided to starve himself to death. The occasion for the origin of the legend of breathing
steam as a means of postponing death was, according to Diels’ acute suggestion [DK II, p.
89, l. 33 n.] Democritus’ dictum (see no. 463) ‘life and death depend on breathing in and
out’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 70, n. 107, thinks there is here also a reflection of Democritus’
theory of effluences. On the origin of such stories, see comm. on nos. LXI-LXIV.
LII
1[Old

Russian translation cited from V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 409.]

LIII
1See

Hermippus FGH III.43, fr. 29. On a possible source for Hermippus see comm. on nos.
LXI-LXIV. Hermippus of Smyrna, of the school of Callimachus, published about 200 BCE his
work containing a large collection of legends and historical anecdotes. See comm. on no. LI.
2The

identity of this Hipparchus, mentioned by Diogenes Laertius, is unknown.

LIV
1Asclepiades:

Alfieri, op. cit. p. 69, n. 96, remarks about this Asclepiades as follows: ‘This
note, taken from the Physiological selections, which in the Anonymous follow the Medical
writings of Menon, points as its source to the physician Asclepiades of Prusa, who lived ...
after Hermippus’. Asclepiades, one of the most famous physicians of antiquity, lived at the
beginning of the 1st century BCE (he was a friend of L. Crassus). Asclepiades adhered to
atomistic doctrine, which inspired the hostility of his opponents, who accused him of being
a charlatan. It is therefore easy to understand why he frequently cited Democritus. This
view of Asclepiades as a charlatan persists even in modern scholarship; it was only in 1908
that M. Wellmann (‘Asklepiades’, Neues Jahrb. Klass. Alt. 11, pp. 684-703) showed for the
first time that he was a brilliant thinker, who worked on the basis of a single scientific
system in medicine and employed the most advanced methods in practical medicine. He
was close to the Epicureans; hence Lucretius (LI) may have made use of his story of the
death of Democritus. See G. Senn, Die Entwicklung der biologischen Forschungsmethode in
der Antike, Aarau, 1933, pp. 174-7.

2’and

lived on’: So in Asclepiades’ version Democritus, having already decided on suicide, in
the end decided to remain among the living.
LV
1See

comm. on no. LI.

LVI
1The

legend about breathing the vapour of honey probably originated from two dicta of
Democritus’: first, in view of the preservative action of honey he recommended that those
who wanted their corpses preserved should have themselves buried in honey (no. 588 with
comm.); second, as appears from his dictum cited here, he thought that honey was the most
wholesome food.116
LVII
1M.

Aurelius confuses Democritus with Pherecydes (6th century BCE), about whom the
corresponding legend was reported by Diogenes Laertius (I.116ff., = DK 7 A 1).
c. DEMOCRITUS THE SEEKER FOR KNOWLEDGE
1. Learning the highest joy in life
LVIII
1As

Diels correctly remarks [DKII, p. 166, line 9 n.] hoi as dative of autos is an impossible
form in the later language of aphorisms; hence this is a genuine quotation from
Democritus.117 But if Democritus was speaking of himself hoi is impossible; he would have
said moi. Hence Democritus is not speaking of himself, and consequently the subject of the
accusative and infinitive construction is omitted by Dionysius as unnecessary in his context.
The subject may have been either the noun phrase ton sophon [‘the wise man’], or, as I
suggest in my article ‘Demokrit, Demokedes und die Perser’ ( Proceedings of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, 1929, pp. 137ff.), Democedes. Either way, in fact, one and the
same dictum is here attributed to Democritus and in another passage to the physician
Democedes of Croton: see Himerius XXXIV.33 Colonna [ = DK 19.2c]: ‘And they say that
Democedes of Croton, who was the first to introduce Greek medicine to the barbarians ,
went to stay with Pythagoras after visiting Susa and the Medes, and that he admired the
riches of his [Pythagoras’] wisdom more than the king’s wealth’. Obviously Democritus
knew Democedes and cited him frequently; it is curious that whereas Herodotus names the
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We find a curious parody of Democritus’ dictum ‘Moisten the inside with honey and the outside with oil’ in
Kozma Prutkov, Complete Works, 7th edn., 1899, p. 116, no. 18 ‘The reply of an old Italian’: ‘That is why from a
child I have used oil internally and honey externally’.
117
Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 369, despite Diels’ argument, is not convinced of the authenticity of the
testimonium: ‘If not from Democritus, it is certainly totally in his spirit’.

doctor who treated Atossa the wife of Darius as Democedes (III.123), Julian (no. XXIII)
introduces Democritus himself in the role of Atossa’s doctor.
2’causal

explanation’: Diels [DK II, p. 166, line 9 note] rightly compares with this Democritus’
various Causes (no. CXV, sec. VI).
LIX
1Kratunteria:

‘Strengthenings, Reinforcements’ (trans. I.A. Borichevski), ‘Critical Books’

(Alfieri).
LX
1In

this passage of Petronius there are many details which are late and impossible for the
authentic Democritus, but the report that ‘Democritus spent his whole life in experiments’ is
undoubtedly based on a good tradition and refers to the real Democritus.

2. The fable of the laughing philosopher

LXI
1Comm.

on nos. LXI-LXIV. It was a characteristic feature of Alexandrian biographies that
because of the lack of sound testimony they attempted to construct the biographies of
major figures by means of artificial and arbitrary interpretation of various hints contained in
their works (see Leo, Die griechisch-römische Biographie, 1901, pp. 124ff.). These scholars
took a special interest in the circumstances of the deaths of great men; they thought that
great men ought to die in extreme old age and in altogether extraordinary circumstances.
Diels (Heraclitus, 2nd edn., p. 3, n. 16) thinks that there existed a special work On Deaths,
devoted to the descriptions of the deaths of great men, from which Hermippus, our
principal source on this question, drew his material. (A collection of Deaths, described in
the Lives of Hermippus, is given in the dissertation of Körtge, Dissertationes Hallenses XIV,
pp. 274ff.) We shall cite a number of examples illustrating how the descriptions of the
circumstances of the life and death of Heraclitus, Protagoras and Democritus were compiled
on the basis of hints in their works. In DL IX.13 it is reported that Heraclitus played at
knuckle-bones with children. Probably the source for this is was Heraclitus’ dictum (DK 22 B
52) ‘Time is a child playing, moving pieces; kingship belongs to a child’. Protagoras, who was
the son of one of the most prominent citizens of Abdera, was said to have risen from
poverty and to have been a wood-cutter, most probably simply because in his work On
Crafts (Pl. Soph. 232d) he described the construction of a device for carrying wood (see n.
on no. LXIV). The legend of Democritus’ blinding himself probably arose, as we said above
(comm. on no. XLII) on the basis of some such dictum of his as the following: ‘Even if

deprived of sight, the wise man is happier than the fool who sees darkly’; cf. his expressions
‘blindness of the mind’, ‘they blind the soul’, ‘dark knowledge’, etc.
The story that Democritus blinded himself with the help of a burning mirror is
probably connected with his study of burning glasses (no. 342a), and, perhaps, with his
having noticed that they can cause blindness. The stories that he raised the dead to life are
undoubtedly based on misunderstanding of a remark in his work On the things in Hades
about people who had been buried prematurely, and about the fact that in corpses there is
a small spark of life (that is, of atoms of fire), from which the Epicureans drew the mistaken
conclusion that Democritus thought that corpses could have sensations (comm. on no.
XXIII). In the same way, as A.Kiessling pointed out (Horaz III, Berlin, 1889, p. 183), the
legend that Democritus was always laughing may have arisen on the basis of his
investigation of the physiology of laughter (no. LXI): ‘The image of the philosopher who was
always laughing ... has less connection with his famous major ethical work On Cheerfulness
than with a physiological investigation On Laughter which Cicero appears to mention’.118
But of course a major role in the growth of the legend may have been played by the
many particular ironical attacks on his predecessors in passages of Democritus which have
used the form of words characteristic of artistic Ionian prose, ‘I laugh when I hear’ or ‘I laugh
when I see’ (see e.g. Hdt. II.20; III.115; IV.8 etc.). True, of the number of different things
which were supposedly an occasion for ‘Democritean laughter’, according to the psHippocratic letters, some undoubtedly bear the stamp of the late-Hellenistic or the Roman
epoch, but something is taken from authentic works of Democritus.
In fact, as can be seen from the excerpts from the ps-Hippocratic letters cited under
no. LXIII, where the legend of the laughing philosopher is given in greatest detail, the
occasion of his laughter seems to have been the vanity of the concerns and hopes of the
great mass of people, and we find the same in Horace (no. LXII, Epist. II.1.94; NB the context
as a whole). But the dicta which we have put together under nos. 791-800 have exactly the
same sense. If the subject of ps-Hippocrates is the folly of mankind, then in a similar
context the same expression is used for the senseless mass of people in no. 636, and in nos.
791-800 these people are sometimes called ‘men’ and sometimes ‘fools’. To the psHippocratic expression nēpiazontes [‘behaving foolishly’’ no. LXIII, IX.360 Littré] used in
attacking them there precisely corresponds nēpioi [‘fools’] in Democritus (no. 800,
Democrates 41); ametriē epithumiēs [‘immoderation in desire’] in ps-Hippocrates [ibid.]
corresponds precisely to ametrōs epithumein [‘desire immoderately’] (no. 754); to the [psHippocratic] expression ‘those who enclose a lot of land ... and want to be master of a lot’
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The suggestion of Philippson (RhM 77, p. 377) that Julius Caesar Strabo here refers the audience to
Democritus (‘let him see to it’, i.e. ‘let Democritus deal with the question of laughter’) because Democritus was
famous as the laughing philosopher does not fit the context in Cicero. There Caesar Strabo refers to
Democritus because he was a famous scientist, but Strabo himself is not interested in questions about the
physiology of laughter. Hence from this passage of Cicero it is impossible to draw the conclusion that the
legend of the laughing philosopher was already in existence at the beginning of the 1st century BCE.

[no. LXIII, IX.362 Littré] there corresponds in Democritus (no. 68) ‘as cancer is the worst
disease, so in possessions is always grasping what is adjoining’. The [ps-Hippocratic]
expression ‘they want to marry ... they have children and then drive them away’ [ibid.]
corresponds to the report of Clement (no. 723): ‘Democritus deplores having children
because of the many distresses which arise from it’. And finally as Philippson points out
(RhM 77, p. 307) to the [ps-Hippocratic] expression ‘the order of the seasons of the year
sets a limit to the couplings of the animals, but he [i.e.man] has a continual impulse of
unchastity ‘ [no. LXIII, IX.372 Littré] there corresponds no. 761 ‘the animal in need knows
how much it needs, but (the man) in need does not know’.
Finally, one should add an interesting observation of Reitzenstein’s [no reference
given]. The first satire of Persius begins with the words ‘O cares of men! O how much
emptiness there is in things!’ These words are taken from Lucilius, as is apparent from the
following pieces of evidence: Life of Persius II.52-4 Clausen: ‘Having read Lucilius Book X he
began furiously to compose satires. Imitating the beginning of that book ...’: Scholiast on
Pers. I.1: ‘How much emptiness there is in things. The Greek is hoson to kenon. He
transferred this verse from the first (verse) of Lucilius and begins his castigation of the faults
of human life with wonder’. Juvenal and Horace imitated the same, obviously famous
passage of Lucilius: Juv. 10.51ff.: ‘He laughed at the cares and the joys of the people, and
sometimes their tears’; Hor. Sat. I.2.111-13: ‘Would it not be better to ask what limit nature
assigns to desires, what she will take for herself, what privation will cause her pain, and so
to separate the empty from the solid?’
Here there is a reference to Democritus, who, obviously, contrasted and separated
from one another ‘empty desires (or hopes)’ from ‘sensible, solid’, investigating what was
the boundary between them, what nature can do without and on the other hand what will
cause real suffering if nature is deprived of it. In fact no. 799 presents the opposition to one
another of these two kinds of hopes. Undoubtedly, Lucilius is here referring to Democritus
and his laughter. Following Lucilius, the whole satire of Persius is devoted to the opposition
between the ancient Greek sages, as worthy objects of imitation, and the inferior modern
Roman poets. In lines 122ff., after the words ‘This laughter of mine, so insignificant, I shall
not sell you for an Iliad’, there follow authorities of the classical epoch, Cratinus, Eupolis and
Aristophanes. And in fact the scholium previously cited begins with the Greek original of the
passage of Lucilius. Obviously, these are authentic words of Democritus, but then the first
half of the line is also taken from him, all the more so because he frequently uses ‘men’ as a
synonym for ‘fools’ (no. 797, Stob. III.4.77; no. 798, Stob. II.8.16). So (no. 799) I restore this
dictum of Democritus’ as tōn anthrōpōn hai elpides hoson to kenon [‘How much emptiness
there is in the hopes of men!’]. To this dictum there corresponds in ps-Hippocrates Letter
17 ‘man ... is empty ... of right things ... what empty and irrational zeal’ [no. LXIII, IX. 360 and
362 Littré]. So the famous Democritean laughter is not an invention of his followers; it is
actually derived from authentic works of Democritus. This is shown also by the fact that we
find the same laughter in Epicurus and the early Epicureans; see fr. 600 Usener: ‘Epicurus

says that the sage will often laugh, though suffering the extremes of bodily illness’; Gnomol.
Vat. 41: ‘One should laugh and philosophize at the same time’; Metrodorus fr. 32 Kὅrte: ‘It is
right that the free man should laugh at all men with genuine laughter’; Polystratus, On
irrational contempt, col. 21a11 Wilcke: ‘really to laugh at what is said by fools’.119 It is true
that from the ps-Hippocratic letters one can draw the conclusion that Democritus was a
misanthrope who maliciously ridiculed everything that constitutes the content of the life of
man, his joys and sorrows. That is inconsistent with Democritus’ words (no. 678): ‘those to
whom their neighbours’ misfortunes are a pleasure do not understand that the effects of
chance are common to all ... it is right that as men we should not laugh at the calamities
men, but grieve’. But the author of the letters feels the same; when ps-Hippocrates (IX.358
Littré) objects to Democritus that he decisively ridicules everything, so as to eliminate any
distinction between good and bad, Democritus replies (IX.366 Littré) that he does not in any
way ridicule reasonable people who understand the changeableness and instability of
whatever happens, but only fools who clutch at temporary and changeable goods as if they
were something durable and eternal.
Consequently, the legend of the laughing philosopher has as its source authentic
sayings of Democritus about fools, and his contrast of empty hopes, which are worthy of
laughter, with other hopes, good ones. Given that it was known by Lucilius (2nd century
BCE) it has, apart from the ps-Hippocratic letters, another more ancient source. A
characteristic mark of this more ancient version of the story was the contrast between the
laughing Democritus and the weeping Heraclitus, a theme absent from ps-Hippocrates. A
second characteristic mark of this version was the play on two senses of the word kenon,
‘void’ in the physical sense and ‘void’ in the moral. On the passage of Horace cited above
(Sat. I.2.111-13) A. Kiessling, Q, Hor. Flaccus II, Berlin. 1886, p. 27, correctly remarks: ‘What
follows amounts to the recommendation to (atomistic) wisdom, as the key words of the
system ‘separate the empty from the solid’ show. ‘Solid’ is the physical, the external
material, ‘empty’ is empty space. But at the same time the extended meaning of ‘empty’,
i.e. ‘vain’, and of ‘solid’, i.e. ‘sound’, has a role to play; separating the real and the reliable
from empty illusion leads to happiness’. A rudiment of this word-play appears in psHippocrates (Letter 17, IX.360 Littré) in the remark directed against Democritus ‘I am taking
care that you don’t begin to laugh even when you pass through infinity’, which is clearly
seen in a later version in Lucian (no. LXVI): ‘everything is void and the movement of atoms
and infinity’. Cf. the same remark of Aelian (V.29.72, no. LXV): ‘hearing that there are
infinitely many worlds ... how Democritus would have laughed at him’.

LXII
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Philippson, RhM 77, p. 320; Alfieri, op. cit., p.58, n. 73: ‘The legend, even if exaggerated, nevertheless
expresses the spirit of the philosophy of Democritus’. Alfieri cites DK 68 B 191, 231,233, 237, 238, 283, but
inappropriately.

1Sotion:

the teacher of Seneca. See Nietzsche, RhM 23, 1868, p. 639; Diels, Doxographi
Graeci [Dox.], 256; article by Stenzel, RE series II, Hlbbd. 5, 1927, col. 1238. Here too
laughing Democritus is contrasted with weeping Heraclitus.
LXIII
1The

ps-Hippocratic letters are an epistolary novel: some excerpts have been found in papyri
(Pap. Ox. No. 1133, p. 195, 1st half of 1st century CE; Pap. Berol. 6934 and 7904 = Berliner
Klassikertexte III.5, 3rd century CE); it was written at the beginning of the 1st century CE.
Herzog (‘Nikias und Xenophon von Kos’, Historische Zeitschrift [Hist. Zeitschr.]. 125, 1922,
pp. 219-20) maintains that by the middle of the 1st century CE there existed two different
editions of these letters. He thinks that their author was Xenophon of Cos, a physician of
the ‘spiritual’ school, and that they were written in 23 CE. His grounds do not, however,
appear sufficiently convincing. See further M. Pohlenz, Hermes 52, 1917, p. 353. Of the
materials cited in no. LXVIII, the great part, if not all, probably has its source in these letters
(as I indicate in the commentary on no. LXI there existed independently of those letters an
older version of the legend of Democritus’ laughter). I cite the corresponding passages from
these letters here, and not just because it seems to me illogical of Diels to insert among
authentic testimonia on Democritus passages such as those from the Suda (DK 68 A 2) and
Hippolytus (DK 68 A 40) whose proper source is these letters (e.g. ‘to laugh at the empty
enthusiasm of men’ (Suda) = ps-Hippocr. Letter 17, IX.362 Littré ‘what is the empty
enthusiasm’, etc.). This novel was composed from the genuine writings of Democritus by a
person who knew those writings well. In addition to the resemblances pointed out in the
commentary on no. LXI see in the cited passages such a characteristic Democritean
expression as ‘things that happen and things that do not happen’ [IX.368 Littré].
LXIV
1See

comm. on no. LXI.

2’then,

even then’: i.e. even at a time when manners were not as corrupt as in Rome.

3’in

a city of oafs’: Abdera was regarded as a city of fools, like Poshechon in Russia (see
Philippson, RhM 77, pp. 323ff.). Abdera was first mentioned in this sense at the end of the
3rd century BCE by Machon, a poet of New Comedy (Athen. VIII.41, 349b).
4’in

a thick air’: cf. Curtius Rufus VIII.9.20 (31): ‘people’s intelligence is shaped by their
[geographical] situation’. The dullness of the people of Abdera was regarded as the result of
the heavy climate of their country. It is possible that this whole legend grew up out of some
remark by Democritus himself [DK II, p. 88, l. 19 n.]. The Abderites accused Democritus of
madness, at a time when they themselves were mad.
5’’he

laughed at their worries’: Juvenal’s source is Lucilius (see comm. on no. LXI).

6’he

himself to threatening fortune’: At a time when everyone honours fate and trembles
before it, Democritus laughs at fate, since it has no power on earth and cannot harm the
sage, who is himself in control of his own life.
7’recommended

the noose’: See Rupert., Comm. in Iuvenalis Satiras, ad loc.: ‘One is said to
recommend the noose to someone when one so despises him as to tell him to go and hang
himself’.
8’put

out his middle finger’: See Rupert. ibid.: ‘Someone who stretches that finger out while
bending the others makes an indecent shape; hence that finger is shameful and improper
(Pers. II.33, Martial VI.70)’.
9’to

wax the knees of the gods’: Prayers to the gods were written on wax-covered tablets,
which were laid on the knees of the gods. Probably these two lines also relate to
Democritus.
LXV
1See

comm. on LXI; here the ps-Hippocratic letters seem clearly to be the source.

2The

statement that ps-Hippocrates wrote in Ionic dialect as a favour to Democritus is
historically incorrect. As we see from the inscriptions from the Doric city of Halicarnassus,
the literary language of the Doric cities of Asia Minor was Ionic.
3. Friends and colleagues
LXIX
1The

report that Protagoras was a pupil of Democritus does not seem chronologically
impossible, but unlikely, in view of the fact that Protagoras was much older than
Democritus. There are no grounds for appeal to the authority of Epicurus here, for the
testimony cited here has as its source the Platonist Diotimus and others, who forged letters
of Epicurus with the aim of discrediting him (see no. CIII). Diels (DK 80 A 1 comm.) explains
the appearance of these stories as follows: ‘The fable that Protagoras was a porter and that
he invented a pad for carrying wood and a clever means of tying logs together probably
originates from comparisons in his writings by means of which he tried to explain the
concept of craft itself. The practice of the time of illustrating abstract concepts by examples
from the area of crafts can be seen, not only in Socrates, but e.g. in the Hippocratic De victu
(I.186.4ff.) and in the Dissoi Logoi (DK 90.7). Crὅnert compares Philodem. Rhet. I.43 (col.
19.2): “We often misuse the term ‘craft’ in ordinary usage, talking for instance of tying up
wood craftily, and carrying it craftily, and playing the scoundrel craftily”. Similar passages
are I.59 (col. 30.30) and I.74 (col. 41.19)’. This explanation seems to me excessively artificial
and inconsistent with the testimony of Aristotle, who describes Protagoras as the inventor
of the shoulder-pad [DL IX.53 = Ar. fr. 63 Rose]. Apparently in one of his Crafts (Pl. Soph.
232d) Protagoras described the construction of such a shoulder-pad (and perhaps suggested

improvements to it). In the 4th and 3rd centuries knowledge of such low-level experience
was regarded as demeaning for the practitioner of liberal science; it could be explained only
by Protagoras’ having risen from poverty, and having at some time been himself a carrier of
wood. The enemies of Epicurus who forged his letters used this story.
LXX
1Artemon:

according to another report (no. LXXI, D.L. IX.50 = DK 80 A 1) the father of
Protagoras was called Maiandrios.
2We

first encounter the detailed story springing from this soil in Aulus Gellius; later it served
as the subject for a painting by Salvator Rosa, to be found in the Hermitage, reproduced in
my Essays in the history of ancient science, Leningrad, 1947, p. 120. As appears from no.
LXXI, Protagoras belonged to a prominent family, and cannot therefore have been a woodcarrier.
3adulescentem

[‘a youth’]: this is obviously a fictional detail, since Protagoras was probably
20 to 30 years older than Democritus. According to Plato, Prot. 317b, Protagoras was old
enough to have been the father of any of those present at the conversation described in the
dialogue, including Socrates, and Socrates was the same age as Democritus.
LXXII
1Here

Protagoras as described as an associate (hetairos) or companion of Democritus.

2Here

Protagoras is described as a contemporary of Democritus, and as having taken his
doctrine from him. Probably, the basis for transforming Protagoras into a disciple of
Democritus was the similarity of a number of aspects of their doctrines. Since Democritus
was a much more celebrated thinker than Protagoras, it was natural to transform
Protagoras into a disciple of Democritus.
LXXIII
1On

the precise nature of the disputes and disagreements between Democritus and
Protagoras see nos. 76-8, with commentary.
LXXIV
1dieprepe

means ‘excelled’ and requires the genitive case after it. So here nothing is said
about a connection between Democritus and Protagoras, but the very fact that he is
compared with Protagoras in parallel with the contrast of the Italian philosophers Gorgias
and Philolaus indicates that their contemporaries to some extent grouped Democritus and
Protagoras together..
LXXV

1

sumpephormenōs: ‘eclectically’ [DK II.52, n. on line 31 (64 A 5)].

2

according to Leucippus: In so far as the Peripatetics regarded virtually all Democritus’
scientific doctrines as belonging to Leucippus, one can understand why they regarded
Diogenes of Apollonia, who had acquired from Democritus only scientific doctrines, as
‘teaching according to Leucippus’. In my opinion this tells in favour of the earlier dating for
Democritus, since Diogenes of Apollonia, who had achieved the highest celebrity around
425 BCE (in 423 his doctrine is parodied in Aristophanes’ Clouds) was by that time familiar
with Democritus’ works and made use of them.

LXXVI
1Alfieri,

op. cit., p. 61, n. 74, considers this report chronologically impossible, for, as
reported there, the akme of Diagoras is assigned to the 70th Olympiad120 (i.e. 468-5);
consequently, by the time of Democritus’ akme he [i.e. Diagoras] must have been not less
than 80 years old. Eusebius gives the same date for Diagoras (Chron. Ol. 78), and finally in a
scholium to Aristophanes Frogs 320 it is said that he lived kata (i.e. at aproximately the same
time as) Simonides and Pindar. So, our passage of the Suda would appear to contain
internal contradictions. But that is not the case, for there it is said only that Diagoras lived
after Pindar and Bacchylides, and since Pindar lived until 438 and Bacchylides was still alive
in 428 (Euseb. Chron. Ol. 87.2; Sync. Chron. 257), nothing prevents Diagoras from having
been a contemporary of Democritus. This is in complete agreement with the statement that
he was older than Melanippides, for Melanippides was living at the court of Perdiccas II,
who died in 413.121 Probably all these reports are based on an ancient list of dithyrambic
poets, in which Diagoras was placed between Bacchylides and Melanippides. The final
words of the Suda passage ‘Hence (toinun) his akme is assigned to the 70th122 Olympiad’ are
probably taken from another source, which, like the scholium to Frogs 320, probably read
not ‘after Pindar and Bacchylides’ but ‘at the same time as Simonides and Pindar’, and since
the akme of those poets was assigned to an earlier date, that of Diagoras was assigned to
the same date. One should correct the scholium to the Frogs by reference to the Suda, not
the other way round; one should prefer the more precise chronological indication in the
Suda.123
On the other hand, a scholium on Aristophanes Birds 1073 gives a clear and exact
report, which there is no reason not to accept: meta tēn halōsin Mēlou ōikei en Athēnais
120

[‘70th’ is clearly a slip by Luria for ‘78th’, which is the date in the Suda passage, = 468-5. The 70th Olympiad
=500-497.]
121
See R.C, Jebb, Bacchylides, Cambridge, 1905, p. 47.
122
[See preceding translator’s note.]
123
It is also possible that there is a mistake in the MSS: οη [78th] instead of πη [88th], (i.e. 428-5}.

[‘after the capture of Melos (i.e. after 416) he was living in Athens’], for the destruction of
Melos in 416 was the most appropriate occasion for Diagoras to settle in Athens, especially
since the scholiast cites such ancient and reliable sources as the work by Melanthius On the
Mysteries and the collection of decrees by Craterus. The scholiast on Clouds 830 also
speaks of Diagoras in connection with the capture of Melos; here his source is none other
than Aristarchus.124 As appears from all these passages, shortly after this (before 415, the
date of the production of the Birds) Diagoras was accused of dishonesty and fled from
Athens to the people of Pellene, who were unwilling to surrender him (schol. on Birds 1073
tous <mē> ekdidontas Pellēneis [‘the people of Pellene who are < not> surrendering him’],
see Wilamowitz, Aristoteles und Athen, vol. 1, Berlin, 1893, p. 287, n. 37). Then the
Athenians appealed to the Peloponnesian league (schol. on Birds 320). It seems that
Diagoras had to flee, and in the course of his flight he may have been captured by pirates
(war had already broken out) and sold into slavery, from which Democritus may have
ransomed him (however, he may have been sold into slavery and ransomed in 416, when
Melos was taken and all its inhabitants killed or sold into slavery). So there is no
chronological or historical improbability in the report in the Suda. None the less it is
suspicious for the following reason. As we noted in the commentary on n. VIII, both
philosophers who were regarded as atheists, Leucippus and Socrates, are given the epithet
‘the Melian’, and the scholiast on Clouds 830 explains ‘since Diagoras, who was a Melian,
was condemned as an enemy of the gods, for that reason he called him (i.e. Socrates) a
Melian’. Socrates even becomes a disciple of Diagoras: in the same passage we have ‘others
say that Diagoras was the teacher of Socrates’. It is perfectly understandable that in these
circumstances Democritus himself is turned into the teacher of Diagoras. This is an instance
of the same tendency to construct successions, here to construct a ‘teacher-pupil’
succession of the famous atheists, the Melians: Leucippus -> Democritus -> Diagoras ->
Socrates. No less interesting is the fact that a work entitled The Phrygian Treatise,
containing a description of oriental cults (Cic. ND III.16.42; Tatianus 28; schol. Apoll. Rhod.
I.558; Plut. De Is. et Osir. 29, 362b; Damascius II.157.17, Ruelle) was ascribed, perhaps with
the intention of ridiculing some Greek cults, both to Diagoras (Suda, s.v. Diagoras) and to
Democritus (D.L. IX.49)125
So this testimonium may have been a later fabrication with a tendentious purpose,
but it is instructive in this sense, that it shows that Democritus was regarded as a prominent
atheist. See Wilamowitz, ‘Textgeschichte der griechischen Lyriker’, Abhandlugen der
Göttinger Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse, Neue Folge IV, 1990, pp. 8084.
124

Instead of Aristagoras egeneto Mēlios dithurambopoios [‘Aristagoras was a Melian dithyrambic poet’] one
should read Arista<rchos legei hoti Di>agoras egeneto etc. [‘Arist<archus says that Di>agoras was etc’.]; cf.
schol. on Frogs 320:kai ho men Aristarchos Diagorou nun mnēmoneuein phēsin [‘and Aristarchus says that he
is now referring to Diagoras’].
125
See R. Reitzenstein, 1) Poimandres, Leipzig, 1904, p. 164, 2) Zwei religionsgeschichtliche Fragen, Strassburg,
1901, p. 94: DK notes to 68 A 10a and B 299e.

2Melanippides

: see Nestle, RE XV, 1931, col. 422ff.

LXXVII
1 neōi

presbutēn [’in his [i.e. Hippocrates’] old age, when he [i.e. Democritus] was young’}:
there is no good ground to follow Diels in changing this reading to neon presbutēi [‘in his
youth when Democritus was old’]126, since it appears that both are in fact improbable, and
we have no historical grounds for according a preference to one or other of these readings.
We must suppose that the fable of Democritus (in The Correspondence of Hippocrates and
Democritus), which treats Democritus and Hippocrates as contemporaries, is based on a
sound tradition (see Hippocrates, RE VIII, 1913, col. 1803f.; Alfieri, op. cit., p. 60, n. 82).
4. Plato and Democritus
LXXX
1This

report is generally regarded as a libel on Plato. But it is in complete agreement
with what Plato says in his writings about Democritus and thinkers close to him. See Laws
888e-890c: ‘Many people regard this doctrine as the wisest of all theories ... These theories,
one can say, are already widespread among everyone ... That is why the young people
despise religion and say that the gods whom the law commands us to believe in do not exist
(see comm. on no. LXXVI, from which it is apparent that Democritus was regarded as one of
the most prominent atheists!). That is the cause of revolution! ... (Of those who spread such
doctrines) some should be put to death, others flogged and imprisoned, a third lot deprived
of their civic rights and a fourth punished with poverty and banishment beyond the frontiers
of the state’. These measures are no less forceful than the burning of books! Windleband’s
attempt to transfer Democritus to the 4th century is unsustainable: Democritus was not a
contemporary but a predecessor of Plato. Plato is silent about him not because he was
unaware of him, but intentionally, and therefore we are right to look for polemic against
Democritus not only in Plato’s later writings, but also in his early works. See my article
‘Wann hat Demokrit gelebt?’, AGPh 38, 1928, pp. 205ff., my book The theory of
infinitesimals in the ancient atomists, Leningrad, 1935, pp. 91-4, 143-5, 164-72 and Quellen
und Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik, II.2, 1932, pp. 158ff. Among the foreign
literature there is an important commentary on the Timaeus, Plato, Timaios, ed. R.D.
Archer-Hind, 1888; J. Hammer-Jensen, Den aeldste Atomlaere, Copenhagen, 1908 (= AGPh
23, 1910, pp. 92ff., 211ff.); Kranz, Hermes 47, 1912, p. 137; Reinhardt, Hermes 47, 1912, p.
504; Hartmann, Platos Logik, pp. 65, 246, 316, 397, 431; E. Sachs, Die fünf platonischen
Körper, 1917, p. 187; Stenzel, ‘Platon und Demokritos’, Neue Jahrb. 23, 1920, p. 89;
Wilamowitz, Platon, 2nd edn., vol. I, pp. 587, 620, 664, vol. II, p. 252. Hirzel, followed by
Natorp (Ethika des Demokrits, p. 157), notes the influence of Democritus on Plato (in the
field of ethics) even in the latter’s early works; the same view is taken by E. Frank, Plato und
126

[DK 68 A 10 reads neōi presbutēn, and describes Diels’ emendation as incorrect, II, p. 86, l. 2 n.]

die sogennanten Pythagoreer, Halle, 1923, passim, who is criticised by P. Friendländer,
Platon, v. II, p. 20. See also E. Hoffmann, Socrates, 1921; Alfieri, op. cit. p. 49, n. 33.
2Aristoxenus:

from Tarentum, a Pythagorean, with afffinities to the Peripatetics, lived in the
first half of the 3rd century BCE, author of a series of Lives, including a life of Plato. See FGH
II, p. 290, fr. 83.
3Amyclas
4Timon:

and Cleinias: the evidence about them is collected at DK 54 (I.443-4).

fr. 46 Diels [Poetarum philosophorum fragmenta].
5. Pupils and followers

Democriteans
LXXXI
1Nessas:

Diels [DK I. 230, n. to line 14] connects this name with the river Nessos, at the
mouth of which Abdera is situated. Hence he drew the conclusion that Nessas came from
Abdera, where he studied with Democritus, and that he went from there to Chios (see D.L.
IX.58, ‘Nessas of Chios’) where he taught Metrodorus of Chios .
LXXXV
1’also

the Abderites’: Since the word ‘Abderite’ means both ‘someone who comes from
Abdera’ and ‘an adherent of the philosophical school of Abdera’, a number of scholars, e.g.
Dalmann, maintain that Hecataeus of Abdera was not a follower of Democritus, and hence
that the significant conclusions concerning Democritus drawn by Reinhardt, Hermes 47,
1912, pp. 491ff. from the remainsof the works of Hecataeus are unsound. The present
passage, first appealed to by W. Uxkull-Gyllenband, Griechische Kulturentstehenslehren,
Berlin, 1924, p. 25, n. 1, shows beyond doubt that Hecataeus was a follower of the Abderite
school, i.e. of Democritus.
LXXXVIII
1This

passage most probably comes from the forgeries of Epicurus by Diotimus and others:
see below, comm. on n. CIII.
2’the

mutilators of the Hermai’: not ‘brawlers’, but ‘jeunesse dorée’.

XCI
1The

passages cited here show that Bolus was regarded as a follower of Democritus (though
another source for the Suda [DK 68 B 300.1] itself calls him a Pythagorean); so it seems to
me that Diels was right to emend Dēmokritos to Dēmokriteios in the third passage on the

basis of the first two.127 It is true that works by Bolus are often cited as works by
Democritus, but it still does not follow from that that Bolus was called Bolus Democritus, as
Wellmann thinks, or that an entire book of his was pseudonomous, published under the
name of Democritus. Wellmann is wrong to believe (Die Georgika des Demokritos,
Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften [Abh. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss.],
1921, Abh. 4, p. 16) that a double name of this kind was common in the Hellenistic era. In
such cases the words ho kai [‘also called’]were inserted; if we come across a double name,
then one of the names is an adjectival determination or a family name, e.g. Arius Didymus
(Arius the twin) or Flavius Josephus. Diogenes Laertius is a special case, being a parody of
the Homeric expression diogenes Laertiadē [the Zeus-descended son of Laertes (i.e.
Odysseus)] (Il. IX.308). In any case this is impossible at the turn of the 3rd and 2nd centuries
[BCE]. Hence Kroll is certainly right to assert that the name Bolus Democritus is in general
impossible and in no circumstances round about 200 BCE. It is equally Inappropriate to
follow Wellmann is speaking of a pseudonymous work of Democritus, forged by Bolus.
Bolus was never once accused of forgery; if he had wanted to forge he would not have
called himself Bolus Democritus, nor mentioned in those works writers who lived long after
Democritus. On the contrary, the reading Dēmokriteios is perfectly possible; even if we
suppose that round 200 BCE there was no longer an atomistic school in existence, then
equally, as Kroll points out, it was perfectly understandable that an author who continually
cited Democritus as his supreme authority should have been called Dēmokriteios. Nor is
there anything surprising in the fact that in one place the Suda calls Bolus Dēmokrit<ei>os
and and in another Puthagoreios; at that period the word ‘Pythagorean’ had acquired the
very vague sense ‘philosopher-mystic’. Further, we may add that at that time Pythagorean
doctrine was undergoing a considerable influence from the ideas of Democritus. Thus, for
example, the Pythagorean Ecphantus asserted that the origin of everything was ‘indivisible
bodies and void’ , and that ‘the cosmos is composed of atoms’ [DK 51, 2 and 4], and the
Pythagorean Hipparchus wrote a work Peri euthumias [On Cheerfulness] containing so many
thoughts and turns of phrase characteristic of Democritus that Diels classifies it as an
‘Imitation’ of Democritus [DK 68 C 7]. This is all the better understood because Democritus
himself had rated Pythagoras highly in his work Pythagoras, and had given occasion to the
assimilation of his ideas to those of the Pythagoreans (see Wellmann, Die Georgika des
Demokritos, p. 17). As Kroll correctly pointed out, all the far-reaching conclusions which
Wellmann drew from the Pythagoreanism of Bolus are arbitrary and should be rejected. But
if we reject both these mistakes, then, asks Wellmann (p. 16) ‘How could Varro, Columella
and Pliny have regarded his utterances as utterances of Democritus himself?’ Even if all
those authors actually confused Bolus with Democritus, there could have been many
reasons for that, provided that we do not reject the tradition that Bolus and other later
authors actually borrowed from the real Democritus, and that Democritus wrote a work On
Agriculture. Thus, we know from Tatianus (16.17, p. 18, 17 Schw.) that the work of Bolus On
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[DK prints Dēmokritos in the text (ii, p. 212, l. 2, but records Diels’ emendation in the notes (l. 2 n.).]

sympathies had the title Bolus on sympathies and antipathies according to Democritus:
Democritus, of course, never wrote such a work, but some particular prescriptions could
have been taken from Democritus , who, like all writers of his time, was not totally alien to
sympathetic magic. The insufficiently profound scholars of a later time could have cited that
work sometimes as the work of Bolus and sometimes as the work of Democritus, just as we
call the Euangelion kata Maththaion ‘The Gospel of Matthew’ or ‘St Matthew’s Gospel’,
though that title is simply ‘The Gospel according to Matthew’, i.e. a reworking of a lost
Gospel of Matthew.
So Bolus may, for example have published his work on agriculture under the title
Bolus’ agriculture according to Democritus, or Bolus’ epitome of Democritus on agriculture,
(which could have been corrupted through misunderstanding into the absurd ‘Bolus
Democritus’, cf. e.g. Iustini Trogi Pompei Historiarum Philippicarum epitoma [Justin’s
epitome of the Philippic Histories of Trogus Pompeius]), or in the work itself Democritus
may have appeared as a speaker in a dialogue, or it may have contained a number of
references to Democritus, etc.
The circumstance that some citations of Bolus also appear in the guise of citations of
Democritus prompted Wellmann to re-examine from this perspective the collection of
statementsabout Democritus. Unfortunately he got carried away, and attributed to Bolus
also a certain number of authentic passages of Democritus, as Kroll showed (see above).
Literature on Bolus: M. Wellmann: 1) Die Georgika des Demokritos [see above]; 2) Die
Φυσικά des Bolos Demokritos [Abh. d. Berlin. Akad. 1928.7]; 3) Der Physiologos, Philologus
Suppl. XXII, 1931; 4) Marcellus von Side, Philologus Suppl. XXVII, 2, 1934.
Sceptics
XCII
1Since,

in the situation in which they were working, the sceptics were obliged for the most
part to combat idealistic dogmatism, the arguments of the atomists were especially useful
for them. That is why Pyrrho spoke so sympathetically about Democritus, and why the
works of the Empiricist sect which followed him are one of the principal treasuries of sayings
of Democritus.
Epicureans
XCV
1Epicureanism

is clearly a modification of atomism; the Epicureans disagreed with atomism
on a number of questions, but none the less they regarded themselves as followers of
Democritus and treated him with the greatest respect. An insulting and contemptuous
attitude towards Democritus and other predecessors of Epicurus is characteristic of the

forged pamphlets put out under the names of Epicurus and his students with the aim of
discrediting his doctrine. This fact, attested by Diogenes Laertius (no. CIII with comm.), is
persistently ignored in all works on Epicurus, including in part those of Crὅnert, who,
however, himself refers to this important testimony of Diogenes in his work Kolotes und
Menedemos. See my article ‘Zur Leukipp-Frage’, Symbolae Osloenses XV, 1936, p. 19.
XCVIII
1a

splendid and fitting fee’: the reference is to a rude insult directed against Democritus in
the (spurious) letters of Epicurus.
XCIX
1Even

if in the area of experiment, observation and their scientific generalisations Epicurus
actually added nothing to Democritus, yet in the area of philosophy and ethics he moved
very far from Democritus and took his stand on principled positions opposed to his
(Democritus is a determinist, Epicurus an indeterminist), and here Cicero is, of course,
mistaken. See Marx’s dissertation The difference between the natural philosophy of
Democritus and that of Epicurus (K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, 1st edn. , vol. 1, pp. 17-67),
and also my articles 1) ‘Karl Marx and Democritus’ , Essays in the history of ancient science,
Moscow, 1947, p. 391; 2) ‘Democritus, Epicurus and Lucretius’, Lucretius, On the nature of
things, vol. II, Publ. of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow, 1947, p. 121.
CI
1Even

Democritus’ mistakes must be treated with understanding, since they are mistakes by
Democritus!
CII
1Democritus’

works were constantly consulted by Epicurus, to such an extent that while on a
journey he asks to be sent, along with a letter, something of Democritus’ to read.
CIII
1Chs.

3 and 4 of Diogenes Laertius X are very instructive. They begin with the statement
that the Stoic Diotimus slandered Epicurus by putting out under his name a number of
forged letters, as did some other s who shared Diotimus’ views. This whole episode
concludes with the words ‘but they were talking nonsense’. In between these two
statements there occur a number of clauses in the accusative and infinitive; this form of
words clearly shows that everything mentioned within this episode is regarded by Diogenes
(or his source) as low slander. Now virtualy all the material on Epicurus’ contemptuous
attitude to his predecessors comes precisely from this episode. Contemporary scholars,
whether intentionally or unintentionally , forget the environment in which that material was

produced, and treat it with total seriousness. See e.g. C. Bailey, The Greek Atomists and
Epicurus, Oxford, 1928, p. 226: ‘When (Epicurus) does name another philosopher, it is only
to cover him with abuse, which increases in violence, the more Epicurus is really in his debt
... Democritus he nicknamed Lerocritus (‘Nonsense’) ... It may [have] appeared to Epicurus
necessary for his own dignity to preserve his independence even by these very undignified
means’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 97, n. 222: ‘It seems as if insulting people was a physical need for
Epicurus, and we should not be surprised that he gave Democritus too a nickname’.
It is curious that this trick of showering one’s philosophical oppponents with vulgar
abuse and giving them insulting nicknames is actually characteristic of the Stoics; this
characteristic of their own they slanderously attributed to the Epicureans. See the excerpt
from Chrysippus (Stobaeus [Stob.] IV.20.1.31) where he uses that sort of expressions against
the leading philosophers of the Garden: ‘Alexinus the uneducated and Epicurus the
senseless and Menedemus <the fool>’.
2From

this passage it is apparent how much passion Diotimus aroused among Epicureans by
his production of anti-Epicurean forgeries. If I understand the passage correctly Diotimus
fell into slavery (perhaps as a prisoner of war or as a caprive of pirates). The Epicurean Zeno
demanded that he be produced for torture and tortured him to death.
CIV
1See

comm. on no. XCVIII.

CVI
1See

comm. on no. XCIX; from the viewpoint of Epicurus and his moral philosophy, the
changes he had made in the theory of Democritus were not at all ‘syllables and serifs’.
6. Democritus against the dilecticians (Eleatics or Socrates or certain sophists)
CVII
1Comparison

of the passages cited here shows that they are all directed against the
‘disputers’, the so-called dialektikoi [dialecticians] or eristikoi [eristics], i.e. against those
philosophers who thought that the most important thing in the activity of demonstration
was not the accumulation of material provided by experience and observation, but the
construction of a chain of conclusions and the ability to conduct a dispute convincingly.
That tendency starts with the Eleatics and goes via the earlier sophists and Socrates to the
Socratics (above all to the representatives of the Megarian school and Plato) and the later
sophists. Characteristically, the term eridantai [wranglers] applied to them by Democritus
was later used specially in application to Euclides, a representative of the eristic Megarian
school: see Timon (H. Diels,, Poetarum Philosophorum Fragmenta, fr. 28 =no. XXXI Kinkel)
‘nor of the wrangler (eridanteō) Euclides, who infected the Megarians with the madness of

disputing’. Clement lists the characteristic methods of these people: slander of one’s
opponent, eristic inquiries, the quest for improvements in technical manoeuvres and for
definitions. At the time of Democritus the only people who could be meant by this were the
Eleatics or the sophists, e.g.Hippias, or Socrates (cf. end of comm. on no. CVII). Democritus
noticed above all their characteristic feature, a love of disputes, calling them wranglers.128
2

himantelikteōn: this means ‘people who wind straps (round any thing)’. Obviously one
must compare with this word a passage of Plato (Prot. 342b) about admirers of Sparta: ‘they
get cauliflower ears and wind straps [round their hands for boxing] and are keen on exercise
and wear short cloaks’. Hence these straps are normally understood as the meilicha
mentioned by Pausanias (VIII.40.3), which boxers used to wind round their hands. In that
case himanteliktai would mean ‘boxers with words’.
But there may be a different explanation of this passage of Plato. It is known that
one of the works attributed to Anaxagoras was entitled Himas [The Strap], because the
reader could understand its content only with great difficulty. Cf. Cod. Monac. 490, s. xv f.
483v = DK 59 A 40: ‘Some say that Anaxagoras wrote a treatise on insoluble questions
([zētēmatōn], cf. zētēseis [‘inquiries’] in the text!) and called it The Strap because, he
thought, it tied the reader up with its difficulties’ . Diels’ citation in VS 3rd edn. (p. 377.12)
[not in DK] of the magic girdle (himas) of Aphrodite, which aroused erotic desire ([Il.] Ξ 214),
is completely inappropriate; but equally the boxers’ strap is not relevant here. On the
contrary, it seems to me likely that the title of this work, which was understood in the sense
of ‘tying the reader up with its difficulties’, was intended as a reference to the strip which
was wrapped around the Spartan message-staff. Cf. Suda, s.v. skutalē: ‘The Spartans took
a white strip and wound it round the staff and wrote on the strip, then unwound the strip
and gave it to the messenger; they did this so that the messengers should not know what
was said on it, but the general who received the strip wound it round his own staff and read
what was written’. Plut. Lys. 19: ‘When they want to convey some great secret, they make a
papyrus strip like a long, thin strap and wrap it round their staff, and the person who
receives it ... can read nothing, because the letters are not connected together, but are
scattered’.129 Spartan officials proudly carried this ‘Spartan staff’ everywhere when they
went abroad: see Plut. Lycurg. 30; Xen. Hell. V.2; Plut. Nic. 19; Aristoph. Lys. 991.
Aristophanes’ Birds shows that those same admirers of Sparta who are mentioned in the
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In the excerpt from Democritus we have the genitive plural in the Ionic form eridanteōn. Clement’s source,
who obviously did not understand that eridanteōn and himantelikteōn are the genitives of the words eridantai
and himanteliktai (cf. the genitive eridanteō in the passage of Timon cited above) formed on the basis of those
genitives the impossible nominatives eridantees and himanteliktees. In exactly the same way in Hesychius (or
his source) from the genitive amphideōn (amphideai = bracelets (Ionic form)) there was formed the
nominative amphidees (see Passow, Wὅrterbuch der griechischen Sprache, 5th edn., 1847), The manuscripts of
Strabo read erin diaitōntōn instead of eridanteōn. This is not a mistake by Strabo himself, since in the same
passage, a few lines later, he writes hina ... arxōmai diaitōn tēn erin, mē kata Dēmokriton, obviously thinking
that Democritus’ text read erin daitōntōn. Consequently, this mistake was made by predecessors of Strabo.
129
Cf. Athen. X.451d; Aulus Gellius Noct. Att. XVII.9; Pindar, Olymp. 6.91; Thuc. I.131; Xen. Hell. III.3; Plut. Alc.
38;Cic. ad Att. X.10; Nepos Paus. 3.

Protagoras also carried that staff everywhere (and of course they wound straps round it!),
and, in particular, that that was normally attributed to Socrates; see Birds 1281ff.: ‘they
were mad about Sparta ... they wore their hair long ... they imitated Socrates ... they carried
staves’ (conj. Porson). So there is reason for thinking that ‘wind straps’ in Plato has the
same meaning as ‘carry staves’ in Aristophanes. True, the fact that in Plato this word comes
between ‘get cauliflower ears’ and ‘are keen on exercise’ would seem rather to indicate that
in Plato the reference is to boxers. But the Democritean expression himanteliktai (’people
who wind straps’), in the sense of ‘speak darkly, confusedly, paradoxically’, can be explained
only by the above proposal.
CX
1[Gives

the Old Russian translation (V. Semenov, op. cit, p. 310).]

CXI
1Here

Democritus repeats the saying of Heraclitus (DK 22 B 40) ‘Much learning does not
teach one to have intelligence; for it would have taught Hesiod and Pythagoras, and again
Xenophanes and Hecataeus’, i.e. it is necessary to catch some general sense or ‘rhythm’ of
what is going on and assemble facts in correspondence with those presuppositions, rather
than collecting facts from the most distinct areas. The person who knows a lot of facts
without having generalised them in the last resort knows nothing (no. CXII): he is like
someone who regards himself as rich solely because he knows a lot of rich people (no.
XXXIX). See Archilochus fr. 67a Diehl: ginōske d’ hoios rusmos anthrōpous echei [‘Know
what rhythm possesses (?= governs) men’]. This is the age-old dispute between ‘the
learned’ and ‘the creative’ in science, which continues to this day. See the fragment of
Democritus’ follower Anaxarchus (DK 72 B 1), the sense of which is that one should not
display one’s erudition on every occasion, but use it only when it is appropriate and useful
for making the truth clear: ‘Being learned is very useful, and very harmful to its possessor;
it is useful to the resourceful man, and harmful to the person who readily says everything,
no matter who his audience is ... those who sing out their tale at the wrong time, even if
what they sing out is learned, have not placed their mind in wisdom, but are guilty of folly’.
This was written at the time of the supremacy of the Socratics, when learning was
universally honoured as the most valuable quality; Anaxarchus’ attack is directed simply
against the inappropriate demonstration of one’s erudition. Alfieri is wrong (op. cit. p. 224,
n. 567). See also A. Lngerbeck, Δόξις ἐπιρυσμίη, Neue philol. Untersuch. 1925, pp.73, 77.
CXIII
1Since

the subject of this sentence has not survived, there have been various mutually
exclusive attempts to restore its sense. The most unsatisfactory seems to me that of W.

Nestle, Die Vorsokratiker, Jena, 1929, p. 182, no. 126; p. 258, n. 29,130 who thinks that the
subject of this sentence was ‘women’. The fact is that the heart was not regarded by the
Greeks and Romans, as it is by us, as the seat of feelings and tenderness, but as the seat of
the intellect. aneu kardiēs cannot be translated ‘they have no heart’ or ‘heartless’ (Alfieri),
and if so the parallels cited by Nestle (Semonides fr. 7 Diehl, Eur. Hippol. 630ff.) are
unconvincing, since there the reference is not to the stupidity of women but to their
heartlessness in our sense. A more appropriate interpretation is that of Merlan, Hermes 68,
1933, p. 206, who understands eidōla as ‘idols, statues of gods’ (the word is used in this
sense in no. 32), since kardiē can mean not only ‘heart’ but also ‘internal organs’. Finally,
Langerbeck correctly points out (op. cit., p. 70) that ‘kardiē is nothing other than reason’
and sees here ‘a very striking representation of the rich’ (cf. e.g. Xenophanes, DK 21 B 3).
Much more convincing, It seems to me, is the interpretation of Crusius, RhM N.F. 49, 1894,
p. 305, which I can reinforce with additional material. The passage of Aristides which I have
cited, directed against the Cynics, seems in essence to be simply a restatement of the saying
of Democritus which we are considering, and it indicates that Democritus’ words were also
directed against his philosophical opponents . F. Lortzing correctly remarks in this regard
(‘Über die ethischen Fragmente Demokrits’, Progr. Berlin. 1873, p. 23): ‘We have merely to
do with a comparison by means of which Democritus meant to indicate those who seek to
hide their inner emptiness and hollowness under external decoration and glitter’. See e.g.
the sophist Hippias in Plato, Hipp. Min. 368. From the fact that Aristides alters the word
eidōla to the Homeric expression brotōn eidōla kamontōn [‘images of dead men’], we can
see that Diels was wrong to translate that word by the German word ‘Bilder’ [‘pictures,
images’]; these are ‘spectres’, nekuōn amenēna karēna [‘feeble corpses’], ( ‘feeble’=’ lacking
heart’), which according to the atomistic theory can appear to us in sleep, since Democritus
describes dream images as eidōla (see e.g. nos. 476, 579: eidōla ... poiein tas kata ton
hupnon opseis [‘images ... make the appearances which occur during sleep’]. It is also
possible that by the eidōla with which the philosophers are compared one should
understand Democritean ‘forms’ (eidōla, imagines, spectra) generally, which resemble
people only as an external shell, hollow inside ‘without a core’. See esp. no. 472a:
‘Democritus regarded them [i.e. the gods] as images which flowed from solid bodies but
were not solid themselves’ [Augustine Letter 118]. Subsequently Epicurus expressed
himself in the same way: see e.g. DL X.46 ‘they are the same shape as solid things, but far
finer than things that are observed, and these ... they call eidōla’.
2’empty

of heart’: as we have already said, this means not ‘heartlessness’ but ‘stupidity’ (or
in the literal sense ‘hollow inside, lacking internal organs’. See e.g. Babrius fable 95 (Aesop
243 Halm), where a stag, beatiful to look at but stupid and lacking in foresight, is described
as ‘not having a heart’.131 Cf. Archilochus fr. 60 Diehl, where a handsome general (‘proud of
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Nestle is followed by Alfieri, op. cit., p. 257, n. 648, and Makovelski [no ref. given].
Exactly the same expression ‘without a heart’ is used in the same sense in fables with similar content,
Indian (Panchatantra IV.2) and Hebrew (Midrash, Yalkut Shimoni, 182), but there the reference is not to a stag,
131

his curls’) is contrasted with one who is small and ugly but firm in his decisions and wise
(‘full of heart’); see P. Natorp, Ethica des Demokrits, p. 66. For kardia in the sense of ‘Inside,
internal organs’ see e.g. Aristotle, Probl. 16.8.
CXIV
1Langerbeck

(op. cit., p. 70) is wrong in seeing here a demonstration of the lack of a morality
of conscience (‘Gewissensethik’) in Democritus. Democritus is not talking here about the
necessity of seeking the praise of others; that would be inconsistent with his own
statements (no. 729). Here he is simply coming out against the objectionable self-praise and
lack of modesty of the ‘eristics’.
7. Writings of Democritus
CXV
1In

the Alexandrian epoch there was established (by Callimachus, in the opinion of Diels,
which it is hard to justify; see no. CXXIV with comm.) the Democritean corpus, to which
were assigned the works of Democritus, arranged in tetralogies. Thrasyllus simply took over
that arrangement of the works of Democritus; therefore, if he calls this or that work
authentic, that means simply that it was regarded as authentic by the Alexandrian editors.
But, as Diels supposes, in the Democritean corpus, as in the Hippocratic, there could
previously have been included many works written by Democritus’ students. As far as the
titles are concerned, as Diels himself points out, in antiquity they generally underwent
frequent variation and cannot be considered authentic. See DK II, p. 90, line 17, note, p..
130 top; H. Usener, ‘Altes Lehrgebäude der Philologie’, Münch. Sitzb. 1892, pp. 582ff.,
‘Unser Platontext’, Kl. Schr., III, pp.. 157ff.; H. Diels, Didymus Commentar zu Demosthenes,
Berlin, 1904, intr. pp. XXIff.; M Wellmann, Die Georgika des Demokritos, p. 3.132 One should
add that the possibility of the insertion into the Democritean corpus at an early date of
works by his successors changes nothing for us; given the lack of the works themselves and
of the possibility of comparing one with another we are obliged, until the opposite is
proved, to treat them all indifferently as genuine, all the more so because only works close
to Democritus could have been included in the corpus. Further, we have no right to treat as
spurious133 the Miscellanea and Notes, which were regarded as authentic in antiquity, since
we do not know on what grounds the predecessors of Thrasyllus did not include them in the
tetralogies. The concluding phrase ‘The other works attributed to him by various sources
are either compilations of his own writings, or are acknowledged to be by other hands’
but to an ass. Cf. in the Old Testament (Proverbs 7.7; 17, 18 etc.) the expression hasar leb, (lit. ‘lacking a
heart’) ‘stupid person’.
132

Wellmann thinks, mistakenly and arbitrarily, that the arrangement into tetralogies connected by content is
merely the work of Tirannion of Amisa and Andronicus of Rhodes (2 nd-1st cents. BCE)
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See Nietzsche, Philologica i (Works XVII), p. 203; Rohde, Kl. Schr. I, p. 215; Diels, Hermes 40, 1905, p. 316.

shows that all the works listed before that were regarded as authentic by ancient
authorities, and, not having the works themselves, we must have very weighty arguments
for treating them as spurious.
It is true that Alfieri (op. cit., p. 71, n. 11) thinks (following Wellmann, see above) that the
existing arrangement of Democritus’ works into tetralogies is the work of Thrasyllus
himself. He sees as proof of this that ‘as Wellmann has shown’ On Agriculture and On the
things in Hades, which are included in these tetralogies, belong not to Democritus but to
Bolus. But Wellmann did not succeed in proving the inauthenticity of On agriculture and On
the things in Hades (just as he did not succeed in proving the identity of Democritus’ On
history with Bolus’ Medical history). So Alfieri’s reasoning is unconvincing.
2Pythagoras:
3The
4On

see no. 154 with comm.

disposition of the sage: see nos. 726ff.

the things in Hades: see no. 582ff.

5Tritogeneia:

see no. 822.

6The

horn of Amaltheia: as Diels points out, this was a common name for all sorts of
collections of sayings, anecdotes, etc.. See Aulus Gellius Noct. Att. preface, 6: ‘Others
entitled their books The Muses, ... he called his The horn of Amaltheia.’ Gellius is probably
referring here to Sotion, the teacher of Seneca (Noct. Att. 1.8): ‘Sotion ... wrote a book full
of many stories of all kinds, and called it The horn of Amaltheia’. See further Pliny NH,
preface, 24.
7On

cheerfulness: see nos. 733ff.

8Ethical

notes: the title’s being in the genitive case leads one to suppose that after these
words there appeared a figure, indicating the number of books. As Diels correctly points
out, they are not identical with the Notes which are not included in the tetralogies.
9’Well-being

is not extant’: see n. 735: ‘and he (i.e. Democritus) says that the end is
cheerfulness ... and he also calls it ‘well-being’; no. 734 ‘Democritus ... in On the end [says
that] cheerfulness [is the end]’. From this Diels correctly concludes that On cheerfulness,
On the end and Well-being are different titles of one and the same work (a common
occurrence in antiquity). The ancient compilers of the catalogue of Democritus’ works
apparently did not understand that and looked in vain for a separate work [entitled Wellbeing].
10’attribute

to Leucippus’: see below, n. 15.

11Description

of the cosmos: cf. ps-Hippocrates Letter 18 (IX, p. 380 Littré); ‘I (i.e.
Democritus) happened to be writing about the disposition of the cosmos’.
12On

the planets: cf. nos. 390-1. Alfieri observes that the term planētes [‘planets’]
apparently appears, in the literature known to us, for the first time in Democritus.
13According

to the Suda (see no. CXVI) there was a work of Democritus’ (moreover, his best
–known work) On the nature of the cosmos. There is no such work in Thrasyllus’ list, but of
the two books On nature cited here the second is entitled On the nature of man. Hence
Diels correctly supposes that the first is identical with the book On the nature of the
cosmos.
14On

the nature of man: see nos. 514ff; ps-Hippocrates Letter 23 (IX, p. 392 Littré). The
letter is entitled On the nature of man.
15It

must be noticed that here Diogenes Laertius does not say, as he does in speaking of the
Great World-System, that the work On mind was attributed to Leucippus, though in the
tradition it was regarded as his most important work (see no. 22). Clearly, Diogenes’ source,
Thrasyllus, did not accept Leucippus’ authorship.
16’together’:

the two last-mentioned works.

17On

the soul: see nos. 443ff.

18On

tastes: see nos. 494ff.

19On

colours: see nos. 481ff.

20On

the different shapes: since Democritus’ work On ideas, referred to by Sextus (no. CXVI)
is missing from Thrasyllus’ catalogue, Diels is correct in supposing that these are just two
names for the same work. In that case, besides nos. 238ff., nos. 48ff. are relevant.
21On

changes of shape: see nos. 325-7.

22Kratunteria:

see no LIX.

23On

images: see no 472 and no. 472a with comm., from which it is clear that Krische’s
proposed emendation peri aporroēs [‘on effluence’] instead of pronoiēs [‘forethought’] is
unnecessary.
24On

logical matters, or The canon: see no. 98 with comm. . In Gellius Noct. Att.IV.13, it is
possible that the manuscripts read ‘It is reported in a book of Democritus’ entitled On
rhythms or the Canon of logical matters that snakebites are healed by the sound of
trumpets, skilfully and tunefully played; in it it is said that many sick people have been cured
by the sound of trumpets’ (see I, p. 273 Hertz). This title is entirely inappropriate for the

book; obviously the authentic title was either corrupt or missing, and the scribe supplied at
random the first title that came into his head. Diels supposes (DK II, p. 214) that here the
original reading was On sympathies , referring to the book by Bolus. L. Carrion (Gellius,
Noct. Att., ed. H, Stephanus, Paris, 1585, notes) proposes a shrewd correction of the reading
of the manuscripts, Peri loimōn, ē loimikōn kakōn [‘On diseases, or the evils of disease’] (in
our passage of Diogenes Laertius also some manuscripts read loimōn [‘diseases’] instead of
logikōn [‘logical matters’], which gives no sense). Alfieri op. cit. p. 37, n. 120 remarks that
the word ‘logic’ in the specialised sense was first brought into use not by Aristotle but by
Democritus, as is clear from this title. We may add that it was he who also established the
principles of that science, see nos. 103-4.
25’These

are the works on nature’: Diels emphasises [DK II, p. 91, l. 10 n.] that in conformity
with his materialistic world-view Democritus regarded logic as a part of physics.
26Miscellaneous:

see n. 1 above. Apparently the Causes contained a number of separate,
unconnected Problems (subsequently the Problems and Causes of Aristotle and Plutarch
were compiled in the same form) . This was the reason why the Alexandrians did not
include them in the tetralogies of the section Works on nature. Their authenticity is
attested by their remarkable popularity in antiquity: Aristotle himself hints at a cause of
Democritus’ (no. 18), and subsequently this was seen as the most characteristic feature of
this philosopher (no. 29 = no. LVIII; no. 560). See Diller, Philologus, Suppl. XXVI.3, 1934, p.
29.
27Causes

concerning animals: the authenticity of this title has been suspected, without any
grounds, by Rohde, Kleine Schriften.I, pp. 214-5, n. 1. See comm. on no. 560, and also nos.
515-55.
28On

the stone: see. no. 319.

29Mathematics:
30On

see nos. 105ff.

different judgement: see no. 82 with comm..

31 Topics

in Geometry: see nos. 135ff.

32Things

unfolded: see nos. 421ff with comm..

33Astronomy:

ibid. This work is undoubtedly identical with On astronomy, mentioned by
Apollonius (no. 422).
34

The contest of (or ‘with’) the water-clock (?): ‘the contest with a/the reckoning of time’
(?). It is hard to guess what is referred to. Philippson (Hermes 64, 1929, p. 183) remarks: ‘I
understand by this a contest regulated by a water-clock, and suppose that Democritus had
invented an instrument similar to our stopwatches, that enabled the judge standing at the
finishing-line to determine the time taken by the individual runners or drivers. The book or

booklet could have contained the description of the measuring-device and an exposition of
its function and how to use it.’ Diels [DK II, p. 145, line 9 note] raises the possibility of
another interpretation based on the supplementation ‘the contest of the water-clock and
the heavens’, comparing the treatise The Art of Eudoxus (14.13. p. 21 Blass).
35Geography:

see nos. 406ff.

36Treatise

on the Heavens, Treatise on the Poles: cf. ps-Hippocrates Letter 5, (IX, p. 380
Littré) ‘I (i.e. Democritus) happened ... to be ... writing a treatise on the poles, and about
the stars in the heavens’.
37Treatise

on Rays: see no. 138 with comm..

38 Music

and Literature : cf. Diels, ‘Die Anfänge der Philologie bei den Griechen’, Neue Jahrb.
13, 1910, pp. 9ff. See nos. 823ff.
39On

Homer: see nos. 815ff.

40It

is hard to decide which is the correct reading , Onomastikōn ab etc. [gen,plur.] [On
Names, Bks 1 and 2, etc.] or Onomastikon [nom. sing.] [A Book on Names], since it is
impossible to establish what the subject of this work was.
41Tetralogy

XII (medical works): see nos. 801-805a.

42Land-measurement:

Wellmann, starting from the mistaken premise that a large number of
the works of Bolus were included in Thrasyllus’ catalogue, reads Geōrgikōn [Works on
Agriculture] instead of Geōmetrikon [Land-measurement], since that was the title of the
work of Bolus from which he had published a collection of fragments (Wellmann, Die
Georgika des Demokritos). Diels followed him in reading Geōrgikon or Geōrgika.134 But in a
treatise on agriculture a substantial part may have been devoted to land-measurement;
hence the title Geōmetrikon is perfectly justified. Of course, along with the Geōrgika of
Bolus there may have existed a work by the real Democritus On Agriculture (see Kroll,
Hermes, 61, 1934, p. 320). See nos. 806ff.
43Tactics

and Use of Arms: These works, which are included in the tetralogies, were also
considered apocryphal by Wellmann, on the ground that a certain Alexandrian writer,
Damocritus the historian (known to us from Flavius Josephus and the Suda), wrote a work
entitled Tactics in two books, and Wellmann considers that Damocritus135 identical with
Bolus (Hermes , 61, 1828, p. 475). Of course, that could have been a chance coincidence.

134

[The text of DK (II, p. 92, line 4) reads Geōmetrikon but the note on the text reads ‘One expects Geōrgikon
or Geōrgika’.]
135
It is incomprehensible that the Egyptian Bolus should have a name in an Ionic form.

44The

further works listed in the column Notes are all regarded as apocryphal by Diels; see n.
1 above and comm. on no. XIV, n. 1.
45On

the things in Meroe: Wellmann’s addition ‘sacred writings’ [On the sacred writings in
Meroe] is unnecessary and unconvincing. See comm. on no. XIV.
46On

history: this work too is regarded as spurious by Wellmann, since among the works of
Bolus the Suda names On passages from the historians which cause us difficulties. If the
work On history is genuine, in the fifth century the meaning of its title was not that of Bolus’
work, but On Enquiry, or On Collection of Facts.
47Phrygian

Treatise: see comm. on no. LXXVI

48The

manuscripts’ reading CHERNIKA or CHERNIBA is usually corrected to Cheirokmēta
[‘things wrought by hand’] (a work by Bolus); this correction is too bold and arbitrary. I
propose reading (with virtually no correction) Cheir nikai [‘the hand is victorious’]. As stated
in Passow’s dictionary, the word ‘hand’ in Greek is often used of the independently acting
subject, e.g. in the proverb ‘the hand washes the hand’, or in Aesch. Seven Against Thebes
536 ‘the hand sees what is to be done’, Suppliants 599, ‘the hand of the people prevails’,
Soph. Ajax 50 ‘a hand raging for slaughter’, Hom. Il. XIII.77, ‘their hands are raging’. In that
case the title ‘the hand is victorious’ would perhaps have named a collection of experiments
or scientific tricks. But it is possible that one should read cher<eiona> nikai [‘the worse is
victorious’], as in Hom. Il. I.576, Od. XVIII,404. Then that would have been a work of ethical
content.
49’Some

are compilations of his writings’: Such are the collections of all kinds of sayings of
Democritus, e.g. the Sayings of Democrates, which we have often made use of. They begin
with the following words, which we may suppose do not belong to Democritus: ‘If someone
attends to these sayings with intelligence he will do many things worthy of a good man, and
will not do many bad things’.
50’Others

are acknowledged to be by other hands’: Besides the late alchemical works Diels
(DK 68 B 305-7) ascribes the following citations to the spurious works of Democritus: Qifti
(A. Müller, Griechische Philosophie in der arabischen Überlieferung, p. 36) ‘Democritus, a
Greek philosopher, author of a book On Philosophy’; Masala (c. 800 CE) (Mašallah al-Misri,
Greek translation in Cod. Vatic. Gr. 1056; see Catal. Codd. Astrol. Gr. 1 (Brussels, 1898, p.
82), an Arabic list of astrological works: ‘ Democritus 14 books, i.e. 6 on birthdays, 4 on
questions, 2 on conjunctions, 1 on calculation and 1 on inclinations’.
Ps-Oribasius on Aphorisms of Hippocrates, ed. J. Guinterius Andernacus, Paris, 1533,
f. 5 v: ‘Then we say that no-one could produce such a work (sc. the Aphorisms) like
Hippocras, whom the philosophers called the friend of nature. Indeed Democritus tried to
produce one such, but he did not perfect it as Hippocras did.’

CXVI
1The

Suda undoubtedly knows the ps-Hippocratic Letters, which it regards as genuine; the
title of the book On the nature of the cosmos is taken from them. So, only one genuine
work of Democritus’ from the immediate tradition was known to it, obviously the one most
popular in the later period ; this was the Great World-System. And precisely that work was
regarded by the Peripatetics as the work of Leucippus. See comm. on nos. 162-6.
8. Writings about Democritus
CXVIII
1See

H. Usener, ‘Analecta Theophrastea’, Kl. Schr. I, p. 60; W. Capelle, Hermes 48, 1913, p.
333, n. 3. Alfieri supposes (op. cit., p. 77, n. 141) that not only the work On the astronomy
of Democritus, mentioned by Diogenes Laertius V.43, was directed against Democritus, but
also the works which follow that one in Theophrastus’ catalogue, On images, On tastes,
colours and fleshes, On the world-system, On talk about the heavens. Cf. Aristophanes’
expression ‘sophist about the heavens’ (Clouds 360), directed against the followers of
Democritus, and ‘babbler about the heavens’ in Plato Rep. 489c.
CXIX
1See

comm. on no. CXVIII.

CXX
1See

nos. XCVIII-CVI.

CXXIV
1The

expression Glossōn kai suntagmatōn is understood by Diels (DK II, p. 90, line 13, n.) as
follows: ‘Callimachus’ work combined a glossary of idiomatic words with a list of the works
of Democritus available in the library of Alexandria or otherwise known in the literature’.
The word suntagma may indeed mean ‘work’, but the title On unfamiliar words and on the
works of Democritus seems to me absurd. Whereas the word suntagma is virtually
equivalent to the word suntaxis in all its senses (see Passow’s dictionary): both have the
sense ‘something composed of the union of different parts’, and both mean ‘military
detachment’, ‘political grouping’, ‘book’ or ‘tax’. Therefore, although the word suntagma
occurs only once in Greek literature in the sense ‘part of a sentence’136, we correctly
understand it here in the sense ‘constituent part of a sentence or of a word’. We should
136

Apollonius Dyscolus, On pronouns, I.1.122.16 Schneider: ‘The man writes well ... his discourse is correctly
constructed. For each of its parts is put together in its appropriate construction’ (suntagmati, ‘a word in a
grammatical consruction, syntactical element’, LSJ s.v.). It seems to me that in no. 829 (from the same work of
Apollonius) the words en tois peri Atronomias kai en tois hupoleipomenois suntagmasi should not be
translated ‘In the work On astonomy and in the surviving works’, but as ‘In the work On astronomy, as in the
surviving combinations of letters (i.e. combinations not corrupted in the tradition)’.

then suppose that the subject of this work was Democritus’ idiosyncracies in the choice of
words as well as in the combination of letters or of words (i.e. in syntax). See Plut. Quaest.
Conviv. 731e: ‘Novelty in the parts of one’s discourse and in their combination with one
another can amount to barbarism or solecism...’. In that case Diels’ assertion (which is a
priori natural, since Callimachus was the librarian of the Museum at Alexandria) that
Callimachus compiled a catalogue of the works of Democritus preserved in the Museum,
and that Thrasyllus took his list from it, can no longer stand.
CXXV
1Hegesianax:

a mythographer, who came from Alexandria in the Troad and lived at the court
of Antiochus III (224-187 BCE). See Steph. Byz. s.v. ‘Hegesianax’; Athen. IX.393d.
CXXVI
1Sphairus

from the Bosphorus, a pupil of the Stoic Zeno, contemporary of Chrysippus: list of
his works in DL VII.177-8. In his commentary (op. cit. p. 78, n. 1) Alfieri cites the
interpretation of the term elachista [‘minimal’] given by Festa, Stoichi antichi, II, Bari, 1935,
p. 182, n. b). Even if the subject of this work was Democritus the interpretation is incorrect,
since Democritus and Epicurus understood by elachista not ‘molecules’ but the smallest
parts of the atom.
CXXVII
1On

Thrasyllus see comm. on no. CXV, n. 1.

THE DOCTRINE OF DEMOCRITUS
A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
a. Principles of things
i. The principle of ‘isonomia’
(equiprobability or equal attribution)
‘why rather here and now, than there and then’

1
1The

whole of Aristotle’s report in Phys. III.4, 203b6ff, is regarded by Diels (DK 12 A 15) as
entirely a report about Anaximander. In fact the investigation there deals with the most
diverse tendencies in materialistic doctrine, e.g. among others Anaxagoras (‘Intellect’) and
Empedocles (‘Friendship’). In exactly the same way the five proofs of the existence of the
void137 contained in the passage are taken from different materialistic systems; the third
proof ‘from the fact that only thus would coming-to-be and ceasing-to-be not give out’ (for
‘give out’ one should probably read with Simpl. 406.28 epileipein instead of hupoleipein [in
the mss. of Aristotle]) is naive and clearly belongs to Anaximander; cf. Aet. I.3.3, Ar.
Phys.III.8, 208a8ff. As far as the proof cited here is concerned, the sole argument in favour
of its being by Anaximander could only have been the repetition in this passage of the word
‘give out’. But that word is used here in a completely different sense and in a different
connection from that in the passage cited above. This proof manifests an exceptional
subtlety of logical thought, which could not have existed in the time of Anaximander, before
the Eleatics. It is true that Burnet (L’aurore de la philosophie grecque (authorised French
trans.), Paris, 1919, p. 61, n.1) follows Diels on this question; but he does nothing to justify
his point of view. It is perfectly obvious that this fifth proof goes back to Democritus. The
important point is not merely that that is what is indicated by Simplicius and Philoponus in
their commentaries; that is clear also from the testimony of Lactantius cited here, for the
word ‘vacare’ in Lactantius is undoubtedly the translation of the Greek hupoleipein. The
suggestion that Philoponus and Simplicius themselves attributed this argument to

137

[Luria is inaccurate here; the five proofs discussed by Aristotle are proofs of the existence, not of the void,
but of the infinite.]

Democritus, solely on the basis of its content, is impossible in view of the testimony of
Lactantius. Simplicius and Philoponus talk of Democritus, but Lactantius talks of Leucippus.
Obviously, Lactantius’s original source was the same passage of Leucippus-Democritus as
Aristotle’s, whereas his immediate source was independent of Aristotle. The circumstance
that the theory investigated here played such a major role for the Epicureans also confirms
the fact that the reference is to Democritus.
2’what

is outside the cosmos’: cf. no. 18 with comm.

3’infinite

body ... and worlds’: This purely logical proof of the existence of infinitely many
worlds is found in Democritus’ disciple Metrodorus of Chios (Aet. I.5.4, DK 70 A 6):
‘Metrodorus ... says that it is absurd that a single stalk of wheat should grow in a great plain
and a single world in the infinite. And that the worlds are infinite in number is clear from
the fact that their causes are infinite in number. For if the world is finite, and all the causes
from which the world has come into being are infinite, they [i.e. the worlds] must be
infinite. For where the causes are infinite, so too must their effects be, and the causes are
either the atoms or the elements’. Cf. W. Ross , Aristotle, Physics, Oxford, 1936, p. 547: ‘The
doctrine of an infinity of worlds is ascribed to many early thinkers ... but the reference to
the void makes it probable that in the particular case it is the Atomists that are referred
to’.138
4The

formulation given to the views set out here cannot be Aristotle’s own, not only
because in fact it has the same meaning as the expression ‘not give out’ used above, i.e. that
in the eternal and unlimited universe everything possible must take place somewhere or
other and at some time or other. It is true that Zeller, Philos. d. Gr I.1, p. 436, maintains this
view, but he is undoubtedly mistaken, for Aristotle’s remark (Meta. IX.8, 1050a7ff.)
‘everything which comes into being goes towards its principle and its end ... the end is
actuality and potentiality is realised for the sake of that’ has nothing at all to do with our
passage. Here the logical emphasis is not on the word ‘all’, but on the contrast between
potentiality and actuality, and the expression ‘strives to go’139 does not mean inevitably that
in all cases the thing which is striving is bound sooner or later to reach its goal. Indeed
Aristotle absolutely does not wish to maintain that everything which is possible is bound to
be realised in actuality; cf. Meta. XI.6, 1071b19 ‘for it is possible for what potentially is not
to be’. On the other hand, the passage cited in the text coincides almost word for word with
one of the passages of Archytas preserved by Eudemus (Phys. fr. 30, ap. Simpl. in Phys.
205b15, p. 467.32). In the comm. on no. 140 I show, starting from other considerations,
how many data there are to show that this passage has its source in Democritus: ‘It is clear
that there is an infinite too [...] and if there is place, and place is that in which body is or
138

[Ross’s actual text concludes ‘... probable that it is the Atomists that are chiefly referred to’. He is
commenting, not on Metrodorus, as Luria’s note might suggest, but on Ar. Phys. 203b26; the reference to the
void occurs at b27.]
139
[Aristotle’s verb is badizei, which simply means ‘goes’, but Luria translates ‘стремится’, lit. ‘strives’. The
rendering ‘strives to go’ is intended to indicate the shift of sense.]

could be, and one must count the potential as existing in eternal things, so there would be
infinite body and place’. The meaning of this expression of Democritus’ is made clear from
the doctrine of Diodorus Cronus140 cited by Cicero De fato 7.13: ‘Whatever can be, that
either is now or will be’.141 See also no. 64: ‘As many things as one could think of, all exist’;
no. 6 ‘Not only can be, but actually are (in Democritus’ opinion)’. Cf. also the remark of the
Epicurean Boethus in Plut. De Pyth. Orac. 10, 398e-399a: ‘Of the outlandish and unexpected
things anyone might predict about land and sea and cities and people, which of them will
one not find to have occurred ... since infinity contains everything?’ Only what is internally,
logically impossible cannot occur, even in the course of eternity: ‘The story which says what
is not so, which has the error in itself, is not entitled to wait for chance support’. Two
passages in Sextus contest this view; M. VIII.381: ‘Yet if one were to think of it, it would not
have existed for all that; for there are many things which are thought of ... but do not have
any existence; IX.45: ‘Some say in response to this that the origin of the thought that there
is a god came about from appearances in sleep’ (undoubtedly Democritus is meant). Cf.
IX.49: ‘since not everything which is thought of has existence, but it can be thought of, but
not exist ...’.
5Cf.

August. De civit. Dei XI.5: ‘Similarly they think that outside the cosmos there are infinite
spaces. If anyone says that in them the almighty could not have left empty space, will not
the consequence be that they are compelled , with Epicurus, to dream of innumerable
worlds?’
3
1’keeps

140

on saying, repeats’.

See also comm. on no. 283 on the influence of Democritus on Diodorus Cronus.
[L cites the text as ‘Quidquid fieri possit, id aut esse iam, aut futurum esse’, which is actually from a later
passage, 9.17. The text of 7.13 reads ‘Ille [i.e. Diodorus] id solum fieri posse dicit quod aut sit verum aut
futurum sit verum, et quidquid futurum sit id dicit fieri necesse esse et quidquid non sit futurum id negat fieri
posse’[‘He says that only what either is or will be true can come about, and whatever will be he says is
necessary and whatever will not be he denies that it can come about’]. There Diodorus is not claiming that
whatever is (antecedently) possible either is or will be true, but defining the possible as what either is or will
be true, from which it follows that whatever is possible either is or will be true. Cicero begins his discussion in
9.17 by repeating Diodorus’ definition of the possible (‘quid valeat id quod fieri possit’) as what either is or will
be true, which he says is relevant to the theses (‘attingit hanc quaestionem’) that nothing comes about except
what is necessary and that whatever can be, that either is now or will be. These passages do not then support
the attribution to Diodorus of the principle of plenitude which Luria ascribes to Democritus, viz. that in an
infinite universe every logical possibility must at some time or other be realised, since Diororus’ thesis
presupposes his definition of the possible as what either is or will be true, which there is no reason to suppose
Democritus accepted. In any case, even if for the sake of argumewnt it is granted that Diodorus accepted
some form of the principle of plenitude, it is unclear why that should count in favour of ascribing that principle
to Democritus.]
141

2Theophrastus

contrived to find a contradiction here, but in fact there is none. From the
fact that everyone perceives differently and that these sensations, which are of equal status,
conflict with one another, Democritus concludes that we have no right to regard any one of
these perceptions as true, i.e. corresponding to objective reality. But that does not give us
the right to draw the opposite conclusion, i.e. that in the case where everyone perceives
something or other uniformly, that common perception corresponds to objective reality. In
so far as everyone’s sense organs are constructed uniformly, it is most likely that the
external world must be subject to a uniform distortion . However, though none of these
perceptions is ‘true’, each contains a distorted image of a fully determined real thing, and is
therefore ‘in accordance with the truth’.
4
1This

testimonium is frequently doubted, since the theory set out in it is attributed by
Aristotle not to Democritus, as it is by Aetius, but to Anaximander. However, Aristotle
speaks here not of Anaximander alone, but of a whole group of thinkers. The argument ‘no
more up than down’ is, as we have already seen, so characteristic of Democritus that not
only do we have a perfect right to regard Aetius’ report as trustworthy, but also to
understand Aristotle’s ‘some thinkers’ as referring above all to Democritus. In exactly the
same way Aristotle’s famous paradox, Buridan’s ass, is undoubtedly directed against
Democritus; De caelo II.13, 259b29ff.: ‘But if it stays still because of the necessity arising
from the similarity ... then something which is very hungry and thirsty, but at an equal
distance from food and drink ... has to remain motionless as well’.
2’and

similarly (i.e. symmetrically) related to the extremities’: Cf. Plato, Phaedo 109a:
‘something in equilibrium, placed at the middle of a uniform extension, will have nothing to
incline its moving more or less in any direction, and being uniformly situated will remain
uninclined’. Tim. 62d: ‘If ... it is in the middle... it would never be carried to any of the
extremities, because they are alike in every way’. Cf. also no. 5: ‘like those who say that the
earth remains motionless because of the similarity’.
The mention of the void142, of the theory of the equilibrium of the earth which we
have just examined and of the original principle ‘Why rather here than there?’ gives me, I
think, the right to see in this passage a dispute with Democritus, so I count this passage
among the testimonies concerning him.
5
1Here

there is either textual corruption (against which the agreement of all the manuscripts
testifies) or anacoluthon; in the first clause ‘those who say that the earth remains
motionless’ is the subject, but the predicate is missing. One must either supply in the first
clause the missing predicate ‘say’, or instead of ‘those who say’ [nominative] read ‘for those
142

[In fact neither Aetius nor Aristotle mentions the void in the passages cited here.]

who say’ [dative] and treat the predicate of the second clause ‘it is necessary’ as transferred
to the first clause as well.
2This

objection is unconvincing. Since the earth cannot move at the same time in all
possible directions, it must, according to Democritus’ principle, remain motionless. There is
an infinite number of atoms, and therefore they can move at the same time in all possible
directions. Consequently, in virtue of the principle of isonomy they will move in precisely
that way, and will not remain motionless. In exactly the same way the testimony of
Aristotle De caelo II.13, 295a21ff. contains, I think, a rejection of Democritus’ view: ‘and if it
is prevented neither by the swirl, nor by its breadth, and the air has receded, where will it
be carried ... ? (25) Is this (i.e.motion), up or down, or where is it? For it must be some
motion. But if ‘no more down than up’, and the air above does not prevent motion
upwards, neither will the air below the earth prevent motion downwards’.

6
1The

theory contained in this passage, according to which even in our world there are many
objects perfectly identical with one another, is not presented as the view of Democritus; it is
merely a mistaken conclusion from Democritus’ premises.
7
1In

nos. 7-8 the expression ‘no more this than that’ receives a completely new sense. At first
glance one might think that here we have merely a fortuitous verbal similarity, and that the
expression ‘no more ‘thing’ than ‘nothing’’ was supplied by later writers purely through
misunderstanding , in connection with the principle ‘no more this than that’. But against
that supposition we have the evidence of Cicero on the Epicureans, from which it is clear
that the Epicurean principle of isonomia [equilibrium], apart from matters of chance, which
were discussed above, also applied to the case of ‘no more ‘thing’ than ‘nothing’’, and that
Democritus too must have assigned such an extended sense to this principle. See no. 6. Cic.
ND 1.39.109 (discussing Epicurean doctrine): ‘You take refuge in equilibrium (for, if you
agree, that is what we call isonomia), and say that since there is mortal nature there must
be immortal nature (I.19.50). Now there is the highest force in infinity, and it is most
worthy of great and diligent contemplation; in which it must be understood that it is a
nature such that everything corresponds to its counterpart. This is what Epicurus calls
isonomia, that is ‘equal distribution’. So from this it comes about that, if there is such a
multitude of mortal beings the number of immortal beings cannot be less, and that if there
are infinitely many destructive forces, the forces which preserve things must also be
infinite’. This supposition cannot belong to Democritus in this form (as is well-known,
Democritus’ gods ‘are hard to destroy, but not indestructible’, i.e. they are not immortal),
but goes back to the later Epicureans; on the other hand the doctrine that there are both

gods who destroy and gods who preserve is attested for Democritus. In Epicurean writers
we come across this principle supported by the help of the Democritean theory ‘there are
no gaps’. We may then suppose that Democritus held as a particular case of this principle
the assertion: ‘If in an infinite space there exists A, there must also exist not-A, i.e. opposites
must always exist together’. Relative to the origin of this theory see comm. on no. 148.
2On

the word den [‘thing’] DK II. p. 174 has the following note: ‘Cf. Theodotion’s Septuagint
(translation cited by Philop. De opif. mundi II.1. p. 59, 12 Reichardt: hē de gē ēn then kai
outhen [‘and the earth was thing and nothing’]. On this Philop. 68.16 ‘‘then ēn’ toutesti ‘ēn
ti’ [‘’was thing’, i.e. ‘was something’’]’. From this single late parallel one might draw the
conclusion that the word den was the original invention of Democritus and was introduced
by him into Greek. Thus e.g. C. Bailey, The Greek Atomists and Epicurus , p. 118 remarks:
‘Democritus ... naively invented the term den ‘. Zeller, Philos. d. Gr. I, p.1056, and Alfieri,
op. cit. p. 79, n. 150, go to the other extreme, supposing that the word den arose in a
natural form and existed in popular speech from time immemorial in the sense ‘something’.
But the absurd form of this word shows that it was intentionally invented by some Ionian
philosopher or other; see e.g. Kühner-Blass, Ausführfliche Grammatik der griechischen
Sprache, Hannover, 1890, p. 634: ‘deis [‘one’] is formed from oudeis [‘no-one’] ; in these
(i.e. Aeolic and Ionic (Luria)) dialects the rough breathing disappeared, so that one said not,
as in Attic, ‘oud(e)heis’ but ‘oudeis’, and this could now easily be wrongly decomposed into
ou + deis‘; P. 614: ‘Misconstruction’.
We should, however, pay attention to the fact that the rough breathing is lacking not
only in Ionic, but in the Aeolic dialect of Lesbos. The passage cited by Diels with the
expression then = den is not unique. Leaving aside later authors,143 we find it in a passage
of Alcaeus, preserved for us in Etym. Magn. 639, 34 and in Schol. Dion. Thrac. (p. 381
Hilgard). This passage contains the third line of an Alcaic stanza; in my article ‘Annotationes
Alcaicae’, La parola del passato 4, 1947, pp. 79-80 I attempted to restore the preceding lines
as follows:
[four syllables, short, long, short, long missing] eon ti k’ ap’ oudenos

kai k’ ouden ek denos genoito
i.e. ‘(if it simply came to be), then something would come to be from nothing, and nothing
from something’. This is ‘the law of the conservation of matter’, which the poet Alcaeus, it
seems, took from the philosopher Thales, with whom, as I show in the article cited, he was
acquainted (see also comm. on no. 197). So we should suppose that in all likelihood the
word den was invented by Thales and taken over from him by Democritus.

143

See e.g. Simpl. in De Caelo I.10, 279b12, p. 294,33 Heib.: Galen, De elem. sec. Hipp. I.2 (3,20 Helmr.); on the
latter passage the conjecture of Mullach and Heiberg is convincing.

8
1For

elucidations of the passage from Aristotle’s Metaphysics cited here see comm. on no.
221. See also no. 17 with comm., where it seems there are simultaneously attributed to
Democritus the two assertions ‘At some time all things were together’ and ‘Things are
always in motion’. If opposites always coexist, then by a purely logical process one may
imagine such an original situation, when they were not yet separated from one another, i.e.
potentially ‘everything was together’ and ‘a thing previously existed, being at the same time
assertion and denial’ (‘everything was together’, ‘a thing previously existed, being both
alike’).

ii. The principle of analogy between microcosm and macrocosm
9
1The

sayings of Democritus compared here are taken from testimonia which are examined
more fully below; there the reader will find the apparatus and the context of these sayings.
Here I aim only to show that the anthropomorphism characteristic of all primitive science, as
of all primitive religion (cf. e.g. the words of Aristotle about Empedocles, Phys. VIII.1,
242a28ff,: ‘There is something which unites men, friendship, and enemies avoid one
another; he assumes that this apples to the whole as well’) , appears in Democritus not in
any random way, but contains an original system: 1) It is only man in his personal, earthly
and communal life (but not his internal physical constitution!) that is known to us
immediately (no. 9); 2) Between this quantity which is known to us (man, the microcosm)
and another, unknown [quantity] (the macrocosm, no. 10) there exists an analogy; 3)
Therefore on the basis of the behaviour of man one can establish the laws of the
macrocosm by way of analogy (nos. 11-12).
2This

sentence of Democritus is established by Diels on the basis of several testimonia, see
no. 65.
10
1In

this passage Aristotle does not cite Democritus as the author, but his authorship is clear
from the context as a whole (see no. 40 with comm.). In any event the meaning of the
saying here is entirely in the spirit of Democritus; it contains merely an expanded version of
the Democritean saying ‘Man is a small world’.
12

1Cf.

Hippocr. Airs, Waters, Places 9, p. 38.3 Littré: ‘When they are mixed together in the
same place they conflict with one another, and the strongest always prevails, but it is not
always the same one which is strong, but sometimes one and sometimes another’.
12a
1Cf.

Alcmaeon (DK 24 B 4): ‘The equal balance of the powers (sc. in the body) maintains
health ... but the predominance [lit. ‘monarchy’] of a single one of them produces disease’.
iii. What is eternal has neither beginning nor cause
16
1Alfieri,

op. cit. p. 23, n. 91, makes an entirely correct observation about the word biai [‘by
force, forcibly’]: ‘Simplicius is the only one to give this explanation, which, it is obvious, can
apply only to derived motion; to understand the origin of Simplicius’ observation, it suffices
to notice that the passage ... of Aristotle continues as follows (300b11ff.): “for if one of the
elements is forcibly moved by another, all the same there must be a natural motion for each
one, contrary to which forcible motion occurs”. What is a hypothesis in Aristotle has
become a certainty in his commentator: atomic motion occurs through external impacts’. It
is all the more difficult to understand the fact that in his commentary on the passage of the
Metaphysics cited here Alfieri himself (op. cit., p. 12, n. 42) contents himself with a citation
of E. Frank, Platon und die sogenannten Pythagoreer, Halle, 1923, p. 194, who takes
precisely the view of Simplicius, supposing that Democritus denied that the particles had
any motion of their own, and that he explained all motion by mutual pressure and impact of
bodies. In this regard, which is most surprising of all, Frank bases his view precisely on our
no. 17, where ‘what [their motion is] and because of what’ means only that Aristotle is here
regretfully recording the absence of a teleogical cause, and on another passage of Aristotle,
(De an. I.2, 403b30ff. = no. 443a), where it is said that what is not itself moved cannot move
anything else, and that consequently in Democritus’ view motion is an internal attribute of
atoms of fire (Democritus also attempted to support that assertion by geometrical
considerations). The fact that Democritus did not indicate what the origin of motion is is,
however, completely understandable; in his opinion motion, pressure and impact are all
eternal. Hence it would have been methodologically unjustifiable to raise the question of
what happened when there was no impact or pressure.
17
1The

expression ‘all things were together’ was used, as Aristotle testifies in the Metaphysics
itself (XII.1, 1069b22) not only by Anaxagoras, but also by Democritus (see no. 8). The sense
of the passage as a whole is: the original complete mixture of the elements postulated by
the investigators of nature (Empedocles, Anaxagoras, Leucippus, see no. 221) is in essence
no different from the assertion of the theologians that at the beginning of the universe
there existed ‘night’ and ‘chaos’. For without a force external to ‘chaos’, that ‘chaos’ could

not have been used in any doctrine about the universe ; it was that, in Aristotle’s opinion,
which led Empedocles to introduce Love and Hatred, Anaxagoras to introduce Intellect and
Plato and Leucippus to introduce eternal motion, but none of these, in Aristotle’s opinion,
provides a way out of the difficulty. Nonetheless it remains totally incomprehensible how
In Democritus’ opinion at the beginning of time there could have been a totally uniform
mixture, if motion is eternal. See comm. on no. 221.
18
1

ho ouranos: means here and elsewhere, as in no. 1, not ‘heaven’, but ‘our world, our
cosmos’.
2’spontaneous’:

always means in Democritus , according to the correct observation of
Alfieri, op. cit., p. 90, n. 198, p. 106, n. 259, p. 107, n. 261, p. 54, n. 57, ‘without the
interference of any rational foresight or external force’, ‘movement occurring not from the
activity of an external force but from the force of natural necessity’. So, if Aristotle and his
followers identify the spontaneous with chance, that is ‘a distortion of Democritean
doctrine from a teleological point of view’.
3’from

seed’: according to the correct observation of Ross, [Aristotle’s Physics, Oxford,
1936], p. 515, this passage seems to be the source for the similar argument found in the
writings of the Epicureans: Epicurus, Letter 1: ‘Nothing comes to be from not-being, for
everything would come from everything without any need of seeds’. Lucr. I.159-60:
For if they came from nothing, from all things
Every kind could be born, nothing would require seed.
This is illustrated by a number of examples, and in lines 169 and 172 the author concludes
But now because everything is created from definite seeds ...
And thus everything cannot come to be from everything.
4Kranz

compares with this the title of Democritus’ work Causes in the Heavens, etc. [No ref.

given.]
5From

the expression ‘he did not ascribe the least significance to people’, i.e. he totally
denied free will, it is clear that, in the opinion of Themistius, Democritus ascribed the
decisive role to fate even in people’s daily life. On the contrary, in the view of Aristotle and
his other commentators, Democritus denied the role of fate in human life, and recognised it
only when the question concerned the origin of the world. So, in the view of Themistius,
everything that occurs not by the will of man, nor by the will of god, occurs by chance,
whereas in Aristotle’s view every occurrence which is not explained by another occurrence,
has to be counted as occurring by chance. Now in Democritus’ view an event which always
occurs and has always occurred in one way or another does not occur ‘as it chanced’ in one

way on one occasion and in another way on another; there is no need of explanation, and so
even in this case there can be no question of chance. Democritus denied chance altogether
and, in Juvenal’s words (no. 30) [also no. LXIV] ‘gave it the finger’ (‘to threatening fortune ...
extended the middle finger’); contrariwise, if anything were to occur by the whim or the will
of man or god, then it would occur by chance.
6See

no. 346.

7’keeps

its place in the centre’: since ‘the movement caused by rotation’ overpowers ‘the
original ... disorderly motion’.
19
[1Epicurus

refers to this passage (Letter [II]144.90): ‘For it is not merely necessary for a
collection [of atoms] and a swirl to occur in a void where a world can come into being , as is
supposed, by necessity ... as one of the so-called natural philosophers says’.
20
1Cf.

the materialistic doctrine mentioned by Plato in Laws 888e: ‘Everything which is coming
to be and has come to be and will come to be ... is by chance’. See S. Luria, Proc. Acad. of
Sciences of USSR, 1927, pp. 1065-6.
iv. Natural necessity
22
1In

the Neoperipatetic tradition the work On Mind was regarded as a work of Democritus’
(see D.L. IX.46 (from Thrasyllus)). It is curious that with regard to the Great World-System
Diogenes Laertius remarks ‘Theophrastus and his followers regard this as the work of
Leucippus’; there is no such remark with regard to the work On Mind. That makes the
authorship of this work by Leucippus even more doubtful (see Theodoretus’ version in the
text). It seems to me very likely that the citation is taken from a criticism of Anaxagoras
contained in this work. He, as is well known, inferred from the existence of causal
conditionality in the world the existence of a ‘cosmic intellect’; cf. DL IX.35 ‘Democritus
made fun of his doctrine about the world order and the intellect’. Democritus replaced
Anaxagoras’ ‘intellect’ with ‘natural necessity’. As a curiosity I cite the purely sophistic
misinterpretation of these words of Leucippus-Democritus by A. Covotti, I presocratici,
Naples, 1934, p. 241: ‘The agreement ...with Anaxagoras becomes even more
precise...Anaxagoras had written ‘Intellect set everything in order’. Similarly, Leucippus
teaches...in...the book On the Intellect ‘Nothing comes to be without a cause, but by reason
and necessity’(!). Alfieri gives the correct interpretation of this fragment (op. cit., p. 39):
‘Everything which happens is necessarily conditioned (ek logou, where logos does not
144

[Luria gives the ref. as ‘III.90’.]

indicate a rational force or an organising principle, but a mechanical condition or cause) and
is in conformity with the necessary law of nature’.
23
1Cf.

the materialistic doctrine in Plato, Laws 889b-c: ‘being completely inanimate...not
because of intellect but by nature and chance’. See also Aristophanes Clouds 379ff.:’‘But
isn’t it Zeus who compels them to move?’ ‘ Not at all, it is the swirl of the aether.’ ‘ Swirl? I
hadn’t realised that Zeus does not exist, but instead it is now the swirl which rules’’ (cf. l.
1471).
24
1See

comm. on no. 18, n. 2. A very similar view was expressed by Diodorus Cronus, who, as
we shall see (no. 283, with comm., cf. comm. on no. 1), in all essentials merely re-styled
Democritus in sophistic fashion. I therefore think it useful to cite here the corresponding
testimonium on Diodorus, Cic. Ad fam. IX.4: ‘On what is possible you should know that I
follow Diodorus. So, if you are going to come, you should know that it is necessary that you
come. But if you are not, then your coming is one of the impossible things’. Cic. De fato
7.13: ‘For he (i.e. Diodorus) says that the only thing which can come about is what either is
true or will be true: and whatever will be, he says that it is necessary for it to come about,
and whatever will not be, he denies that it can come about.’ Cic. De fato 9.17: ‘But let us
return to that question of Diodorus’, the one called ‘On what is possible’, which deals with
the meaning of ‘what can come about’. So Diodorus thinks that the only thing that can
come about is what either is true or will be true. This position is connected with the
following argument: nothing comes about, which was not necessary, and, whatever can
come about, either is now or will be (cf. no. 1 with comm.); nor can things which will be
change from true to false, any more than things which have come about. But in what has
come about the immutability is apparent, whereas in some things which will be, because it
is not apparent, it does not even seem to be there. For example, in the case of someone
suffering from a terminal disease ‘This person will die from this disease’ is true, and if the
same thing is truly said of someone in whose case that force of the disease is not apparent,
none the less it will be ... (9.18) ‘Nor is there any reason, since this is so, why Epicurus
should be terrified of fate and seek protection from the atoms and lead them aside from
their path.’ Plut. De Stoic. repugn. 46, 1055e: ‘According to Diodorus the possible is what
either is true or will be true’.
Diels gives in his edition [DK 68 A 68] only the beginning of the fragment of Aristotle
(down to ‘e.g. the cause of one’s going’), which is what he thinks refers to Democritus,
along with Simplicius’ commentary. But that very commentary of Simplicius shows that in
this passage Aristotle is referring to Democritus. We must not suppose that the examples
which constitute the second part of the first sentence were added by Aristotle himself; that
would have been arbitrary and inadmissible from the methodological point of view. See

what I have said above about Aristotle’s puzzles. It seems to me much more correct to see
in Aristotle first an exposition of Democritus’ views and then a critique of those views. The
reference to ‘the wise men of old’ is also perfectly appropriate in the mouth of Democritus.
2Cf.

Ar. Meta. IV.30, 1025a16: ‘Now this happens [by chance] to the person digging the hole
(for a plant), that he finds treasure’.
3Whether

we have to do here with an actual incident which occurred in Democritus’ time, or
with a theme from folklore is impossible to say definitely. See Ael. NA VII.16: ‘Eagles take up
land tortoises and then drop them down from a height on to rocks, so as to break the shell
and extract and eat the flesh’. Pliny also reports (NH X.3.7): ‘The eagle also shows craft by
breaking the shells of tortoises by dropping them from a height’. These ideas formed the
basis for the subject of Phaedrus’ fable II.6: ‘A crow ... persuades [an eagle] to dash the hard
shell against a rock from the height of heaven, so that when it is broken it can easily eat the
flesh’. Later the poet Aeschylus becomes the hero of this fable; see Ael. NA VII.16; ‘an
eagle, thinking that his head was a stone, dropped on it a tortoise which it was carrying’.
Val. Max. VII.16: ‘an eagle which was carrying a tortoise, deceived by the radiance from his
head (for it was empty of hair), dropped it as on to a stone, in order to break it and eat the
flesh’ (cf. Pliny NH X.3.7; Sotades ap.. Stob. IV.34.8; Vita Aeschyli; Suda, s.v. Aeschylus). ‘The
observation that eagles smash tortoises corresponds to fact’ (Christ – Schmidt, Geschichte
der griechischen Literatur, vol. 1, Munich, 1912, p. 287, n. 7), so it is perfectly possible that
an actual event, described by Democritus, may have become the source of a popular fiction
and then been transferred to the bald Aeschylus (see Christ--Schmidt, op. cit., p. 287). We
come across the same theme, treated in an essentially different way, in Aesop, no. 259
Hausrath = 419 Halm, in Babrius, no. 115, and in other places, in art, popular poetry and
fables (see G. Thiele, N. Jahrb. f. kl. Alt. 21, 1908, pp. 391ff.). For literature on this question
see Christ--Schmidt, op. cit., p.. 287, nn. 4-7. The passage of Simplicius placed in
parentheses [328.3], analogous to the preceding one, is cited in his dissertation by Karl Marx
(K Marx and F. Engels, Works, 1st edn., vol. 1, p. 82, n. 45). Here is its complete context: ‘We
see that some of the things which come about as a result of skill also come about by chance;
for things also come about by chance in the same way as they come about by skill. For
example someone who was thirsty drank cold water and became healthy, but perhaps
Democritus says that the cause was not chance, but his being thirsty’. I have decided not to
include this passage directly in the text, since from the word ‘perhaps’ one should possibly
conclude that Simplicius is not citing Democritus, but merely imagining how Democritus
would have explained that fact.
25
1From

Democritus’ point of view what happens always and never changes needs no
explanation (‘spontaneous ‘– see. No. 18 with comm.: ‘chance’ is inaccurate). All change,
without any exception, must be explained on the basis of the laws of mechanics (the correct
order would have been ‘blow, resistance, motion’, i.e. collision of atoms, as a result of which

there is impact, as a result of which there is a reaction, in consequence of which there is
motion). Cicero’s words (no. 26) have the same meaning: ‘Whatever either is or comes to
be ... comes to be or has come to be through natural weights and motions’. Mondolfo,
L’infinito nel pensiero dei Greci, pp. 302ff., followed by Alfieri, op. cit., p. 106, n. 256,
understands antitupia [‘resistance’] as ‘impenetrability’. Cf. no. 313 [Simplicius] ‘moving ...
through the void, which yields (in front of them) and does not resist’, and especially no. 117
[Philoponus] ‘move ... by their counter-thrust’, from which it is clear that antitupia means
simply ‘resistance’.
28
1Here

Democritus is discussed together with Anaxagoras and the Stoics. But if we identify
necessity with fate, what is said here will be in a certain sense true even for Democritus:
everything which always exists and remains without change occurs by virtue of spontaneity,
while everything which changes occurs according to necessity. Moreover, as we shall see
below, Democritus (somewhat inconsistently) admits a certain free will in human activities.
Hence in his view choice was active in a certain demarcated sphere.
2’disorderly

activity’: Later authors, it would seem, used Epicurus as a source for attacks on
Democritus here, as in several other cases; (Epist. III = no. 37): ‘chance [he, i.e. the wise
man, does not believe to be a god, as most people do] (for god does nothing in a disorderly
way)’. Cf. comm. on no. 37. However, both authors may have used the same passage of
Democritus as their source.
3The

passage of Aetius just cited shows that Diels was right to see in this pronouncement of
Aristotle’s a transmission of the views of Democritus, but the words ‘something divine and
more supernatural’ are rather Aristotle’s interpretation.
29
1See

comm. on no. LVIII. ‘setting up chance ... as the mistress ... of things as a whole’ is a
rephrasing of Epicurus’ reference to Democritus (see no. 37 with comm.): ‘ necessity ...
which is introduced as mistress over everything’. ‘setting up chance’ is a teleogical
distortion of Democritus’ doctrine; see Alfieri, op. cit., p. 231, n. 580.
31
1I

have considered it possible, following L. Löwenheim, Die Wissenschaft Demokrits und ihr
Einfluss auf die moderne Wissenschaft, Berlin, 1914, pp. 121-5, to include the whole of this
passage in the total of testimonia on Democritus. The grounds for that are given below
(nos. 171, 516). Here I draw attention merely to the fact that the beginning of this passage
of Aristotle contains only one of several versions of Democritus’ own testimony about the
origin of his atomism. These versions are compared below (no. 171). Philoponus (whose
commentary is cited in parentheses) also testifies that here the atomists are referred to.

2

en tois phusikois: This expression is usually translated ‘in the natural phenomena’, on the
basis of other parallel expressions in Aristotle, e.g. Meta. XI.4, 1070b30:to kinoun en ... tois
phusikois [‘the mover in ... the natural phenomena’], PA I.5, 654a16: en pasi ... tois phusikois
esti ti thaumaston [‘in all ... the natural phenomena there is something wonderful’].
Löwenheim translates ‘in the works of the investigators of nature’; I followed him in Essays
on the Historyof Ancient Science, p. 153. His premise was that in Aristotle ‘everyone brings
back’ [sc. a question to a principle] can mean only ‘every student of nature’ (cf. ‘all the
natural philosophers’ in the exposition of this passage in Simplicius), not ‘everyone in
general’. But it has to be acknowledged that the expression en tois phusikois [in the sense]
‘among investigators of nature’, though possible, is however unusual; one would expect
para tois phusikois. From the linguistic point of view I should prefer to translate ‘in works
on natural science’; cf. e.g. Meta. VII.1, 1042b8 or Phys. VIII.10, 251a8. But in order to avoid
disputes I retain the traditional translation, since no conclusions depend on it.

v. Free will
33a
1Diels

[no ref. given] compares with this dictum Aristotle’s words (EE VII.14, 1247a31ff.):
‘But nature is the cause of what is always or for the most part, but chance is the opposite’ (a
Democritean distinction) ... (1247b4) ‘But if ... nothing is to be said to come about from
chance, but though there is some other cause, because we do not see (it) we say chance is
the cause, why in drawing distinctions do they posit chance as a cause analogous to human
reasoning, assuming that it has a nature of its own?’ As Usener points out (Epicurea, p. 396;
see also R. Philippson, ‘Demokrits Sittensprῦche’, Hermes 59, p. 411) Epicurus imitates this
dictum of Democritus’, KD 16: ‘For the wise man chance intervenes in a few things, but
reasoning arranges the greatest and most important things over the continuous span of life’.
33b
1’Aainst

every kind of evil the only remedy is the correct use of the thing, or in other words,
the skill corresponding to that thing’ (A. Langerbeck, Doxis Epirusmie, Neue philol.
Untersuch., 1925. Cf. Antiphon, Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta [TGF] fr. 4 Nauck (in Ar.
Mechan. I, 847a20): ‘through skill we overcome things by which we are defeated by nature’.
Cf. the passage (perhaps by the same author) restored by Th. Gomperz, Studia
Vindobonensia II, p. 5: ‘nature gave [the means] to live cheaply, skill [the means] to live well’
(‘to live cheaply’ is my suggestion; ‘life’ is Gomperz’ suggestion).
33d
1All

the dicta compared here (nos. 33a-d) ascribe great significance to rational foresight, and
consequently to free will, though within certain narrow limits (cf. E. Bignone, Nuove ricerche

sulla formazione filosofica di Epicuro, v. 1, Florence, 1933, pp. 51ff.). Epicurus (see nos.
36a-38) points out that such a supposition contradicts Democritus’ assertion about
pervasive causation; how these views, on a first impression contradictory, were reconciled
we do not know. Here there is plain talk about the power of chance, the existence of which,
as we saw above, Democritus flatly denied.
It is also incomprehensible how someone can have moral responsibility for his
desires, if they are totally causally conditioned. Whether these contradictions remained
unreconciled for Democritus, or he somehow reconciled them, we do not know. It is
possible that these and similar passages refer not to moral responsibility but to the selfdefence of the community and of individual citizens (see nos. 620-5).
Of course there can be no guarantee of the authenticity of those passages which are
known to us only from the ‘Bees’.
34
1No.

34, it seems, has the same sense as no. 33a, on the basis of which it must be
interpreted.
2 podēgetein

[’direct’] and ochein euporōs [‘bring through the right channel’] are
metaphorical expressions, taken from sailing, not from horse-riding, as Langerbeck thinks
(op. cit., p. 73).
3’such

things’ are just what are useful to the wise person and harmful to the foolish.

4Langerbeck,

op. cit., p. 74, rightly draws attention to the strong emphasis here on free will
and the necessity of a strong will: ‘the strong emphasis on the word boulomenōi [‘willing’]
through its very significant position in the sentence: so long as one goes for it with a sure
aim’.
35
1’good

things’: As Diels points out [DK II, p. 182, l. 5 n.], an Ionic circumlocution for the
simple ‘goods’; cf. Acusilaus, Pap. Ox. 1611, fr. 1 = DK 9 b 40a. Cf. Diels, Berl. Sitzb. 1884, p.
350,12: ‘exeirgei [=] ‘restricts to this area’, i.e. ‘constrains’, as Hdt. VII.96: ‘I am not
constrained by necessity to undertake the enquiry’’.
2 The

subject of ‘constrains’ must on my reading be taken from the following clause: hē
phusikē kakē [‘natural wickedness’]. Cf. Eur. Hippol. 162: kaka dustanos (‘unfortunate decay
of the soul’); Med. 1051: tēs emēs kakēs [‘my wickedness’] ([i.e.] ‘lack of resolution’
(Wilamowitz). Antonius Melissa puts into the mouth of Democritus the following expression
‘Chance provides a splendid table, good sense a sufficient one’ [DK 68 B 210 = Stob. III.5.26,
CPP 588].
36

1I

have taken this testimonium from A.O. Makovelsky’s book The Ancient Greek Atomists,
Baku, 1946, p. 231. The passage is entitled ‘Aristotle’s criticism of Democritus in De
Interpretatione ch. 9’; as in other places the author gives no immediate source, nor does he
give any ground for the title. His translation ‘The abolition of chance brings with it absurd
consequences. There is much that happens not by necessity, but by chance’ is not
confirmed by the original; in E. Radlov, Aristotle’s De Interpretatione, Journal of the
Ministry of Public Instruction (ЖМНП), 1891, February, p. 76, which Makovelsky cites, there
is nothing like that. Nevertheless, if with the great majority of scholars we accept that work
as authentic or contemporary with Aristotle and produced by his school (see Gercke, RE II,
col. 1040, s.v. ‘Aristoteles’) it is impossible not to see there a critique of Democritus, since in
this passage there is a totally inappropriate discussion, with a purely polemical aim, of the
freedom of the will, which has essentially no connection with the logical questions discussed
in the work (cf. E. Radlov, op. cit., p.76, n.1: ‘Aristotle’s acute remarks have no logical
interest, but are particularly important for the interpretation of the opinions of the ancients
about the freedom of the will’), and it contains the characteristically Democritean
formulation ‘nothing [occurs] whichever way it chanced, but everything is and comes to be
by necessity’ (= no.. 22 ‘Nothing comes about in vain, but everything ... from necessity’).
Gercke, who, without adequate grounds, regards this work as apocryphal and belonging to
the Hellenistic period sees here a critique of the Stoics: ‘The author (stood) completely
under the influence of the dispute provoked by Diodorus Cronus between the Epicureans
and Stoics (namely Chrysippus) on the subject of the freedom of the will’. But the Stoics
never put forward the principle of pervasive causation in such a sharp and unconditional
form as in the dictum of Democritus’ cited here; see e.g. Eus. PE VI.7 ‘Democritus ... intends
to show that the finest of human things (sc. the freedom of our mind) is a slave, but he
(Chrysippus) that it is a semi-slave’, and also Boethius In De int. (PL LXIV, pp. 193-5): ‘The
Stoics [say that] what we do, we do by our will, which is indeed in us, but yet the necessity
of that providence constrains the will itself’. As far as Diodorus Cronus is concerned, leaving
aside the fact that (see comm. on no. 283) he lived later than Aristotle, who could not have
cited him, there are no grounds whatever to think that the metaphysical question of the
freedom of the will was of interest to him, since his arguments had a purely eristic
character. It is curious that the final conclusion of the arguments of chapter 9 is put forward
by Aristotle as the consequence of his denial of the principle ‘everything from necessity’: ‘so
it is clear that it is not the case that everything is or comes to be from necessity, but some
things are whichever way it chances, and the assertion is no more true than the denial, and
some things are rather and for the most part one way or the other’ (19a19); whereas in fact
he is merely repeating Democritus’ own conclusion (no. 103): ‘(some things) are from
necessity ... and others are possible, and of these ... some are for the most part ... and
others are equally divided’, though Democritus, of course, does not connect these purely
logical categories with the purely logical principle of pervasive causality or the freedom of
the will (see comm. on no. 103).

36a
1Here

Democritus’ inconsistency in the area of ethics is acutely characterised. The freedom
of the will postulated in nos. 32-5 contradicts Democritus’ basic principles in a most obvious
way. It was precisely to remove this contradiction that Epicurus introduced the swerve (cf.
nos. 38-9). It is true that in their commentary (DK II, p. 101, l. 30 n.) Diels and Kranz
interpret this passage altogether differently: ‘Epicurus thinks that though the Abderites had
made great achievements in many things, it had still not become clear even to themselves
how much the concept of necessity and chance had facilitated the task of giving an
explanation of the world. The facts (erga) which Epicurus believes he has discovered
completely do away with the doxa [‘belief’] ([i.e.] the popular conception of divine
providence) and lead to the triumph of the mechanistic theory of the Abderites’. But the
second part of our passage, which Diels omitted, shows the complete impossibility of
understanding the ‘belief’ mentioned here as the religious world-view of the common
people and the ‘things’ as facts which contradict it. The expression ‘it caught the man
conflicting with his deeds in respect of his belief’ requires us to apply both ‘deeds’ and
‘belief’ to the same ‘famous man’ , i.e. to Democritus, and the ‘deeds’ are Democritus’
practical actions, which he himself did not regard as predetermined. If this is so, then the
verb kouphizō here means not ‘make easy, facilitate’ but, as in a number of other places,
(e.g. Eur. Hel. 1555; Dio Cassius XL.1, L.33) ‘be easy, be light’ kouphon einai. But on the
other hand kouphon einai is a synonym of the word kouphologein (‘behave frivolously,
argue superficially’). As is well known, Epicurus regarded it as his greatest achievement (see
nos. 36-9) that he had overcome Democritus’ blind ‘necessity’, and ‘spontaneity’ and had in
so doing freed mankind from ‘slavery’ (no. 37); hence it is completely impossible that he
saw in Democritus’ affirmation of ‘the total power of necessity and spontaneity’ ‘an
alleviation conferred on humanity’, all the more because after ‘although’ one should expect
not praise but censure of Democritus.
2’where

it did not gain the upper hand’: this is the third limb of the three-limb antithesis (A - B – A) so beloved by the ancients.
3

staseōs: ‘internal division’.

4I.A.

Borichevsky [no ref. given] has made the very plausible suggestion that Epicurus’
dictum originally stood in a context of this kind. Now it stands after words which have no
connection whatever with it (‘the wise man who is being tortured suffers no more [...] his
friend’), which results in complete nonsense. Votke [no ref. given] separated the two
sentences from one another, as self-standing dicta. However, just such reproaches were
directed against Democritus on the ground that he regarded taste, colour and warmth as
things that do not exist in reality (see no. 61). So this expression of Epicurus’ could have
stood in a context of the same kind as no. 61.
37

1It

had long been maintained (by Usener, von der Mühll and others) on the strength of the
testimony of Diogenes of Oenoanda (no. 39), that Epicurus is here attacking Democritus.
Now just this has been shown by Bignone, op. cit., pp. 51ff. and Philippson (Hermes 59, p.
412). Philippson compares the expression ‘necessity, which is introduced by some as the
mistress over everything’ with the words of Dionysius of Alexandria (no. 29): ‘Democritus ...
setting up chance as the universal ... mistress and queen’ (‘instead of ‘necessity’ he
imprecisely says ‘chance’’ [Philippson]); see also comm. on no. 39. However, his conclusion
that both authors have as their source the same passage of Democritus is problematic; in
many cases Christian writers made use of Epicurus’ attacks on Democritus’ determinism for
their own purposes (see e.g. no. 41, which clearly repeats Epicurean argumentation), and in
this case Dionysius’ source is Epicurus. However that may be, Dionysius, repeating
Epicurean attacks, directly indicates that they have Democritus in view.
2Bignone

also points out that Epicurus’ expressions ‘unreliable’ and ‘given’, applied to
chance, contain a direct attack on Democritus’ expression (no. 33a) ‘Chance gives great gifts,
but is unreliable’. ‘Chance [is not a god...], for nothing is done by a god in a disorderly way’
is probably also the source for Aetius (no. 28): ‘Chance is a name for disorderly activity’. But
it is possible that both refer to the same pronouncement of Democritus’.
38
1Cf.

Lucr. II.251ff.

39
1 The

restoration of this passage is very problematic, as is its interpretation and translation.
I understand it as follows: ‘what has been said previously’ and ‘this’ = prophecy, and ‘that’ =
the existence of fate. In that case the meaning is this: of course it is possible to reject
prophecy and none the less admit deterministic natural regularity (necessity), but that
brings confusion to our life. In any event along with the rejection of prophecy there
disappears any ground to admit fate or deterministic necessity.
2This

passage of Diogenes of Oenoanda immediately follows his report that Democritus
regarded the evidence of our senses as unreliable, whereas what exists in reality is merely
atoms and the void (no. 61). But it seems that it sums up the whole of Democritus’
doctrine, including his rejection of the freedom of the will, with which the absence of fear of
fire and sword fits better.
40
1From

nos. 32-5 it is perfectly clear that in his practical moral dicta Democritus attached
great significance to free human action. So, if Themistius maintains in the excerpt cited
here that Democritus altogether neglected free human will he can have come to that

conclusion only on the basis of his theoretical works (above all those on nature). So
Epicurus had a perfect right to speak (no. 36a) of the contradiction between actions and
words in Democritus. Similarly the later dictum, falsely ascribed to Democritus, had as its
source the same kind of theoretical pronouncements of Democritus: ‘If it were possible to
learn what one must undergo, and not undergo it, learning would be a fine thing. But if one
must undergo what one must learn, why must one learn? For one has to undergo.
Democritus’ (Corpus Paroemiographorum Graecorum.: Apostolius VI.67d: Arsenius XX.33.
Cf. Boissonade, Anecdota I, 117, 119; Max. Loc.Comm. 42, p. 637).
The theory set out in Ar. Phys. VIII.2, 252b7ff., which belongs, I am profoundly
convinced, to Democritus, gives at any rate a clear idea of how Democritus and those who
agreed with him argued: ‘It would seem perfectly possible for there to be motion when
there was none at all before, on the following grounds ... We see that it is possible for
something to have been moved when it neither is being moved nor has any movement in
itself, as in the case of inanimate things, which, though neither any part of them nor the
whole is being moved, but is at rest, yet are moved at some time ... But above all that kind
of thing is obvious in living things; for in some cases there is no movement in them, and they
are at rest, yet they are moved at some time, and in some cases there comes to be in us an
origin of motion from ourselves, even if there is no motion from outside. We do not see this
happening this way in the case of inanimate things, but there is always something else
outside them which is moving them. But we say that the animal itself moves itself, so that
even if it is totally at rest at some time, movement would come to be in the motionless
thing from itself and not from outside. But if this can come about in an animal, what
prevents the same thing from happening with respect to the totality [of things]? For if it
comes about in the microcosm, it will in the macrocosm as well. And if it comes about in
the cosmos, then it will in the infinite, if it is possible for the infinite to be moved and to be
at rest as a whole. .. (253a9ff.) ... what happens in the case of living things. For the thing
which was previously at rest subsequently moves, though nothing outside has moved it, so
it seems. But that is false; for we always see some natural part being moved in the animal;
and the animal itself is not the cause of the movement of this, but perhaps the environment
... nothing prevents, but rather it is perhaps necessary, many movements coming to be in
the body from the environment, and some of these move thought or desire, and that moves
the whole animal, as happens during sleep. For though there is in it no movement involving
the senses, yet there is some [movement], and the animals wake up again’. The fact that
these arguments contain something totally extraneous to Aristotle’s system is apparent
from comparison with other arguments of his devoted to the same question; NE III.7,
1113b7: ‘acting and not acting are up to us’; De motu an.6, 700b11ff: ‘Of other things, apart
from the movement of the whole [cosmos], living things are causes of motion, except such
as are moved by one another ... For all animals ... are moved for the sake of something, so
that this is for them the limit of all their movement, that for the sake of which [they are
moved] ... So that it is clear that in one respect what is eternally moved by the eternal

mover is moved in the same manner as each animal, and in another respect otherwise ... A
thinking thing sometimes acts and sometimes does not act, and is [sometimes]moved and
sometimes not moved’. B. Saint-Hilaire, Physique d’ Aristote, Paris, 1862, p. 467, is
exceptionally indignant at this: ‘Aristotle ought not to have accepted ... this argument... It
amounts to nothing less than the denial of freedom in man. One may refuse it to animals,
but for us to deny it to ourselves is to contradict the most manifest evidence of conscience’.
I regard Democritus as the source of this theory because of the expression ‘the animal is a
small world’, which is testified to be a turn of phrase specific to Democritus, and is not
found anywhere else (see no. 10). ‘The phrase is borrowed from Democritus (fr. 34)’ (Ross,
op. cit., p. 690). The content also indicates Democritus; one should note the contrast
between our world and infinite space, which is foreign to Aristotle.

41
1See

comm. on no. 62.
vi. Nothing comes to be from nothing
(The principle of the conservation of matter and energy)

42
1This

principle was already well known to Thales, for Alcaeus, his older contemporary, writes
(fr. 84 Lobel): ‘and nothing would come from something’ (see comm. on no. 7).
44
1’in

kind ... in number’: Aristotle gives the definition of these scientific terms in a great
number of places. He explains that the category ‘in kind’ is wider than ‘in number’ (Meta.
IV.6, 1016b36: ‘things (sc. one) in number are also one in kind, but things (sc. one) in kind,
are not all one in number’. Things identical in number are such as, having different names,
are instantiated in one and the same instance (Top. I.7, 103a9ff.: ‘the same ... in number are
things of which there are several names, but the thing is one, e.g. a cloak and a mantle’.
Things identical in kind are such as belong to one and the same class or type, e.g. one
person and another person, one horse and another horse (ib. ‘(the same) in kind are such as
are undifferentiated in respect of their kind, as man with man and horse with horse; for
those things are said to be the same in kind which come under the same kind’). Sometimes
things merely seem to be identical in number, though in fact they consist of altogether new
matter, e.g. the flowing water of a river in some place or other, or a flame (e.g. Meteor. II.3,
357b28: ‘like flowing water and the stream of a flame’). Consequently, something which
consists of one and the same matter, e.g. a person in youth and the same person in old age,
is one in number; see Meta. IV.6, 1016b32: ‘(one) in number, in which the matter is one,
and in kind, of which the definition is one’. Cf. GA II.1, 731b33: ‘it is impossible (sc. for an

animal to be eternal) in number, but in kind it is possible’. So the sense of the passage is
clear; new worlds formed from the old are the same in type, but no single one of the old
worlds survives as an individual, since the atoms which constitute them are dispersed and
re-united in new combinations. Cf. C. Bailey, The Greek Atomists and Epicurus, Oxford,
1928, p. 148: ‘The worlds thus become the same in form, but not in individuality’; cf. Cic. ND
1.19.49: [the Epicurean gods are perceived] ‘nec soliditate quadam nec ad numerum’
[‘neither materially nor individually’].

vii. The principle of impenetrability
45
1The

atomistic ‘principle of impenetrability’ is essentially different from that which bears
that name today, since the atomists operated with indivisible parts of space. This principle
can essentially be formulated as follows; a single particle of matter always occupies a single
particle of space, and conversely a single particle of space contains at most a single particle
of matter. From this it also follows: 1) that no continuum, in so far as it is a continuum in
the full sense of the word, can be divided 2) that several continua can in no circumstances
form a single continuum.
2This

is in essence simply a consequence of the law of equilibrium ‘Why this rather than
that?’. In the particular case ‘Why two bodies rather than any number?’.

i.

b. THEORY OF COGNITION
Preliminary confession of ignorance

48
1tōi

kanoni [by the principle]: Diels [DK 68 B 6] translates ‘rule’ [‘Regel’]. No. 83 allows us to
translate this term more precisely as ‘basic methodological principle’. Cf. comm. on no. 98,
and also Langerbeck, op. cit.
49
1As

Langerbeck correctly observes in the passage indicated , epirusmiē in our context must
mean ‘change of shape’, since rusmos means ‘shape’ in Democritus.
51
1When

a Greek speaks of a well or of a deep abyss etc., he has in mind something which it is
difficult to find a way out of (cf. Aesop 9 Hausrath: ‘a fox which had fallen into a well had to
stay there because it could not get out’. So the expression ‘The truth is in a deep abyss’

means the same as ‘It is exceptionally difficult to know how each thing is in reality’ [= no.
50]. Cf. Pl. Tht. 165b: ‘How will you deal with the inescapable question, when you are down
the well, as they say?’; 174c: ‘falling into wells and all sorts of traps through inexperience’.
But a very wise man can ‘find a way out even of a situation where it seems there is no way
out’, as we read in Aesch. Prom. 59; cf. the dénouement of the fable of Aesop just cited.
One must not lose sight of that in interpreting the passages cited.
52
1’nothing

is true’: ‘Nothing’ is the subject, and ‘is true’ the predicate. One must not read
‘nothing true’ as the subject, i.e. ‘none of the things which we experience’, as in Sextus (no.
57). ‘True’ [=] ‘such as it exists in reality’. On ‘unclear’ see nos. 79-80.
2See

comm. on no. 63, where a similar dictum of Metrodorus’ is cited (especially the end of
the comm.), and also comm. on no. 57.
53
1’eristic,

i.e. a follower of the Eleatic philosophy’: see Zeller, Philos. d. Gr., I, p. 1039, n.

2See

S.A. Luria, Essays in the history of ancient science, Moscow and Leningrad, 1947, p.
156: ‘this fine example, typical of a people who live by the sea, undoubtedly appears to be
an organic part of the passage and consequently goes back to Democritus himself. ... In
actual fact an oar plunged into water appears to everyone as refracted at the point where it
is plunged in, yet none the less immediate experience convinces us that it remains
unbroken. What are we then to say about examples which appear different to different
people?’ Clearly the Greeks regarded the refraction of an oar in water as the most typical
example of a visual illusion.145
55
1This

is a particularly valuable piece of evidence: ‘He had undertaken to show that
sensations have the force of reliability’; from which we see that in Democritus’ view in every
case something in reality corresponds to the evidence of our senses, and that he was
convinced that he had shown that. All the rest contains merely the conclusion of the
sceptics and therefore has no interest for us (see comm. on no. 57). The citations which
have come down to us in their authentic Democritean form in no case attest the correctness
of Pyrrho’s interpretation.
2In

Kranz’s opinion [DK II, p. 139, l. 16n.] ‘but we’ might have been contrasted with the
word ‘the gods’ etc. , as in Il. II, 484ff. This seems to me implausible.

145

See e.g. Pl. Rep. 602c: ‘the same things are crooked and straight to those who look at them in water and
outside it’.

57
1Diogenes

Laertius (IX.72, no. 51) correctly notes that the Pyrrhonians were very one-sided
in their representation of Democritus’ doctrine and thereby fell into exaggeration by turning
him into a sceptic: ‘And indeed Xenophanes and Zeno the Eleatic and Democritus turn out
to be sceptics according to them’. However, Sextus himself gives elsewhere a more correct
interpretation of Democritus’ doctrine (no. 85).
58
1What

has just been said about the Pyrrhonians is true in this case for Cicero as well: ‘Cicero
has here probably overshot the mark’ (J.S. Reid, Ciceronis Academica, London, 1885, p. 262),
since ‘from the time of Arcesilaus and Carneades the doors of the Academy had been wide
open to Pyrrhonian influence’ (Zeller [no ref. given]).
2’tenebricosos’

[‘dark’]: probably simply the Latin translation of the Greek skotias; see no. 83

(Diels).
3As

Diels points out [DK II, p. 29, l. 6n.] the expression ‘everything is swathed in darkness’ is
found later in Lactantius Inst. III.28.12, but Lactantius attributes that view not to
Democritus, but to Anaxagoras.
59
1The

grammatical connection is as follows: colours (subject) have their being (direct object)
by convention and stipulation etc.
61
1In

contrast to Democritus, Epicurus was interested in physics from the point of view of its
application to morality, so his physics had above all to satisfy his moral ideal. For this not
only must the human will be free, but the world of appearances in its basic features must
really exist. If in fact the whole sensible world were mere illusion, if there existed only
atoms, then for us there would no difference between being alive and being dead; in either
case there would exist only a certain combination of atoms. In that case there would be no
reason to avoid fire, sword etc., all the more because everything is predetermined and
predestined.
2’expelling

from life’: Plutarch is parodying one of the Epicureans’ own expressions, which
we find in the fragment which I have cited here: ‘according to your theory, Democritus ... we
shall not even be able to live’ (Diogenes of Oenoanda). See further Lucr. IV.505-12. The
passage of Epicurus in the Gnomologium Vaticanum (see no. 36a and comm. on nos. 36-9)
can also be attributed to this source.
3throw

things into confusion’: This passage too goes back to the same Epicurean dictum.

4See

comm. on no. 65, n. 1.

62
1Oenomaus,

a Cynic philosopher from Gadara, lived in the mid-2nd century CE. The only
work of his known to us, Cheats detected in their fraud, was mainly directed against the
Delphic oracle. As a Cynic he was was chiefly concerned with the question of the freedom
of the will, since from the standpoint of Cynic doctrine man forges his own happiness. Belief
in oracles, however, presupposes that everything in nature and in life is determined in
advance, and that no efforts of will can change anything (see e.g the myths of Oedipus,
Perseus etc.). Therefore Oenomaus felt it necessary to combat belief in oracles, and at the
same time combat philosophers, [viz.] Democritus and Chrysippus, the head of the Stoic
school; the former maintained that all natural phenomena are subject to pervasive
causality, and the latter that free will is itself ruled by providence (see comm. on no. 36).
Oenomaus aimed to show that the denial of the freedom of the will contradicted
Democritus’ basic premises, [viz.] that the only criterion of truth is our senses, i.e. the
immediate apprehension of our existence. This immediate apprehension is accepted as an
axiom (see nos. 64-5: ‘This I say about everything, man is what we all know’; ‘As many things
as one might think of, all are’)146, from which everything else is deduced. But the existence
of free will is apparent by exactly the same immediate apprehension, since everyone
immediately feels the difference between free choice and compulsion ‘between the case
when a man goes himself and when he is taken by someone else’. So one must either give
up the principle that self-awareness is the starting-point of all science or accept the freedom
of the will. But the first alternative arouses Democritus’ indignation, and he cannot accept
it, since on the principle ‘Man is what we all know’ are founded all his numerous celebrated
works, which in that event turn out to be non-existent. So this passage gives us the
possibility of better understanding the meaning of Democritus’ initial basic principle, to
which nos. 64-5 are dedicated. As in a number of other cases, on the basis of these dicta
Democritus is understood as an empiricist, who regards the immediate evidence of the
senses as absolutely reliable, from which it may be concluded that he must also
acknowledge the freedom of the will, as immediately given in sense. Others, starting from
sceptical statements by Democritus, have drawn the opposite conclusion, maintaining that
he was a sceptic, who put absolutely no trust in the evidence of the senses. In fact his
scepticism had a purely propaedeutic character; it had to bring the reader to the conclusion
that the evidence of the senses, being the only source of knowledge of reality, gives simply a
distorted picture of reality and that one piece of evidence contradicts another. One must
eliminate these contradictions and so correct the distorted picture with the help of genuine
knowledge. Hence the conclusion that it is necessary to admit the freedom of the will
ceases to be persuasive; the freedom of the will may be just such an illusion as colour, smell,
taste etc.
146

[The words ‘all are’ are not present in the text of no. 64, which is here cited.]

2

antilēpsis [‘apprehension’]: See Passow’s Dictionary: ‘Grasp with the senses or with the
faculty of knowledge: Plat., Tim. Locr. and often in Plutarch’. Cf. the verb antilambanomai
[‘apprehend’] (see no. 62: Georgius Monachus II.19).
3The

expression is very unclear; it seems that my translation gives the basic sense. In it one
has to translate krinō tini as ‘count as something’, but in that case ‘thing’ does not sound
altogether Greek. Logically one would expect ‘the nearest things of all to ourselves’.
4’for

those many books no longer exist’: clearly subordinate to ‘you are discontented’ (‘you
are discontented if someone wants to deprive you of your apprehension of yourselves, for
[then] those many books [of yours] no longer exist’.
5’unseen

there’, i.e. something concealed in this general belief, viz. that apprehension is a
reliable measure.
6 biaiōn

[’compelled, enforced’]: cf.biai [‘by force ‘] in no. 25 and comm.

63
1Diels

included this report among the spurious fragments [DK 68 B 304], but it must
correspond to reality in a greater or less degree, since we come across the same dictum in
Democritus’ follower Metrodorus; Cic. Acad. priora II.23.73 (after no. 58): ‘Metrodorus of
Chios says at the beginning of his book On Nature “I deny that we know whether we know
anything or know nothing, nor that we even know whether we know or do not know this
very thing, nor that we know whether anything at all exists or nothing exists”’. Philod. Rhet.
fr. 3, col. 1 (II.169 Sudh.): ‘nor would one agree with Met<rodorus>. of Chios that one does
not know that very thing’. Sext. M . VII.88: [Metrodorus and others abolished the criterion
of truth] ‘Metrodorus because he said “we know nothing, not even this, that we know
nothing”’. DL IX.58: ‘Metrodorus of Chios, who said that he did not even know this, that he
knew nothing’.
But the most interesting testimony of all is that of Eusebius (PE XIV.19.8), from
which, it appears, we are entitled to conclude that Metrodorus’ scepticism was also
propaedeutic. At the beginning of his work he expressed extreme scepticism, but none the
less in the further course of his arguments he reached the conclusion that all phenomena
‘exist’: ‘Metrodorus is said to have been a student of Democritus, and to have indentified as
principles the full and the void, of which the former is what is, and the latter is what is not.
In the introduction to his On Nature he writes as follows: “None of us knows anything, not
even this, whether we know or do not know” (this introduction set Pyrrho, who came after
him, off in the wrong direction). But later he says ”Everything that one would think is”’. 147

147

[This dictum might be taken to mean ‘Whatever anyone thinks, is [so]’ (i.e. ‘All beliefs are true’) or
‘Whatever anyone thinks of, exists’. Lacking Metrodorus’ own text, we cannot tell what precisely he meant.

64
1On

the basis of this expression together with the other data mentioned in the text I restore
Democritus’ dictum ‘Whatever anyone thinks of, exists’ (no. 64). That ‘sceptical
introduction’ (‘we do not even know whether we know etc.’) essentially contains merely a
repetition of a remark of Democritus himself, transmitted to us by Alexander (In Meta. III.5,
1009b9, p. 305.26 (= no. 52): ‘Democritus ... says that either nothing is true or, if something
is true, it is unclear to us’. This dictum of Democritus’ is perhaps referred to by Gorgias (DK
82 B 3): ‘If [anything] does exist it is inapprehensible to man... and if it is apprehensible it is
untransmittable ... and even if anything does exist it is unknowable and unthinkable for
man’. Gorgias regards this conclusion as inevitable, for otherwise, ‘If what we think existed,
then everything we think would exist (on the strength of the principle ‘Why rather this than
that?’ [insertion by L]) exactly as we thought of it, which is absurd’. Democritus and
Metrodorus, on the other hand, regard that absurd possibility (that everything which is
thought of exists) as a fact; that is the way in which they refute the ‘sceptical introduction’
from which they set out. Lucretius too (IV.469ff.) subsequently combats agnosticism of this
kind: ‘Finally if anyone thinks that nothing can be known, he too does not know if that can
be known, since he admits that he knows nothing. So I shall give up pleading the case
against someone who has stood on his head in his own footprints’. Of course, Lucretius is
referring to Gorgias or Pyrrho, not Democritus or Metrodorus.
It is striking that the same dictum is put into the mouth of Heraclitus and is also
treated as a propaedeutic doubt. He is supposed to have said that he began (in his youth)
from the assumption that he knew nothing, and later arrived at the truth. See Gnom. Vat.
743 (Wiener Studien [Wien. Stud.]. 10, 1888, p. 232): ‘Heraclitus the natural philosopher
said that when young he was the wisest of all, because he knew that he knew nothing’. Cf.
DL IX.5: ‘Heraclitus was astonishing as a child, because when still young he said that he knew
nothing, but when he grew up he said that he had come to know everything’. It is
interesting that in Plato Tht. 173d the same expression gives a general characterisation of
the abstract investigator of nature: ‘all of these things he does not even know that he does
not know’. This is the investigator such as Thales (174a), who practices astronomy and the
discovery of the nature of things; and there are a number of grounds for supposing that by
this ‘leader of philosophy’ (173c) Plato in the first instance has Democritus in mind.148 In
connection with this Sternbach’s assertion (Wien. Stud. 10, 1888, p. 233) becomes even
more convincing: ‘The dictum ‘I do not know even this, that I do not know’, which
Metrodorus is commonly supposed to have been the first to put forward, would better fit
Democritus, who had said that truth is plunged in the depths ... Plato Tht. 173d seems to

Luria interprets him in the latter sense, and, apparently on the strength of the testimony relating to
Metrodorus, in comm. on no. 64 attributes that thesis to Democritus also (see also translator’s n. on no. 62).]
148
Cf. Frank, op. cit., p. 96, n.239. Frank thinks that Tht.155-184 refers primarily to Democritus. We may add
that, as is pointed out there (174b), this leader of science teaches what man is, while Democritus says (see no.
65): ‘This I say about everything; man is what we all know’.

refer to this saying, and it is very probable that that dialogue was composed before
Metrodorus’ book ... appeared. That being so, I consider that a quotation of a saying of
Democritus’ underlies the corruption rather than the name of Democritus himself’. [I am
indebted to Prof. S.J. Harrison for help with the construal of the last sentence of the
quotation from Sternbach.]
Cicero was the first to put the saying ‘I know that I know nothing’ into the mouth of
Socrates (Acad. priora II.23.74: [‘It cannot be doubted that it seemed to Socrates that
nothing can be known. He made only one exception, that he knew that he knew nothing,
nothing more’. Cicero’s testimony undoubtedly goes back (see Reid, op. cit., p. 264) to
Plato, Ap. 21d: [‘It is likely at any rate that I am wiser than this man in this one small thing,
that I do not think that I know what I do not know’], but the meaning of this passage of
Plato is completely different. ‘Socrates certainly believed that knowledge could be found’
(Reid, op. cit., cf. Zeller, Philos. d. Gr. II, 1, p. 117), and this passage has no bearing at all on
science. See Pl. Ap. 19c: ‘I say this without disrespect to that kind of knowledge, if anyone is
learned in matters of that kind – lest I be prosecuted by Meletus in a case of that kind – but I
have nothing to do with those matters’.
65
1As
2

Diels rightly point out (DK II, p. 177, l. 14) epinoia means ‘concept’.

idiōtikē (‘commonplace, superficial): see no. 171.

3This

appeared at the opening of some work; cf. Cic. Acad. priora II.23.73 (no. 58): ‘He was
bold enough to begin “This I say about everything”’.
4I

think that Democritus’ train of thought was as follows: according to his doctrine, man, i.e.
his sensations and ideas, is something immediately given. There is no need to explain or to
define these sensations and ideas; they are clear to everyone without that. Only what is not
obvious is in need of explanation, and that interpretation is achieved on the basis of the
principle of analogy between microcosm and macrocosm (see nos. 9-12). That is why the
expression ‘Man is what we all know’ stood at the beginning of one of Democritus’ works. It
is possible that the same thought was expressed by Albertus Magnus as follows (no. 97):
‘Democritus says that the wise man is the measure of everything that exists’; cf. no. 84
[Sextus M. VII.321] Democritus and others ‘said that they were themselves criteria of truth’.
In the same way Protagoras’ doctrine of man as the measure of all things must have been
somehow connected with this saying of Democritus’. See comm. on no. 97 and the
exposition of Democritus’ basic assumption by Oenomaus of Gadara (no. 62): ‘our
apprehension of ourselves ... is the most reliable measure’. In Democritus’ view, explaining
or defining sensations was not only superfluous, but impossible. That such was Democritus’
view appears from Ar. Phys. II.1, 193a31ff, a passage very close to the testimonium of
Sextus which I have cited, so that I am convinced that it goes back to Democritus: ‘but it is

absurd to try to demonstrate that nature exists ... demonstrating the apparent by means of
the non-apparent is the mark of someone who is unable to judge what is knowable in itself
and not in itself. And that this can happen is clear; for someone blind from birth might
reason about colours, so that he would necessarily be arguing about names, but understand
nothing’. See also Nicephorus Gregorius, Byz. Hist. 20.1.3, p. 956ff. Schoppen: ‘It would be
as if ten people blind from birth got together and disputed about the colours of wool that
they were holding, each one thinking that he was speaking the truth in every case. I think
that anyone who saw them would be torn between pity and laughter, and would think that
they were associates of Democritus and Heraclitus’ (cf. comm. on no. 77). Similarly,
Epicurus’ dictum ‘Man is that sort of shape with a soul’ (fr. 310; Sext. M. VII.267) apparently
refers to the same passage of Democritus . That the thesis ‘Man is what we all know’ was in
Democritus not merely the opening of a work, but the starting-point for all cognition, is
clear from Oenomaus of Gadara (no. 62), who, after declaring that the apprehension of
ourselves is the most reliable criterion, says that the rejection of this thesis would arouse
Democritus’ indignation, for then ‘all his many fine books would be reduced to nothing’.
66
1Here

and in all other cases in the pre-Epicurean literature we understand ‘those who posit
indivisible magnitudes’ as Democritus and his followers.
67
1’reality

is what appears’: see comm. on no. 70.

2’thinking

otherwise’: allōs ‘otherwise’ means ‘worse than should be’, and contains a
euphemism, especially in the sense of opposition to the truth (Hdt. III.16.7 ‘the Egyptians
seem to revere them otherwise’, IV.77.2 ‘the story has been made up otherwise’ etc.). The
note in Passow’s Dictionary ‘otherwise than should be’ is connected with this.149 So
‘thinking otherwise’ means ‘thinking otherwise (than appropriate)’. The line of Homer cited
in the text is not in the versions which have come down to us; for literature on the question

149

I Bekker, Anecdota Graeca, p. 379,4; Hesych. s.v.allōs [‘in vain’]. Schol. II.23.144: ‘Signifies ‘vainly,
fruitlessly’’; Soph. OT 333 ‘why do you examine these things vainly’ (cf. 1151: ‘labours in vain’. On this the
scholiast remarks ‘Not as is appropriate’. Cf. alloion ti [‘something else’] with the secondary meaning
‘something bad’: ‘something other than what is what is good and what is wanted’, euphemistically instead of
‘something bad’. Hdt. V.40.1 ‘lest the Spartans decide something else in your case’. DL IV.44 ‘so that, if
anything else were to happen, I should not depart having wronged you’. Bekker, Anecdota Graeca p. 14, 28:
allokotos [‘strange, unusual’]; ‘signifies strictly what diverges from the established state and manner... and also
applies to those in unnatural bodily states’. In connection with ‘think otherwise’ cf. Hdt. V.85: ‘they say ... that
as they were dragging [the ships] there was thunder accompanied by an earthquake, and the crews who were
dragging thought otherwise [i.e. were struck unconscious] by that’. Hom. Il. 23.696-8 (of Eyryalus)
‘they dragged him through the battle with trailing feet ...
And they carried him with them thinking otherwise.’
Od. 10.373: ‘it did not please my mind, but I was thinking otherwise (i.e. was absent-minded, not reacting to
my surroundings), and my mind foresaw evils’.

see DK II, p. 109, l. 10n. The approach to this question taken by Frank (op. cit., p. 88) is
completely wrong: ‘If Homer uses the expression ‘thinking otherwise’ in this passage, in
which he describes Hector’s falling down unconscious, then in Democritus’ view the
etymology of this word is a sufficient proof that Homer shares his view of consciousness as
consisting of an uninterrupted succession of sensations, and that he is acquainted with his
doctrine of the subjectivity of sensory sensations’. In this connection, moreover, according
to Frank Democritus even goes so far ‘in order to show what he required’ (n. 213) as to
falsify a text which every Greek boy knew by heart! In fact it appears that Democritus
merely wanted to say that he had turned back from new-fangled speculations about pure
reason, which [supposedly] grasps reality immediately, to the old, Homeric, view, in which it
is impossible to create a boundary between consciousness and reason; even someone in a
state of unconsciousness possesses reason to some extent; so long as someone is alive, he
‘still thinks’ (Il. 22.59). This correct interpretation of Democritus was given by Philippson,
Hermes 64, 1929, pp. 169-70; see no. 460.
69
1The

testimonia compared in section I (nos. 48-74), show perfectly clearly that Democritus
did not take phenomena to be the truth in any case, and that Philoponus completely
misunderstands when he says : ‘there is no difference between the truth and what appears
to sense ... as Protagoras also said ‘. It is shown below (nos. 75-9) that the view of
Democritus and Protagoras were opposed.
2’though

on the correct account they are different’: Philoponus’ thesis is that from the
correct viewpoint what appears [to the senses] and the truth are distinct from one another.
Langerbeck (op.. cit., p. 80) and Alfieri (op. cit., p. 133, n. 335) understand this passage
correctly.
3’for

as the mind is related ...’: All this proportion and ‘strictly mathematical’ demonstration
are an example of dull scholasticism, of which neither Aristotle nor his immediate
successors were in the least guilty. It is possible that the whole of this argument is merely a
pretentious rephrasing of Aristotle’s statement cited in no, 73. On the true sense of the
expression ‘what appears is true’ see comm. on no. 70.
70
1The

formulation ‘reality is contained in the phenomena’ expresses the real essence of
Democritus’ theory of knowledge much more exactly than those we have come across in no.
67 ‘reality is the phenomenon’ and no. 69 ‘reality and the phenomena are the same’. ‘In
the phenomena (we would say ‘behind the phenomena’) there is situated some truth (some
reality)’, but absolutely not ‘Phenomena are in and of themselves the whole of reality’.
Philoponus himself, who confuses Democritus and Protagoras in no. 69 when he says ‘what
appears and seems so to each person is true, as Protagoras said’, accepts in his commentary

(no. 96) on the text of Aristotle cited here, that ‘Democritus was in a position, starting from
his assumptions, to show that conflicting appearances of the same object are all true’. This
expression can be meaningful only if the expression ‘to be true’ means not ‘to be itself
reality’, but ‘to correspond to some fully determined reality’. So by all of these words
Democritus means that every phenomenon informs us of a basic fact which exists outside us
and is not capable of being immediately grasped (no. 72): ‘the phenomena make it possible
for us to judge about the apprehension of objects which are not immediately apparent’,
though these are things which exist outside us, viz. atoms and the void, which are altogether
dissimilar to our representations of them [i.e. to how they appear to us]. From this it is clear
what Theophrastus (no. 71) understood and what he did not understand of Democritus’
doctrine. It seems to me impossible to doubt that he was not in a position to understand it
adequately and to expound it with sufficient clarity.
71
1[L

renders] ‘in conformity with their essence’

2The

translation of this sentence is attended with difficulties. The translations of the first
part given by the Russian translators G. Bammel and A.O. Makovelsky are entirely
unacceptable. It is impossible to translate pasin axioun aisthanomenois as ‘is accepted by
all perceivers’, since, first, axioun is the active, not the passive voice, and, second, the dative
case is misplaced in their version; obviously it depends on phainesthai, not on axioun. The
first half of this sentence is correctly translated by Alfieri (op. cit., p. 153): ‘and it is absurd to
maintain that all those who have the sensation of the same objects all receive the same
impression from them’. But then neither on linguistic nor on logical grounds is it possible to
agree with his translation of the second part of the sentence ‘and that such an impression
proves the truth of the objects’. The basic meaning of the verb elenchō is ‘expose, refute,
show the untenability or inferiority of something’. It is true that it is also used in the sense
‘prove’, but this is a purely secondary meaning, which always preserves the basic sense
‘expose, bring out into the open ’, in opposition to people who maintain the opposite. It is
precisely this sense which the expression has in the passages which are cited to show the
use of the word elenchō in the sense of ‘prove’: Thuc. VI.86, Hdt. II.22. See Passow’s
Lexicon, s.v. elenchein: ‘disdain, hold of little worth, refute and shame by means of the
account of the thing, ton logon, tas doxas’. It is true that elenchein can also mean ‘try, test,
investigate’, but that meaning can be admitted only if one acccepts Korais’ conjecture of
toutōi instead of toutōn, but there is no need for that. We may add that if Alfieri’s
translation is accepted we get a total contradiction with other statements of Democritus, in
which it is clear that he never thought, as Protagoras did, that the agreement of the results
of the sense-perceptions of different people was a proof that those results exactly
corresponded to objective reality (see no. 77). (See addenda & corrigenda: ‘But cf.Philop. In
De an. (no. 200) ‘are proved to exist’. Alfieri’s understanding of Theophrastus’ words in his

translation is correct. Theophrastus may be mistaken in attributing ‘prove their truth’ here
to Democritus (see comm. on no. 70). Edd.’)
72
1

Τhe entire dispute about the meaning of the expression ‘the phenomena are the sight of
the things which are unclear’ (Regenbogen, Diller, Gomperz) is in my opinion completely
superfluous, since the formulation of Diotimus cited by Sextus is clear in itself (see comm.
on no. 70). Kranz appeals very appropriately to a testimonium of Hippocrates from a
Heraclitean source (De victu I.111, vol.VI, p. 486 L): ‘men do not know that things
unapparent are investigated via the apparent’; [Isocr.] Dem. 34: ‘the unapparent is known
from the apparent’; Diocles (Aet. V.29.2): ‘the phenomena are the sight of things unclear;
and the phenomena from which an attack of fever is seen are wounds and inflammation
and swellings’; Philo (De vita Mos. I.280): ’belief ... as the ancient doctrine says, in things
unclear [arises from] what is apparent’; Galen (De med. exp. X.1, p. 145b, pp. 20, 100
Walzer): ‘You reject ... the empirical because it aims to store up particular things, and for
other reasons you praise and value the method of inference from the visible to the invisible,
because in this way one learns in a general and comprehensive manner what one wishes to
know’ (Arabic text, see on no. 558). Cf. Sext. PH I.138: ‘Some things are clear and some
unclear, as the dogmatists say, and the phenomena signify, and the things signified by the
phenomena are the things that are unclear; for according to them the phenomena are the
sight of the things that are unclear’. (Concrete examples: air cannot retain an impression, if
water cannot retain one.); M VII.374: ‘If the sight of the things that are unclear is the
phenomena’; M III.23 ‘If the phenomena are the sight of the things which are unclear, then
since it is not possible to get a dimensionless sign and limit of anything in the phenomena it
is clear that one cannot get one in intelligible things either’. See further Sextus’ arguments
in M III.58 where it is shown that Aristotle misunderstood the principle ‘the phenomena are
the sight of the things that are unclear’. Its meaning is ‘Evidence about things that are
unclear must be got from the phenomena ‘(PH III.78). The Peripatetics objected to the
principle ‘the phenomena are the truth’ because, in their view, it is not the case that some
reality or other corresponds to every representation, because reason contains in itself the
key to the immediate apprehension of things in themselves (no. 67: ‘a certain power to
discover the truth’, no. 69 ‘reason is for the discovery of the truth’), and because
phenomena do not, therefore, serve as the basis for judgement about things in themselves.
This is clear from a passage of Alexander of Aphrodisias (Quaest. III.105,13-106,13), where
Alexander is arguing against ‘those who admit the existence of some indivisible
magnitudes’, i.e. the atomists and Epicureans. He points out that one should not in every
case rely on sensory sensations, should not start from the nature of limited, organic things
and habits instilled by sensations or from logical connections which evidently make it
possible to draw from the evidence of the senses conclusions about what is inaccessible to
the senses, and that it impossible to transfer conclusions based on the experience of

limited, organic things to the entire totality of things .150 So it is not the case, he remarks,
that phenomena constitute reality. Alexander adds: ‘If someone imagines himself in some
place where he had once been, or had never been at all, that does not amount to his being
there now. We have sufficient evidence of the fact that not every appearance is true from
the empty imaginings which people have, both sleeping and waking’. (Cf. Democritus’
explanation of dreams in no. 472, esp. ‘scattered and distorted forms’.) So Frank’s
interpretation (op. cit., p. 23) is brilliantly confirmed: ‘The significance which the principle of
perspective had for the thought of Anaxagoras and Democritus is enormous. In any event
one may straightforwardly call Democritus’ philosophy a philosophy of perspective, not only
because as a whole it proclaims three-dimensional body as an absolute, but the
development itself of the theory of the subjectivity of sensible secondary qualities is clearly
strongly influenced by optical illusion, which serves it as a paradigm (see no. 53: ‘but they
appear like the oar in the water’, Luria). The phenomenon is the visual perception of the
invisible. This assertion of Anaxagoras’, taken over by Democritus and made the basis of his
entire theory of knowledge, gives a whole new view of the relation between mind and
object. This new viewpoint is not restricted to denying that sense-perception is simple
visibility. On the contrary, it strives to discover in sensory visibility a law-governed
expression of what underlies it, so that that law-governed expression can be precisely
calculated and constructed mathematically’. Here Frank is starting from the evidence of
Vitruvius about Democritus (no. 139) ‘so that clear images of something unclear should
represent the appearance of buildings in stage pictures’, and Sextus M VII.88 on the
Democriteans Anaxarchus and Monimus, who undoubtedly merely repeat Democritus’
theory: ‘A. and M., because they compared real things to stage pictures and took them to be
like things that occur in sleep and madness’. Frank continues ‘In the earliest works of Plato
we see that even then (at the beginning of the 4th cent BCE) in philosophical circles (we may
suppose, those of the Abderite school) the theory of the subjectivity of sensations was
explained primarily by the example of perspective and optical illusion’. See Plato Prot. 356:
‘the same magnitudes look larger from close at hand and smaller from a distance’; Rep.
523b: ‘some perceptible phenomena do not call on the intellect to examine them, since they
are adequately assessed by perception, but others absolutely require it to examine them,
since pereception is in no way sound. It is clear, he said, that you are talking about things
seen at a distance and pictures in perspective’ (i.e. the result of an optical illusion); 602c:
‘things of the same size do not look the same size from close up and from a distance. And
the same with straight and crooked things when seen in water and out of the water, and
concave and convex things because of the way colours distort our vision, and all the
confusion which is obviously itself in the mind. Perspective painting (= optical illusion)
150

[Luria here misrepresents Alexander’s objection to the atomists, which is that they argue from empirically
discernible characteristics of limited things, instead of drawing (in good Aristotelian fashion) logical
conclusions from the nature of the limited. See 105.16ff: ‘As this was an argument from the characteristics of
limited things, but not from the essence of the limited, and from the familiarity of perception, not from what
follows logically, so is the second one’. I.e. instead of ‘or from logical conclusions’ Luria’s argument requires
‘rather than from logical conclusions’.]

exacerbates this condition of the mind in creating the most extreme illusions’. Cf. Ar. Meta.
1010b5.
So the phenomenon is true in the sense that a distorted impression always allows
one to draw the opposite conclusion, viz. that something exists objectively.
73
1Cf.

Löwenheim, op. cit., p. 229. Ex anangkēs is more correctly connected with phasin than
with alēthes einai. The meaning is: the truth is apprehended by thought, but according to
Democritus thought is constituted by perception, i.e. change in matter. Hence what is
apprehended by the aid of thought is also a phenomenon, and so phenomena have
necessarily to be described by the Democriteans as the basis of their judgement of the
truth. Consequently, the expression ‘either nothing is true, or it is unclear to us’ (no. 52)
was merely a ‘sceptical introduction’, and the passage as a whole has the same meaning as
the excerpt from Democritus in Galen (no. 80).
ii. Refutation of the pure phenomenalism of Xeniades and Protagoras
75
1It

is nowhere said that Democritus mentioned Xeniades in precisely this connection, but it
is very likely. Cf. no. 76.
76
1Democritus

and Plato: the ref. is to Pl. Tht. 171b: ‘If Protagoras grants that everyone’s
opinions are true, by the same token he accepts that the opinion of those who think that he
is mistaken is true ... In that case does he not agree that his opinion is false, in so far as he
accepts that the opinion of those who think that he is mistaken is true?’ etc. Apparently
Democritus argued similarly. Of course there is here a quaternio terminorum [=
equivocation]. Democritus and Plato have in mind objective truth, whereas Protagoras has
in mind subjective truth for every individual, and allows external to human knowledge only
a certain absolutely formless and characterless matter.
77
1This

testimonium of Aristotle’s is completely arbitrarily separated by Diels from what
follows it (DK 68 A 112 = L 80). The construction of the paragraph as a whole is as follows. It
begins with the sentence ‘And similarly the truth about the appearances is in some people’s
view derived from the objects of sense. To this sentence there are added by means of the
connective ‘for’ a whole series of accusative and infinitives depending on ‘they think’,
followed by the conclusion ‘which is why Democritus says ...’. There is no reason, either of
content or of grammar, to attribute to Democritus only the last three accusatives and
infinitives, rejecting what precedes them, as Diels does. Cf. Syrianus’ commentary which we

print together with Aristotle’s text. In fact a series of testimonia persuades us that not only
did Democritus protest vigorously against deciding scientific questions by a vote, but that he
indicated a number of cases in which even the unanimous opinion of people is mistaken and
in conflict with the facts. In no. 53 Democritus cites the oar immersed in water as an
example of the principle ‘that nothing comes to be in fact’. The oar appears to everyone
without exception as refracted at the point where it is immersed in the water, but none the
less it is easily shown that in that case everyone is mistaken. In no. 71 Theophrastus sees it
as one of the major inadequacies of Democritus that he thinks that in some cases one and
the same object appears the same to everyone who perceives it, while nevertheless
rejecting the objective existence of such objects (see no. 71 with n. 2).
The picture given in the passage under investigation of a community in which only
two or three people are sound in mind, and all the rest are mad, no doubt occurred in
various versions in Democritus. In no. 580 the ‘wise’ among the primeval savages gather
together, and raise their hands and fix their eyes on heaven, explaining everything that
happens on earth in this way, that an all-benevolent, almighty and exceedingly wise god
does those things for the good of mankind. If in no. 581a we have correctly restored the
original content of a remark of Democritus’, then he said the same about an assembly of
ants on an ant-hill, frogs at the edge of a swamp, worms in a dung-heap and pigs wallowing
in mud, who also declare that god has abandoned for a while his responsibilities for the
government of the world and the movement of the heavens and is thinking only of what is
good for those creatures, is prophesying their future and sending them all goods; they say
‘Everything is for the sake of us’. It is perfectly possible that the example cited in the
Byzantine History of Nicephorus Gregorius (end of 13th cent., cited in comm. on no. 65, n.
5), next to which Democritus is mentioned, also has Democritus as its source; cf. Ar. Phys.
193a3, cited in the same place. Just as the passages cited above refer to an assembly of
madmen, savages, ants, worms, frogs and pigs, there the reference is to an assembly of
people blind from birth, devoted to the question of colour of the wool they are holding in
their hands (cf. Democritus’ expression ‘by convention colour’, no. 61). There each one is
convinced that he alone knows the truth, and among the blind there is no possibility of
refuting him. Perhaps Democritus’ dictum (no. 727) ‘For me one man is worth as much as
the people, and the people as much as one man’ has the same meaning.
2That

the words in quotation marks refer to Protagoras is clear from Pl. Tht. 167c: ‘What
each state (i.e. the majority of its citizens) accepts as right, that will be right [for it], as long
as the state will consider it so’. That occurs in Protagoras’ fictional speech after the
‘epistemological’ dictum ‘As regards those appearances which some people call true from
inexperience, I think that some of them can be better than others, but not at all truer’.
(Democritus apparently attacks that sort of position: ‘To all men the same thing is good and
true; but the pleasant differs from one to another’, no. 89.) Cf. Philippson, Hermes 59, p.
417: ‘The saying directed against Protagoras in my opinion’; Luria, Quellen und Studien zur
Geschichte der Mathematik [Q. u. Stud. z. Gesch. d. Math.] II, 1932, pp. 119-20.

iii. The two kinds of cognition
79-80
1The

passage of Galen and that of Aristotle cited here in second place have the same sense;
although our sense-perceptions contradict one another and consequently none of them can
give us a correct impression of the things which exist outside us, none the less reason
derives all its knowledge from the senses and is itself merely one of the senses. Hence the
senses necessarily constitute the only reality which is accessible to us, since in every case
they testify to us about a true, actual world. It does not, however, follow from this that we
cannot know anything. It is only for skotiē gnōmē (see no. 83), which functions uncritically,
that the situation is hopeless; gnēsiē gnōmē, on the contrary, is able through comparison
and analogical reasoning to arrive at knowledge of true reality. Hence the expression ‘our
overthrow is a fall for you’ is merely a sceptical introduction. Cf Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I, p. 1132,
n. 1.
2’you
3See

overthrow’: i.e. ‘you try to overthrow’ [DK II, p. 168, l.8 n.].

comm. on nos. 3, 52, 73.

81
1ennoia

[thought]here is the same as gnēsiē gnōmē or dianoia in no. 83.

82
1Peri

diaphorēs gnōmēs means ‘On the difference between thought’, i.e. on the difference
between the two types of thought, between gnōmē gnēsiē and gnōmē skotiē. Cf Luria 1)
Proc. Ac. Sci. USSR, 1928, p. 74, 2) Qu. u. Stud. z. Gesch. d. Math. II, p. 120 (giving the
remaining literature). It is also possible that one should read ‘On different thought’
[διαφόρης instead of διαφορῆς]; the meaning remains the same. On the problem of contact
with a circle or sphere see comm. on no. 133.
83
1’in

the Canons’: see comm.on no. 98.

2Cf.

nos. 80-81; phrēn and phronēsis in those excerpts are the same as dianoia and gnēsiē
gnōmē here.
3Since

skotios and gnēsios are here presented as opposites to one another, skotios can
mean only ‘illegitimate’. Diels [DK II, p. 140, l. 15n.] compares with this expression the
Platonic phrases nothos logismos [‘bastard reasoning’] (Tim. 52b) and nothē paideia
[‘bastard education’] (Laws V.741a). Here Democritus fulfils his promise to ‘equip the
senses with the force of persuasion’ (in the text of Sextus, see no. 55) and ‘speaking in
agreement with the senses, not to do away with coming into being etc.’ (no. 146).

4’when

... can no longer’: this passage enable us to understand the true sense of the
expression ‘unclear’ in no. 52. ‘This adēlon does not express despair about kinowledge, but
rather the hopeful indication that it is in the very realm of abstraction which leads us to the
changes in motion of the smallest invisible parts through the void that the truth is to be
found. The atoms and the void are adēla, and when Democritus says (no. 555) that the
bloodless animals too have internal organs, only they are concealed from us (adēla) by the
smallness of those animals, that means just that the fact that we do not see their internal
organs is no proof that they lack them ... So that is the meaning of Democritus’ entire theory
of knowledge; the fact that something is hidden from the senses provides no proof that it
does not exist’ (Dyroff, Demokritstudien, Leipzig, 1899, p. 97). Cf. Hipp. De arte 11: ‘The
things that escape the sight of the eyes are captured by the sight of the mind’. Antiphon, DK
87 B 1 (AGPh. 38, 1927, pp. 215-8): ‘and knowing these things he will know nothing in
reality, neither the things that the person who sees furthest sees with the eyes, nor the
things that the person whose mind stretches furthest knows with the mind’.
5’see

any smaller’: ‘direct its sight on a smaller object’ (DK II, p. 140, l. 19n.). More correctly
‘on an object which becomes continually smaller’; that is also the sense of ‘take refuge in
something finer’. Cf. Epicur. Letter I.56: ‘the transition is not to be thought of ... as going on
to infinity, nor to something [ever] smaller’. Diels compares Thuc. VII.36.2 ‘divide into
smaller parts’. Wilamowitz, Platon II, 2nd edn., p. 393, interprets otherwise.
6Diels

(Dox. 380) supposes that the mention of Democritus here is a misunderstanding; he
compares Aet. IV.5.1, Dox. 391): ‘Plato and Democritus [locate the ruling part of the soul] in
the whole of the head’ and Theodoretus V.22 ‘Hippocrates and Democritus and Plato in the
brain’. But in my opinion here we have simply inexact expression; Aetius is saying that, like
Epicurus, Democritus thought that the soul consisted of two parts; all the rest refers only to
Epicurus.
84
1kritērion

= measure. In no. 97 D. says: ‘the wise man is the measure of everything’.

85
1epiphthengesthai

: ‘repeat like a continually recurring refrain’.

86
1In

Democritus’ opinion, it seems, animals have some subtle senses which humans lack (see
comm. on no.559!). Cf. no. 472a (end) and no. 559. As regards the senses which wise men
and gods possess but others lack, that is above all gnōmē gnēsiē, as E. Rohde (Kl. Schr. I, p.
220n.) and Diels suppose. Undoubtedly ordinary people lack it; otherwise they would all be
atomists! Cf. Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I, p. 1125, n. 3, Alfieri, op. cit. p. 135, n. 339 and the literature
cited there. We need not pay attention to the objections of Alfieri and his predecessors,

since they are based on a contrast between the senses and the mind which is entirely alien
to Democritus.

89
1The

authenticity of no. 89 is confirmed by the clear paraphrase of it in the Epicurean
Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. II.1.9, p. 5 Chilton: ‘that what is advantageous to our nature, i.e.
ataraxia, is the same for one and for all’ (see Natorp, Die Ethika des Demokritos, Marburg,
1893, pp. 91-2). See comm. on no. 77.
91
1Despite

the opinion of Diels and Kranz [DK II, p. 128, line 20 with n.] I allow myself to retain
kaitoi ge ouk in the text. In fact, Theophrastus could not have recommended Democritus to
coordinate ‘certain forms of atoms with certain sensations’, since that is precisely the
content of his theory of sensations!
96
1See

comm. on no. 70.

97
1It

is clear that the theory set out at the end of the excerpt with its doctrine of virtus (=
power) cannot belong to Democritus. However, the dictum cited at the beginning of the
excerpt ‘The wise man is the measure of all things, of perceptible things through the senses
and of intelligible things through the mind’ sounds like an attack on Protagoras’ famous
dictum ‘Man is the measure of all things’ (in which, of course, ‘measure’ has a completely
different sense) and is perfectly appropriate to Democritus, provided that we take into
account that Albert has changed D.’s terminology into the terminology used in his own time;
see comm. on no. 65. In favour of this approach to Albert’s testimony is Sextus’ remark (M
VII.321 = no. 84) that Democritus, Epicurus and Zeno ‘regarded themselves (i.e. the wise
man) as the criterion of the truth’. Hence I suppose that Albert copied this passage from a
good ancient source, in which the quotation from Democritus was only ‘The wise man ...
through the mind’, and all the rest was commentary by the Peripatetics. Alfieri, op. cit., p.
310, n. 811, remarks: ‘Albert the Great found in his source a reference to ‘the Abderite’ and
applied it not to Protagoras but to Democritus’. But, notwithstanding the external
resemblance, this dictum cannot belong to Protagoras; the opposition between
‘perceptible’ and ‘intelligible’ things is entirely foreign to the sensualist Protagoras. In just
the same way the picking out of the ‘wise’ is characteristic of Democritus, not of Protagoras.
Cf. also the re-phrasing of Democritus’ basic thesis by Oenomaus of Gadara (no. 62 w.
comm.): ‘the apprehension of ourselves ... is the more reliable measure’.

c. THE LOGICAL FORMS OF THE THINGS THAT THERE ARE
(RULES OF COGNITION)
i.

General

98
1See

no. CVI w. comm. This work dealt not only with logic, but, perhaps, also with the
general principles of the theory of knowledge, if ‘Canons’ and ‘Canon’ are the same work.
See the purely epistemological passage (no. 83) which begins with the words ‘in the Canons
... he says...’. So Kanōn (‘standard’) should be translated not as ‘rule’, but as ‘fundamental
methodological principle, fundamental criterion (of knowledge)’. Cf. Epicurus’ work On the
Criterion, or the Standard (Kanōn), mentiond by DL X.27.
99
1Bonitz

[no ref. given] supposes that the ref. is to Socrates. DK I, p. 452, l. 25 [identifies]
ekeinos as Democritus, which may be correct.
2Cf.

Regenbogen, Scientia 25, 1931, p. 351. I cite here the commentaries of Simplicius,
Themistius and Philoponus, for they give an interpretation of Aristotle’s testimony, but,
though these interpretations are drawn from an earlier source they are correct only in part,
since Aristotle is here obviously speaking of form rather in its logical sense (being
something) than in a purely metaphysical sense.
3kata

ton logon [kata tēn aisthēsin appears to be printed in error]: i.e. logically, but not on
the basis of a sense-impression. See Bonitz, Index 435a 47ff.
101
1Aristotle’s

expression ‘arguments appropriate to an enquiry into nature’ and Plutarch’s
‘appropriate to the subject and successful’ should be compared with Ar. Phys. 264a7ff.: ‘the
arguments which one would be persuaded by as appropriate are these ... and if one
investigates logically ...’. The MS reading eklogō is probably a corruption of the words ek
logou, and amounts to a mistaken insertion into the text of an interpretation of the word
oikeiois. ek logou = ek tou physikou logou [‘belonging to the theory of nature’].
ii. Direct cognition (axioms)
Classifaction of expressions
103
1After

the words ‘Democritus of Abdera says’ in the Suda there follows a testimonium about
Democritus, preserved also in DL IX.44-5, which is cited below under various nos., and is
immediately followed by the passage cited here. Alexander (In Top. 112b1, p. 177.19),

explaining Aristotle’s expression ‘Some things are by necessity, some for the most part and
some whichever way it chances’ gives a ground which we do not find anywhere in
Aristotle151: ‘We know that of things which are some are of necessity, e.g. that man is a
living being’, and continues word for word with the testimonium cited from the Suda.
However Alexander does not name his source, which was also the source of the passage of
Aristotle he is explaining. See excursus ‘The logical system of Democritus and Aristotle’ (p.
440).
2’similarly

it is necessary that god should be indestructible’: Of course, this example cannot
belong to Democritus; it is typical of the pious insertions of a later epoch, which we shall
discuss elsewhere. It is taken from a source common to the Suda and Alexander.
Doxographers of that kind considered themselves entitled to interrupt the work they were
discussing with supplementations and examples of their own, as we can see with complete
confidence in the example of the letters of Epicurus in DL or Simplicius’ work on Hippocrates
of Chios.
3’having

five fingers’ [or ‘toes’]: Aristotle considers the most characteristic feature of man
not that he has five fingers, but that he is two-footed. The reason for this is clear; for
Aristotle a feature is characteristic which exists in all members of a given class and is never
absent. In fact there have been no cases of a man’s being born with one foot or three feet.
Top. 129a6ff.: ‘To ascribe a property relatively to somethng else means to state the
difference between them as it is found either universally and always or for the most part
and in most cases: thus a difference which is found universally and always is one such as
man possesses relatively to a horse, viz. being a biped; for a man is always and in every case
a biped, whereas no horse is ever a biped’. So this feature exists universally and of necessity
and therefore it must be used for the definition (the ‘what it is’). See Ar. An. Post. 79a28:
‘What something is is one of the universals; for man is not a two-footed animal in a certain
way’. A man’s being two-footed functions in Aristotle’s zoological system as a fundamental
principle of division; he frequently divides animals into footless, two-footed, four-footed
and many-footed (e.g. De Progr. An. 704a12 ‘Some animals are footless, others two-footed,
others four-footed and others many-footed152’) and even when he accepts a different
system he puts man into a special category of ‘bipeds’, e.g. Top. 143b1 ‘Animals are divided
into the footed and the winged and those that live in water and the two-footed’ (cf. Cat.
1b18). Democritus, on the other hand, as we see from the passage cited, considers it a
characteristic feature of man that he has five fingers, though he himself emphasises that
now and then people are born with four or six fingers. In his view that circumstance does
not constitute an obstacle to regarding that feature as characteristic and in a certain sense

151

[In fact ‘Man is a living being’ is a standard Aristotelian example of an essential predication (see Bonitz s.v.
anthrōpos 1.), being part of the essential definition ‘Man is a rational living being’. Aristotle regards all such
predications as necessary.]
152
Ar. Progression of Animals, 706a 27, b4; PA 687a2; HA 489a32, 586b1; GA 732b16. For other passages see
Bonitz, op. cit., p. 201a21 ff.

necessary. See Suda s.v. kuriōs [‘strictly’]: ‘necessarily ... for someone who says without
qualification ‘Someone who is ageing goes grey’ or ‘Every man has five fingers’ says so
instead of saying ‘Necessarily ...’. In this connection we should notice that in Aristotle too
one can find traces of a system based on the number of toes: HA 504a8: ‘High-flying birds
are all four-toed’, PA 688a4 ‘Some many-toed animals have five toes on their fore feet’,
695a15 ‘All birds are four-toed’ (see further HA 497b24, 498a34). So the supposition that
Aristotle took this system from Democritus is not groundless.
4’goes

grey’: This example too is taken by Aristotle from Democritus in a very similar passage
which repeats Democritus’ system, An. Pr. 32b4: ‘having made these distinctions we repeat
that what is possible is said in two ways, one being what comes about for the most part and
falls short of necessity , e.g. a man’s going grey or growing larger or wasting away ... and the
other being the indefinite etc.’.
5’equally’:

this term for the third category of phenomena is absent from Aristotle, who
regulary uses either the expression ta sumbebēkota [‘accidents’] or more frequently
expressions formed from tuchē [‘chance’]: Top. 112b1: ‘some of necessity, others for the
most part, others whichever way it has chanced’: An. pr. 32b 4: ‘the possible is said in two
ways, one is what is for the most part ... the other the indefinite, which is possible to be
both thus and not thus, e.g. an animal’s walking or an earthquake’s occuring when one is
walking, or generally what comes about by chance’: De int. 19a17: ‘it is clear that not
everything is of necessity ... but some things are whichever way it has chanced ... and others
are rather and for the most part’. Clearly, by ‘by chance’ Aristotle refers to the Democritean
category ‘equally’, for in An. pr. 32b12 he elucidates the words ‘by chance’ as ‘for by nature
it occurs no more this way than the opposite’. This difference in terminology is by no means
a matter of chance. Aristotle, as we have seen, regularly confuses purely logical questions
with metaphysical (comm. on n. 32, E. Radlov, Journal of the Ministry of Public Education.
Feb. 1891, p. 76, n. 1: ‘Aristotle’s comments have no logical interest, but are important for
the clarification of the view of the ancients on the freedom of the will’); Democritus, it
appears, drew a sharp distinction between these and other questions. Maintaining that
there are features which characterise this or that kind of thing not always, but sinply in the
majority of cases or even only in particular cases, he used, it is true, that same term
‘necessity’ which in his usage means sometimes ‘the invariable dependence between two
phenomena’ and sometimes ‘causal necessity’ (that homonomy did not trouble him). In
these logical arguments he did not at all address the question whether there are features
which occur for the most part or equally, either of necessity or by chance. As we have seen
above, from the standpoint of Democritus’ metaphysical prermises everything which one
can think of without logical contradiction has existed, exists or will exist somewhere at some
time (‘whatever one might think of, exists’). That does not, however, prevent its being the
case that in a number of cases a logical contradiction between a thing and a property has
not yet been discovered, or that a particular property will not occur in a particular place or
within a given foreseeable stretch of time. So in practical scientific investigations one must

always have to deal with what is possible, but nevertheless in nature nothing occurs by
chance, but everything by the force of natural necessity. Aristotle regards such a view as
inconsistent; in setting out Democritus’ view (De int. 18b26 (no. 23): ‘none of the
phenomena are as it has chanced, but everything is and comes to be by necessity’) he takes
it that such a view requires that in logic the only conclusions are those which are by
necessity (‘by necessity one of the opposites is true and the other false’) and that a
necessary conclusion from that is 18b5: ‘so nothing either is nor comes to be by chance or
as it has chanced, nor will it be nor not be [sc. as it has chanced], but everything is of
necessity and not as it has chanced’, but at the same time (19a18, where Aristotle is
following Democritus): ‘not everything is of necessity ... but some things are as it has
chanced and the assertion is no more true than the denial, and others ... for the most part’.
In changing the Democritean term ‘equally’ into the expression ‘as it has chanced’ Aristotle
in fact gives the impression of contradiction, but, as we have seen, the example which
Aristotle regards as most characteristic of the category of ‘by chance’ (Meta. 1025a24)
[actually a14-19] is explained by Democritus (no. 24) by appeal to causal law, i.e. to the
intersection ot two or more causal series.
The most characteristic things in this line of thought are freaks and monsters of all
kinds, for in the very name ‘monster’ there is contained the idea of lack of conformity to
natural law. The Epicureans (undoubtedly following Democritus in this) maintain that even
monsters are an instance of some law or other; thus in the Epicurean Philodemus (De signis,
see Th. Gomperz, Herkulanische Studien, Leipzig, 1866, p. 10, l. 22ff.) we read: ‘In their
opinion even monstrous phenomena accord with some law, although in their normal
connections which we observe they constitute an exception’. Fortunately for us, Aristotle,
thanks to his characteristic eclecticism has in this case preserved the argument in full, even
though it contradicts his basic positions. GA 770b9ff.: ‘The monstrous is something contrary
to nature, not contrary to nature as a whole but to nature as it is for the most part, for
nothing comes to be contrary to nature which is always and of necessity ... it appears less
monstrous because even that which is contrary to nature is in a way in accordance with
nature’. In other words, every monster which cannot be explained and therefore appears ‘a
chance thing’ from the standpoint of of one system turns out to be in conformity with law
from the standpoint of another causal system.
6’engage

in politics’: cf. no. 648: ‘It is disgraceful to busy oneself with other people’s
concerns while neglecting one’s own’ and ‘It is not advantageous to neglect one’s own
affairs and do other things’. Perhaps Arrian (Epict. Diss. IV.11.1) had Democritus in mind
when he remarks: ‘Some people dispute whether what concerns the community is part of
human nature’. If so, the Aristotelian slogan ‘Man is a political animal’ (Pol. 1253a2) is
directed against Democritus (see. no. 729: ‘to desire to escape notice’, ‘live without
attracting notice’, ‘Democritus ... turned away from governing the state and gave himself
totally to theknowledge of things’, etc.). However, as we see from the excerpts collected
under no. 728, at the same time Democritus recommended the study of the art of politics.

Obviously. Democritus regarded the aspiration towards a social life as entirely normal for
many people, but did not think it inherent in everyone. Another explanation is, however,
possible; since at that time the greater part of humanity consisted of barbarians, who did
not take part in social activities and did not aspire to do so, one can think that for humanity
as a whole engaging in politics belongs to the category of ‘the equal’; engaging in politics is
as characteristic of the Greeks as it is uncharacteristic of the barbarians.

Excursus to no. 103
Democritus’ Logical System in Aristotle
It has been shown by a whole series of commentators that in the definition of the
concepts of the necessary and the accidental Aristotle gives different and mutually
contradictory definitions in different passages. In a series of passages he defines the
necessary (anangkaion, = to katholou, ta kath’ hauta) as a property which flows logically
from the definition of an object (Meta. 1025a30)153 or as a property inherent in all the
objects of a given class without exception (An. post. 73b32: ‘of a chance case and
primitively’). All other properties, which can be absent from even one of the objects of a
given class (Phys. 256b10, Meta. 1059a2 ‘can not be present’) or which can be present or
not present in the same object (Top. 102b6: ‘what can be present or not present to the
same thing’) are accidental. These definitions of the necessary and the accidental fully
correspond to the formal, logical character of Aristotle’s thought. His paradigm was
mathematics, and his only decisive method of proof was the syllogism. Sciences which aim
to give decisive proofs must start from what is necessary; only if the object under
investigation has always and in all cases without exception those properties which enter
into its definition have we the right to draw conclusions from them and assert that we have
knowledge of it (An. post. 74b5: ‘So if demonstrative knowledge is from necessary
principles, for what one knows cannot be otherwise, and the things that belong to things in
themselves are necessary ...’). Hence in Aristotle’s view a genuine science requires that
what is for the most part and what is for the lesser part should be assigned to the category
of the accidental. Nevertheless in a number of other passages, especially in the field of
biology, Aristotle gives another definition of the necessary and the accidental: the necessary
is what occurs either always or in the great majority of cases (GA 770b9, Meta. 1026b31,
1064b37, Phys. 196b11, Top. 112b1, EE 1247a31 etc.)154, the accidental what occurs only in
153

‘And accidental is also said in another way, e.g. such things as belong to each thing in itself but are not in its
essence, e.g. for a triangle to have [angles equal to] two right angles.’ [This sentence gives a definition of a
special kind of accident, viz. a property which holds necessarily but does not belong to the essence (kath’
hauta sumbebēkota = propria, see Ross, Meta. I, p. 349), not, as L’s wording suggests, a definition of the
necessary. Aristotle’s primary definition of the necessary (Meta. 1015a33-5) is ‘what cannot be otherwise’.]
154
[So far from contradicting Aristotle’s doctrine that the necessary is what is always the case, with no
possibility of exceptions, all the passages which L here cites distinguish the necessary, thus conceived, from
what happens usually (or, for the most part) but not always. What happens for the most part is thus an

special cases. It is curious that in Meta. 1025a1ff. [actually a14ff.] both definitions occur
next to one another ‘the accidental is said’ [a14-30], ‘the accidental is also said in another
way’ [a30-35: the quotation cited in fn. 49 belongs here].155 As an example of the
accidental in the sense ‘what does not occur in the majority of cases’ he mentions the
discovery of treasure by someone digging to plant a tree156, an example which repeats
verbatim the words of Democritus cited by Simplicius In Phys. 330.14, no. 24. This would
seem sufficient to allow one to consider this second definition of the necessary and the
accidental (see comm. on no. 103, n. 5) as taken mutatis mutandis from Democritus, since it
contradicts not only Aristotle’s other definition, but also his entire logic (cf. GA 778a6: ‘but
nature is not precise, because of the indefiniteness of matter’).
In De signis (pp. 10, 32 G) the Epicurean Philodemus notes the close connection
between the separation of the category of ‘for the most part’ (‘in the great majority of
cases’) and empirical, inductive logic, and sharply contrasts in this connection Epicurean atomistic logic with the logic of Aristotle and the Peripatetics. For the Peripatetics, he says,
the only important properties are those general properties (homoiotētes [‘similarities’])
which occur always, in all particular cases; ‘for us it will be sufficient to be persuaded on the
basis of experience’. One must draw conclusions on the basis of likeness and similarity;
sometimes those conclusions have force in all cases without exception, sometimes only for
the great majority, for it is just that kind of conclusion which is drawn from observation of
the phenomena. Aristotle is obliged to admit (An. pr. 32b20) that there are demonstrative
arguments even from assertions ‘for the most part’, and even, perhaps. that there are
arguments and examinations about what is possible in this sense. If Aristotle himself and his
school had based themselves on a logic of that kind, then such a carefully evasive remark
(with the word schedon [‘pretty well, more or less’] would barely have been possible.
Zeller and a number of other philosophers, who virtually identify the whole of
ancient science with Aristotle, see the highest manifestation of Aristotle’s genius in this
definition of the accidental as ‘that which occurs only in particular cases’ and in the
opposition between it and the category of ‘what is for the most part’, not taking into
consideration the fact that this opposition contradicts the whole of Aristotelian logic. It is
precisely on the strength of this definition that Zeller (Ph. d. Gr.II, 2, p. 242) calls Aristotle
‘the inventor of inductive logic’.

intermediate class between what is always the case and the accidental, which is neither necessary nor ‘for the
most part’, but merely occasional. Contrary to what L says, Aristotle never defines the necessary as what is
either universal or for the most part.]
155
[In 1025a14-35 Aristotle thus distinguishes two sense of ‘accident’: 1) that which is neither necessary nor
for the most part’ (a 14-30) , 2) that which is a kath’ hauto sumbebēkos (a30-35).]
156
‘Accidental is said of what belongs to something and is true to say of it, but neither of necessity nor for the
most part, e.g. if one were to find treasure while digging a hole for a plant, this happened accidentally to the
person digging the hole, his finding treasure. For this [finding treasure] neither comes about of necessity from
this [digging a hole] nor after it, nor if one digs does one for the most part find treasure’ [1025a14-19].

As early as 1892 Konsbruch (AGPh. 5, pp. 302ff (esp. 314ff.)) had shown the
complete arbitrariness of this assertion of Zeller’s. He remarks: ‘Aristotle’s celebrated
induction stands in total contradiction to scientific induction, for it allows one to draw a
conclusion from particular to general only in the case where the presence of this or that
quality has been demonstrated for all particular cases without exception’. This kind of
demonstration is suitable for mathematics, but, as Konsbruch rightly remarks, totally
unacceptable for biology.
The passages we have cited settle this question finally. Democritus divides all the
properties of objects not into two, but into three categories: those which are always present
in all the objects of a given category, those which are present in the great majority of cases
and those which are present in particular cases.
So one has to regard not Aristotle but Democritus as the founder of inductive logic.

Iii Excluded middle
104
1The

Stoics could not in this case be attacking atomists from the Epicurean camp, since the
Epicureans rejected the law of excluded middle just as the Stoics did: ‘Epicurus ... totally
denied that ‘Either so or not’ is necessary’ (Cic. ND I.25.70). This rather shows that the
words cited here constitute a continuation of the passage dealing with the discussion of
Democritus’ puzzle (1079d).
2Leonicus

[no ref. given], wishing to correct the text, introduced a series of defects
(koinotētas instead of kenotētas, ouk anisa instead of anisa); these ‘corrections’ show that
he completely failed to understand the sense of this passage.

B. Mathematics
a. Demonstration of the necessity of admitting partless entities
105
1’appropriate’:

see comm. on no. 101.

2 ‘a

body and magnitude’: this is the figure hendiadys, synonymous expression, since ti [‘a’]
applies simultaneously to both nouns. Cf. the same usage in De caelo 268a5: ‘Of the things
which exist by nature some are bodies and magnitudes and others have body and
magnitude’; cf. also De caelo 298b4. Cf. Simpl. ad loc. 7.28: ‘the expression “bodies and
magnitudes” is used pleonastically, signifying the same thing’157. According to Simplicius
157

True, Simplicius goes on ‘if this is not merely pointing out that every body has magnitude and that there are
no indivisible or partless bodies, as some said’. To understand the absurdity of this second interpretation it
suffices to compare this passage of Aristotle with the passage of Democritus under discussion, in which we
come across the same expression ‘body and magnitude’. This conjecture of Simplicius’ is based on Aristotle’s
incorrect assumption (Phys. 266a11) that atoms and partless things must necessarily be unextended.

(loc. cit.) Alexander understood this expression in the same way: ‘But Alexander [says that]
this expression is used pleonastically’.
We come across this identification of the concepts ‘body’ and ‘magnitude’ in other
passages of Aristotle, e.g. De caelo 268b15: ‘we say that all natural bodies and magnitudes
are in themselves subject to locomotion’ and 273b23: ‘a magnitude of equal weight, ... of
unequal weight’. Simplicius correctly points out that given Aristotle’s own scientific
assumptions this identification of bodies with magnitudes is inadmissible (ad loc. 8.6): ‘Yet I
think that time, place, motion, line and surface which are continuous and always divisible
are natural magnitudes, but not bodies’. Obviously this identification of Aristotle’s is a mere
mechanical borrowing from his materialistic sources. On the other hand, for the materialist
Democritus there is every reason to treat ‘body’ and ‘magnitude’ as synonyms, since he did
not recognise immaterial mathematical magnitudes; cf. Philop. In Phys. IV, cor. De loco
575.12: ‘some do not admit that what receives bodies is an interval distinct from them, but
say that in the nature of things there is only a bodily interval divisible in three dimensions’.
Below in this passage of Aristotle [316b1] Democritus says ‘a body is separated out from the
magnitude’.
3Cf.

GC 327a11: ‘for if it is possible for it to be separated, ... even if it has not yet been
divided, it will be in a state of have been divided ...’, and the passage of Eleatic philosophy
cited in comm. on no. 105, n. 6: ‘if it is divisible, let it have been cut’. Cf. comm. on no. 105,
n. 10, and also GC 316b23: ‘for if it were possible, then it might occur’.
4 ‘even

if it has not been divided all at once’: Philoponus correctly explains this passage as
follows: ‘Even if it has not yet been divided everywhere’. The meaning is: entirely
independently of whether we can actually achieve the simultaneous division of a body at
every point, we are entitled to imagine such a division as having been achieved. Cf. below
‘though perhaps no-one would have divided it’. This thesis, directed against Empedocles, is
taken over from the Eleatics: cf. Melissus DK 30 A 8: ‘If someone thinks that the whole is not
continuous but consists of separate things in contact that is no different from saying that it
is not one, but many’. Cf. my Infinitesimaltheorie, p. 136.
5

’there would be no impossibility’ [lit. ‘there would be nothing impossible’]: ‘nothing’ is
used as a term indicating circumstances, not as a subject, as Alfieri supposes (op. cit., p. 83):
‘No division would be any longer impossible’.
6 ‘at

the mid-point’ (‘in two, and again in two’): Cf. Aristotle’s ‘when it is divided into two or
more’ [316a32], i.e. as in Zeno’s famous example in his sophism of Achilles and the tortoise
(Ar. Phys. 239b22 ‘in the dichotomy’. Cf G. Junge, Jahresb. d. deutsch. Math.-Verein 35,
1826, p. 164: ‘By way of repeated halving’. The meaning of this expression becomes clear
from Ar. Phys. 187a1, no. 105a and from the treatise On Indivisible Lines 968a18: ‘further,
according to Zeno’s argument there must be some Indivisible magnitude ... and the moving
thing must first arrive at the midpoint, and there is a midpoint of what is not altogether

partless’. Democritus means by this (perhaps having in mind the very similar testimony
from Eleatic philosophy which we shall cite a few lines later) that the procedure of repeated
bisection is just as possible as the one he has imagined, but there is no need to undertake it,
since he postulates at the same time that simultaneous division at every point has already
occurred, leaving aside the question of whether that was done by way of repeated bisection
or in any other way. A corresponding passage from some Eleatic is cited by Porphyry, who
ascribes it to Parmenides himself (which he has no right to do, as Simplicius correctly
remarks). Simpl. In Phys. 139.27: ‘for, he says, if it were divisible, let it have been divided,
and each of the parts divided into two, and when this has happened continually it is clear
that there will be left some indivisible smallest magnitudes, infinite in number, and the
whole will consist of an infinite number of the smallest things, or it will be gone and reduced
to nothing and will consist of nothing, which is absurd ... for if something is left it will not
have been divided in every way’. This passage, probably somewhat modified by Porphyry,
agrees almost word for word with what Democritus says; it was probably taken over from
the work of Melissus and directed against Empedocles (see below). Later Epicureans
maintained their atomistic views on precisely this way (see V. de Falco, L’epicureo Demetrio
Lacone, Naples, 1923, p. 97, pap. 1061): ‘and we take the half of this and again the half of
the half, and this until the unspoken (?) conclusion ... for since the decrease goes on to
infinity, the segment, which is half of this, will also go on to infinity’ (my restoration).
Heiberg, followed by de Falco, restores incorrectly ‘the segment, which is equal to this’. It is
curious that the opponents of atomism, seeking to show its impossibility, produced exactly
the same arguments: see e.g. On Indivisible Lines 970a31: ‘and the [line] divided in two and
divided in two again as far as it is possible to cut, the indivisible [line] will be divided in the
same way’.
7See

Philoponus’ explanation (29.8 = no. 105, below).

8’let

it have been divided’ = ‘let it have been cut’: see the passage from an Eleatic work cited
in comm. on no. 105, n. 3.
9diairesis

[‘division’] and haphē [‘contact’] are here understood entirely concretely, and
seem to be virtual synonyms of the word ‘point’; ‘contact’ means virtually the same as
‘unextended boundary in contact’, and ‘division’ the same as ‘unextended boundary in
division’. ‘For he calls the points at which division and cutting has occurred ‘division’’
(Philop. 29.8 = no. 105, below). So Alfieri’s translation ‘and all the same let it lead to the
division’ is incorrect.
10This

too is taken over from the Eleatics (see the passage from an Eleatic work just cited: ‘it
will be gone and reduced to nothing and will consist of nothing’).
11 ‘they

did not make the whole any bigger’: to understand this it is necessary to conceive
the point as the minimal material unit. E.g. let the line ABC be divided into two lines: AB0
and B0C. From the one point B there have been formed the two end-points B0 and B0.. If the

point were something, then AB0+B0C would have had to be longer than ABC, since it
contains an extra point (B0+B0 instead of the single point B). In fact the point is a zero
quantity; so AB0+B0C=ABC. So the single point does not make the body bigger. And
conversely: if we divided ABC into two so that the point B belonged wholly to the segment
AB and not at all to the segment BC, then the new line B0C would necessarily turn out to be
shorter than BC by the single point B. But that is not at all so: the point which we removed
is a zero quantity, hence both lines are equal to one another. So if we remove a single
point, in the same way the body is not made smaller. See Ar. Phys. 263a23: ‘so if someone
divides the continuous line into two halves, he treats the one point as two, for he makes the
same point the beginning and the end ... for he has to count the one point as two’.
12See

comm. on no. 105, n. 6.

13See

Zeno DK 29 A 21: ‘For if something makes no increase when added, nor decrease
when subtracted, he says that it is not something which exists, since what exists is clearly a
magnitude, and if a magnitude a body, for that exists in every way. Other things when
combined in a way make an increase and in a way do not, e.g. a surface and a line, but a
point and a unit not at all’.
14See

Philop. ad loc. 30.15: ‘When wood is sawn sawdust is produced, which consists of
small bodies which cannot be sawn any further, and the whole is made smaller by being
broken up into sawdust. If anyone were to suppose that when things are divided they are
reduced to sawdust, the same argument will apply. For the grain of sawdust, if it is not a
point, but a magnitude, will itself be divided, if every magnitude is divisible. But if it will not
be divided, Democritus’ theory is true which says that there are indivisible bodies from the
combination of which the other bodies come into being, and that magnitude is not in every
way divisible’. So here too the subject is the same; that continual division cannot be
brought about by us has nothing to do with the question under discussion, i.e. the one
stated above. Here too we have merely a repetition of the Eleatics’ proof, but in this case it
is much clearer that it is an attack on an actual theory.
15

‘points or contacts with that property’: Alfieri compares Ar. Meta. 1028b16-17: ‘Some
people (i.e. the Pythagoreans) think that the limits of body, such as surface, line, point and
unit are substances ...’ and 1090b5-7: ‘and there are some (the same Pythagoreans) who
think that, because the point is the end and limit of the line, and the line of the surface, and
the surface of the solid, they must be natures’. Just so in the expression cited a little earlier
‘a separate form or property’ (where ‘separate’ applies simultaneously to ‘form’ and to
‘property’), there is a reference to opponents of materialism, apparently Pythagoreans.
16’are

the points motionless or in motion?’: ‘Points in motion’ doubtless refers to the
Pythagorean doctrine according to which we form a conception of extended bodies as a
result of the motion of unextended points. Aristotle De an. 409a4 refers to this doctrine:
‘since they say that a line in motion forms a plane, and a point in motion forms a line’; more

detail in Sext. M VII.99: ‘from a point flowing we imagine a line, which is size without
breadth, and from a line flowing we constructed breadth, which is surface without depth,
and from a surface flowing there came into being a solid body’. Other testimonia in Frank,
op. cit., pp. 370-1. From this it is clear that Frank’s view (op. cit., p. 371, n. 282), to which I
too have adhered till now (Essays in the History of Ancient Science, p.333), that this
Pythagorean doctrine originated only in the 4th cent. in response to Democritus’ doctrine of
indivisibles, is incorrect: Democritus is attacking this doctrine, and Sextus M IX.376 is merely
repeating, with slight alterations from the sceptical standpoint, Democritus’ argument
against the doctrine of the moving point contained in our excerpt.
17For

reasons unknown to me this significant passage was not included by Diels in his
collection. It was first cited by J. Hammer-Jensen, AGPh 23, 1910, pp. 103 ff., 241 ff., who
called attention to its significance. Later it was discussed by Frank, op. cit., pp. 52ff. Now
Kranz has included it in Diels’ collection [DK 68 A 48b]; he refers to the commentary in the
edition by Joachim, Oxford, 1922, pp.76ff. (unavailable to me). However, as Alfieri has
correctly pointed out, Zeller (Ph. d. Gr. I, p. 105) was the first to appreciate the significance
of this passage: ‘The basic content of the proof given in our text certainly belongs to
Democritus, even if its dialectical presentation originates partly from Aristotle himself’. For
further literature see Alfieri.
18With

this Aristotle concludes his exposition. To demonstrate that Democritus’ assumption
is impossible he thinks it necessary to repeat the whole content briefly and to translate it
into his own scientific language and terminology (‘potentially’, ‘actuality’). This repetition
contains little that is new and is interesting above all for its characterisation of Aristotle’s
scientific terminology, but the necessity of the repetition shows that in the preceding part
Aristotle was simply reproducing Democritus’ arguments, repeating the expressions of his
prototype with great accuracy.
19’elsewhere’:
20See

Phys. VI.

Philop. In GC 316a13, p.38.22 (= no. 105, end).

21Philoponus

understands neither the course of Democritus’ argument nor Aristotle’s
criticism. He thinks that Democritus is speaking only of simultaneous division at every point,
whereas his opponents demand that an infinite division comes about by way of a series of
successive divisions. That is the meaning of Philoponus’ comment: ‘Democritus decides the
question by starting from his own assumption, but does not provide a solution to the
question presented to him’. But Democritus himself points out, as he is fully entitled to do,
that his demonstration remains true even in the case of a series of repeated divisions (in the
case of repeated bisection): ‘the same thing will happen in the case of bisection’. Aristotle’s
refutation is more precise than Philoponus supposes; see comm. on no. 105, n. 26.

22’into

separate, i.e. into actual [magnitudes] ... into actual things which are capable of
existing in their own right’: this is how Philoponus comments on Aristotle’s words : ‘into
separate things ... and into things which are apart and separated’ [316b28-9]. The meaning
is this: it is impossible in a division to reach unextended points, contacts and divisions, which
cannot exist in their own right: ‘for a single contact is always of two things, so that there is
something in addition to the contact and the division and the point’ (GC 316b6-8).
23A.

Brieger (Hermes36, 1901, p. 177), O. Gilbert (Die meteorologischen Theorien des Gr.
Altertums, 1907, p. 152) and E. Sachs (Die fünf platonischen Körper, p. 220) have maintained
that according to Democritus in every body there is an infinite number of very small, but not
infinitely small atoms, and that thanks to this Democritus is supposed to have ‘come into
conflict’ with mathematics. Further, they suppose that Epicurus’ words: ‘one must not
suppose that in a finite body there are infinitely many volumes’ are directed against
Democritus. Goedeckemeyer (Epikurs Verhältnis zu Demokrit, p. 28) denies that conclusion
on the basis of the testimony of Aet. I.16.2: ‘there is no division to infinity’: ‘In the passages
where he speaks about the relation between Democritus’ atoms and bodies Aristotle does
not suggest by a single word that Democritus made bodies consist of infinitely many atoms’.
Philoponus’ words provide definitive proof that in this dispute Goedeckemeyer is absolutely
right. See my Infinitesimaltheorie, pp. 158-9, n. 135.
24

‘having heard’ is incomprehensible to me. It seems that the text is corrupt.

25’no

point is adjacent to any point’: the meaning of this expression in Aristotle (see no. 105,
Philop. ad loc., 39.20ff.) and in Democritus (comm. on nos. 236-7) is not the same.
26This

interpretation of Philoponus’, which I earlier took as my starting-point (Theory of
Infinitesimals, p. 84, n. 39), appears convincing only at first glance. It is true that
Democritus’ theory of generation and corruption is based on the atomic theory, not the
other way round; but Aristotle aims to show that in his proof of the existence of atoms
Democritus unconsciously starts from his own conception of generation and corruption, and
consequently is guilty of a vicious circle, i.e. of assuming the point at issue (see no. 115). If it
is not the case that every magnitude is a simple combination of points, then, according to
Aristotle, Democritus’ entire demonstration becomes untenable. In fact, Aristotle does not
take as his starting-point the ‘law of the conservation of matter’ in the sense in which the
Ionian natural philosophers and Democritus understood it; by change he understood actual
qualitative change, in which some things completely disappear and others come into being
(GC 317a17ff.: ‘but simple and complete coming to be is not defined by combination and
separation as some (i.e. Democritus) say, and that change in what is continuous is
alteration. That is the point at which everything goes wrong. For generation and corruption
as such do not occur by combination and separation, but when something changes as a
whole from this to that. They thought that all that kind of change was alteration, but they
are different’. In fact, if once we deny that generation is simply a new combination of
atoms, and think that in generation there really appears something new, then, if we are to

be consistent we shall have also to deny that a magnitude can be composed of points.
Unextended points can form only a notionally divided space, for ‘no point is adjacent to any
point’; from the combination of such points no magnitude can come into being. A
magnitude contains points, but is not composed of points. We can divide a magnitude as
many times as we like; every time we have to expect the result to be magnitudes, not
points. An undivided space of magnitudes and a divided space of points are totally different
substances, and the difference here is qualitative, not quantitative, since there is no
transition from the first sphere to the second (see De lin. insec. 972b2: ‘and the line is not
bigger than the point’), just as there is no transition from a line to a surface; Schol. in Eucl.
Elem. V, def. 4.20, p. 228 Heiberg: ‘for a line increased ten thousand times remains a line
and will never make a surface’. Aristotle regards the atomists’ greatest sin to be their
holding that ‘a line consists of points’, and sharply objects to it (De caelo 299a6). So in
Aristotle’s view Democritus bases the indivisibility of the atoms on the argument that in the
opposite case magnitudes would consist of unextended points, but at the same time
without any reservation he assumes that magnitudes which come into being are merely the
result of the mechanical combination of points, whereas in fact there has here come into
being something completely new, qualitatively other. In no. 115 the same is said of one of
Aristotle’s followers. It is hardly necessary to point out that this argument was not invented
by Aristotle himself, since it is characteristic of the whole of what is known as the Eudoxan
tendency in mathematics.
105a
1See

comm. on no. 105. H. Cherniss, Aristotle’s criticism of presocratic philosophy,
Baltimore, 1935, p. 75, n. 302, writes: ‘The Greek commentators, Simplicius, Themistius,
Philoponus, Alexander, understood the sentence to refer to Plato and Xenocrates, the first
of whom is then charged with positing non-Being in answer to Parmenides, the second with
setting up indivisible lines. ... But since Plato posits absolute non-Being no more than does
Aristotle (cf. Soph. 258a11-b3, d7-e5, e6ff. ), since Aristotle does not use atoma megethē
specifically for Xenocrates’ atomoi grammai, and since he represents the two Eleatic
arguments as the incentives to the Atomic theory of Leucippus (cf.. GC 325a2ff., esp. 26-9),
it seems certain that the enioi of the present passage are the Atomists. (For the other view
see Robin, La Théorie Platonicienne des Idées et des Nombres, note 272, IV, pp. 300ff.)’
b. Partless mathematical entities
i. The indivisibility of the partless entities
106
1’those

the atoms’ understood as ‘those positing the atoms’: cf. Ar. De sensu 445b18;
Themistius (no. 123): ‘those who posit indivisibles’.
2I

cite also a passage of Stobaeus, since there Democritus is mentioned by name.

107
1This

passage, of decisive significance, was, like no. 105, not included by Diels in his
collection of passages, though it had been cited in 1914 by H. Vogt, Bibl. Math. III.14.18; it is
now included by Kranz, DK 68 A 48a. See my Theory of Infinitesimals, pp. 124-6.
108
1’infinite

body’: i.e. ‘body infinite in number’ (iterative singular), in other words: ‘Does there
exist an infinite number of bodies?’158 See no. 1, where there is undoubtedly the same
usage.
2If

a magnitude is composed of indivisible partless things, then there must exist magnitudes
composed of an odd number of partless things. Obviously, such a magnitude cannot be
divided into two equal parts, since partless things are indivisible (cf. Eudemus fr. 62 Spengel
= Simpl. In Phys. 231b10, p. 230.35: ‘If a magnitude is composed of partless things, there will
be a line longer by one point than another line, but if that is so, either it will not be the case
that every line is divided into two equal parts, or, if every one were to be divided, the line
consisting of an odd number of points would be divided. But in that case the point too
would be divided’. Cf. my Theory of Infinitesimals, p. 166. That is why I supply dicha [‘into
two equal parts’] at the end of the citation from Simplicius, for the atomists never
maintained (nor were in any event able to maintain) that there are perceptible bodies
which it would not be possible to divide even potentially, but they did maintain that
perceptible bodies, even very large ones, which consisted of an odd number of partless
things, cannot be divided into two equal parts. Cf. Philoponus’ commentary.
109
1Obviously

Aristotle draws no distinction between Democritus’ mathematical partless things
and his physical atoms; neither does Simplicius (no. 111). Democritus himself, as I tried to
show in my Theory of Infinitesimals (pp.119-126), did not confuse these two kinds of
indivisibles, at least in his later works. In fact there is a whole series of passages from which
it is perfectly clear that Democritus’ physical atoms are further divisible
(Infinitesimaltheorie, p. 172, n. 158). Hence Democritus’ doctrine of physical atoms cannot
turn out to be in contradiction with the foundations of mathematics.
2Cf.

Frank, op. cit., p. 220: ‘(Pythagorean) statements such as ‘Everything is number’ and
‘The only objective knowledge is mathematics’ flow immediately from the views of
atomism, and indeed are comprehensible only on that basis. In fact Aristotle emphasises
this Pythagorean statement as at the same time the essential foundation of atomistic
philosophy’.

158

[In fact the question at issue in De caelo I.5 is not whether there are infinitely many bodies, but whether
there is a body infinite in size.]

3See

no. 106 w. comm.

110
1This

passage refers to the elements which in aggregate form a sensation, while they are
themselves presented to us as imperceptible. See no. 429.
111
1In

Christian philosophy the mathematical element too is generally called not to ameres
[‘the partless’] but hē atomos [‘the atom’]. See e.g. no. 116; among earlier authors Rabanus
Maurus, De universo IX.1 (P.L. iii, p.. 2626, De atomis): ‘Now the atom is that which cannot
be divided, e.g. the point in geometry. For division is called tomus [‘cutting’] in Greek, and
absence of division atomus’. It seems that Rabanus Maurus goes back to the same source
as Augustine (De genesi ad litteram II.4.8): ‘there is no body however small in which division
terminates’. On the other hand, he certainly has a common source with Theophilus. See
also Elias In Porphyr. Isagogen 6.16, p. 74.21: ‘the atom ... is what does not admit of division,
e.g. the point’.
112
1See

comm. on no. 113.

113
1See

comm. on no. 123.

2In

nos. 112 & 113 the followers of Democritus, who accepted the existence of partless
things, are contrasted in this respect with Epicurus. Hence, Galen and Simplicius knew that
the Epicurean atoms were not regarded as having no parts. That must be why they allowed
that Epicurus denied in general the existence of partless things, which is, as we know,
untrue (Ep. Letter I.58: ‘the smallest part of the atom’). Simplicius even supposes that under
the influence of Aristotle’s criticism Epicurus gave up partless things, when in fact those
partless things, though not identical with the atoms, constitute the most characteristic
feature of Epicurean doctrine. Such a peculiar agreement between Galen, Simplicius and
Theodoretus cannot be coincidental; we must assume that they all go back to the same
source. So we have not three testimonies, but only one.
114
‘in form’: as something peculiar or individual. So in Alexander’s commentary.
115

1’to

assume the point at issue’ is to commit the logical fallacy of petitio principii. I explain
the meaning of this accusation in the comm. on the passage of Philop. 38.22 (no. 105 w.
comm. n. 26).
2mēkos

[‘length’] here means much the same as megethos [‘magnitude’]. ‘in bulk and
distance’: i.e. physically (bodies are not decomposed into atoms) and mathematically
(bodies are not decomposed into partless things); ‘body’ is the subject, ‘divisible length’ the
predicate.
116
1This

passage, cited for the first time by me, is interesting not only because it contains new
explicit testimony about Democritus’ mathematical atomism. It also contains something
new, the assertion that Plato and ‘Pythagoras’ (i.e. the Pythagoreans who are thus
designated) held that the number of units in the universe is finite. However, one could have
assumed that on the basis of what Aristotle says.
ii. Partless entities and the elements of the Platonists and Pythagoreans
117
1See

Frank, op. cit., p. 220: ‘The other view particularly characteristic of the Pythagoreans is
that bodies consist of mathematical points, “of units which have spatial position” (Ar. De an.
409a6 etc)’ (see no. 120 w. comm.). That sound initially abstruse, but becomes
comprehensible if one imagines that these points have taken the place of atoms, so that this
theory has developed as an extension of atomism. This is also the view of Aristotle ... (cf.
409b9ff. (= no. 466: ‘what is the difference between talking of small spheres or of large units
or in general of units in motion?’) and of Sextus M X.252ff’ (= no. 121). Frank, who sees in
Pythagorean units simply an idealistic modification of Democritus’ atoms, understands Ar.
Meta. 1002a8 ff. in the same sense, completely correctly: ‘Most earlier thinkers thought
that substance and what there is is body, and that other things are properties of that, so
that the principles of bodies are the principles of what there is, but later and subtler people
thought that the principles of these things were numbers’.
2The

commentators are here trying to show that the specific properties of the atom as a
body (its sunecheia, which means not only ‘uninterruptedness’ but also ‘extendedness’) are
completely indifferent from the mathematical point of view; in so far as the atom is
indivisible it makes no difference if we regard it as an unextended point.
3sōma

ti leptomerestaton (‘body with minimum surface’, i.e. a spherical atom): see no. 132
w. comm., n. 2.
118
1’the

latter’: viz. Leucippus.

2’the

former’: Pl. Tim. 53c.

120
1’from

mathematics’: specifically, as follows from the ensuing context, from Democritean
mathematics.
2’for

the unit is a point without position’: cf. De an. 409a4ff: ‘for they say that a line in
motion makes a plane, and a point a line, and the motions of the units will be lines; for the
point is a unit with position’. See comm. on no. 105, n. 16.
3’others’

are Leucippus and Democritus, as the commentators testify (see ‘Democritus and
his followers’ in Alexander and Syrianus); cf. Bonitz, Index, p. 157b38.
121
1As

Frank showed, this passage provides quite definite evidence that the Pythagoreans lived
later than Democritus; in this passage they criticise Democritus, and they employ his own
weapon against him. Specifically he compared the elements of bodies, which are totally
unlike those bodies, with letters, which are totally unlike the words composed of them.
There is no need to point out that these ‘people who maintain that there are atoms’ cannot
be Epicureans, since the Pythagoreans could not have criticised them.
2’solid

bodies’: see no. 124.

122
1’as

I said earlier’: see no. 171.

2The

Platonists regarded earth as a pure element, composed of cubical primary bodies;
according to Democritus earth is a mixture of seeds (panspermia), consisting of all possible
elements.
iii. Two kinds of atoms
123
1In

the passages cited under no. 123 it is asserted that Democritus made a distinction
between physical and mathematical elements, i.e. between atoms and partless things. In
those collected in no. 124 only atoms are ascribed to Democritus, and the inventor of the
term ‘partless thing’ (ameres) is held to be the Megarian eristic Diodorus Cronus (see. no.
283 w. comm.). But a number of other considerations require us to admit that Democritus
accepted both kinds of indivisibles; see my Theory of Infinitesimals, pp. 119ff. This is clear
e.g. from Simplicius, if we compare his words in two passages of his comm. on Physics, [a]
81.34 (no. 212): ‘the indivisible ... in the sense of having parts and size, but being incapable
of being affected because of its solidity and fullness, as with each of the atoms of

Democritus’; [b] 925.13 (no. 113) ‘Leucippus and Democritus ... hold that the cause of the
indivisibility of the primary bodies is not merely their being incapable of being affected, but
also their being small and partless’. Clearly, two different kinds of elements are referred to.
Further, it is easy to show that Democritus divided atoms mathematically into smaller parts
with the form of different geometrical bodies (e.g. surface, line etc.). One cannot attach
much significance to the passages about Diodorus Cronus which are compared here, since
Diodorus and his partless things are being contrasted, not merely with Democritus, but also
with Epicurus as an adherent of the atomic theory, while in Epicurus’ own writings it is
stated in the clearest words, which admit of no reinterpretation, that besides the atoms he
accepted partless things (Letter I.58: ‘the minimum in the atom’). The most that we can
accept from Dionysius is that the term amerē [‘partless things’] was first put into circulation
by Diodorus. As regards ongkoi [‘solid bodies’], it is impossible to say the same, since this
term is definitely attested for Democritus (DL IX.44). How unreliable later authors are on
the question of the inventors of scientific terms is clear e.g. from the fact that Theodoretus
thinks that the inventor of the term ‘atom’ was not Democritus but Epicurus!: IV.9 (no. 199):
‘Epicurus ... lived later than Democritus ; what they (i.e. Leucippus and Democritus) called
solids and indivisibles he called atoms’. Traces of the two kinds of atoms indicated above
are present in Christian literature also: see Venerable Bede, Elem. philos. I.2 (4) = P.L. 90, p.
1132c: ‘An element as defined by the philosophers is a simple and minimal part of some
body, simple in quality, minimal in quantity. .. A minimum is what is a part of something, but
which has no parts of itself. Whence letters are similarly called elements, because they are
most similar parts, but nothing is a part of them ... some divisions can be made actually,
others only by reason and thought ... Boethius says in his commentary on Porphyry, the
force of the intellect is to divide things that are joined together and to join things that are
divided’.
2’and

they say that this is not divided into smaller parts’: Either ‘this’ is ‘this atom’, in which
case one must , with Landauer [no ref. given] add the word ‘actually’, or it is ‘this partless
thing’, in which case ‘is not divided’ means ‘is not divided even in thought’.
124
1See

comm. on no. 123, n. 1.
iv. Axiomatics

125
1In

his work On the sphere and the cylinder Archimedes thinks that the theorem about the
volume of the pyramid was discovered not by Democritus but by Eudoxus. Before Eudoxus,
in his words, such a theory did not occur to any of the mathematicians (op. cit., I.1, ed. 2, p.
4.4 Heiberg): ‘Eudoxus’ theorems about the solids, that every pyramid is a third of a prism
with the same base and the same height as the pyramid, and that every cone is a third of a

cylinder with the same base and the same height as the cone. These are properties which
already belonged to those shapes, but it happened that they were ignored by all the many
notable geometers before Eudoxus and were not thought of by any of them’. As Arendt
correctly points out (Bibl. Math. XIV, 3, 1915, p. 295) Archimedes became acquainted with
the corresponding statement of Democritus’ only after the publication of the first book of
his On the sphere and the cylinder; that is especially characteristic of the relation between
official mathematics and atomism in the 3rd century. Democritus is mentioned in the closest
connection with Archimedes’ heuristic method of the integration of mathematical atoms,
and it is in that connection that Archimedes uses the expression ‘without proof’, both of his
own and of Democritus’ method. This shows that by the expression ‘without proof’ he does
not mean ‘without any kind of proof’ but ‘without strict mathematical proof’.
2By

‘some’ Heiberg understands Antiphon, Hippias and Hippocrates; on the basis of the
material assembled here for comparison I suppose that the reference is to Democritus. As
we shall see below, he was interested in the determination of the volume of the sphere, and
consequently in any case with the determination of the surface of the circle. The expression
‘after that’ probably refers to geometers who subsequently adopted the method of atomic
integration. The expression ‘most people thought that they had not discovered these
theorems’ sounds like a correction of an incorrect remark in the work On the sphere and the
cylinder (see comm. on no. 125, n. 1).
3’by

the section of the cylinder’, i.e. ‘by the outline of the ellipse’. See no. 128. I give more
detailed grounds for the necessity of this conjecture in my article ‘The ellipse in Greek
geometry before Archimedes’ (see below, p. 617, no. 48). This reading can also be
supported palaeographically; the ms reading (the section of the whole cone?) gives no
sense; Archimedes himself points out that he was the first to discover the area of a
parabola.
4Frank

(op. cit., p. 175) was the first to see that ‘this passage has its source in the sphere of
Democritus’ thoughts’, since ‘in this passage the atomistic understanding of magnitude
appears as a self-evident principle’. In my Theory of Infinitesimals (pp. 72-3) I attempted to
give an approximate reconstruction of this theorem in its general aspect: ‘if a magnitude
arrives at another given magnitude by addition or subtraction, then the one is composed of
the same parts and is in a numerical ratio with the other. But if it arrives at the given
magnitude only by superimposition it is composed of parts of a different kind and is not in a
numerical ratio with it’. On the difference between simple addition (in respect of length)
and ‘integration’ (in respect of breadth), see Ar. De caelo 299b23. In the view of the
opponents of atomism integration as a whole does not lead to any result; between lines on
the one hand and planes on the other not only is there no rational relation, there is no
relation at all. A hostile remark of this kind is preserved in the scholia to Euclid (Elem. V,
def. 4.20, p. 188 Heiberg): ‘the line has no proportion to the surface, nor the surface to the
body; for even if the line is multiplied ten thousand times it still remains a line and will never

make a surface’. The opponents of the atomists compared only magnitudes with the same
scale of measurement, and even those magnitudes in their view did not always have a
numerical proportion to one another, since there are incommensurable magnitudes. They
do not speak of ‘attaining the previously given magnitude’ but only of ‘exceeding the
previously given magnitude’, e.g. Archimedes De sphaera et cyl. p. 8.23 Heiberg : ‘in the
case of unequal lines, surfaces and solids the larger exceeds the smaller by a quantitiy
which, when added to itself, is able to exceed any previously given magnitude of those
which have a numerical ratio with one another’. We find this axiom in other passages of
Archimedes (De spiral. II, p. 12.6: ‘I assume this lemma’, Quadr. Parab. II, p. 264.8ff.); from
the latter we know that Eudoxus took precisely this theorem as his starting-point when he
provided the theorem about the volume of the pyramid with a strict proof: ‘assuming this
lemma in his proof’ (our axiom follows) ... and earlier geometers used this lemma ... that
every pyramid is a third part of the prism etc. and every cone is a third part of the cylinder
etc. they wrote assuming a lemma similar to that of the above-mentioned’.
5My

attention was drawn to these significant words of Eudoxus159 by M. Y. Vigodsky.

6So

here the following statements are treated as self-evident postulates, a) a line consists of
points, b) a broken line which connects by its segments all points of a curve is identical with
that curve (‘notions in the demonstrations of what is agreed’ = ‘common notions’).
7’continuous’,

as in Ar. Phys. 203a9: ‘those who make the elements infinite, e.g. Anaxagoras
and Democritus ... say that the infinite is continuous in contact’.
8’every

line exists in virtue of the continuity of its points’: this is another version of the same
atomistic postulate.
9I.

Stenzel, Zahl und Gestalt bei Platon, p. 20, points out the atomistic origin of this postulate
and correctly translates it: ‘A straight line is one which has the same direction as the points
on it’. Proclus’ commentary, which was unknown to Stenzel, testifies to the correctness of
that interpretation.

v. Integration of the partless entities
126
1Interpreters

have completely misunderstood this passage, as is shown by their proposed
‘corrections’, which are not merely unnecessary, but which completely distort the sense.
Thus, Guise [no ref. given] corrects ‘triangles’ to ‘unequal triangles’, but from the standpoint
of the problem under discussion the question whether these triangles are equal or unequal
has no significance. The meaning of this passage is as follows: from the atomistic
159

[‘Eudoxus’ is a slip for ‘Eutocius’.]

standpoint the line of intersection AB between two faces of a pyramid cannot belong
simultaneously to the two triangles ABC and ABD after they are separated from one
another, but it must stay with one of those triangles, let us say ABC. In that case the triangle
with apex D must have a base smaller than AB. But on the other hand the ends of the
straight line AB do not project beyond the ends of this base next to it, once the faces of the
pyramid are put together again . This problem seems to be the exact planimetric
counterpart to Democritus’ problem which immediately follows it. Diels corrects epipedōi
to epipedois [reversed in DK II, p. 173, l. 18], though Simplicius here reads epipedōi, and it
gives a very good sense if understood as an instrumental dative. See H. Vogt, Bibl. Math.
III.10 (1909), p. 145, Heiberg Hermes 42 (1907), p. 300, Luria, Theory of Infinitesimals, p.
140.
2’is

neither in motion nor at rest’.

3[‘things

which are not equal to one another are unequal to one another, and it is not the
case that these things are equal to one another and these are unequal to one another’]:
since these words are still, it seems, connected to the discussion of the equality of the
atomic laminae in the cone, everything is in favour of Democritus’ having arrived at the
conclusion ‘If any magnitudes are not equal to one another they are unequal, so the
surfaces are not equal, but unequal’. See Frank, op. cit., pp. 53ff.; Philippson (Hermes 64
(1929), pp. 178ff.) is wrong; Alfieri, op. cit., p. 243, n. 608, p. 199, n. 502, shows that he
completely misunderstood problems of this kind.
4’have

to make them indivisible’: this is not an assertion or endorsement of the actual
situation of things, but an explanation of why the atomists were logically obliged to regard
their elements as indivisible. It is clear from Simplicius’ commentary that precisely the
expression ‘divided in a way’ corresponds to the actual situation of things ‘they say that they
are divided’.
5Previously

it was the Platonists who were being discussed: ‘further, if it is possible for
planes to be put together only at their edges’, since it is only they who construct bodies
from surfaces which meet at their edges. Here, in contrast to them, we have those who
superimpose planes on one another (‘if they can be put together in breadth [i.e. by
superimposition]’; so these are not Platonists. But they are not Pythagoreans either, since
Aristotle goes on to say of them (De cael. 306b14): ‘the same applies to those who construct
the cosmos from numbers; for some, e.g. some of the Pythagoreans, make the nature of
things out of numbers’. Consequently, the passage under discussion refers to the
Democriteans, as is confirmed by Alexander In Meta. 36.21 : ‘He is speaking about
Leucippus and Democritus’ and 28 ‘he has said more about these matters in the third book
of the De Caelo’ . See comm. on no. 362.
6We

should notice that here it is said that ‘they say’ (not ‘they would say’ or ‘they might
say’); consequently, that was what the atomists actually taught. Also, in what follows

reference is made to only one method of division, for the atomists divided the pyramid and
the sphere only in that way. The same method is discussed below (Ar. De Cael. 306b24ff.)
7Cf.

P. Luckey, Isis 20, 1933, p. 45: ‘We do not know what the Egyptians called a truncated
pyramid, i.e. how they read the hieroglyph . But a truncated isosceles triangle, i.e. an
isosceles trapezium, they called h}k.t.. This word has as its determining element the
hieroglyph ‘tail’; corresponding to this the verb h}k in the pyramid texts (673c) means ‘cut
off the tail’ (T.E. Peet, The Rind Mathematical Papyrus, Liverpool, 1923, p. 95.) Was the
Democriteans’ expression ‘a tailless pyramid’ (kolouros puramis) the translation of the
Egyptian expression for a truncated pyramid? Or did the Greeks adopt this artificial
expression independently of the Egyptians?’ See Theon of Smyrna, Mathem., p. 42 Hiller:
‘some people call that kind (a truncated pyramid) a trapezium, from a plane trapezium’;
compare the fact that the Egyptians depicted the truncated pyramid in the shape of a
trapezium.
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1’make

the intervals by being packed together’: Epicurus said the same thing later (Epist.
I.58): [the smallest things] ... measuring out magnitudes via their particularity (i.e. via their
particular kind of movement one after another), more of them [measuring] a greater
[magnitude] and fewer a lesser’.
128
1I

venture to place this excerpt here, since it is possible that Democritus spoke of the
cylinder in the section on volumes, i.e. in the solution of the problem of integration, but of
course he may have spoken about the cylinder in some completely different connection,
e.g.in connection with sections of the cylinder.
129
1metabasis

[‘transition’]: cf. Epicur. Epist. I.56: ‘not only is infinite quantitative division to be
rejected ... but one must not suppose that infinite transition [in thought] to ever smaller
parts occurs in finite things’. Aristotle is saying essentially the same thing as the scholium
on Eucl. V, def. 4.20: ‘a line has no proportion to a surface nor a surface to a body; for even
if a line is multiplied ten thousand times it remains a line and will never make a surface’.
2This

passage is directed against ‘atomists’ in the widest sense of the word (against
Platonists, Pythagoreans and Democriteans. In the comm. on no. 126, n. 5, I show that in
any event the Democriteans are referred to here.
130

1’and

the sphere from eight parts’: it is hard to understand why it was necessary for the
atomists to divide the sphere into eight parts, formed of three mutually perpendicular
planes, and the ancient interpreters who regarded this as incomprehensible were
undoubtedly right (see no. 130, Simpl. 613.18: ‘the interpreters really needed an oracle’). Cf
the similar testimony, Plut. Quaest. Conviv. 1003F, which goes back to the ‘atomists’ of the
Academy: ‘if the triangle is not resolved into any circumference, and the two diameters cut
the circle into four triangles, the straight is prior to the circular’. It is curious that the
octahedron is constructed first and is only afterwards transformed into a sphere; cf. the
Platonists’ name for the dodecahedron: ‘the sphere formed from twelve pentagons’ (see
Sachs, op. cit., pp. 83ff.). So it is possible that for Democritus this division into eight parts
was merely a transition to the construction of an infinite number of pyramids with apexes in
the centre of the sphere.
2’is

divided into triangles’: we find the same planimetric parallel to the division of bodies
into pyramids in Pl. Tim. 53c: ‘a surface bounded by straight lines is composed of triangles’.
131
1’most
2’the

mobile’: see no. 444 w. comm. and no. 304.

former (the sphere) is all angle’: the word gōnia [‘angle’ ] originally meant not the
inclination of one straight line in relation to another, but a figure formed of two straight
lines; hence until the middle of the 4th century BCE the Greeks said not ‘equal angles’ but
‘similar angles’. Hence ‘angle’ meant everything angular, above all a ‘polygon’. See ps-Ar.
Mech. 855a36ff.: ‘the circumference of every circle is, it seems approximately equal to a
polygon with the same diameter, larger in the larger circle and smaller in the smaller, so
that by observation the lines along which they roll will be in the same proportion’; see
further ps-Ar. Mech. 851b23-4. (Cf. ‘circles which consist of an infinite number of sides’,
‘infinitely many indivisible sides of a great circle’ and ‘approximately equal’ in Galileo’s
reworking of this passage, Le opere di Galileo Galilei, vo. VIII, Florence, 1898, p. 70, l. 4, p.
94, l. 28, p. 95, ll. 28-9; see comm. on n. 287). This passage, which also goes back to an
atomistic source, becomes more comprehensible if we take into account the passage of
Eutocius cited in no. 125: ‘since we can connect straight lines from every point (on the
circumference ) we may consider the line itself as consisting of straight lines’. So gōnia
means, not ‘angle’ but ‘the angular’ or, which is virtually the same, ‘polyhedron’; ‘the sphere
is angular everywhere’ i.e. ‘every point on it is the apex of a polyhedron, just as elsewhere in
Aristotle it is necessary to translate gōnia as ‘something angular’ or ‘polyhedron’. These
passages have been correctly explained by Sachs, op. cit., p. 220, n. 2: ‘Dem. seems,
moreover, to have regarded the sphere as the extreme case of the angular ... That seems in
line with his treatment of the infinitesimal; if he discovered the theorems of the volume of
the pyramid and the cylinder, he must have regarded the circle as a figure with infinitely
many angles, and hence the sphere as a body with infinitely many angles’.

3’from

... the juxtaposition of these elements nothing continuous is formed’: this is an attack
on Democritus’ definition (no. 237): ‘the infinite is continuous by contact’.
132
1Cf.

Damianus, Optica, p. 6: ‘for this (i.e. the circle) has been shown to have the largest area
of the plane figures which have the same perimeter’.
2’are

nearer to having no angles’: this is essentially the same atomistic theory of the circle as
‘a polygon with infinitely many sides’ and the sphere as ‘a polyhedron with infinitely many
faces’, which we have already come across in no. 130 (cf. comm.). Cf also Ptol. Mathem. I.3.
Heiberg: ‘Nevertheless one can reach this result from considerations of nature also, e.g. that
the aithēr is the finest and most uniform of bodies, and the surfaces of uniform things are
uniform, and that the only uniform surfaces are the circular in plane figures and the
spherical in three-dimensional. Now since the aithēr is not a plane, but three-dimensional,
it has to be spherical. And similarly that nature has constructed all terrestrial and perishable
things wholly from rounded but non-uniform shapes , but on the other hand all the divine
things in the aithēr from uniform and spherical’. (My attention was drawn to this passage
by Neugebauer.)
3So

the term mikromerēs or leptomerēs, which is so often encountered in ancient
philosophical literature, means ‘having the smallest perimeter (or surface)’. Precisely so
Simpl. In Phys. 379.8ff., which is all probability goes back to Democritus, deals with the
question of the largest volume: ‘the swallow... tying the mud together with straw in the
most voluminous shape’. (It is self-evident that Democritus’ use of mikromerēs in the sense
‘having the smallest perimeter (or surface) of all shapes (or bodies) of equal area (or equal
volume)’, reported here by Philoponus, is merely an occasional [? = exceptional] one. Edd.)

vi. Touch
133
1The

title is explained in the comm. on no. 82 on the basis of Sext. M VII.179: ‘there are two
kinds of knowledge, the one legitimate, the other bastard’. The geometrical meaning of the
dispute about the question of contact is explained in my Theory of Infinitesimals, pp. 37-40
w. comm. Cf. Ar. Meta. 997b32ff.: ‘Nor are perceptible lines such as the geometer says; for
no perceptible line is straight or circular in that way, since the circle does not touch the ruler
at a point, but in the way Protagoras said in opposition to the geometers’. Sext. M. III.27:
‘the sphere is supposed to touch the plane at a single point, and to make a line as it rolls,
clearly on the basis that the whole line consists of the points which fall next to one another.
Now if the point fills out the magnitiude of the line, it will itself have magnitude’. Plut. De
comm. not. 40, 1081A: ‘for if the sphere touches the plane at a point, it is clear that the

sphere is dragged across the plane at a point. And if the surface is painted with ochre, it will
make an ochre line on the plane, and if it is painted red it will make the plane red. But that
a body should be coloured and reddened by something bodiless is contrary to our
conception’.

vii. The problem of incommensurability
134
1’On

irrational lines and solids’: for different suppositions about the meaning of the
expression alogos [‘irrational’] in Democritus see my Theory of Infinitesimals, pp. 170-1. It
also possible that Democritus spoke there about the incommensurability between lines and
bodies; see comm. on no. 125, n. 4.
c. Geometry
i. Plane geometry
137
1On

the question of the authenticity of this passage see DK II, pp. 209-10, Alfieri, op. cit. p.
279, nn. 707-10. I am convinced, independently of the question how much we should rely
on Clement’s writings as a whole, that the quotation which he cites is taken from a genuine
work of Democritus. The same view, which is that of T. Gomperz, Ed. Maier and others, is
now also taken by J. Burnet, op. cit. p. 24 and S. Gandz, Quel. u. Stud. z. Gesch. d. Math. I,
1930, p. 256.
2Harpedonaptai

[‘Surveyors’]: the question of these ‘stretchers or pullers of ropes’ is
discussed in detail by Gandz, op. cit., pp. 255-77.

ii. Theory of perspective
138
1Cf.

Procl. In Eucl. 40.12: ‘Optics and harmonics are offshoots of geometry and arithmetic;
the former treats visual phenomena as lines and the angles created by them’.
139
1’once

a certain point is fixed as the centre’: it is possible that there is a criticism of this view
or a correction of it in Damianus, Optica 24.18: ‘It is thought that sight is generated from the
whole of the pupil or its visible part, not from the defined point’.

2’corresponds’:

Cf. Damianus Optica 28.10: ‘the part of optics concerned with scene-painting
considers how images of building should be painted. For since it is impossible for things to
be as they appear, they seek not to exhibit their actual shapes, but to fashion how they will
look. The craftsman’s goal is to make the appearance of the product appropriate , and in
guarding as far as possible against visual deception to aim not at true but at apparent
equality or appropriateness’.
3’of

what is unclear’: see comm. on no. 72. Cf. Procl. In Eucl. 40.16: ‘it is scene-painting
which shows how appearances which are not inappropriate or shapeless should be
presented in paintings according to the distances and height of the things painted’.
4The

reason for the discrepancy between the testimonies of Vitruvius and Theophrastus is
probably that Theophrastus was acquainted with Democritus’ psychological works but not
with his mathematical ones, and it may have been the case that in the former works
Democritus did not discuss the laws of perspective in sufficient detail. However, this
passage is corrupt in the manuscript, and while our supplementation < ἐλλι >πῶς is the only
one which is satisfactory from the palaeographic standpoint it seems that we have here
simply an evaluative judgement of Theophrastus’ which is not binding on anyone. Cf.
Hultsch, Heronis reliquiae, p. 277, 17
5The

example of the ‘round square’ was very fashionable in the later, mainly Epicurean,
literature, e.g. ps-Ar. Probl. 911b3: ‘Why does the sun, when shining through quadrilaterals,
produce not straight-sided shapes but circles?’; Sext. PH1.118: ‘the same tower looks round
from a distance and rectangular from close up’; Plut. Col. 1121A: ‘in the writings of Epicurus
... that the tower is round’; Lucr. IV.353ff. (= no. 434); DL IX.85. Precisely this question was
discussed in the specialised optical literature and a mathematical proof was attempted; see
Eucl. Optica 10: ‘right-angled magnitudes look round when seen from a distance’. This is
proved as follows. Let there be given a rectangle BC. Let it be situated in the air and seen
from a distance (one has to add, ‘so that the eye is situated exactly opposite its centre, on
the same level as it’). Since there is a distance at which a visible object ceases to be visible,
the angle C is no longer visible, but only the points D and Z. The same will be the case for
every angle. Therefore the whole rectangle will appear round. It is possible that proofs of
this kind were given by Democritus. See also Procl. In Eucl. 40.20: ‘optics, which explains
the illusory appearances of things seen at a distance, such as parallel lines coming together
and rectangular things looking circular’; Damianus Optica 22.10: ‘rectangular porticoes
looked at straight on appear tapering at the far end (also Sext. PH 1.118: ‘the same portico
looked at from one end appears tapering, but looked at from the middle appears the same
size throughout’) and rectangular towers look round and tapering from a distance, and
ceiling cofferings of equal size look unequal according to their positions and dimensions’.
6’and

a circle’: Cf. Damianus Optica 28.20: ‘Similarly, since a round column will look broken,
as it looks narrower in the middle, it is made broader at that point; and sometimes a circle is

drawn not as a circle, but as an acute conic section, and a rectangle is elongated ... they
look that way when placed at a considerable distance’.
7’the

oar’: cf. Epicur. ap. Plut. Col. 1121A: ‘and the oar is broken’; Cic. Acad. priora II.7.19:
‘about the bent oar ... Let Epicurus see to that...’; Lucr. IV.436ff.: ‘But to those who are
ignorant of the sea ships in port seem to be maimed, and to confront the waves with broken
poop, for the part of the oar above the foam is straight, and straight is the rudder above,
but the parts beneath the water all look as if they are turned back up again and almost
floating on the surface’.

d. Infinity
i. Demonstrations of the existence of infinity
140
1All

three of the proofs of the existence of the void which I cite below depend on our
imagining ourselves situated at the boundary of the universe and then trying to move
outside it. If in doing so we bump up against something, then something exists outside the
boundaries of the universe and, consequently, our presupposition was false; there is no
boundary of the universe. If we do not bump up against anything, then we can move
further on, and in that case it once again appears that there is no boundary of the universe.
Archytas and Alexander describe the attempt to stretch one’s arm beyond the boundary of
the universe, while in the Epicureans (Lucretius) we encounter a slight alteration; there
what is described is the attempt to shoot an arrow into the space outside. Alexander’s
attack (‘not every appearance is true’) may be directed either against Democritus or against
Epicurus; but since the formulation of the proof in Alexander is, as we shall see, somewhat
different from Epicurus’ formulation, we must see in that proof an attack on Democritus. If
that is so, then Archytas’ proof also goes back to Democritus, all the more so because his
argument ‘we must take what is possible as actual in eternal things’ is one which we have
already come across in Democritus (cf. Aristotle’s testimony in the text [no. 1] ‘there is no
difference between being possible and being actual in eternal things’). This argument is
especially characteristic of Democritus’ principle ‘no more this way, than that’, while for the
Epicureans, of course, their source was not Archytas but, as always, Democritus.
The texts are as follows:
1) Archytas DK 47 A 24 = Eudemus Phys. fr. 30 = Simpl. In Phys. 467.20: ‘Archytas, as
Eudemus says, put the question thus; if I had reached the outermost or fixed heaven, would
I stretch my hand or my staff outside or not? Now not stretching it out would be absurd;
but if I stretch it, what is outside is either body or place (it makes no difference, as we shall
see). So one will always go on in the same way up to whatever boundary you set, and one

will ask the same question, and if there is always something further where the staff is, it is
clear that there is an infinite too. And if it is body, the answer to the question has been
shown. But if it is place, and place is that in which body is or could be, and one must take
what is possible as actual in eternal things, in that case too there would be infinite body and
place’.
2) Alex. Quaest. III.12, p. 101: ‘That what there is is not infinite. The argument which seeks
to prove that what there is is infinite, viz. that someone who is supposed to be at the
boundary of the cosmos either stretches his hand outside the cosmos or will be prevented
by something, and either way there will be something outside the cosmos (for either the
thing preventing him will be outside, or the space in which what is stretched out), gets its
plausibility from imagination and perception, as does that which says that everything
bounded is bounded by a boundary. In both cases the plausibility comes from perception ...
(pp. 105.12-106.13) it requires the person who has reached the boundary of the universe to
stretch out his hand beyond the boundary or to be prevented, and either way there will be
something outside the universe. To suppose that someone who has reached the boundary
of the universe is able to stretch out something under his control beyond the boundary...
but that is not so, for it is not the case that ‘what appears so is true’ ... for we have sufficient
evidence that not every appearance is true from the empty imaginations of people sleeping
and waking; and the supposition that someone who has reached the boundary of the
universe is able to stretch out something under his control is like those. For what is the
difference between imagining and supposing that, and someone’s supposing himself to be
in what is not [? In a state of non-existence] and then asking whether in that situation he
will be able to stand or will find nothing to support him and will be able to stretch out his
hand or will have something in the way [? because one must suppose that what is not is
something of that kind].
3) Lucr. III.958ff.: ‘All that there is is therefore bounded in no direction of its ways, for it
would have to have an utmost boundary. Now it is seen that there can be no utmost
boundary of anything, unless there is something beyond to limit it, so that it is seen that this
nature of our sense can follow it no further. ... (968) Further, if the whole of space were
constituted as finite, if someone ran to the extreme edge and threw a flying weapon, do you
think that, propelled by strong force, it would go wherever it was sent and fly far off, or that
something would prevent and obstruct it? You have to say and assume one or the other,
but either shuts off your escape and compels you to admit that the universe stretches out
without a boundary. For whether there is something to prevent it and stop it from going
where it was sent and reaching its goal or it is borne outward, it was not sent from the
boundary. So I shall follow you and wherever you place the extreme edge I shall ask what
happens to the weapon. It will turn out that there is nowhere that a boundary can be set,
but further room for flight always stretches out’.

A corrupt passage of Diogenes of Oenoanda (fr. 6 Chilton) is devoted to the same
question: ‘in such things to proceed ... further ... no-one ... outside this cosmos (?) there is
nothing, since (?) the void cannot be affected he/it would have not to remain still and go on
into the infinite because nothing prevents ... that he will not be able to go further than the
last, because he knows it ...’ [text and translation conjectural].
The passages cited here have played a very major role in the history of the question
of Democritus. According to the view first proposed by Brieger, op. cit., p. 177, and later
maintained by Gilbert, op. cit., p. 152 and Sachs, op. cit., p. 220, Plato improved the doctrine
of Democritus, which was feeble and unsatisfactory from the mathematical point of view.
Despite the clear testimony of Aristotle, according to which Leucippus and Democritus were
responding to Zeno’s attack by their doctrine of atoms, in the opinion of these scholars
atomism was even more helpless in the face of Zeno’s arguments than those opponents
whom Zeno was directly attacking; if those opponents were mistaken in thinking that an
infinitely large number of unextended magnitudes constituted a finite magnitude,
Democritus supposedly made an even grosser mistake in thinking that the sum of an
infinitely large number of finite magnitudes constituted a finite magnitude. These scholars
maintain that according to Democritus every body contains an infinitely large number of
atoms, which are extremely but not infinitely small; hence Democritus falls ‘into
contradiction with mathematics’. Brieger bases his view about this on the testimony of
Aristotle (no. 143); if one reads only the first part of it (‘Both Anaxagoras and Democritus
maintain that everything is a mixture of all things’), that would really speak in favour of this
view; the upshot is that according to Democritus every thing contains atoms of every kind,
and hence that Democritus’ view does not differ from that of Anaxagoras. But Brieger took
that phrase out of context, and did not inform his readers of the second half of the passage
of Aristotle he cited (‘for according to Democritus in every part there are matter and void in
equal measure’). In other words, according to Anaxagoras there is an infinitely large
number of materially distinct things, and all of those are contained in every part of a body;
according to Democritus there are only two things, matter and void, and all of those (i.e.
both those things) are contained in every part of a body. This resemblance gives Aristotle a
certain basis for seeing in Democritus’ doctrine a variant of Anaxagoras’ position ‘everything
in everything’, insofar as matter and void constitute everything from Democritus’
standpoint; but Brieger has no right to conclude that, according to Democritus, a finite body
contains an infinitely large number of parts. It is true that Epicurus (Epist. I.56) censures
those who thought that an organic body contains an infinite number of material parts
(ongkoi), but, as is well known, Epicurus attacks the opponents of materialism far more
often that he attacks Democritus, so in this case also Brieger had no right to see here an
attack on Democritus. It is also impossible to follow Sachs in concluding from Aristotle’s use
of the expression panspermia (‘a mixture of all kinds of seeds’) that Democritus admitted
the presence of an infinite quantity of different elements in every body. From the passages
set out in nos. 141-5 this expression characterises only infinitely large bodies extended

throughout the entire world; air as a whole, water as a whole and earth as a whole, but not
separate extended things of every kind; cf. e.g. Aristotle’s words in 140a (at the beginning):
Democritus calls the elements of ‘the whole of nature’ a panspermia. But most decisive of
all, as Philoponus correctly remarks (no. 143) is that fact that Democritus’ basic proof of the
logical necessity of atomism (no. 105) is in essence an attack precisely on the doctrine which
Brieger and his followers ascribe to Democritus. We may add that in criticising Democritus
Theophrastus objects (no. 144) that according to him there are in any body many different
atoms [i.e. atoms of many different kinds], but not all the elements and not an infinite
number. Finally, Simplicius (no. 145) directly contrasts Democritus with Anaxagoras in this
connection: ‘Democritus does not say, as Anaxagoras does, that everything is contained in
everything’.
So this charge brought by modern scholars against Democritus is totally unfounded,
as Goedekemaier has pointed out (op. cit, p. 28). As regards the ancient opponents of
Democritus, Aristotle and Theophrastus, it seems that from the standpoint of ancient
mathematics their charge was entirely correct, but it was not the same charge as that
brought by Brieger and his followers: Democritus accepted an infinite number of different
schēmata [‘shapes’]. i.e. of different kinds of atoms, and also an infinite number of atoms of
each kind. Consequently the total number of atoms turns out to be not infinite, but the
square of infinity, and from the standpoint of ancient mathematics there can be no number
which is ‘more infinite than infinity’, no. 141. See comm. on no. 145.

ii. An infinite number of atoms cannot be contained in a finite body. Only an infinite quantity
of each of the four elements can be called a universal seminal mixture of the atoms.
141
1See

comm. on no. 145.

143
1Anaxagoras’

theory, according to which there are ‘seeds of everything in everything’, has,
as we have seen above, nothing to do with Democritus. In describing Democritus’ doctrine
Aristotle uses this expression in a transferred sense. But if Aristotle’s fanciful expression
misled Brieger and Sachs, we cannot be surprised that the same thing happened to scholars
of later antiquity. Simplicius, In de Caelo 730.9 (no. 145) speaks of Democritus’ doctrine
‘that there are seeds of everything in everything’, and we read the same thing in a scholiast
on Aristides and in the proverb-writers Apostolius and Arsenius [no. 144]. As Leich and
Schneidevin [no ref. given] correctly point out, this dictum became a proverb, and it was
only after its true author had been forgotten that it was put into the mouth of Democritus.
144

1’all

... the material causes’: i.e. all the shapes of the atoms.

145
1’infinite

not merely in number ... but also in their shapes’: to Philoponus’ readers it was
clear without further commentary that this is impossible: as Philoponus himself says
elsewhere (no. 141): ‘If the number of shapes is infinite, and every shape is present in many
atoms, then the whole number of atoms is greater than an infinite number, but that is
impossible’. In fact the ancients regarded infinity as a completely determinate number ‘the
greatest number’. See [Ar.] De lin. insec. 968a2ff.: ‘for if the many and the large and their
opposites, the few and the small exist in the same way, and that which has virtually infinite
differences is not few but many, it is clear that the few and the small will have finite
differences’. Cf. the words of an unknown Epicurean in Procl. In Eucl. Def. 17.158.2: ‘if two
semi-circles are created by one diameter, and infinitely many diameters are drawn through
the centre, it will result that [the semi-circles] are twice infinity in number’. Plut. De comm.
not. 1079A: ‘Yet how is it not clear that a man is composed of more parts than his finger?’
That is how the atomists showed that the number of atoms in a finite body had to be finite.
If one adheres to the standpoint of the atomists, then only the entire number of atoms in
the universe could be infinite. So it seems that here, from the standpoint of ancient
mathematics, there was identified a genuine contradiction in Democritus.

C. The Doctrine of Atoms
a. Historical and General
i. The history of the doctrine of atoms

146
1heni

logōi: ‘starting from the same principles’, Zeller, Ph. d Gr.I, p. 1054. These words must
be connected with ‘about everything’. Heni logōi does not just mean ‘simply’, as supposed
by Heidel (Proc. Amer. Acad of Arts and Sci. 48, 1913, p. 732) and Diels [DK 67 A 7, II, p. 72, l.
32 n.].160
2kata

phusin hēper estin: ‘corresponding to actually existing nature’.

3’some’

refers to the Eleatics.

4 kenou

kechōrizmenou: a separate void, a void separated from matter. Here, however, the
subject is not a void between worlds, since the assumption of such a void is not necessary
for the explanation of motion. Here a ‘separated’ void is evidently contrasted with a void
which is observed simply as a property of the parts of matter, making it lighter or heavier
(that may have been the view of Empedocles, see below in this number); but such an
assumption does not solve the problem of motion.
5huperbantes

tēn aisthēsin: ‘neglecting sensations’ [more strictly, ‘neglecting perception’].
In Aristotle’s mouth this cannot have been a reproach, but it directly contradicts the
principle ‘to start from considerations which agree with feelings’ (pros tēn aisthēsin
homologoumena [more strictly ‘which agree with perception’]) characteristic of Democritus.
It is for this reason that, following Natorp, Forschungen zur Gesch. des Erkenntnisproblems
im Altertum, Berlin, 1884, pp.. 166 ff., I am convinced that the whole of this passage,
including the conclusion ‘this view is close to the raving of a lunatic’, is taken over from
Democritus.
6kai

apeiron enioi, ‘and infinite too, as some people say’: specifically, Melissus (see comm.
on no. 153).
7The

mss’ reading kai tou ontos outhen mē on phēsin einai [‘he says that nothing which is is
not’] contradicts the whole course of the thought. What Democritus means is precisely that
the void, that which is not, is a part of what is ‘for the void exists’, but this void exists ‘not in
the strict sense of the word’. Hence it seems to me that Heidel is completely right in
emending mē on (‘non-existent’) to meion (‘less’); cf. no. 147: ‘he says that what is not ...
exists no less than what is’. Diels’s appeal to the next clause [DK II, p. 73, l. 6 n.] is
unconvincing, since in that clause the logical emphasis is placed on ‘strictly’ (I venture to
emend gar to ge, since the former word is completely absent from ms E).
8’and

others’: especially Alcmaeon, as Philippson correctly supposes (Gött. gel. Nachr.1929,
p. 133, n. 1).

160

[L’s own translation reads ‘The most methodically constructed theory was that of Leucippus and
Democritus, who were guided by a single general principle in the observation of phenomena’.]

9einai

gar [‘for there are’] is indirect speech, i.e. ‘as Leucippus declares’. Consequently we
have a quotation from Leucippus, probably from the Great World-System ‘in which he
regards Empedocles as his predecessor in recognising the existence of the void, discusses
him and subjects him to criticism’ (Philippson, op. cit.). That is also how the passage is
understood by Kranz (Hermes 47, 1912, p. 34, n. 1), who adds ‘Leucippus says’ in his
translation. According to Vogliano (Epicuri et Epicureorum scipta in Herculanensibus papyris
servata, Berlin, 1928, pp. 4, 99) and Philippson, op. cit. pp. 131-3, this historical excursus by
Democritus is connected with a badly damaged passage of Ep. On nature bk. 28, which I
restore as follows: ‘There there are atoms (phusis), and in accordance with his theory of the
void there is also a lot of void. He expresses this in the same terms as he uses in his work On
the first people to recognise atoms. Taking this over from him, we have ourselves
undertaken an investigation in this book’ (on the expression phusis in the sense ‘atoms’see
Simpl. In phys. 1318.33, no. 313: ‘the natural and primary and indivisible bodies; for they
called them ‘nature’ [phusis])’. If Philippson is right and Democritus’ doctrine is the subject
here, then by the work On the first people to recognise atoms is probably meant the same
historical excursus which we have discussed above (see also no. 149). It is perfectly possible
that it was in just that passage that the name of the Phoenician Mochus occurred (see no.
169). ‘the same terms’ (in Vogliano’s plausible suggestion, op. cit., p. 99) refers to to den
and to mēden.
10’unless

there are continuous pores everywhere, but that is impossible’: a similar
construction as Hdt. IV.189: ‘except that the clothing of the Libyans is of leather, but all the
rest etc.’. The meaning is made clear by parallel passages, Aristotle on Democritus, no. 105
‘so that even if it came to be and was put together out of nothing, then the whole would be
nothing but an appearance’; Melissus DK 30 A 8: ‘for if it is divisible everywhere nothing is
one, so there are not many things either, but the whole is void’; an unknown Eleatic cited by
Porphyry (Simpl. In phys. 139.27): ‘or it will be gone and reduced to nothing, and will consist
of nothing’.
11’the

things in contact ... and what is between them’: In ordinary usage things in contact are
precisely those parts which have nothing between them. It is clear from this that we have a
fairly exact quotation from Democritus; cf. no. 236: ‘When Democritus said that atoms are
in contact he did not use ‘contact’ in the strict sense ... but when atoms are near one
another, not far apart, he called that ‘contact’.
146a
See comm. on nos. 105-105a.
147

1Burnet’s

assertion (op. cit. p. 383, n. 2) that hös dokei [‘so it seems’], must always be
translated ‘is supposed’ and that this expression always introduces a view of someone other
than the author is altogether ungrounded and in my view untrue.
2’no

more of this kind than that’: see nos. 1-6 w. comm.

3’what

is exists no more than what is not’: see no. 7 w. comm.

148
1The

doctrine of the co-existence of contradictories (‘If A exists, then not-A must exist’) has
a certain mystical, idealistic colouring, and in any case amounts to an illegitimate transition
from the domain of logic to that of ontology. It is then all the more curious that we have
here to deal with a borrowing from the ancient philosophy of the West. According to the
Italian philosophers, if ‘being’ exists , then ‘not-being’ must also exist, i.e. if spirit and soul
exist, then there must also exist ‘the prison of the spirit’ or the negation of spirit, i.e. body
and matter. Parmenides gave this doctrine a more sensible look; he called ‘existent’ fire,
which strives to go up, and ‘non-existent’ heavy, damp earth. As a materialist Democritus
went further and stood this doctrine on its head; he accepted the assumption of the
necessity of the co-existence of contradictories, but regarded ‘the existent’ precisely as
matter and ‘the non-existent’ as what in his theory corresponded to spirit, viz. the void.
That the terms to on [‘what is’] and to mē on [‘what is not’] were actually used by
Parmenides is attested by Ar. GC 318b6: ‘Parmenides says that there are two things, what is
and what is not, speaking of fire and earth’. Cf. nos. 7-8 w. comm. and comm. on no. 171,
from which it is clear that the starting-point of Democritus’ construction of his theory of
atoms and the void was the doctrine of his predecessors about heat and cold.
149
1’Democritus

mentions’: see comm. on no. 148.

153
1Since

I regard Leucippus as a contemporary of Democritus, I see no improbability in the
idea that Leucippus was primarily a student of Melissus, who was at that time especially
popular in Eastern Greece (see Hippocr, De nat. hom. I.6.34), and that he disputed with him.
In the best-known passage (no. 146) in which Democritus criticises the Eleatics there is
ascribed to them the doctrine ‘that the universe is motionless and infinite’; this can refer
only to Melissus. The legend that Leucippus was a student of Parmenides and Zeno may
have been a conclusion drawn from that continual criticism of Melissus and from the
excellent knowledge of Eleatic doctrines which is apparent in the works of Leucippus and
Democritus.
154

1A

coin of Abdera from Jameson’s collection (Ch. Seltman, Greek Coins, London, 1933, p.
144, pl. 28, no. 11) , dating from the period 450-432, and consequently from Democritus’
youth, bears an image of Pythagoras and the inscription ΠΥΘΑΓΟΡΗΣ (‘Pythagoras’). Clearly,
Pythagoras was at that time very popular among the Abderans, and it would have been
perfectly natural for Democritus to have carefully studied his writings as a young man.
There is therefore no reason to doubt the report that at that time Democritus wrote a work
entitled Pythagoras. No doubt that work contained moral dicta (Thrasyllus lists this work
first among his Ethical Works). From Herodotus’ report we have every reason to doubt that
the legend of Pythagoras the investigator of nature had already taken shape by then. It is
also quite possible that in his youth Democritus had some Pythagorean as his teacher of
ethics. Everything else in this passage has as its source the tendency to turn the so-called
Pythagoreans, who actually had much in common with Democritus, from successors of
Democritus into his predecessors (see Frank, op. cit., pp. 72ff.) and to construct the absurd
schema which was subsequently universally disseminated. According to that schema
Democritus was turned into a student of the Pythagoreans and the Eleatics, and Plato and
Aristotle into students of the Milesian natural philosophers (see nos. VII-VII w. comm.).
Alfieri, op. cit., p. 47, n. 93, rejects even a kernel of historical truth in this legend.
155
1The

influence of Empedocles on Democritus is investigated by Kranz, Hermes 47, 1912, pp.

1ff.

156
1Despite

the fact that Democritus was most of all indebted to the Milesians (above all to
Anaximander), as is clear from comparison of their doctrines, the distorted tradition does
not report that straightforwardly, in that it turns Democritus into a follower of the Eleatics
‘the most extreme enemies of science’. All the more valuable, then, is the testimony
preserved here, from which we see that Democritus had reason to mention the Milesian
Thales and his doctrine. It is possible that he mentioned the Phoenician ancestry of Thales
in order to show the Phoenician origin of the science which he was studying (cf. the legend
of the Phoenician Mochus).
157
1The

question of the influence of Anaxagoras on Democritus is discussed by Brieger, op. cit.,
pp. 161ff.
158
1Specifically

in GC I.2ff.

159
1’ancient’

means, of course, not ‘belonging to Leucippus’, as Diels supposed without the
least ground, but the views of the early Milesian philosophers, who lived 150-120 years
before Democritus. The fact that Democritus argued especially energetically against the
doctrine of ‘world-organisation and mind’, i.e. against the theory of a separate, creative
mind, which was Anaxagoras’ surrender to idealism, is self-explanatory. In a lecture given to
the scientific society of Naples, entitled ‘The historical position of Democritus’ (1932, p. 7,
known to me only from Alfieri’s book) Covotti cites two interesting passages of Plato about
Anaxagoras, the first of which goes back to Democritus. These passages show first, that by
‘ancients’ is meant, not Leucippus, but earlier philosophers, and secondly that the
expression ‘about mind and world-organisation’ ‘had an entirely general sense’ and ‘did not
refer to Leucippus at all’. These passages are: Crat. 409a: ‘it seems to indicate that what he
(i.e. Anaxagoras) was saying recently, that the moon takes its light from the sun, is in fact an
older view’; Phaedo 98b: ‘On reading it I saw that he (Anaxagoras) was making no use of
mind nor ascribing any causes to the organisation of things’. Later Laws XII, 967b; ‘saying
that it is mind which has organised everything in the heavens’.
160
1See

comm. on no. 72.

162
1There

is no reason to doubt that Leucippus actually existed, but on the other hand it is clear
that he left no books, though the Peripatetics regarded him as the author of two works
which the general tradition ascribed to Democritus. Therefore we in our time have no
criteria for distinguishing what was introduced by Democritus himself from what he took
over from Leucipppus.
The literature on the question is as follows: Rohde, Kleine Schriften I, p. 205; Diels,
Verhandlungen der 35en Philologenversammlung, Leipzig, 1880, p. 96; Diels, Rh. Mus. 42,
1887, pp. 1-14; A. Brieger, Hermes 36, 1901, p. 161; P. Bokownew, Leukipp-Frage, Dorpat,
1911; E. Zeller, Arch. f. Gesch. d. Philosophie 15, 1902, pp. 137ff.; W. Nestle, ed., Zellers
Grundriss der Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie I, Leipzig, 1928, pp. 1038ff.; Diels, VS,
4th edn., intr., pp. vi ff; Oppermann, Xenia Bonnensia, 1929, pp. 26ff.: Luria, Comptes-rendus
de l’ Academie des Sciences de l’URSS, 1929, pp. 137ff.; E. Howald, Festschrift für Joēl, 1934,
p. 159; Luria, Symbolae Osloenses 15-16, 1936, pp. 19ff.
163
1So

the Great World-System, which the Perpiatetics regarded as belonging to Leucippus, was
seen by the source of the Suda as precisely the most authentic of all the works in the
Democritean collection.

164
1In

my restoration of the text the subject appears to be Aristotle or some other Peripatetic:
‘they say’: viz. the Peripatetics. ‘plagiarising’: viz. Aristotle or the Peripatetic mentioned
above. See my article in Symb. Osl. 15-16, pp. 19ff.
165
1From

this it is perfectly clear that in Cicero’s time there were two views on the authorship
of Leucippus. Cicero, not having an opinion of his own, leaves the question open.
166
1Diels

[DK II, p. 73, ll.27-8] thinks that the sole source for this passage is Aristotle’s remark in
GC 325a23, where we find a somewhat similar expression ‘But Leucippus thought that he
had arguments’. Alfieri, op. cit. p. 15, n. 60, sides with Diels: ‘What is being discussed is not
the title of a work by Leucippus, whose authenticity is in doubt, but a precise reference to
an expression used by Aristotle, where the plural ‘arguments’ indicates the theory of
Leucippus. The sense of the phrase is ‘as we find written in what Aristotle called the
arguments of Leucippus’’. It is, of course, perfectly possible that ‘in the arguments of
Leucippus’ means ‘in the doctrine or theory of Leucippus’. But it does not follow that that
passage of Aristotle is the sole source of the passage cited: the expression ‘to have been
separated’ in the sense ‘the void’ does not occur at all there. That sense is characteristic of
another passage in the same work, 316a13ff., but there Aristotle is speaking of Democritus,
not Leucippus. Hence ‘what are called the arguments’ cannot mean ‘the theories which
Aristotle calls ...’, all the more so because this is a very common expression, meaning ‘socalled’, ‘incorrectly called’ etc. It therefore seems to me clear that the creator of the MXG
was doubtful of the authorship of Leucippus, i.e. he inclined in favour of the authorship of
Democritus. Cf. S. Luria, Symb. Osl. 15-16, p. 19. On the other hand it is perfectly possible
that the proof given in GC 316a13ff. was put by Democritus into the mouth of Leucippus.
That would explain why that argument, like many others, was ascribed to Leucippus. In
favour of this suggestion, perhaps, is the circumstance that in a later spurious alchemical
work Physical and Mystical Writings of Democritus (M. Berthelot, Collection des anciens
alchimistes grecs, I, Paris, 1888, p. 41) one book is entitled ‘Democritus Bk V, addressed to
Leucippus’; in it Democritus addresses Leucippus (‘O Leucippus’). It is possible that this
imitated the structure of one of the genuine works of Democritus.
169
1Diels

included these passages in his collection, which would be logical only if he thought it
possible that Democritus himself actually referred to Mochus. The fact that the widespread
version of the legend of Mochus, frequently encountered in the literature, was written only
much later and that Mochus’ book had already been forged does not exclude the possibility
of a reference to Mochus in a work of Democritus’; this entire falsification could have been

constructed on the basis of a brief remark by Democritus. The literature on the question is
as follows: W. Nestle, ed., Zeller’s Grundriss der Geschichte der griechischen Philosophie, I,
p. 1047. The sources are: DL, Preface 1; Josephus, Antiquit. I.107; Athenaeus III, p. 126A;
Damascius 125.I, p. 323.6 Ruelle; Iamblichus, Vita Pythag. 14. Cf. Diels, Hermes 40, 1905, p.
315; Alfieri, op. cit., pp. 98, 223. If, as is entirely possible, Democritus’ atomism did not
develop without the influence of certain factors (see comm. on no. 146 and my book The
Theory of Infinitesimals, pp. 9-10, where the literature on the question is indicated), then it
may be that the legend of Mochus was also borrowed from them. But Diels is entirely
illogical in including this passage in his collection while excluding passages testifying to the
influence of Homer on Democritus, though Democritus himself quite naively refers to
Homer as his predecessor on a number of questions (see no. 67, where Democritus himself
uses a lost line of Homer ‘Hector lay thinking other things’). See Philippson’s remarks,
Hermes 64, pp. 167ff. Just so I think it possible that a passage of Hermias (Irris. 12, Dox.
654) has as its source a criticism of Pherecydes by Democritus: ‘Pherecydes says that the
principles are Zeus, Chthoniē and Cronus, and that Zeus is the aithēr, Chthoniē the earth and
Cronus time; for the aithēr is the active principle, and earth the passive, and time is that in
which things come into being ... Leucippus thinks that all that is nonsense, and says etc.’
(see no. 306).
ii. General Testimonia (atoms and void)
171
1From

this frequently repeated report it is clear that in one of his works, before setting out
his atomistic theory, Democritus discussed the views of his predecessors and, having
exposed their mistakes, reached the conclusion that atomism is the only reasonable solution
of the question. The establishment of this fact has a further significance for us; it allows us
to ascribe to Democritus those passages where we come across the characteristic argument
from the opposition of hot and cold, as in the passages cited under no. 171, and in no. 148.
2idiōtikōs:

‘non-expertly’. Cf. no. 65.

3’regarding’

refers both to Democritus and to the Pythagoreans.

4’were

previously said by Democritus’: From these words it is clear that we are dealing with
an expression of Democritus himself.
5Philoponus

indicates that this passage of Aristotle refers to Democritus; we have no reason
not to believe him. If that is so, then we must also see an examination of Democritus’
doctrine in the passage cited here from PA; in favour of that we have not only the
opposition of hot and cold, which is the starting-point, but also such characteristic
expressions as ‘chance’ and ‘of necessity’.

6’strife

and love’ in Empedocles, ‘mind’ in Anaxagoras, ‘chance’ and everything following
from it in Democritus.
173
1 tōn

mathēmatikōn [’of the mathematicals’]: Alexander interprets these words as if after
‘these people’ were read ‘of the physical elements’: as the Platonists saw in the differences
between the mathematical elements the causes of all other things, so did the atomists see
the causes in the differences between the physical elements. If that is so, in ‘of the
mathematicals’ one must understand ‘the differences’, but in that case one feels the lack of
a logical subject and can hardly manage without supplying ‘some people’ or something
similar. But if ‘some people’ is supplied, then it is much simpler to see in the expression ‘as
some of the mathematicals’ a second subject, parallel to ‘those who made [the underlying
substance] one’, and to translate ‘and as some mathematicians’.
175
1If

I understand this passage correctly, what Theophrastus means is that only in the
atomistic theory is there the premise that the universe is a completely perfect and flawless
system. In the Peripatetic theory only mathematical forms are completely perfect; in the
material world, by contrast, there is much that is very imperfect. By comparison the most
perfect are the heavenly bodies, but even there there is a certain amount that is disorderly,
e.g. the motion of the planets.
176
1The

confusion of the void with air was undoubtedly completely foreign to Democritus, but
since in each separate cosmos there are no intervals of void except extremely small ones,
and since Democritus explained movements within a cosmos by the aid of a ‘swirl of air’,
that confusion on the part of his interpreters is entirely understandable.
177
1Asclepius

also was unable to understand Democritus correctly; we cite his words as
virtually only a curiosity. Democritus’ expression does not at all mean that the amount of
void in the universe is not less than the amount of matter. Plato’s words (Rep. 479a) are
also cited without any reason: ‘Big things and small, heavy and light are no more correctly
called that than the opposite. So are each of the many things what we say they are more
than not being that?’ So what is in question is the relativity of sensible qualities, not the
existence of the void. Plato rejected the void, as Asclepius himself correctly points out in a
further passage.
179

1As

Alfieri correctly remarks, op. cit., p. 89, n. 226, the ms. reading ‘different’ also gives good
sense, but Plutarch was here speaking not about the form of the atoms but about the
uniformity of matter. See no. 368, Simpl. ad loc. 569.5 ‘of the same nature’, no. 261 ‘and
their nature is one’.

181
1Cicero

is joking: Democritus’ doctrine is very ancient and consequently of noble origin, so
that a partisan of the optimates ought from the very beginning to be a supporter of
Democritus.
184
1The

expression ‘in size’ is incomprehensible. Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I, p. 1083, sees here an
unsuccessful formulation of the circumstance that all the atoms, taken together, are
infinitely large. Bailey, op. cit. pp. 126 ff., connects this expression with the different sizes of
atoms, since the number of these differences is infinitely large. Taking into account no. 187,
where we find ‘the atoms are infinite in number, and the void infinite in size’, I think that
something similar was read here, but Diogenes cited it inattentively and omitted the word
‘void’.
191
1This

astonishing theory of Democritean eidōla [‘images’], which along with atoms and the
void constitute a third basic entity (in contradiction to Leucippus, who admitted only the
existence of atoms and the void), was constructed, in my opinion, only on the basis of the
testimony of Cicero, who was an important source for Christian writers: ‘Atoms, void,
images, which they call eidōla ... all ... come from him (i.e. Democritus)’, De fin. I.6.21, no.
182.
193
1Cf.

Plut. Col. 1114a: ‘it is called by you intangible and void and incorporeal’. Cf. DL X.67: ‘it
is not possible to conceive of something incorporeal except the void, and the void can
neither act nor be affected, but it merely provides bodies with motion through itself’.
195
IIt

seems that we have here a contamination of two theses of Democritus’: [a] the universe
is infinite, [b] each separate organised (finite) cosmos lies over a void.

b. The atom
i. Names by which the atoms are designated
196
1hē

atomos (‘indivisible’): ‘form’ (idea, Diels) or ‘essence’ (ousia, Kranz) is understood.

2to

atomon (‘indivible’): ‘body’ is understood.

196a
1The

word phusis [‘nature’] has the same sense in the passage of Aristotle on which
Simplicius is commenting (265b24): ‘for they say that nature is in local motion’, since only
the atoms, not the void, are in motion. See also GC 327a16, no. 239: ‘for nature (= the
atoms) is neither repositioned (changed in respect of ‘turning’ (tropē) [= position] nor
rearranged (changed in respect of ‘contact’ (diathigē) [= arrangement]’. Theophr. De sensu
80, no. 484: ‘since nature (i.e. atoms) penetrates (sc. a body)’.
197
1With

the word ‘den’ [‘thing’] Diels compares Theodotion’s translation of the Bible cited by
Philoponus, De opific. mundi II.1, p. 59.12 Reichardt, hē de gē ēn den kai outhen [‘and the
earth was thing and nothing’]; Philopon. 68.16 gives a note on this: ‘was thing, i.e. was
something’. The translation of the biblical expression (Gen. I.1) translated in the Septuagint
as ‘invisible and unorganised’ constitutes a deliberate philosophical falsification, premised
on acquaintance with atomism.
198
1Since

shape was one of the most characteristic features of the atom, Democritus
sometimes called the atoms simply ‘shapes’ (ideai). Plato, as is well-known, took over a

great deal from Democritus, so it was perfectly natural for him to take from Democritus his
name for substance (ta eidē). It is understandable that of the three basic properties of the
atoms, shape, impenetrability and materiality, he was able to make use of only the first in
his own doctrine. Cf. Wilamowitz, Platon I, Berlin, 1920, p. 346; K. Gōbel, Die vorsokratische
Philosophie, Bonn, 1910, p. 313. The objections of Alfieri, op. cit., p. 99, n. 225, are
unconvincing.
2From

these different names Diels (Elementum, Leipzig, 1899, p. 16) draws the following
conclusion: ‘The numerous expressions by which Leucippus and Democritus designated the
atoms (eidea, schēmata, ideai [‘shapes’], phuseis [‘natures’], nasta [‘solids’], atoma
[‘uncuttables’] etc.) show that they did not yet feel the need to define the concept of the
atom once and for all’. That may be right as far as formal definition is concerned (the
Peripatetics were great enthusiasts for such definitions), but on the other hand there can be
no doubt that in speaking of the atoms the atomists were operating with a perfectly precise
concept from the scientific point of view.
As regards the expression stoicheion [‘element’], Diels, Elementum, p. 17, cites the
words of Eudemus (DL III.24) ‘Plato was the first to use the term stoicheion in philosophy’
and remarks in this connection ‘Eudemus’ report confirms that no-one before Plato applied
the term stoicheion to physically primary bodies’. Diels thinks it ‘completely impossible that
the concept stoicheion (from stoichos [‘line, row’]could have been formed outside Attica’.
The last remark does not follow from his conclusions (Elementum, p. 68), and is altogether
unconvincing. It is perfectly possible that Democritus had already used that expression, not
as a name for the concept ‘element’, but as a figurative expression; Eudemus might have
been referring to that when he made the remark cited.
3it

is possible that the titles Peri ideōn (On shapes [Sext. M VII.137]) and Peri tōn diaphorōn
rusmōn (On the different shapes) [D.L. IX.47, ‘diapherontōn’ mss.] name the same work.
ii. The shape of the atoms revealed by sense-perception
200
1Following

Madvig, who deletes the phase from ta sphairoeidē to legei and the word hōn,
Diels regards the whole phrase from ta sphairoeidē to hōn as a gloss. But one can perfectly
understand the sentence without this deletion. The fact that hōn refers not to the
immediately preceding word aktisin but to the words schēmatōn and atomōn which occur
earlier has many parallels. The commentaries which I cite here show that this passage,
generally regarded as an insertion, was already read in all the ancient mss. going back to the
beginning of our era. Cf Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 77. It is perfectly possible that Democritus
was re-working in a scientific way the primitive Pythagorean view that the specks which are
carried about in the air and are visible in sunbeams are the souls of the dead and the
unborn. Anaxagoras also discussed these specks which are visible in sunbeams: see Plut.

Qu. Conv. 722a: ‘I add the opinion of Anaxagoras that the air is given vibration and a
tremulous motion by the sun, as is clear from the little specks which are always flitting
about in the light and from the fragments which people call motes’. Thrausmata
[‘fragments’] is Empedocles’ term. But it is possible that the Pythagorean doctrine reported
by Aristotle was only an idealistic transformation of Democritus’ doctrine constructed by the
so-called Pythagoreans. According to Theodoretus’ source (possibly Aetius, see n. 201)
Democritus was followed by the Pythagorean Ecphantus in accepting this theory, and we
know from other sources that Ecphantus (if he really existed, and was not just a character in
one of the dialogues of Heraclides of Pontus) re-cast Democritus’ doctrines in an idealistic
fashion.
2Ar.

Phys., 184b21ff., 188a22ff.

3The

expression hōs spermatōn [‘as seeds’] is intended to explain the expression
panspermia [‘a mixture of all kinds of seeds’].
4We

see from this commentary that Democritus used this entire comparison simply to give a
visual explanation of why atoms are invisible. The specks in the air become visible only
when they encounter a sunbeam. Exactly so the atoms become ‘visible’ only when gnēsiē
gnōmē comes to their aid; see no. 83. Cf. the Epicurean explanation of this symbol, which
they took over unchanged from Democritus: Galen, On the natural faculties [De fac. nat.]
I.14, II.45 K., 293 Us.: ‘Yes, says Epicurus: you must think of them (sc. the atoms) as very
small, so that each of them is ten thousand times smaller than the smallest of the specks
that float about in the air’.
201
1Diels

supposes that the phrase kalousi ... pallomena was inserted by Theodoretus into his
excerpt of Aetius on the basis of Ar. De an. 404a1ff., no. 200 (itself an interpolation); see
Dox. 286. However, Diels himself thinks it possible (Dox. Prol. 45) that this phrase was in
Aetius; in that case the words ‘Ecphantus agreed with this’ refer to the theory of ‘specks’ (cf.
no. 201). I regard both passages, the testimony of Aristotle and that of Aetius, as genuine
(see comm. on no. 200, n. 1). The assertion that Democritus and Leucippus thought that the
‘specks’ were atoms is superficial and wrong; that could be the case for Ecphantus.
iii. The size of the atoms
204
1The

testimonia about the size of the atoms are contradictory. While from one group of
testimonia it is perfectly clear that atoms must have all possible dimensions, including
extremely large, by others it is reported that all Democritus’ atoms were extremely small.
The testimonia of the first group are totally clear and unambiguous; moreover, these
reports correspond to Democritus’ basic principles, set out above (nos. 1-47). But since

Democritus himself scarcely drew the distinction between physical and mathematical atoms
with sufficient clarity, not merely the commentators, scholiasts and lexicographers, but
Aristotle himself scarcely distinguished the former from the latter. The mathematical
atoms, which are in any case partless, are so small as to be imperceptible; so sometimes
that property was ascribed to the physical atoms as well.
207
1 Cf.

Epicur. Epist. I.55, Lucr. II.496-9, IV.111-122. I firmly reject the approach which regards
every criticism in Epicurus and Lucretius as a criticism of Democritus. But in this particular
case it is hardly possible to doubt that this criticism is directed against Democritus and,
consequently, that Democritus allowed that in the universe there are very large atoms,
which can even be seen. Hence Diels, I am convinced, was wrong not to trust this
testimony.
209
1’grasped

in thought’: this does not mean ‘so small as to be imperceptible’. Cf. Alfieri’s
translation.
iv. The impassibility and solidity of the atoms
211
1Democritus

represents every kind of division as the thrusting of a wedge into a crack, and
the resulting widening of an already existing crack (see no. 214, Simpl.: ‘they said that
division comes about via the void in bodies’). If a body is absolutely solid, i.e. if it contains
no void at all, then it cannot be split in any way; see Simpl. no. 237: ‘they rejected cutting,
saying that what appears to be cutting is the separation of things in contact with one
another’.
2’the

magnitudes’: Democritus regards the atoms as extended, not as unextended points.

212
1This
2’in

was probably the theory of Empedocles; see my Theory of Infinitesimals, pp. 136ff.

having parts’: O. Apelt, Beitr. z. Gesch. d. Gr. Philos., Leipzig, 1891, pp. 265 ff., drew from
this passage the astonishing conclusion that Democritus admitted infinite divisibility. In fact
a little later in Simplicius (82.4) we read the following: ‘if (what is is one) like an atom, first it
is absurd and contrary to perception to say that the one is an atom, and then it is itself
continuous and divisible to infinity and therefore potentially many’. But here Simplicius is
discussing a theory according to which the universe consists of a single individual (‘atom’);
he is then right to say that such a huge atom is continuous in the Aristotelian sense, i.e.

potentially divisible to infinity. That view has nothing in common with Democritus, since
Simplicius himself remarks: ‘Leucippus and Democritus consider that not merely
impassibility is the cause of the primary bodies not being divided, but also their smallness
and lack of parts’ (In Phys. 925.13), so the parts are not further divisible even
mathematically (‘partless’).
213
1’continuous

not by contact’: this expression presupposes as its contradictory ‘continuous by
contact’, and that was the most characteristic feature of Democritus’ doctrine: ‘Democritus
... says that the infinite is continuous by contact’ (Ar. Phys. 203a22). So this strange
expression is used by Aristotle to refer to the Democritean opposition between ‘what is
continuous by contact’ and ‘what is continuous not by contact’, i.e. the atom which is not
subject to external influence. In order to show that the word naston [‘solid’] was not a word
generally used in Greek, but a coinage of Democritus’, Diels cites the words of Galen, who
criticises the Roman doctor Archigenes for using the word naston (in the comparative
form): ‘What does the word ‘more solid’ mean? I am not at all clear, since it is not a word
commonly used by the Greeks in such a context. People used to call a certain kind of bread
‘solid’, but I do not know what other kind of body they applied this word to. Archigenes ...
seems to me to use the word ‘solid’ for ‘full’’ [VIII.931.K, DK 68 A 46].
216
1All

these charges essentially relate only to Epicurus, since Democritus completely rejected
qualitative differences. Thus, for instance, Democritus could not have maintained that
‘atoms’, coming together, become ‘hot’, because for him heat did not exist at all, it is only a
deceptive interpretation of the collision of the atoms of our body (including the atoms of
the soul) with atoms from the external world (it is our ‘bastard thought’ which is guilty of
this deceptive interpretation).
v. The matter and form of the atoms
220
1’parts’,

i.e. atoms.

221
1This

passage remains very unclear. Ross, Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Oxford, 1925, and
Kubinsky, Meta., Moscow, 1934 arrange the punctuation as follows: ‘Everything comes to be
from what is, but what is potentially, not what is actually and this is Anaxagoras’ one ... And
the mixtures of Empedocles and Anaximander and as Democritus says. Everything was
together potentially, but not actually.’ In the arrangement of the punctuation which they

propose ‘everything was together’ etc. are Aristotle’s own words, which have nothing to do
with Democritus.161 This proposal would be very tempting, but against it we have not
merely the commentary of ps-Alexander but also the testimony of Galen, although it is,
indeed, perfectly possible that a common source of ps-Alexander and Galen misunderstood
Aristotle. On the other hand no. 17 makes it probable that only the words ‘everything was
together’ belong to Democritus, while ‘potentially but not actually’ contain Aristotle’s
criticism, since in no. 17 we read ‘but some think that there is always activity, e.g.
Leucippus’. In that case ‘the atomists spoke of the original situation in the sense of the
situation of such and such masses of atoms before the formation from them of this or that
particular cosmos, not in the sense of the situation of all atoms before the formation of any
cosmoi whatever. In my opinion, worlds had always existed’, Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I.2, p. 1076, n.
2. If the expression ‘everything was together’ or something synonymous was actually in
Democritus, then in all probability he may have meant the following: the atoms move in all
directions, and that has always been so; so everywhere there have existed both
coagulations (worlds) and voids between them. But the atoms behave as if all matter in its
original natural situation had been distributed evenly everywhere, in accordance with the
principle of isonomia (see no. 8). This ‘even distribution’ would have been on this
interpretation a sort of ‘limit’; cf. DL IX.30, no. 289: ‘many bodies of every shape were
separated off from the infinite and carried into a great void’. In that case the expression
‘potentially but not actually’ would have been a criticism of Empedocles and Anaxagoras,
who accepted a situation in which ‘everything was together’ in the actual sense, a criticism
which was probably based on the thought of Heraclitus.
223
1’in

shape or form’: ‘or’ here means approximately ‘i.e.’.

224
1’other

qualities of their external appearance’: probably refers to size, position and order of
arrangement.
226
1angulata

vel hamata: ‘angled or with hooks’.

227
‘irregular, others hook-shaped’: we do not have to suppose that there queer shapes were
specially characteristic of atoms. As is well-known, atoms have all possible shapes. These
161

[L’s presentation of Ross’s text is not perfectly accurate, in that Ross has a dash, not a full stop, after ‘says’,
and has ‘everything was together ... actually’ in quotation marks. Given L’s punctuation, it is unambiguous that
‘everything was together ... actually’ is a statement by Aristotle, not by Democritus, whereas Ross’s
punctuation allows that second possibility. But it appears likely from Ross’s notes that he too attributes that
sentence to Aristotle. I have no knowledge of Kubinsky’s text.]

queer shapes were mentioned particularly because they play a major role in the theory of
sensations (cf. no. 234).
230
1’like

the spherical from the pyramidal’: This expression can apparently have two senses:
either ‘in the same way as the spherical cannot come from the pyramidal’ or ‘as, e.g. the
spherical cannot come from the pyramidal’. In Greek such an expression is correctly used in
the first sense. We saw above (no. 130) that Democritus actually formed the sphere from
the pyramid; that does not contradict the principle according to which no body of any kind
comes into being from another, since that principle refers to physical change (‘cutting’),
whereas mathematically (‘in thought’) the atom can be further divided as far as the partless
things.
232
1Here

Democritus is apparently criticising those who think that the atoms of fire are
pyramidal (hence, Plato’s predecessors). At that time it seemed natural that the shape of
every elementary part should be the same as that of the whole body (see no. 233, where
Democritus thinks that the atoms of the head are round, since the head is round, the atoms
of the jaw pyramidal etc.). Democritus aims to show that it is possible to explain why a
flame has such a form while thinking of the atoms as spherical.
233
1As

we see from no. 220a, Democritus did not attempt to give a systematic enumeration of
the shapes of all the atoms; so what is referred to here is cited only as an example. From
no. 516 we see that the structure of the jaw particularly interested Democritus.
234
1It

is clear from nos. 234-5 that Epicurus rejected Democritus’ doctrine which accepted the
existence of twisted, hooked, anchor-shaped and other atoms; such atoms, at least
according to Epicurus’ naive observation, must be very fragile, since their points are very
easily broken off. It is curious that Lucretius reverted to Democritus’ view, II.444-6:
‘Finally, things that seem to us hardened and thick must be deeply woven together
with more hooked and as it were branching [atoms]’
and II.393-4 (see also II.405)
‘Or because it is certainly made of elements which are larger or more hooked and
tangled together.’
Bailey, op. cit. 345-6 ascribes this theory unconditionally to Epicurus, but he is
wrong, as we see from the passages cited in the text, which Bailey did not notice. It is

possible that the Epicurean proof that the number of the atoms is infinite (Epist. I.42) was
taken from Democritus: ‘for if the void were infinite, and the bodies finite in number, they
would not remain anywhere, but would be scattered throughout the infinite void, not
having anything to support them and keep them in position by collisions. But if the void
were finite, the infinite bodies would have no room to take their place’. The number of
different types of atoms is held by Epicurus to be indefinitely large, but not infinitely large as
Democritus held.
c. How the atoms are situated relative to one another
i. The meaning of ‘contact’
236
1The

transfer of the concepts ‘continuum’ and ‘contact’ from the field of ‘bastard thought’
to that of ‘legitimate thought’ raised, as the Eleatics showed, an insuperable difficulty. From
the atomists’ point of view these concepts were totally inadmissible in the world of
‘legitimate thought’, since they implicitly contained the denial of indivisiblity, which was
postulated a priori by the atomists. Cf. Ar. Phys. 230a29ff., Philop. In GC 28.26. Epicurus
later protested against this uncritical transfer, maintaining that in the world of magnitudes
discerned by thought bodies are not in contact ‘part to part’ (Ep. I.58): ‘nor are they in
contact part with part, except each one in the case of itself ... [I.62] for the additional
assumption about the unseen, that the things which are discerned by reason ... also have
continuity, is not true in such cases’. The peculiar application of the term ‘contact’ which
we encounter in these passages had already been prepared by earlier developments; as we
see in no. 105, the word haphē (‘contact’) had already acquired in those earlier writers with
whom Democritus is disputing the special sense ‘unextended boundary in contact’. Since
such a use conflicts with ordinary usage, the author of On indivisible lines thinks (971b28ff.)
that that sort of contact is not contact at all: ‘if it is possible that something should be
continuous but not in contact’. Cf. no. 237 Simpl.: ‘for the other things which seem to be
continuous are close to one another in contact’. See my Theory of infinitesimals, pp. 154ff.
237
1It

was natural that the expression ‘continuity’, which is closely connected with the
expression ‘contact’ should have had to receive a new meaning in Democritus. He drew a
distinction between what is ‘continuous through contact’, i.e. a continuum in the world of
‘bastard thought’, and what is ‘truly continuous’, i.e. a continuum in the world of ‘legitimate
thought’; see no. 237, Simpl. In GC. This peculiar usage of Democritus’ led to a strange
confusion in the scientific literature; see comm. on no. 212. In no. 213 ‘in so far as it is one
and continuous not through contact, to that extent it cannot be affected’ both meanings of
the word ‘continuous’ are assumed to be known. Simplicius no. 131, In De caelo 659

criticises this use of the word ‘continuum’: ‘a continuum does not come into being from
putting these elements together’.
ii. The position of each atom
(rusmos, tropē, diathigē)
[shape, position, arrangement]

238
1thesis

[‘position’] (in Abderan dialect tropē) means the position of each atom in isolation;
taxis [‘arrangement’] (in Abderan diathigē) means the relative position of two or more
atoms in relation to one another.
2’forward

and backward’: This expression does not mean the relative position (taxis) of the
atoms, as Prantl and Kranz suppose [no refs. given], but the orientation of each atom in
space, e.g. an atom may be so turned so that its front is at the back and its top at the
bottom.
239
1As

Alfieri correctly points out (op. cit., p. 86) ‘repositioned’ refers to ‘position’ (tropē),
‘changed’ to ‘relative placing’ (diathigē).
2’its

nature’: i.e. the atoms. See comm. on no. 196. [Ref. should be to 196a.]

240
1ta

schēmata (‘the shapes’) = hai ideai (‘the forms’, i.e. ‘the atoms’).

2’they

thought that the truth is in what appears’. [L’s translation omits ‘they thought that’
and adds ‘to us’ after ‘appears’.]
3’letters’:
4’the
5As

see comm. on no. 241 (Diels, Elementum, p. 13, n. 3).

spherical [atoms] first’: see no. 233.

we see, in the time of Philoponus Z and N were read in the mss of Aristotle; Philoponus
took Γ and Λ from another source. It is altogether probable that the second example goes
back to Democritus himself, but in the case of Z and N that is impossible. The form Z
appears for the first time only around 180 BCE; up till then it was written I. So Wilamowitz
was right to maintain that in the mss of Aristotle there was originally written not Z but I. But
N differs from I not merely in position; so one must assume that in the older mss H was
written instead of the later N, and that the new form Z led to the incorrect transformation
of H into N.. The old reading (H, not N) is still preserved in Philo, On the eternity of the world

[De aetern.] 22.VI, p. 107.10ff. Cohn-Reiter : he reaches it from position as follows: ‘the
letter Z [will be changed] into H by repositioning, when the crosswise parallels become
vertical and the stroke connecting the two verticals is turned and ties them to one another’.
The addition of the oblique connecting stroke was omitted in Philo’s ancient source. In fact
metathesis [‘repositioning’] corresponds to Aristotle’s term thesis and Democritus’ tropē.
241
1diathigē:
2The

‘mutual contact’ (Diels [DK II, p. 72, l. 21n.])

parallel with letters, from which words are formed, is characteristic of Democritus; cf.
no. 240 ‘for tragedy and comedy come into being from the same letters’. See Diels,
Elementum, p. 13, Frank, op. cit. pp. 169ff., Alfieri, op. cit., pp. 11-12. Frank rightly draws
attention to the fact that the parallel with syllables also has its source in Democritus; he
does not merely remark that the four elements, earth, water, air and fire, play a significant
role for Democritus, that of secondary elements, but that the molecules of these secondary
elements are exactly like ‘syllables’ (on this see comm. on no. 271). We find the same
parallel in Christian literature, which goes back at third hand to Democritus; see e.g. Isidore
of Seville Etym. XIII.2, P.L. 82, p. 73, De atomis. 4: ‘the philosophers call them atoms ... it is
an atom because it is uncuttable. The same is true in language, for you divide speech into
words, words into syllables and syllables into letters. The smallest part, the letter, is an
atom, and cannot be divided. So an atom is what cannot be divided.’ Ven. Bede, Elem.
philos. I, P.L. 90, p. 1132C: ‘So letters are called elements by resemblance, because they are
parts with the closest resemblance, to such an extent that they have no parts’. The
opponents of atomism used this analogy of Democritus’ to attack his doctrine; see Cic. ND
II.37.93: ‘Here should I not be astonished that there is someone who persuades himself that
certain sold and indivisible bodies ... are carried about and that the most ornate and
beautiful world is created by their chance combination? I do not understand why someone
who believes that does not also believe that if innumerable examples of the twenty-one
letters, made of gold or whatever you like, were thrown down together on the ground
somewhere, they could make the Annals of Ennius, so that they could subsequently be read.
I rather thank that chance would not be able to do that for a single line’. The words
‘whether made of gold’ perhaps contain a hint at Democritus. Diels, Elementum , p. 1, n. 3,
shrewdly points out that modern opponents of Darwin have used this very passage of Cicero
in their criticism (though the theory of natural selection deprives Cicero’s conclusions of any
power of conviction). Diels cites Du Bois-Reymond, Kulturgeschichte und
Naturwissenschaft, vol. 1, Baden, 1878, p. 254 and Max Müller, Deutsche Rundschau, 1896,
p. 292. The former says: ‘the comparison is with an overturned box of letters; in modern
biology that is the name of the argument directed against accepting self-generation. It
consists in this, that the chance coming into being of any kind of animal, say a mouse, from
the corresponding atoms is just as improbable as maintaining that when a box of letters is
tipped over the letters can by chance fall so as to form a poem, e.g. Schiller’s ‘The Bell’’. The

latter writes: ‘Neither the survival of the fittest nor natural selection could bring order into
that chaos: to suppose so is the same as to maintain that if the letters in a printing-press
were properly mixed up some time or other Goethe’s Faust would turn up’. Sextus, by
contrast, aims to base the immaterial character of the elements on this analogy; see M
X.253, no. 121: ‘just as the elements of words are not words, so the elements of bodies are
not bodies’.
243
1diatagēi,

ruthmōi, protropēi : an unsuccessful translation into the koinē of the Abderan
expressions diathigēi, rusmōi, tropēi.
246
1This

is illustrated by concrete examples in no. 233.

2’right

and left’ is a third opposition, which one cannot do without. So it is possible that in
the passage of Aristotle commented on here by Philoponus (n. 238) ‘right and left’ must be
restored.
d. The void
i. Definition of the void

249
1From

the examples cited it is perfectly clear that all Democritus’ definitions are purely
negative. Essentially the void exists only potentially, as something which must sooner or
later receive something larger or smaller (‘must receive’ is for Democritus the same as ‘will
receive’; see no. 1). This is the whole of the entitlement of the void to existence: hence it is
also called ‘the non-existent’ or ‘nothing’. To the extent that one understands this property
of Democritus’ void, one also understands names like ‘lack’ (sterēsis), ‘place lacking body’ or
even ‘the powerless’ and ‘the non-efficient’. In itself the void cannot carry on any activity
and cannot have any influence on matter: it is posited purely to clarify this or that difficulty
in the behaviour of matter.
251
1’the

efficient cause’: cf. the words of Epicurus, DL X.67: ‘the void can neither act nor be
affected, but it merely allows bodies to move through itself’. So according to Democritus ,
the void is the conditio sine qua non of all kinds of motion: ‘motion occurs through the
void’. In their exposition of Democritus’ doctrine the Peripatetics distorted this view; they
gave to Democritus’ words the meaning that for him the void was the efficient cause of

motion: ‘motion occurs because of the void’. Unfortunately many modern scholars have
repeated this mistake. See comm. on no. 259, n. 2.
2adranes

(‘inert, non-efficient’): cf. Plut. Col. 1114a: ‘(the void) is called by us (Epicureans)
intangible and void and incorporeal’.
252
1No.

105, Ar. GC 316a25ff: ‘but if there will be no body nor magnitude, but there will be a
division ... it will be put together from things with no magnitude, or be nothing at all’. In
fact, as we saw earlier, for Democritus division cannot take place where is no void, hence
the words ‘void’ and ‘division’ became for him virtual synonyms.
253
1’Theodoretus

(cf. Aet. I.18.3 = no. 187) himself altered Democritus’ doctrine, unless he
simply included from a fuller ms of Aetius another saying of Democritus omitted by
Stobaeus and Plutarch’ (Diels, Dox., p. 46). Comparison with the passage of Democritus
preserved by Eudemus (no. 251) show that it is Diels’ second suggestion, not his first, which
is correct.
ii. Proof of the existence of void
Void the cause of motion
255
1These

words are preceded by the following: ‘Those who try to show that (the void) does
not exist do not disprove what people mean by the void, but what they mistakenly say, e.g.
Anaxagoras, and those who attempt this kind of disproof. For they show that the air is
something, by straining skins and showing that the air exerts force, and lifting it in
klepsydrai’. The main difficulty is to understand the expression ‘people’. Prantl [no ref.
given], followed by V.P. Karpov in his Russian translation of Aristotle’s Physics, supposed
that ‘people’ was applied here to the opposition to Anaxagoras as people who maintained
the correct view of things. Prantl’s starting-point was the expression ‘in which there is
simply nothing’, i.e., according to him, in which there is not even air. Since the next
sentence contradicts that interpretation, he altered ‘hence’ to ‘not at all’. However, this is a
completely arbitrary procedure: ‘people’ understood by ‘void’ what contains absolutely
nothing, but since they knew absolutely nothing about the existence of the air, when it is
totally pure and motionless, they called ‘void’ space full of air. Cf. the remark of Strato,
which probably goes back to the same statement of Democritus’ (Heron, Pneumatica p. 4.8):
‘Skins which seem empty to most people (= ‘people’ in Aristotle!) are not empty as they
think, but full of air’. The school of Democritus, followed by Strato, contrasted the void with
air. Cf. Heron, Pneum. 6.23: ‘The bodies [i.e. particles] of the air ... have empty spaces
between them, like sand on the seashore. The grains of sand are to be supposed to be like

the bodies of the air, and the air between the grains of sand to be like the empty spaces
between [the particles of] the air’. Aristotle means the following: ‘Anaxagoras certainly
proved to those naive people that what they thought was void is air, but he did not at all
prove to them that the void as such does not exist’.
2’the

totality of body’: = the universe (Ross [Ar. Phys., p. 582, on 217a33]).

3’something

outside the continuous totality of body’: the Pythagorean theory, maintained
among others by Xuthus, no. 256.
4’those

people’ are those who reject the void, e.g. Anaxagoras.

5A

whole series of other proofs of the existence of the void, probably going back in most
cases to Democritus, is cited in Heron, Pneum. 4.28.
6’The

atomists thought that it was by the compression of the wine into its own interstices
that the cask was enabled to hold the wine-skins as well as the wine that had previously
filled it’, Ross, op. cit. [p. 583, on 217b17-18]. Cf. ps-Ar. Probl. 938b14: ‘Why, when a liquid
is poured into skins, does the jar not merely hold the liquid along with the skins, but
something else as well?’ The answer given there belongs to Aristotle: ‘There is no void, air is
emitted from the wine’.
7Cf.

ps-Ar. Probl. 938b24: ‘The same vessel holds as much ash and water together, as it
holds of each when poured in separately. For there seem to be many empty spaces in the
ash ... the ash absorbs the water because it has empty spaces ... and the water too would
have empty spaces’. T. Gomperz, Gr. Denker I., 3rd edn., p. 352, followed by Ross, op. cit.
p. 583, supposes that according to Aristotle the vessel containing ash could not hold as
much water as it could when empty, but only approximately as much. But such a defence
of Democritus is unnecessary; the passage from the Problems shows that Democritus said
exactly what Aristotle attributes to him. That experiment (which is of course incorrect) was
supposed to show that both the water and the ash were compressed to a significant extent
(in all by 50%), since both contain a lot of void.
256
1The

commentaries of Themistius and Simplicius show that the Atomists are meant by these
‘some people’. Similarly Ross, op. cit. p. 593 ‘certainly by the Atomists’. So Diels was wrong
(DK 33, I, p. 376) in relating the whole of this passage to the Pythagorean Xuthus (Simpl. In
Phys. 683.24). The Pythagoreans accepted the existence of a void only outside the universe
(cf. Ross, op. cit., p. 582: ‘The Pythagorean notion of a void outside the universe’; see also
comm. on no. 255, n. 3.). The expression ‘as Xuthus said’ relates only to the words ‘or the
whole will swell out’.

2’in

equal quantities’: since all matter is densely packed, the expansion of one body
(occurring in the flow of water or air) is possible only if another body is simultaneously
compressed. However, this suggestion is in Aristotle’s view too artificial to be correct.
3A

void which is not ‘separate’, not ‘self-contained’, but an internal property of body, was
accepted, it seems, by Empedocles; see GC 325b8: ‘the things between them are voids,
which he (i.e. Emp.) calls pores’. See my Theory of infinitesimals, p. 96, and also comm. on
no. 259.
4The

simile ‘as when people are going through a crowd’, belongs to Democritus; see Sen.
Natural Questions [NQ] V.2 ‘as in a square or street, when there are few people about one
walks without any fuss, but when a crowd comes together in a narrow space quarrels arise
when people bump into one another’ (no. 371). This shows that it is Democritus’ doctrine
which is discussed in the passage of Aristotle commented on by Themistius and Simplicius.
257
1On

‘self-contained’ and ‘separate’ void see comm. on nos. 256 and 259. ‘Distinct in its own
right’: this expression does not have here the later sense ‘void between worlds’; see no.
270, where the reference is to Democritus’ void in general.
258
1’as

the people who maintain this say’: Diels [DK II, p. 95, ll. 38-9] notes ‘Empedocles and
Anaxagoras’, but he is wrong, since the words ‘as they say’ relate, here as elsewhere, not to
the whole expression ‘there is no void nor do bodies expand’, but only to the position which
is rejected by that, ‘there is a void and bodies expand’. ‘the people who maintain that’ are
the atomists. Cf. Simpl. ad loc., ‘if there is no void at all ... nor do bodies expand, as the
followers of Democritus ... say’. Themist. In Phys. 4.7: ‘this was the position of those who
reject division to infinity, which is a hypothesis (of course, not ‘the rejection of division to
infinity’, but ‘the existence of division to infinity’) which the geometer accepts’. Schol. on
Eucl. X.1 (V, p. 436.16 Heiberg): ‘there is no smallest quantity, as the Democriteans say’
(here too not ‘there is not’, but ‘there is’).
2’the

impossibility is obvious’: sc. of the change of one element into another taking place by
separation.
3to

chōrizomenon [‘what is separated’] is here the same as to ekkrinomenon [‘what is
separated out’]. For the whole context see no. 335.
259
1In

this dispute between Simplicius and Alexander it seems that the latter was right. By
‘separated voids’ (= ‘separate voids’) Simplicius understands empty spaces between
‘compound bodies’; by ‘dispersed voids’ spaces which occur inside those bodies, i.e.

between the atoms which compose them. That distinction has its source in Strato, who
distinguished ‘voids dispersed in small parts’ from ‘the continuous void between worlds’ (he
denied the existence of the latter; see comm. on no. 270); but the separated voids between
bodies, which Simplicius talks about , have only a superficial similarity with this [i.e. the
continuous void between worlds], since air which is situated between bodies also consists of
atoms densely packed together, between which there is no continuous void, but precisely
the same ‘voids dispersed in small parts’ as are inside bodies. Aristotle himself (and
probably Democritus too) understood by ‘separated voids’ all the small spaces between
atoms, which occur in the cosmos both inside bodies and outside them, since, according to
Democritus, there is no difference between them and others. As I have already pointed out
(no. 256), Aristotle wished to contrast these Democritean voids with Empedocles and his
pores. At all events Aristotle (no. 256), like Alexander, understands by ‘separated voids’ the
void within bodies, which makes the expansion of bodies possible. Themistius (no. 256),
whose source is Alexander, straightforwardly identifies the dispersed voids with the
separated: ‘they say that the void is dispersed in bodies, so that there are in the finetextured separated spaces which are receptive of bodies’ (p. 136.7).
2’is

the cause of the expansion of bodies’: We have seen (comm. on no. 251) that the
Peripatetic Eudemus discussed the possibility of the view according to which the void was
regarded by Democritus as the efficient cause of motion; but he regarded such an
interpretation of Democritus as impossible. Simplicius resorts to a bold reconstruction, with
the aim of reconciling this Peripatetic interpretation with the perfectly clear statements of
the Atomists. They said that the void is a cause of motion only in the sense that it allows
bodies to penetrate itself; Epicurus later used the same argument (DL X.67). According to
Simplicius, only the void inside bodies is an efficient cause of motion, not the void outside
bodies: ‘for the separated void is not a cause of expansion, but it provides a place for bodies
to expand’. In the comm. on no. 259, n. 1, I have already said that this artificial division of
the void into two kinds arose only later as the result of misunderstanding. From no. 260 we
conclude that Aristotle himself was well aware how one must understand ‘cause’ in the
Atomists, to whom all kinds of teleology were alien: ‘they think that the void is a cause of
motion in this way, viz. that in which things move’. Philoponus’ understanding was the
same.
3The

expression ‘neither the separate nor the dispersed’ has the aim of interpreting the
word ‘wholly’ in Aristotle, and is perhaps based on Aristotle himself (Phys. 213a27), where
Simplicius ad loc., 648.17 followed Porphyry in reading ‘separate’ and ‘non-separate’: ‘there
is no extension different from bodies, either non-separate or separate from them’. This
incorrect reading was perhaps, together with Strato, the source of Simplicius’ strange
theory.
260

1In

favour of the view that hēkei can mean ‘come to their aid’ Ross [op. cit., p. 586, on
214a22]cites the similar expression in De caelo 279a4: ‘once again the same argument will
come [into play, to their aid]’.
2See

comm. on no. 259, n. 2.
iii. Why ‘non-being’ is admitted by philosophers.
Non-being as void. The matter and structure of the void.

261
1’everything

must have a single motion’: That it follows from Democritus’ premises that all
bodies must fall downwards is merely an incorrect conclusion of Aristotle’s, and we have no
right to assign that conclusion to Democritus.
2Hammer-Jensen

[no ref. given] supposes that his passage is based on a remark of Plato’s,
Tim. 50a: ‘if someone were making shapes out of gold and ceaselessly reshaping each one in
every way, and someone pointed out one of them and asked what it was, as regards truth it
would be much safer to say that it is gold, but never to say that the triangle and all the other
shapes that come into being are real ...’. Cf. Heracl. DK 22 B 90: ‘All things are an exchange
for fire and fire for all things, as goods for gold and gold for goods’.
262
1Alexander’s

conclusion is a fairly gross cheat. As is well known, Democritus said that ‘the
full and the void are everywhere’ and ‘what is not no less is than what is’. Since at that time
‘come to be’ was virtually synonymous with ‘be’, Alexander drew the astonishing conclusion
that, according to Democritus ‘everything that comes to be is and comes to be no less from
the void than from the full’, thus creating an internal contradiction in Democritus.
266
1’e.g.

Aristotle’: this passage is completely incomprehensible to me, since, as is well known,
Aristotle totally rejected the existence of void. The meaning of ‘in two dimensions’ is also
incomprehensible.
2Strato:

This is also incorrect. Strato admitted the existence inside bodies of small empty
spaces not filled by any matter.
iv. Two kinds of void (the void inside things and the external void)
268

1’non-separate’

= ‘dispersed’. See comm. on no. 259, notes 1 and 3.

270
1’outside

the heaven’, i.e. outside our cosmos. So the void between worlds is here
contrasted with the exceptionally small empty spaces within bodies. On scientific grounds
Democritus did not admit large quantities of void within the cosmos. Diels, on the other
hand, showed (Sitzungsb. d. Berl, Acad. d. Wiss., 1883, pp. 101ff.) that the Peripatetic
Strato’s scientific works were based not on Aristotle but on Democritus, though he also
sometimes disputed with Democritus from a Peripatetic standpoint. Of course, according to
Strato there could not be a continuous void outside the cosmos, since the Peripatetics
identified the universe with our cosmos and did not admit the existence of other worlds. In
all other respects his doctrine of the void basically coincides with that of Democritus; see my
article ‘Democritus’ mechanics’, Archive of the Hist. of Science and Technology VII, 1934, pp.
152ff., 165, 176ff. As Diels showed, Strato’s theory is preserved for us by Heron
(Pneumatica, p. 4.2 Schmidt): ‘Some (Aristotle in opposition to Democritus) think that there
is no void at all, others that there is no void which is continuous in its nature, but that there
is void dispersed within bodies in small quantities (Strato and, in so far as the reference is to
our cosmos, Democritus)’. In our cosmos a continuous void can be created only artificially
(p. 8.11 Schmidt): ‘similarly, if the particles of the air are forcibly separated from one
another and a larger empty space is created in an unnatural way, they rush together again ...
so if one takes a very light vessel with a narrow mouth, puts it to his mouth, sucks out the
air and lets go, the vessel will hang from his lips, since the void draws the flesh in to fill up
the space which has been emptied. So from this it becomes clear that there was a
continuous empty space in the vessel’. On the basis of a number of experimental examples
Strato came to the conclusion (p. 27.1 Schmidt): ‘in all these cases one can say that every
body is composed of tiny bodies, between which there are dispersed empty spaces smaller
than the parts ... and that there is no natural continuous void, if no force has been applied’.
See also Aet. I.18.4: ‘Strato says that there is no void outside the cosmos, but there can be
void inside’. If these two passages are compared with one another it is certain that void
outside the cosmos is equated with ‘continuous void’. For Democritus as for Strato the lack
of ‘continuous void’ in the cosmos in natural conditions was undoubtedly explained by the
mutual attraction of bodies, by their tendency ‘to come together with one another’; void, it
seems, was pushed out by this into the spaces between worlds. One may think that in that
case Democritus was the source for Plato Tim. 58a: ‘The circumference of the universe,
which is circular and of such a nature as to want to join up with itself, compresses
everything and allows no empty space to be left’.
2’in

itself’: Cf. Heron Pneum. p. 6.11 Schmidt: ‘so one should not suppose that in what there
is any continuous nature of a void exists in and of itself, but dispersed in small parts ...’.
e. The four elements

i. The composition of the four elements
271
1The

ancient doctrine of the four elements left some traces in Democritus’ system. The four
elements occupy for Democritus an intermediate position between the atoms and the
bodies composed of them (something similar to the molecule in modern chemistry). To the
extent that the atoms were compared with letters, the four elements were compared with
syllables; cf. comm. on no. 241. See e.g. Plato Tim. 48b: ‘one must consider the very nature
of fire, water, air and earth ... we call them principles, positing them as the elements of
everything, and it is appropriate that they should not be compared to syllables by someone
who gives even a little thought to the matter’. Ar. Phys. 195a19 = Meta. 1013b17: ‘for the
letters are [the causes] of the syllables ... and fire and earth and all the rest are [causes] of
the bodies and parts of the whole ... as the material cause’. Cf. Pl. Tht. 204a: ‘let it be as we
are now saying, the syllable is one form which comes to be from all the letters which fit
together, and both in writing and in all the rest’. Ar. Meta. 1041b13: ‘but the syllable is not
the letters, nor is ba the same as b and a, nor is flesh fire and earth’; 1043b5: ‘to those who
investigate the syllable does not appear to be composed of letters’.162 The last two
passages are a criticism of Democritus’ theory, according to which compound bodies are a
simple mechanical combination of atoms. There too we encounter the same expression
‘syllable’. See also isidore of Seville, Etym. XIII.2 (comm. on no. 241): ‘So too in language.
For you divide a speech into words, words into syllables and syllables into letters. The letter
is the smallest part, the atom, and it cannot be divided. So the atom is what cannot be
divided.’ See also Pl. Laws 889b, referring to a doctrine which goes back to Democritus:
‘they say that fire and water and earth and air all exist by nature and chance’.
ii. The constituents of each of the four elements
274
1The

contradiction which Aristotle points out does not in fact, it seems, exist at all;
otherwise Themistius’ source could not have maintained that Aristotle was objecting, not to
Democritus, but only to his own conclusion drawn from Democritus’ doctrine (see no. 275).
If Galileo understood Democritus correctly, he is speaking here not of the larger or smaller
size of the atom, but of the size of different parts composed of atoms, ‘molecules’ of earth,
water and air (Discorsi, pp.108-9 of the Russian translation). Such parts can be further
divided, thanks to which water comes from earth, etc., and conversely some such
‘molecules’ combine into larger bodies, thanks to which water comes from air etc. In that
case Aristotle’s objection totally lapses. But even if that is untrue and the passage deals
162

[Aristotle’s text reads ‘The syllable does not appear to be composed of letters and composition’. L.’s
omission of ‘and composition’ loses Aristotle’s point, which is that the composition is not one of the elements
from which a compound is composed. Aristotle Is not, as L’s citation suggests, denying that a syllable is
composed of letters, but that it is composed of letters together with an additional element, composition.]

with larger and smaller atoms (which I do not believe), Aristotle’s objection is not
persuasive. The assertion that every part of air turns into water and conversely that every
part of water turns into earth belongs to Simplicius; even Aristotle does not ascribe it to
Democritus. The example cited by Themistius of wine thickened by boiling supports, on the
contrary, the idea that the smaller parts, as he represents them, evaporate in this process
and form an invisible vapour in the air. Exactly so we are not in any case obliged to suppose
that according to Democritus every part of water turns to air (and correspondingly that
every part of earth turns to water), and in that case he probably thought that the larger
parts, the parts of earth and water, rise up into the air and float about there, invisible. The
only parts which take on the forms of water and air are those which were already essentially
of those kinds, but previously it was impossible to see them, because they were dispersed in
an alien environment.
2Similarly

in no. 375: ‘those who assigned the form of the sphere to fire because of its
mobility’ and no. 443a ff. Possibly Democritus defined the atoms of fire as ‘those atoms
which have the form of the sphere’; in that case Alexander’s criticism (In Top. 375.10) is
directed against him: ‘He says that what is specific should be set out by means of what is
more familiar; in that way the subject would be better understood. For if one set out the
specific nature of fire as being most like the spherical atom, it will not be set out properly;
for it is clearer what fire is than what the spherical atom is’.
275
1Here

Democritus is directly opposed to those who ascribed to the atoms of earth the shape
of the cube. That is in sharp contradiction with Philoponus, who twice (no. 279) reports that
Democritus thought that the atoms of water and earth are cubical. Perhaps one should
conclude from that that Democritus thought that water and earth contained cubical atoms.
2immergitur
3ex

= diaduesthai [‘permeates] (also in Simpl. In De caelo 610.18, in this no.).

semine confuso = panspermian [‘a mixture of all kinds of seeds] (also in Ar., in this no.).

4Themistius

is expounding some earlier author. On the other hand, the only text available
to us, the Hebrew, is a translation into Hebrew of an Arabic translation of Themistius’ Greek
text. It is clear that there must have crept into it many gross distortions of the wording, as
well as those resulting from misunderstanding of the text. In any event it is clear from these
passages that Themistius’ source thought that it was not Aristotle but Democritus who was
right in this dispute (see no. 274). First comes a critique of Democritus’ theory going back to
Aristotle, and then begins a criticism of Aristotle. So the division of the atoms into smaller
parts is, one must assume, an inference drawn by Aristotle from Democritus’ doctrine, not a
doctrine of Democritus himself. See also comm. on no. 274.
5’equivocation’:

what is meant is either that Democritus was talking about the division of
parts of the four elements (‘molecules’) whereas Aristotle in criticising him was talking

about the impossibility of dividing atoms, or that Democritus totally rejected any division
and was talking only about the separation of larger atoms from smaller, whereas Aristotle
understood that in the sense of the division of atoms into yet smaller parts.
276
1See

comm. on no. 274, n. 1.

277
1Cf.

Ar. De sens. 442b10: ‘Democritus ... reduces flavours to the shapes’.

278
1If

the comma before the word ruthmōi is retained, we have the same mistake here as in no.
279; here it would be maintained that the four elements differ from one another in the
shape of their atoms. But with my arrangement of the punctuation there is no need to hold
the author of the treatise guilty of that mistake.163
279
1Cf.

nos. 220 and 275.

280
1Cf.

Lucr. II.583-5: ‘There is not one of those things whose nature is apparent to us which
consists of a single kind of principles, nor anything which does not consist of a mixture of
seeds (panspermia)’.
281
1Cf.

Lucr. II.382-7: ‘the fire of the thunderbolt is much more penetrating than ours, which
springs from wood on earth. You could say that the heavenly fire of the thunderbolt is more
subtle and consists of small shapes and can thus pass through gaps which our fire cannot ...’.
See also no. 415, Aet. III.3.11: ‘the thunderbolt [occurs] when [the violent escape of
elements of fire] consists of those which are purer, smaller, more regular and ‘close-fitted’
[to use his own term]’.
2euages

[‘bright’]: Cf. comm. on no. 484, n. 14 (Pl. Tim. 58d): ‘the brightest air is called

aithēr’.

163

[In his Greek text L retains the comma before ruthmōi, but his translation requires the transposition of the
comma to follow the latter word, as noted in the critical apparatus.]

D. MECHANICS AND COSMOGONY
a. THE NATURE OF TIME AND MOTION
282
1This

characteristic passage of Aristotle has its source in Democritus, as is clear from
Alexander and Augustine, but until now it has not been appealed to for the reconstruction
of Democritus’ atomism, either by Diels or by any other scholar. This passage shows that
the opponent who conceives time atomistically and thinks of motion as consisting of

separate ‘slides’ (as in a film) was none other than Democritus. So the assumption that I
made in 1932 (Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Mathematik [Q. u. St. z. Gesch. d.
Math.] II, pp. 160ff.) becomes a fact; and that gives me the right to include passages of
Aristotle which contain criticism of that doctrine in the number of passages about
Democritus (no. 283). We come across this Democritean theory later in Epicurus and
Lucretius. See Epicur. Epist. 1.49-50: ‘and we must suppose that we see and think of the
forms because something is coming in from the outside ... moving quickly, and for that
reason giving the appearance of one continuous thing’. Cic. ND I.39.148: ‘there is a frequent
movement of appearances, so that there seems to be one thing as a result of many’. Lucr.
IV.768ff.: ‘it is not surprising that the images move and wave their arms and other limbs
rhythmically. For it happens that a dream image seems to do that. Indeed when the first
disappears and another is born in the same place, the previous one seems to have changed
its gesture there. Certainly, one must suppose that that happens quickly, such is the
mobility and such the quantity of things, and such the quantity of particles that can maintain
the supply in any perceptible time’. See also no. 430.
2’in

the case of things which adjoin one another’ refers to ‘smallest bodies’; here
Democritus’ theory is being discussed.
3hōs

idiōs hepomenon (‘as something which follows specifically’) is an Aristotelian technical
term. See Top. 102a18ff.: ‘A specific [property] is one which does not display the essence,
but belongs [to that essence] only and is convertible with it, e.g. being capable of learning
grammar is specific to man; for if something is a man it is capable of learning grammar, and
if it is capable of learning grammar it is a man’. See also An. post. 73a7: ‘such as follow one
another, e.g. specific [properties]’. So Alexander is here attempting, very inappropriately, to
show his knowledge of logic.
283
1’the

same reasoning’: That it is Democritus’ theory which is here under consideration is
seen above all from no. 282, from which it is clear that the atomistic conception of time was
Democritus’ own. See Luria loc. cit. Moreover, Aristotle himself points out that he is here
criticising the atomists. See De caelo 303a3: ‘nor is it as others, e.g. Leucippus and
Democritus say, ... that the primary magnitudes are indivisible... Besides, saying that there
are indivisible bodies is bound to conflict with the mathematical sciences and to overthrow
many well-established views and things apparent through the senses, about which we have
already spoken in our treatment of time and motion’. See also two other passages of
Aristotle, De caelo 299a8ff.: ‘If this is so it is not necessary for a part of a line to be a line,
but we have shown in our previous discussions of motion that there are no indivisible
magnitudes’, and De sens. 445b18ff.: ‘it seems to favour those who posit indivisible
magnitudes, but we have spoken about them in our treatment of motion’, and the evidence
of Alexander In De sens. 113.3: ‘he says that the impossibility of the postulation of
indivisible bodies has been shown in the discussions of motion, applying that term to the

final parts of the Physics, in which he has shown that there can be no indivisible
magnitudes’. So Aristotle was criticising the atoms precisely in books VI-VIII of the Physics,
since Simplicius points out, as does Alexander, that just those books bore the title ‘On
motion’; Simpl. In Phys. V, prooem., 923.9: ‘It was said previously that the five books before
this are called Physics and the next three On motion’. Cf. In Phys. I, prooem., 4.14; In Phys.
V, prooem., 801.14: ‘Aristotle and his followers are accustomed to call the next three On
motion’. The title On time and motion shows with even greater clarity that the reference is
precisely to the passages cited under no. 283, since there are no other passages in which the
atomistic conceptions of time and motion are discussed.
2’divided

into indivisibles or nothing’: The usual interpretation and translation of this
passage seem to me incorrect. Cf. e.g. Ross, Ar. Phys. p. 640: ‘magnitude, time and motion
must either all be composed of indivisibles or none of them ... outhen must be taken
adverbially, ‘not at all’’. But such a translation is too artificial, since grammatically the
predicate ‘the same reasoning applies’ also relates to mēthen [‘nothing’]. This expression
immediately becomes comprehensible if there is seen in it a criticism of Democritus’
doctrine; cf. Aristotle’s words in no. 105: ‘let it have been divided ... if there will be no body
or magnitude ... there will be ... nothing at all’. Simpl. In Phys. 139.28: ‘let it have been
divided ... there will finally remain some smallest indivisible magnitudes ... or it will be gone
and reduced to nothing and composed of nothing’. So this supposition must be translated
as in my Russian translation [‘and divided into indivisibles or into nothings’].
3At

the beginning of the passage of Aristotle under consideration the atomists’ viewpoint is
essentially being set out; that ‘a moving thing must necessarily have already moved (at each
separate moment)’ was also the atomists’ view. On the contrary, the assertion that
‘everything that has moved’ must necessarily have previously been in the state of motion
contains a criticism of the atomists, who had maintained that bodies ‘never are moving’ but
always ‘have already moved’. Aristotle thus commits the logical error which Themistius
regards as typical of him (see no. 274 w. comm., n. 1 and no. 275 w. comm., n. 4), that of
starting from assumptions which his opponent does not have to accept. He does that here
too : ‘for the ‘nows’ were not adjacent to one another’ (see comm. on no. 275). But
Aristotle’s entire rebuttal is based solely on this assertion: ‘an indivisible is adjacent to an
indivisible; but since that is impossible’, ‘no indivisible is adjacent to an indivisible, for
division is infinite’. Hence Aristotle’s criticism gives us to some extent the possibility of
judging how the atomists themselves argued.
4From

the word monachōs [‘only’, 240b31-2] down to kekinēsthai d’ aei [‘but always to
have moved’, 241a1]we have a brief exposition of the atomists’ viewpoint. Cf. Epicur., Epist.
1.62: ‘for the presupposition about what is invisible, that times which are grasped in
thought will have continuous motion, is not true of such things’. Them., In Phys. 184.11: ‘He
(i.e. Epicurus) says that the moving thing moves over the whole of ABC, but over each of the
indivisibles of which [ABC] is composed it does not move, but has moved ... (184.10) and this

though Aristotle had previously pointed out the fault in the argument’ . Simpl. In Phys.
934.23: ‘that this argument which he (i.e. Aristotle)had set out is not totally unpersuasive is
clear from the fact that though he had set it out and refuted it all the same Epicurus and his
followers, who came later, say that this is how motion occurs. They say that magnitude and
motion and time are composed of indivisibles, and that a thing in motion moves over the
whole magnitude which is composed of indivisibles, but with respect to each of the
indivisibles in it [i.e. the whole magnitude] it [i.e. the thing in motion] does not move, but
has moved, since if the thing which moves over the whole were posited as moving over
these too they would be divisible’. According to these commentators, Aristotle was the first
to indicate the possibility of giving such an account of motion, and Epicurus was simply the
first to come out with it seriously, having taken it over from Aristotle. But this is impossible,
since we come across the same theory of motion (accepted with eristic aims) in the
Megarian philosopher Diodorus Cronus, who lived no earlier than the end of the fourth
century; Aet. I.23.5: ‘Diodorus Cronus says that something has moved, but nothing is
moving’; Sext. M X.85ff.: ‘the argument of Diodorus Cronus that motion does not exist, by
which he argues that nothing is moving, but [it] has moved. That it is not moving follows
from the assumptions about the indivisibles themselves. For an indivisible body must be
contained in an indivisible place, and therefore cannot move in it ... nor in a place where it is
not. For it is not yet in it, so as to have moved in it. So it follows that it is not moving, but
has moved; for the thing that we previously thought of as in this place is now thought of as
in another place, which would not have happened had it not moved’. But von Arnim’s
theory (Epikurs Lehre vom Minimum, Almanach Wien. Akad. 1907, pp. 383ff.) that Epicurus
merely ‘gave a dogmatic turn to the sceptical argument of the Megarian’ is also
unacceptable; see my article, Q. u. St. z. Gesch. d. Math. II.2, pp. 161ff. Moreover, the
anecdote reported by Diogenes Laertius, from which it has been concluded that Diodorus
died about 307 BCE164 does not deserve credence; the epigram of Callimachus’ preserved by
DL II.111 and Sext. M 1.309 appears to have been written during Diodorus’ lifetime (Natorp,
RE V, col. 705); if that is so, Diodorus lived until the middle of the 3rd century and could not

164

The argument runs as follows: according to DL II.111, Diodorus, who was living or spending some time at
the court of Ptolemy Soter met Stilpo and could not solve a sophistical problem posed by the latter. So, having
gone home and written a discussion of this problem he died of grief (Pl. NH VII.53.180 he immediately died of
shame). However, DL also reports (II.115) that after the capture of Megara by Ptolemy in 307 Ptolemy tried to
persuade Stilpo to sail with him to Alexandria, but he refused. So, Zeller concludes, that meeting [between
Stilpo and Diodorus] took place not in Alexandria but in Megara when Ptolemy captured it, which took place in
307. But the expression ‘spending time with’ + dative fits only a stay at Ptolemy’s court, not a chance meeting
with him at the capture of Megara. Further, from the fact that Stilpo refused to sail to Alexandria with
Ptolemy it does not follow that Stilpo could not have been at Ptolemy’s court at some later time. And, finally,
we are most probably faced with two anecdotes, deriving from contradictory presuppositions. So from this
anecdote we can conclude only that Diodorus and Stilpo met at the court of Ptolemy I between 307 and 283
(the year of Ptolemy’s death). As far as Diodorus’ death is concerned, this is a story typical of Hermippus
about the death of a great man, of variable date, caused by grief at a defeat inflicted by a rival or inability to
solve a problem he had been set (Homer, Aeschylus et al.). It has no value (Dox. 150ff.; Susemihl, op. cit., I, p.
15, n. 33, p. 493, n.15; Natorp, RE V, col. 705). Diodorus may have died a significant time later than that
meeting.

have been a contemporary of Aristotle. In that case, Democritus is undoubtedly the
common source of these arguments in Aristotle and Diodorus.
284
1The

passage cited here is part of a work of Aristotle’s on the views of the atomists (no.
431). Aristotle aims to show that according to the atomists things can exist even when noone perceives them. Even if things never come to be, but have always ‘already come to be’,
we are right to think that they ‘have already come to be’ before anyone senses them. See
comm. on no. 431.

285
1As

is well known, the ps-Aristotelian treatise On indivisible lines is directed against the
Platonist Xenocrates, who followed Democritus in accepting the existence of indivisible
lines, but we do not know that Xenocrates shared Democritus’ theory of the atomistic
structure of time. Apart from that, the objections contained here coincide with those
contained in Aristotle’s works so closely that we must suppose, along with Zeller, Ph. d. Gr.
II, p, 1017, n. 2, that ‘these objections were at the same time directed against the atomists
also’. Similarly, when in the course of criticising Zeno’s sophisms Aristotle remarks (Phys.
239b8) that ‘time is not composed of indivisible ‘nows’, any more than any other
magnitude’ he is referring not only to the mathematical ideas of Zeno’s time, but above all
to Democritus.
2’adjacent’

in Aristotle (see also no. 283 w. comm., n. 3) means not only ‘are in contact with
one another’, but also contact in the Democritean sense, i.e. the mutual position of two
things between which there is nothing except void. So ‘are adjacent’ means ‘succeed one
another in such a way that no third body is situated between them’.
3In

my article published in 1932 (Q. u. Stud. z. Gesch. d. Math. II, 2, p. 165), when I was not
yet acquainted with this passage of Aristotle, I drew the following conclusion from the fact
that Democritus rejected the reality of time: ‘If in the world of ‘legitimate thought’ time
does not exist at all, in such a world it can only be a matter of separate moments existing
alongside one another (analogous, we may say, to the separate frames of a cine-film which
exist simultaneously alongside one another), of separate ‘nows’. This is the only possible
way of asserting in opposition to the Eleatics that motion and change exist, and at the same
time of rejecting the existence of time’. It is clear from the excerpt cited that Aristotle is
here arguing against such a theory. If, he says, all the separate ‘nows’ exist at the same time
alongside one another, then they must necessarily all exist now, i.e. in one and the same
‘now’, but since everything happens simultaneously there exists neither past nor future. It
is hardly necessary to point out that this objection has a purely sophistical character, since
the philosophical sense of the word ‘now’ (in the sense of a ‘frame of the cosmic film’

perceived at each separate moment, apart from which we can perceive nothing) is here
confused with the ordinary, everyday sense (equivocation). All ‘nows’ exist alongside one
another, but they cannot be perceived simultaneously.
4Diels’

felicitous reading genēsomena ē genomena, with the following ginomena deserves to
be accepted, since genomena kai ginomena kai genēsomena is one of Democritus’ favourite
turns of phrase, see e.g. no. 20.
5We

have already come across the use of the word ‘division’ in Democritus (see no. 105 w.
comm., n. 9) virtually in the sense ‘point’ (here in a temporal sense). Regarding this passage
of the Physics Simplicius notes (728.15): ‘he calls the limit ‘division’’.
286
1The

remark ‘the same argument does not apply to those who do not say that there are
atoms’ shows that everything preceding is directed against those who ‘accept atoms’.
Aristotle argues as follows: ‘He takes two stretches of time A and B, and the point, i.e. the
moment, at which the two segments of time are in contact he designates C. So this C is
situated simultaneously in A and B. In stretch A body D is white, but in stretch B [Luria
writes ‘C’, which is clearly a slip, since ‘C’ designates not a stretch of time, but a moment] it
is not white. In so far as C is situated in B, body D must at that moment already cease to be
white, but at the same time C is situated in A, so D was not white for the extent of the
whole stretch A, but only for a time within that stretch which excludes one ‘now’, namely C.
But that contradicts the condition that D remained white for the entire extent of A. But if
we regard A and B as indivisible segments of time, and in segment A D is not yet white, but
in segment B D is ‘already white’, then ‘becoming white’ must take place somewhere
between A and B165, consequently there must exist some moment between those indivisible
segments of time, but that contradicts the very assumption of the existence of indivisible
segments of time’. This whole argument amounts to an example of the grossest petitio
principii on Aristotle’s part, since it was precisely the most characteristic feature of the
atomists’ view that indivisible units are not in contact with one another (see nos. 236-7) and
that coming to be never occurs: ‘it never changes, but always has changed’. See no. 283, Ar.
Phys. 241a1ff. But since Aristotle uses precisely the opposite propositions as self-evident
assumptions the whole of the rest of his argument is superfluous.
2’the

later’: ‘which belongs to the later stage’ (Ross) [Ar. Phys., p. 449]. This is how it is
understood by Philop. 845.31: ‘so that C is to be ascribed to the later condition, with respect
to being white’, and Simpl. 1295.23: ‘C is to be made the beginning of the not-white, which
occurs in the second time’.

165

[Following Aristotle 263b 28ff., Luria moves from describing a case of ceasing to be white to a case of
becoming white.]

3’the

time is no greater’: the segment of time in which something ‘was coming to be’ and
‘has already existed’ is no greater than the time in which it simply ‘was coming to be’, i.e.
the time left for the second stage is equal to zero. So the atomists’ supposition of ‘the
sudden appearance of the quality of the thing which exists’ is incorrect.
287
Cf. Epicur. Pap. 1413 (Crönert, Kolotes und Menedemos , p. 104, n. 501): ‘our impressions of
the extent of time are not in agreement with the amount of ... the impression of days and
night, according to which we think of their quantity ... a measure ... measures time ... the
person who says on the basis of ordinary speech that ‘I would not be ashamed to say that
time is days and nights ‘ ...a property of the impression’.
287a
1That

the argument of Chrysippus’ given here was directed against Democritus is supported,
we may suppose, by Plutarch’s rebuttal of it, which is perhaps taken from Democritus
(1081E): ‘for if the now is not a time, but a limit of time, and every part of time is such as the
now is, the whole of time seems to have no parts, but to resolve itself throughout into limits
and junctions and starting-points’. Cf. no. 105: ‘but yet if there will be no body nor
magnitude, but there will be a division ... there will be ... nothing at all ... and the whole will
be nothing but an appearance’.
It is curious that Aristotle’s theory at EN 1174b8-9: ‘it is impossible to undergo a
change unless in time, but it is possible to have pleasure [not in time]’ takes on an atomistic
appearance in Heliodorus’ paraphrase, 215.34: ‘it is not possible to undergo a change in the
indivisible now, but it is possible to experience complete and perfect pleasure’, since there
the phrase ‘the indivisible now’ is introduced.
287b
1In

order to interpret this passage of the Mechanics correctly one must take into account its
reworking by Galileo (Works I, pp. 68-72, 94-5). There we find the same verb huperpēdan =
‘jump over’, we encounter the word gōnia in the sense of ‘polygon’ (comm. on no. 131, n. 2)
and finally the theory as a whole is correctly discussed as a theory of Democritus’: ‘Having
jumped over the whole of the part IO without touching it’ (p. 69, l. 15); ‘just as without any
jumps the small circle can traverse a line so much longer than its circumference ‘(p. 70, l.
29); in Galileo’s Mechanics the expression stasis corresponds to ‘remains still, motionless’
(admittedly, in a somewhat different theory: ‘the point B remains motionless for a certain
time’ (p. 95, ll. 1-2)); ‘the ends of the sides of the polygon are motionless for some time
during the revolution’ (p. 95, l. 15); ‘instantaneous stillness’ (p. 95, l. 24); ‘the infinitely many
indivisible sides of the larger circle’ (p. 95, l. 28); ‘the circles (which are polygons of infinitely
many sides)’ (p. 71, l. 29); ‘it seems to me that you are travelling in the direction of those
scattered spaces (i.e. paresparmena kena – see nos. 268-70!) of a certain ancient

philosopher’. ‘But all the same you do not add ‘who denied Divine providence’’ (p. 72, ll. 2023). Stasis means ‘being motionless’; see e.g.Ar. Phys. 228b6, and elsewhere.
287c
1to

legomenon: ‘as is commonly said, as is supposed’.

2hestanai:

‘remain motionless’. Cf. ‘when stasis occurs’, no. 287b.

3’absurd’:

from the standpoint of modern science this is not absurd, but totally natural.

b. ON THE SHAPE AND CHARACTER OF THE GREAT VOID
ON THE ORIGIN OF WORLDS
I. General principles. The swirl. The original motion of the atoms.

289
1’By

separation’ is the same as the simple ‘having been separated’, and is the opposite of ‘by
combination’. Diels [DK II, p. 70, l. 29n.] compares Simpl. In Phys. 446.7ff: ‘and hence when
we see it [i.e. motion][occurring] by separation in what is being moved, since it exists in
that, we call it the actualisation of the movable qua movable, but when [we see it occurring]
by combination starting from the moving thing [i.e. the thing that imparts motion], we call it
the actualisation of the moving thing in the thing which is being moved’. See further a
scholium on Epicurus (schol. on DL X.74): ‘nor are they [i.e. worlds] living things which have
been separated off from the infinite’, and also the passage of Epicurus cited under no. 291
[Epist. II, DL X.88]: ‘from the infinite (i.e. space)’ (Diels).
291
1auxein

in the intransitive sense ‘grow’: cf. Bonitz Index, 122b35 (Diels [DK II, p. 74, l. 28n.]).

2I

include this Epicurean attack among the testimonia on Democritus because specific
technical expressions such as ‘separation from the infinite’, ‘great void’, ‘swirl’ and ‘of
necessity’ leave no doubt that this attack is directed against Democritus.
292
1See

294

no. 46.

1See

no. 117 [actually no. 39], Diog. Oen. fr. 32, col. II, ll. 7 ff. (p. 57 Chilton); ‘motion occurs
because of their collision with one another’.
295
1summenein

[‘remain stationary’]: this is a technical term of Democritus’. See app. crit.

296
1This

is not entirely exact: the collision of atoms is the cause, not of motion in general, but
merely of change of motion, since motion in itself is, according to Democritus, eternal and
uncaused (see comm. on no. 304).
297
1According

to Diels the source of this passage of ps-Plutarch was not Aetius; it is an
Epicurean excerpt from the Megas Diakosmos. See Rohde Kleine Schriften [KL. Schr.] I, p.
200 (see no. 383 w. comm.).
298
1At

the same time as the impact of scattered atoms is breaking up some bodies into
separate atoms, new bodies are being formed of others, since the atoms reunite, but
essentially these are not continuous bodies, but aggregates of atoms with their own
distinctive characters, since ‘bodies of the same kind more readily unite with one another’
(kata tas toiautas homilias [‘in accordance with such associations’] = Lucretius’ ‘concilia’, as
Alfieri correctly points out). ‘Such’ means approximately ‘temporary, occurring by chance’.
299
1’take

hold of’: cf. Ambrose Hexaemeron. I.1.4: ‘As the philosophers maintain, the stronger
bonding of the atoms is the cause of their remaining yoked together’.
300
1’as

a sort of life’: an accurate characterisation of Democritus’ theory, according to which
everything which moves has a soul. See comm. on no. 321.
301
1See

comm. on no. 365, n. 2. One must observe that in ‘the downward movement of bodies
by the force of their own weight’ Cicero sees the ‘ruin’ of Epicurus only, and in ‘the vertical
movement by the force of their weight’ he sees ‘the theory of Epicurus’. It is clear from this
that Democritus did not share that view. See also no. 304.
304
1’apart

from one’: namely Plato.

2See

Simplicius’ comm. on this passage, no. 21.

3’are

always in motion’: see below, n. 6

4’what

motion’: i.e. natural or forcible motion. See Ar. De caelo 300b8 and Simpl. ad loc.,
583.20 (both cited here), w. comm. Aristotle does not raise the question whether it is the
atoms or the void which is in motion, as Alexander wrongly supposes in his commentary on
this passage (see Simpl. In Phys. 1196.8, also cited here).
5Besides

the reasons given in the comm. on no. 365, the passages cited here also prove the
incorrectness of the theory of Zeller, according to which all atoms were originally in
downward motion. In fact Aristotle’s argument is this: according to Democritus, disorderly
motion in all directions precedes regular, law-governed motion in the cosmos. Now for
Aristotle everything disorderly is unnatural and everything regular is natural, and the
unnatural cannot precede the natural; hence Democritus’ doctrine is false. That argument,
of course, makes sense only if Democritus accepted that before the formation of worlds
motion was disorderly, in all directions. Instead of the expression ‘unnatural’ (para phusin)
Aristotle sometimes uses the term ‘forcible’(biai).
Them. In De caelo 161.16, (no. 196) remarks on this passage [i.e. on De caelo 300b8]:
‘the followers of Leucippus and Democritus ... suppose that the atoms are forcibly moved by
one another in the void’. From the words ‘by one another’ it is clear that by forcible,
unnatural motion Aristotle means primarily the attraction and repulsion of the atoms.
6’the

primary bodies are always in motion in the void and the infinite’: cf. Ar. Phys.
215a19ff.: ‘further, no-one would be able to say why something which has been moved
should stop anywhere. For why here rather than there? So either it will be stationary or it
must go on moving infinitely far, unless something more powerful hinders it’. The
passages collected here, Ar. Phys. 251b13: ‘motion is eternal’; 253b9: ‘everything is always
in motion’; Simpl. ad loc. 1196.8: ‘the atoms ... being always in motion’ ; Ar. Phys. 260b5:
‘there must always be motion’; 265a3: ‘all perceptible things are always in motion’; De
caelo 300b8: ‘Leucippus and Democritus say that the primary bodies are always in motion’
and in no. 306, Simpl. In De an. 39.26: ‘the followers of Democritus, wanting things to be
always in motion’; Hermias Irris. 12: ‘Leucippus says that the things which are always in
motion are principles’; Hippol. Refut. 1.13: ‘Democritus that the things that there are are
always in motion’ show beyond doubt that according to Democritus the atoms are eternally
in motion. If that is so, we have no right to raise the question what the origin of that motion
was, and why it continues and will continue for ever. See no. 13 [Ar. GA 742b7ff.]: ‘... say ...
e.g. Democritus ... that there is no beginning of what is always and infinite, but the reason
why is a beginning and what is always is infinite, so asking the reason why in such cases he
says is looking for a beginning of the infinite’. On the other hand Democritus regards
eternal motion as a characteristic of spherical atoms and only spherical atoms; see no. 445
[Ar. De an. 406b20ff.]: ‘the spheres ... because they are by nature such as never to remain

motionless’; [Sophon. ad loc. 18.25] ‘the spherical atoms are always in motion’. No. 131 [Ar.
De caelo 306b34-307a1]contains an explanation of this property of spherical atoms: ‘they
are the most mobile because they are least in contact and have the smallest base’; [Simpl. In
De caelo 661.31-662.1] ‘the sphere is mobile because it touches the underlying plane at a
point’. How are the conflicting testimonies to be reconciled? The only possibility, in my
opinion, is the explanation which suggests itself, that in principle all bodies must be in
eternal motion, since they have been in eternal motion up till now and there is no reason
for that motion to stop. But in actual experience the fact is otherwise, since friction hinders
motion. Only atoms of fire (or of soul, which is the same thing) preserve eternal motion,
since they have the shape of geometrically regular spheres and therefore touch a plane at [a
point with] zero area. It turns out that we come across precisely this doctrine in Heron
Mechanics 1.20.54 Schmidt166: ‘some people (he is referring to the Peripatetics and their
predecessors) suppose that weights lying on the ground can be set in motion only by a force
equivalent to them, but that view is false. Therefore we must show that weights can be set
in motion by a force less than any known to us, and explain why this phenomenon is not in
fact observed. Let us imagine a weight lying on the ground, and that it is uniform, smooth
and firm in all its parts ... We shall see that weight is necessary, not in a force to set it in
motion, but in a force to stop it from moving ... But since by their nature bodies are not
smooth in surface, and since it is not easy to make them exact, as a result of their
unevenness it comes about that one body stops another. Planed planks are fixed in the
ground on account of their smoothness and greased; then one can use them to move
weights by applying the smallest force’. Heron uses this principle to explain motion on an
inclined plane, whereas Pappus of Alexandria, Mathematical Compendium [Synagog. Math.]
VIII.10 tries to explain motion from Aristotle’s viewpoint: in his opinion, to set a body in
motion it is necessary to apply a force equal to the weight of the body.
7’what

motion’: specifically, natural or forcible motion: Ar. Phys. 253b9 (cited here): ‘not
defining what motion they are talking about, or all motions’. Since precisely this question is
raised in De caelo 295a21ff., we are, I think, right to think that this passage too refers to
Democritus, all the more since the principle ‘no more up than down’ (cf. nos. 4 and 298 w.
comm.) is characteristic of Democritus: ‘but if neither the swirl nor its breadth prevents it
[i.e. the earth] [from moving], the air underneath having been removed, where will it go
then? It moves to the centre by force, and remains there by force. But it must have some
natural motion. Is that motion up or down, or what? It must be some motion. But if ‘no
more up than down’, and the air above does not prevent it from going up, neither would the
air below the earth prevent it from going down. For the same causes must have the same
effects on the same things’. This is followed by another detailed critique of the doctrine of

166

We have already found Democritus’ theory in another passage of this work; see comm. on no. 270. [In fact
the comm. on no. 270 contains references to Heron’s Pneumatics, but not to his Mechanics.]

Empedocles: ‘further, one might make this additional point against Empedocles’; this shows
that the passage we have cited cannot be considered as an attack on Empedocles alone.
305
1Simplicius

ad loc. interprets this passage as follows: ‘nor do heavy and light things move to
the same place, but only things of the same kind; for the heavy things move to the centre
and the light to the periphery’. The last remark is unnecessary and does not, I think, relate
to the passage of Aristotle under discussion, since Democritus did not explain the
movement of heavy bodies towards the centre of the earth by the mutual attraction of
bodies of the same kind.
2’for

as things are now it is not the case’: disorderly movement took place only before the
formation of worlds (see Simpl. ad loc. 591.12, in the last passage cited here: ‘before the
making of worlds’), since the Greek word kosmos already contains the concepts of regularity
and lawfulness. So ‘now’ means ‘after worlds had been formed’.
3’are

arranged and organised’.

306
1See
2’by

comm. on no. 304, n. 6.
a blow’: see comm on no. 307.

307
1’a

blow’: it is very likely that Democritus applied the word plēgē [‘blow’] metaphorically to
that impetus and pressure to which the original eternal motion of the atoms gave rise. But
the application to this ‘blow’ of the word ‘vis’(‘force’) is primarily imprecision on Cicero’s
part, since for Democritus force (dunamis) was merely a source of change of motion (archē
metablētikē [‘a principle of change’]; see comm. on no. 321.
309
1An

attack on these views is preserved in Hippol. Refut. I.15, Dox. 566; cf. no. 16:
‘Ecphantus of Syracuse said “the primary things are indivisible bodies ... and they are moved
not by weight or a blow, but by divine power”’. See also Aet. II.3.3, Dox. 330: ‘Ecphantus
says that the world consists of atoms, and they are arranged by providence’. I am not
concerned with the question whether the Ecphantus mentioned here really existed or was
in fact only a character in a philosophical dialogue; see Frank, op. cit., p. 138, notes 403-4.
311
1palmos

(from pallesthai, cf. no. 312) means ‘shaking motion, vibration’. So e.g. Ar. De
spiritu 479b21 characterises the disease palmos [‘palpitation’] as ‘jumping of the heart’.

Melampus’ On palpitations discusses cases where the eye twitches etc. See Diels, Beiträge
zur Zuckungslehre, Abh. d. Berlin. Akad. I.1, 1907. palmos is the movement when
something jumps up and down. Alfieri op. cit. p. 94, n. 40 understands the word palmos in
the sense ‘blow, collision’ (‘I translate palmos in the same way as plēgē’) but this incorrect
interpretation is based on the arbitrary and mistaken alteration of the mss. reading epallaxis
or parallaxis to peripallaxis, proposed by Diels. Bailey op. cit. p. 133 understands this term
correctly.
313
1dia

to kenon can mean in Greek only ‘because of the void’. Ross translates perfectly
correctly, Aristotle, Physics p. 452: ‘Make motion depend on the void’. ‘Through the void’
would be dia tou kenou in Greek. So the translations by Alfieri op. cit., p. 100: ‘through the
void’ and by Karpov, Aristotle, Physika, edn. 1, Moscow, 1936, p. 168: ‘in the void’ are
completely wrong. See no. 260.
2peripalassein,

according to Diels, means the same as periplekein [‘entangle, interlace’]:
‘Leucippus and Democritus employed this expression as the name for the collision of atoms
and their combination to form compound bodies’. But this word occurs only in this passage,
and here this meaning is completely inappropriate to the sense; the word peripalassein is
understood as ‘local displacement’. The source of Diels’ mistake was that without any
reason he had (see no. 292) altered the expressions epallaxis and parallaxis, which are
actually synonymous with periplexis [‘interlacing, entanglement’] to peripalaxis. The verb
peripalassesthai (if that is the correct reading of our mss.) is in any event derived from
pallesthai [‘quiver’] and means, as Bailey correctly interprets it (op. cit., p. 88) ‘oscillation,
vibration’. See no. 200, Ar. De an. 404a19: ‘they appear in continuous motion’; no. 201,
Theodoret. IV.10: ‘quivering up and down’; no. 203, Lact. De ira Dei 10.9: ‘they fly about in
restless motion and are borne hither and thither’. In Democritus the terms haphē,
haptesthai [‘contact, be in contact’] correspond precisely to this oscillation and collision. Cf
the interesting passage Plut. Col. 1112B, where the early atomists are referred to along with
the Epicureans: ‘Those who bring the unchangeable and unaffected atoms into the same
place do not make anything out of them but produce a continuous series of collisions. Their
entanglement prevents dissolution and intensifies their mutual impact. So what is called
coming into being is not mixture or gluing together but a confused battle among them. And
in a moment they fly apart from force of impact and then they approach ... not in contact
and close together ... but their combination is not the sort that produces genuine mixture
and unified growth, but it merely makes them collide and rebound’.

II. The original speed of the atoms
314
1There

is no doubt whatever that Aristotle’s attack in this passage is directed against
Democritus. Besides the expression ‘those who say that there is a void’ this is seen clearly
from Simplicius’ commentary, since the investigation of which he speaks is one which
belongs to Democritus. Further on he mentions Democritus, then atoms. But it is not clear
from this passage what view Democritus himself took of the original motion of the atoms:
did he think that they moved at the same speed or at different speeds? On the basis of the
principle of isonomia one must suppose that Democritus’ atoms had all possible original
speeds, i.e. that Diels [no ref. given] was right to see an attack on Democritus, together with
others, in the passage where Aristotle asserts that the motion of all atoms was accepted as
being of the same speed: ‘and indeed the atoms must move at the same speed when they
are borne through the void with nothing impacting on them’167. See comm. on no. 365.
2In

order to understand this remark it is necessary to take into account a passage of
Simplicius which has the same sense; see comm. on no. 376.
3This

attack of Simplicius’ on Aristotle and Alexander is particularly interesting. Simplicius
remarks that the objection raised by Aristotle loses its force if the atoms are imagined as in
perpetual motion (see comm. on no. 304).168 In that case, even if only some of the atoms
were to remain motionless or if they all moved at the same speed, they overtake one
another. This remark makes sense only if that motion takes place in all possible directions
(see comm. on no. 365). Democritus undoubtedly imagined the situation of things as
precisely that.
III. Attraction and repulsion. The notion of force.
167

[The quotation is not from Aristotle, but from Epicurus, Epist. I.61. The lack of a reference to Diels
compounds the confusion, since it is impossible to tell whether Diels is being praised for a comment on
Aristotle (and if so on which passage?), or on Epicurus.]
168
[See translator’s note on no. 314.]

315
1’as

distinct from the others’: cf. a series of passages in Aristotle: PA 686b3: ‘all the other
animals, as distinct from man, are dwarflike’; HA 499a13: ‘camels have a peculiar hump,
unlike other quadrupeds’; Poet. 1459a31: ‘Homer seems wonderful in comparison with the
others’.
316
1koskineuein

(here and in the passage of Aetius also cited here) means not ‘put through a
sieve’, as Diels thinks [DKII, p. 177, transl. l. 2 ‘Durchsieben’] but ‘sort seeds in a sieve’ (only
the chaff is sifted out); as the sieve is shaken different kinds of seeds are collected in
different parts of the sieve. Therefore we must reject Diels’ emendation of DL [IX.31] (no.
382) of diaittomena [‘rushing out’] to diattōmena, [‘being sieved out’] since it is convincing
only in so far as this translation is correct.
2sunagōgon

ti [‘something attractive’]: this is exactly what writers of a later period called
‘force’ (dunamis). I leave open the question whether Democritus himself used the term
dunamis.
3Cf.

Pl. Tim. 52e ff.: ‘when the grains are shaken and winnowed by the winnowing-baskets
and other things for cleaning the wheat the big, heavy grains end up in one place and the
fine, light ones in another; just so when the four kinds (i.e. the four elements) are shaken ...
the most unlike are separated furthest from one another, and the most similar come closest
together into the same place’.
4The

quotation koloios ... homoion [‘Birds of a feather flock together’ and ‘God always puts
like together with like’] occurs in the same words in Ar. MM 1208b9. This entitles us to think
that in Aristotle too we have a quotation from Democritus.
317
1This

attack is typical of Aristotle and his entire school; they assume that the very premises
from which they start are obligatory for their opponent too (though they are in fact alien to
the opponent), which makes an easy victory over him possible. The principle ‘like is not
altered by like’ is totally alien to Democritus; from his standpoint atoms are as such totally
incapable of change. Spatial rearrangement (tropē – ‘turning’, diathigē – ‘change of order’)
can be brought about precisely by atoms of the same kind and only by them. Given these
premises Theophrastus’ entire attack loses any sense.
318
1’as

a residue of putrefaction’: Diels [DK II, p. 108, l. 14 n.] compares this expression with the
same turn of phrase in Ar. Meteor. 379b4: ‘the sea quickly putrifies when it is separated
into discrete volumes’. On the meaning of that see comm. on no. 382.

319
1For

another example of the acceptance of this theory see no. 515, Diod. I.7. 169 There is a
similar explanation of magnetism in Epicurus fr. 293 Us. (= Galen De facult. nat. 1.14):
‘Epicurus agrees that iron is drawn by the magnet and chaff by amber, and attempts to give
the explanation of the phenomenon. He says that the atoms flowing out from the stone are
so shaped as to get entangled easily with those flowing from the iron. Now having collided
with two masses [of atoms], the one of the stone and the other of the iron, they rebound
into the middle, where they get entangled and draw the stone along with them ... some of
the parts flowing from the stone collide with the iron and rebound, and it is because of
these that the iron is suspended [from the stone], while others penetrate very quickly
through its [the iron’s] empty pores and then, colliding with the adjacent [piece of] iron,
cannot penetrate further, but those which penetrated the first [piece of iron] bounce back
to it, causing further ... entanglements’.170
320
1’because

of their unlikeness’: this is in any case inexact. Dissimilar bodies cannot affect one
another in any way; they cannot attract, hinder or repel one another. This remark must be
understood only in the sense of the final result; as atoms of the same kind are attracted
towards one another, those dissimilar to them are deflected in different directions, and
everything happens just as if the bodies were being repelled by one another (stasiazein).
321
1This

supposed contradiction in Democritus has, I think, its source in the fact that
Theophrastus confused motion as such (explained by the attraction and repulsion of atoms
of the same kind, i.e. of the same shape) with their specific movement in the cosmos, where
all move towards the centre but the larger prevail over the smaller (see no. 12).
2’since

their powers are in their shapes’: so by ‘power ‘ Democritus means the power of
attraction and repulsion, which can function only between bodies of the same kind, and
between bodies of different kinds only ‘in so far as they are of the same kind’, i.e. if together
with atoms of different kinds they also contain atoms of the same kind, which attract one
another. Democritus saw in ‘power’ only the cause of change of motion; motion which goes
on for ever in unchanged forms requires no explanation. Therefore Löwenheim (op. cit, p.
28) was right in attributing ultimately to Democritus the following definitions of power
which occur in Aristotle: ‘I am speaking of power not merely in the restricted sense of a
169

[This sentence has apparently been displaced from the preceding note. No. 515 deals with phenomena
involving putrefaction, not with magnetism, which is the topic of the present note.]
170
[In the second part of the last sentence Galen is discussing Epicurus’ attempt to explain how a lodestone
can magnetise a chain of iron objects in contact with one another, of which only the first link is in contact with
the lodestone itself.]

principle of change in another thing qua other , but generally as any principle of change or
rest’ (Meta. 1049b5); ‘Such [powers]as are of the same species, all of those are principles
and are so called by reference to a primary principle which is a principle of change in
another thing qua other ‘ (Meta. 1046a9). See also Meta. 1019a15: ‘the term ‘power’ is
applied to a principle of change or alteration in another thing or qua another thing’. The
definition of ‘power’ as ‘principle of change’ obviously goes back ultimately to Democritus,
the definition of it as ‘principle of change or rest’ to his opponents. But even the former
definition (which is according to the modern view perhaps Pythagorean) contains a very
important change of view in a fundamental respect from that of Democritus, which
Löwenheim does not remark on. See no. 315 [Ar. GC 323b10-14]: ‘Unlike the others
Democritus was the only one to take his own line ... even if different kinds of things act on
one another they do not do so in so far as they are different, but in so far as something the
same [applies to them]’. So the formula ‘in another thing qua other’ is a hostile reworking
of the Democritean formula ‘in another so far as something the same [applies to them]’.
This change was totally necessary and unavoidable, for otherwise it would have been
impossible for the soul to have any effect whatever on matter and one would have had to
follow Democritus (see no. 322) in regarding power, the soul and god as material, which
would have been absolutely impossible for followers of Democritus from the idealistic
camp. Therefore, if Democritus gave a general definition of power, that definition must
have been ‘power is a principle of change in another thing qua the same ‘ (or ‘qua of the
same shape’). The following two passages also, in my opinion, have Democritus as their
source, as Bonitz (op. cit., p. 175) suggested in the first case: NE 115b4: ‘Heraclitus says that
opposites agree and that the finest harmony is that of divergent things and that everything
comes about through strife; Empedocles and others say the opposite, for like seeks like’.
Sophon. In De an. p. 116,8: ‘So it is necessary either, as some say, following the lead of
Protagoras, that all appearances are true or that contact with the unlike is deceptive, for
that is contrary to the principle that one knows like by like’.
322
1’also’:
2’of

not merely the matter of the seed, but also its power.

pneuma’: that ‘power’ is according to Democritus a body is clear a priori. The report
that it consists ‘of pneuma’ is altogether isolated and, it appears, doubtful. By ‘pneuma’
must be understood, here as elsewhere, ‘fire’. Cf. Ar. PA 652b8: ‘Some say that the soul of
an animal is fire or some similar power’. So according to Democritus every power is the
activity of some soul, and conversely, every soul is a purely mechanical centre of force. See
Albertus Magnus, De lapid. i.4 (no. 448): ‘Democritus and some others say that the elements
have souls and that they are the causes of stones’ coming into being’. So Democritus
undoubtedly shares the view of Thales, according to whom everything which moves has a
soul: DK 11 A 22 ‘the magnet has a soul, because it moves iron’; 11 A 3 ‘and inanimate
things have souls, as [he knew] from magnets and amber’. For Democritus the soul was a

purely mechanical cause of motion; that is clear from his explanation of the effect of the
magnet (no. 319). Hence Aristotle was right in the following brief characterisation of
Democritus’ views (no. 300 [Phys. 250b11-15]): ‘motion ... is ... as it were a sort of life for all
things which exist by nature’.171
323
1’a

blow’: cf. Cic. De fato 20.46: ‘(The atoms) had for Democritus that motive force of impact
which he called a blow’. It is unlikely that Simpl. In Phys. 42.10 (no. 306) ‘Democritus says
that the atoms are by nature in eternal motion and that they have been set in motion by a
blow’ is derived from this.
IV. Combination and separation. Mixture.
324
1In

so far as the word genesis means in Greek not only ‘birth’ but also ‘origin’ it is fully
comprehensible that the word suggonē could also have the sense ‘combination’ of atoms in
Democritus.
325
1The

word ameipsikosmiē [‘change of worlds’] obviously stands in the closest connection
with Democritus’ doctrine of the constant coming into being and perishing of worlds.172
326
1rusmos

means ‘shape’ in Democritus, and on the other hand shape is the most
characteristic feature of an atom (Democritus frequently calls atoms ‘shapes’ (ideai)). It is
therefore comprehensible that in Democritus the word ameipsirusmiē [‘change of shape’]
means not only ‘change in the shape of a body’ (in the world of atoms that is completely
impossible) but also ‘change (in the structure) of atoms which compose a body’.
328
1hoi

phusikoi (‘inatural philosophers’): in opposition to the Eleatics, whom Aristotle called
aphusikoi [‘abolishing or denying nature’]. In my opinion Philoponus, who saw hoi de as
referring to the atomists , is more nearly right than Diels and Ross, who think that the
reference here is above all to Empedocles and Anaxagoras.

171

[See translator’s note on no. 304. It seems to me that Aristotle is best understood as saying in the passage
cited from the Physics that it is change in general (rather than motion specifically) which is a sort of life for all
things which exist by nature.]
172
[The word metakosmēsis, which Hesychius gives as equivalent to ameipsikosmiē, has the general sense ‘reordering’ as well as the specific sense of ‘change of worlds’. It is possible that Hesychius regards
ameipsikosmiē (which could mean either ‘change of world’ or ‘change of order’) as itself having the generic
rather than the specific sense. His note contains no reference to Democritus.]

329
1kosmopoiein

[‘construct worlds’]: ‘draw a picture of the origin of the world’.

330
1That

what is here being discussed is not the general view of classical natural philosophy but
above all the view of Democritus is clear from the expression ‘conjunction and separation,
to which correspond coming to be and perishing’. That is how Simplicius interprets this
passage, for the reversed order of the enumeration ‘as Democritus, Anaxagoras and
Empedocles held’, means, I think, simply the following: ‘Democritus, citing Anaxagoras and
Empedocles’. That for Democritus change of place was the first and original form of motion
is seen from no. 333. There it seems very probable that the doctrine of the three kinds of
motion was borrowed mutatis mutandis from Democritus, who, as we know, saw in all
‘kinds of motion’ (i.e. changes) merely different derivative forms of change of place or
reflections of it occurring in our senses.
2The

fact that the doctrine of eternal motion is one of the most characteristic features of the
atomistic system is clear from the passages set out above, e.g. no. 306.
3Cf.

Plut. Col. 1112b: ‘so that what they call coming to be is not mixing or gluing together,
but a confused battle’.
331
1For

the reason just given I am convinced that in the first instance it is Democritus who is
meant by phusiologoi. This passage has normally been seen as an attack on the
Heracliteans, on the basis of the word ‘flow’. That is wrong, since Aristotle himself attests
that the doctrine of ‘fluid change’ was characteristic of others besides Heraclitus: De caelo
298b29: ‘some say that everything else comes into being and flows, and none [of them] is in
a stable state, but only one thing remains [stable], from which all the rest come into being
by re-shaping. It seems that that is what Heraclitus of Ephesus and many others mean’.
332
1’because

of the void’: see comm. on no. 313.

2’nature’:

coming from Democritus himself, as his own peculiar designation of the atom (see
no. 196a).
334
1’those

337

who say “colour is by convention”’: Democritus and his school (see nos. 55, 215).

1’especially

if’: this passage is very difficult, and Philoponus is right to remark (38.22) ‘the
sense of the words is somewhat obscure’. I attempt to explain it in comm. on no. 105, n. 26.
338
1This

passage shows that my previous interpretation [no ref. given] was incorrect. Here we
have a chiasmus: ‘through the void’ is connected to ‘separation’, ‘through contact’ to
‘coming to be’ (= ‘combination’). In separation a greater quantity of void (‘new void’)
penetrates the interval between the atoms; in combination new atoms combine with the
body and ‘touch’ it (in Democritus’ sense of the word), so that ‘contact’ comes to be.
2’in

that way’, i.e. ‘each through contact’: namely, [each] atom.

340
1’grains

of barley ... grains of wheat’: a famous example of Democritus’ (see. no. 316).

2Philoponus

correctly sees the difference between Empedocles and the atomists
(Democritus as well as Epicurus) as consisting in this, that for Empedocles it is the
substances themselves, divided into tiny particles, that compose the mixture, whereas for
Democritus it is the atoms. Alexander took a different view on this question (see no. 342).
342
1’bodies’:

Bailey [no ref. given] misunderstood these as atoms. As W. Schmidt correctly
remarks (Epikurs Kritik der platonischen Elementenlehre, Leipzig, 1936, pp. 57-8) Alexander
is here attempting to draw an artificial contrast between Democritus and Epicurus; he
maintains that Democritus was talking about a mixture of compound bodies, i.e. a mixture
of ‘molecules’, while Epicurus was the first to introduce to science a ‘mixture of atoms’. This
construction of Alexander’s does not correspond to the fact. Cf. Schmidt, op. cit.:
‘Alexander probably later misrepresented this difference to himself, when he had forgotten
its origin, as a dispute between Democritus and Epicurus’ (cf. no. 340 on Philoponus’
treatment of the difference between Empedocles and Democritus).
V. Fire produces heat by means of light
342a
1’dry

substance’: this testimony seems suspicious at first sight, for ‘dry substance’ and ‘wet’
are characteristic terms of Bruno’s own theory, the former meaning ‘atoms’ or ‘earth’ and
the latter ‘water’, which glues them together. Just so it is characteristic of Bruno’s theory
that light shines only in a moist substance (p. 512: ‘explicable and sensible in the moist’; p.
512 (a report about Democritus) ‘it shines ... in the moist’). But the latter is unsurprising, for
Bruno directly cites Democritus, thus confirming that he had borrowed this aspect of his
own theory from him. On the other hand there is an absolutely essential difference
between Bruno’s own doctrine and the doctrine which he is citing. For Bruno ‘dry

substance’ is earth, but fire (p. 512) is a special ‘spiritual substance’, not at all identical with
a dry substance. Indeed if it were necessary to conclude from Democritus’ own words that
he himself regarded light as some particular ‘dry substance’, that would be decisive
confirmation that the passage is a forgery, since according to Democritus heat (and
probably illumination) is simply a special state of a body under the influence of the
penetration of atoms of fire into the spaces between its atoms. But we know from one of
the passages of the Placita philosophorum ascribed to Plutarch (I.4.4 = no. 383) that
Democritus (or Leucippus) actually spoke of ‘moist substance’ (hugra phusis), and,
consequently, of the dry substance (xēra phusis) opposed to it. Moist substance is all the
elements except fire, for according to Democritus water and earth are not elements at all,
but a mixture of different elements, ‘a mixture of seeds’ (panspermia); earth differs from
water not in its ‘chemical’ constitution, but in the size of its ‘particles’, composed of atoms
(we would say ‘molecules’); the ‘particles’ of earth are bigger than the ‘particles’ of water.
When particles of water stick together, earth is formed; when particles of earth are split into
smaller parts, water is formed. That is why depending on the temperature the same body
turns liquid at one time and solid at another173; it would be truer to say ‘more liquid’ and
‘less liquid’. By contrast, for Democritus fire never mixes with the other elements; its atoms
are absolutely dry, so for Democritus ‘dry substance’ could mean only fire.
In fact, in no. 383 we read ‘the collection of all the small atoms of matter gave rise to
‘moist substance’ ... or water separately’, from which it is clear that water is merely one
form of that ‘moist substance’. In this connection Simpl. In Phys. 36.1 = no. 508 is an
interesting passage, in which to ‘hot and fiery bodies’ there are opposed ‘cold and watery,
which come from their opposites’; since in Democritus’ doctrine the hot and fiery can mean
only fire as an element, obviously ‘the cold and watery’ are all the elements apart from fire.
The fact that the opposition dry—wet was already in the classical epoch identical
with the opposition fire—water is seen from Hipp. De victu 7, a treatise by some Heraclitean
author, where we encounter the oxymoron ‘from dry water and wet fire’. From Plut. De
facie in orbe lunae 937a-c (a treatise which may have in this respect an atomistic source) we
see that light and heat (flame) are regarded as organic manifestations of the ‘fiery element’
which are transformed into one another: ‘concave mirrors intensify the reflected part of the
flash which is emitted (light!), so that they often emit flames (heat!) as well ... the light of
the sun loses all its heat when reflected by the moon, but a faint residue of its brightness
reaches us’. In itself the ‘fiery element’ is neither hot nor luminous; light and heat are
simply the reaction of the moist substance to the influence of fire; see comm. on no. XLV. If
so, there is nothing in the cited fragment of Bruno which would contradict our information
about Democritus’ doctrine. The sense of the new passage is as follows: we call light the
phenomenon which occurs when atoms of fire get into the spaces between atoms of the
other elements; heat comes about as a result of that penetration, and as a result of heat
173

Ar. GC 327a16 (no. 239): ‘we see that the same continuous body is at one time liquid and at another solid’.

there is illumination. And conversely, when light pours from an illuminated body to those
adjacent, that shows that atoms of fire have penetrated the adjacent bodies, and along with
light they produce heat in those bodies. Democritus sees evidence supporting this
supposition in heating by means of concave mirrors and convex vessels full of water. Some
bodies, for example those which are transparent or have a polished surface, do not contain
atoms of fire in the spaces between their own atoms, but enable them to be deflected in
new directions. They pour out from the luminous body and ‘produce heat by means of
light’. So according to Democritus the penetration of light reflected in a mirror
simultaneously produces heat, since heat and light are parallel phenomena produced by the
same cause.
2’which

produces heat in moisture’: Philop. In De an. 68.27: ‘Democritus and his followers ...
say that spherical atoms (sc. ‘of fire, of the dry substance’) heat the substrate (= ‘ the
watery’ in Simpl., see no. 508) by their mobility’.
3’from

mirrors ... from their concave surface’: Theophr. De igne 73, p. 20 Gercke: ‘the reason
why things catch fire from the sun by reflection from smooth surfaces but not from fire is
the fine texture [of the light] and because it [the light] becomes more continuous when it is
reflected, which is impossible for fire because of the unhomogeneous nature[of its
particles]... it is kindled by glass and bronze and silver which have been treated in a certain
way ...’.
Cf. Plut. Quaest. conviv. IV.2.4 (no. 281): ‘the fire of lightning is astonishing for its purity
(akribeia) and fineness ... as Democritus says’ ; Aet. III.3.10 (no. 415): ‘lightning [occurs]
when [the motion of the fire is forced out] from purer and finer and more homogeneous
[sources]...’; Plut. Numa 9: ‘they chiefly kindle [the fire] by means of metallic mirrors, the
concavity of which is made to follow the side of a right-angled isosceles triangle, and which
converge from the periphery to a single centre’.
4’from

jars full of water’: cf. Plin. NH XXXVII.10: ‘a crystal sphere placed opposite the rays of
the sun’. N.A. Lyubimov, History of Physics, part 1, St. Petersburg, 1892, p. 242: ‘It has been
known from ancient times that round glass vessels or glass spheres can produce flame by
concentrating the rays of the sun’. Lyubimov does not say where he got his information
from.
VI. There are innumerable worlds subject to destruction.
344
1’return

(to the previous condition)’: cf. Ar. GC 337a6, 11: ‘we say that there has been a
cycle of generation, in that things have returned to the previous condition’; see Bonitz,
Index, p. 46.
345

1See

comm. on no. 1, n. 3 and no. 352.

346
1See

also Philo, On the creation of the world [De opific. mundi] 171 (I., p. 60, 4 C.-R.: ‘some
say that there are several worlds, and some even that there are infinitely many’.
349
1’differing

in size’: but not in shape, since all worlds are spherical, as Democritus proved (see
comm. on no. 385). Epicurus argues against this; see n. 2 on this passage.
2Democritus’

‘statistically’ based conclusion that there exist worlds in which there is no life
was disputed by Epicurus, who also objected to Democritus’ contention that all worlds must
be spherical (Epist. I.74): ‘Further, one does not have to think that all worlds have the same
shape’. (Scholium: ‘But he himself says in Book 12 of On Nature that they have different
shapes. For some are spherical , others ovoid and others of other shapes. But yet they do
not have every shape. For no-one could show that <in> (suppl. Gassendi) this shape and <in
no other> (suppl. Luria) are included seeds from which animals and plants and all the other
things we observe are composed, but they could not have been in that [shape]’.) If not all
worlds are spherical then on the strength of Democritus’ principle (see no. 1) they must
have all possible shapes; and Epicurus objects to that conclusion.
352
1Zeller

(Phil. d. Gr. I, p. 311) understood the words periagōgē and peristasis [‘cycle’] as
‘world recurrence’, i.e. he gave these words a temporal sense; worlds come be and decay in
succession, and that is the sense in which one speaks of great numbers of worlds. Diels [no
ref. given] agreed with Zeller on this point, and accordingly supposed that with the words
‘innumerable worlds’ there must be supplied ‘come to be and decay’. But Burnet (Early
Greek Philosophy, 4th ed., London, 1920, pp. 58ff.) correctly pointed out that as in
Anaximander so in Democritus the word periagōgē must be understood spatially (kata
pasan periagōgēn = ‘in all directions’) and consequently that the passage is about infinitely
many worlds existing simultaneously. See also Alfieri, op. cit., p. 26, n. 103; Mondolfo,
L’infinito nel pensiero dei Greci, part IV, ch. 3, Florence, 1934.
359
1Epicurus

taught that the number of worlds was extremely large, but not infinite, and that
not all worlds were spherical, but they had different shapes. See no. 349 with comm., n. 2.
360
1The

same story is told by Pluarch (De tranq. an. 466d), but Democritus is not mentioned:
‘Alexander wept on hearing Anaxarchus speak about the infinite number of worlds, and

when his friends asked what was the matter he said “Ought I not to weep if there are
infinitely many worlds and I have not yet become master of one?”’.
VII. Whether there are weight and top and bottom even outside worlds.
361
1As

Simplicius correctly observes, Aristotle is here referring primarily to Plato’s Timaeus, to
which the words ‘since it [the world] is everywhere alike’ refer [63a2], but at the same time
he is also criticising Democritus [in the words ‘in the world’ (en ouranōi)]; see no. 346.
2Epicurus

held that the universe was infinite; hence he could not from his point of view
admit the existence of a highest or lowest point in the universe. But he was not willing to
accept the view (that of Democritus!) that the directions up and down do not exist at all in
the universe. From the passages cited under nos. 295 and 297 we have seen that for
Democritus the original motion occurred by chance, and was disorderly, having all possible
directions. Cf. Plut. Col. 1111b: ‘Democritus should be accused not of admitting to what
follows from his principles but of adopting principles from which those things follow ... but
the most shameless thing is to see the absurdity and deny it, as (Colotes says) Epicurus laid
down the same principles, but did not say ‘colour by convention’ etc. ... (Epicurus) does
what he usually does ... he says that he posits an infinite universe but does not eliminate
‘up’ and ‘down’’ (sc. as Democritus does).
362
1So

according to Democritus ‘weight’ was a quality which inheres only in atoms and their
compounds; consequently the partless things had no ‘weight’.
2’the

four points’: we may suppose that the tetrahedron was held to be the smallest body
(and therefore the smallest atom as well).
3’concerning

motion’: since to Aristotle it seems self-evident that weight (or ‘lightness’) is
the cause of all motion, the questions ‘where does motion come from?’ and ‘where does
weight come from?’ are for him synonymous.
4’On

the Heaven’: in De caelo III, specifically in the passage just cited (299a25ff.). We see
from this passage that the part of the De caelo indicated deals with the Democriteans along
with the Platonists and Pythagoreans.
363
1The

meaning of this is as follows: Theophrastus finds it illogical that Democritus regards
only weight and solidity as objective properties of bodies, and all others as subjective. This
charge is unjustified, since, first, it is perfectly in order for theorists to reduce numerous
subjective properties to a few objective ones, and secondly, for Democritus there are no

purely subjective properties, since in the actual world, the world of atoms, to every property
there corresponds some objective substrate or other.
364
1’peripalassesthai’

[‘oscillate’]: see critical apparatus to no. 292.174

365
1This

testimony of Aetius is in stark contradiction with the two preceding passages, and
barely deserves consideration. Most probably we have here a confusion of partless things,
which have no weight, with atoms, which have weight. On the other hand Epicurus, as we
know, was the first to introduce weight as the cause of downward motion. Democritus
rejected the existence of a downward tendency in the universe external to worlds.
2 The

passages of Cicero cited here and in nos. 38 and 301 permit us to reject without any
hesitation the mistaken contention of Zeller (Ph. d. Gr. I, pp. 1084ff.) that Democritus
regarded only the vertical downward motion of bodies as their original motion. Zeller drew
this conclusion from a single passage of Lucretius (II.225-9), in which he saw, totally
arbitrarily, a criticism specifically of Democritus:
But if anyone thinks that heavier bodies can fall straight down through the void
faster than lighter ones , and that that is how collisions occur, giving rise to generative
movements, he has stayed far from the truth.
But Cicero says perfectly clearly that the theory of the vertical movement of all bodies is in
fact a totally mistaken invention of Epicurus’, who was anxious ‘not to diverge far from
sensations’, whereas he took his other mistaken conclusions over from Democritus (De fato
20.46): ‘ they [the atoms] had as their motive force ... from you, Epicurus, the force of
heaviness and weight’; De fin. I.5.18: ‘but that fault is common [to the atomists in general],
but these catastrophies are peculiar to Epicurus: for he thinks that ... indivisible ... bodies
move ... downwards ... in a straight line’; De fato 10.22: ‘the indivisible bodies travel
vertically in straight lines, as Epicurus thinks’. There is direct evidence that for Democritus
the original motion proceeded not downward, but in all directions; see comm. on nos. 304
and 314, n. 1.
366
1If

Democritus had actually said that the earth would fall downwards in the absence of air
[underneath it], that would have meant that Democritus accepted the existence of ‘up’ and
‘down’ in the universe, since in the cosmos the earth cannot fall downwards, since it
occupies precisely the lowest place, the centre of the cosmos. But from what has been said
above it is clear that we have here a mistake by Philoponus; it is possible that he confused
174

[See translator’s note on no. 313.]

the original motion of the atoms of earth, preceding the formation of the cosmos, with
downward motion (see comm. on no. 370). Similarly it is clear from Ar. Phys. 214b18 that
those who accepted the existence of void (i.e. the atomists) were not willing to recognise
any ‘up’ or ‘down’, otherwise there would have been no sense in Aristotle’s question ‘If a
body is put into the void, where will it go? It will not go into the whole [of the void]’. In
fact, according to Democritus’ principle of isonomia (‘no more this than that’) a body in such
a situation has to move in all directions at once. Similarly in other passages of Aristotle;
Phys. 215a22: ‘but in a void this [i.e. the property of yielding to force] is the same
everywhere, so that it will move everywhere’. Cf. De caelo 295a21ff. (see comm. on no.
304, n. 7).

c. THE MECHANICAL OPERATION OF THE WORLD
I. Everything tends towards the centre of the swirl
Heaviness

367
1biai

[‘by force’} means in Aristotle ‘contrary to nature’

368
1 This

expression is understood differently by different commentators. Joachi m (ed. and
comm. on Ar. GC, Oxford, 1922, p. 165) translates ‘according to the excess’ as
‘according to the quantity of mass’ (more precisely ‘according to the surplus of mass’),
and understands this as follows, that ‘Democritus ascribed to the atoms not o nly
weight, but also different gradations of weight’. As Cherniss points out (op. cit., p. 97,
nn. 412-13) such a translation is impossible in view of the general connections of
Aristotle’s exposition. ‘Heavier’ (cf. ‘the lighter’ in De caelo 309b5-8) means ‘relatively
heavy’, in opposition to the expression ‘heavy’ (‘heavy in the absolute sense’), to which
is opposed the concept, absent in Aristotle, of ‘light’; ‘according to excess’ is an
abbreviated form of the expression ‘according to excess and deficiency’, meaning in
Aristotle the comparison of two magnitudes in respect of amount.
2’they

must add’: on the basis of what we know it is completely impossible to admit that
Democritus made weight depend only on the quantity of void, but not on the quantity of

matter. I am therefore convinced that here Aristotle is in fact arguing not against
Democritus’ theory, but only against his imprecise formulation.
3See

n. 2 here.

4’unless’

here means ‘this objection is correct only in this case, if...’. Cf. Ar. GC 325b7
‘unless’. See also Quell. u. Stud. z. Gesch. d. Math. II.2, 1937, p. 137; ‘On the recently
discovered Locrian law’, (Comptes-rendus de l.’Academie des Sciences de l’URSS, 1927, p.
217; ‘A conditional clause with no connection with what immediately precedes it. It has no
final clause’ (Wilamowitz, Sitzungsb. d. Berl Acad., 1927, p. 141).
5’if

matter is a contrary’: since the subject has so far been ‘a single matter’, the word
‘contrary’ can here mean only ‘one of a pair of contraries’. Alfieri [no ref. given] translates
‘if matter is a contrary’.
6’the

things in between’: I do not fully understand this remark of Aristotle’s; Simplicius tries
to explain it somehow.
7’many

small things are heavier than a few large things’: it seems to Aristotle that the more
air something contains the lighter (not heavier) it will be, since it tends upwards.
8It

is clear from Democritus’ own words reported by Seneca (no. 371) that it would be
entirely arbitrary to refuse to ascribe to Democritus the doctrine reported here.
9See

comm. on no. 369, n. 5.

10Diels

remarks [no ref. given] that ho prolambanön means simply ‘the one in front’: ‘ho
prolambanön simply = ‘the one in front’ in an inscription from the time of Augustus, Athen.
Mitt. 24, 1899, 289, v. 37’.
11So

in Them. In De caelo 214.9.

369
1’weight,
2tēn

proportional to size’.

phusin is here the subject and echein [‘have’] the predicate (tēn phusin is not the
accusative of respect, as Alfieri supposes, translating ‘by nature’, p. 149). I do not
understand the question-mark which Diels attaches to this word [DK II, p. 117, l. 17], or his
reference [l. 17 n.] to sect. 68 [II, p. 119, l. 7]. There the word has its ordinary meaning
‘nature’, which does not fit here; here phusis means ‘atoms’; cf. no. 196a: ‘the ... primary
and indivisible bodies, for those they called ‘nature’ (phusin)’. Similarly the conjectures of
Preller and Usener [no refs. given] are entirely superfluous; the former replaces phusin by
krisin [‘judgement’], the latter by diaphoran [‘difference’].

3’the

one which contains more void is lighter’: Alfieri op. cit., p. 93, n. 205 has no right to
draw from this the conclusion that for Democritus ‘weight ... is inversely proportional to the
amount of void contained in a body’ (!).
4’position

[of the atoms] and inclusion [of void]’: this is the subject.

5hormē

tēs phoras [‘motive impulse’] or, as Democritus himself called it, sous [‘rush’: Ar. De
caelo 313b5, DK 68 A 62], was translated ‘impetus’ in the time of Galileo. From that concept
the concept of acceleration later developed. And here, of course, there is understood ‘if the
body is divided into its separate atoms’. Alfieri’s comment (op. cit., p. 154, n. 390) ‘But here
with his doctrine of a tendency toward downward motion Theophrastus is expressing the
Aristotelian view, not that of the atomists’ is totally arbitrary and wrong. Alfieri confuses
motion in the ‘great void’, ‘original motion’, with motion in the cosmos, which is always in
the direction of the centre. Cf. ropē [‘weight’] (n. 368, Simpl. In GC 693.13[?])
6hōste

is a pregnant expression: ‘so that they’, i.e. ‘for it is only in that case that they can’,

etc.
370
1One

may refer to another passage of Aristotle, De caelo 295a32ff., which is apparently
directed against Democritus. Aristotle very naively supposes that the swirl has not
continued up to the present, or, if it is still going on, in any event it is remote from the earth,
since we do not see it. So in Aristotle’s view the laws of the swirl are inapplicable to the
phenomena which occur on earth: ‘and it is also absurd not to agree that previously the
parts of the earth were carried by the swirl towards the centre. But now what is the cause
of heavy things being carried towards it [the earth]? For the swirl does not come near us.’
Cf. Simpl. ad loc., 530.21, 531.4: ‘for even if the swirl still exists, it does not come near us.
But the cause of heavy things being still carried towards the centre is the same as the cause
of the earth being carried there then, if its motion had a beginning’.
2Although

Simplicius names only Empedocles and Anaxagoras among the authors of the
theory contained in this passage I have no doubt that Democritus maintained it as well. The
reasons for this are as follows: 1. Expressions such as ‘all investigators of nature’, ‘all those
who generate the heaven (the cosmos)’ (cf. ‘not only Empedocles, but also Anaxagoras and
his followers and others’) would be impossible unless Democritus were also assumed to be
among those theorists. 2. We see from no. 368 that all bodies have weight and tend
towards the centre of the cosmos. The passages collected under no. 370 have the aim of
showing how the heavier bodies (and, in particular, earth) have come together at the
centre. 3. The doctrine of the swirl (dinē, or in Abderite dialect dinos) is especially typical of
Democritus. 4. The second part of the theory, that once the earth has reached the centre it
stays there because of the swirl, is attested as the theory of Democritus: Philop. In Phys.
262.3 (no. 366): ‘Democritus ... says ... that ... the air ... does not allow it (the earth) to fall’;

Simpl. In De caelo 375.25 [no. 378]: ‘because of the swift ... swirling ... the position of the
earth remains in the centre, as Empedocles seems to say ... and Democritus’. It must
therefore be supposed that in this as in many other cases, Democritus adhered to the
system set out by his predecessors, especially Empedocles and Anaxagoras.
371
1I

do not understand why, despite the words ‘Democritus says’ Diels assigned this passage
not to section B (passages of Democritus) but to section A (testimonia about Democritus).
The expression ‘[the atoms give way]as if to people going [i.e. pushing] through a crowd’,
which occurs in precisely the same words in both Themistius and Simplicius, [in the passages
cited here] shows that this whole image belongs to Democritus. So, when we read in
Aristotle [De caelo 279a10-11] ‘they are squeezed together and give way to one another till
they reach the centre’, and this is ‘the way some of the investigators of nature say’, there
can be no doubt that it is Democritus who is referred to here.
2

See also no. 377 with comm.

3’they

assign the downward motion to constraint’: see comm. on no. 304, and cf. no. 370,
Simpl. In De caelo 530.29: ‘those ... who generate the cosmos ... say that the earth remains
subsequently in the centre on account of constraint’.
374
1Alfonso,

On squaring the circle, fol. 98b II.4-6: [Hebrew text follows; for translation see no.
374. I am indebted to Prof. J.F.A. Sawyer for the translation of the Hebrew.] On Alfonso
see Luria, 1. The theory of infinitesimals in the ancient atomists, pp. 19-20, 56, 150-2, 168,
185-6; 2. Die Infinitesimaltheorie der antiken Atomisten, pp. 128, 141, 148.
II. The motion of a body depends on its shape and also on the matter of the medium in
which the body moves. Friction.
375
1Instead

of a commentary it is sufficient to present Galileo’s famous criticism of this passage
(Le opere IV, pp. 129ff.). Virtually nothing needs to be added to Galileo’s words: (129) ‘He
goes on to confute Democritus ... by saying that that should occur much more in air ... (130)
It seems to me that there is reason to suspect that that he [Aristotle] is wrong on more than
one point ... On the contrary, things can chance to move more violently through water than
through air ... The other reason is that he [Aristotle] (131) believed that just as there is a
positive, intrinsic quality through which elementary bodies have a tendency to move
towards the centre of the earth, there is similarly another, also intrinsic, through which
some of these bodies have an impulse to move away from the centre and go upwards, and
in virtue of that intrinsic principle, which he calls lightness, things which move in that way
pass through rarer media more readily than through thicker. So Aristotle’s objection to

Democritus ... is not a good one: rather, precisely the opposite should occur, since they rise
more slowly through the air; and, besides moving slowly, they do not join together, as in
water, but separate and, as we say, get scattered, and therefore, as Democritus pertinently
says in refuting the objection, they do not produce a unified impact by knocking against
things. So the conclusion is that in this respect Democritus has reasoned better than
Aristotle... (132) If we take a vessel ... full of cold water, into which is placed a flat or
concave solid, whose weight exceeds that of the water by so little that it sinks slowly to the
bottom, I say that if we put some lighted coals under the vessel, as soon as the new particles
of fire penetrate the material of the vessel and rise through that of the water, certainly
when they collide with the solid mentioned above they will push it up to the surface and
hold it there as long as those particles continue to flow in. And when they cease to do so,
once the fire is removed, the solid will go back to the bottom, abandoned by its supports.
But going back to Aristotle, it seems to me that he opposes Democritus somewhat
more sluggishly than Democritus himself,according to Aristotle, opposes the objection
which he [Democritus] brings against himself, and that opposing him by saying that, if it is
rising hot particles which lift up thin flakes, a solid of that kind ought to be much more held
and lifted up in the air, shows that in Aristotle the desire to refute Democritus is superior to
the refinement of sound reasoning ... a desire which is revealed on other occasions ... (133)
In my opinion, Democritus’ doctrine is not refuted by an objection of this kind; indeed, if I
am not mistaken, Aristotle’s strategy is either inconclusive or, if it is conclusive, can just as
well be turned against him.’ [I am grateful to Dr. V. Lucchesi for help with the onstrual of
the passage of Galileo.]
2’for

there are seeds of everything in everything’: see above no. 143 with comm.

3’those

[who ascribe to atoms of fire the shape of the] pyramid’ are the Platonists, ‘those
[who ascribe the shape of the] sphere’ are the atomists.
376
1The

citation of Democritus along with other authorities is repeated in Simplicius’
commentary (319.1); nevertheless I am convinced that we have here either a
misunderstanding or an early insertion into Aristotle’s treatise. In fact Simplicius,
Philoponus [both in] (no. 378) and Aetius (no. 379) put into Democritus’ mouth other
explanations of the stability of the earth, which agree perfectly with each other but flatly
contradict the one given here. Simplicius, however, directly contradicts them in 319.5.
Secondly, the theory set out here makes sense only if the diameter of the earth is virtually
equal to that of the heavenly sphere, so that between them there is left only a narrow slit,
in consequence of which the air situated below the earth remains as if shut in. Aristotle too
emphasises this, De caelo 294b24: [cited here] ‘It is not the flatness[of the earth] which is
the cause of its stability ... but its size ... since it is because the narrow space [surrounding

the earth] affords no outlet that the air is cut off’175. See also Simpl. ad loc., 520.28 [also
cited here]]: ‘the earth does not allow the air to go up’; Themist. ad loc., 128.10: ‘They drew
the conclusion that enclosed air can sustain a great weight from air enclosed in skins’. But
we know that Democritus held that the earth is very small in comparison with the sphere of
the firmament; the interval between earth and heaven was not in his view a chink, but was
so broad that within it the sun, the moon and all the constellations moved at different
distances from the heaven ; hence for Democritus there was no question of enclosed air.
We should also notice that Simplicius was apparently doubtful about Aristotle’s assertion
[520.8]: ‘that is what ... Anaxagoras and Democritus appear to have said’. Alfieri, op. cit., p.
120, n. 313 correctly remarks about this passage: ‘Perhaps Aristotle, in speaking of ...
‘Anaxagoras and Democritus’ meant to ascribe this doctrine to Anaxagoras only, and wished
merely to indicate some treatise of Democritus’ in which he discussed and criticised
Anaxagoras’ doctrine’.
2Cf.

Ar. De caelo 295a14ff.: ‘They seek for the cause of the earth’s stability, and some say ...
that its breadth and size are the cause, and others say as Empedocles does [that the cause is
the circular motion of the heavens]’. Similarly Plato (Phaedo 99b) opposes another theory
to the one set out in no. 378, which undoubtedly belongs to Democritus: ‘One puts a swirl
round the earth (a characteristic expression of Democritus’!), while another puts the air
underneath like a base under a broad lid’.
3Diels

[DK I, p. 94, l. 27 n.] compares the words of Simplicius In De caelo 524.12: ‘the air not
having sufficient space into which to move’.
4’packed

together’: for the explanation of this expression Ross [no ref. given] cites another
passage of Aristotle, Progression of animals [De animal. incessu]705a4: ‘some move with
their whole body at once’.
5’evidence’:

cf. the passage of Themistius cited in n. 1 above.

6Aristotle

(see no. 314) took it as obvious that the speed of bodies is inversely proportional
to the density of the medium [through which they move]. Hence in a void the speed of
movement of bodies must be infinite; consequently, in a void all bodies either do not move
at all or move at the same, infinite, speed, which is absurd. Consequently, no void exists.
Simplicius objects to this conclusion: that would be true only if bodies did not have from the
very beginning a determinate ‘impetus’; see no. 314 ‘if ... their impetus is not the cause of
the movement of bodies in the void, bodies would not move in the void in the beginning’,
since the medium cannot produce movements from itself and is not a cause of movement.
[‘since ... movement’ is not part of Simplicius’ text, but is Luria’s gloss.] Hence in his view
speed cannot be inversely proportional to the density of the medium, and it is not true that,
175

[L’s citation of Aristotle’s text here is not exact, substituting ho aēr apolambomenos [‘the air being cut off’]
for Aristotle’s ho aēr menei dia to plēthos [‘the great volume of air remains in place’]. The latter is printed in
L’s text no. 376.

along with that density, ‘shape’ itself ‘causes diversity of motion, depending on whether the
body either divides or does not divide the medium’, as Alexander thinks [cited by Simplicius
in no.. 314], following Aristotle. The medium is capable only of holding up to some extent
motion which already exists independently of the medium, and thus of altering its speed
(Simpl. ad loc. 680.7): ‘and in general it is rather the impetus which is the cause of the
division [of the medium], not the division which is the cause of the impetus, even if in some
places it hinders the bodies and in other places does not’. Simplicius presents this objection
to Aristotle’s theory as something which the atomists might say in order that their theory
should not appear inconsistent: mēpote de touto to atopon autois akolouthēsei, ei legoien
... ‘this absurd conclusion would not be one they had to accept, if they were to say ...’ [no.
314]. It can hardly be doubted that Simplicius (or, more precisely, his source) correctly
understood the atomists’ train of thought.176
377
1’and

they make way for the moving thing’: the same metaphor, more colourfully expressed,
occurs in the passages collected in no. 371: Themist. In Phys. 135.15: ‘when something
moves in space, the bodies through which they move cluster together and make way for the
moving bodies as if they were people going through a crowd’; Simpl. ad loc., 683.6: ‘and
local motion they say occurs when bodies are compressed and cluster together and make
way for those which are passing through them’.
III. Motion caused by rotation
378
1According

to Aristotle, all ‘forcible motion’ must stop sooner or later; for Democritus, all
motion continues eternally, so long as nothing interferes with it (cf. comm. on no. 304, n. 6):
‘why will a moving thing stop anywhere? For why will it stop here rather than there? So ...
176

[In the Addenda & Corrigenda, pp. 618-9, the editors propose an alternative interpretration of Simplicius’
point.. ‘It is more correct to understand Simplicius’ words as an objection to the atomists’ supposed
argument: mēpote akolouthēsei = ‘will perhaps remain in force’. But the meaning of Simplicius’ comment will
be clearer if we suppose that a negative has been lost from the manuscript tradition and read mēpote ...
<ouk> akolouthēsei: ‘(Alexander’s objection) perhaps loses its force’. Given the text as it stands the editors’
correction is clearly right; in the passage cited [no. 314, ad fin.] Simplicius points out that the absurd
consequence, viz. that if the atoms move at the same speed they can never collide and hence never form
atomic aggregates, holds only if all atoms are always in motion, since if some are stationary and others in
motion collisions can occur.
Quite apart from the above, this note appears to be misplaced. The text to which it purports to refer,
Simpl. In De caelo 520.28, does not mention the problem about the speed of the atoms through the void which
is the subject of the note, but the totally different question of the stability of the earth. Simplicius reports first
the theory, which he attributes to Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and Democritus, that the earth is supported by the
air beneath it, which it presses down like a lid, and then the theory of Anaximander and Plato that the cause of
its stability is its equilibrium in the centre of the homogeneous universe. The citations of no. 314 in the course
of this note suggest that perhaps it was intended to be part of the commentary on that passage, which has
somehow been displaced.]

it must travel on to infinity, unless something of greater force prevents it?’ [Ar. Phys.
215a19-22 (no. 5)]. Hence Empedocles’ view, which he shared with Democritus, is foreign
to Aristotle; according to it all rotary motion must continue eternally, so long as it is quick
enough to overcome the force of weight (neither Empedocles nor Democritus knew
anything about the parallelogram of velocities or the composition of simultaneously active
forces: one force must inevitably overcome and eliminate the other).
2menei

... stasis: [‘remains stationary’]: cf. Simpl. In De caelo 530.29 no. 370): ‘those ...who
say that the cosmos came into being ... say that the earth remains in the centre as a result of
force’. Cf. Ar. De caelo 295a14ff.: ‘they seek the cause of the stability of the earth and say ...
like Empedocles, that the circular motion of the heaven, being quicker, prevents the earth
from moving, like water in a ladle; for when the ladle is whirled round the water is
frequently underneath the ladle but does not fall down, though that is its natural motion,
through the same cause’. The circular motion of the vortex overcomes the original motion
of the particles of earth (for Empedocles these particles move downwards, for Democritus in
all different directions): hence the earth remains motionless. The same theory is set out in
Plato Phaedo 99b: ‘one places a swirl round the earth and makes the earth stay still
because of [the movement of] the heaven’. Cf. comm. on no. 376.
3’fall

downwards’: see no. 366

IV. Why things lying in the centre of a swirl are stationary
379
1Since

the principle of isonomia (‘no more this way than that’) is especially characteristic of
Democritus, I consider that the commonly expressed doubt of the reliability of this
testimony of Aetius’ is groundless. Here there is no contradiction with no. 378; we have
simply the explanation of why a body lying in the centre of a swirl must stay there for ever.
No. 378 explains where the original ‘impetus towards movement’ has disappeared to. The
passage of Plato just cited, Phaedo 99b, if my interpretation is correct, seems also to
indicate that Democritus combined both these explanations: ‘putting a swirl round the earth
(first stage), he (after the swirl has dragged the earth into the centre) makes the heaven
hold the earth motionless’ (‘stay still because of the [movement of the] heaven ‘ in Plato =
‘stay still because of its uniformity with respect to the heaven’ in Aristotle177. Plato probably
considered the explanation given in no. 378 unnecessary, whereas the explanation given in
no. 379 impressed him, in opposition to Aristotle, with its logicality and simplicity, and he
included it in his own system. See Phil. 108e-109a: ‘if it [the earth] is round and is in the
middle of the heaven (the Pythagorean hypothesis!) it does not need either air (see no. 378,
177

[L gives no ref. to Aristotle, but is presumably citing De caelo 295b10, which does not, however, contain the
phrase tēn pros ton ouranon [‘with respect to the heaven’].

Philop. : ‘the air does not allow it to fall downwards’) or any other necessity (also an attack
on Democritus!) of any kind to stop it falling, but it suffices that it is held by the
homogeneity of the heaven itself in every direction and the equilibrium of the earth itself;
for when something equally balanced is placed at the centre of something similar it will not
incline more or less in any one direction than in any other, but being alike it will remain
uninclined’. This abstract character of the proof must have impressed idealist philosophers:
it is not surprising that Parmenides took this proof over from Anaximander and that from
Democritus it was taken over by ‘the so-called Pythagoreans’ and Plato.
As far as we can judge from the surviving fragments of books II and XI of Epicurus’
On nature (Rosini and Orelli, Epicuri fragmenta librorum II et XI De natura, Leipzig, 1818;
Gomperz, Zeitschr. f.d. österreich. Gymn., 1867, pp. 208-9), Epicurus, following his principle
‘[things should be explained] in as many ways as each of them can come about’, accepted
the possibility of different explanations of the stability of the earth (with the explanation
contained in no. 376 cf. Ep. On nature XI, col. IX O Gomperz: ‘the supports beneath the
earth’; XIV, col. IV O: ‘the support of the air’). But he probably preferred Democritus’
complicated explanation (nos. 378+379) to the Pythagorean-Platonic explanation of
symmetry alone. He acknowledged that the earth ‘being equidistant on all sides cannot fall
anywhere’ (Rosini and Orelli, op. cit. II, col. II). At the same time, taking everything into
account, he regarded as insufficiently profound ‘such an explanation, that this one thing
alone (i.e. ‘that the earth is situated at the centre’) is the cause of its immobility, without
explanation of what determines that, since this symmetrical situation is due to a covering of
air, uniform on all sides ‘ (On nature XIII, col. III O Gomperz). Alfieri too acknowledges (op.
cit., p. 122, n. 307) that Aetius’ testimony is reliable: ‘the reason for the immobility of the
earth is clearly explained in the testimony of Aetius III.15.7’. Alfieri includes this passage,
omitted by Diels, in his collection of testimonia on Democritus, unfortunately in a very
inappropriate place.

V. The movements of bodies are interconnected (the likeness to a lever is apparent in their
movements)
380
1It

is of course perfectly possible that the expression mochleia (‘a system of levers’) is here
merely a colourful comparison, and that the passage of Simplicius has nothing to do with
the law of the lever. But in connection with the passages of Aristotle and Lucretius cited
here I think it very likely that L. Löwenheim, Die Wissenschaft Demokrits u. ihr Einfluss auf
die moderne Wissenschaft, Berlin, 1914, p. 75, is right to see a reference here to the same
‘lever-like’ connection. Cf. Ar. De caelo 291a29ff.: ‘Regarding their [the heavenly bodies’]

order ... and their distances from one another, these are questions for astronomy, for they
are dealt with sufficiently there. But it happens that the motions of each are proportional to
their distances, in that some are faster and others slower. For since it has been postulated
that the outermost circumference of the heavens is simple and the fastest, and that the
others are more numerous and slower (for each of them moves contrary to the heaven in its
own revolution), it is reasonable that the one nearest to the first simple revolution
completes its own revolution in the longest time and the furthest in the shortest, and of the
others whichever is nearer [to the outer circumference] takes more time and whichever is
further takes less. For the nearest is most under control and the furthest of all least
because of its distance, and those in between are proportional to their distance, as the
mathematicians demonstrate’. We find a mystical-idealistic variation on this theory in Pl.
Tim. 38e: ‘so when each (star) arrived at the motion suitable to it ... they came into being as
living creatures, bodies bound with ties of soul, and they learned their instructions ... some
moving in larger circles, others in smaller, the latter more quickly, the former more slowly’.
Here ‘like a system of levers’ is transformed into an actual system of levers with joints, and
in contradiction with Democritus’ doctrine the stars are transformed into living beings. See
Achill. Isag. 1.13: ‘neither Anaxagoras nor Democritus ... thinks that the stars are alive’.
d. THE ORIGIN OF THE COSMOS
I. General
382
1’without
2’remain
3’a

disturbing their equilibium’ (by their impact on one another).

together’: cf. comm. on no. 295.

membrane’: see no. 386 with comm.

4’through

the inclination’: see nos. 419-20.

5Reinhardt

(Hermes 47, 1912, pp. 492ff.) has shown that the cosmology, anthropology and
history of culture contained in Diodorus I.7 goes back via Hecataeus of Abdera to
Democritus. Hence I follow Diels in including that passage in my collection. But in this
connection it is self-evidently impossible to attribute every detail in that report to
Democritus: so, for instance, Diodorus speaks of a single cosmos, not many. Similarly the
expression ‘things of that kind rise to the top because of their lightness’ is at best an
adjustment of Democritus’ theory to fit popular views. I have therefore considered it
necessary to place the note ‘cf.’ at the beginning of this passage.
6This

representation of the cosmological process by analogy with the churning of butter is
thoroughly typical of Democritus’ anthropomorphic thought.
383

1As

Diels has shown, this passage of the Placita ascribed to Plutarch (and also Plac. I.7.1-4:
‘What is god?’) cannot in virtue of its content originate with Aetius: here specifically
atomistic-Epicurean views are set out without the name of their author, as something
understood and generally accepted in their own right. There can be no doubt that the
author of both passages was an Epicurean. But, apart from a few details, the cosmology set
out here is not Epicurean; as Diels rightly saw, it belongs to Democritus (cf. Rohde, Kl. Schr.
I. p. 200): for Epicurus, what was important for his materialistic ethics was not details but
his mechanical principle; in a significant majority of cases he proceeded by way of
agnosticism, holding all hypotheses in the field of cosmology equally correct and uniformly
true, provided only that they did not violate the materialistic-mechanical principle. He
directly opposed Democritus, who included only one of these possibilities in his
cosmological system. See Epicur. Epist. II.88ff.: ‘A cosmos is a portion of the universe
containing stars and the earth and everything observed, separated off from the infinite and
terminating in a boundary which is either moving or stationary, and round or triangular or of
any other shape. (89) And one may suppose that there are infinitely many cosmoi of this
kind, and that a cosmos of this kind can come into being inside a cosmos or in an ‘intercosmos’, which is the name we give to an interval between cosmoi in a large space with a lot
of void, not, as some say, in a large and totally empty space. Suitable seeds flow from a
single cosmos or inter-cosmos or from several and form a cosmos in another place by
gradual aggregations and separations and changes of place ... (92) it is not impossible that
their motions (i.e. those of the sun, moon and other stars) come about through the rotation
of the whole heaven, or that while it is stationary, their rotation comes about from their
original necessary impulse generated in the east at the time of the formation of the cosmos’
(cf. no. 291).
The theory of triangular worlds mentioned here belonged, as Diels pointed out (DK
16, vol.1, p. 106) to the Pythagorean Petron. But in Plutarch there are also features which
are totally foreign to Democritus. Here the separation of light atoms from heavy is not the
result of circular motion but a precondition of it; the swirl as the first cause of all cosmic
processes is absent here; cf. Epicur. no. 291 [= Epist. II.90]: ‘it is not the case that merely an
aggregation or a swirl has to come into being’ . True, the very explanation of the process of
rotation must, apparently, belong to Democritus (the motion of the atoms causes wind, and
wind causes a swirl), but in Democritus this motion was caused, not by the separation of
light from heavy (that is simply an effect of the swirl), but by chance collisions of atoms.
Secondly, the theory of the formation of the stars belongs not to Democritus but to
Epicurus; for Democritus the stars consist of ‘earth’ and enter our cosmos from outside; see
DL IX.32 (nos. 382 and 395).
2’of

the same nature’, i.e. ‘small, round, smooth and slippery’; this is an Epicurean view, not
a Democritean one. See comm. on no. 397, n. 1.

3’exhalations

from the stars’ is something completely unprecedented. I think that it can be
understood only in the sense of ‘exhalations from the earth, caused by the stars’.

II. Our cosmos is round
385
1We

find an attack on this assertion in Epicurus (no. 382): ‘a cosmos is a region of the
heaven separated ... by a boundary ... and round or triangular or of any other shape’.
III. The origin of the heavens
386
1See

no. 382, DL IX.31: ‘this separates off like a membrane’. ‘‘a covering ... and membrane’
are probably the words of Leucippus. On the word ‘membrane’ (humēn) cf. Hippocr. On the
nature of the infant [De nat. inf.] 12 (VIII.488.13 ff. Littré); ‘covering’ (chitōn) cf. Hippocr. De
carne 3 (IX.586.4ff. Littré); ‘coverings of the walls’ Hdt. VII.139 (DK II, p. 77, l. 3 n.).
3881We cannot draw from ps-Alexander’s words the fully definite conclusion that according
to his source the fixed stars move from west to east, whereas the planets move from east to
west178, since this may have been his own example of something which Leucippus and Plato
were obliged to explain.
389
1The

passages set out here and in nos. 390-1 are not as contradictory as might appear at
first sight. The fact that in some reports that planets are situated between the fixed stars
and the sun and in others between the sun and the moon is connected with the fact that
their orbits are not circles but extremely tangled lines; cf. no. 391: ‘the planets are not
themselves at the same height [above the earth]’.
2kata

tēn auxēsin: ‘because of the great increase of the atoms’.

390
1The

separation of Venus from the list of the other planets is archaic and hence evidently
represents Democritus’ genuine theory. ‘For Democritus three heavenly bodies, viz. the
sun, Venus and the moon, were separated from the list of the other planets; this was
connected with Babylonian religion: cf. e.g. a Babylonian boundary stone with three
symbols, a crescent moon, the sun and Venus with eight rays’ (Boll, s.v. Hebdomas, RE VII,

178

[The text of no. 388 requires ‘the fixed stars move from east to west, the planets in the opposite direction’,
which is how L translates.]

col. 2526); similarly in a surviving Babylonian illustration there are represented from top to
bottom the moon, the sun and Venus.
So it seems that this doctrine of Democritus’ was taken from Babylon, either directly
or via Parmenides (DL IX.23; An. Byz. II.15.4; Dox. 345). Only Diogenes’ remark ‘the circle of
the sun is the outermost’ is in direct contradiction with all the other passages. One can
hardly accept Boll’s eirenic explanation, according to which Democritus is here referring
only to the planets, leaving the fixed stars totally out of consideration. As John the Lydian
points out (On the months. II.6, p. 23.17): ‘Zoroaster places the sun below the fixed stars, in
contradiction to the Greeks’ (Boll). Cf. W. Capelle, Hermes 60, 1925, pp. 387ff.; R. Eisler,
AGPh 31, 1917, p. 53.
2Cf.

Boll & Gundel, Sternglaube u. Sterndeutung, 4th edn. Leipzig & Berlin, 1931, p. 121: ‘The
Greeks, probably including Democritus, did not lose sight of the possibility that not only the
planets familiar to us are in motion in the heavens, but others too, though so far we have
managed to see only these planets’. Frank, op. cit., p. 202: ‘Democritus is the first
philosopher who appears to have seriously concerned himself with the problem of the
planets (cf. the title of his work On the planets), but even he knows neither the number nor
the names of the planets, ‘since’, as we learn explicitly from Seneca ‘at that time the orbits
of the five stars were not yet discovered’. I do not understand the comment of Kranz ‘Not
correctly interpreted by Frank’ (DK III, p. 653.46).179
3’five

stars’ i.e. the planets [DK II, p. 106, l. 17 n.].

393
1’were

drawn up’: i.e. upwards from the earth. In so far as the reference is to Democritus it
is inaccurate, since according to his doctrine the stars were formed from bodies which had
not been carried up to their position from below, but drawn into our cosmos from outside.
See nos. 360 and 395, and comm. on no. 397.
394
1After

the lines cited here there follow these lines [V.637-43]:

‘It can also happen that at a fixed time alternate streams of air flow back and forth from the
opposite parts of the cosmos, so as to drive the sun from the stars of summer to the winter
solstice and its icy cold, and hurl it back from the icy shadows of cold to the regions of
summer and their blazing stars. And you must suppose that in the same way the moon and
stars ...’.

179

[L’s page ref.is to DK 5th edn. DK 6th edn., II, appendix, p. 423, lines 5-9 contains a note by Kranz on the
Seneca passage (DK 68 A 92), which slightly expands the earlier comment: ‘Frank has not paid attention to the
connection of thought in the passage’ [‘den Zusammenhang der Stelle nicht beachtet hat’]].

We read exactly the same thing in Democritus’ pupil Metrodorus of Chios (Aet. III.7.3 = DK
7018): ‘the etesian winds blow because the compacted air in the north flows along with the
sun’s retreat at the time of the summer solstice’. This theory goes back to Anaxagoras (DK
59 A 2, 9): ‘the sun and moon make their turns when they are pushed by the air’. The
coincidence of view between Metrodorus and Lucretius naturally prompted Frank (op. cit.,
p. 190) to suppose that they had a common source in Democritus: ‘The summer and winter
solstices were still explained by Anaxagoras and Democritus in a primitive, mechanistic way,
by the force of the resistance which the sun encounters from the air which is increasingly
compressed as the sun moves towards the north or the opposite south pole. This resistance
finally forces the sun to turn back in the opposite direction until after half a year the same
phenomenon occurs in its return in the opposite direction. Hence Democritus may have
thought, along with the astronomers of his time, that every year shortly after the summer
solstice on 28 June the northern, etesian winds were bound to blow, since the flow of air
which once again drives the sun southwards comes from the north pole (‘According to
Democritus ... preliminary winds from the north for seven days’ (no. 424.7: 28 June)).
Vitruvius reports that in Democritus that calendar was based on the principles of his entire
scientific system (see no. 424.1); (see also the passage of Metrodorus cited above; n. by
Luria). Democritus also thought that in this way one could bring the winds and the weather
generally into nomological dependence on the movement of the sun and the other heavenly
bodies. In the calendar attached to his astronomical work Parapēgma [‘calendar’] (see no.
424) he attempts on the basis of these principles to forecast the weather for almost every
day of the year (Pfeiffer, Stoicheia II, pp. 84ff.)’.
Despite the fact that this theory is superficially very convincing, I cannot accept it, for
the following reasons. In lines [V.] 614ff. Lucretius says that he will give several
explanations of the solstices (‘Also one may not propose merely a single explanation for the
sun’s [return] from its summer limits ... ‘, ‘One may not give [merely] a single explanation of
these phenomena’.) He goes on (l. 621): ‘First, one may think that all that proceeds as
Democritus supposes’, which is followed by the lines cited in our text (621-36). Finally, (ll.
637ff.) he sets out the theory of Anaxagoras as the last remaining possibility. So that theory
is here opposed to that of Democritus, and it is therefore totally impossible to see
Democritus’ theory in it. Obviously, in this particular case Metrodorus was following not his
teacher and regular guide, Democritus, but Anaxagoras. But without the testimony of
Lucretius Frank’s entire reconstruction collapses, since I cannot, much as I should like to,
find anything in Democritus’ calendar which would point to that theory. The fact that the
‘etesian winds’ which blow after the solstice are preliminary signs of some new winds or
other (in the given case to the ‘dog winds’, i.e. south winds accompanied by great heat, see
under 26 July!), is not more or less nearly connected with one or other definition of the
solstices. Similarly it is hard to reconcile Aetius’ remark (II.23.7 = no. 420) with Frank’s
theory.
2’signs’:

signs of the Zodiac.

3In

other words, since the moon travels very slowly round its circular orbit, the signs of the
Zodiac overtake it in succession more frequently than they overtake e.g. the sun, which
travels faster than the moon. Hence we get the impression that that the moon moves faster
than the sun in the opposite direction to that of the stars.
395
1kat’idian

hupobolēn tina kosmou: Alfieri translates ‘each in a special construction [of a
world]’180, Makovelski by the word ‘appendage’: all that is arbitrary. The passage is not
totally clear; I think that one must start from the use of the word hupobolē in the sense
‘exposure of someone else’s children or of illegitimate children’, ‘illegitimate birth’ etc., and
that by idia hupobolē one should understand an unsuccessful attempt to form a particular
world.
2See

C. Pascal, Studi critici sul poema di Lucrezio, Rome, 1903, p. 167.

396
1Epicur.

Epist.II (DL X.90): ‘the size of the sun and the other stars ... happens to be either
bigger than it appears or a little smaller or the same; for that is how fires on earth are
perceived when they are seen from a distance’.
397
1Here

Diogenes Laertius is mistaken, since this is the view of Epicurus, not Democritus; for
Democritus, the nature of the sun and moon is similar to that of the earth (no. 395), i.e. they
consist, in his view, of ‘earth’, not of fire, as Epicurus later thought (Epist. II.90, after no.
395): ‘but they (sun and moon and the other stars) were immediately formed and grew
bigger through the accretions and swirls of fine-grained stuffs which were either breathy or
fiery or both’. There is the same mistake in the Epicurean reworking of Democritus’
cosmology in ps-Plutarch (no. 383): ‘and the atoms which have the same nature (i.e. small
and round and smooth and slippery) ... were pushed up and formed the stars’.
397a
1Originally

the sun did not contain any fire at all. It got it from evaporations which had risen
up from the earth (no. 395: ‘fire was caught up in it’). The idea that the sun is nourished by
evaporations from the earth was very widespread in the time of Democritus. See Aristoph.
Clouds 1280-1, Ar. GC II. 7-8, 334b3ff., esp. 335a15 with comm. by Philoponus 280.15, Alex.
In Meteor. 67.3, Hdt. III.16, Hippocr. De flat. 3.VI, p. 94 Littré, Anacreontea 21 Bergk. It is
particularly curious that it is attested for the most immediate successors of Democritus,
Antiphon (see DK 87 B 26 = Aet. II.20.15): ‘(the sun is) a fire which grazes on (= is nourished
by) the moist air round the earth’ and Hecataeus of Abdera (DK 79 B 9 = Aet. II.20.16): ‘the
180

[So Taylor 1999, no. 75, p. 94.]

sun is something kindled from the sea’. See no. 821 on the general connections of this
passage.
398
1’another’:

i.e. apart from the one on earth.

399
1’exactly

opposite’: Diels, [DK II, p. 105, l. 32 n.] (see Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I, p. 1107; Eisler, AGPh
31, 1917, p. 53) sees here a translation of a Babylonian expression.
2’intercepts

and receives into itself’ like a mirror. Cf. scholia on Aratus, p. 545, 20 (no. 416):
‘shining on to one another like mirrors’. So diaphainein means not ‘be translucent’, but ‘be
reflected’.
3’the

moon receives a little of the fire [of the sun]’: cf. Epicur. Epist. II (DL X.94): ‘further it is
possible that the moon gets its light from itself, and it is possible that it gets it from the sun:
for here we observe many things which are their own sources of light, and many which get it
from other things’.
400
1Cf.

Epicur. Epist. II (DL X.95): ‘the appearance of the face in it (the moon) may come about
either by variation of parts or by interposition [of other bodies], or in as many ways as might
be understood as consistent with the phenomena’.

IV. The earth
401
1See

Rehm and Vogel , ‘Exacte Wissenschaften’ in Gerke and Norden, Einleitung in die
Altertumswissenschaft, vol. 2, 4th edn. , no. 5, Leipzig, 1933, p. 11: ‘the possibility is not
ruled out that the hypothesis of the sphericity of the earth was already known to
Anaxagoras and Democritus, but they rejected it. In the myth in the Phaedo (108cff.) Plato
regards it as familiar to his readers’. I do not know whether Rehm and Vogel had in mind
the passage of Aristotle cited here or some other passage which has escaped my attention.
In any event Themistius’ comment obliges us to take the passage as referring to
Anaximenes, Anaxagoras and Democritus. But in the time of Anaximenes (and I believe that
of Anaxagoras too) scientific criticism of the theory of the sphericity of the earth had little
credence, whereas in the time of Democritus it did not provoke any incredulity.
404

1This

passage it totally mysterious. ocheisthai does not necessarily mean ‘moves or floats in
the air’; this word means simply ‘hovers without any support’, and can also apply to a body
which stays in the same place. But how are we to understand ‘swirling round the middle’?
ocheisthai is in the present tense, hence it cannot refer to the original state described in no.
402. Most probably the reference is to rotation round the axis; since in that case the
position of the entire earth remains unchanged, one may call such a state ‘absence of
motion’.
405
1’disc-shaped

in width’: i.e. the horizontal cross-section of the earth is a circle. It must be
‘concave’ in the sense of the symmetry of all co-ordinate directions in order to satisfy the
condition of being ‘equidistant in all directions’ [see Aet. III.15.7 (no. 403)]. Consequently
the earth must contain two depressions, one in which the inhabited part of the earth is
situated, the other situated opposite it. See comm. on no. 419.
c. GEOGRAPHY AND METEOROLOGY
I. Geography and Geology
407
1Here

the reference is not to the whole earth, but only to its inhabited part, Eurasia and
Africa. The same holds for Eustathius [cited here]. Hence, when we read in the scholia to
the Iliad (VII.466) ‘the earth is round and circular, but according to Democritus oblong’, that
is the result of a confusion.
409
1Since

Democritus also believed that the universe is eternal, Aristotle thinks that he has
caught him out in a logical error.
2Cf.

Aesop 19 Halm: ‘Once the story-teller Aesop happened to wander into a shipyard, and
when the shipwrights made fun of him and challenged him to answer, he said “In the
beginning Chaos and water came into being, and Zeus, wishing to show what the earth is
made of, told it to remove the sea three times. And first it revealed the mountains, and in
the second removal it exposed the plains. And if it wants to swallow up the water a third
time, your craft will be useless”’. Cf. Aristoph. Clouds 1290: ‘Do you think that the sea is
larger now than it used to be?’ ‘No, by heavens, it’s the same size; it’s not right that it
should get larger’. Cf. also Lucr. VI.607ff.
3This

report is particularly important. Democritus came to the belief that that the sea is
drying up more and more from his own observation of places where the sea had changed to
dry land, and previously wet places which had dried up. But all of that is, according to
Olympiodorus’ source, merely a consequence of the flood which had occurred at the time of

Deucalion. So Democritus observed something of that kind, which gave him ground for the
supposition that in those places which had subsequently become dry, there had at one time
been sea. It is not difficult to imagine of what sort those observations were, on the basis of
the testimony of Xenophanes, whom Democritus, it seems, was following in this case. See
Hippol. Refut. I.14 (DK 21 A 33, Dox. 565): ‘Xenophanes thinks that the land became mixed
with the sea and in time emerged from the water; he says that the evidence is such things
as shells being found in the midst of the land and in mountains, and he says that in the
quarries in Syracuse there have been found impressions of fish and seals, and in Paros an
impression of a laurel in the depth of the rock, and in Malta traces of all kinds of sea
creatures’. The theory of a flood, which Olympiodorus opposes to the doctrine of
Democritus, had been proposed for the first time by none other than Xenophanes.
4prosechōs:

‘in the closest proximity’, ‘in immediate connection’ etc (in the locational

sense).
410
1This

papyrus, written in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus [282-46 BCE] has been
supplemented by Diels. In supplementing the first column Diels used Alexander’s
commentary on Aristotle’s Meteorologica (67.3ff.: [DKII, p. 106, ll. 10ff., n.]). The source for
Alexander’s report was Theophrastus : ‘as Theophrastus reports’[Alex. 67.9]. In Alexander
Diels found a number of expressions, scraps of which are preserved in the papyrus: ‘some of
them say that the sea is the residue of the primeval moisture ... evaporating ... and some say
that the sea is like the sweat of the earth. And a third opinion ... throughout the earth ... a
sign ... that salts and soda are buried in it’. These verbal agreements gave Diels every
ground to suppose that this fragment contains an excerpt from Theophrastus’ On Water
(see DL V.45).
2’agree

with those who say that it [i.e. salinity] comes from the earth’: see Ar. Meteor.
353b13ff.: ‘some say that the earth is the cause of the salinity. For just as liquid which has
been filtered through ash is salty, so this is salty when earth of that kind has been mixed
with it’. Alex. In Meteor. 67 (from Theophrastus): ‘a third opinion about the sea is that
water which has filtered through the earth and has soaked it becomes salty because the
earth has those flavours in it, a sign of which is that salts and soda are buried in it, and there
are sharp flavours in many places in the earth. Anaxagoras and Metrodorus were of that
opinion’. Aet. III.16.5 = Hippol. Refut. I.14.4: ‘Metrodorus says that the sea acquires some
of the thickness of the earth from having filtered through it, like things which are sifted
through ash’. Archelaus ap. D.L. II.17: ‘the sea congeals in hollows when it filters through
the earth’.
3So

far no supplementation of the passage which is to any degree convincing has been
proposed. Diels [DK II, p. 108, l. 14 n.] supposes that the general sense is clear from Ar.
Meteor. 379b4: ‘when the sea is separated out into small quantities it quickly putrifies’.

411
1’to

Egypt’: as is apparent from the parallels cited here, this is a clear mistake; one should
expect ‘to Ethiopia’.
412
1The

explanation given here totally contradicts the preceding good evidence about
Democritus. So one should suppose that the scholiast is mistaken here.
413
1

Interestingly, Epicurus mentions several different explanations of earthquakes in the same
passage (DL X.104), since he thinks that they are all equally correct and acceptable. But he
does not mention this explanation of Democritus’ at all; evidently it is included among the
‘many other kinds of explanation’.
414
1’part

of this water’: ‘specifically rainwater’ [DK II, p. 107, l. 16 n.].

2’when

this is driven out by the influx of what is heavier’: this is a special case, so typical of
Democritus, of the ‘struggle for existence’ between the atoms (see nos. 10-12).
3’aliquando’

means here not ‘sometimes’, as Makovelski and Alfieri translate, but ‘finally’.

4’forced

to make its way through the earth’: cf. Epicur. Epist. II (DL X.105): ‘earthquakes can
also occur when air is trapped within the earth, so that the earth is displaced in small
masses and continually moved, causing it to sway’ etc. Also Metrodorus of Chios, Sen.
Natural questions [Nat. quaest.] VI.19.1-2 (DK 70 A 21).
II. Phenomena in the heavens
415
1On

the basis of this very passage Diels (Verhandlungen der 35en Philologenversammlung,
Leipzig, 1880, p. 97) tried unsuccessfully to establish a difference of view between Leucippus
and Democritus. He was followed by Dyroff, Demokritstudien, Leipzig, 1899, pp. 12-13. In
fact both atomists say the same thing about thunder, the only difference being that in
Leucippus what is trapped in the clouds is called simply ‘fire’ which is its predominant
element, whereas in Democritus the same mass is called ‘an irregular compound’. But one
must suppose that that compound is described as anōmalon (‘anomalous, irregular’)
precisely because it consists mostly of fire, but fire in Democritus’ view cannot form a stable
unity with any other element: sunkrimata puros [‘compounds of fire’], polumigei [‘very
mixed composition’]. So we have to distinguish three stages in Democritus: 1) ‘the roaring
mixture’, in which atoms of fire unnaturally put together with atoms of various other kinds

(‘an anomalous compound’) tear apart the covering of cloud with a loud noise and rush
downwards; that is thunder. 2) On their way these masses of the compound push up
against clouds, which slow them down: this is called ‘collision of clouds’, ‘clouds’ being an
objective genitive, not a subjective. These clouds function as a sieve; the larger, coarsertextured atoms are held back, the finer, which give rise to fire (here, Democritus apparently
means to draw a distinction between fire as an element and fire as a visual phenomenon,
see Dyroff, op. cit., pp. 13-14), are sieved through the cloud. During this sieving process
may be observed fire caused by the friction (‘lightning’; fire is the usual effect of friction). 3)
This fire, having undergone fundamental cleansing (‘purer and finer’), falls to the ground,
and that is a lightning strike (keraunos). So Leucippus had every reason to use the
expression puros ekptōsin (‘the discharge of fire’ trapped in the clouds); with the best will in
the world I cannot find any contradiction here. Cf. Epicur. Epist. (DL X.101): ‘similarly
lightning comes about in many ways; for both from friction and from collision of clouds a
conformation of atoms which produces fire slips out and generates lightning ... or through
the sieving of the finest particles of light through the clouds and their motion’.
2Thus

our terrestrial fire is from the scientific viewpoint not fire at all, but an ‘anomalous
compound’ with a predominance of fire. Fire falling from heaven is much purer than
terrestrial fire, as apparently, is water falling from heaven (see no. 414 with comm., n. 1). Cf
Lucr. II.382-3:
... the fire of the thunderbolt is much more penetrating
Than ours which comes from terrestrial torches.
‘The flame of the heavenly lightning is much finer’ etc. See comm. on no. 281.
416
1Cf

Boll and Gundel, Sternglaube und Sterndeutung, pp. 48, 125ff., indicating further
literature.
2This

passage coincides almost word for word with a passage of Aetius on Democritus’
explanation of the Milky Way (no. 418).
417
1’he

says’: whether Anaxagoras or Democritus remains unclear. Diels [no ref. given]
supposes that phēsi (‘he says’) is a mistake for phasi (‘they say’).
418
1Alfieri,

op. cit., p. 120, supposes that it is difficult to reconcile nos. 417-8, and that only no.
418 contains Democritus’ own views, whereas no. 417 essentially refers only to Anaxagoras:
‘Perhaps in speaking of ‘the adherents of Anaxagoras and Democritus’ he meant to ascribe
this doctrine only to Anaxagoras and was referring the reader to some work of Democritus

in which he had subjected the views of Anaxaoras to examination and criticism’. That is of
course possible, but with the best will in the world I see no contradiction between nos. 417
and 418. In no. 417 we read that the Milky Way consists of stars shining with their own
light, stars which are not illuminated by the rays of the sun. No. 418 has its own single
purpose, to explain why the Milky Way looks to us as something continuous, not merely a
number of [separate] stars. Sunaugasmos (‘combined illumination’) is especially typical of
Democritus (cf. no. 416, Aet.). Perhaps this is a translation of Democritus’ term sumphasis
[‘joint appearance’]. In his article ‘Democritus’ conception of the Milky Way’ (Lunds
Universitets Arsskrift, N.F., Avd. 2, Bd. 30, no. 15, Lund, 1935)(unsatisfactory from the
philological standpoint) Lindmark points out that the conception of the Milky Way as
consisting of a great many separate stars was characteristic of a great many primitive, preGreek tribes (rock-drawings in Sweden , the Swedish Lapps, the book of Daniel, VII.10), from
which he concludes: ‘It appears that Democritus’ conception of the Milky Way cannot be
regarded as a notable scientiific anticipation, worked out on the basis of atomistic theory’; it
was simply ‘a very widespread view, to which the atomists themselves did not pay very
much attention’. Some mathematician, whom Aristotle makes use of in this case, shows
very convincingly the impossibility of Democritus’ theory (Meteor. 345a22ff.): ‘the Milky
Way is always the same, composed of the same stars ... but those which are invisible
because of the sun’s illumination are always changing, because it [the sun] does not stay in
the same place. So when the sun changes place the Milky Way ought to change place too;
but that is not observed to occur. Moreover, if the truth is as is demonstrated in
astronomical investigations, and the size of the sun is greater than that of the earth and the
distance of the stars from the earth is many times greater than that of the sun [from the
earth] ... the apex of the cone of rays from the sun would not be far from the earth, nor
would the earth’s shadow be projected on the stars ...’
III. The ecliptic
419
1Dyroff,

op. cit., p. 15, explains this passage as follows: ‘In the south, because of the heat
which expands everything, the air which supports the earth is thinner; in the north it is
frozen into a solid mass, since cold contracts everything. The southern parts of the air are
weaker, therefore the earth there is stretched out and slopes down’. Burnet (L’aurore de la
philosophie Grecque, p. 400), followed by Alfieri, op. cit., p. 31, thinks that this passage does
not contain anything unclear: ‘the earth slopes down towards the south, because the heat in
those regions makes the air thinner, whereas the ice and cold in the north make it more
solid and more capable of supporting the weight of the earth’ (Burnet). ‘The meaning of this
passage is the one Burnet has already given it; of that, I think, there can be no doubt’
(Alfieri). I, however, think otherwise. The expression ‘down’ exists in Democritus’ theory
only within a cosmos and means ‘towards the centre of the cosmos’ (or, which is the same
‘towards the centre of the earth’). How can the southern part of the earth incline towards

its own centre? And what connection does that have with the solidity of the atmosphere?
Of course, Dyroff and later Burnet have in mind no. 376, where it is said that the earth floats
on the air underneath it, but in our commentary on this passage we have already indicated
that that is the view of Anaxagoras, which cannot have been shared by Democritus.
Further, in that passage Aristotle does not speak of ‘falling’, since he knows that, as
Democritus’ theory says, the earth, being situated at the centre, does not fall anywhere.
And even from the linguistic point of view Burnet’s translation is hardly possible. The words
dia tēn araiotēta (‘because of its rarified texture’) which follow the words parekpesein tēn
gēn (‘the earth slopes down’) could hardly have been understood by any ancient reader in
the sense ‘because of the rarified texture of the air’; everyone would understand it is the
sense ‘because of its own rarified texture’. Similarly, we have an extremely artificial
construction if we read ‘the surroundings’ as subordinate to ‘the southern part’, and
understand the whole phrase as ‘the southern part of the atmosphere’, even though the
expression ‘the surroundings’ is sometimes used in that sense (e.g. no. 515, Diod. I.7.4.). I
think that the words ‘the surroundings’ are connected to the comparative ‘being weaker’
(‘the southern part of the earth is weaker than the parts which surround it’). Similarly
bebarētai can hardly mean ‘slopes down’, and Dyroff’s translation (op. cit. p. 15) ‘that is
where the centre of gravity is’ is groundless and does not give the appropriate sense; by
analogy with such expressions as ‘weighed down with taxes’ and ‘weighed down with grief’
etc. this expression must mean ‘crushed, pressed down by a weight’. All this gives me the
right, I think, to understand parekpesein as ‘be sunk down, pressed in, pressed down,
concave’ (through the force of its own weight) and to be guided in the interpretation of this
passage by no. 405: ‘Democritus says that the earth is hollow in the middle’. In that case
the part of the earth which we inhabit would, in Democritus’ view, slope towards the south,
and Democritus would take the lowest part of the earth to be in the south; that would give
an explanation of why in our inhabited world the ecliptic appears inclined. But the same
difficulty remains for this interpretation as for the usual one: how is it that the Nile flows
from south to north, if the lowest place lies far to the south? It cannot flow up from below.
Hence the whole question needs further careful examination, since so far a great deal still
remains obscure. On ancient views on the ecliptic see Rehm, s.v. Ekliptik (RE V, col. 2208);
Frank, op. cit., p. 204.
420
1The

meaning of this passage is not totally clear, but apparently it reduces to the fact that
the sun has a particular circular orbit. Cf. Epicur. Epist. II (DL X.93): ‘the turnings of the sun
and moon may come about through the obliquity of the heavens, which are thus
necessitated by the seasons, or by the resistance of the air or because appropriate material
is always catching fire, while some other is going out, or because from the beginning these
stars are caught up in a swirl which gives them a spiral motion’. I cannot accept Frank’s
proposed reconstruction of Democritus’ theory of the solstices (see comm. on no. 394).

IV. Descriptive astronomy and the reckoning (?) of the seasons
421
1Since

I am insufficiently competent in astronomy, I restrict myself in this section (nos. 4214) almost entirely to presentation of the commentary from various works of Diels.
2’’Projections’:

cf. Ptol. Geogr VII.2: ‘a sketch of the projection. And there will be an
appropriate and summary sketch of such a projection. And it will be a drawing of the
armillary sphere on a flat surface’ etc. ‘So this was a projection of the armillary sphere on a
plane’ [DK II, p. 141, l. 25 n.]. Cf. Frank, op. cit., p. 21: ‘The work entitled Projection dealt
with the perspectival projection of three-dimensional bodies onto a plane, perhaps for
cartographic or similar purposes’. It seems to me, however, doubtful that the word
‘projection’ had at that time a wider sense than a map of the starry heavens.
3Parapēgma:

this was the name of ’a mobile calendar, a list in copper or marble of the days
of the solar year according to the zodiac with their usual signs (forecasts of the weather).
Alongside the names of the days there were holes into which were fitted the numbers of the
[days of] the civil month. See Diels ‘Parapegmenfragmente aus Milet’, Sitz. Berl. Acad. 1904,
pp. 92, 266; Heron de Villefosse, Compt. Rend. de l’Acad. des Inscr., 1898, p. 267. The
Parapēgma of Meton and Euktemon (27 June 432) shows almost exactly how Democritus’
calendar was constructed. ... See also Pfeiffer, Studien (Bolls Stoicheia 2), pp. 93ff.’ [DK II, p.
142, lines 1-11 nn.]. Cf. Schol. Arat. 752, p. 478.8 M.: ‘the astronomers who came after
Meton set up in the cities placards giving the revolutions of the sun and the nineteen-year
periods, saying that in each year there will be such and such a winter and summer and
autumn and such and such winds and many things useful for human life ... the Greeks got
these from the Egyptians and Chaldeans’. Since these weather forecasts were given only for
specified days of the solar year, i.e. of the zodiacal calendar (cf. [Gemin.] Isag. p. 128.24 M.:
‘but since they (the authors of the calendar) could not specify a definite day or month or
year in which any of these [events] comes about ... they wanted to demarcate the changes
of the air by certain definite signs’) that could have been done in two ways. Either the days
were given solely by the numbers of the zodiacal calendar, and the person using the
calendar had to translate them himself into the numbers of the civil calendar. In that event
‘it was necessary to know, even if only for one day of the civil calendar, to which date of the
solar year it corresponded in a given year (cf. Arat. 1142ff. ‘combining ... the signs with the
dates of the year’ (Diels)). Or they had prepared a movable calendar, constructed as
described above. Diels has published and described one such calendar, corresponding to
the years 113-110 BCE. Here there are holes for every day, but they are not all filled in with
a designation of a date, but only those for which a weather forecast is given. All the
weather forecasts for each sign of the zodiac are written on a separate tablet: ‘each page is
the orbit of a single sign, and the circles are the days for which the sun is travelling in each
orbit‘. These forecasts are very similar to those given in our text, e.g.: ‘According to

Eudoxus and the Egyptians the north and south winds blow, and according to the Indian
Callaneus [?] Scorpio sets with thunder and wind’.
422
1astrologia:

i.e. astronomy.

423
1According

to Censorinus, the ‘Great Year’ of Philolaus contained 59 years with 21
intercalary months.
424
1See

comm. on no. 394.

2’tempestatumque

significatus’: ‘predictions of the weather’; ‘significatus’ = ‘sign’
(Alfieri)[no r. given].
3So

Vitruvius excludes those constellations which can be observed in the southern
hemisphere and which, e.g. Canopus, the ancients knew of from travellers and merchants.
4As

we shall show below (n. 9) it is clear that Geminus and Ptolemy have as their source the
same calendar. I see no reason to doubt that it goes back to Democritus. Cf. Pfeiffer, op.
cit., pp. 84ff. (Diels).
5’on

the fourth day’: i.e. on the fourth day of the sign of Scorpio; the period of [i.e. the
period during which the sun is in] the sign of Scorpio lasts for 30 days, as does that of all the
other signs.
6alogchos

[‘unlucky’] (see app. crit.) = ‘ill-omened day’ (eulogchos = with a favourable
omen): so understood by A. Böckh, Über die vierjahrigen Sonnenkreise der Alten, vorzüglich
den Eodoxischen, Berlin, 1863, p. 90[DK II, p. 143, l. 15 n.].
7ornithiai

[‘bird winds’]: ‘north winds, which bring flocks of migrating birds’ (Alfieri) [no ref.

given].
8Cf.

Pfeiffer, op. cit., pp. 93ff [DK II, p. 143, l. 28 n.]. ‘Bruma’ : i.e. the winter solstice.

9Under

30th Mechir (= 24th February) we read ‘According to Democritus, changeable days
called the halcyon days’. Similarly in ps-Geminus, Isag. p. 220.15181, under Pisces: ‘on the
fourth, according to Democritus, there occur changeable days called the halcyon days’. If,
guided by this, we identify the 4th day of Pisces with 24th February, and correspondingly
calculate other days of the zodiacal cycle, we shall get a whole series of coinciding dates.

181

[Luria’s slip for ‘226.15’.]

16th Sagittarius ‘thunder, lightning, rain, wind’ = 14th Choiak (10th Dec.) ‘thunder, lightning,
rain, wind’
12th Capricorn ‘south wind blows <mostly>’ = 9th Tybi (4th Jan) ‘mostly south wind’
16th Aquarius ‘west wind begins to blow’ = 12th Mechir (6th Feb.) ‘west wind begins to blow’
4th Pisces ‘there occur changeable days called the halcyon days’ = 30th Mechir (24th Feb.)
‘changeable days called the halcyon days’
14th Pisces ‘cold winds called the bird winds blow for nine days’ = 11th Phamenoth (7th
March) ‘cold winds; bird winds for nine days’
10th Gemini ‘rain comes’ = 9th Payni (3rd June) ‘rain comes on’
29th Gemini ‘ usually gives a sign’= 28 Payni (22 June) ‘there is a sign’.
So there can be no doubt that both authors [i.e. ps-Geminus and Ptolemy] were
excerpting from the same source.
10’harbingers’:

this passage served Frank as the starting-point for interesting but
unfortunately groundless conclusions (cf. comm. on no. 394).
11ton

liba (from leibō [‘pour’]): a rain-bringing, i.e. south-east182 wind (Alfieri) [no ref.
given].

182

[LSJ gives lips, the nominative of which liba is the accusative, as the name of the south-west wind.]

E. THE SENSES AND COGNITION
a. GENERAL
I. History of the topic
425
1’much

the same as most of the others’: Democritus’ theory of perception was less original
than his other doctrines. ‘Effluences’ and ‘images’ had already been introduced to science
by Empedocles (see no. 427).
426
1’and’:

‘and besides he’, in contrast to ‘the others’ (Diels [Dox. 516, l. 10 n.]).

2Specifically

DK 31 A 69a, B 94.
II. The senses are explained by the theory of atoms.

428
1’all

the objects of sense objects of touch’: Frank, op. cit. pp. 96, 176, considers this
proposition a characteristic feature of Democritus’ philosophy. This thought is even more

crudely expressed by Hipparchus (Aet. IV.13.9-10): ‘Hipparchus says that rays, stretching out
from both eyes to their surfaces and grasping them as if with the touch of the hands ...’ See
Alex. ad loc., 83.3 [also cited here].
2’moreover,

they treat <the> objects which are specific to particular senses <as> common to
all senses’. The mss. have ‘they treat as objects specific to particular senses objects
common to all’. The correctness of the emendation is apparent from Ar. GA 788b10, where
he makes the same objection to Democritus: ‘Democritus is not correct, for he states the
cause in general though he has not examined all cases ...’
3’says’:

see Theophr. De sens. 65.

4’objects

of touch’: see n. 1 above.

5pros

oligōn: incomprehensible to me. Perhaps it is the same as di’ oligōn ‘after a short
interval, soon after that’183.
429
1The

complete agreement of the construction of the proof here with that in no. 105 is very
striking: here: ‘one might raise the question, if every body is infinitely divisible whether their
properties are too ... or is that impossible?’: there: ‘there is a problem, if one supposes that
there is a body and a magnitude divisible everywhere (i.e. to infinity!), and this is possible’.
The conclusion here: ‘if that is so, it seems to tell in favour of those who posit indivisible
magnitudes, for that would refute the argument. But they are impossible; we have
discussed them in our treatment of motion’. The conclusion there: ‘if it is impossible that
magnitudes should be composed of intersections and points, it is necessary that there are
indivisible bodies and magnitudes. But on the other hand if one posits those the
consequences are no less impossible, as we have discussed elsewhere’. We have a proof a
contrario, with a reductio ad absurdum in either case. Aristotle himself describes his
method as follows (De Caelo 279b6): ‘for proofs of contraries are difficulties for their
contraries’. So it can hardly be mere coincidence that the conclusions advanced here ‘tell in
favour of those posit the existence of indivisible magnitudes’: the entire course of the proof
is taken from Democritus; that is confirmed by the content of the cited text. Exactly so the
principle ‘Nor does the mind think of external things without perception’ is characteristic of
Democritus, not of Aristotle (see no. 72): ‘the phenomena are the sight of things unseen’.
2pan

... aisthēton [‘every ... perceptible’] is the subject.

3The

argument runs as follows: 1. If a sense-impression or sensation is divided to infinity, we
must be able in the division to reach perceptible things which have no magnitude; but
nothing can exist which is perceptible but has no magnitude at all; consequently, that is
impossible. 2. If the case is not so, i.e. if in the division magnitudes are perceived down to a
183

[‘Even a little’ is a guess; pros oligōn is not in LSJ.]

certain level, and after that they no longer have any sensible qualities, then it would result
that something perceptible consists of imperceptible parts. 3. But that would be possible
only if we accepted the atomistic viewpoint and rejected the infinite divisibility of
sensations. But atomism is unacceptable.
4’for

these’: i.e. colour, weight etc. ‘Perceptibility consists just in this’, i.e. in colour, weight

etc.
5’but

it is necessary’: i.e. [for a perceptible thing] to be composed of perceptible things, and
never to be composed of imperceptible things. This is normal Greek phraseology.
6See

comm. on no. 283.

7’separated

in thought’: the formulation is Peripatetic, but Democritus expressed a similar
thought (see no. 123).
430
1’has

sufficient force’: i.e. to come to be perceived. Cf. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 150: ‘Has the
power to make itself noticed by everyone’. ‘dispersed over a long distance’ (Diels) [no ref.
given].
2This

passage [Ar. De sens. 445b31ff.] coincides in content with the passage of
Theophrastus, and also with the ‘cinematographic’ theory of vision (no. 282): ‘the distance
between the extremes is not noticed’. All that makes me think that here too Aristotle is
making use of Democritus, correcting him only from the point of view of his theory of the
potential and the actual. In fact, in Phys. VIII.5, 250a20184 Aristotle gives a completely
different solution to this question. In Simplicius’ account of the dispute between Zeno and
Protagoras (ad loc., 1108.18) the same difficulty is raised: ‘he also solves the problem which
Zeno the Eleatic put to the sophist Protagoras. ‘Tell me, Protagoras, ‘ he said, ‘does a single
grain or the ten-thousandth part of a grain make a sound when it falls’? And when
Protagoras said that it does not he said ‘And does the bushel make a sound when it falls, or
not?’ And when Protagoras said that the bushel does make a sound, Zeno said ‘Well now,
is there not a ratio between the number of grains in the bushel and a single grain, and
between the number of grains in the bushel and the ten-thousandth part of a grain?’ And
when Protagoras said that there is, Zeno said ‘Well now, will there not be the same ratio
between the sounds that they make? For as the things that make the sounds are, so are the
sounds. And if that is so, if the bushel of grains makes a sound, so will the single grain and
the ten-thousandth part of a grain’. In the Physics Aristotle solves the problem, starting
from the assumption that very quiet sounds are too weak to set the air in motion, and we
can hear only when the air is set in motion: ‘that is why Zeno’s argument that any part of
the grain makes a sound is not correct; for nothing prevents it from not at any time moving
184

[250a20 is in VII.5, not VIII.5.]

the air which the whole bushel moves in falling’ [250a19-22]. For vision, according to
Aristotle, the air plays no role; hence in this case he has to turn to another explanation:
here, as in other places, he improves Democritus’ theory with the help of formal
nominalism: ‘they are objects of sight potentially but not actually’. For Democritus, even
the smallest body stimulates our sense-organs, but it is too small to be able to be perceived;
only when there is a certain density and number of such bodies (in Augustine’s words [no.
471 (30)] ‘quadam earum constipatione et densitate’ [‘when they are packed together with
a certain density’]) do they begin to be perceived. In this case Epicurus followed Aristotle’s
route; in contradiction to Democritus he thought that bodies which are so small as to fall in
between two soul-atoms cannot stimulate our organs at all. See Lucr. III.378-82:
‘The primary elements of the soul have intervals between them as big as the primary
bodies which come into contact with us and can set up sensory motions in the body. For
sometimes we feel neither dust which is sticking to the body, nor chalk which has been
shaken on to us and settled on our limbs.’
3’the

interval’: the fact that there is an interval between the intermediate sound and the two
extremes, i.e. that the melody is not uninterrupted, but consists of separate intervals
between extremely small elements of sound, is something which no-one can experience
(see comm. on no. 282).
4Alexander

(In De sens. 122.21-3) sees here a criticism of Diodorus Cronus, but Aristotle
never mentions Diodorus (see comm. on no. 283).
431
1’the

objects of perception or the motions arising from the objects’: as we see from a
number of similar passages, the former view was put forward by Empedocles and taken
over from him by Democritus, while the latter contains the same theory, improved by
Aristotle.
2’sound’:
3’even

in the first instance the reference is to thunder and lightning (see no. 480).

if’: the fulfilment of this kind of conditional is mostly treated in such a formulation as
impossible or improbable, e.g. ‘if I were immortal’. See Kühner – Gerth, Ausführliche
Grammatik der griechischen Sprache, II.2, p. 488. What is here being spoken of is the
specific ‘cinematographic’ theory discussed above (no. 282), which is completely alien to
Aristotle; but, Aristotle comments, even if make such an assumption, we must still admit
that in the space between the object emitting the sound and the person hearing it one may
‘already have heard’ every sound earlier than at the final point of its dispersal. In other
words, even if no perception comes to be as a certain continuum (‘there is no coming to be
in their case’), even if there exists merely, as in a film, a series of slides with imperceptible
differences of position and sounds, still those images, sounds etc. must already have existed
somewhere before they were perceived, although we had not yet perceived them, i.e. to

use contemporary language, they must behave in such a way that if we had experienced
them on their way from the source of the sound to us we should have seen an
uninterrupted movement. Apart from Democritus the only person who could have been
seen as the author of this doctrine is Diodorus Cronus, but see what was said above, no. 24
with comm.
4’but’:

in the principal clause following the subordinate: see Kühner – Gerth, op. cit., p. 287,

n. 6.
5’[

the stroke] has already occurred’: one can be certain of this from seeing it, before the
sound of the stroke is heard.
6’the

transformation of the letters’: ‘of the sounds’ would be more correct. In ancient
grammar sounds are commonly confused with letters.
7’because

they are equal’: Democritus’ well-known theory that like is known by like. Cf.
Theophr. De sensu 50 (no. 478): ‘the veins of the eye are wide and free of moisture, so as to
have the same shape as the impressions: for each thing is most cognisant of things that are
similar to it ... (54) it is absurd to say that similar things are most readily seen’; Sext. M
VII.116: ‘the ancient ... belief that like things are cognisant of like ... Democritus [seems to
have given arguments for this belief]’.
8gignomenois

[‘becoming’}: in Hellenistic Greek equivalent to ‘being’.

9’for

it make no difference whether they are near or far from one another’: the same point
is made at De an. 419a15: ‘Democritus was not right to think that if the intervening space
were empty an ant would be clearly seen in the heavens’. See no. 468.
10As

Biel correctly remarks (following Thurot) [no refs. given] the word ‘continuous’ relates
to sound and odour, not to air and water. Hence he puts a full stop between ‘water’ and
‘continuous’.
11’the

objects of sense or the motions arising from the objects’: the former is characteristic
of Democritus’ theory, the latter of the correction of that theory made by Aristotle. Cf. no.
472, De divinat. in somn., 464a5ff, esp. 9-10: ‘a certain motion and perception’ (= ‘a
property and a certain motion’); no. 483 (= Ar. De sensu 440a18): ‘it is better to say
immediately that perception occurs when what is in between the sense -organ and the
sense-object is moved by that object by contact, and not by the effluences’. Cf. comm. on
no. 472, giving a series of further examples. See also no. 432: ‘these are not bodies, but a
property and a motion’.
12’light

... is neither fire ... nor an effluence from any body’: cf. H. Lackenbacher, Wien. Stud.
XXXV, 1913, p. 50: ‘Democritus undoubtedly regarded light as a body’. It seems to me more
probable that Democritus regarded light not as a primary body but as ‘an effluence of fire’,
above all of the fire of the sun, and that in that case Aristotle had Democritus specifically in

mind. Later we read, e.g. in Damian, Optica, p. 4.2, that light is an effluence which also
flows out from the eyes of living beings; as evidence for this he cites the fact that nocturnal
animals can see in the dark. But these cases concern not light as a primary element, but fire
and its effluences.
13’anyone

else’: here, as in a number of other cases, primarily Democritus.

432
1If

all perception is ‘feeling’, i.e. contact of a body with particles coming in from outside, it is
totally impossible that several people in different places should be able to perceive the
same thing: that would be just as impossible as for several people at a significant distance
from one another to hold one and the same grain in their hand simultaneously. Cf. no. 491:
‘and one could say to them ‘How can a few fragments of breath fill a theatre of ten
thousand people?’’. So it is necessary to admit that we do not perceive the same thing, but
only exact copies of it, each one different.
2henos

arithmōi, heterou arithmō1 [‘numerically one, numerically distinct’]: arithmos means
not only ‘number’, but also ‘reckoning’ ‘process of counting’, but, on the other hand, also ‘a
member of a uniform series’; cf. e.g. Isoc. Busiris 16: ‘including all the numbers, from which
[the state would best be administered] ...’
3’but

they are’: here we note a correction of Aristotle’s own (see comm. on no. 431, n. 11).

434
1Bailey,[The

Greek Atomists and Epicurus], p. 354, makes the following curious comment on
this passage of Lucretius: ‘The appeal to sensory experience is very characteristic, and shows
an advance on the ex cathedra decisions of Democritus’. But now it turns out to be clear
that this passage too is simply taken from Democritus. Cicero also gives the example of the
dove, in speaking about the Epicureans (Acad. prior. II.7.19).
435
1’according

to the mixtures’: cf. Empedocles, DK 31 B 96, a further extension of whose
doctrine is displayed in the corresponding views of Democritus; here we already have the
origins of chemistry.
2’nothing

will be [exactly ] like anything else’: cf. no. 6, from which we see that according to
Democritus everything is repeated infinitely many times, but that is true only for infinite
space.
436
1’perception

and thought’: from Democritus’ standpoint these are in principle identical.

2epiballein:

‘joins on from outside’.

437
1Diels,

Dox., p. 399, translates as follows: ‘ there are more sense perceptions than objects of
sense, but since the objects of sense do not correspond in number (to the perceptions) we
do not recognise them all’. ‘there are more’: ‘since we can have repeated and different
perceptions of every object’, Alfieri, op.. cit., pp. 134, 377. Lucr. IV.802-3, cited by Diels,
‘and because they are fine–textured, the mind is not able to perceive them, except
those it strains to perceive’,
does little to clarify the question. Much more helpful is Aet. IV.9.6, cited here, since
analogizein [‘correspond’] (the active form is found nowhere else) means, apparently the
same as ‘the symmetry of the pores’ (the correspondence between the shape of the atom
penetrating the body and the shape of the atom which is perceived), or the same as ‘fit in’.
The ms reading plēthei (‘in number’) is probably corrupt: I assume pathei [‘the experience’],
which fits the context well.
438
1’more’:

according to Diels’ supposition [DK II, p. 111, l. 24], ‘than the five [senses]’ is
understood here: cf. no. 83: ‘all of these; sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch’. The extra sense
of wise men and gods is probably gnōmē gnēsiē (’legitimate thought’), that of animals their
innate instincts; cf. no. 86. Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I6, p. 1125, follows Kühn, ps-Galen Hist. Phil., p.
303, in reading ‘than’ instead of ‘and’, and sees here a sarcastic attack on some opponent of
atomism (perhaps a Stoic), who concluded from the fact that Democritus placed a high
value on innate instincts possessed by animals but lacking in humans that he placed dumb
animals not merely above the wise, but even above the gods. This witty emendation seems
to me, however, unnecessary.
3peri

in the sense of ‘in’ is fairly common: ‘peri as in Aet. IV.7.3: ‘the stronger (soul) as it is in
the wise’. Cf. Dionysius of Halicarnassus De compos. verb . 18: ‘there was such insensitivity
in him’, Diels, Dox., p. 393.185
439
1’the

opposite’: i.e. [‘which are not sharp, and which are composed of larger parts irregularly
arranged’] (Diels [no ref. given]). ‘Opposite structures’: i.e. not pointed, with large shapes
positioned in various ways.

185

[The quotation from Dionysius is not given by Diels on the page cited by Luria. Perhaps ‘Diels, Dox., p. 393’
should follow immediately the quotation from Aetius, which does appear on that page. If that is so, the
quotation from Dionysius is presumably Luria’s own.]

III. Which aspects of the senses are referred by Democritus to external factors and which to
internal, according to Theophrastus
441
1’changing

their position’: cf. no. 55: ‘in reality we know nothing firm, but what changes
according to the disposition of our bodies and of the things that enter and impinge on it’.
‘the shape, which changes its position’ is a collective singular (see Kühner—Gerth, op. cit.,
II.1, p. 347); this expression means ‘atoms which change their position and order’
2See

no. 430.

3tēi

krēsei : by this ‘mixture’ is meant the mutual relationship (not merely numerical)
between the atoms of the body and the atoms which penetrate it from outside ‘in the dark’.
The word diathesis (= diathēkē, no. 55) which occurs in the next clause has exactly the same
meaning; see Theophr. De sensu 39 (on Diogenes [of Apollonia]): ‘in those whose
disposition [diathesis] is irregular ... so if there were someone of regular mixture (krasis) ....’
4’it

would seem absurd’: this contradiction is artificially constructed by the bitterest
opponents of atomism, the Peripatetics. It displays the inability of these philosophers to
understand the materialistic standpoint sympathetically, rather than any actual logical error
on the part of Democritus. In fact, all that interests Theophrastus as a philosopher is that a
philosophical system is constructed without logical flaws, and that it explains in the same
way all the facts which it adduces. Democritus, by contrast, aims to create a theory which
will give the best explanation of all the separate phenomena of nature. Just so, in the
passage cited Democritus gives a perfectly clear explanation of the mutual relations
between external atoms and atoms of the body. It is indeed the case that in so doing in
some cases he puts the bodily reaction in the foreground, in others the shape, in a third kind
of case the position and size of the external atoms. But it is noteworthy that even in the
perception of the shapes of bodies, which in his view are the only things which exist in
reality, he assigns a significant role to our bodily reaction (see no. 434). The real cause of all
these objections is this, that in Democritus’ view the reaction of the body (of which the soul
is a purely material part according to his theory) is a purely natural, material process,
whereas even in the case of Democritus the Peripatetics understood by ‘sensation’
something purely spiritual and dynamic, supernatural and supermaterial. Given that
interpretation it was not difficult for them to represent Democritus’ doctrine as a heap of
contradictions. Idealists not infrequently try to ascribe the same contradiction to
materialism even in our time.
5’relative
6The

to perception’: ‘make’ is understood.

meaning is: ‘If the cause of the differences is in the shape of the atoms, then it is
impossible for different people to perceive the same object differently, but even if that is
possible, at all events the same person necessarily experiences the same object in the same

way’ (Diels [Dox. p. 519, l. 16 n.]). It is striking that we have here a straightforwardly
sophistic argumentation, of which there are several examples in the anonymous Dissoi
Logoi. The shape of the perceived atoms is in fact only one of the mutually inter-acting
factors , the second such factor being the perceiving atom (not to speak of their relative
position). Cf. Natorp, Forsch. z. Gesch. des Erkenntnissproblems in Altertum, p. 188;
Brieger, Progr. Halle 1884, p. 6; Hart, Berl. Phil. Wochenschr., 1887, p. 173.
7As

is well known, the Greeks did not say ‘one ... another’ but ‘allos ... allos’ [lit. ‘another ...
another’]. Hence the expression ‘in relation to another and in another’ (pros allo kai en
allois), means ‘depends on one thing (on the perceiver) and is situated in another (in the
things in the external world)’. Cf. comm. on no. 321.
8’it

is reasonable that the better [should have more truth ]than the worse’: it is astonishing
that there are people who think that such naive arguments are a serious refutation of
atomism!
9’each’:

i.e. of the perceived things in the external world.

10

‘in the special case’: cf. ‘in the special case of the bitter we have appropriate
acquaintance’(Diels [Dox. p. 520, l. 2 n.]).
11suneseōs

[‘understanding’]: sunesis is not synoymous with aisthēsis [‘sense, perception’]
as Kranz (DK III, index, p. 412) and Alfieri, op. cit., p. 154, n. 388, suppose. In DK 68 B 9 Diels
correctly translates suniemen by ‘grasp’ [erfassen]. Sunesis [‘grasping’] is in Democritus’
view an activity of the atoms of the soul, co-ordinating the different senses (aisthēseis). In
DK 68 B 181 sunesis and epistēmē [‘knowledge’] are employed as something of the same
kind; so sunesis is perhaps gnōmē skotiē and epistēmē gnōmē gnēsiē. To establish that
something is bitter one has to employ, not merely the tongue, but also some co-ordinating
organ. See comm. on no. 452.
12’previously’:

i.e. De sensu 60, 63, 68 (nos. 71, 504, 441).

13’the

hot and the cold, [which they] posit [as principles]’: Diels sees in this clause an
impersonal turn of phrase; in his opinion at the same time it refers to Parmenides [Dox., p.
520, l. 7 n.]. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 154, n. 389, expresses his meaning imprecisely, translating
this as ‘a general allusion to the school of Parmenides as well’. Given the general context
the subject can be only the doctrine of Democritus, but Theophrastus identifies matter
simply as ‘the cold’ and void as ‘the hot’ (cf. no. 148).
14Cf.

comm. on no. 369. [‘test the truth’ (sec. 69): see no. 71, n. 2. Eds.]
b. THE SOUL

I. The soul consists of atoms of fire. The soul is the principle of motion. The respective
definitions of body and soul.

443a
1See

Frank, op. cit., p. 194; comm. on no. 16; cf. comm. on no. 445.

2

‘a sort of fire, and hot’: probably the only difference between fire and the soul is that in
the soul round atoms regularly alternate with atoms of other elements (see no. 454),
whereas fire consists solely of round atoms; see Philop. ad loc., 67.10, cited in this section.
3’because

of its mobility’: see comm. on no. 445.

4’touches

a plane only at a single point’: see comm. on no. 131.

5Democritus

regards this fire as ‘discontinuous’: see n. 2 above.

444
1Despite

the fact that Philoponus correctly explains its actual meaning, this comment of
Aristotle’s served as the source of the assertion of Christian writers that Democritus
admitted the existence of an ideal, incorporeal soul.
2’each

of these’: i.e. ‘it is both moved and sets things in motion’. See Themist. ad loc., 13.10,
cited in this section.
3’the

soul is the same as the mind’: (‘soul and mind are the same thing, i.e. fire): see comm.
on no. 452.
4’this’:

fire.

5mikromereian

[lit. ‘having small parts’]: the same volume with a smaller surface (no. 132).

445
1So

perpetual motion is an internal property of atoms. Aristotle sees in this a scandalous
petitio principii, since the problem is not solved but only moved elsewhere. But it is
appropriate for Aristotle least of all to raise this objection to Democritus; his prime mover
possesses force (how and from where is unknown) and sets other bodies in motion even
more mysteriously than Democritus’ atoms of fire, which have the internal property of
never remaining motionless and moving perpetually. In Democritus’ view perpetual motion
is a general property of the sphere, in so far as it touches a plane only at a single point. If in
actual experience a sphere does not move continually, but remains motionless unless it is
set in motion (although a small impact is sufficient to make it move), that happens simply
because in actual experience we do not deal with real spheres, and because what we call a
sphere, of course, touches a plane not at a point but on a small surface (see comm. on no.
304). On Daedalus and Philippus see Alfieri, op. cit., p. 129, n. 321: ‘This Philippus the comic
poet is the son of Aristophanes; he specialised in comedy, and we know that he put on plays
by Eubulus (cf. A. Wilhelm, Urkunden dramatischer Aufführungen in Athen, Vienna, 1906, p.

126); so it is thought that the Daedalus here attributed to Philippus is the Daedalus of
Eubulus’.
2’interweaves’:

on this ‘interweaving’ (periplexis or, as Democritus called it, epallaxis), see
comm. on no. 313.
3See

comm. on no. 452.

446
1’by

the number’: i.e., probably, ‘by the force of definite mathematically formulated laws’;
cf. Ar. De caelo 303a8: ‘in a way they too (Leucippus and Democritus) make everything into
numbers and composed of numbers; even if they do not say so plainly, all the same that is
what they mean’. See no. 117 with comm.; Frank, op. cit., p. 220 was the first to cite this
passage. So the creator of the fictional biography of Democritus used a good source, as in
several other places, when he described the relation of the soul to the body as a ‘harmonic
proportion’: Boethius, De musica V.1: ‘doubtless knowing that the whole structure of our
body and soul is held together by musical harmony. For as our bodily states are, so even the
pulse is stimulated by the movements of the heart. Which he [Democritus] is said to have
told the physician Hippocrates, when he [Hippocrates] visited him in prison to treat him,
when all Democritus’ fellow-citizens thought him insane’.
447
1 ‘things

grasped by the mind’: this is an Epicurean formulation, but the same concept goes
back to Democritus.
2’shapes’:

see no. 199.

448
1’everything

has some kind of soul’: but at very different levels, in keeping with the ‘mixture’
of atoms, i.e. percentage of soul atoms in the body (the highest percentage is that in people,
50%). Cf. nos. 454, 460, and also Hermipp. De astrol. (Ioann. Catrares) II.1.11, p. 23 Kroll
(no. 556): ‘the mixture in animals did not come to be all alike; but those which consisted
mainly of the earthy [element], plants and trees ...’ But see comm. on no. 586.
2ta

nekra tōn sōmatōn: ‘dead bodies’ , more precisely ‘corpses of bodies’. As regards
corpses, Democritus may have been talking of people prematurely buried, or of that
minimum of life which he ascribed to plants and even perhaps to stones. Democritus could
not, of course, have talked of personal consciousness in corpses. That is an Epicurean
slander, see no. 586.
3In

Diels’ opinion the reading aphanōs [‘unapparent’] is untenable in view of passage no.
586. Cf. Hermes, 13, 1878, p. 4.

451
1’fire

and air’: a contamination of Democritus’ doctrine with those of Diogenes of Apollonia
and Hippocrates (see comm. on no. 455).
II. Soul and intellect. Their location in the body. Thought.
452
1’soul

is the same as mind’: this identification had a polemical character in Democritus. At
the time when the Pythagoreans and other idealist thinkers understood by mind the
capacity to grasp the external world immediately, without the aid of the senses (‘a power to
grasp the truth’), Democritus totally rejected the possibility of the existence of such a
power. As we shall see below (no. 455) Democritus also accepted the existence of a coordinating organ of thought (to hēgemonikon [‘the controlling [part]’], but that organ too,
like every other part of the body, he regarded as consisting of interwoven atoms of body
and soul, so that in principle there is no difference between soul and mind.
453
1’in

the whole of the perceptive body’: cf. no. 456: ‘in the whole body’. See also no. 461.

454
1The

passage of Lucretius demonstrates the incorrectness of Aristotle’s criticism in no. 453:
the atoms of soul and body are not simultaneously in the same place, but side by side.
2singula

privis (‘one after the other’): apparently this proportion exists only in a healthy
person. In animals, plants, stones etc. the percentage of atoms of soul is, of course,
correspondingly lower; in a sick person this alternation is disturbed (see no. 460).
455
1This

is virtually a word for word quotation from Epicurus, as is shown by a scholium on
Epist. II (D.L. X.66): ‘and it has a non-rational part, which is scattered throughout the rest of
the body, but the rational part is in the chest, as is clear from fear and joy’. Lucr. III.140-5:
‘And it stays firmly fixed in the middle, in the chest. For here fear and dread leap up,
and round those regions joys soothe us. Here, then, is the mind and the intellect; the other
part of the soul , scattered throughout the whole body, obeys and is moved by the authority
and impulse of the mind’.
Nevertheless, we have no right to maintain that Aetius did not have good
information about Democritus and that on this question Democritus’ doctrine did not
coincide with that of Epicurus. As we see from nos. 453, 454 and 456, according to
Democritus the atoms of the soul are dispersed throughout the entire body; so, strictly

speaking, according to Democritus any part of the body is endowed with the capacity for
perception (nos. 461, 453, 456; thus, for instance, people can see things in dreams though
their eyes are closed), but there also exist co-ordinating centres. It is perfectly possible that,
for Democritus, there were two such centres, (‘in the chest’ and ‘in the brain’; if so, Plato
was a follower of Democritus on this question), or even more. In antiquity the prevailing
opinion was that Democritus regarded the brain as the organ of thought; see the pseudoDemocritean treatise On the nature of man (ps-Hippocr. Epist. 29.IX, p. 394.8ff. Littré): ‘the
brain guards the summit of the body ... Double bones ... conceal the brain, which is the
guard over thought’. See also Pl. Phaedo 96b: ‘whether blood is that with which we think,
or air or fire, or none of these, but it is the brain which provides us with the senses of
hearing and seeing and smelling. And memory and belief would arise from them, and from
memory and belief, when they have achieved stability, we come to have knowledge of those
things’. Cf. Hippocr. De morbo sacro 14: ‘as long as the brain is undisturbed , a man thinks’.
(16-17): ‘This is why I think that the brain has the greatest power in a man. For it is the
brain which interprets for us things happening in the air, if it is healthy, and the air provides
it with intelligence. And the eyes and ears and tongue and hands and feet carry out
whatever the brain discerns [should be done]. And in every part of the body there is
thought, in so far as it has air in it. But it is the brain which reports to the intellect ... so I say
that the brain is what interprets the intellect ... ‘ In Hippocrates the vital substance is not
fire, but air; that indicates also the influence of Diogenes of Apollonia. Frank, op. cit., p.
378, n. 354, sees the influence of Democritus: ‘Here (Phaedo 96b) are theories ascribed
especially to Democritus, for instance the theory of the brain as the seat of the cognitive
faculty; similarly what is said after that about the origin of human knowledge may have
been taken over from Democritus’. If this is actually a legacy of Democritus, we must
suppose that its intermediaries were the Pythagoreans, among whom, as was then
supposed, that doctrine had existed from the earliest times. DL VIII.30 ascribed that
doctrine to Pythagoras himself: ‘the empire of the soul extends from the heart to the brain;
the part in the heart is spirit, the part in the brain intelligence and mind’. Similarly
Athenaeus II.65 ( ‘the philosophers did not allow us to eat the brains of pigs, saying that
those who partook of them, as of beans ... at any rate none of the ancients ate it [the brain],
on the ground that virtually all the senses are in it’), setting out a similar doctrine, no doubt
has the Pythagoreans in mind. However, see Alcmaeon, DK 24 A 5, 8 and 13; at DK 24 A 11
Diels includes both the above passages (of Plato and Hippocrates) among the testimonia on
Alcmaeon without any reservations.
2tēn

sunkrisin [‘the combination’]: an Epicurean technical term, meaning ‘the organism’; cf.
schol. ad Epicur. Epist. I (DL X.66): ‘the parts of the soul are dispersed throughout the entire
combination’.
457

1Since

Democritus is here named as a supporter of the doctrine that the life-giving centre is
not located in the heart, it is perfectly possible that the critique of the doctrine that the soul
enters the heart which is already formed, maintained in the adjoining phrases, and based on
the anatomy of animals, has some connection or other with Democritus.
460
1’in

the correct proportion’: see comm. on nos. 441 and 459. If the correct alternative
arrangement is upset, since in one part of the body the atoms of fire (of the soul) are
immediately adjacent to one another, and in another they are not there at all, then the
person becomes too hot or too cold, and in that case he thinks what is incorrect (‘thinks
other’ [than he should] or ‘thinks badly’). See H. Diller, Philologus, Suppl. Vol. XXVI, part 10,
p. 63. And conversely, if the body is too hot or too cold, the atoms lose their correct
consecutive alternation. Democritus called this alternation ‘mixture’ (krēsis) (no. 460), cf.
no. 441: ‘and further, they vary in mixture according to their states and ages’; Hermipp. De
astrol. II.1.11 (no. 556): ‘the mixture of animals did not come into being all alike’. That
completely corresponds to the meaning which Democritus gave to the expression krēsis (see
no. 342, [Alex. De mixt. 2]): ‘Democritus thinks that what is called mixture comes about
through the juxtaposition of bodies, when the things that are mixed are split up into small
parts whose positioning next to one another constitutes the mixture; he says that in the
beginning things are not truly mixed’.
2’makes

the soul out to be a body’: Diller, Philologus Suppl. Vol. XXVI, part 3, compares
Hippocr. De aër., aquis, locis 16.5-8 Littré.: ‘for there do not occur any disturbances of the
mind or violent changes in the body, as a result of which it is more likely that anger would
be intensified and share in the mindless heat (on the meaning of this term see nos. 549-50
w. comm.) than if their dispositions were always the same’.
3’from

earlier thinkers’: the conception of the soul as a material entity is characteristic of the
whole of Ionian philosophy: ‘Democritus was no exception ... It was also characteristic of
this whole tendency that thought and perception reduce in one way or another to the
physical condition of the percipient’ [This quotation is not ascribed to any author.] Cf. no.
73 with a reference to Empedocles and Democritus (Diller, op. cit.). Diller connects the
doctrine of the uniform distribution of ‘the hot’ in the body with Democritus’ ethical
doctrine on ‘cheerfulness’ (euthumia).
4’condition’:

see comm. on no. 441.

461
1Cf.

Hippocr.De morbo sacro 17: ‘the whole body shares in thought, in so far as there is air in
it’. If fire is substituted for air we have the doctrine of Democritus.

III. Breath
462
1tou

zēn oron einai tēn anapnoēn [‘breath is the limit of life’] is untranslatable, meaning (cf.
Philop. ad loc. 68.28, cited here) that life ceases simultaneously with breathing. Alfieri, op.
cit., p. 32, translates: ‘the limit of life is marked out by breath’. sunagontos: ‘compresses’;
since the surrounding air is much colder than our body it compresses the body, since that is
a property of everything cold (Philop. ad loc., 63.20). to sunagon kai pēgnuon (‘that which
compresses and condenses’) is incorrectly translated by Alfieri, op. cit., p. 33. He artificially
constructs an opposition between ‘that which compresses’ (to sunagon) and ‘that which
refrigerates or condenses’ (to pēgnuon). ‘”Compressing “(i.e. driving out of the body, Luria)
and “condensing” must mean forming a compact mass which has lost the extreme mobility
characteristic of the soul’. In order to arrive at a meaning so alien to Democritus Alfieri
resorts to conjecture: ‘It seems to me’ he says, ‘that the sense demands that to be supplied
beefore pēgnuon’. But to sunagon kai pēgnuon means simply ‘compression with
condensation’, which causes the ‘expulsion’ of fire from the body.
2ekpurēnizesthai

(‘are squeezed out [like the stone of a fruit]’) is undoubtedly a purely
Democritean expression, not noticed by Diels-Kranz.
3hupokeimenon
4’because

[‘substrate’]: here ‘receptacle’, i.e.’ body’.

of their lack of corners’: see comm. on no. 131.

463
1’has

nothing to do with that kind of causation’, i.e. teleological causation. Aristotle means
simply that Democritus, like other investigators of nature, wanted nothing to do with
teleology, and that is clearly understood. But some scholars have drawn from this the
surprising conclusion that in Democritus’ time the teleological world-view had not yet been
invented, and hence they regard as untrustworthy those reports of Democritus according to
which he attacks the teleological world-view. But the teleological world-view is much more
ancient and primitive than the theory of adaptation; it is characteristic of all religious
systems except those which are absolutely primeval. The expression ‘has nothing to do
with’ does not mean that Democritus did not know of such theories, but simply that he
never resorted to them. Among ‘the other investigators of nature’ there are, of course,
included contemporaries of Aristotle, and they were certainly sufficiently familiar with the
teleological causation of the Socratics.
2See

no. 466 with comm.

3In

this case too Aristotle demands a teleological explanation from Democritus: that is the
meaning of his criticism. For diasaphēsai (here in De spiritu 3) does not mean ‘explain
precisely’, but has the sense ‘honestly and directly name the goal for the sake of which all
this was arranged’.
465
1Cf

Lucr. IV.116-8: ‘First of all there are animals some of which are so small that a third part
of them cannot be discerned by any means. How is one to imagine any of their internal
parts?’.
‘How greatly would the revelations of the microscope have strengthened his argument!’
(Munro) [no precise ref. given].
IV. Souls are mortal.
466
1Cf.

Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I,2, p. 119 and also no. 463 (Ar. De respir. 471b30). ‘things that happen
to the body, not to the soul’: in spite of Zeller’s opinion there is no misunderstanding or
textual corruption here. The meaning is ‘this is a change in the body, not in the soul’ for the
Democritean soul, consisting of atoms of fire, is in the view of the author of this report not
spirit but matter.
2Not

even Lactantius could bring himself to maintain that Democritus believed in
immortality, since Democritus’ doctrine was too well known to everyone. It was only
considerably later that Christian writers began to maintain that. There was left only one
way to preserve the authority of providence: to represent Democritus’ death as a
punishment for his atheism.
3Philo

De somniis I.31; III.211.17 C-W goes back to the same doxographic source as
Lactantius: ‘are the souls of the dead extinguished and destroyed along with their bodies, or
do they survive for a very long time, or are they totally indestructible?’.
3somniavit

[‘dreamed’}: ‘it appeared to him as in a dream’, ‘he had a dim presentiment’
c. SIGHT AND THE THINGS PRECEIVED BY SIGHT
I. What images (eidōla) are in general

468
1See

no. 431 with comm., n. 9.

469
1See

comm. on no. 477.

471
1See

comm. on no. 484, n. 25
II. Images as the source of dreams and as emanations of gods

472
1’that...

rather than that given by Democritus’: despite the fact that Aristotle contrasts this
theory of his with that of Democritus, strictly speaking he repeats Democritus’ doctrine,
simply substituting ‘a certain motion’ for ’forms and effluences’. This is perfectly clear from
comparison of this passage with the evidence of Plutarch (no. 476) and Sextus (no. 472a):
Democritus corrected in Aristotle

Democritus in Plutarch

(Ar. De divinat. In somn.)
reaching people’s souls when they are

Democritus says that the images

dreaming ... and produce perception

penetrate ... our bodies and produce

in the body during sleep ...

visions in sleep ... (no. 472a, Sext. M
IX.19: ‘some images approach people) ...

However they happen to arrive... being

they come from things of every kind

transmitted
they are more perceptible (if) the air is

keeping their images separate from one

less disturbed

another ... they are best able to do that
when they travel quickly without
hindrance through smooth air.

Those which are transmitted (in the

being rough and uneven it distorts and

opposite case) tend more to be dispersed

deflects the images in all sorts of ways,
and weakens their clarity by slowing
down their flight.

some people who are out of their minds

[when the films come] an
abundant flow,

foresee things ... and melancholic people hit

arriving quickly from things that are
tumid and heated, produces clear and

the mark through their impetuosity ...and

significant impressions.

quickly imagine what is coming next.
Exactly the same conclusion, which contradicts Aristotle’s entire world-view ‘if it
were god who was sending [these images]’, fully corresponds with the words of Democritus
reported by Sextus [M. IX.19, no. 472a] ‘Democritus says that certain images approach
people ... as a result of which the people of old came to believe that there are gods’ (cf. the
title ‘On images, or On foreknowledge’ [DL IX.47]. One should also note that the Aristotelian
expression ‘if it were god who was sending these images’ occurs in a similar context in Hdt.
VII.15: ‘if it is god who is sending them’. (Cf. VII.16: ‘but they are not divine. The wandering
dreams which come to people are... mainly visions of what they have been thinking about
during the day’.) Similarly in Plutarch (no. 465) the connection between Aristotle and
Democritus in the area of the theory of dreams is described in the following words: ‘wishing
to glorify Aristotle’s opinion you [i.e. Favorinus] have set that of Democritus alongside it like
a shadow’. See my ‘Essays on the ancient theory of the interpretation of dreams’ (Proc. of
the Acad. of Sciences of the USSR, 1927, pp. 1051ff. and also Acts of the Acad. of Sciences of
the USSR, 1929, pp. 140ff. Further, we noted above that this trick, by which Democritus’
explanation is taken over with just the change of ‘images and effluences’ to ‘movement of
the air’ is absolutely typical of Aristotle (see comm. on no. 430, n. 2, on no. 431 and on no.
483, n. 1). We see also in Sophonius’ commentary (no. 472a, beginning) how Aristotle
imagined these ‘movements’: ‘But we totally refuse to say that images travel, and instead
of these we introduce certain movements ... by which the air is shaped [in certain ways],
and which penetrate through our ears and nostrils’ etc. Cf. Galen De Hipp. et Plat. Dogm.
VII.7 (V. p. 643 K., p. 643.3 Müll., 319 Us.): ‘Aristotle is much superior; he does not make a
physical image travel from the object seen to the eye, but instead a property caused by the
alteration of the surrounding air’ (= ib., p. 639 K., p. 639.3 Müll.) But even here Aristotle is
not independent; he merely modifies in the spirit of his own mechanics the improvement of
the theory of ‘images’ which Democritus had himself introduced into his theory of vision
(nos. 477-8), and which Aristotle extended to visions during sleep (see also comm.. on no.
431, n. 11). This becomes even clearer on comparison of two totally analogous passages of
the commentary of Michael of Ephesus, the first of which goes back to the treatise of
Alexander of Aphrodisias On daimones:
Mich. Ephes. In De divinat. In somn. 2,
p. 84.16 ff.

p. 84.3

their minds are stirred up (thurokopeisthai)

the mind is set in motion by the

by the images and forms which are in them.

motions and forms which are in them ...

The ‘images’ which we meet in this excerpt are absent in Aristotle, who changes
them to ‘motions’. ‘Images’ is a specifically Democritean expression, which Alexander can
have copied only from Democritus; consequently, the Aristotelian passage so closely
resembled Democritus that it could be supplemented from him. (On ‘have someone knock
at the door’ (thurokopeisthai) see n. 15 below.) The later Peripatetics were much better at
removing these traces of Democritean provenance and constructing a completely idealistic
theory. Cf. Ael. VH III,11: ‘The Peripatetics say that by day the soul, being enslaved to the
body, is bound up with it and cannot discern the truth in its purity, but by night it is released
from this servitude and takes its place in the chest and so becomes more prophetic, which
is the source of dreams’. This is something completely different from the ‘Aristotelian’
theory of the treatise On dreams, where the soul is seen as a part of the body (‘and produce
perception in the body during sleep’), which we never find elsewhere in Aristotle. We reach
the same results if we compare this passage of Aristotle (464a5-464b5) with the preceding
463b12-31. For here, as in no. 101(GC 315b28ff.), Aristotle, strictly speaking, says the same
thing twice over, the first time perfectly precisely, the second time more freely,
paraphrasing his source, Democritus. For instance, here [464a22] ‘people you come across
at random can see the future’, there [ 463b15-16] ‘the most simple people foresee the
future’; here [464a21-2] ‘if it were god who was sending this’, there [463b16] ‘it is not god
who sends this’; in both passages ‘melancholics’ [463b17, 464a32] etc. But there is a
difference: here, following Democritus, Aristotle want to have nothing to do with god (‘if it
were god who was sending this ...’) and he explains everything by purely physical causes,
whereas there [463b13-14] Aristotle is prepared to consider dreams [not]186 as ‘ sent by
god’, but as ‘daimonic’ [daimonia], i.e. sent by daimonic beings.
2’random

people’: cf. Mich. Ephes. ad loc., 84.3: ‘and they give another explanation of why
random people , but not the wise, foresee the future; they say that such people’s minds are
empty of the finest thoughts, which arise from philosophy, and lacking other concerns they
are easily stirred by things that impinge on them, while the minds of the wise are concerned
with many things and moved by them, and so they do not see what impinges on them, just
as when awake people who are absorbed in thought about something do not notice
someone passing by (for the larger motion obliterates the smaller), and similarly in sleep the
mind which is being moved by the motions or images which it contains does not see the
things that impinge on it’.
3’for

they would occur by day’: cf. Cic. De divinat. II.61.126: ‘If it is god who gives us these
images so that we can foresee things, why does he not give them to people who are awake,
rather than to people who are asleep?’

186

[This insertion is necessary to make Luria’s note accurately represent Aristotle’s text at this point, since
Aristotle says that dreams are not sent by god, but are daimonia, lit. ‘appropriate to or belonging to daimones’
(i.e. creatures intermediate between the divine and the human), since nature is daimonia, but not divine. The
Oxford translation (Barnes ed., I, p. 737) renders daimonia as ‘mysterious’.)]

4’if

it were god who was sending them’: see n. 1 above.

5’their

own motions’: see Mich. Ephes. ad loc., 84.16.

6’through

their impetuosity’: see Mich. Ephes. ad loc., 85.5 (this section of comm., nn. 1,2

and 9).
7’as

if shooting from a distance’: for the explanation of this see Ar. De divinat. In somn.
463b16ff.: ‘those whose nature is as it were garrulous and melancholic see all kinds of
things; because they are moved in many kinds of ways they hit upon similar thoughts187 ,
and are lucky in those cases... as the saying goes ‘If you throw [the dice] many times, some
time your luck will change’, which is what happens in these cases’.
8’because

they are unstable they quickly imagine what is coming next’: see J. Volkert , Die
Traumphantasie, Stuttgart, 1875, p. 15: ‘In dreams the images chase and grab hold of one
another on the strength of chance similarities ... All dreams are permeated with such
slovenly, free-and-easy associations’. A. Maury 1) ‘Analogies des phénomènes du rêve et de
l’aliénation mentale’, Annales méd. psych., 1854, p. 454, 2)Le sommeil et les rêves, Paris,
1878, pp. 121ff. Maury draws an analogy between dreams and certain psychological
disorders, as is also done in the passage of Aristotle cited here. And like the author of the
theory cited by Aristotle he thinks it characteristic of the ‘deceptive and incorrect
association of ideas’ in dreams that mere assonance of words creates association of
conceptions in dreams. He gives particular examples , such as ‘pèlerinage [pilgrimage], the
chemist Pelletier, pelle [shovel]’, ‘the flower Lobelia, General Lopez’ etc.
9’like’:

see Mich. Ephes. ad loc., 86.5: ‘so like such poems [see next note], the insane look at
what is associated by similarity (he has said what insane people he means, namely the
moderately insane); for their impetuosity does not allow those things to be displaced. For
as a violent wave is not displaced by another, but rather displaces what it collides with, so
the violent motion of the insane is not displaced by another motion’.
10’the

poems of Philaigides’: the poet Philaigides is unknown to us. We know of him only
from this reference in Aristotle (or, earlier, from Democritus): ‘they say things which are
connected by similarity ... and so they go on stringing things together’. We may conclude
from this that these were ‘strings of verses’ with assonances in the style of folk-poems. On
rhyme in Greek popular literature see my article in Journal of the Ministry of Public
Education, Dec. 1917, pp. 349ff. ‘Aphrodite ... phrodite’ is a new pattern of that kind of
rhyme.
11’say

and think’: ‘say’ relates primarily to Philaigides, ‘think’ to the insane, who string
together not merely words on the basis of assonance (laloi =’speaking strange words’) but
also a long chain of thoughts whose content has something or other in common (by way of
187

[I.e. (as suggested in the Oxford translation, Barnes v. 1, p. 737) thoughts resembling the facts.]

association of ideas). Similar phenomena may actually be observed in particular categories
of the insane. Cf. E. Kräpelin, Psychiatrie, Leipzig, 1923, p. 1196: ‘They constantly jump ...
from one idea to another which is similar or frequently connected with it, without reference
to the point’; E. Bleuler, Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie, Berlin, 1923, p. 54: ‘Secondary
associations, which can also occur to healthy people, but are suppressed by them, concern
the sick person just as much as the main theme’. N.I. Ozeretski, Psychopathology of the
Development of the Child, Leningrad, 1934, pp. 145, 158, provides examples of the passion
of the insane for rhyme noticed earlier by Aristotle: ‘Sometimes their speech is interwoven
with rhymes arising solely on the basis of simple assonance’.
12Since

we may have here simply an example of ‘saying what is associated by similarity’ it is
totally unacceptable that some ancient scribes and, following them, all modern editors have
deleted the word ‘phroditēn’. Without this word the example has no sense, and in his
German translation of Aristotle’s Parva Naturalia, Stuttgart, n.d., p. 75, Bender was quite
right to put a question mark at this point. Since phroditēn can scarcely be a Greek word, I
assume here the ancient form phrouditēs = prooditēs [‘one who goes in front (to show or
make the way)’], which survived till the 4th century BCE (cf. phroudos, phroimion, phrouros
etc.). On the other hand, cf. ps-Ar. Probl. 880a30: ‘Why are melancholic people addicted to
sex?’
13’appearances

in the imagination are similar to reflexions in water’: cf. Mich. Ephes. ad loc.,
88.16ff.: ‘for as in moving water what looks like the image of a man is often not the image of
a man, but of a horse, but it has a certain resemblance to a man because of the motion of
the water, so in dreams the image shifts from one thing to another. So someone who can
understand the similarities, i.e. someone who can judge that the dream images which
change from one thing to another are like images in moving water, will not be deceived, but
will judge that this thing that appeared as the image of a man was not of a man, but of a
horse which had changed to a man. Nevertheless, when I have seen a horse, such and such
a thing will happen to me, but not the thing which happened as a result of my seeing a
man’.
14’their

own motions do not concern them’: this is a comment on Aristotle’s expression (see
n. 5 above).
15thurokopeisthai

[‘have someone knock at their door’]: this peculiar expression evidently
belongs to Democritus. Cicero ND I.41.114 translates it by ‘pulsari’ [‘to be battered’]:
‘Without any let-up he [i.e. the Epicurean god] is battered ... by the everlasting impact of
the atoms’. Cic. De divinat. II.58.120 (= 61.126): ‘Our minds ... as Democritus thinks, are
battered by chance visions from outside’, II.67.137: ‘No kind of thing can be thought of
except through the impact of images’.
16’images’:

see n. 1 above.

17’imprints’:

In Democritus similar imprints on the air play an important role in visual
perception (see no. 478), but in Plutarch (no. 476) we encounter a similar impression
applied to dreams: ‘images with imprinted likenesses of the bodily shape’. Irenaeus (see no.
472a) evidently translates the same expression ‘images and imprints’ by the words ‘figuras
expressas’ [lit. ‘imprinted shapes’] (the topic is ‘images’ of gods) and ascribes that doctrine
to Democritus (‘Democritus was the first to say ...’). Hence we may suppose that in his work
On daimones, along with images and imprints Alexander also took from Democritus the
expressions ‘in between’ and ‘have someone knock at the door’, which are also missing in
Aristotle. With ‘images’ and ‘imprints’ we may compare ‘litterae’ [‘letters’] and ‘sigillum’
[‘seal-impression’] in Augustine Ad Euodium CLXII.4 =PL 33, p. 706: ‘If someone were to
maintain that dream appearances, which look like bodies, must be corporeal , he thinks that
he is saying something ... indeed it is [the opinion] of many extremely intelligent people ...
Whether these things are in the mind like letters written in ink on parchment, where both
the parchment and the ink are substances, or like a seal-impression in wax ...’
18This

saying (cf. no. 801a) is constructed according to the typical formula regularly
encountered in Artemidorus: ‘the dream ... signifies’. The question of whether the future
can be predicted on the basis of dreams during the day was discussed in the literature on
dreams, cf. e.g. Artemidor. I.7: ‘there is no difference ... between night and day as regards
foreknowledge’. Democritus took the opposite view, as we learn from the passage of
Aristotle cited in this section (De divinat. in somn. 464a5ff.). In his opinion images which
predict the future occur to people only by night: ‘they are more readily perceptible at night
because those which are transmitted during the day are more readily dissolved; for at night
the air is less disturbed since the nights are calmer’. So in his opinion dreams which occur
by day have no significance for predicting the future. It seems that our passage is making
fun of normal dream-interpretation; sleeping during the day, if it is not the result of laziness
or bad upbringing, is a sign of bodily disturbance or serious mental distress. Cf. a similar
ironical interpretation of a dream188 in Antiphon, under the influence of Democritus (DK 87
A 8 = Clem. Strom. VII.24: ‘Someone asked Antiphon what was portended by something
which had happened to him; his sow had eaten her piglets. When he learned that he had
starved his sow, he said ‘Be glad of the sign, that though it was so hungry it did not eat your
children’’.
The gods
472a
1’images’:

the first half of the passage of Sophonius corresponds virtually word for word
with the passage of Sextus which follows.

188

[The story about Antiphon does not concern the interpretation of a dream, but the significance of an actual
event.]

2’but

we deny’: cf. comm. on no. 472, n. 1.

3’some

are beneficial, others harmful’: Cf. Cic. ND I.43.120 (cited in this section): ‘Living
images, which either benefit or harm us’.
4eucheto

(‘hoped’)189: see this section, n. 17.

5’from

which [Images]... the ancients came to believe in the existence of gods, though apart
from them there is no god’: cf. no. 472, Ar. De divinat. in somn. 2 ‘if it were god who was
sending that’, with comm., and also the title of a work of Democritus, On Images, or On
Foreknowledge, D.L. IX.46, no. 472a.
6’clearly

recognised’: the right conclusion; Democritus’ gods must of necessity send people
both good and evil.
7’the

air is full [of images]’: see DL Prologue 7 (no. 472a): ‘the air is full of images’, psHippocr. Epist. 10.3 (see below): ‘the air is full’, Cic. De divinat. I.67.137: ‘Everything is full of
images’.
8Diels

(DK II, p. 140, l. 1) puts a question mark after ‘On Foreknowledge’, without any
justification, and notes ‘probably aporroiēs [‘effluence’] as Krische saw’. But here in Sext. M
IX.19 it is said perfectly clearly ‘the images ... foretell people the future’. This is the only
view of ‘foreknowledge’ which Democritus allows, for Sextus adds ‘there is no god other
than these’, and, consequently, no ‘foreknowledge’. It is true that we read in DL III.24 ‘Plato
... was the first philosopher ... to name ... divine foreknowledge’; see R. Bentley’s comment
on this passage (Letters of Phalaris, German translation by W. Ribbeck, Leipzig, 1857, p.
523): ‘So before Plato’s time pronoia did not mean divine foreknowledge or anything
attributed to the Divinity, but simply human deliberation and forethought’. But here
Diogenes, in his desire to glorify Plato, ascribes to him whatever he pleases; so it seems to
me inadmissible to rely on this testimony. See DK III, pp. 374-5, s.v. pronoia.
9Since

this passage, in which Democritus is named several times, had already been
published by Usener (Epicurea, fr. 237) in 1887, it is quite incomprehensible to me why Diels
omitted it (obviously intentionally) from his collection. Augustine, of course, simply copied
a great deal from Cicero (ND II.30, 76, De divinat. II.67.137, see no. 474 with comm.), but
there is a certain amount which is not in Cicero and which must go back in part to some
good early source, perhaps the same one as was used by Plutarch and also by the author
whom Diogenes uses in Ch. 7 of his Prologue, since there are many verbal coincidences. I
print in italics those passages which do not have an original in Cicero; all the rest are,
obviously, fairly clumsy additions of Augustine’s own.
10’those

189

people’: i.e. Cicero.

[The more usual sense ‘prayed’ fits the context. See n. 17.]

11’eternal’:

Cicero [ND I.12.29, also in this section] says exactly the opposite: ‘He
[Democritus] denies that anything is eternal’.
12’like

vapour’: similarly in DL Prologue 7, also in this section: ‘by effluence from
evaporation’. See no. 383 and comm. on no. 501.
13The

doctrine of ‘images’ as duplicates of gods and people, especially the dead, who often
appear in dreams to their friends and relatives and are externally very like the god or the
dead person, but are actually no more than thin, hollow shells, existed in Greece from the
most ancient times; to these ‘images ‘ was often ascribed the gift of prophecy. See E.
Rohde, Psyche. Seelenglaube und Seelenkult in den homerischen Gedichten secs. 1-3; A.
Körte, s.v. eidōlon, RE V, col. 1122, where the relevant material is collected. The Persians
had similar conceptions, but their word for word coincidence with the evidence for the
atomists admits of no doubt that those Persian conceptions, even if they were one of
Democritus’ sources, acquired there a strongly atomistic colouring.
14’images
15’deny

and imprints’: cf. Mich. Ephes., comm. on no. 472, nn.16 and 17.

... that there are gods’: see n. 17 below.

16In

this excerpt Cicero gives three explanations for the perception of gods. First, ‘images
and their wanderings’; this hendiadys means ‘images moving around’. These ‘images’ are
mentioned twice more elsewhere (ND I.43.120)190. Second, ‘our thought and intelligence’;
later these are called principles of the mind, i.e. ‘soul atoms’ (ND I.43.120). Third, ‘that
nature which pours and sends out those images’. This is obviously identical with the
expression in the passage which follows: ‘huge images, big enough to surround the entire
world’. Augustine follows Cicero (De divinat. II.67.137) in describing them as ‘solid bodies’;
from them ‘there flow images which are not themselves solid’. Of course, Democritus called
none of these three kinds of things ‘god’, since he denied the existence of gods. But since
he called them ‘greater than human’ or ‘divine’ or ‘more divine’, Cicero made them into
gods (comm. on nos. 572-6).
17’he

eliminates the divine... altogether’: Cicero draws the correct conclusion from
Democritus’ views (ND II.30.76, cited in this section). The attempt of Apuleius to keep
Democritus as a religious believer (cited in this section, at the end) is hopeless. Yet in this
regard it remains incomprehensible why Democritus should have spoken of ‘praying’ (see
Themist. In De divinat., Sext. M IX.19, Plut., De defectu orac., all cited in this section). But
on the one hand euchesthai is very often used in Greek in a weakened sense, ‘want’ or
‘hope’, and on the other the expression may have occurred in an ironical context, such as ‘if
it is necessary to pray, it would be most sensible to pray for this, to meet etc.’

190

[‘twice’ leads us to expect a second reference. Perhaps L accidentally omitted ND II.30.76 (also cited in this
section) which mentions Democritus’ positing ‘simulacra’ (‘images’) of the gods.]

18’Democritus’

native city’: the reference is to Abdera, which was celebrated as ‘the city of

fools’.
473
1See

comm. on nos. 572, 572b.

474
1’everything

is full of images’ is a quotation from Democritus, see comm. on no. 472a, n. 7.

2’through

the impact of images’: see also Cic. De divinat. II.61.126: ‘for whether it is an
impact coming from outside that moves people’s minds when they are asleep, or whether
they are moved by themselves ...’ This is evidently a translation of the Democritean
expression ‘have someone knock at the door’, see comm. on no. 472, n. 1.
475
‘llike

a shadow’: we see from this that Aristotle’s theory of dreams was only a little different
from Democritus’ doctrine; see comm. on no. 472.
476
1Living

beings contain more atoms of fire than non-living: these atoms are the most mobile.

2hekastōi

is the instrumental dative: see Kühner – Gerth, op. cit., p. 428.

3pros

orgōntōn kai diakaomenōn [lit. ‘from things which are tumid and heated’]: ‘from those
in a state of excitement’: see comm. on no. 472, n. 1.
4’like

the people of Aegium or Megara’: the people of Aegium in Achaea asked the Delphic
oracle, after a victory over the Aetolians, who were the bravest of the Greeks. The oracle
replied ‘Your race, men of Aegium, is neither the third nor the fourth for bravery’. Since a
similar story was told about the Megarians, here in Plutarch and also in Alciphron, Epist.
II,34, both peoples are mentioned. Cf. Leutsch – Schneidewin, Paroemiographi Graeci, vol.
1, Göttingen, 1839, p. 19; Alfieri, op. cit., p. 114, n. 282.
5In

Diod. III.50.4 we find an explanation of the fata morgana from the same atomistic
standpoint; it may perhaps go back to Democritus himself, via Hecataeus of Abdera, whom
Diodorus uses at every step: ‘A remarkable phenomenon occurs in this area, and by land in
Libya beyond the Syrtes. At certain times, especially when it is calm, there are seen in the
air objects in the form of all kinds of creatures. Some of these remain still while others
move, and some run away from people, while others chase them. They are all of enormous
size, and cause immense fear and terror to those who are unfamiliar with them. When
those which chase people catch them they flow over their bodies, cold and throbbing, so
that foreigners who are unfamiliar with them are totally terrified, but the locals who

encounter these things frequently think nothing of the matter. Though this seems
something astonishing, like a mere fiction, some natural philosophers try to explain it as
follows. They say that in that area some winds do not blow at all, while the others are
extremely gentle and quiet; and in the air there is often an amazing calm and stillness
because there are no enclosed valleys or shady hollows nearby nor are there any mountain
crests or large rivers, and as a whole the nearby land bears no crops and so does not give
out any exhalations; all of these are the normal causes of winds. So, as we see sometimes
all kinds of shapes in the clouds on wet days, that happens in Libya too when the land is in
the grip of extreme heat, when the condensed air is formed into many shapes. When a
calm prevails ... this heavy air settles on the ground in whatever shape it has happened to
take; and then since there is nothing to disperse it it approaches whatever creatures happen
to encounter it. Their movements in either direction are said not to signify any intention,
for it is impossible for voluntary pursuit or avoidance to exist in anything inanimate. But it is
the creatures [who come into contact with them] who are unknowingly [the cause] of their
movements in the air. For as they approach they violently repulse the underlying air, and
so the image composed of air retreats and gives the appearance of flight, but when the
creatures retreat from it it turns round and follow them, and the causation is reversed, as if
it [the image] desired void and rarefaction. So it seems to be pursuing those who are
running away from it, as it is dragged along and falls forward in a mass because of the
reversed flow [of the air]. And when those who are running away turn round or stop, as one
would expect they come into contact with the particles of the accompanying image, which is
shattered by the collision with a solid body, and as it flows all over the bodies of those who
encounter it it cools them’.
III. Appearances (emphasis)
477
1’nothing

was yet clear’: this must mean that there later appeared a systematic treatise on
optics, which Aristotle rated so highly that he regarded all earlier work merely as
‘prehistory’. Theophrastus says the same about Democritus’ knowledge in the field of
perspective (no. 478): ‘though he tries to say how magnitudes and distances appear, his
exposition is inadequate’. But besides Vitruvius (no. 139), who speaks of Democritus’
discoveries in the field of perspective, Aetius (no. 479) also says that Democritus had his
own theory of the refraction of light rays. Since it does not appear that Aristotle himself
made any further contributions to the field of optics, and since, moreover, we do not know
of any epoch-making treatise from the period between Democritus and Aristotle (and
Aristotle himself modestly adds ‘so it seems’) one should not ascribe especial significance to
this passage.
2’images

... impact’: according to no. 478, which is worthy of much greater credence , it is
not ‘images’ which impact the eyes, but their imprints on the air; ‘images’ play that role only
for vision which does not make use of the eyes (dreams and imagination). Either

Democritus changed his mind at some point, or Alexander uncritically ascribes Epicurean
opinions to Democritus. Alexander’s mistake is also repeated by Aetius, DL [both in] (no.
469) and others. Cf. E. Haas, ‘Antike Lichttheorien’, AGPh 20, 1907, pp. 362ff.; Zeller, AGPh
15, 1902, p. 138. It is impossible to find a contradiction [on this point] between Leucippus
and Democritus, since all the passages cited in no. 469 mention not only Leucippus but
Democritus as well.
3’by

the juxtaposition to one another’: see no. 282.

478
1’’by

the thing seen and the person seeing’: both the thing seen and the observer have a
part in the formation of the imprint. I take it that this imprint must be flat and transparent
(sustellomenon)191 , reduced in size according to the laws of perspective; cf. Vitruv. VII.11
(no. 139): ‘how the lines must naturally correspond to the direction of the eyes and the
extension of the rays of light, once a certain place has been fixed as the centre’. The imprint
is reduced as it travels along ‘the path prepared by the rays issuing from the eyes’ [no ref.
given]; see no. 480: ‘the light meets our sight’.
2stereon

here means not ‘protuberant, convex’ but ‘compact, solid’, cf. ‘thick’ below and
later ‘the sun ... thickens the air’. This ‘image’ moving along a ray is taken from Empedocles
(see Aet. IV.13.4), and is perhaps what Hestiaeus of Perinthus later called a ‘ray-image’
(aktineidōlon) (Aet. IV.13.5).
3ho

exō chitōn: ‘the outer coating’.

4hē

puknē kai ischura sarx: ‘dense, strong tissue’ i.e. ‘the cornea’.

5sompha
6’for

(‘of a porous structure’): within this thick liquid there are many empty channels.

things of the same kind’: see nos. 315ff.

7’into

wax’: cf. comm.. on no. 472, nn. 16 and 17, and Pl., Tht. 191c-d: ‘now suppose ... that
in our souls there is a lump of wax, bigger in some people and smaller in others, in some
people made of cleaner wax and in others of dirtier, in some people made of harder wax
and in others of softer’. The last passage goes back ultimately to Democritus. See E.
Hoffmann, ‘Die Herkunft des Wachsbilder im Theätet’, Sokrates 47, 1921, pp. 56-8. Cf. Pl.,
Phil. 39a-b. See also S.V. Melikova-Tolstaya, ‘Gorgias’ Theory of Vision’, Archive of the

191

[The word order of L’s note suggests that he intends ‘transparent’ (prozrachnim) as a translation of
sustellomenon. But sustellomenon means ‘compacted’, not ‘transparent’, and its subject is not the imprint on
the air, but the air between the eye and the things seen, which Theophrastus here describes as ‘compacted by
the thing seen and the subject seeing’. Since sustellomenon can mean ‘reduced in size’, it is possible that L
intended it to translate that phrase (see above), and that it has been misplaced in his text. But that still leaves
the difficulty that what is reduced in size is, according to L, the imprint, whereas what is sustellomenon is not
the imprint but the air between the perceiver and the thing perceived.]

History of Science and Technology VII, 1935, pp. 367ff.; P. Friedländer, Platon II, Berlin and
Leipzig, 1930, p. 484, n. 1.
8’posits

an effluence [from the external object]’: this need not mean that in a treatise On
Forms (Peri Ideōn) Democritus gave a different account of visual perception from the one in
the work cited by Theophrastus. Theophrastus says simply that Democritus explained
sensations in general, e.g. hearing , seeing in dreams, via ‘images’; so if he sees the cause of
visual perception as impressions on the air, that is illogical. On Forms (Peri tōn Eidōn) may,
finally, be a mistake for On Images (Peri tōn Eidōlōn), but it is more probably Theophrastus’
translation into Attic dialect of Peri tōn Ideōn.
9’impossible’:

if one accepts my suggestion that according to Democritus the imprint is flat
and transparent this objection lapses.
10’empsuchoteros’:

cf. no. 490. [See translator’s note.]

11’pushing

away’: the air near the sun is heated, and in expanding it repels and squeezes the
surrounding layers of air. Democritus’ discussion is restored differently by Lackenbacher,
op. cit., p. 50: ‘Undoubtedly Democritus thinks of light as a body; since two bodies cannot
be at the same place at the same time, the air retreats from the sunbeam, and in so doing
collides with other air atoms, so that the space between the individual air atoms becomes
smaller, i.e. the air is condensed’. We have already seem from no. 431 that according to
Democritus light is not an element in its own right, but merely a property which comes into
being thanks to effluences from fire. So what Lackenbacher says must be corrected in that
sense.
12metadidonai:
13’to

‘assign a share’.

explain the impression by differences in colour’: Lackenbacher, op. cit., p. 52, attempts
to explain this contradiction as follows, that ‘this doctrine (of the image) is merely cited, and
is taken from the doctrine of someone else. In fact the doctrine of the image is found in
Anaxagoras, from whom, it seems, Democritus reproduced it’. That Democritus’ source
here is Anaxagoras is very likely: see Theophr. De sensu 27 (DK 59 A 92): ‘seeing occurs via
the image in the eyeball, which is not visible against the same colour, but against a different
one ... in some cases the different colour is present at night’. This doctrine corresponds
totally with Anaxagoras’ overall theory, according to which sensations arise from opposition,
since according to Anaxagoras like is not subject to the influence of like. Democritus
accepted this theory, despite the fact that he adhered to the opposite view (‘only like can
influence like’). But, despite Theophrastus and Lackenbacher, I do not find here any
contradiction with the fundamentals of Democritus’ doctrine. In Democritus’ view colour
simply does not exist ‘by nature’ and the same thing can be differently coloured depending
on where we observe it from. Consequently, according to Democritus atoms of the same
shape can affect each other, though they are differently coloured because of their different

position. On the other hand, Democritus was well aware from experience that something
situated against a background of exactly the same colour becomes invisible. Cf. Pl. Tim. 67d:
‘equal (parts) ... are imperceptible; we also call them transparent’.
14<ellip>ōs

[‘inadequate’]: see no. 139 with comm. and comm. on no. 477, n. 1.

15We

find Cicero making fun of the dispute between the partisans of ‘images’ and of ‘rays’ in
Ad Att. II.3: ‘When you complain that the windows are too narrow, you should know that
you are finding fault with the Education of Cyrus. For when I said the same thing, Cyrus
(Cicero’s architect) used to say that the views given by rays coming from broad sources of
light are not so pleasant. For ‘let vision be A, the thing seen B and C, and the rays D and E’.
For you see the rest. For if we saw things via the impact of images, the images would
struggle very much in the narrow spaces. But now that flood of rays comes about very
nicely’. The theory of ‘rays’ is Aristotle’s, see Aet. IV.13.2: ‘some of the Academics say [that
vision occurs] when certain rays turn back the sight after impacting on the object’. Zeller
mistakenly attributes this theory also to Leucippus, Democritus and Epicurus (Ph. d. Griech.
I.2, p. 1127, n. 1) on the basis of the reading of a single passage of Aetius [IV.13.2]; Diels
brilliantly points out (Dox. 55) that we have here a case of dittography in the manuscript.
There are traces of this dispute also in Aet. V.12.3 (‘Why do offspring resemble others, but
not their parents?’): ‘the Stoics say that ... resemblances to others are caused by the
reception of effluences and rays, not by images’. Mathematical optics, based on the work of
Eudoxus and working wholly in that direction, did not make any attempt to discover
whatever might be the metaphysical preconditions of optical illusions; cf. Damian. 24.7:
‘optics does not undertake physical enquiries, nor does it investigate whether effluences are
transported to the surfaces of bodies by rays flowing out from the eyes, or images flow in a
straight line from the perceived objects into the eyes, or the air in between is expanded or
contracted by the luminous breath coming from the eye, but considers merely whether on
each hypothesis the straightness of the motion is preserved ...’
479
1Here,

as generally in the explanation of visual perception, Aetius speaks only of ‘images’; he
wants to have nothing to do with ‘imprints’ or ‘rays’. But we know from Apuleius that the
theory of reflection based on ‘images’, belonged to Epicurus alone; ‘other philosophers’
(hence including Democritus) obviously maintained another view. See Apul. Apologia 15:
‘Whether, as Epicurus says, images flow out from our bodies like sloughed-off skins and
then, when they collide with something smooth and solid, are broken up, reflected and
pushed backwards and so are picked up in reverse; or, as other philosophers argue, our
[visual] rays, whether poured out from within our eyes and then mixed with external light
and so united, as Plato thinks, or merely sent out from the eyes without any external help,
as Archytas imagines, or driven by the force of the air, as the Stoics suppose, once they have
collided with any smooth, shining, solid body, bounce back to our face at the same angle as

that at which they were emitted, and so form an image in the mirror of the external things
they touch and see’.
480
1DK

put a full stop after kata diadosin192 and suppose that this must be understood ‘in an
astrological sense’ [II.p. 112, l. 37n]. Given my punctuation this expression has very much
the same sense as in Theophr. De sensu 54, no. 478 with comm., n. 12: ‘and to give the rest
of the body a share in perception’. ‘as the mathematicians say’ refers only to the citing of
the expression kata diadosin.
2’the

light meets’: see comm. on no. 478, n. 1.

3See

no. 431.
IV. Colours

481
1See

no. 484.

482
1tropēi

(‘dependent on position’): see nos. 230, 248, 433, 434, esp. no. 433, Philop. In GC
314b15: ‘for the same body looks white at one time and black at another ... as the atoms in
the compound are rearranged and reordered’; n.434, Philop. ib. 315b9: ‘similarly when the
sun’s rays strike the pigeon’s neck it presents the appearance of different colours according
to the different positions of the body’.
483
1Cherniss,

op. cit., p. 166, n. 102: ‘The theory is here attributed to “the ancients”, by whom
Aristotle means ... and the Atomists (cf. De sensu 442b10-12, Theophr. De sens. 73, Alex. De
sensu 56, 12ff.), although he knew that the latter considered color only as a secondary
manifestation of the position of the atoms (GC 316a1-2), so that for them color was not an
effluence but the effect on the organ of sight of the position of parts in the effluence’.
Obviously this remark concerns not the substance of the question, but the imprecise
employment of the expression by Aristotle or Democritus.
2’by

touch’: see no. 428.

3’it

would be better to say’: see comm. on no. 431, n. 11.

4’in

the case of things situated next to each other’: see no. 282 with comm.

192

[In fact DK’s punctuation in the 5th and 6th edns. is identical to L’s, with a comma, not a full stop, after
diadosin.]

5’later’:

specifically in the last part of the Physics; see no. 429, end.

6’the

intermediate colours’: see no. 484: ‘he says that there are four simple colours, white...
black ... red and green ... and the others are mixtures of those’.
7’the

absurd conclusion’: namely that, as well as atoms of space they [the atomists] have to
allow atoms of time. See comm. on no. 282.
8’as

a specific conclusion’: see comm. on no. 282, n. 3.

484
1Cf.

Baumhauer, Sententiae veterum philosophorum graecorum de visu, luminibus,
coloribus; W. Kranz, ‘Die ältesten Farbenlehren der Griechen’, Hermes 47. 1912, pp. 126ff.;
see below, n. 25.
2’arranged

obliquely’: that means, obviously, that the atoms are arranged in a chequerboard
pattern, so that they touch only at the corners in a small space.
3’than

one another’: not the hard in comparison with the soft, as Diels [DK II, p. 120, l. 24n.]
and Alfieri [no ref. given] suppose, but in general, some of them in comparison with others,
whichever they are. On this Makovelski, Democritus, Baku, 1926 is entirely right.
4melan

means not just pure black, but any dark colour, especially dark blue (Kranz, Hermes
47, p. 135). This is very important for the doctrine of mixed colours set out below.
5’the

combinations’: cf. Ar. GC 329b26: ‘heat is what combines like things (for separating,
which is what fire is said to do, is combining things of the same sort)’.
6’green

wood’: does not refer to colour. The reference, as in Od. IX. 320, 379, is to ‘fresh’
i.e. sappy, as opposed to dry, wood. Kranz, op. cit., p. 132.
7’green’:

‘though this passage too is corrupt, its meaning is clear thanks to Theophrastus’
criticism’ (Kranz, op. cit., p. 132). That criticism follows below, but Democritus, after all, was
not mad and cannot have defined the colour green as ‘some combination of solid and void’,
for according to him everything in the world is of that sort. In my opinion Theophrastus is
criticising the form of Democritus’ exposition, rather than his thought; specially significant is
the fact that Theophrastus speaks of this in connection with Democritus’ strange general
explanation of the colour green. The key to the solution of the problem is given by the word
‘their’; ‘their colour’ cannot under any circumstances mean ‘the colour of the solid and the
void’, since void does not have any colour. That, of course, means only one thing, ‘the
colours green and red’. In that case ‘from the solid’ will mean ‘from the same solid as the
colour red’. Consequently, Democritus regards green as a variety of red, distinguished only
by the position of the atoms and the quantity of void. Later (77) we come across the same
theory, according to which green is merely a variety of red: ‘leek-green [i.e. dark green] of
purple and dark blue, or of green [i.e. light green, greenish-yellow] and purplish’. That

strange passage prompted W. Schultz, Die Farbenempfindungssystem der Hellenen, Leipzig,
1904, pp. 56ff. to understand prasinon [‘leek-green’] simply as ‘violet’; but that is
impossible, since prasinon regularly means simply ‘green’. The ‘reddish reflection’ which
Kranz refers to (op. cit., p. 135) is an altogether weak retreat from his position. However,
Kranz himself has to admit [ibid.] that ‘It remains incomprehensible how purple as well as
blue-green is visible in dark green’. By way of example Democritus adds ‘Sulphur is that
colour’, i.e. a mixture of green and purple. But sulphur has no red in it, and Kranz’ citing
[ibid.] of Goethe’s words ‘the colour of sulphur, which tends towards greenish’ is evidence
for precisely the opposite. We are led to the same conclusion, that Democritus regarded
red and green as varieties of the same colour, by the words (78): ‘if green and white are
mixed, we get flame-colour’, but we leave that passage aside, since it has been conjecturally
restored. But what comes next sounds totally unconvincing (78): ‘Red mixed with white
makes green’. Hardly anyone follows Kranz, who maintains (op. cit., p. 136) that for the
sake of his imaginary theory of the displacement of one colour by another Democritus
neglected experience and obvious truth. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 158 is obliged to translate this
passage as follows: ‘Red mixed with white makes green pure and free of black’, which is
impossible; from the linguistic point of view we should have to have to chlōron, not chlōron.
Alfieri supports his interpretation as follows: ‘Democritus cannot have got green from the
mixture of red and white’. But that case, as we have already seen, is precisely typical. It is
only in that connection that we can understand the mention (78) of green fruit which later
turns red; their green colour is here treated as a weakened red. Finally, everything
becomes perfectly clear thanks to Theophrastus’ criticism [82]: ‘Democritus’, he remarks,
‘never says that green and red are opposite colours; consequently, he obviously thinks that
they are not opposite, but that is totally astonishing, since everyone regards these as
opposite colours’. All of this makes me think that Democritus was profoundly colour-blind
and unable to distinguish green from red. When Schultz speaks of the colour-blindness of
the Greeks and especially of their insensitivity to bluish-yellow, that is quite incredible, since
Theophrastus attacks Democritus for precisely that ‘blindness’. But hardly anyone will
object in principle to the suggestion that Democritus was colour-blind, all the more because
even now there are more colour-blind people than is generally thought.
8’and

black’ (i.e. dark blue): see n. 4 above.

9’intermediate’:

i.e. a portion larger than the portion of black and smaller than the portion
of red. (mediocrem: Diels, Dox).
10

isatin (’dark blue’): darker than indigo, with a very black and yellow-green tings (Kranz,
op. cit, p. 135).
11to

prasinon ‘(leek-green’): in Aristotle this regularly means a pure green (Prantl, op. cit.,
pp. 116ff; Kranz, op. cit., p. 135).

12

to theion: see critical apparatus. In any event in the given context this cannot mean
‘divine’, as Makovelski thinks, but simply ‘sulphur’; see n. 7 above.
13to

karuinon (‘nut-brown’): ‘If nut-brown has to consist of yellow-green and bluish colour,
then obviously what is spoken of here is not the bright colour of the solid rind, but a dark
brown colour’ (Kranz, op. cit., p. 136). Cf. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 158, n. 404: ‘Karuinon (nutgreen) is not the bright colour of the shell of the nut, but the dirty brown colour which is
obtained by pressing the green shells: cp. Etym. Magn. karuobaphēs; Plin. NH XV.87’. The
passage of Pliny cited reads ‘the shell of the walnut (caryon) is used for dying wool and a red
hair-dye [is obtained from the young nuts]’.
14daskion

[‘shadowy’]: ‘yellow-green’ does not mean simply ‘dark-coloured’. Hence one
cannot relate the ms. reading askion [‘lacking shadow] to black and white, understanding
‘one another’ after ‘exclude’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 158 translates ‘that which is lacking in
shadow also eliminates the presence of black’, and Makovelski ,op. cit., p. 101, ‘things
lacking in shadow in turn exclude dark colour’. A similar translation would of course be
possible if we accepted Kranz’ reading (he deletes chlōron, so that the supplementation kai
leukon relates to the preceding ‘from yellow-green and bluish’), though the theory which
one would have to postulate on that reading would be quite strange, but neither Makovelski
nor Alfieri accepts Kranz’ conjecture. Together with Mullach and Diels (Dox.) I have no
doubt that the word to be read after to gar must mean ‘shadowy’, not ‘lacking shadow’ or
‘not casting a shadow’. Their attempts at textual emendation are given in the critical
apparatus. I should like, finally, to point out that in the word askios we may have an
intensifying alpha (see Kühner – Blass, Ausführliche Grammatik der Griechischen Sprache,
vol. I, Hanover, 1890, p. 324: ‘alpha intensivum: askios – densely shadowed’). A similar
archaising usage (cf. Il. XI.55: axulos [‘heavily wooded’] would be perfectly appropriate for
Democritus; cf. abios (‘abundant’) in his follower Antiphon [DK 87 B 43]. But we have
evidence telling against this in the circumstance that here in Theophrastus (73, 79) we come
across the word askios precisely in the sense ‘not casting a shadow) (see n. 23 below). I
have therefore attempted to restore another archaic word, daskion, which is frequently
found in the ancient poets (Homer, Pindar, Sophocles, Aeschylus, Euripides et al.).
15’makes

yellow-green’: see n. 7 above.

16euagēs

(‘bright, clear’): ‘the poetic word is apparently, like moira [‘fate, lot, portion’] and
misgein [‘mingle’] a quotation from Democritus’ (Kranz, op. cit., p. 136; cf. no. 281 with
comm.).
17diacheisthai

[‘relaxed’]: ‘the bright yellow-green colour changes gradually to a darker one.
See Pl. Tim. 46d: ‘cooling and heating , congealing and relaxing’; Theophr . De caus. plant.
III.4.1: ‘heat and permeate ... for that is when permeation most occurs’; IV.12.12: ‘the grains
of corn are more quickly permeated when they are exposed to the sun’. Though I here cite

Kranz, Hermes 47, p. 132, n. 3, his interpretation is not totally convincing; the meaning
‘ripen’ also remains perfectly possible.
18’the

principles’ (of colour): cf. (59): ‘white and black are the principles’. Cf. Baumhauer,
op. cit., p. 71.
19’for

the others posit [only] white and black’. That is not true; cf. Aet. I.15: ‘Empedocles
[said that they are] four, equal in number to the elements; white, black, red and green 193’
(Dox. p. 222). Apparently,Theophrastus did not know of Empedocles’ four colours.
20sumphusin

[‘structure’] and sundeseis [‘combinations’] here mean much the same as
‘relative position’ (for like atoms attract one another).
21prokrossas

and below agnumenas (see critical apparatus): ‘with the contour of a broken
line, similar to teeth [of a wheel], steps or palisades’. Cf. Dox. 523: ‘Theophrastus has
preserved the Democritean term, and even what follows does not seem to differ much from
Democritus’ words. Il. XIV.35 uses prokrossas erusan [‘they drew them up stepwise’] of
ships drawn up on shore in a semicircular arrangement, so that one projected from another
like pinnacles on a wall, which are called krossai at XII.258 and 444, explained by
Aristarchus as either pinnacles or steps (schol. on XII.258: ‘krossai are the headings of
memoranda, or the flights of steps round an anchorage’. Cf. Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis
Homericis, p. 231, n. 2 (Porph. and Nicanor ad loc.); Hsch. s.v. krossas. Hdt. VII.188 imitates
Homer. ... From Democritus’ use of prokrossos it is clearer that when pinnacles are
combined in this shape ˄˄˄˄˄ they signify a mound, because of the shape of the mounds,
no less than ascending stairs (anabasis, scalae)(cf. Pl. Rep. 515e; Plut. Rom. 20) because of
the rising of the steps (cf. Hdt. II.125), and hook-nosed heads surrounding an Argolic winebowl are called prokrossoi at Hdt. IV.152 ... morphai agnumenai [‘broken shapes’] are for
Democritus those which when combined make not a straight line but one which is as it were
broken’.
22’the

ascent’: cf. Aeneas Tact. 3.3: ‘by each ascent’. ‘To the anabasis [‘ascent’] of the
besieged there corresponds the mound of the besiegers, which was often equipped with
palisades and towers’ [DK II, p. 122, l. 9 n.]. Kranz is somewhat sceptical about the whole
attempt to correct the text: ‘This is as much as one can guess from the irremediably corrupt
words; for neither agnumenos helps at all (for t is not the atomic shapes which are broken,
but at most the planes), nor ta pro tōn teichōn chōmata (Mullach reads sōmata
[‘bodies’]194); for what are ‘the mounds in front of the walls’?’ The combination of the
singular ‘ascent’ with this plural is noteworthy. A technical expression must be concealed in
sōmata’ [op. cit., p. 131, n. 2].

193

[The ms. reading is ōchron, whose primary meaning is ‘pale’, though it sometimes means ‘yellow’ (see LSJ).
Luria’s ‘green’ presumably translates chlōron, which Diels suggests as an alternative reading at Dox. p. 222.]
194
[According to DK sōmata is the reading of the mss., chōmata Mullach’s suggested emendation.]

23’casts

no shadow’: ‘a vertical, stepwise positioning of atoms (as a staircase shows) in which
the surfaces are arranged at right angles to one another, casts no shadow when the sunlight
falls on it from in front’ (Kranz, op. cit., p. 131).
24’ex

hōn’: ‘from what principles’, ‘proceeding from where’, or even, as Alfieri translates (op.
cit., p. 160), ‘on the basis of what atomic shapes’ (of course, that is a weak expression, all
the more so because those words are followed not by tetheiē but by tetheiēsan, as Alfieri
himself points out). But this gives no reason to go along with Usener and Diels in changing
ex hōn to zōiōn [‘in the case of [some] animals’]. Usener cites as the basis for this change a
single passage of Aristotle, GA 785a21: ‘it is said that cranes turn darker as they grow older’.
But that comparison does not work; here the topic is change of colour given change in the
position of object and observer, there change of colour in connection with growth. We have
a better parallel to our passage in no. 434 above: ‘when people are looking from different
position it [the pigeon’s neck] looks ... golden to some and black to others’.
25’nature’:

‘the atoms (see no. 196 with comm.) come inside in vision’, so that the observer
can perceive that internal structure of bodies. This objection is entirely sophistical, above all
because, as we have already seen, Theophrastus knew very well that Democritus accepted
not only effluences from the surface of objects, but also rays in the opposite direction, from
the eye to the object. Moreover, the atomic structure of the object has great significance
for the perception of its surface: we perceive precisely the atomic structure of the surface,
though we do not see the individual atoms. Exactly so we must in no way suppose that
effluences flow from empty pores as well, and that that emptiness produces a
representation in us. It is precisely the lack of an effluence in specific places which allows us
to conclude that there are pores there, for ‘effluence from the void’ is a conclusion of the
Peripatetics. In so far as we know of something via effluences and in so far as in one way or
another we perceive the presence of pores in that thing, then in their opinion effluences
must flow from those pores also. This is precisely the argument Augustine uses to postulate
effluences from individual atoms (no. 471): ‘I ask whether images flow from the atoms
themselves? If they do, how are there then atoms from which other bodies split off? If not
... how do they know the atoms, which they have not been able to think of?’ Both
objections stand side by side, and I can only be astonished that Kranz not only shares
Theophrastus’ view (op. cit., p. 131 ‘The theory of the aporroē [‘effluence’] which does not
fit into this system, since nothing can flow from the void, the nature of which is nevertheless
important for the individual sense-impression’) but also manages to maintain that
Democritus actually accepted effluences from the void (p. 135: ‘how we may think of
effluences from the void, which they nevertheless seem to accept, at least in their
optics’)195. This is very typical of the failure of Kranz’ work. He seeks to show that
Democritus had no understanding of the technique of painting and that he arrived at his

195

[This sentence is not to be found on p. 135, nor, as far as I can see, anywhere else in Kranz’ article. I
presume that Luria is citing some other work of Kranz’.]

system of colours purely theoretically (pp. 132, 134ff.): in his opinion it was not Democritus
but Plato in the Timaeus who tried to construct a doctrine of colours, relying on artistic
practice. Of course, he remarks, Democritus himself speaks of mixing colours and the
addition of this or that colour, but ‘these expressions must not mislead us’ (p. 134).
Democritus’ words ‘to be clear to sight’ serve as a proof: ‘from which it follows that this is
an analysis of sense-impressions’ (Kranz, [ibid.]) and that Democritus investigated the
combination of colours not chemically but physically. This is to forget that in most cases the
results of both kinds of combination, physical and chemical, are identical, which is why for
Democritus there was absolutely no necessity to distinguish those kinds; but obviously for
Democritus, whom Aristotle himself regards in contrast to Plato as a paradigm investigator
of nature, of whom he speaks repeatedly (GC 316a: the successors of Democritus ‘are at
home in natural questions’, it is characteristic of them to ‘be persuaded by appropriate
arguments concerning nature’, for the Platonists it was characteristic to have ‘lack of
experience [hindering] a synoptic view’, they ‘do not investigate the facts’ or ‘they look at
only a few things and draw conclusions too easily’), practical observation played a very
major role. Another demonstration of Kranz’ is the following: in (76) it is said that to get
‘the most beautiful of all colours’ one must add only a little green ‘for one must not add in a
greater quantity’. ‘But in practice one may add in as much green as one likes’ (Kranz, op.
cit., p. 134). Consequently Democritus could not have had the least conception of the actual
mixing of colours. But here the question is simply how much green one must add to get the
most beautiful colour, and no-one can prohibit Democritus from having his own aesthetic
criteria; Kranz’ tastes are not obligatory for him. But it is interesting that, instead of trying
to investigate on the basis of modern science what is fruitful and correct in ancient science,
Kranz does exactly the opposite; he tries to show the worthlessness of contemporary
science with the help of ancient. ‘However, even contemporary chemistry reaches the point
of recognising in the molecule a definite ordering of atoms, and even accepts definite forms
of molecule’, he exclaims in distress (p. 131). He speaks, for example, ‘of the courageous
attempts (of antiquity) to solve the greatest difficulties with the aid of swift conclusions’[p.
132], and adds ‘Here, however, we must not forget modern science, which admits the
transformation of the heat rays of the spectrum into rays of red light’[p. 132, n. 2]. All these
sad reflections lead Kranz to the conclusion: ‘the endless play of colours which delights our
senses is not the act of blind necessity, but of the Demiurge: man may approach him only
with reverence’ (p. 139). Sapienti sat.196

196

[These concluding remarks seriously misrepresent Kranz’ article. The passages cited from pp. 131-2 do not,
as Luria suggests, seek to denigrate modern science by comparison with ancient, but simply to point out
certain analogies between the two on particular points. (It is worth noting that Luria’s translation begins both
quoted sentences with vprochem, (‘however’, suggesting contrast, whereas Kranz has ‘übrigens’ (‘moreover’),
indicating similarity of view.) The passage ‘the courageous attempts ...’ is in fact taken from a specific criticism
of Democritus’ excessively brief account of the primary colours, not from a passage of praise for ancient
science in general. It is hard to see what is ‘sad’ in these remarks, or why the quotation from p. 131 should be
taken as an expression of distress. Finally, the thesis stated in the concluding quotation is not Kranz’ own, but
Plato’s in the Timaeus.]

26’for

it seems that way to everyone’: on Democritus’ colour-blindness see n. 7 above.

487
1diatagēi

238ff.

te kai ruthmōi kai protropēi [‘arrangement and shape and position’]: see nos.

d. THE OTHER SENSES
I. Hearing
489
1See

no. 480.

2’lightning’:

see comm. on no. 431.

490
1That

this theory was first stated not by Epicurus but by Democritus is attested by Plutarch
himself below.
2’parts’:

‘between the parts’. The parts are not the atoms, but volumes of air, which, we
know, consists of atoms of different kinds (panspermia), consequently something like
‘molecules’. Cf. comm. on no. 494, n. 2. In fact, atoms cannot be compressed, since they
‘are not subject to external influence’; when the temperature falls it is not the atoms which
are reduced in size, but these parts (‘volumes’, i.e. the empty spaces contained in them),
even when the expanse of space between these ‘molecules’ increases. In the same way the
word endiespartai [‘is scattered’] relates to the empty spaces between atoms, but the word
memiktai [‘is mixed’] to the spaces between ‘parts of air’.
3’is

muffled’: i.e. becomes unclear, inaudible. Cf. below: ‘muffle’ i.e. silence.

4’large

distances’: i.e. within a single part (‘volume’), between the atoms composing that
volume. See here, at the beginning; no. 494 (Alex. ad loc. 68.13, at the end).
491
1’the

fragments of sound’ relates equally to ‘of the same shape’ and to ‘roll around with’: a)
the air is split up into particles of the same shape as the various particles of the sound; b)
each of these particles rolls along with a sound-particle of the same shape.
2’how

could a few’: see no. 432.

493a
1Just

as images (eidōla) are bodies similar to the objects which emit them, and so are
capable of causing harm (the evil eye, see no. 476), so sounds which reflect harmful or
shameful objects can do harm, for they are either ‘bodies of the same shape’, or the
‘shadow of the deed’. So one should euphēmein [‘avoid blasphemous or ill-omened
speech’] and not utter such words.
II. Taste
494

1’consistencies’:

see Ar. De sensu 441a11ff.: ‘We see the flavours changing through heat,
when the pericarps are removed and they are exposed to the heat of the sun or to fire. That
is not because they [the flavours] are drawn out of the moisture, but they change in the
pericarp itself, and when they are extracted and left to lie, over time they become sour
instead of sweet and bitter and all sorts of things, and when they are boiled they change, so
to speak, into all kinds of flavours’.
2’parts

of the water, molecules’: see comm. on no. 490, n. 2. If my understanding is correct,
it may turn out that two such ‘molecules’ of water can be seen as ‘molecules’ of two distinct
substances perceptible by taste, for in this the only significant atoms are those which
stimulate our sense of taste, though they may be very few, i.e. those atoms which are
‘related’ to the atoms of the body. In virtue of changes in the order and position of such
(and only such) atoms in a single ‘molecule’ it becomes a ‘molecule’ of a different substance
perceptible by taste.
3’different

flavours coming into being’, specifically ‘over time’: see n. 1 above.

495
1’of

different shape’: see nos. 238ff.

2The

passage is not entirely clear. The meaning is given in the translation.197 ‘peculiar to
each’: this of course depends on the different atomistic structure of different people’s sense
organs.
496
1’the

other substances’: cf. Theophr. De caus. plant. VI.1.5: Diels [Dox. p. 518, l. 2 n.]
suggests addition ‘and it relaxes what is compacted’.
2’with

hooks’: cf. ‘with many hooks’ [trans. ‘zigzag’] just below (Diels).

3’would

be mixed in’, for if that were actually so, as Alfieri correctly remarks (op. cit., p. 151,
n. 384) the whole body would have become salty, which is not the case.
4’for

the pungent has many angles’ contrasts with ‘the pungent is round’: cf. here ‘the
pungent ... is round and angular’. The discussion of ‘round substance’ is omitted either by
Theophrastus or in the ms tradition (see comm. on no. 503).

197

[Alexander appears to be objecting to the atomists’ theory that differences of flavour ore determined by
differences of shape of the atoms composing the thing tasted, the objection being that shapes are ‘common
sensibles’, i.e.objects perceptible by more than one sense, whereas tastes are peculiar to the sense of taste.
(That could be at most an objection to the identification of tastes with shapes, not to the thesis that tastes are
determined by shapes.) L translates ‘though the shapes of the atoms are perceived in common by everyone,
they turn out in taste to be peculiar (to each individual)’.]

5’for

the angular is of that kind’, i.e. the effect produced by ‘round atoms’ thanks to their
size and round shape (specifically heating and softening) is also produced by angular atoms
thanks to their ‘roughness’; cf. (65) ‘being rough and angular ... they heat the body’, and
also comm. on no. 503.
6’similar’:

as Diels remarks [DK II, p. 118, l. 27n.]Theophrastus was unwilling here, as in some
other places, to set out his usual special account of oily and harsh flavours (cf. De caus.
plant. IV.4.1; Ar. De an. II.10).
7’unmixed

with the others’: cf. Ar. MM 1204a38: ‘the good is unmixed with bad things’; Top.
119a27 (Diels [Dox . p. 518, l. 20n.].
8

‘in each’, i.e. each flavour, ‘there are many’, i.e. shapes. ‘and the same one’, i.e. the same
flavour.
9The

sophistic-eristic character of these objections, as of the totally identical objections in
no. 498, becomes apparent on the comparison of this passage with no. 441 (69): ‘and in
general the greatest contradiction, which pervades the whole theory, is his both making
them states of perception and distinguishing them by their shapes’. There Theophrastus
regards it as inadmissible to explain perceptions simultaneously by the shapes of the atoms
and by the properties of the perceiving organ; here he finds fault with Democritus for not
doing so. It is perfectly possible that in setting out his doctrine of ‘substances perceptible by
taste’ Democritus touched on the role of the perceiving organs only in passing, even though
of course he knew perfectly well how important a role they play; as is well known, he
himself always emphasised that. Alfieri makes the same point, op. cit., p. 140, n. 356.
498
1This

passage is a criticism of Democritus. ‘the powers’ refers to the powers of substances
perceived by taste, independent of sensation, or in other words the properties of
substances perceived by taste (Alfieri, op. cit., p. 140, n. 355). Cf. Langerbeck, op. cit., p.
110, n. 1. See comm. on no. 496, n. 9.
499
1’prior’:

i.e. ‘on the surface of each substance, as Makovelski and Alfieri translate. Thus, for
instance, the fact that we almost always experience sweetness in a sweet substance is
explained by the fact that the corresponding atoms are situated on the surface and are all
the time secreted on to our tongue; but in that ‘substance’ there are a small number of
other atoms, corresponding to every other taste (‘the appropriate ones in each case’).
2’in

bringing these things about’: this is the constant, boring refrain of idealistic philosophy;
see e.g. no. 463. A parody of Democritus’ doctrine of taste is found in a fragment of the
comic poet Damoxenus of Athens (Athen. III, p. 102 B = 349 K, The Foster-brothers, fr. 2 =
DK 68 C 1):

So when you see an ignorant cook
who hasn’t read the whole of Democritus ...
and Epicurus’ Canon, smear him with shit and
send him away as you would from a school. For
this is what you have to know, first of all, my dear sir, how the glaukiskos
[a kind of fish] is different in summer and winter, and then what fish is best
at the setting of the Pleiades and at the solstices. For their alterations and motions
cause changes in food, which are a terrible trouble for people, you know.
But what is taken at the right time does one good. -- Who understands this?
-- That is why colic and wind make the guest disgrace himself. But the food I
provide is nourishing and digestible and wafts through the body properly.
So its humour is distributed evenly into the pores everywhere. For, Democritus
says, things which are where they ought not to be make the person who eats them
arthritic.
-- And you seem to me to know something of medicine too
-- Like everyone who knows the secrets of nature.

III. Smell
501
1’some

[reduce smell] to moist exhalations (atmis), others to dry (anathumiasis)’. Then
Aristotle goes on: ‘for vapour (atmis) is a kind of moisture, but the other is a smoky
exhalation, and water is composed of the former, but a certain kind of earth of the latter’.
Meteor. 387b7: ‘oil gives off fumes but not vapour, while water gives off vapour but not
fumes’. In other places Aristotle regards vapours as a kind of exhalation (Meteor. 341b7):
‘there necessarily occur exhalations ... of two kinds, one containing more vapour, the other
more wind. The former is the vapour of the moisture within and on the earth, the latter a
smoky exhalation from the dry earth itself. The windy exhalation rises above [the other]
because it is warm... (359b8) for there are two kinds of exhalation ... moist and dry ... the
moist does not occur without the dry nor the dry without the moist, but they are all named
according to the predominating characteristic’. As we see, there is a similar evaporation,

both moist and dry, from every body: this is the Democritean ‘effluence’ or ‘stream of
atoms’.
2’’exhalation’

... is applied in a similar way to ‘effluences’’: on ‘exhalations’ in Democritus see
no. 383, ps-Plut. Plac. I.4.3: ‘the bodies (i.e. atoms) which are exhaled’; no. 472a (Aug. Ad
Diosc. 118.27): ‘Images ... are carried away from bodies in a continuous emanation like
vapour’; the imitation of Democritus in DL Proem. 7: ‘the air is full of images ... flowing off
because of exhalation ... ‘(no. 472a). Cf. nos. 375, 428.
IV. Touch (cold and heat)
503
1From

what follows we see that Democritus comes to what is at first glance a contradictory
conclusion: heat is produced on the one hand by round atoms with no angles, on the other
by angular atoms ‘for the angular produces that effect’ (no. 496, Theophr. De sensu 67). Of
course that contradiction would be eliminated by accepting that Democritus always
regarded roundness as a kind of angularity; see Aristotle, no. 131 [De caelo 307a16]:
‘according to Democritus the sphere cuts in virtue of being a kind of angle’ (i.e. a polygon),
with Simplicius’ commentary [662.11-12]: ‘the sphere is bent at every point, so as a whole it
is appropriately called an angle’. This is in agreement with no. 496 (67): ‘pungent taste is ...
both round and angular’. In that case it would be necessary to accept Diels’ conjecture [DK
II, p. 118, l. 26] of ‘roundness and angularity ‘ instead of ‘roundness and absence of
angularity ‘ in no. 496 (67), though the words which follow ‘for the angular leads to that
result’ are inappropriate for that correction. All this, however, seems implausible to me; the
expression ‘the pungent is angular’ indicates definitely that there followed ‘and the pungent
is round’ which has subsequently fallen out. So in both the passages just cited ‘round’ and
‘angular’ have to be understood as alternatives: both round and angular atoms can produce
‘the substance of pungent taste’ and its accompanying sensation of ‘heat’, but that is to say
that there are two kinds of ‘substance of pungent taste’, just as there are two kinds of white
colour; see no. 484 (73): ‘white is what is smooth ... hard, white things are composed of
such shapes ... those which are friable and brittle are composed of round [atoms] positioned
obliquely ... ‘. But both round and angular atoms each in their own way separate the atoms
of the body from one another and so increase the size of the body, and in so doing produce
heat, see e.g. no. 505 [Simpl. In De caelo 564.24ff.]: ‘those which separate and divide cause
the sensation of heat, those which combine and compress that of cold’. So passage no. 504
[Theophr. De sensu 65], where we read ‘the angular compress and draw together, and
therefore heat [the body]’ is in clear contradiction with the remaining passages, so that the
ms. reading is impossible and we have to postulate an omission. We have, as I have done in
the text, to read ‘expand rather than’. This theory was later taken over by Plato, except
that, in order to escape the paradox ‘the sphere as a whole is an angle’, he conceived the
atoms of fire as not spherical but pyramidical. Ar. De caelo 307b10ff., which, as Simplicius
correctly remarks (ad loc., 670,6) discusses Plato together with others, also refers, I am sure,

to Democritus: ‘some who try to discuss its power (i.e. the power of fire) ... say that what
has large parts is cold because it compresses (see no. 504, cited above) and does not pass
through the pores. So it is clear that the hot would be what passes through, and that is
always what has small parts’. See the corresponding passage of Plato, Tim. 61e ff.: ‘the ...
fineness of the sides and the sharpness of the angles and the smallness of the parts ...
always cut quickly through whatever they meet with ... separating and dividing up the
bodies into small parts it caused, as one would expect, that effect that we now call heat.
The opposite of these is clear, but all the same let nothing be missing from the account.
When those fluids surrounding the body which are composed of larger parts enter and push
out those composed of smaller parts they cannot reach the places where the latter were
situated, and they push our moisture along with them and make it uniform and motionless
instead of varied and in motion, solidifying it as a single mass. And this unnatural unity
naturally fights back, pushing itself in the opposite direction , and this battle and earthquake
causes shaking and shivering (cf. no. 506), and this effect and its cause acquired the name of
cold’. The ‘battle’ mentioned here, accompanied by trembling and shivering (cf. no. 506), is
extremely typical of Democritus (see no. 12): hence it seems that in all essentials Plato here
goes back to Democritus. For Democritus, cold is produced by large, twisted, spiral
(skalēna)198 atoms, which penetrate between others with difficulty; see also comm. on no.
507.

2See

comm. on no. 462.

504
1’changing

shape’: here refers not to atoms’ changing from one shape to another, since
atoms are not subject to external influence, but only to changes in the position, order and
structure of the atoms in perceived bodies.
506

198

[L translates the Greek word skalēna by izvilistimi i vitimi, ‘twisted and spiral’. But the Greek word means
‘uneven’ (e.g. an odd number) or ‘unequal’ (e.g. a scalene triangle, i.e. one with sides of unequal length). As a
description of atoms it would most naturally mean ‘having unequal dimensions, asymmetrical’. Acc. Theophr.
De sensu 66 by skalēna atoma Democritus means atoms which interlock with one another, which suggests that
the sense may be ‘having an irregular or uneven outline’. That approximates to L’s rendering, but ‘twisted’ and
‘spiral’ seem excessively specific. As L does not identify the passage which he is translating here, it is
impossible to check the context. It does not seem to be no. 507.]

1skalēnōn

kai trigōnoeidōn (‘triangles with twisted sides’199): triangles of that kind hook on
to the neighbouring atoms and thanks to that tighten the whole body.
2’shivering

and shaking’: as in Pl. Tim. 62b, comm. on no. 503, n. 1.

3’roughness’:

there are then two kinds of ‘roughness’. One of these depends on angular
atoms with straight sides; that kind of ‘roughness’ cuts into the body, increases its size and
consequently produces heat (no. 496, Theophr. De sensu 65). The other is caused by atoms
of twisted shape (ta skalēna)200, and compresses the body and produces cold.
4’seeds’:

cf. the Democritean expression panspermia [‘a collection of all kinds of seeds’].

507
1 ’a

large space outside’: this does not mean that bodies are expanded by cold, for what is
here referred to is not the expansion of volumes of air, but the coming into being of empty
spaces between such volumes precisely as a result of their compression. See further comm.
on no. 490.
509
1’the

motion (of the sphere) occurs at a point’: see comm. on no. 131.
e. Miscellaneous

510
1’in

the body, not the soul’: Zeller, Ph. d. Gr. I.2, p. 1119, n. 1, regards this passage as corrupt
and suggests reading ‘of the soul, not the body’. This is unnecessary, since from the point of
view of later doxographers, Democritus’ totally material ‘soul’ was something material, not
spiritual. That is exactly what Aetius means by the expression ‘in the body, not the soul’.
Alfieri thinks the same, op. cit., p. 36, n. 145.

511
1’new

things every day’ (i.e. ‘with new thoughts for the new day): this dictum of Democritus’
goes back to Heraclitus DK 22 B 6 = Ar. Meteor. 355a13: ‘the sun ... as Heraclitus says, is new
every day’. In two of the three passages of Plutarch cited in the text there is reference, as in
Heraclitus, to the sun.
513

199

[On the translation of skalēnon see preceding footnote. ‘Interlocking triangles’ appears a more plausible
translation.]
200
[See preceding footnotes.]

1Democritus’

physiological investigation On Laughter, which Cicero apparently refers to here
(De orat. II.58.235) may have been, as was first suggested by A. Kiessling, Horaz, vol. III,
Berlin, 1889, p. 183, a major source for the conception of the ‘perpetually laughing
philosopher’ which is widespread in later writers.

F. BIOLOGY
a. ZOOGONY
I. How animals arose from the earth

514
1It

should be noted that here the subject does not necessarily have to be the emergence of
the first people immediately from the earth: it is perfectly possible that according to
Democritus it was not people but much more primitive beings which emerged from the
earth, and that it was only as a result of a long development that people were formed from
those beings. Unfortunately this passage of Aetius is hopelessly corrupt, but all the same
not only my attempt at restoration of the text, but also that of Diels (see app. crit.) lead to
that sense, for although Alfieri op. cit., p. 163 translates eideōn anarthrōn as ‘unarticulated
limbs’ that is a clear mistake, since eidos can mean only ‘species’ or ‘individual’ (see e.g.
Bonitz, Index Aristotelicus). Sustasis means not only ‘combination’ or ‘coagulation’, but also
‘coming into being’ generally; e.g. Arius Didymus Epitome physica 21 (Dox. 458): ‘from it (i.e.
fire) as the original stuff the other things come to be by a process of change, and they are all
... finally dissolved into it, so that their coming to be is conferred by it’; Galen, Hist Philos. 8
(Dox. 605): ‘principle’ is said in three ways, first as cause, secondly by way of coming to be,
thirdly by way of demonstration ... by way of coming to be when we investigate which part
has come to be first’; Aet. I.3.4 (Dox. 278): ‘animals come to be from pure... air’; I.6.3 (Dox.
293): ‘mind has come to be ... in the head’. In any case Alfieri translates zōogonountos as
‘having generated worms’, and so he too does not accept that according to Democritus
people came into being immediately from the earth. Löwenheim (op. cit., pp. 111ff., 160ff.)
also cites an interesting passage from Redi, Experimenta circa generationem insectorum ,
Opuscula v. 1, Amsterdam, 1686, p. 9, n. 268, who writes: ‘People came into being, as
Democritus says, in the form of little worms, which thereafter gradually and imperceptibly
received human form’. Löwenheim supposes that Redi had at his disposal some piece of
ancient evidence unknown to us; but it is possible that the whole of Redi’s testimony had its
only source in Lactantius’ words ‘like worms’ (cited here). Further, Löwenheim relies on
Aet. V.19.2 (Dox. 430): ‘Epicurus and his followers ... say that animals come to be by change
from one another, for they are parts of the cosmos’. If this refers to transformation from
one form to another, that could be seen as a particular form of the theory of the origin of
species, going back to Democritus. But the words ‘for they are parts of the cosmos’ indicate
rather another meaning, namely that after death animals are dissolved into their atoms,
from which other beings are later constituted. See also S. Luria, ‘Predecessors of Darwinism
in antiquity’, Archive of the history of science and technology IX, pp.. 129ff.; Zeller, ‘Über die
grieschichen Vorgänger Darwins’, Abh. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss., 1878, pp. 111-25; H.J. Lulofs,
1) ‘De ouden oven apstamming en erfelijkheid’, Nederl. Tijdschrift vor geneeskunde, 1923, I,
pp. 878-94; 2) ‘Hippocrates’ geschrift “Over lucht, water en bodem” in zijn historischgeographische beteekenis’, Tijdschrift van het koninglick nederlandsch aardrijkskundig
genootschap, 2-e ser. dl. XXXIII, 1916, Afl. 4, pp. 522ff.
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1On

the authorship of this theory see comm. on no. 382; Diodorus (I.6.3) ascribes it to ‘those
who think that the world comes to be and perishes’.
2’putrid

areas covered with thin membranes’: cf. Hermipp. II.1.6: ‘membranes like bubbles’;
Tzetz. Schol. ad Hesiod. III.58: ‘putrid and bubble-like membranes’; Pl. Phaedo 96b: ‘when
what is hot and cold putrifies, as some people say, then animals are generated’;
Harpocration s.v. embios [‘alive’]: ‘Antiphon, Truth bk. 1 ‘and the putrefaction of wood
would come to be alive’’; Aet. II.7.2: ‘Leucippus and Democritus stretch a coat and a
membrane round the cosmos’; Hippocr. De carn. : ‘putrid areas like coats’; Nemes. De nat.
homin. 2.46: ‘It is the work of providence to preserve the being of mortal creatures which
are born from one another; I mean those which do not come from putrefaction, when in
succession to one thing the putrefaction preserves others in being; now the greatest work of
creation is to make things from nothing’. This expression ‘putrefaction’ has, of course, a
transferred sense; the appearance of a ‘putrid ulcer’ is the beginning of the process of
forming skin. I think that this expression was taken from observation of the healing of a
wound; when the hot surface of the wound comes into contact with the cold air something
like a crust is formed, and when that falls off new skin appears. This formation of a scar
could in antiquity have occurred only rarely without suppuration, hence the expression
‘putrefaction’, which here strictly speaking does not mean anything diseased (F. Dümmler,
Akademika, Giessen, 1889, p. 229).
3This

doctrine goes back to Empedocles: see Aet. V.19.5, Dox. 430, DK 31 A 72: ‘all the kinds
of animals were distinguished according to these mixtures; some had a drive towards water,
others, which contained more of the fiery element, flew up into the air, and the heavier
settled on the earth’.
4One

should pay attention to the expression ‘the reptiles and the rest’; it would scarcely
have been possible if at that time mammals too had come into being. We must suppose
that Democritus regarded reptiles as the most highly developed of the animals which were
born from the earth.
5’of

the same kind’: see no. 315 ff.

6The

hitherto anonymous dialogue Hermippus was ascribed on the basis of two mss in Turin
(Pasini, Codices bibliothecae regiae Taurinensis, vol. 1, pp. 151, 384) by Elter (Byz. Zeitschr.
VI, 1897, p. 164) to Ioannes Catrares (cf. Diels, Procli Diadochi in Platonis Timaeum
commentarius, II, p. III, n.. 2; Boll, 1) Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Philol. 16, 1913, p. 119, 2)
Sitzungsb. d. Heidelberg. Akad. 1912, no. 8). Its Christian cosmology is clearly transformed
in sec. 5 to the doctrine of Democritus, as was first noticed by Norden, Jahrb. f. Philol.,
Suppl. XIX, p. 423. Besides the membranes, from Hecataeus-Diororus (I.7.5), there is also
repeated (9,10) the observation that the earth no longer brings forth larger animals [DK II, p.
136, ll. 21-5].

7See

n. 2 above.

8’sufficiently

baked, ripened’: see comm. on no. 534.

9After

‘plants’ there follow the words ‘according to the mind of the creator’, a typical
Christian insertion.
10pneuma

[‘spirit’], translated back into Democritus’ language and form of thought, gives, of
course, ‘fire’ and ‘psychic heat’ (= the heat of the soul-atoms).
11endosimon:

‘occasion, opportunity, prelude, [signal (to start a race)]’; [with] ‘from that’ is
understood ‘time’; this seems to mean ‘according to the model of that time’, i.e. a weak
reflection of that time. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 191, translates, perhaps correctly ‘As having then
been given the start by him’ (i.e. the divine Artificer). If his translation is correct, this too is a
Christian insertion.
12pagenta:
13See

‘frozen’, i.e. cold-blooded.

n. 3 above.

14phuta

te kai dendra: ‘plants and trees’.

15’more

bloodless’: the comparative degree is interesting. Hermippus’ source does not
know of any bloodless animals (a large class of animals in Aristotle’s system), but simply
more or less bloodless animals.
16’more

divine’: this may go back to Democritus, but in that case the reference is to a better
combination of fire-atoms; cf. Dio 36.1: ‘Homer, by getting a share in the divine nature ...’;
cf. comm. on no. 472a, n. 4.
17’The

last offshoot of the Democritean World System transmitted by Hecataeus’ [DK II, p.
137, ll. 24-5].
18’The

Greeks’: pagan scholars.

19’putrid

membranes like bubbles’: see n. 2 above.

20’humans’:
21After

this was not the view of Democritus (see n. 21 below).

these words there follows: ‘that the earth was able to generate animals is shown
from many cases, including the mice which are generated in Egyptian Thebes after the
retreat of the Nile flood’. This report of the generation of mice from the earth in Egypt is
simply an abbreviation of a story in Diodorus, attributed by him to Egyptian sages (I.10.2):
‘they try to find evidence of the original birth of animals in the fact that that even now at
certain times in the area of Thebes the land generates so many mice of such a kind that
those who see it are astonished. For some of them are completely formed as far as the
chest and forelegs and they can move, but have the rest of the body unformed, still

consisting of mud. And even in our day according to what the Egyptians say one can clearly
see living creatures being generated in the residue of the waters. For they say that when
the sun dries out the mud after the river has gone down animals are generated, some
completely formed, others incomplete and similar in nature to the earth’. The story is
placed not in the introduction but in the so-called ‘Egyptian Antiquities’ where in general
there can be found much that does not agree with the doctrine of Democritus; this passage
contradicts the reports of the introduction (no. 515: ‘the earth ... can no longer give birth to
any of the larger animals’) and of Ioannes Catrares, II.1.18: ‘it is no longer capable of
generating animals of any size’. Diodorus himself (or, more precisely, his source) feels that
this story does not cohere with the doctrine which he is summarising; he comments that the
fact which he is reporting is an exception (I.10.3): ‘for now, when the earth does not
produce such a thing anywhere else, it is only here {in Egypt) that one can observe any
animals being generated in this extraordinary way’. Consequently we are not obliged to
regard the concluding lines of Tzetzes as going back to Democritus, and Diels had no ground
for including these words in his collection of testimonia on Democritus. So the word
‘humans’ in Tzetzes [n. 20 above] need not necessarily have been taken from Democritus.
22The

authorship is very dubious. In Geoponica XV.2.21 (= fr. 81 Wellmann) there is
preserved a passage of very similar content, but with many exaggerations of a magical
character, and since, according to the generally accepted view the source for the Geoponica
was not Democritus of Abdera but Democritus Bolus of Mendes, it would be possible to
regard the passage of Columella as taken from the latter. M. Wellmann supposes (‘Die
Georgika des Demokritos’, Abh. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss.. 1921, no. 4, pp. 24-5) that the
custom described here is of much later, African, origin. But the belief in spontaneous
generation is, as is well known, very ancient, and is in complete concordance with the
zoogony of Democritus of Abdera. Further, in Columella (fr. 80 Wellmann), in contrast to
the Geoponica, there is no mention of any magical rites. Moreover, Democritus Bolus, of
course, took over a great deal from Democritus. Therefore, along with Diels and Kranz [DK
II, p. 149, l. 16n.] I suppose that the authorship of Democritus of Abdera remains possible.
Cf. Kroll, Hermes 69, 1934, p. 230.
II. Are changes determined by their cause or by their end?
Instinct and intellect
516
1This

theory belongs to Democritus. In addition to the grounds already given (comm. on no.
31), the following should also be pointed out:
1. Zeller (Abh. d. Berl. Akad. d. Wiss., 1878, pp. 111-25) brilliantly proved that this doctrine
does not belong to Empedocles. Despite that, Diels listed this passage as a fragment of
Empedocles (DK 31 B 61); therefore, Zeller’s work had remained unknown to him.

2. Zeller’s thesis that this theory was invented by Aristotle himself solely for the purpose of
immediately refuting it does not stand up to criticism, as Löwenheim showed, in view of
Aristotle’s words ‘those who say that’, and Aristotle himself comments (De cael. 297b6):
‘Proofs of the opposite [theses] are difficulties for their opposites’. Ross (Aristotle, Physics,
p. 528) makes the same supposition, drawing the correct conclusion from the infinitive
sumpesein [‘falls out by chance’]: ‘The construction is due to the fact that Aristotle is in
effect quoting a view held by certain other thinkers’.
3. Despite Zeller, Aristotle’s remark (De respir. 472a2): ‘like the other natural philosophers,
he too [i.e. Democritus] makes no use of this cause’ (i.e. the final cause) does not mean that
the teleological world-view was unknown to Democritus and that he had no quarrel with it,
for it was very ancient, but simply that he himself wanted to have nothing to do with that
outlook. Cf. Aristotle’s words in no. 23 (GA 789b2): ‘Democritus ... was not willing to speak
about the goal, but reduces everything ... to necessity’.
4. Zeller was himself obliged to add that ‘we could have looked for the author of this theory
above all in Democritus of Abdera’. But at the same time his reasons for denying
Democritus’ authorship turned out to be imaginary. Philoponus201 comments: ‘this opinion
seems to have been held by those of the ancient natural philosophers who say that material
necessity is the cause of what happens, and of the later philosophers by the Epicureans’,
and therefore above all by Democritus, who was famous as an ‘admirer of necessity’ (see
no. 517, Ar. GA 789a12: ‘of necessity’). This doctrine is also in complete agreement with his
other applications of ‘the theory of adaptation’ cited in no. 517. On the connections
between Darwin and this passage of Aristotle see my article in Archive of the history of
science and technology IX, pp. 143-4.
2’as

Empedocles says’: as Zeller shows, this comment cannot at all mean that the entire
doctrine cited here also belongs to Empedocles. This is merely a parallel drawn by the
inventors of this theory, as Philoponus points out (315.4): ‘they take up the examples of the
monsters spoken of by Empedocles, as he himself says that the monsters which came into
being at the beginning did not survive’. Ross (Aristotle, Physics, p. 528) comments on this
passage: ‘‘ta bougenē androprōra’ [‘a race of cattle with the faces of men’] the phrase
occurs in Empedocles fr. 61, but with reference simply to the production of such creatures.
A reference to their perishing in the struggle for existence may have followed; or, as
Hamelin suggests ‘as [Empedocles speaks of the race of cattle] with faces of men’ may refer
to ‘such as were not like that’, rather than to ‘perished and perish’’.
3’things

that are enlarged become sharper and sharp things get more enlarged’: the first
part is comprehensible, for where some material is subject to twisting (specifically, on the
outer side of the curved portion of the jaw) it splits up into small sharp fragments. But what
can be the meaning of ‘sharp things get more enlarged’? I can interpret this only as a
201

[The quotation is actually from Simplicius In Phys. 372.9-11, cited at the end of text no. 516.]

necessary consequence of the first part: ‘and (therefore) the sharp fragments separate from
one another’.
4Supporters

of the teleological construction of nature cite the fact that not only lions but
eagles too are supposed to be so constructed that their claws retract and so are not worn
down. Plut. De curios. 520F: ‘eagles and lions draw in their claws when they walk’.
5’and

everything happens the same way even now’: consequently, Philoponus202 regards it
as necessary to give special emphasis to Aristotle’s passing remark ‘they perished and
perish’, as a formula expressing the creed of the materialists who are being refuted.
517
1That

the non-teleological part of this explanation of the appearance and shedding of teeth
belongs to Democritus is attested by Aristotle himself [GA 789b3-7]: ‘Democritus, [however,
neglecting the final cause] reduces [to necessity all the operations of nature]. Now they are
necessary ... but yet they are for a final cause [and for the sake of what is best in each case].
Thus nothing prevents the teeth from being formed and shed in this way; but it is not on
account of these causes’. Philoponus shows this especially in connection with the question
of the warmth of milk; true, at first glance one might suppose that what we have here is not
an exposition of Democritus’ views, but simply a continuation of Aristotle’s criticism of
Democritus, since immediately before Aristotle criticises Democritus’ assertion that teeth
appear prematurely as a result of suckling. All of the arguments which Aristotle brings
against this theory retain their full force against the variant which has to do with the
warmth of the milk. Consequently we have no reason not to believe Philoponus when he
maintains that Democritus set out precisely that point in his own theory. The doctrine that
‘in most processes the motive cause is the air’ also belongs to Democritus (see no. 518).

518
1’nor

the air in it’ [i.e. the embryo]: as we have seen above (no. 517, end), Aristotle has no
objection to the theory that it is the air which forms the organs. But in that breath he sees,
not a self-sufficient cause, but only an instrument of the Demiurge, as generally in the case
of ‘natural necessity’. It may be that here too he understands ‘air, breathed out by the
Demiurge’.
519

202

[Presumably a slip for ‘Simplicius’, who is being discussed here.]

1Cf.

DK 31 B 92: ‘Empedocles says that the cause [of the sterility of mules]is the mixture of
seeds...’ This was apparently the explanation which Philoponus ascribes to Democritus,
since he mistakenly read sporous [‘seeds’] instead of porous [‘passages’]
2heteromorphous

(‘of inappropriate form’): the same as ‘the passages are spoiled’ in
Aristotle [cited in this section]. This passage shows at the same time that the correct
reading is porous, not sporous, as in Philoponus.
3From

nos. 516-9 it is perhaps possible to conclude that for Democritus changes in organs
come about ‘spontaneously’, ‘by force of natural necessity’, e.g. in no. 516 by force of the
laws of bending; but among living things only those individuals survive which are subject to
advantageous changes; all the others die out. Artificial changes (cf. such an unnatural
creature as the mule) cannot be perpetuated by heredity. It seems that on this question
Aristotle contrasts Empedocles, who accepts the inheritance of acquired characteristics,
with the Democriteans, ‘those who think that everything happens spontaneously’ (PA
640a19 ff.): ‘Therefore Empedocles was not right to say that animals have many properties
because it happened that way at their birth, for instance that the spine is the way it is
because it happened to get broken by being twisted; first of all he is unaware that there
must be component seed with that power, and then that there existed the efficient cause,
prior not only in definition but also in time; for man generates man, so that through such
and such a cause such and such came to be in the case of such and such an individual, and
similarly even in cases which seem to come about spontaneously’. See also Mich. Ephes. ad
loc., 4.20: ‘Empedocles said that many properties belong to animals accidentally and by
chance. He said that the spine has the vertebrae by chance and accidentally; for, he said, it
was single and continuous like a staff or a reed, but it was broken when the animal twisted
or bent over; he was unaware first that the seed ... and it has its joints not because it was
broken by being twisted or bent’. Regarding the ancient dispute over inheritance
(Hippocrates, Antiphon) see H.M. Lulofs 1) De ouden over afstamming en erfelijkheid, pp.
878-84, 2) Hippocrates geschrift: ‘Over lucht, water em bodem’ in zijn
historischgeographische beteekenis, pp. 522ff. See further my article, Archive of the history
of science and technology IX, pp. 139-43, which (together with Löwenheim, op. cit., pp.
164ff.) discusses an interesting passage of Aristotle (HA 491b26, 533a1) dealing with
rudimentary organs in animals.
520
1By

the ‘sixth sense’ in animals Democritus perhaps means unconscious instinct, thanks to
which animals are capable of many things for which humans need reasoning or a teacher.
Epicharmus drew attention to this (DK 23 B 4):
Eumaeus, wisdom is not one single thing,
But everything which is alive has intelligence.

For the hen, if you will pay close attention,
Does not give birth to living offspring
But lays eggs and brings them to life.
Nature alone knows what wisdom is,
For it is taught by itself.
521
1sumpepēge:

‘”the embryo is contracted “... Cf. the contraction of the embryo in On airs,
waters, places 73.8, 76.1’ (Diller, ‘Wanderarzt und Aitiologe’, Philologus XXVI, 3, 1934, p.
112).
2’That

is exactly the doctrine of the relaxing effect of the south wind and the tightening
effect of the north wind, as set out in On the sacred disease, ch. 13 and in On airs, waters,
places, chs. 5, 6, 10 and esp. 60.3. On airs, waters, places applies it to the case which
Democritus specially mentions; under the influence of the south wind miscarriages
frequently occur (57.25), but less frequently under that of the north wind (58.33). The
agreement is striking’ (Diller).
III. Embryology
522
1’seed’:

i.e. for Democritus body-atoms, which do not consist of fire, and soul-atoms, which
are fire. In later terminology the former are material, the latter spiritual (pneumatika) or
powers (dunameis). From Democritus’ standpoint soul-atoms are also bodily (sōma) and
material (hulē), because in his view the soul is also material.
525
1Pl.

Tim. 91a: ‘the compacted marrow that runs along the neck through the spine. That is
what we have previously (73b-c, 74b) called ‘seed’’. See also apparatus criticus.
526
1Anaxagoras:
2Alcmeon:

DK 59 A 107.

DK 24 A 13.

527
1sunousias

apousian (sc. spermatos) [lit. ‘the discharge (sc. of the semen) of intercourse’]:
the double genitive = ‘the discharge of the semen during intercourse’.

2This

passage is an attack on the doctrine of the heretic Monoimus, which is in all essentials
Pythagorean; this later Pythagoreanism had a strongly Democritean colouring, as is shown
e.g. by Hipparchus’ treatise On cheerfulness (DK 68 C 7) or Porphyry’s On abstention from
animal food. Characteristic of the Pythagoreanism of Monoimus are the monad, harmony,
the indivisible, the octahedron, the pyramid and other bodies ‘of which fire, air, water and
earth are composed’.
3See

no. 525, with app. crit.

4’brief

epilepsy: see no. 804a.

5The

words plēgēi merizomenos [‘separated by a blow] were first ascribed to Democritus by
F. Lortzing, ‘Über die ethischen Fragmente Demokrits’, Progr. Berlin, 1973, p. 22. Cf.
Daremberg ad Oribas. I, p. 668.
6With

the expression plēssomena [‘struck’] cf. no. 528, with comm., n. 3203.

528
1 ‘breathy’:

We have seen from no. 518 how much significance Democritus gives to breath in
the human organism.
2’the

discharge [of semen} through the pressure of the breath’: consequently the ‘blow’
mentioned in no. 527 comes about through the ‘impetus of the breath’.
529
1This

report cannot relate to Democritus, not only because it contradicts all the other
evidence about him, but also for the following reason: in Aet. V.5.7 we read almost the same
thing in a slightly altered form: ‘Aristotle and Zeno say that the female emits a moist
substance like the sweat of athletes, but not semen’. Undoubtedly both passages have the
same source, and since Aetius reads ‘Zeno’ instead of ‘Democritus’ we must suppose that
we are dealing with a mistake in the ms. tradition of Nemesius.
530
1’but

not because of heat and cold’ (as Empedocles thought): cf. Ar. GA 764a2: ‘Empedocles
says that what enters the womb when it is hot becomes male and when it is cold female’.
2’predominates’:

this struggle for existence between the particles of seed is very typical of
Democritus; see no. 12. The victor is that particle which has reached the appropriate place
before the others. See no. 532: ‘the originating particle has been first to occupy the place’
[Censorinus].

203

[Presumably ‘3’ should read ‘2’.]

3’he

calls the particles seed’: from every part of the body there is emitted a miniaturised
copy of that part, and all these particles together constitute the seed, as Philoponus goes on
to explain.
4The

mss., it is true, read ‘Plato says that from the whole...’, but we know from Aet. V.3.4
that Plato’s view was totally different; in his view seed is emitted, not from the whole of the
body, but only from the spinal marrow (‘Plato says that it is an emission from the spinal
marrow’ [Aet.]). Plato’s own testimony agrees with all that (Tim. 91b): ‘we have said that
the seed ... comes from the marrow of the spine’. Further, Philoponus himself indicates
(167.33) that this passage of his commentary is a testimonium about Democritus. And,
finally, that testimonium agrees almost word for word with another testimonium of
Philoponus (167.13) about Democritus [also cited in this section]. All that makes me think
that the word ‘Plato’ has got into the ms. tradition purely by mistake.
5’the

supremacy of the part ... makes the female’: the supremacy of one part over another,
which corresponds to it, but is of the opposite sex.
6’thoughtlessly’:

a thrust against Empedocles; cf. no. 101.

7’rresemble

the mother’: for Democritus explains the resemblance of parents and children
in an entirely different way (see no. 532).
8’a

complete head’: i.e. an altogether tiny copy of it, invisible because of its smallness (n. 3
above).
9’in

those parts’: i.e. between those parts of the body, between the womb and the perineos
(which is the name for the area between the back passage and the external male genital
organ, the male analogue of the womb204): more correctly, between altogether tiny,
invisible copies of those parts of the body, which are situated in the womb, and their
relative arrangement in the womb corresponds to the relative arrangement of their originals
in the body as a whole.
10’the

womb prevails over the perineos’: here too the reference is not to the organ itself,
but to its ‘microscopic’ copy in the womb.
11’from

which it grows’: the internal sexual organs of the future individual develop
subsequently from the ‘microscopic’ sexual organ which prevailed in the struggle for
existence, i.e. in this case from the womb (since the perineos was conquered and turned
into the womb), and the whole animal comes to be of the female sex. It should be noted
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[In fact Philoponus’ description of the perineos at 167.21-2 (part of sect. 530) makes it clear that the term
applies, not to an external area of the body, but to an internal organ, apparently a seminal duct. The term can
also be applied to the penis, but here the perineos is distinguished from the aidoion, which must, in the
context of male anatomy, be the penis.]

that, in contrast to the ‘images’ in psychology, in this case there is emitted from each part of
the body not a ‘stream’ of innumerable forms, but only one.
531
1If

we take this report literally and give it full credence we have in that case to acknowledge
a substantial difference of view between Leucippus and Democritus. But this still does not
in any way show that there existed works of Leucippus; it could simply mean that for some
reason Democritus was not willing to put that doctrine into the mouth of Leucippus, but
ascribed to him only a brief remark which in any case contained in a nutshell Democritus’
embryological theory in its entirety (for the ‘parts’ are, of course, the extremely tiny copies
of both sexual organs, which battle with one another in the womb).
531a
1As

we have seen from the previous passages, the sex of the embryo depends on the result
of the bitter struggle waged in the mother’s womb by the tiny particles, the copies of the
organs emitted from the seed of the father and the mother: if the particles from the father
prevail over those from the mother a male is born, if the opposite, a female. At the same
time this passage is the basis for the view that seed emitted from the right-hand part of the
male body generates a male and from the left a female (the testicle which is not to have any
part in fertilisation is tied up). That was the view of Anaxagoras and other natural
philosophers (Ar. GA 763b31): ‘Anaxagoras and other natural philosophers ... say that the
male comes from the right and the female from the left’. Democritus’ view is opposed to
that (no. 530, Ar. GA 764a6: ‘Democritus of Abdera’). In another passage of the same work
(765a3) this view is again opposed to that of Democritus and Empedocles (according to the
latter the difference between male and female is determined by the amount of heat in the
womb): ‘the same argument can be brought against those who say that the male comes
from the parts on the right and the female from those on the left as205 against Empedocles
and Democritus’. Like Anaxagoras, Hippocrates maintained that view (Aphorisms V.48):
‘Male foetuses are found on the right, female on the left’. The same view was held by
Leophanes, unknown to us, who is cited by Aristotle GA 765a21ff., and who gives the same
practical advice as in our passage: ‘some ... say that when the right or left testicle of a male
when mating is tied up the offspring is male or female. That is what Leophanes said’. The
same Leophanes is contrasted with Leucippus and Democritus in Aet. V.7.5: ‘Leophanes,
who is mentioned by Aristotle; the one sex from the right testicle, the other from the left’.
Finally, the tying up of the testicle is found in Hippocrates De superfet. 31 = VIII, p. 50 Littré,
Pliny (NH VIII.47.188: ‘A ram ... generates females if the right testicle is tied up, and males if
the left’; cf. XXX.16.149) and Palladius (IV.11.6: ‘the Greeks assert that if you want male
offspring you should tie up the bull’s left testicle before mating, and the right if you want
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The reading of some mss. hōsper [‘like’] instead of hosper [‘as’], which is the basis of the Russian translation
by Kartsov, p. 161: ‘like, for example, Empedocles and Democritus’ contradicts the entire context of Aristotle.

females’). See also Colum. VIII.3.12; Geopon. XVII.16, XVIII.37; Hippiatr. I.5, VII.3.12. So it
would seem that such a recommendation is impossible for Democritus of Abdera, and we
must see here either a citation from Bolus or a forgery. But Aristotle was a considerable
pedant in his systematisation. So in another passage of the same work (765a34-b2) he
indicates that in essence there is no contradiction between this view and that of
Empedocles, which he had previously opposed to each other: ‘there is something to be
said206 for thinking that heat and cold are the cause of male and female births and that the
difference comes about from right and left, for the right of the body is hotter than the left’.
So we cannot be sure that there is in fact a contradiction between the views of our passage
and those of Democritus included in the preceding passages. The sex of the embryo
depends on whose particles, those of the father or of the mother, prevail. But apparently
Democritus thought that the stronger particles are those which are situated in the right
testicle of the father, and the weaker those on the left; so by tying up the right testicle we
artificially weaken the particles from the father and increase the chance that the mother will
prevail, and by tying up the left we achieve the opposite result. Hence we have insufficient
grounds to maintain that this passage is spurious.
533
1The

logical structure of this passage of Aristotle (GA 769a) is convoluted, but it is possible
to reveal its meaning. On the question of the resemblance of parents and children there are
two views: [1] 769a9: ‘some say [that the child is more like that parent from whom comes
more semen] ...; [2] 769a26: ‘but those who take the remaining (= the other, cf. 639a22)
view [about the resemblance and the rest] have a better account’ (‘it remains’ in Aristotle
often means ‘it is left to us to draw the conclusion’, see Bonitz, op. cit.). Strictly speaking
these two views lead to the same conclusion and differ only in details: (769a9) ‘it [the
embryo] is more like the parent from whom comes more semen’ and (769a34) ‘from which
of the parents has come the most, it is similar in form to that one’. The former view meets
the following objection; the resemblance between one of the parents and the child is
explained by the fact that the amount of seed from that parent was greater than that from
the other. But the same explanation is given for the embryo’s being male or female. It
would be logical for sons always to resemble their fathers and daughters their mothers. But
how, for instance, is it possible for a daughter to resemble her father? ‘For it is impossible
for more seed to come simultaneously from both’ [769a21-2]. The latter view does not
provoke a similar objection; consequently, those thinkers gave a different explanation of the
fact that some children turn out to be male and others female, all the more so because their
doctrine is described as ‘better in other respects and in this’ [769a27], a typical
characteristic of Democritus’ doctrine (see no. 101). Democritus, as we have just seen (nos.
530-1) explained ‘male and female’ in another way (‘by victory in the battle’), and that
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A little earlier (764a12) Aristotle declares ‘Indeed Empedocles has recklessly assumed’ [that the difference
between male and female is due to heat and cold].

objection does not touch him. Further, the doctrine of panspermia [‘a mixture of all kinds of
seeds’], of polumigeis chumoi [‘humours mixed together’] etc., which is briefly described
here, is, as we have already seen, specifically Democritean (panspermia occurs in Plato in an
idealistic transformation of Democritus’ doctrine (Tim. 91c), but Aristotle cannot have Plato
in mind here). It is true that Aristotle mentions Democritus in setting out the former view,
not the latter (769a17). But that should not mislead us; Aristotle does not here call
Democritus an adherent of the former view, but merely remarks in passing that the
objection brought against that view does not touch Democritus, in so far as he explained the
sex of the child otherwise. The incorrectness of his view must therefore be established in
another way (‘they [Empedocles and Democritus] say what is on other grounds impossible’
[769a17-18]). Consequently Aristotle here disturbs the connection of his exposition, and
gets ahead of himself by alluding in passing to the second view, which he subsequently
(769a26) sets out in more detail.
534
1The

contradiction with the rest of the evidence for Democritus (who precisely opposed
Empedocles’ explanation of the formation of the different sexes thanks to heat and cold) is
readily eliminated by the fact that the subject here is the origin of life, when there were as
yet no sexual relations. Hence in this case Democritus can adhere to Empedocles’ doctrine
without any change.
537
1Plutarch’s

dialogue On the love of offspring discusses in detail the amazing instincts of
animals; that topic goes back ultimately to Democritus (see no. 562). Similarly, the contrast
between the altruistic tendencies of animals in relation to their young and the egoistic
interest of people in the education of their children (495a: ‘human nature alone is lacking in
freely bestowed love and is incapable of loving without needing something ...’; 495b: ‘it is
disgraceful that for animals the having of young is a natural favour, but for humans they are
loans and resources and pledges to be redeemed’) is ultimately an attack on Democritus’
theory (Stob. IV.33): ‘for all (animals) naturally beget offspring without any view to their
usefulness ... but humans have come to believe that there is some advantage to be got from
their children’. Consequently, in this work there is much that comes from Democritus, but
we are no longer able to trace it. I make room only for the passage which immediately
follows the one cited, since it contains the characteristic Democritean thoughts (also in nos.
535-6) ‘the embryo is fed in the womb’, ‘moulded’.

b. THE BODILY ORGANS

I. The natural origin and functions of the organs
540
1’not

those usually so called [phlebes, ‘veins’]: in later times only veins were called phlebes,
but in Democritus’ time the sense of the word was different.
2Boethius’

source was an episode, now lost, from the epistolary novel about Democritus and
Hippocrates. Consequently it was a very cloudy source, but it contained, as we know, many
interesting quotations and reminiscences of the genuine works of Democritus. We cite this
passage because it is an interesting parallel report to ‘pulse’ (phlebopaliē).
3’in

prison’: this arrest of Democritus contradicts the report of the novel as it is known to us.

541
1pachutatas

[‘very broad’]: Alfieri’s translation (op. cit., p. 169) ’always denser’ seems to me

arbitrary.
2’this’:

does this refer to the nutriment (Makovelski) or to the head (Alfieri)? It is clear from
the context as a whole that Alfieri is mistaken here too: anadidosthai does not mean ‘grow’
(Alfieri) or ‘is directed’ (Makovelski), but ‘spreads through the whole body’. kai: ‘and above
all’, ‘and especially’.
3exōthen

here means not ‘inwards from the surface’ (Alfieri), but, as Makovelski supposes,
the same as exō [‘outside’] (cf. Bonitz, op. cit., p. 263a45). In special cases exōthen can
mean much the same as eis ta exō [‘to the outside’], as Bonitz remarks (op. cit, p. 263a56).
4’the

force’ = ‘the most generative element’.

5anathornusthai

[‘rush up’]: ‘often encountered in Aelian, but one cannot be certain that
this expression is taken from Democritus’ [DK II, p. 126, l. 10n.]207.
6’the

greater part’: not all the moisture is secreted out, part of it is absorbed by the
organism.
7exōlisthe

does not mean ‘gradually grows’ as Alfieri supposes, but ‘is scattered by the
wind’; cf. Plut. De Pyth. orac. 398b: ‘the atoms are scattered and dispersed’. (Simpler: ‘fall
off’ edd.)
542
1gumnoi:

207

not ‘naked’ (Alfieri), but ‘unarmed’; cf. gumnēs, gumnētēs.

[Diels’ text reads ‘Often in Aelian, so (daher) not certainly from Democritus’.]

2’weaker’:

so by phlebes Democritus understands not only blood vessels and nerves but also

muscles.208
3The

presence and absence of horns in cattle was the subject of lively disputes in the mid 5 th
century BCE. See Hdt. IV.29; for Anaxagoras’ opinion see Plut. Pericl. 6. Cf. H. Diller,
Philologus, Suppl. XXVI, part 3, p. 45, n. 78.

543
1hē

ekphusis [‘the outgrowth]: in the concrete sense ‘the shoot, sprout’. Here very much
the same as the phrase ‘the circle of the base of the horns’ which follows.
2proagei:

‘makes it bigger’.

544
1’can’:

cf. Ar. HA 555b5: ‘the spider jumps and emits [its web] immediately’. That young
spiders begin to spin their web immediately after hatching is maintained by Brandt and
Ratzenburg, Medizinische Zoologie, vol.. II, p. 91; cf. H. Aubert and F. Wimmer, Aristoteles
Tierkunde, Leipzig, 1868, pp. 11, 280.
2perittōma:

‘secretion, excrement’.

3phloios

[‘bark’]: the word is also applied to the skin of animals, e.g. Ar. HA 558a28: ‘the
young of the snake is not surrounded by a shell-like carapace’; Aet. V.19.4: ‘Anaximander
says that ... the original animals were surrounded by thorny skins’.
4hues

trichas [‘pigs (lose their) hair’]: see app. crit. The ms. variants are very unclear, and,
obviously, the text is partly corrupt. The following is all that can be understood: here,
apparently, it is said that the material for the web is excreted from the surface of the body,
like some sort of shell (Aubert & Wimmer, op. cit.). They translate: ‘From the surface of the
body like a shell or the shedding of hair, as happens with porcupines’. Alfieri, op. cit., p.
167, translates: ‘From the body like some kind of shell, or as some animals do who protect
themselves with their own spines, e.g. porcupines’. But ballein tini [‘hit with something
thrown’} cannot mean ‘defend oneself’, and porcupines do not shed their hair. Therefore I
have decided to emend the text (see app. crit.). The passage remains sufficiently difficult (it
might perhaps be necessary to insert after phloion the name of an animal in the nominative
case), but at least it makes sense . Anyway, as is known, pigs lose their bristles when they
moult.209

208
209

[See translator’s n. 81.]
[See translator’s n. 82.]

5On

the particularly complex anatomy of the glands in spiders see Brandt & Ratzenburg, op.
cit. (see also pl. XI, fig. 5). They are situated inside the body, so that Democritus was right
(?Edd.). (Aubert & Wimmer, op. cit., p. 281).
II. Multiple births. Monsters.
545
1Diels

[DK II, p. 215, ll. 2-4] thinks that the passage cited from Theophylact goes back to
Bolus simply because later (p. 27 Boissonade) Democritus is cited as a source along with
Bolus. But this is all the less convincing because Diels ascribes the passage of Aelian to the
authentic Democritus. The fertility of the hare is of course explained by Democritus in the
same way as the fertility of the dog, i.e. by the special features of the construction of the
womb, but that construction is in its turn something which has survived in the daily struggle.
That kind of explanation was a polemical one, an answer to attempts to interpret these
phenomena teleologically; see Hdt. III.108: ‘divine providence, being wise, as is appropriate
for it, has equipped all those timid, edible creatures with great fertility, so that they do not
die out through being eaten ... so the hare is fertile; it alone of all animals conceives by
superfetation, and some of its offspring in the womb have hair while others are naked, and
some are just being formed in the mother’s womb while others are being born...’; Pl. Prot.
321b: ‘Prometheus gave fertility to those animals which were being consumed by them
[beasts of prey] as a way of preserving their kind’.
2’in

their wombs’: Democritus and Hippocrates always speak of many wombs with
numerous depressions in each: see Ael. cited here: ‘they have many wombs and receptive
places’; ps-Ar. Probl. 892b2 [also cited here]: ‘they have many wombs and places’. So Diels
[DK II, p. 125, l. 9n.] is wrong to see the words ‘they have many wombs’ as an inexact
expression instead of ‘their wombs have [many]pouches’.
3Cf.

Hdt. III.108: ‘the lioness, which is extremely strong and fierce, gives birth to a single cub
once in her life; for in giving birth she expels her womb along with the young. That is the
cause of it.’ Ar. HA 579b2ff.: ‘the story about its expelling the womb in giving birth is
fanciful, and was made up to explain the rarity of lions, since the person who made up the
story could not explain it. For lions are few in number, and they are not found in many
places, but in the whole of Europe only in the area between the rivers Achelous and Nessus’
(cf. Pausan. VI.5.4.: ‘the mountainous part of Thrace, inside the river Nessus which flows
through the territory of Abdera ... contains ... lions ...’). The mention of the river Nessus,
which flows into the sea at Abdera, makes it highly likely that this entire criticism of
Herodotus was taken by Aristotle from Democritus. Democritus spoke of the fact that the
lioness has few cubs and explained that by the construction of her womb; but that did not
prevent him from criticising the absurd legend that the lioness gives birth only once in her
life and in so doing expels her womb along with the young.

4Wellmann

was the first to point out that the two final passages have their source in
Democritus.
546
1’monsters’:

this term refers to monstra per excessum [‘monsters by excess’], e.g. children
with two heads etc. (Alfieri, op. cit., p. 165).
2’quick’

is obscure. The sense should be ‘fertilisations occurring quickly one after another’,
but ‘quick’ does not have that meaning. Philoponus understands as follows: since
fertilisation is very brief and soon reaches its conclusion, the female can be impregnated
again in the course of the time it takes for the seed from the first impregnation to reach its
place.
3epallattein

[‘get mixed up, intermingled’]: ‘are non-uniform’, i.e. of two colours.

c. THE CAUSES OF ANIMALS (ΑΙΤΙΑΙ ΠΕΡΙ ΖΩΙΩΝ)
THE KINDS OF ANIMALS
547
1’The

causes of animals’: see H. Diller, Philologus, Suppl. XXVI, part 3, p. 45: ‘here were given
‘explanations’ of the strange behaviour of camels when mating (no. 560), the fertility of pigs
and dogs (no. 545), the connection of miscarriages with particular atmospheric conditions
(no. 521), the growth of antlers in deer (no. 541), the formations of horns in cattle and the
absence of horns in certain types of cattle (no. 542). These problems in the field of zoology
were in part earlier than Democritus (Hdt. IV.29, III.108). Facts assembled by attentive
inquiry were investigated from the point of view of their causes. Their exposition and
explanation, if we may trust the reports of Aelian, were very detailed. One explanation was
sometimes given along with another, e.g. to the question of the sterility of mules there was
added an answer to the question (a characteristic kind of question at the end of the 5 th
century) how people first arrived at the idea of breeding mules. All these discussions are
connected by a single idea: the question of the causes of abnormal phenomena’.
2’Democritus

divided all living creatures into these kinds ... but ... he did not add ‘heavenly’
creatures (ourania), as Plato and Aristotle later did’ (A. Palm, Studien zur Hippokratischen
Schrift peri diaitēs, Diss. Tübingen, 1933, p. 36).
548

1’Must

we not conclude from this that Democritus was already familiar with the division of
iving creatures into ‘those with blood’ and ‘bloodless’, two of the highest kinds in Aristotle’s
classification?’ (Palm, op. cit., p. 35). See also Th. Gomperz, Griechische Denker, III, pp. 113,
414. Zeller rejects this view without any grounds (Philos. d. Gr., I.2, p. 555 A).
PARTICULAR KINDS
I. Mammals
549
1’heat,

the spirited’: ‘the hot as the explanation of ‘the spirited’ ... this word is used in
precisely this sense in reports of Democritus’ (H. Diller, Philologus, p. 63, n. 102). See the
same expression in Hippocrates (comm. on no. 460).
II. Birds
550
1’the

taloned, flesh-eating’: the word understood is ‘birds’ not ‘animals’, as Alfieri
mistakenly supposes (op. cit., p. 172 ‘among all carnivorous animals’), for according to
Democritus lions are born with their eyes open [no. 549].
2diairei

[‘separates’]: by day, as Alfieri correctly comments (op. cit., p. 172, n. 442).
III. Fish and aquatic animals

552
1’obtained

by digging’: cf. ps-Ar. De mirabil. 835b15ff.: ‘They say that in Heraclea in Pontus
and in Rhegium there are fish obtained by digging, and they are mostly in rivers and wet
places. When these places are dried out they collect together under ground for some time,
and when the ground dries out more they burrow into the mud seeking moisture, and when
it is drying out they remain in the moisture, like animals which are content with their holes.
And when they are dug up before the waters reach them, then they move. And they say
that in Paphlagonia these fish are found deep down, and that these are the best, and it is
not open water nearby nor flowing rivers but the land itself that generates them‘ (probably
it is the fish on dry land that are referred to). In the gastronomic poem Luxury by
Archestratos, a contemporary of Aristotle (c. 300 BCE) there is the following passage (Athen.
VII.131, p. 326 F):
In Aenus and Pontus buy the eel
Which some call the creature dug out of the sand.
Athen. VIII.2, p.. 331c-d: ‘Of the fish which are called ‘fish got by digging’ some are found
in Heraclea and round Tios in Pontus, the Milesian colony; Theophrastus discusses them ...

the same thing happens to them as to the fish in Paphlagonia called ‘the fish got by digging’.
People dig to a great depth in places where there is no inflow from rivers or any other
stretches of water, and live fish are found in them’. The first part of these reports is
confirmed by contemporary science. Brem, who also cites this passage (The life of animals,
vol. VIII, p. 329), speaks in the introduction to the volume Fish of the capacity of many kinds
of fish to move on land and bury themselves in the soil (op. cit., pp. 260, 263). This is
especially characteristic of the Labyrinthici, the best-known example of which is Anabas
scandens (p. 329). In Russia and Eastern Europe Misgurnus fossilis is quite widespread;
when the water dries up it buries itself in the soil and is capable of living without water for a
comparatively long time (p. 376). The ancient authors may also perhaps have been referring
to the common eel (Anguilla vulgaris), which is widespread in the Black Sea (Pontus); it also
buries itself in the mud and can live for a day or even longer without any water (p. 425). A
typical example of similar fish is Polypterus bichir of Upper Egypt (p. 444), but the ancient
authors can hardly have been referring to it.
2’those

that are frozen in the ice’:: see Athen. VIII.2, p. 331 C: ‘this same philosopher (sc.
Theophrastus) tells of fish which are frozen in the ice in winter, which do not perceive or
move until they are thrown into the frying-pan and cooked’. There is no reason to doubt
the reliability of these testimonies, though Lucian regards the stories as inventions, nor of
the many totally true reports from southern Russia. See the parody of it in [Lucian’s] True
stories 2.2: ‘the whole sea was frozen ... so that people went out and ran about on the ice ...
we dug a huge cave in the water and stayed in it ... feeding on fish; we found them by
digging’. Brem regards as false the assertion that the edible frog can be frozen in the ice
and revive again in the spring, but I have myself observed some Hyla arborea [tree frogs],
which were lying in the winter stiff, hard, motionless and totally frozen, become soft, mobile
and agile again in the spring.
3Democritus’

view, that there exist amphibious fish, has been brilliantly confirmed. We do
not know whether he knew of Protopterus annectens of Upper Egypt, which, like all other
amphibians, has both gills and lungs (Brem, op. cit., p. 466). But both the Labyrinthici
mentioned above and our own Misgurnus also have, as well as gills, specialised organs
which can be regarded as something like primitive lungs (see above). In the case of a
Misgurnus which has been caught one may observe that when the water turns bad it sticks
its head out of it to breathe air; this may perhaps be what is indicated by the comment
‘some make use of air’ [no ref. given].
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1ta

hupera kai ta pēnia [kinds of pupa]: what sorts of geometer-butterfly (Geometridae) the
author was referring to is unknown. That these are geometers is quite clear from the
description of the caterpillars. From what follows this remark: ‘each of the hatched-out
butterflies retains the colour of the caterpillar’ we may conclude that the reference is to the
gooseberry moth (Geometra grossularia, Abraxas grossulariata), for only in that geometer

is the colouring identical with that of the caterpillar (see Aubert & Wimmer, op. cit., p. 509).
I have not had access to the English translation of the Historia Animalium by [D’Arcy]
Wentworth Thompson (Oxford, 1910) cited by Alfieri.210
2There

is hardly any need to point out that this time Democritus is entirely right. See no.
465 w.comm.
d. THE CAUSES OF PLANTS (ΑΙΤΑΙ ΠΕΡΙ ΦΥΤΩΝ)
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1K.

Reinhardt, Poseidonios, Munich, 1921, p. 370 thinks that the cited paragraph goes back
not to Democritus, but to the doctrine of the Stoics: ‘A ... series of steps ... which arises from
the observation of the form and its establishment, or more precisely from the relation
between the position of the principal part and the character of the kind. But that is no
longer Presocratic, but Stoic’. That was probably what Diels previously supposed (VS II, 2, p.
136); but now DK [II, p. 136, ll. 25-9] contains the comment: ‘the paradoxical inclusion of
plants among the animals, in which the roots are compared with the head ... reminds us of
similar metaphors in Empedocles (DK 31 A 70), whose theory seems to have been made use
of by Democritus’. The two other passages cited here show that Kranz , not Reinhardt, is
right.
2’animals’:

‘these are obviously nothing other than animals with little motion, parts of
which, like plants, cling to rocks or something like that’ (Reinhardt).
3The

author is not Aristotle, but Nicolaus of Damascus; see Nic. Dam. De plant. 5, p. 4
Meyer.
4’Elsewhere

in the Arab writers Abrucalis is Pythagoras211 or Herophilus’ [DK II, p. 297, l. 2

n.].
5Plato:

Tim. 90a: ‘This is what one must think about the most authoritative part of our soul;
god has given each of us a guardian spirit, and we say that it dwells at the top of our body ...
we speak most correctly when we say that we are not an earthly plant but a heavenly one ...
[For it is from heaven] that the divine being has suspended our head and our root...’ This
teleological-religious distortion of the thought of Democritus is therefore also, despite
Reinhardt, earlier than the doctrine of the Stoics.
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[Thompson’s note ad loc. reads: ‘pēnion (lit. spindle) and huperon (pestle) are evidently chrysalids derived
from the ‘looped’ caterpillars of the Geometridae; and the reference to colour is suggestive of the common
currant-moth Abraxas grossulariata’.]
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G. HUMAN SOCIETY
a. THE HISTORY OF HUMAN SOCIETY
I. The beginnings of human society
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1This

passage of Galen on Democritus first became known in 1932 from the preliminary
report by Walzer, Sitzungsb. d. Berlin. Akad. d. Wiss., Phil.-hist Klasse, p. 454) of a newly
discovered Arabic translation (from the Syriac, which was translated from the Greek) of
Galen’s treatise On medical experience, where, as Walzer reported, we read, among other
things ‘It is as Democritus says, that experiences (peirai) and vicissitudes (periptōseis) have
taught men this, and it is from their wealth of experiences that men have learned to
perform the things they do’. By the bracketed words peirai and periptōseis, which render
pretty exactly the corresponding Arabic expressions aṯ-taĝârib and wa-n-nawâ’ib, Walzer
emphasised the close resemblance between this passage and those of Diodorus and
Diogenes of Oenoanda which are cited immediately after it; we have peira in Diod. I.8.7 and
[both peira and] periptōseis [in Diog.]. Therefore in his supplementations to Diels’ vol. III
(5th edn., p. 654) Kranz included a citation of this passage in a note to the excerpt from
Diodorus (DK 68 B 5).212 213 In 1944 Walzer published the complete Arabic text of Galen with
a translation and commentary, in which he expanded these ideas.
2As

early as 1912 Reinhardt showed in his article ‘Hekataios von Abdera und Demokrit’,
Hermes 47, 1912, p. 492, that Diod. I.8.1, (taken from Hecataeus of Abdera, a follower of
Democritus), and the passage from Tzetzes’ commentary on Hesiod [also cited here], which
is similar in content, had their original source in Democritus. That discovery of Reinhardt’s
was widely accepted, and the corresponding passages were included by Diels in his
collection (DK 68 B 5), and have also been included in all later collections based on that of
Diels, and discussed in all works on Democritus which have appeared. E. Norden, Agnōstos
Theos, Berlin, 1913, p. 397 described Reinhardt’s article as ‘ergebnisreich’ [‘having
important results, influential’] and pointed out that that scholar’s conclusions were
supported by considerations of a formally-stylistic character; W. Uxkull-Gyllenband,
Griechische Kulturentstehungslehren, Berlin, 1924, p. 25, saw in Reinhardt’s discovery
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I made use of these citations in my book Essays in the history of ancient science, Leningrad, 1947, pp. 248,
265, 368.
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[In the 6th and subsequent editions of DK the passage is quoted in the supplement (Nachtrag) to vol.II, p.
423, ll. 17-24.]

‘knowledge of the highest importance’, and devoted a special section, ‘Die konstruktive
Theorie des Atomismus’ (pp. 25-34) to the passage cited by Reinhardt.214
The first challenge to Reinhardt’s thesis was made by [H.] Dahlmann in his
dissertation De philosophorum Graecorum sententiis ad loquellae originem pertinentibus
capita duo, Leipzig, 1928. His starting-point was the fact that in the scientific part of the
works of Hecataeus and Diodorus there is nothing specifically atomistic (p. 24); hence the
part devoted to human society cannot have its source in Democritus either: ‘since that part
of the passage of Diodorus which we have been able to compare with the doctrine of the
atomists cannot be taken back to Leucippus or Democritus, it is not likely that the
subsequent pronouncements of Diodorus setting out his zoology depend on them’.
Dahlmann comments that from the fact that Hecataeus came from Abdera it does not at all
follow that he was a follower of Democritus (p. 24). On the other hand, on chronological
grounds it is impossible to suppose that the doctrines of Epicurus, however much they
resemble the views set out by Diodorus, were the source for the theories of Hecataeus of
Abdera. Hence Hecataeus’ sources must have been earlier philosophers, especially
Empedocles and Anaxagoras. These conclusions of Dahlmann’s seemed so convincing to
Kranz that in his last [i.e. 5th] edition of Diels, while leaving the cited passages in place out of
respect to Diels, nevertheless in his ‘Berichtungen’ [‘reports’] (vol. II, p. 425), he judged it
necessary to add ‘For weighty arguments against Reinhardt’s tracing of the chapter of
Diodorus back to Democritus see Dahlmann’.215
But in his review of Dahlmann’s book (Philologische Wochenschrift 49, 1929, pp.
666-76) Philippson pointed out the insufficiency of his arguments. Reinhardt (op. cit., p.
499) correctly observed that Hecataeus had to eliminate clear traces of atomistic doctrine,
in order to be able to put Democritus’ doctrines into the mouths of ancient Egyptian sages.
Leaving aside the doctrine of atoms, the cosmology set out by Hecataeus displays a striking
similarity to that of Democritus (see nos. 288-91). An even more striking resemblance
between Hecataeus and Epicurus and Democritus is displayed by the doctrine of the origin
of human society. Therefore Philippson considers that the thesis of the close dependence
of Hecataeus on Democritus has been demonstrated, but thinks that the borrowing
proceeded via a second hand, that of Epicurus. For us the question of the route of the
borrowing from Democritus is not essential; but we have to note that an important passage
of Clement, included in Diels’ collection ([DK 68 B 4], II, p. 133, ll. 6-14), leaves no doubt of
the fact that Hecataeus not only came from Abdera, but was an Abderite in the
philosophical sense, i.e. a follower of Democritus; see Clem. Strom. II.130 [DK loc. cit.] (II, p.
180, 14 St.216): ‘the Abderites teach that there is an end ... and Hecataeus says that it is self-
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See also E. Hoffmann, Die Sprache und die archaische Logik, Heidelberg, 1925, pp. 19ff.; E. Reitzenstein,
Theophrast bei Epikur und Lukrez, Heidelberg, 1924, p. 65ff.
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[L’s ref. is to the 5th edn. In DK 6th and subsequent edns. Kranz’s comment on Dahlmann’s criticism of
Reinhard is replaced by a simple reference to Dahlmann’s book, v. II, Nachtrag, p. 423, ll. 31-2.]
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[The correct Stobaeus reference (given in DK) is II.184.10.]

sufficiency’. But if that is so, it is extremely improbable that Hecataeus was acquainted with
the theories of his teacher Democritus via the intermediacy of Epicurus, as Philippson
thinks, all the more so because the Epicureans were engaged in a bitter, principled attack on
Democritus and his followers. This dispute, I suppose, has been finally settled at the present
time by the new evidence from Galen published by Walzer. Even in phraseology it is
extremely close to the passages of Diodorus and Tzetzes and the passage of Hippocrates
which I have cited, and it can hardly be doubted that in all these cases we have basically just
a paraphrase of Democritus. Moreover, the typical expressions peirai and periptōseis [see
above] allow us to see a paraphrase of this doctrine also in the passage of Diogenes of
Oenoanda (most probably via the intermediacy of Epicurus).
3’disorderly

and bestial’: these words are part of a characteristic formula occurring in a
series of narratives of the beginnings of human life, and show that Democritus belonged to
a tradition which had existed long before him, partly borrowing from it and partly attacking
it. This material has been carefully collected and convincingly illuminated from the stylistic
viewpoint by Norden, Agnōstos Theos, pp. 370-1, 373-5. An excerpt from an ancient Orphic
poem on this topic has been preserved for us by Sextus, M IX.15: ‘for life long ago was
bestial and disorderly “for there was a time”, as Orpheus says “when men lived by eating
one another’s flesh, and the stronger man slew the weaker”’.
This ancient, fairy-tale formula ‘there was a time when’ [= ‘once upon a time’] was
apparently also contained in Protagoras’ description of the earliest fortunes of mankind (Pl.,
Prot. 322a): ‘for there was a time when ...’. Later we come across the same fairy-tale
formula in the tragic poet Moschion (Stob. I.100 Wachsm. = TGF, 2nd edn., Moschion fr. 6, p.
813):
First I shall disclose in my discourse
The original state of human life;
For there was once that time
When the ways of men were like beasts ...
And their fleshy food provided them
With meals in which they killed each other ...
And the weak was food for the stronger.
We also come across the expression ‘bestial’ in the picture of primeval life in Eur., Suppl.
201-2:
I praise that god who separated
Our life from the confused and bestial.

The same formula is used by other writers later than Democritus, for instance Critias, who
gives an oligarchic reworking of Democritus’ doctrine of primeval society (Critias, fr. 1,
Nauck [= DK 88 B 25]:
There was a time when the life of men was disorderly
And bestial, and a slave to strength.
Later the same formula is employed by Euhemerus (Sext. M IX.17 = fr. 1 Némethy):
‘Euhemerus ... says, when the life of men was disorderly, those who were superior to the
others in strength ...’. To this list, compiled by Norden, I add two further examples:
1) Diod. I.90.1, a passage which goes back to Hecataeus of Abdera: ‘when in the
beginning men gathered together, having previously lived a bestial life, first of all they made
war on each other and ate one another, the stronger always subduing the weaker’. See
Uxkull-Gyllenband, op. cit., p. 27, n. 15.
2) The story in Achilles Tatius II.11217 of the invention of purple dye is taken from
some similar narrative of the primeval life of man. It begins with the words ‘there was a
time when ...’.
Hence Democritus’ narrative is one of a long series of similar narratives. Its
distinctive features are the following: 1) the absence of any idealisation whatsoever of
primeval society; 2) the absence of any mention of a god or hero as a saviour of mankind; 3)
the absence of any mention of the original sin characteristic of the Orphic-Pythagoreans, the
use of meat as food; 4) the absence of any mention of the establishment of reverence for
the gods as a major discovery on the part of mankind.
4to

kathestōs, hē katastasis: this is a characteristic, stereotyped expression in narratives of
the sort cited above, meaning ‘way, state of life’. See in the passage of Moschion cited
above: ‘the original state of human life’; Hierocles ap. Stob. I.734.1 Hense: ‘the state of
society from the beginning’. The work of Protagoras which Plato perhaps had in mind was
called On the original state of things (Peri tēs en archēi katastaseōs, Diod. X.55).
Democritus also used the word katastasis in this sense; see. no. 562: ‘people think it
necessary to have children, from nature and from a long-established way of life’. Norden,
op. cit., p. 372, n. 1, cites some further examples of the use of katastasis in this sense; Isoc.
3.26: ‘if one must speak of the ancients ... it is clear that they too prefer this way of life’;
Athen. XIV.627e: ‘Homer, observing the ancient way of life of the Greeks ...’. See Norden,
op. cit., pp. 371, 399.
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[See comm. on no. 559, n. 1.]

5sporadēn

[‘scattered about’]: cf. Pl. Prot. 322b: ‘in the beginning people lived scattered
about’; Laws 680d-681a: ‘assigning to savagery the original state ... of those people [i.e. the
Cyclopes] ... who lived scattered about’.
6 ‘they

came to each other’s assistance, prompted by their own interest’: cf. Diod. I.90.1:
‘learning, from considerations of their own interest, to gather together ‘; Tzetz. 2.35 [also in
this section]: ‘they aided each other against the wild beasts’. Uxkull-Gyllenband, op. cit., p.
31, thinks that this association came about on the strength of the principle set out by
Democritus in nos. 11 and 316 [Aet. IV.19.3 = DK 68 A 128]: ‘birds of a feather flock
together’ and ‘god always brings like together with like’, and hence that it is not Aristotle
but Democritus who regards it as a characteristic mark of man that he is a political animal.
This assertion seems to me false: see excursus on no. 103. Learning from considerations of
one’s own advantage is a basic principle of Democritus’ theory of development (see A.
Kleingünther, ‘Prōtos heuretēs’, Philologus 26, 1933, pp. 106ff.): interest – need – necessity.
See below [Diod. I.8.7, cited in this section]: ‘it was need which was the teacher of mankind
in everything’; Hippocr. On anc. med. 3 [also in this section]: ‘through this need’; Diog. of
Oen. [also in this section] ‘for needs gave rise to all (the crafts); Tzetz. [also in this section]
‘having necessity as their teacher’. Cf. comm. on no. 568, where parallel passages of Plato
are cited. This theory, which rejects an omnipotent god, providence, the cult of law and the
state and the concept of the absolute good (to kalon), and regards need as the basis of
everything is attacked by Plutarch (De lat.viv. 4, Epicur. fr. 524 Us): ‘if anyone sings the
praises of god and justice and providence in natural philosophy, and of law and society and
political community in ethics and of the fine, not need, in the political community’. This
theory was also maintained, no doubt for polemical purposes, by Euripides (Aeol. Fr. 19 N):
‘what is shameful, if it does not seem so to those who are doing it?’.
7’many

of them perished ... from cold and lack of food’. Cf. in this section Hippocr.: ‘eating
such food ... the weaker ones perished’; Tzetz.: ‘since the only food they ate was what was
available day by day, when winter came many perished’. Contrary to this, Protagoras
regards conflict with wild animals as the cause of the destruction of the primeval people (Pl.,
Prot. 322b: ‘they were destroyed by beasts’).
8’from

experience’: cf. this section, beginning: ‘D. says experience ... has taught men this and
it is from their wealth of experience that men have learned’. As Uxkull-Gyllenband correctly
points out (op. cit., p. 31), Democritus was in that case merely developing the view of
Xenophanes (DK 21 B 18): ‘the gods have not revealed everything to men from the
beginning, but by seeking over time they discover what is better’.
9’once

they had discovered fire and other useful things ...’: Uxkull-Gyllenband (op. cit., p.
34) thinks that Lucr. V. 1350-1:
Plaited garments came before woven clothing

And weaving after iron, since the loom is made with iron
goes back to Democritus, and that Plato was attacking that assertion of Democritus at Laws
679a in showing that weaving is possible without the aid of iron tools: ‘none of the crafts of
weaving needs iron’. Cf. Pl. Prot. 322b: ‘and man invented houses and clothes and shoes
and bedding and food from the land...’; Laws 679a: ‘and they had plenty of clothing and
bedding and houses and implements, both those that need fire and those that do not’.
10’who

had hands to assist them in everything’: Anaxagoras supposed that it was precisely
having hands which made possible the development of man, which distinguishes him from
all other animals; Aristotle, on the contrary, thought that the reason man has received (from
‘rational and wise nature’, i.e. from god) suitably constructed hands is that he is the most
rational of animals: PA 687a7ff.: ‘Anaxagoras says that is because he has hands that man is
the most rational of the animals. But it is reasonable that because he is the most rational he
should receive hands. For the hands are a tool, and nature, like a wise man, always assigns
each tool to a being that can use it’. Galen, De usu part., I.3.1 (III.5 K.; I.4.3 Helmr.): ‘it is not
because (man) has hands that he is the wisest, as Anaxagoras said, but it is because he is the
wisest that he has hands, as Aristotle most correctly says’. Metrodorus of Lampsacus was
close to Anaxagoras’ view (DK 61.6): ‘if the hands are destroyed wise Athena is ruined’. Of
course, Democritus and after him Epicurus cannot have shared Aristotle’s viewpoint; cf.
Lucr. IV.822ff.: ‘{we wish you to avoid this error) ... you are not to suppose ... that the hands
... are given to us as servants on either side, so that we can do what is useful for our life’.
According to Democritus and Epicurus, because of the upright posture of his body man has
had many more opportunities for activity than the other animals; he has constantly
exercised his hands, and because of this they have become continually more suitable for
practical activity; see no. 572a and especially comm. on no. 517. Cf. Uxkull-Gyllenband, op.
cit., p. 33.
11This

idealised picture of the life of primeval people is without doubt foreign to Democritus.
It is characteristic of Lucretius and probably goes back to Epicurus. See Uxkull-Gyllenband,
op. cit., p. 33: ‘Here we see the same conception, even down to the details, as in Diodorus,
but a difference emerges. Even though the primitive people are pictured in their needy
state, all the same this state is represented as fortunate in its innocence. We found this
motif in Plato, where we clearly saw that it did not fit in to the order of his subject-matter,
and anything like that is of course unthinkable for Democritus. But there is a parallel in the
history of civilisation in Lucretius, who follows Epicurus; it thus becomes clear that the
positive valuation of the primitive state must come from Epicurus’.

II. The habits of animals as an example to humans
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we have already seen (no. 86, cf. no. 572) Democritus regarded animals as in certain
respects coming to resemble sages and gods, rising above the normal human level. The things
that sages and gods understand thanks to the force of their intellect are done by animals by
natural instinct, ‘a sixth sense’ in Democritus’ words (‘there are more senses than the five’,
no. 572), which is a faultless guide in life. Democritus’ source for this view of his was Homer,
i.e., more correctly, popular conceptions, folklore. See Od. XVI.161-2:
The gods do not appear plainly to all
But Odysseus and the dogs saw ...
See Rohde, Kl. Schr. I, p. 212, n. 1: ‘”Democritus says that the non-rational animals have more
senses (than five)”. That could well be a popular belief. Animals see spirits which remain
hidden to man. Cf Tylor, Primitive Culture II, 179’. The possession of such special senses
(which are had, not only by animals, but also by the possessed and the insane) Democritus
called theion (‘divine’); like humans, many animals see things in dreams. Since Democritus
himself emphasised that these dreams are not sent by god (no. 472: ‘for they would come by
day and to the wise, if it were god who was sending them’ Aristotle thinks it incorrect to call
them theia and prefers to use the more modest name daimonia [lit. ‘pertaining to daimones’,
i.e. ‘supernatural, mysterious’]218; see Ar. De divinat. in somn. 463b 12ff.: ‘and in general,
since the other animals also dream, dreams would not be sent by god, nor do they occur for
that reason, but they are mysterious (daimonia); for nature is mysterious, but not divine’.
Such ‘divine’ animals were obviously, according to Democritus, the spider, which has [the
skills of] weaving and mending, the swallow, which knows how to build its house, and the
swan and the nightingale, which sing beautifully. To these there were probably added the
ant and the bee, as remarkable builders and collectors of stores for the winter, and among
birds the eagle, which is distinguished for its intelligence and resourcefulness; see Ar. GA
761a3ff.: ‘the coming into being of ... hornets and wasps is reasonably thought not to be
remarkable; for they have nothing divine about them, as bees do’; HA 619b6ff., where after
a description of the striking intelligence and resourcefulness of the eagle Aristotle says: ‘this
why people say that (the eagle), alone among birds, is divine’ (cf. Democritus’ special interest
in the eagle, Porphyr. Quaest. Hom. I.274.9 Schrad.: ‘Democritus relates that the bones of the
eagle are black’). In other cases Aristotle not only draws attention to the remarkable form of
life of these animals, but notes exactly the same thing as Democritus in no. 559, that in these
cases the human arts grew by imitation of what had developed in those animals by nature
(Phys. 199a15ff.): ‘and in general art brings to completion some things which nature cannot
achieve, and imitates others ... and this (i.e. that everything is for the sake of something) is
clearest in the other animals, which do things not by art or from enquiry or deliberation,
whence some people wonder whether it is by intelligence or something else that spiders and
218
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ants and other creatures do what they do, and if you go on a little way on that line it appears
that in plants too advantageous things come into being with a view to the end, e.g. the leaves
to protect the fruit, so that ... the swallow makes its nest and the spider its web by nature and
for the sake of something’; Simpl. ad loc. 378.22ff.: ‘thus everything acts for the sake of what
is necessary and useful, as using intelligence and forethought, spiders spinning wide, sturdy
webs to catch flies, ants storing food and using astonishing means of dragging heavy objects
and often dragging their food up into the sun to dry it and [then] cooling [it], and keeping
order in their march. But even more astonishing is the fact that they divide their own nests,
which we call holes, into three parts, and live in one, store their food in another and bury their
dead in the third. And the nightingale ... and the swallow make their nests by choosing the
mud which is easiest to work, just as doctors use it instead of medicines which dry out most
readily, and they bind the mud with straw to make the roomiest and strongest shape. And
the bee taught people to put together hexagonal spaces; and the nest of the kingfisher would
suffer the least damage from the water. There are many instances which one could give of
the ingenuity of the non-rational animals in what they do’; Philop. ad loc. 311.1: ‘we see, he
says, in the case of some animals that they do everything for the sake of something, doing it
not by art or reasoning but purely by nature impulse; for in fact ‘the natures of animals are
not taught’, as Hippocrates thinks’.
The first of these passages was cited by Ross in his commentary on Aristotle’s Physics
(p. 529) to reconstruct Democritus’ doctrine: ‘diaporousi tines ... [‘some people wonder’]. The
reference may to Democritus, who was impressed by the instinct of spiders and swallows’.
From our point of view, we have here Democritus’ characteristic assertion that human art
(technē) imitates the nature of animals. S.O. Dickermann (‘Some stock illustrations of animal
[intelligence] in Greek psychology’, Trans. Amer. Philol. Assoc. 42, 1911, pp. 123-30) speaks
out against the possibility of seeing Democritus in ‘some people’ here. According to him the
examples of the ant, the bee, the spider and the swallow are a commonplace, endlessly
repeated in later literature as a model of ‘untaught reason’, e.g. Galen, De usu part. I.3: ‘hence
it seems to me that the other animals practice some art by nature rather than by reason, bees
make honeycombs, ants construct storehouses and labyrinths, spiders spin and weave; the
evidence is that they are untaught’. Dickermann cites a number of similar passages from later
literature. But all these passages cannot serve as an objection against the fact that
Democritus was the first to refer to and interpret this material, and that subsequently his
discussions served as good material for teleological doctrines of nature. Equally implausible
and arbitrary is Dickermann’s assertion that this behaviour of animals interested Democritus
only as the object of human imitation and that the astonishing instincts of animals, which he
called mind, did not interest him in themselves; against that is the evidence of no. 560 [Ael.
NA VI.60 =DK 68 A 150a]: ‘whether we call it shame or a nameless gift of nature, we leave it
to Democritus [and others] to examine and consider themselves capable of saying what is the
cause’. Apparently Democritus said that in the case of animals shame is not the result of
reasoning, but some ‘nameless gift’, i.e. a mysterious instinct. The passage of Simplicius which

we have cited first in this connection supports Ross’s suggestion; even if Aristotle himself
happens not to mention singing, building and mending, which are mentioned in the excerpt
preserved by Plutarch (no. 559), all of these are spoken of in Simplicius’ commentary. Of
course it is difficult for us to judge what is here taken from Democritus, and what is a further
development of his thought. Prächter (Hermes 50, 1915, p. 144) cites an interesting passage
of Xenophon (Oecon. 19.18 ff.), in which the teacher of man is not the animals, but a plant,
the grape vine: ‘it itself teaches how best to use it. By climbing straight up a tree, if there is
one nearby, the vine teaches you to stake it. And by spreading out its leaves when the grapes
are still soft it teaches you to shade it from the sun in that season. And when the time comes
for the bunches to be sweetened by the sun, by shedding its leaves it teaches you to strip the
leaves and ripen the fruit’ (similar discussion in Cic., Cato Maior, 52ff.). Prächter sees here
borrowing from Democritus; I am not convinced, because in these cases man is taught by the
plant not how best to fashion his own life, but how best to look after that very plant.
Prächter’s suggestion that nos. 559-561 are taken from Democritus’ work On agriculture
seems to me just as improbable as it does to Alfieri, op. cit., p. 168, n. 435.
Very interesting in this connection is a remark of the 17 th – century Italian
mathematician Bonaventura Cavalieri (Exercitationes geometricae, Bononiae [Bologna],
1947, p. 185): ‘The poets relate that the gods, whom they had invented, achieved the glory
of their discoveries in no other way (i.e. than by being prompted by some external source).
This was the case with Hercules, who had learned of purple dye when he saw a dog eating a
murex which had been cast up on the sea-shore, just as Mercury invented the lyre by finding
that the dried-out sinews of a long-dead tortoise gave a pleasant sound when struck by the
fingers, or Pan made the shepherds’ pipe from reeds which made a sound when blown by
the wind’. The first of these reports, of the same rationalistic type and tendency, has come
down to us in Achilles Tatius II.11 and in Pollux I.45219, and in the lexicon of Cyril Prodromus
s.v. epi apodēmōi tēi philiai we read ‘imperial purple is the discovery of a dog’. But we do
not find this kind of rationalistic reworking of the stories of Hermes and the tortoise or Pan
and the reed: in the versions which have come down to us Hermes finds a live tortoise and
kills it to make a lyre; nowhere is it said that he happened to hear melodious sounds
emitted by the dried-out sinews of a dead tortoise (see Homeric Hymn to Hermes 25; Soph.
Ichneut. 278ff.; Apollod. III.10.2; Pausan. II.19.7 etc.); the case is the same with the myth of
Pan (Pausan. VII.38.1; Ovid, Met. I.690ff.: Long. II.34.37). There can be no question of
Cavalieri himself having invented these myths; obviously, he had as a source (perhaps at
third or fourth hand) a Greek book which told how men owed their greatest discoveries to
experience of the life and behaviour of animals and plants, as in the excerpts from
Democritus which have been cited. The myth in Achilles Tatius II.11 begins with the words
‘once upon a time’, which is characteristic of all the narratives of primeval human society220.
In this connection it is instructive that in Lucr. V.1379-83, whose source is undoubtedly
219
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These passages are not cited by Kleingünther in his work Prōtos heuretēs.
As E. Norden shows, Agnōstos Theos, pp. 370ff.

Democritus (see Reinhardt, op. cit., p. 511: ‘The words coincide with Lucretius’) we read that
it was the sounds emitted by the hollow stems of the reed which taught man to sing:
But long before men could delight their ears by singing pleasant songs together
They imitated with their mouths the liquid voices of birds,
And the rustling of the west wind in the hollow reeds
Was what first taught the country people to blow into hollow hemlock stalks.
See Kleingünther, op. cit., p. 109: ‘Nothing can characterise Democritus’ materialistic theory
of culture more clearly than this motif, that in the beginning powerless man had to make the
animals his instructors in order to shape his life’. See also Uxkull-Gyllenband, op. cit., p. 30.
2’pupils’:

see comm. on no. 561.

560
1The authenticity of the passages cited here was questioned by Erwin Rohde in 1873 and 1881

(Kl. Schr. I, pp. 398, 214-5). His starting-point was that these passages are undoubtedly taken
from Democritus’ work Causes of animals; but that work was not included in Thrasyllus’
tetralogies; so Thrayllus presumably (‘vermutlich, wahrscheinlich’) regarded that work as not
genuine. Rohde writes: ‘Nietzsche adduced that as evidence (Beitr. z. Quellenkr. u. Kritik des
L. Diog., Basel, 1870, pp. 26-7 (Werke XVII = Philologica I, p. 203) ... And are we to take as
authentic writings which even someone like Thrasyllus did not ascribe to Democritus?’ What
is the ground for the assertion that the passages cited here are, apparently, taken from the
work Causes of animals? In no. 560 the expression ‘the causes’ is used, and Rohde draws the
conclusion: ‘So (sic!) they will have been created from the 3 books of the Causes of animals’.
But first, the word ‘causes’, which is so common in the writings of Greek scientists, in no way
shows, in my opinion, that the passage comes from the work Causes of animals. Alfieri
correctly comments (op. cit., p. 167, n. 433) ‘This seems to be a piece of excessive ingenuity’.
H. Diller, ‘Wanderarzt und Aitiologe’, Philologus, Suppl. Vol. XXVI, part 3, 1934, p. 45, n. 78)
notes that Herodotus (IV.29) uses ‘the cause’ in the same context and connection as in the
passages cited from Democritus, and thinks it entirely possible that ‘such questions ... were
discussed, not in isolation but in wider scientific or even descriptive contexts (as in
Herodotus)’. Secondly, I am not convinced by Nietzsche’s contention that Democritus’ Causes
were acknowledged as inauthentic by Thrasyllus and that they are a forgery from the
Alexandrian period. Let us consider DL IX.45-9, dealing with the works of Democritus.
Chapters 45-8 clearly contain a list, drawn up by Thrasyllus, of works whose authenticity was
generally acknowledged (‘Thrasyllus listed his works in order ...’ (DL IX.45, end). The
beginning of chapter 49 contains writings whose authenticity had not gained general
acceptance (IX.48: ‘some list separately the following titles from the Notes’). And finally the
second part of chapter 49 refers to the existence, besides the above, of writings some of

which are undoubtedly inauthentic, others put together from works of Democritus (‘Of the
other works which some people ascribe to him, some are compiled from his own works,
others are acknowledged to be spourious’). The Causes are placed in the first group (ch. 47),
among the scientific and mathematical writings. Obviously (this is clear from their content)
they were assigned to the group of scientific writings and acknowledged as genuine by
Thrasyllus. Even such a cautious author as Diller draws the following conclusion (op. cit., pp.
44-5): ‘They cannot, as E. Rohde supposed, be later, specifically Alexandrian forgeries, for this
reason, that Aristotle and Theophrastus cite under the name of Democritus zoological and
botanical details which cannot be ascribed elsewhere than to the writings on causes ... That
is how we must regard the Causes of animals which Aelian has preserved for us (nos. 560-1).
Undoubtedly much of the verbal form has been corrupted, and probably some of the content
too, but against Rohde’s doubts I hold it as certain that the reports go back ultimately to early
Ionian aetiologies, not to Alexandrian, and so I regard it as less important whether the Causes
originate from Democritus himself or from his pupils’.
2The

imprecision of the citation of Herodotus might also serve as an argument against the
authenticity of the entire passage, which is a single unity; to the theory that savages live
according to nature there is opposed that in which the model of such a life is provided by
animals (see nos. 569, 572). In fact, in Herodotus I.216 the topic is that among the
Massagetae a woman can change her husband (moicheia) without fear of punishment
(adeōs), not that she can go with men under the eyes of all (phanerōs), as we read in this
passage: ‘if a man desires a woman among the Massagetae, he hangs up his quiver in front of
the wagon (not ‘in front of them’, as in our passage) and has intercourse without fear of
punishment’. Therefore Diels adds to this passage the note ‘So a forgery by Aelian’ [DKII, p.
124, l. 37n.]. But that is wrong: the tradition that the Massagetae are accustomed to have
intercourse in public existed independently of Herodotus (see Zenob. V.25 = Paroem. Gr. I, p.
127: ‘(the Massagetae from the mountains) have intercourse in the streets’. The geographical
detail ‘from the mountains’ is not in Herodotus or Aelian; hence it is impossible that Zenobius’
source was Aelian. In Strabo [XI.8.6 = 513C] there is, apparently, a combination of both
versions, attempting to reconcile them: ‘each man marries one woman, but they take one
another’s wives without concealment, and someone who is having intercourse with another
man’s wife hangs up his quiver in front of the wagon and has intercourse openly’ (apart from
some particular words the whole of this is taken from Herodotus, including the expression ‘in
front of the wagon’). But in Strabo too there is no mention of ‘Massagetae from the
mountains’, so that it is clear that Strabo was not Zenobius’ source. But these ‘Massagetae
from the mountains’ are not a mistake arising from the fancy of a later forger; see Strabo
[ibid. = 512C: ‘it is said ... that some of the Massagetae live in the mountains, and others in
the plains’. To understand how a citation of Herodotus got into this passage one should note
the following curious fact: in Simplicius’ extensive excerpt from the pre-Euclidean History of
geometry by Eudemus (F. Rudio, Der Bericht des Simplicius, Leipzig, 1907, pp. 45ff.) at every
step there are citations of the handbook of geometry by Euclid, which was in more general

use at the time of Simplicius. Of course, none of these citations were in Eudemus; they were
added by Simplicius to clarify Eudemus’ text. We must suppose that Aelian (or, more strictly,
his immediate source) did the same with Democritus; he added a citation of Herodotus
without great concern whether what Herodotus says coincides completely with the
corresponding passage of Democritus.
3That

this glorification of the natural perfection of animals in contrast to humans who are
corrupted by culture was genuinely characteristic of Democritus, is further clear from the fact
that we find the same theory in Democritus’ follower Epicurus; see Cic. De fin. II.10.31 (fr. 398
Us.): ‘From those animals, which are not yet depraved ... Epicurus took this argument ... from
the beasts, which he regards as mirrors of nature’; (II.33.109) ‘animals which you are
accustomed to use as witnesses about the supreme good’; Sext. M XI.96 (fr. 396 Us.): ‘some
of the Epicurean sect ... the animal shuns pain naturally and without instruction ... not yet
being enslaved to opinions ... (i.e. the natures of animals are uninstructed)’; Galen, De usu
part. I.3 (see comm. on no. 558, n. 3)221 – this expression is probably taken by all these authors
from Democritus. In fact, soon after the publication of Democritus’ work there had been
lively discussion in sophistic literature of the imitation of animals in the moral sphere. These
discussions are parodied in Aristophanes (Birds 1343ff.: storks feed their aged parents; Clouds
1248-9: ‘yet how do they differ from us?’). On this see my article in Aegyptus, VII, 1926, p.
250, n. 4; p. 261.
561
1’contrivance’:

in Artemidorus, Oneirocritica I.79, p. 94 Pack, there is a discussion which is
very similar to Democritus’ theories. The sexual orderliness of animals is contrasted with the
sexual corruption of man, who has invented different kinds of sexual perversions. In Reports
of the Acad. of Sci. of the USSR, p. 441, p. 457, p. 1041ff. I show that that this passage is in all
likelihood taken from the book On the interpretation of dreams by the sophist Antiphon, a
follower of Democritus. There we read: ‘people have invented the other forms [of
intercourse] through violence and wantonness, but that body-to-body [intercourse] is the
only form which they have been taught by nature is clear from the other animals ... thus it is
likely that for people body-to-body [intercourse] is the appropriate form, while the rest have
been contrived by violence and wantonness’. The expression ‘is clear from the other animals’
coincides with Democritus’ expression in no. 562: ‘it is clear for the other animals too’. The
expression ‘have been contrived’ corresponds exactly to the expression ‘a contrivance of
sexual violence’ in the passage being commented on.
2’pupils’:

we come across ‘pupils’ in practically the same context in no. 559, whose
authenticity is not in dispute; this may serve as an additional argument in favour of the
authenticity of no. 561.
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[The passage from Galen is cited in comm. on 559, n. 1.]

562
1This

saying is as it were the key to Democritus’ entire doctrine of the comparative appraisal
of animal and man set out in the preceding passages. He rates very highly the natural gifts of
animals, which they have mastered without any instruction and which can often serve as
models for man to imitate, and sometimes also for his moral improvement. But animals
cannot intentionally change them, whereas man can modify and reject them on the basis of
rational consideration.
2’their
3 ‘this

long-established way of life’: see comm. on no. 558 [n. 4].

is clear for the other animals too’: see comm. on no. 561.

4nomizon

pepoiētai [‘it has become accepted’]: nomizō is here used in an intransitive sense
without a direct complement; see Ecphantus (DK 51 A 1).
III. The origin of language
563
1The

views of scholars are sharply divided on the question of how far Proclus was right in
sharply contrasting Democritus as a partisan of the coming into being of language by
convention from Epicurus as a partisan of the coming into being of language by nature.
Alfieri, op. cit., p. 210, n. 531, p.. 198, n. 80, is inclined to think that Democritus and Epicurus
actually held opposed views on this question: ‘For Democritus it is a question of experience;
the wisest people impose on their fellow-tribesmen words of an entirely arbitrary and
conventional character, while for Epicurus it is a question of necessity, and people are
guided by instinct and analogy’. It is true, Alfieri remarks, that according to no. 564
Democritus called words ‘audible images’ of objects, from which one may conclude that for
Democritus the spoken names of objects came into being in the same natural way as for
Epicurus, but Alfieri regards such an interpretation of no. 564 as incorrect (see comm. on
that passage). By contrast, R. Philippson (‘Platons Kratylos und Demokrit’, Philologische
Wochenschrift 49, 1929, p. 923) thinks that in essence Democritus’ view coincides with that
of Epicurus: Epicurus is counted among the partisans of the coming into being of language
by nature because he denied that language (at least in its first stage) was invented by a god,
hero, or any kind of talented inventor.222 Democritus, on the other hand, disputed the
222

Diog. of Oenoanda 10, cols. II-V, pp. 20-22 Chilton: ‘regarding the sounds ... which were first uttered by the
people born from the earth ... let us not believe the philosophers who say that names were imposed on things
by convention and teaching, so that people could have signs to make their meaning readily clear to one
another. For it is absurd, and more absurd than any absurdity in addition to its impossibility, that some one
individual should succeed in assembling such multitudes ... and having assembled them should sit like a
schoolmaster ... and touch each thing and proclaim that this is to be called a stone, and this wood, and this a
man ...’
Cf. Lucr. V.1045 [actually 1041-3]:
Moreover thinking that someone then distributed names
To things and that from him people learned their first words

ancient theory that each thing has its own true, natural and correct name, connected with
its essence (which is why knowledge of the ‘true’ name of an object often confers power
over it). See e.g. Herodotus, who tells (II.2) of the experiment conducted by the pharaoh
Psammetichus, which showed that the ‘true’ name of bread was its Phrygian name bekos,
since children who have never heard a human voice call bread bekos. This ‘experiment’
was undoubtedly taken from sophistic literature; the answer to such theories is given in the
second part of passage no. 563, which shows the impossibility of such arguments and the
conventional nature of linguistic naming: of course, words came into being not by nature
but by convention, since by nature there exist only atoms and the void. H. Steinthal,
Geschichte der Sprachwissenschaft, vol. 1, 1890, pp. 74ff., 176ff., has shown that Proclus
lumped together the ancient philosophical contrast of nature and convention (phusei –
nomōi) with a new, historico-cultural contrast of nature and artificial construction (phusei –
thesei), according to which Democritus and Epicurus turned out to be opposed on this
question.
I am, however, convinced that in Philippson’s interpretation the question is oversimplified: if Epicurus had simply repeated Democritus’ arguments, and not attacked him on
any questions, it would hardly have entered anyone’s head to cite these philosophers as
representatives of diametrically opposed tendencies; moreover, I am inclined to think that
in saying (Epist. I.75) that ‘names do not originally come into being by convention’ Epicurus
is specifically attacking Democritus. Reinhardt attempts (op. cit., p. 502) to find an escape
from this difficulty as follows: ‘All the same, there is a slight difference (between the views
of Democritus and Epicurus). When we pay attention to how carefully Epicurus excludes
everything intellectual and emphasises the involuntary, and to the weight which he attaches
to natural necessity, which ‘squeezes sounds out’ from people (Lucr. V. 1028: ‘nature
compelled them to emit sounds and utility shaped the names of things’), then one will have
to reach the conclusion that on this question he went in any case further than Democritus’.
These arguments presumably have their unconscious source in passage no. 36 cited above,
which Diels understood in the sense that, according to Epicurus, Democritus put insufficient
emphasis on the role of chance in nature. As we have already seen, that translation and
interpretation are incorrect; for Epicurus the most alien part of Democritus’ theory was
precisely his doctrine of pervasive causality; he attacked him from the standpoint of the
freedom of the will and introduced the swerve of the atom with just that aim. Moreover, in
his fundamental discussion of the history of language cited above (Epist. I.75) he says that in
the second stage of development people ‘of different nationalities laid down their own
particular names’, i.e. he emphasises that existing languages emerged by convention; that
fully corresponds to the theory of ‘the social contract’ (see comm. on nos. 569 ff.) which he
develops in Kuriai Doxai 31-2 (= DL X.150) and to his principle of ‘free will’ (see also Lucr.
V.1019-20). By contrast, the idea of ‘the social contract’ is totally alien to the determinist
Democritus. The fact is exactly the opposite: Epicurus (Epist. I.75) lays such emphasis on the
Is stupid ... (continuation as in Diogenes of Oenoanda).

chance nature of linguistic and other phenomena in the early stage of human development
(see Reinhardt, op. cit., p. 503, n. 2) to emphasise still more sharply man’s rational free will
in the second stage of his development: ‘their nature was taught and necessitated in all
sorts of ways by things themselves; but later on reason makes more precise the things their
nature has provided and makes further discoveries, so that names did not originally come
into being by convention , but the natures of people of different nationalities underwent
different experiences and received different images and emitted air differently as it was
shaped by those various experiences and images, according to their national differences in
different places; but later in each nation their particular conventions were set up in
common, so that their meanings could be made clear more concisely and with less
ambiguity’. For Democritus as a determinist these two epochs of different character did not
exist; in the very earliest epoch particular people emitted different words (of course, under
the influence of natural forces) -- from the very moment that they stopped emitting
confused and meaningless sounds (no. 566) they began to articulate them in letters , but of
these invented sounds the only ones which survived were those which answered their
needs. Epicurus objected to this convention in the first stage of human development,
banishing it to the much later stage of ‘the social contract’. See J.H. Dahlmann, op. cit. p. p.
4ff.; Giussani, ‘La questione del linguaggio secondo Platone e secondo Epicuro’, Mem. R.
Istituto Lombardo 20, 1899, p. 105; H. Diels, ‘Die Anfänge der Philologie bei den Griechen’,
Neue Jahrb. f. klass. Alt. 13, 1910, pp. 1ff.: A. Momigliano, Atti Accad. Sc. di Torino 65, 192930, p. 98: I.M. Tronsky, Problems of language (in series Ancient theories of language and
style, pp. 17-20, 30): S.Y. Luria, Essays in the history of ancient science, Moscow, 1947, pp.
269-71.
2’statues’:

see no. 564 with comm.

3the

expressions ‘homonomy’ and ‘polyonomy’, as Steinthal suggests with justification, do
not belong to Democritus, but are taken from Aristotelian terminology; Democritus’ own
expressions (polysēmon [‘ambiguous’], isorropon [‘equivalent’} etc.) appear at the end of
the passage, where the technical term epicheirēma in the sense ‘argument’ is also postDemocritean. Cf. Ar. Cat. 1a1: ‘things are called homonymous which have only the name in
common, but the definition corresponding to the name is different’.
564
1The

expression ‘speaking images’ (see no. 565: ‘the word [logos]is the shadow of the deed’)
shows without doubt that in Democritus’ view logos [‘speech, description, definition,
statement’] was not an arbitrary invention, but to some degree reflected actual reality (‘a
sound-image’); the expression ‘detailed descriptions, as it were images of things’ ascribed in
no. 563 to the people called Pythagoreans, as in a number of other cases, is, apparently,
simply an idealistic transformation of an expression of Democritus’. Steinthal, op. cit., p.
182, followed by Alfieri, op. cit., p. 237, n. 596, starting from the original sense of the word
agalma [‘image’], i.e. ‘idol, object of worship’ thinks that ‘vocal image’, i.e. ‘vocal idol, vocal

icon’, relates only to the gods (‘and these are of the gods’), and refers to those people for
whom the name of a god is itself an object of worship and reference, a particular kind of
icon. I am not, however, convinced by this interpretation, especially when one pays
attention to the word ‘images’ in no. 563. Cf. Warburg, Neue philologische
Untersuchungen, V, p. 72. How Democritus conceived of the connection between objects
and words may be seen from the following later passages, which apparently also have their
source in Democritus: Procl., In Crat. 17, pp. 7ff. Pasquali (335 Us.): ‘Epicurus ... thought that
names are by nature ... for Epicurus said that it was not in virtue of knowledge that they (sc.
the original name-givers) assigned names, but because they were naturally affected, like
people coughing or sneezing, or bellowing, or wailing, or groaning’; Orig. Contra Cels. 1.24,
p. 76 Koetch. (334 Us.): ‘as Epicurus teaches ... names exist by nature, when the first people
had emitted sounds for things’; Hor. Ars poet. 108-11: ‘Nature first shapes us inwardly in
response to all chance events (‘in response to whatever happens’) ... and then expresses the
motions of the mind through the medium of the tongue’; Aul. Gell. Noct. Att. X.4: ‘P.
Nigidius ... teaches ... that names and words are made not by chance imposition, but by a
certain rational force of nature ... It has been usual for philosophers to inquire whether
names are by nature or by convention. He says ‘When we say ‘vos’ [‘you’], we make use of
a certain movement of the mouth which fits the application of the word itself, gradually
moving the tips of our lips outwards and directing our breath and mind out towards the
people we are talking to. But by contrast when we say ‘nos’ [‘we’] we as it were shut up our
breath and lips inside ourselves. ... For just as when we nod assent or dissent the motion of
our head or eyes is not alien to the nature of the thing it signifies, so a certain movement of
the mouth and breath is as it were natural to these words ...’ Lucr. V.1028ff.:
But nature compelled them to emit various sounds via the tongue
And utility fashioned the names of things,
In much the same way as the very speechlessness of the tongue
Seems to impel children to gestures ...
1056 Finally, what is so surprising in this,
If the human race, having a functioning voice and tongue,
Marked things by different names corresponding to their different feelings?
When the dumb herds, and the races of wild beasts,
Are used to call forth various different sounds
When fear and pain are present, and again when their joys grow strong.
1087 So if different feelings compel animals,

Dumb though they are, to emit different sounds,
How much more likely is it that mortals
Were then able to mark unlike things by one sound and another.
On the difference between Democritus and Epicurus on the question of the origin of
language see comm. on no. 563.
565
1See

Frank, op. cit., pp. 169ff.: ‘Atomism constructs in every area of reality a scheme of
three levels: ‘the letter’ (element), ‘the syllable’ (complex of elements) and ‘the word’
(logos, systems of elements). For speech (‘word’) is for Democritus a reflection of reality
(‘the word is the shadow of the deed’), consequently it reflects the connections of the real
world. Just as a logos is composed of letters, i.e. of indivisible ‘primary elements of sound’,
so things are composed of atoms, the’ primary bodies’ ... So atomism understood ... speech
... as a perfect representation of reality (‘vocal images’). As such, it is merely a subjective
representation, not the objective truth itself, it is not ‘by nature’, but ‘by art, by convention’
(thesei, see. no. 563). A representation (eikōn) is, it is true, as regards its material,
something other than what it represents (Pl. Crat. 432b, 430b, 423a ff.; Tim. 52c), but in
their (qualitative) form the two coincide. The form, i.e. the mode of composition from
simple elements, is one and the same in reality and in language’.
2These

passages, which confirm Frank’s arguments, but which remained unknown to him,
are here cited by me for the first time.
566
1’their

speech was meaningless and confused’: this genitive absolute [the construction in the
Greek] expresses contemporaneousness, not sequence; the word ‘later’, which is
characteristic of Epicurus (see comm. on no. 563, n. 1, where the corresponding passage of
Epicurus is cited), is absent here.223 For Democritus there was no second epoch, the epoch
of ‘the social contract’; as soon as man comes on the scene, capable of emitting
meaningless and confused sounds, he immediately begins to invent verbal signs to interpret
his surroundings. Hence the identification proposed by Reinhardt (op. cit., p. 501) between
the histories of the development of language in Democritus and in Epicurus seems to me
incorrect: ‘Thus in Diodorus also two phases of the formation of language are distinguished.
The first development is achieved by the most extreme diversification, leading to sounds
being articulated (on the contrary, here we read asēmou (‘unarticulated’) – L) in the most
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[Pace L, despite the absence of the word ‘later’, the passage clearly describes the gradual development over
time of articulate speech from an initial state in which speech was meaningless and confused. Nothing in the
text of no. 566 supports L’s ‘as soon as man comes on the scene’ and ‘immediately’, which are indeed
contradicted by ‘gradually’ (kat’ oligon).]

various ways; then in different geographical areas there are formed systems (sustēmata) ...’.
In so far as this refers to no. 566, it is utter fantasy; there is no mention there of any two
stages. Diod. I.16.1 cited by Reinhardt, also yields nothing, not to mention the fact that the
theory set out there is not shown to belong to Democritus. Of course, that can have no
connection with that second stage (no. 566) when man turns from objects of necessity to
objects of luxury; language was an object of original necessity, not of luxury.
2’they

articulated’: cf. Pl. Prot. 322a: ‘then he [man] soon articulated speech and names by
his skill’; Diod. I.16.1: ‘and from him (Hermes) first common speech was articulated and
many unnamed things got names’.
3’forefathers,

originators’ (archegona): cf. the words of the Epicurean cook in the comic poet
Damoxenus (Athen. III.10 [cf. no. 499]): ‘nature is the originator of every craft’. Cf.
Dahlmann, op. cit., p. 40.

567a
1We

see from nos. 567 and 567a that, like his idealistic opponents Democritus was
concerned with etymologising ; but the two of his etymologies which have come down to us
are usefully distinguished from, for instance, the fantastic and arbitrary etymologies
contained in Plato’s Cratylus. The rapprochement of the root gun to the root gen is
mistaken, but it is shared by some linguisticians of our time, e.g. W. Prellwitz,
Etymologisches Wōrterbuch der griechischen Sprache, Gōttingen, 1905, p. 101: ‘gunē ...
woman ... from *gw ͝ na ... like gene in gignomai’. Similarly, Democritus’ assumption that
the suffix mon in the word phleg-mon-ē is simply an extended variation of the suffix mn(t) in
the word phlegma (cf. Latin men, Slavonic мѧ), not a parallel formation, is in principle
entirely regular. Plato takes over the etymology of the word gunē from Democritus (Crat.
414a: ‘gunē seems to me to mean gonē [‘seed, generation’]’, but along with this he gives a
series of fantastic etymologies, e.g. andreia [‘courage’]: ‘if we remove the d we get anreia
[‘flowing back’] ... the flow which is opposed to the one contrary to justice’, or he gets arrēn
[‘male’] from anrēn224, hē anō roē [‘the upward flow’], or thēlē [‘nipple’] ‘because it makes
things flourish (tethēlenai) like things that are watered’. Of course, there is no guarantee
that these fantastic etymologies are not also taken over from Democritus.
IV. Music and culture in general arise not from want but from plenty
568
1See

Reinhardt, op. cit., p. 504; Uxkull-Gyllenband, op. cit., p. 30; Kleingünther, op. cit., p.
107; W. Theiler, Zur Geschichte der teleologischen Naturbetrachtung bis auf Aristotleles, pp.
224

[The form anrēn is not in Plato’s text: at 414a1-2 arren [‘male’] and anēr [‘man’] are both derived from hē
anō roē.]

78ff.; Alfieri, op. cit., p. 239, n. 597; Crōnert, op.. cit., p. 130, n. 503ff.225 Kleingünther
emphasises the general significance of this passage: ‘In this passage Democritus makes a
cross-section through his theory; he shows that as well as necessity = need there was
another principle of explanation for the origin of discoveries’. All these authors point out
the numerous echoes of this theory in Plato and Aristotle: Pl. Rep. 373a-b: ‘we are no longer
to provide necessities, houses, clothes and shoes, but we are to stimulate painting and
obtain gold and ivory and all that kind of thing ... which are no longer present in cities out of
necessity ... and many whose business is culture, poets and their retinues, reciters, actors,
dancers’; Critias 110a: ‘mythology and investigation of the ancient past are introduced into
cities together, at the same time as leisure, when people see that the necessities of life have
been secured, and not before’; Epin. 974d: ‘first, let us see that [the kinds of knowledge] of
what the human race needs first are pretty well most necessary and truly first ... let the first
thing for us be the [knowledge of] animals’ eating one another, which makes us abstain
totally from some animals and makes others part of a lawful diet ... growing and preparing
wheat and barley ... agriculture throughout the country ... construction of houses and all
kinds of building and manufacture of all kinds of objects, working in bronze and the crafts of
builders, potters and weavers , and then the making of all kinds of tools ... all kinds of
hunting, with their diverse techniques ... divination ... all kinds of interpretation ... and after
that there would remain a sort of play, imitative for the most part ... and language and all
kinds of culture, and the things arising from painting ...’; Ar. Meta. 982b22: ‘when
practically all the necessities were supplied that sort of intelligence began to investigate the
conduct of leisure’.
On the basis of these imitations of Democritus it is possible to give some details of
his theory. Of course, music, dance and primitive drawings are as ancient as human speech;
to imagine that man began to sing only when he had already learned to cultivate plants and
build houses is extremely schematic. Epicurus, as we have seen, took that schematism even
further, in banishing to that later stage articulate speech and primitive social institutions
(‘the epoch of the social contract’).
2’more
3’not

recent’: ‘than the other arts’ is understood.

singled out by necessity’: ‘so in opposition to Epicurus’ (Alfieri).

568a
1See

Kleingünther, op. cit., p. 108: ‘if Democritus ascribed the invention of the hexameter to
Musaeus, he was obviously convinced that religious literature has the right to claim the
greatest antiquity, and in particular that the hexameter poems of Musaeus were the most

225

Crōnert has shown that in this passage the quotation from Democritus ends with the word genesthai
[‘came into being’}, and that what follows does not refer to Democritus.

ancient products of that religious literature. That Democritus named individual inventors in
his theory is, it seems to me, also clear from Pl. Laws 677d’.
V. The origin of law
569
1For

Democritus, as we have already said, there were not, as there were for Epicurus, two
separate epochs in the early history of primeval man, the epoch ‘of natural life’ (‘by nature’,
‘by necessity’) and the epoch of the free ‘social contract’. The rational activity of individual
people began from the very dawn of human life, but experience and need preserved only
those skills and discoveries which turned out to be advantageous. The most perfect of the
discoveries which reflected the primeval coarseness of man, not yet exstinct in the world, is
law – an ‘artificial product’, ‘a bad contrivance’, which has the aim of benefiting man, but is
powerless to do so in the absence of good will and the desire of the citizens to obey it. See
E. Bignone, Nuova Rivista Storica I, 1917, p. 12, n. 1: ‘In Diogenes Laertius IX.45 (in the
exposition of the doctrine of Democritus) the manuscript text says poiēta de nomima einai,
phusei de atoma kai kenon [‘conventions are artificial, atoms and void by nature’], following
a summary of the ethical doctrines, and it is not necessary to follow Zeller and Diels in
correcting the text to poiotētas de nomōi einai [‘qualities are by convention’]: rather one
should read ta nomima [‘the conventions, the laws’]. See my article, AGPh 38, 1929, p. 211,
and Antiphon, DK 87 B 44, col. 1, ll. 23ff.: ‘ta men gar tōn nomōn <xun>theta226, ta de tēs
phuseōs anangkaia’ [‘what the law prescribes is conventional, what nature prescribes is
necessary’]. In both passages we have the typical confusion of nomos in the sense of
‘something established or prescribed’ with nomos as an epistemological concept,
contrasted with the concept of phusis. For Epicurus, on the contrary, law is a beneficial
result of agreement, of a conscious contract between citizens gathering together (cf.
Hobbes’ ideas, Rousseau’s ‘contrat social’) and establishing norms making the causing and
suffering of evil impossible. It arose in the second stage of the development of society and
exists by nature. See KD 31: ‘Natural justice is an advantageous agreement not to harm one
another or to be harmed’; 33: ‘Justice was not something in its own right, but a universal
agreement not to harm or be harmed, arising from their association with one another’ cf.
comm. on no. 620a). Lucr. V.1019-20:

Then neighbours began eagerly to join in mutual friendship
Not to injure or to be violated.
570

226

[DK reads epi>theta [‘arbitrary’]].

1P.

Von der Mühll, Festgabe Adolf Kägi, Frauenfeld, 1919, p. 177, n. 1: ‘to be completed
from Epicurus’ theory’ (cited from DK II, p. 194, ll. 10ff. n; unavailable to me). See preceding
note with quotations from Epicurus.

b. THE WORSHIP OF THE GODS
I. Explanation of the divine nature
II. The divine force present in men and some other animals, greater in some and less in
others
572
1Democritus

was not an atheist, i.e. he accepted the existence of gods. But, as we shall see
from what follows, he denied that the gods are immortal, almighty, and merciful to humans,
and he denied their care for humans, i.e. ‘divine providence’. Hence these gods are mortal
beings, much longer-lived and wiser than humans, but none the less beings who are totally
subject to natural necessity and mortal. The Epicurean conception of blissful and serene
gods, living somewhere in world-space (‘interworlds’ [metakosmia] as the residence of the
gods is undoubtedly an Epicurean conjecture), is therefore little different from Democritus’
conception. This is confirmed, we may think, by Xenoophon’s testimony in Mem. I.4.9,
(written long before Epicurus) where Aristodemus states the views of the atomists: ‘for I do
not see the beings who are in control, as I see the makers of artefacts ... I do not despise the
divine, Socrates’, he said, ‘but I think that it is too magnificent to need worship from me ...
you know well’, he said, ‘that if I thought that the gods had any care for men I should not
neglect them’.
Democritus denied that the gods have the capacity or the desire to do people good
or evil intentionally227, but from their bodies there are, totally involuntarily, emitted images,
which may be either beneficial or harmful for people (see nos. 472 & 472a). By the principle
‘like is assimilated to like’ we should therefore expect that these ‘divine images’ would get
inside people rather than animals, and among people get inside the wisest. In fact
Democritus divides living beings into four categories, each of which contains a smaller
portion of the divine than the preceding one: gods, sages, [ordinary] people, ‘non-rational
animals’. The amount of divinity is connected with the presence of a higher or lower level of
intelligence, reason and thought, of ‘thinking what is fine’ (see nos. 572a & 573a). But since
images of the gods get inside the bodies of living beings without any effort on their part, and
living beings can only ‘pray’ (no. 472a) that they will encounter good images, it often
happens that the divine can be found in an animal, depending on chance circumstances or
on the presence in the perceiving subject of predispositions which have nothing at all to do
with reason. Hence ‘divine instinct’, ‘a sixth sense’, which confers the capacity to perceive
immediately ‘streams of divine images’ can be had by ‘non-rational animals’ as well as by
sages (no. 572;; see comm. on no. 560) and by people who are out of their minds (no. 574)
or mentally ill (melancholikoi), since they are less capable of being absorbed in their own
thoughts and more subject to external influence. Thus, for instance, poets, whose creations
227

Ar. De divinat. in somn. 2, 463b12: ‘dreams would not be sent by god ... (21) they would occur by day and to
the wise, if it were god who sent them’. See comm. on no. 472, nn. 1-3.

are clearly the product of a divine spirit, can write well only when they are in a state of
possession, when they are out of their minds (no. 574). This conception of people endowed
with a divine force is very ancient; it is characteristic of all primitive peoples and probably
older than the doctrine of gods who rule over people. According to these views powerful
and wise people are endowed with a superhuman force (mana or orenda). The expressions
hieros [‘holy’], theios [‘divine’], theioteros [‘more divine’], entheos [‘possessed by a god’]
mean ‘endowed with a large amount of mana’. See Söderblum, Das Werden des
Gottesglaubens, Leipzig, 1916; F. Pfister, 1) RE s.v. Kultus, 2) Berl. Philol. Wochenschrift,
1920, pp. 645ff., 1921, pp. 394 ff., 1923, pp. 356ff. At a certain level, such people are
themselves earthly gods; cf. a quotation from Aristotle’s Protrepticus (fr. 48 Rose = Cic. De
fin. II.12.40): ‘Man is born for two things, as Aristotle says, understanding and acting, a sort
of mortal god’. Thus it was in total accord with the conceptions prevailing at the time when
Empedocles declared himself an immortal god (DK 31 B 112: ‘I am for you an immortal god,
no longer a mortal’) and men and women worship him as a god (‘I am worshipped by men
and women’); he declared that he not only heals the sick, but sends winds, rain, good
weather and drought, and even raises the dead – in a word, he possesses all the powers and
capacities which are normally ascribed to a god. Cf. Ar. EN 1101b24: ‘for we call the gods
blessed and happy and we call the most divine of men blessed’. Characteristic of these
conceptions are the names of epilepsy, ‘the divine, the sacred disease’, though Heraclitus
(DK 22 B 46) and the Hippocratic school (Airs, waters, places 22) contemptuously dissented
from the doctrine that epileptics are specially holy people; Democritus apparently
maintained such a view. Through sheer misunderstanding Cicero (ND I.12.29 ; no. 427a)
transforms the images which mechanically affect people and other animals into gods
(‘Democritus counts the images and their journeys among the gods’). Cf. Zeller, Philos. d.
Gr., I.2, p. 1120, n. 7: ‘Cicero counts among the gods of a philosopher everything that the
latter describes as divine even in the widest sense: but Democritus could certainly call the
mind divine’. Among animals Democritus apparently ascribed a large share in the divine
only to a few: the eagle, the bee, perhaps the nightingale, the swallow and the ant ‘the
instructors of humans’ (see comm. on no. 559).
2By

‘invisible’ is probably understood on the one hand tiny animals which are not detected
by simple vision and on the other gods and other beings, inhabiting other worlds. The word
‘mortal’ shows that here in Simplicius we have at best a very free reformulation of
Democritus’ doctrine.
3The

conclusion is correct, above all because Democritus (see comm. on no. 559) ascribed to
animals a certain kind of instinctive knowledge that humans do not possess; only sages and
gods can attain it by rational, not instinctive, means.
572a
1The

fact, demonstrated by Reinhardt (comm. on no. 558, n. 2), that the excerpt from
Hermippus is a paraphrase of Democritus, may also serve to show that the passages of

Aristotle cited in no. 572a also have their source in Democritus, since a number of their
expressions coincide word for word with the passage cited from Hermippus (‘[man] is the
only animal [to walk] upright ... to the most divine belong thinking and understanding ...
shares in the divine’. Cf. Pl. Prot. 322a: ‘Since man shared in the divine nature, because of
his kinship with god he alone among animals recognised gods’.
2’not

merely to living, but also to living well’: cf. Seneca Epist. ad Lucil. 90.1: ‘Who can doubt
that life is a gift of the immortal gods, but living well the gift of philosophy?; Philod. (Herc.
Vol. coll. alt.IX, col. II, Studia Vindobonensia 11, p. 5 Gomperz): ‘so that nature has given us
speech also , but skill has enabled us to speak well’ (cf. fr. 13: ‘[doing things] in any chance
way is the work of nature, but [doing them] well is the work of skill’). The word ‘also’ at the
beginning of this pronouncement shows that the author had in mind some other more
general thesis, containing a new idea. Gomperz sees here a passage in iambics from some
tragedy; following him I restore:
Nature gave us [the means] to live simply (Gomperz ‘gave us life’)
Skill [the means] to live well,
and I suppose that it is taken from a tragedy by Antiphon, where, as in Mechanics 847a20,
ascribed to Aristotle, we read: ‘by skill we defeat things by which we are naturally
overcome’. That mind, reason and thought (i.e. the capacity to overcome nature with the
aid of skill) is a ‘divine principle’ in man is stated by Epicharmus DK 23 B 57:
Man has reasoning [logismos], and divine reason [logos];
And man’s [reason] is born from divine reason
And it gives each one resources for life and food.
And divine reason accompanies all skills,
Itself teaching them that they must do what is advantageous.
3’either

... alone ... or most of all’: Ar. De divinat. in somn. 463b12 is clearly correcting
Democritus when he says that the dreams of ‘the other animals’ (i.e. other than man)
cannot be ‘divine’, but only ‘daimonic’, since the nature of animals is ‘daimonic’ but not
‘divine’228, since, in saying ‘or most of all’ he clearly has in mind Democritus, who accepted
that the divine is a quality of the soul of some animals.
572b

228

[See translator’s note on comm. on no. 472, n.1.]

1What

Aristotle says about people who are possessed or insane is totally applicable to
animals as well, for they too are, in the absence of reason, endowed with kinds of instinctive
knowledge which humans do not possess (comm. on no. 559).
573
1We

have already encountered in Epicharmus (comm.. on no. 572a, n. 2) the opposition in
man between the human and the [more] divine as a rational principle which overcomes
nature. A man in whom there predominate only the lower instincts is described by the
words ‘bestiality’ and ‘beastly’; such was the nature of people when the human race had
just come into being (‘in a bestial life’, no. 558, Diod. I.8.1). A man who has completely
mastered his lower instincts is a ‘divine’ or a ‘most divine’ man, ‘a sort of mortal god’. Both
types of man are very rare; the normal type is ‘human’. See Ar. EN 1145a19ff.: ‘with regard
to bestiality the most appropriate thing to say is that superhuman excellence is something
heroic and divine, as Homer makes Priam say of Hector that he was extremely good and that
he seemed to be ‘not the child of a mortal man, but of a god’ ... it is clear that it is a state of
this kind which is opposed to the bestial ... and since it is rare that a man is divine, as the
Spartans are accustomed to call someone they admire exceedingly (they say ‘a divine man’
(seios anēr)), so too the bestial type is rare among men’. This opposition of two principles in
man is also attested for Heraclitus (DK 22 B 78: ‘human character does not have intelligence,
but the divine has’.)

573a
1This

expression is completely analogous to the one cited at no. 572a: ‘something divine
flowed into him, in virtue of which he shared in intelligence and reason and thought’ and
‘thinking and understanding are the work of the most divine [being]’. There is not the
slightest ground to doubt the authenticity of this passage, as Lortzing does, op. cit., p. 9: ‘I
can(not) accept ... as Democritean [Democrates] 79 [= DK 68 B 112]; ‘It is the mark of a
divine mind always to be thinking of something fine’, which is completely discordant with
the outlook of our philosopher. .. Moreover, the sentence contains no Ionic form’. But first,
Democritus did not at all deny the existence of blissful and wise gods; he simply denied that
they are immortal and that they care for humans; secondly, the term ‘divine’ was, as we
have seen, applied from time immemorial to highly gifted people, such as Homer and
Heraclitus. As far as the absence of Ionic form is concerned (actually the question can only
be about the form theiou instead of thēiou), as we shall see below, in collections of saying
Ionic forms are very often replaced by Attic.
576
1’divine

things are thought by the mind’: by the principle ‘like is assimilated to like’. nountai
is formed from ‘noeontai’. Cf. Bechtel, Hermes 41, 1906, p. 309.

III. Popular religion
577
1Like

Empedocles, the sorceresses themselves believed in the power of their magic;
therefore changing the nominative to the accusative [i.e. changing the sense from ‘the
sorceresses believed that they extinguished ...’ to ‘people believed that the sorceresses
extinguished ...’] as Wendel and DK do [II, p. 176, ll. 10-11 with n.] is unnecessary; Alfieri too
translates ‘the sorceresses believed’ (op. cit., p.246).
578
1In

this case Cicero’s immediate source was Posidonius, as Diels points out [DK II, p. 123, l.
18].
2IIn

my opinion, careful examination of these testimonia on Democritus allows us to draw
the conclusion that his ‘divination from the entrails’ has nothing to do with the usual
predictions from the entrails of the outcome of a war, social disasters etc. His divination
from the entrails (cf. ps.-Hippocr. Epist. 17), however naive it may have been, aimed to
predict things immediately connected with a given herd: the state of health of the herd, the
outbreak or approach of disease, the quality of the animals’ food (‘the kind of food and the
richness or sparseness of the products of the land’), and sometimes , in connection with
that, future abundance or lack of grazing (‘the future fertility or sterility of the fields’ ). This
is bad science, but not the absurd superstition which was widespread at the time; the only
objection which Cicero could bring against it was that in the case of deterioration of food,
approach of disease etc., that would affect all the animals of a given herd simultaneously,
not just the particular animal which had been cut open. As a typical representative of Ionian
science (compare e,g, Herodotus) Democritus did not make a sharp break with popular
beliefs, but tried, where possible, to take them as a starting-point by making rationalistic
and often naive corrections to them.
2Peri

pronoias [‘On Forethought, Foreknowledge’ or possibly ‘On Providence’]: see comm.
on no. 589. In this connection it is characteristic of Democritus to take a sceptical attitude
to divine oracles, seeing stories of famous prophesies which had saved people as merely
‘made-up tales’(no. 594, end).
579a
1The

anecdote reported by Lucian has of course no historical value, but it shows that in the
Epicurean circles in which Lucian moved, and in which people were inclined to interpret the
sayings of Democritus in a hostile sense (cf. no.. 586), it was nonetheless regarded as
beyond doubt that Democritus flatly rejected any life of the soul after death, and,
consequently any tales of Hades and of apparitions, and hence that his eidōla [‘images’} had

nothing in common with the apparitions of popular belief (though they arose as a result of
the reworking and purification of those popular conceptions).
IV. The origin of the worship of the gods
580
1tön

logiön [‘the learned’]: this word (if it actually goes back to Democritus, and does not
belong to Clement or an intermediate source; it is found only in the Protrepticus, and is
absent from the Stomateis and Eusebius) no doubt has an ironical sense. It is true that O.
Gilbert, Griechische Religionsphilosohie, Leipzig, 1911, p. 478, takes this expression seriously
and erects on it Democritus’ entire philosophy, representing him as a deist and a dualist
(according to Gilbert the true inventor of scientific materialism was not Democritus but
Epicurus); in his opinion, in Democritus the gods stand at the centre of the entire cosmic
process (‘at the centre of what happens in the world’). Reinhardt, Hermes 47, 1912, p. 511,
takes a similar view; he sees in this passage a proof that Democritus regarded belief in the
gods as a lofty achievement of human culture: ‘a few thinking men stood up before their
fellow men, still sunk in torpor ... it is the few superior spirits who lead the mass of people in
the struggle towards all higher achievements, in religion as well as in ... the regulation of
morals ...’ But this is a clear mistake on Reinhardt’s part. Democritus regarded belief in the
gods as the cause of celestial phenomena, not as a lofty achievement of humanity, but as
the profoundest error; he always says things like ‘believing the gods to be the cause of these
things’ (no. 581); ‘the ancients came to believe in the existence of gods, though apart from
these [i.e. eidöla} there is no god’ (no. 472a). Further, as I showed in 1929 (Rh. Mus. N.F. 78,
1929, pp. 236ff.) Reinhardt’s citation of Epicurus (Lucretius) is an obvious oversight: ‘kindly
people outstanding in intellect and stout of heart’ are mentioned by Lucretius V.1107 in a
passage dealing with what he sees as the true achievement of culture. The passage
beginning with the words: ‘Now what cause spread the powers of the gods abroad among
great nations and filled the cities with altars’ (V.1161ff.) does not mention any ‘kindly’
beings, for Epicurus, as is well known, saw belief in gods who reward and punish men as a
cause of ‘torpor’ and the greatest misfortune for mankind (Lucretius concludes with the
words ‘O unhappy human race, when it has ascribed such deeds to the gods’ [V.1194-5]).
The ‘learned’ who invented religion are also mentioned by the Epicureans; so in this section
we also read in Philodemus: ‘all these things are called eternal and divine by unintelligent
people’. So ‘unintelligent’ here corresponds to Democritus’ ‘learned’. So Diels was right in
his note on this passage to understand the expression ‘learned’ as irony. He sees here a
thrust against Diogenes of Apollonia (DK 64 A 8 = Philod. De pietat. 6b): ‘Diogenes praises
Homer for telling the truth about the divine, not just making up a story; for he says that he
thinks that the air is Zeus himself, since he says that Zeus sees everything’. 229 But from the
expression ‘which we now call air’ it is clear that the topic is not a false doctrine of
Democritus’ own time, but teachers of false doctrines in very ancient times. Perhaps
229

[The comments attributed to Diels are not in DK 5th or 6th edns.]

Diogenes was merely touched on in passing. Therefore Bailey was right to remark (op. cit.,
p. 175): ‘Democritus ... says with an obvious note of contempt ‘Some few among educated
(logiön) men ...’’. Kleingünther expresses himself in the same spirit (op. cit., p.112): ‘I see no
basis whatever for Reinhardt’s attempt to bring together Lucretius V.1161ff. with Fr. B 30
Diels. In Lucretius’s view logioi certainly invented culture and the state ... but not religion.
For Democritus it is not an invention in the strict sense, something which serves a purpose,
but a psychologically conditioned, spontaneously occurring phenomenon’.
A sophistic form of the same idea appears in the corresponding passage of the
speech of Sisyphus from Critias’ tragedy Sisyphus [DK 88 B 25]; ‘then, when the laws
prevented them from doing violent deeds openly, but they were doing them in secret, then
it seems to me that some stalwart and wise man ... discovered fear for mortals ... so from
that he introduced the divine’. From the viewpoint of the sophist who sees the principal
task of the ‘intelligent’ to be that of fooling the ‘stupid’, seizing power and bringing about
order in the state, the person who invents religion with the aim of fooling the masses is of
course ‘a stalwart and wise man’. See my book Forerunners of anarchism in antiquity,
Moscow, 1926, p. 121, and Zeller, Die Philos. d. Gr., i. p. 1159. Norden, Agnōstos Theos, p.
164, cites a passage of [Aelius] Aristides, XLIII.29ff., which exhibits in content and in style a
striking resemblance to the cited passage of Democritus: ‘Zeus [is] the father of all ... he is
the discoverer of all things ... he is the lord of all things... he is the giver of all things ... all
the great names, worthy of himself, which he invented’. No doubt Democritus was
parodying the same hymn in honour of Zeus which is paraphrased by Aristides. Cf. further
comm. on no. 581a, n. 1.
2mutheetai:

this word has caused such difficulty to writers that all sorts of attempts at
emendation have been made. In his time Passow interpreted mutheetai in this passage as
‘consider, think over, reflect on‘.230 He cited Od. 13.189ff.: ‘Pallas Athene, daughter of Zeus
shed a cloud [over him], in order to ... consider everything’; Il. 17.200, 442; Od. 5.258, 376:
‘(Zeus) shook his head and considered in his mind’. Later Kranz accepted this interpretation
(comm. on DK 68 B 30 and DK III, p. 288) [s.v. mutheisthai], citing the same passages of
Homer231. This interpretation is, however, totally unacceptable. Passow misunderstood Od.
13.189ff.: Athena sheds a cloud over Odysseus not in order to ‘give him the opportunity to
consider’ but in order to ‘tell him [things], impart[things] to him while remaining invisible to
others’, which is what she does (ll. 256ff.). Seiler’s dictionary (Seiler – Capelle, Vollständiges
Wörterbuch über die Gedichte des Homeros, p. 395) is undoubtedly correct in translating
mutheesthai in this passage as ‘impart’. As regards the expression proti hon muthēsato
thumon, that means, as these authors correctly point out, ‘speak to his heart’ i.e. ‘say to
himself’, and so ‘consider’, but it does not follow from that that the simple verb
230

Cf. LSJ s.v. mutheomai II: ‘say over to oneself, con over, consider’
[In the 5th and 6th edns. of DK the note relating to B 30 , (II, p. 151, l. 13 n)., contains a ref. to ‘Il. XVII.200 and
similar passages ?’: in the index s.v. mutheisthai (III, p. 288) the verb is rendered ‘says to himself’ with the note
‘Homeric ?’.
231

mutheesthai used without a complement can mean ‘consider’. I am convinced that the
word mutheesthai has here a magical sense; according to the ancient conception ‘things
happen as a result of the word’; the very uttering of a word has magical force, which is why
the ancients avoided uttering words with an ill-omened meaning, preferring euphemism.
The word of Zeus was in every case ‘true, fateful’, no less than the nod of his head. ‘And
God said ‘Let there be light’, and light came to be’; that train of thought of the Hebrew
theologian is absolutely identical with the Greek: everything that Zeus says comes to pass.
See Od. 2.158ff.: ‘(Alitherses) surpassed all those of his time in knowing [omens from] birds
and in speaking fateful words (enaisima muthēsasthai)’. Seiler’s dictionary translates this
expression correctly. If the seer Alitherses was able to speak ‘fateful words’, which were
transformed into deeds, the ‘word’ of Zeus is entirely equivalent to his creative activity.232
581
1Although

this passage speaks only of frightening natural phenomena, nevertheless no. 580
gives us the right to maintain that in Democritus’ view some beneficial natural phenomena
may also have led primitive man to the false belief in the existence of all-powerful gods. Cf.
Norden, Agnöstos Theos, p. 398: ‘Sextus drew from his source (Posidonius, On the Gods)
only part of Democritus’ opinion. Democritus speaks not only of changes in the heavens
which cause fear, but also of celestial phenomena which are beneficial to man. Cf. the
passage of Philodemus cited here (see our text, Luria) ... True, its continuation has not
survived, but the fact that Democritus is named in this connection becomes comprehensible
thanks to Critias, Sisyphus [DK 88 B 25], 27ff.:
And he said that the gods live there
Where people would be most frightened to hear it,
The place whence he knew that fear comes upon mortals
And benefits for their wretched life ...
And moist rain falls to the earth ... ‘(see comm. on no. 580, n. 1).
So his wise man told people not merely about the gods as the cause of frightening celestial
phenomena, but also about ‘benefits from the circling heaven above’, specifically the starcovered heaven as the measure of time, and also the beneficial influence of rain. Cf. Lucr.
V.1183ff.:
Besides, they discerned the heavens moving in their fixed order
And the succession of the different times of the year,
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Cf. the paraphrase of [Aelius] Aristides cited above: ‘all the great names, worthy of himself, which he
invented’.

But were unable to know from what causes they came about.
Therefore they took refuge in attributing everything to the gods
And making everything happen at their behest ...
O unhappy human race, to attribute such things to the gods ...
Cf. Kleingünther, op. cit., p. 112: ‘(Democritus) experiences religion as a psychological
phenomenon and seeks to explain its origin by discovering its psychological roots. He finds
its spiritual basis in astonishment, fear or wonder at natural, particularly celestial
phenomena. The clear quotation from Sextus (IX.24) ... cannot be interpreted in the sense
that it was only fear in our sense which gave rise to the worship of the gods ... man
experienced astonishment and wonder in the face of the benevolent powers also’.
2’conjunctions

of stars’: i.e. comets. See nos. 390 and 416.

581a
1Democritus’

brief saying ‘Pigs are greedy for rubbish’ has come down to us in two
completely different contexts: in one Plutarch speaks of pigs wallowing in filth as a sign of
approaching wind and rain, in the other Clement speaks of them as a symbol of the ignorant
man. It is generally supposed that it is the first case which gives us Democritus’ genuine
context, since it is known that Democritus took predictive signs seriously. Thus Natorp, Die
Ethika des Demokrits, p. 96, n. 13, supposes that the whole of Plutarch’s comment is taken
from Democritus. Diels apparently thought so too, since he does not include parallels to the
text of Clement, but prints parallels to the passage of Plutarch, despite the fact that in these
parallels the name of Democritus does not occur: ps-Theophr. De sign. 49: ‘according to
what is everywhere said by ordinary people to be a sign of bad weather, when pigs fight
over rubbish and wallow in it’; Arat. 1123: ‘pigs going greedily for rubbish’.233 But
Democritus’ interest in predictive signs was greatly exaggerated and tendentiously distorted
by Cicero; in fact the matter comes down essentially to the ‘scientific’ interpretation of
dreams. As Alfieri correctly points out (op. cit., p. 213, n. 540), the attempt by Ernst Maas
(Gött. Gel. Anz. 1893, pp. 624-42) to show that Democritus’ work On suitable and unsuitable
times served as the source for the ps-Theophrastan On signs turns out to be unsuccessful;
that is shown by Kaibel, Hermes 29, 1894, pp. 82ff. Alfieri remarks (op. cit., p. 240, n. 600)
that ps-Theophrastus calls the sign which he cites ‘popular and general’ (‘everywhere said’),
and there is therefore no reason at all to regard Democritus as its source. On the contrary,
the passages cited here, which are parallel to the passage of Clement in the Protrepticus,
make very probable the supposition that it is Clement who gives us Democritus’ saying in its
genuine context, namely as a polemical expression directed against the ‘unwise’. In fact the
passage from Clement’s Stromateis which we cite coincides word for word with part of the
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[In VS and In DK 5th and 6th edns. these passages are printed in 68 B 47 after the passages from Plutarch and
Clement, and are not, therefore, presented as parallel to the former only.]

sentence in the Protrepticus and reminds us only faintly of the corresponding saying of
Heraclitus: ‘an elegant person must not be dirty or unkempt nor delight in filth as Heraclitus
says’ (DK 22 B 13); ‘(Heraclitus) says that pigs bathe in filth’ (22 B 37). Its author is nowhere
indicated, but since in the Protrepticus it is essentially just the first part of a saying the
second part of which ends with the words ‘according to Democritus’, there is no reason to
separate it off. Diels acts completely arbitrarily in ascribing it (22 B 13) to Heraclitus; if it
were a saying of Heraclitus Clement would undoubtedly have written ‘according to
Heraclitus’ after it, as he writes ‘according to Democritus’ after the second part of the
sentence [in the Protrepticus]. So Democritus was thinking not of prediction of the
weather, but of the castigation of the ignorant, whom he represents in the symbolic form of
pigs wallowing in filth. This expression in Heraclitus and Democritus obviously has as its
source a proverb or a fable, similar to Phaedrus’ fable ‘The chicken and the pearl’ (III.12).
For Democritus’ reference to fables see comm. on no. 645a. Actually, the pig which prefers
filth to clean water is totally analogous to Heraclitus’ ass, which prefers rubbish to gold (DK
22 B 9: ‘Heraclitus says that asses would choose rubbish rather than gold, for food is
pleasanter than gold to asses’), and that fable is merely a variant of the fable of the chicken
which values a grain of barley more than a pearl.
If it is Clement who provides the context for Democritus, that gives special
significance not merely to the general coincidence of thought, but to the series of detailed
coincidences between this passage of Clement and the passage from Celsus, an associate of
the Epicureans, cited by Origen, given in no. 581a. Here ants emerging from an ant-heap,
frogs emerging on the edge of a swamp and worms swarming in the filth in which they live,
form a society and praise god for having created the whole world for their use, earth, water,
air and stars; they think that god runs the world for their benefit and is constantly sending
them every good, and that he reveals and proclaims everything to them. Does the
expression ‘god reveals and announces all to us ... and ...for us alone he governs ... and
never ceases sending’ really not recall the words of the primitive ‘learned’ in Democritus:
‘Zeus thinks of all things and he knows and gives all things... and he is king of all things’? I
therefore suppose that this passage represents a characteristic of primitive people, who
have arrived at the arrogant thought that they are not one of the innumerable groups of
different constituents of the universe which have come into being through need, but ‘the
salt of the earth’, beings for whom an all-powerful god has created the heaven and the
earth and is concerned only to reward or punish them. That Celsus did not invent this
picture himself, but took it over from a doctrine of the 5th century is clear from the saying of
Plato cited here; here there are the same words, ‘ants’, ‘frogs’, ‘round a swamp’, but Plato is
not Celsus’ source, since for the sake of the geographical parallel Plato has distorted their
common source, while Celsus has transmitted it correctly. In Celsus the ants are found in
front of an ant-heap and the frogs round a swamp, as they should be, but in Plato the ants
are found round a swamp and the frogs around the sea.

2The

idealistic philosophers and later the Christians answered the ‘atheists’ in the same
coin. Origen calls ‘worms rolling about in filth’ not those who believe in a god who concerns
himself about men, but those who ‘deny providence’, i.e. Celsus himself and his predecessor
Antiphon, the most immediate follower of Democritus, and Augustine says the same of
Epicurus, who denies life beyond the grave.
Of course, I am unable to insist on this reconstruction, but it seems to me very
probable. See further Plot., Enn. I.6.6: ‘the unclean is a friend of filth because of his
wickedness; as pigs which are unclean in body delight in that kind of thing’. Very important
for the interpretation of this passage is a short fable preserved on an ostrakon (a school
exercise-book) belonging to an Egyptian schoolboy of the 3rd century CE (ostrakon 12 319),
published by Wilamowitz, Sitzungsb. d. Berl. Akad. 1918, p. 743. We should notice that all
the quotations on this ostrakon are taken from classical literature of the 6th and 5th
centuries (Homer, Hesiod, Euripides); here we read: ‘If pigs were standing round looking at a
man bathing in filth they would say “What good things the man is enjoying”’. Now, the
initiates of the mysteries ‘bathed in filth’ (cf. Her. DK 22 B 5: ‘those who are defiled <with
blood> are purified with more blood, as if someone who had stepped into mud were to
wash it off with mud’), and on the other hand in the view of the Orphico-pythagoreans and
later the Christians the sinners in hell swam in filth. This gave the opponents of the Orphicopythagoreans a reason to compare those believers with pigs wallowing in filth (as in the
fable just cited), and, on the other hand, gave the Orphico-pythagoreans and Christians
reason to compare religious freethinkers with pigs wallowing in filth.
V. Whether the stories about the Underworld are true
Excursus to no. 582
On existence after death
In 1875 Rohde pointed out (Verhandlungen der Philologensammlung zu Rostock,
1875, pp. 68ff.) that the work On the things in Hades could have been incorrectly ascribed to
Democritus; Wellmann, Die Georgika des Demokrits, pp. 12ff. maintained that with
complete confidence. But that supposition lacks even the shadow of a basis; as Rohde
himself correctly remarked (Psyche, p. 483), On the things in Hades was one of the most
popular works of Democritus; that can be seen from the material collected under no. 582.
Rohde connects with this the anecdote cited by the Emperor Julian (Epist. 201b-c; see no.
XXIII) of Darius’ asking Democritus to bring his deceased wife back to life. In Rohde’s sound
opinion the content of the work under discussion cannot have been restricted to purely
scientific and medical questions about the signs of the approach of death , and cases of
apparent death and premature burial (nos. 585-8); if it had been, Thrasyllus (see no. 582)

could not have assigned it to the list of Ethical Works.234 Mullach (Democriti Abderitae
operum fragmenta, Berlin, 1843, pp. 117-18) is obviously right to think that the aim of
Democritus’ work was to refute the philosophico-religious doctrine of the resurrection of
the dead from the grave, life beyond the grave, the torments of Hell, and the terrifying
judgement. That view is correctly maintained by A. Dieterich, Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 129,
n. 3: ‘If one can surmise anything about the nature and aim of the works with similar titles
by Protagoras, Democritus ... it is that they opposed or mocked the orphico-pythagorean
mythology of Hades’. In fact, as is well known, Epicurus and the Epicureans largely
repeated and developed the ideas of Democritus. And it is precisely in passages of Epicurus
that there survives a similar refutation of stories about a world beyond the grave. See fr.
340 Us: ‘there are no judgements or courts in Hades, so that any crimes that one has
concealed in this life are totally free from scrutiny’; fr. 341 Us. (from Seneca [Epist. I.24.18]):
‘the Epicurean refrain ... that fear of the Underworld is vain, nor is Ixion whirled round on
the wheel ... no-one is [so childish] as to fear Cerberus and darkness and the ghostly
appearance of skeletons’; (from Lactantius): ‘Epicurus was wrong to ... say that those
punishments which are said to be inflicted in Hades actually take place in this life’ (cf. no.
584); Diog. of Oenoanda fr. 14, p. 27 Chilton: ‘I fear nothing from those Tityuses and
Tantaluses that some people describe in Hades, nor do I shiver when I think about the
decomposition of the body’. This supposition about the content of this work is favoured by
the title itself, On the things in Hades, which can have in Democritus simply the sense of a
polemic against and parody of a book with such a title, containing an eschatology worked
out in detail.
But leaving aside the comparatively small circle of adherents of Orphico-pythagorean
doctrines, in Greece before the last decades of the 5th century BCE (as Rohde, Rademacher
and Preller – Robert have shown) the conception of a terrifying judgement, of the
distinction after death of a Hell for sinners and a Paradise for the just, of retribution for
everyone according to the deeds he had done on earth, was absent. Dieterich (op. cit., p.
123, n. 3) rightly remarks in this respect: ‘the popular belief in Hades at that time offered so
uniformly pale colours and so few gaudy ones that no-one would have undertaken the task
either of describing or of attacking it’.
At that time in Greece the dominant conception was still the Homeric one, according
to which the souls of everyone, just and unjust alike, live after death a dark, semi-conscious
life, dimly experiencing over and over again what they had happened to experience on
earth. In this connection a poem of Anacreon (fr. 43 Bergk) is instructive; in it the poet
represents himself as an old man, weeping for fear of his approaching death:
I often sob for fear of Tartarus;
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Wilamovitz (Der Glaube der Hellenen, vol. I, Berlin, 1931, p. 304, n. 1) expresses the conjecture that the
topic of the work was the psychological condition of man, which gives rise to fables of life beyond the grave:
‘He will certainly have sought the explanation for the myths in man and his frame of mind (Stimmung)’.

For the depths of Hades are terrible, and the way down to it
Hard, for he who descends is certain not to come up.
He is not at all disturbed either by the sins he has committed in his life, or by a terrifying
judgement; what frightens him is simply that someone who has gone down to Hades does
not come back again. The famous representation of Hades in a picture by Polygnotus (mid
5th century BCE) described by Pausanias (X.28.4-5) has a somewhat different character.
Here the influence of Orphico-pythagorean doctrine undoubtedly makes itself felt, though
one cannot yet speak of ‘Paradise’ or ‘Hell’; the just are not yet separated from the sinners.
‘From this series of pictures, which alters the Homeric Hades only slightly, one can look
across ... to the pedantries of the Court of the Dead ... as the Egyptians widely disseminated
them in picture and writing ... with their gloomy earnestness ‘ (Rohde, op. cit., p. 293).
The unprejudiced investigator can have no doubt that the doctrines of life beyond
the grave which appeared in Orphico-pythagorean circles had their immediate source in
Egyptian beliefs , as is rightly maintained by Gruppe (Myth. Lex., s.v. Orpheus III, 1, p. 1131).
In fact the first doctrines of the life of the soul beyond the grave are found in Pherecydes
(Cic. Tusc. I.16.38: ‘Pherecydes ... was the first to say that the souls of men are everlasting’),
and the same Pherecydes (Origen, Contra Cels.VI.42) touches on the central Egyptian myth
dealing with life beyond the grave, the myth of Set, Horus and Osiris, and he identifies that
myth with the Greek myth of Cronus, Ophion, the Titans and the Giants (‘he says that the
mysteries of the Titans and Giants who are reported to have warred against the gods and
the Egyptian mysteries of Typhon and Horus and Osiris have the same meaning’), and
identifies the Egyptian Set with the Greek Typhon. (Jacoby, Fragmente der Griechischen
Historiker {FGH]. no. 3, fr. 54, vol. I, p. 76; cf. Wilamowitz, Sitzungsb. d. Berl. Akad., 1926, p.
129). True, Schröder (Hermes 74, 1939, p. 108) interprets this passage in the sense that it
was not Pherecydes, but only Celsus in the 2nd century CE who drew on the Egyptian myth
for comparison. But as Kranz shows (Hermes 75, 1940, p. 335), that interpretation is not
possible, neither in view of the general connection of thought in Origen nor in view of a
parallel passage of Proclus (In Tim. I.77, p. 15 D): ‘which the ancient writers about the gods
attributed to Osiris and Typhon or to Dionysus and the Titans’. Moreover, it is well known
(see G. Seippel, Der Typhonmythus, Greifswald. Beitr. z. Lit. u. Stil. 24, 1939, p. 5; W. Kranz,
Stasimon, Vienna, 1933, pp. 98ff.) that the identification of Set with Typhon had already
taken place by approximately 490 BCE (Aesch. Suppl. 559); Herodotus assumes it (II.144;
III.5). From this Kranz draws the sound conclusion: ‘The close connections of the Greeks
with Egypt in the 6th century BC led directly to such comparisons’. Wilamowitz (Der Glaube
der Hellenen, pp. 175ff.) cites an interesting fragment of Pindar (fr. 91, Porph. De abst.
III.16): ‘Pindar ... describes all the gods who were being pursued by Typhon as disguising
themselves not as humans, but as non-rational animals’. So by the very beginning of the 5th
Century the Greek gods had been firmly identified with the Egyptian, and the purely
Egyptian myth of Set pursuing all the other gods had already been incorporated into Greek

theology . All that remained was to find an explanation for the animal form of those gods of
Egyptian religion which was acceptable to the Greeks: ‘In the 6th century, when relations
with Egypt were very active, astonishment at the animal form of the Egyptian gods and the
worship of animals led to (this) strange myth, since the Greek gods, which they nonetheless
wished to find in the Egyptian ones, refused to admit the bestial ... the identification of
Typhon and Set, and hence some knowledge of the Egyptian myth, which Pherecydes had
already taken into account, contributed to this’.235
This is why there is a priori ground for confidence in Herodotus’ twofold report that
characteristic features of the Egyptian mysteries and the doctrine of life beyond the grave
were taken over in Orphico-pythagorean rites and doctrines. Even though doubts have
been expressed on whether the Pythagorean conception of the transmigration of souls was
actually taken over from the Egyptians, that does not in any way undermine the overall
reliability of Herodotus’ reports, which are based on convincing material.236
However, the doctrine that man dies and comes to life again many times is itself
found not merely among the Pythagoreans but also in Egyptian eschatology, and one cannot
blame Herodotus for not having emphasised sharply enough the distinction between the
Egyptian and Pythagorean doctrines. First of all, he knew of the Egyptian doctrine only by
hearsay, at third hand, and secondly he was not interested in the details of that question. In
fact, according to the Egyptian book On what there is in the Underworld only some of the
just ended up in Paradise in the world beyond the grave: ‘Most pure souls, equipped with all
the necessary talismans ... devoted followers of Ammon-Ra did not abandon him during his
journey in the world beyond the grave, but sailed without stopping round the world beyond
the grave and in the morning reappeared on earth ‘ (G. Jéquier, Le livre de ce qu’il y a dans
l’Hadès, Bibliothèque de l’École des Hautes Études, sc. phil. et hist., fasc. 97, Paris, 1894, pp..
14-15). ‘Besides the god and his attendants, in the boat of Ra there was a further large
number of passengers; these were not gods, but the dead, dedicatees of Ammon, who, after
taking part in his nocturnal journey, had the opportunity of reappearing with him in the
morning’ (p. 22). ‘Magical formulae allow these souls ... to ascend in the morning into the
sunlit world and wander the earth for a whole day, wherever they like’ (p. 41). In the
Egyptian text of the book something is said about this in virtually every one of the twelve
sections, devoted to the different hours, e.g. at the end of the third hour (p. 64): ‘He who
knows this is in the state of enlightenment of the soul, he is in control of his feet, he never
enters the place of annihilation; he goes out (of the world beyond the grave) preserving his
own shape and breathing, at the appointed time’; at the end of the tenth hour (p. 123): ‘He
who knows things by their names traverses the whole of the world beyond the grave, and
none can prevent him from illuminating the universe together with Ra’; at the end of the
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[No reference given.]
See How & Wells, A commentary on Herodotus, vol. I, Oxford, 1928, p. 226 (on Hdt. II.123.1): ‘[Wiedemann
supposes that] Herodotus confused the idea of immortality, which ... the Egyptians undoubtedly held, with
that of metempsychosis’. Cf. A. Wiedemann, Herodots zweites Buch, Leipzig, 1899, pp. 339, 457ff.
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eleventh hour (p. 131): ‘He who knows this shares power with the gods, in the character of a
well-equipped daimon he goes out up to heaven and earth, truly’; at the end of the book (p.
140): ‘He who knows these mysterious images ... enters and leaves the realm beyond the
grave ...’. So Herodotus’ reports are based on correct information.
The book On what there is in the Underworld mentioned here was extremely
popular in Egypt throughout the 1st millenium, including the Saite and Ptolemaic epochs, not
so much in its original classical form as in the numerous richly illustrated later abbreviations
which have come down to us in large numbers (see Description de l’Égypte, vol. V., pl. XL,
XLI; É. Chassinat, ‘Études sur quelques textes funéraires de provenance Thébain’, Bull. de
l’Inst. Franç. de l’Archéol. Orientale III, p. 129, 132; Jéquier, op. cit., pp. 14ff.; B.A. Turaev,
Egyptian Literature, v. 1, Moscow, 1920, pp. 187ff., 190). Chassinat, op. cit., p.134: ‘The
editors of these books sought to act on the reader through fear ... by providing a sharp,
sometimes primitively coarse parallel between the delights which are the lot of the just and
the miserable lot which awaits people who were incorrigible sinners in their earthly life’.
Wallis Budge, The Egyptian Heaven and Hell, vol. III, London, 1905, p. XII: ‘Those who have
not believed in the great god and have not made offerings to him are hewn in pieces by the
ministers of divine vengeance; their bodies, souls and spirit are forever annihilated by fire ...
The fires of the world beyond the grave ... are daily occupied in burning the condemned ...
every day new bodies and souls are thrown into that fire ... for annihilation’ (on the image of
the Egyptian Hell see S. Luria, ‘Demokrit, Orphiker und Ägypten’, Eos LI, 1961, part 1, pp. 2138). All the editions of the books On what there is the Underworld speak of pits full of fire,
of gloomy, lightless chasms, of deadly knives, of floods of boiling water with an unbearable
stench, of fire-breathing dragons , of disgusting monsters with human heads, from whom a
single look brings death. In the gloomy chasms the wretched sinners serve as living food for
monsters of every kind and shape (Budge, op. cit., p. 88; G. Maspero, Études de Mythologie
Ancienne, vol. II, p. 27). There torturers are frequently represented in the form of ‘fiery
people’, with pillars of flame instead of heads or breathing fire from their mouths (Budge,
op. cit., vol. I, p. 250). Sinners fall into these terrible places purely on the basis of the
sentence of the court which sits beyond the grave under the presidency of Osiris. We
should notice that in this court the body of the deceased is regarded as just and free of sin;
it is his heart which is the bearer of sin; above all the deceased fears that in the terrible
court the crimes of his heart will be revealed. ‘In the usual depictions of the court we see
that on one pan of the scales is placed the heart of the deceased, and on the other a
feather, the symbol of the goddess Maat, i.e. justice ... But sometimes the heart of the
deceased is placed on one pan and his whole body on the other, as in the papyrus from
Nebseni’ (see Budge, op. cit., p. 159). So in contrast to the heart a person’s body is the
equivalent of justice. A report of the verdict of the court is drawn up: ‘In accordance with
faithful truth the heart of Osiris (which the deceased became) has been weighed; his heart
acted as witness; his deed is righteous in the Great Scales. In him there was found no sin; he
did not appropriate offerings to the temple; he did no evil on earth. Therefore he should

not be given over to the mercy of the monster of Hell; he will receive offerings, he will
receive a dwelling near Osiris in Paradise’ (p. 50). The book On what there is in the
Underworld also served as a guide for the deceased; it told him what to beware of and how
to behave in that world, so as to end up in Paradise.
An important guarantee of success in that world was a good knowledge of the
geography of the world beyond the grave (the book was even supplemented by a series of
maps!) and also knowledge of the magical formulae, particularly the secret names of the
gods, by the help of which the deceased became identical with Osiris and the other gods,
passed through the terrible gates and guardposts of the world beyond the grave and
triumphed over the powers of evil. The deceased was well equipped by the help of a
properly constituted guide, who told him not only the way he must follow, the places he
must avoid and the passwords to pass through the strongly manned guardposts and to open
the doors, but also a large number of magical formulae to ward off the monsters which
were threatening to annihilate him. These formulae are collected in The book of the dead,
chs. LI-LIII (Jéquier, op. cit., p. 12): ‘The magical formulae allowed the deceased to go aboard
the boat of the sun and ... having become identical with Ra ... to go up again with him to the
light and go about the earth’ (p. 41). See e.g. in the book On what there is in the
Underworld, 3rd day (p. 64): ‘He who knows these things will pass by their growls, will not
fall into their furnaces ... and will come to the light in his own shape’; 7 th day (p. 104): ‘He
who knows this ... Nechachi cannot drink his water ... the crocodile Abu-Shau will not eat his
soul’; 8th day (p. 111): ‘He who knows these things by their names... cannot but be admitted
through the mysterious gates’; 10th day: ‘He who knows them by their names passes
throughout the entire world beyond the grave, and nothing can prevent him from shining
from heaven together with Ra’, etc.
The influence of these conceptions is already noticeable in the Pythagoreanism of
the 6th century and the first half of the fifth. Thus there had already been ascribed to the
mythical Orpheus the work Descent to Hades, written, according to tradition, by one of the
earliest Pythagoreans, Cercops or Herodicus of Perinthus (Clem. Strom. I.131; Suda, s.v.
Orpheus) and, we may suppose, similar in content to the Egyptian book On what there is in
the Underworld. Probably something was said in it about the terrible judgement; according
to the Pythagorean precepts one should not ‘break bread’, since that can harm one in the
judgement beyond the grave (D.L. VIII.35: ‘not to break bread ... with a view to the
judgement of Hades ...’; Iambl. Vita Pyth. 85: ‘not to break bread, which is not advantageous
for the judgement in Hades’. Obviously Orpheus or in other versions Pythagoras, like the
pure souls accompanying Ammon-Ra in his boat, descended several times to the world
beyond the grave and came back up again (DL VIII.14): ‘he himself says in his writings that
after two hundred and seven years he came back from Hades to the world of men’.
Obviously these two hundred and seven years equalled one earthly night. As Dieterich
points out (op. cit., p. 128) the popularity of these stories is confirmed by the numerous
representations on South Italian vases of the descent of Orpheus to the underworld, where

there is no representation of Eurydice, for whom, according to the myth, Orpheus
descended to Hades. Dieterich is apparently right to conclude from DL VIII.21 that the
terrors of Hades were described in the book The descent of Pythagoras to the world beyond
the grave; in that passage it is said that Pythagoras saw in the underworld the soul of Hesiod
tied to a pillar and groaning pitiably, and of Homer hanging from a tree and surrounded by
snakes, etc.
We come across these doctrines also in the literature of the beginning of the 5 th
century BCE. See e.g. Pind. Ol. II.58ff.: ‘on sins committed in this realm of Zeus a judge
beneath the earth pronounces sentence with hateful necessity ...’ (57) ‘the helpless spirits
of those who have died here immediately pay the penalty’ (67) ‘they endure suffering too
terrible to behold’. Dieterich, op. cit., p. 111 comments on this: ‘the second Olympian ode
points straight at the mysteries of Dionysus, such as the abduction of Semele ...: ‘The crimes
which are committed in the realm of Zeus are judged beneath the earth by one who
pronounces sentence with hostility and compulsion’: ‘Here the helpless mind of mortals
immediately undergoes punishment’’. Cf. also Aesch. Eum. 269: ‘Great Hades judges
mortals beneath the earth, and he observes everything with recording mind’; Suppl. 218: ‘In
Hades ... , so it is said, another Zeus makes the last judgement on the dead for their sins’ .
Yet these views remained the property of a small circle of devotees and did not receive
general acceptance: ‘The punishments and rewards of the underworld, which could not
have been discussed in earlier times, belong to the Orphic expansion of the old tales of the
dead’ (Preller—Robert, Griechische Mythologie, vol. I, p. 821).
How widely Egyptian doctrines were known in Greece in the 6th century, outside
narrowly Pythagorean circles, is seen, on the other hand, from the fact that Xenophanes
ridiculed the rites of Osiris (Plut. Mor. 171e, 379b, 763d [DK 21 A 13]; such attacks on the
doctrine of the resurrection of Osiris are also ascribed to Heraclitus (Aristocritus,
Theosophia 69 {DK 22 B 127]).
The following is also curious. In 1927 M.I Maximova published in Prague in
Seminarium Kondakovianum, pp. 115ff., a scarab of Ionian work of the 6th century, on which
was represented a huge earded snake, carrying in its mouth, as Maximova showed, a
terrified Egyptian. For a commentary on this piece Maximova cited the Egyptian fable The
shipwrecked man, in which there is such an episode, and she interpreted the representation
on the scarab as an illustration of that fable. But though this interpretation appears
convincing, the chance nature of the comparison tells against it: 1) only an insignificant part
of the productions of Egyptian literature is known to us, and there may be a similar episode
in other stories; 2) in the 6th century BCE scarabs (like rings, bracelets etc.) were still not so
much ornaments as amulets with apotropaic significance (see Rieß, s.v. Amulett, RE I, col.
1986); the snake was one of the most common apotropaic representations. The
representation of a youth in the mouth of a bearded dragon is also known to us from
another piece of Greek art, an Attic vase found in Tser (see Roscher, Myth. Lex., s.v. Jason,

vol.. II, p. 85). This representation is one version of the myth of Jason. As Rademacher
supposes, in that version there can be felt the influence of conceptions of life beyond the
grave (L. Rademacher, Das Jenseits im Mythos der Hellenen, Bonn, 1903, p. 69: ‘Hence one
has to decide the departure of ... Jason ... It is a departure for the next world’).
On the other hand, in the Egyptian representation of life beyond the grave the
entrance to each of the regions of the realm of the Underworld, especially the sixth region
where the judgement of Osiris took place, was guarded by terrible snakes, capable of
stopping, and even of devouring any deceased insufficiently equipped with the magical
formulae. In one of the representations of the terrible judgement in a copy of the book On
what there is in the Underworld belonging to the singer Ta-baket-en-chopsu (Chassinat, op.
cit., plate 1; cf. ch. CXLI of the book of the dead, the copy belonging to the empress
Hotmet), a deceased woman is represented ‘kneeling ... before a huge winged snake with a
crown on its head ... Here is described how the deceased woman enters one of the places
called aaitou (a part of the Egyptian world beyond the grave, Luria) ... these places were
guarded by terrible snakes ... There can be no doubt that the winged snake represented in
this picture is one of these terrible demons ... The demon of this place stretches out
threateningly towards the deceased woman, who, to explain her arrival, holds out to it her
heart, the proof of her purity ... This scene is strikingly analogous to the story of the hero in
The fable of the shipwrecked man ... The snake in our manuscript, like the one which took
up the seafarer in the fable, has a beard and is itself of huge size’ (Chassinat, op. cit., pp.
137-47). The story of The shipwrecked man is apparently itself a secularised reworking of
this episode of life beyond the grave. At any event, what is represented on the scarab is
most probably a dead man in the mouth of a snake, an Egyptian demon of the world beyond
the grave, which once again shows us the popularity in Greece of Egyptian conceptions of
life beyond the grave. It is also possible that the subject of the representation of Jason cited
above has an Egyptian prototype, though the representation itself has no traces whatever of
the influence of Egyptian art.
It is clear from the passages of Democritus discussed here that the Egyptian
conceptions of life beyond the grave, the punishment of sins, the terrible judgement and
the terrors of Hell which we have examined, though foreign to the earlier conceptions of the
wide circles of Greek society, had by the time of Democritus become widespread and
popular, irrespective of whether that was through the medium of Orphico-pythagorean
doctrines or independently of them. If, as Jéquier comments (op. cit., p. 15), ‘death was for
the Egyptians an object of terror and the concern of their life’, the passages of Democritus
tell us of similar feelings: ‘from consciousness of the sins committed in their life’237; ‘some
people spend their life in anxiety and fear’; ‘making up fictitious tales about the time after
death’( no. 583); ‘from fear of Hell to come they turn their life on earth into a hell’ (no. 584).
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Jéquier cites E. Reveillout, ‘Les affaires de la mort’, Revue égyptologique I, p. 139; II, pp. 18-64.

In fact, as a result of the social disasters of the end of the 5 th and the beginning of
the 4th centuries, these doctrines of life beyond the grave achieved wide acceptance at that
time. The conceptions of the terrible judgement and of the torments of Hell became very
popular. In Plato we encounter these opinions at literally every step. Four times (Rep. 614c,
Phaedo 113d-e, Phaedr. 248a, Gorg. 524a) he tells of the judgement which separates the
righteous from sinners, sending the former to eternal blessedness and the latter to eternal
torments in Hell (‘from which they never come out’). The torments of Hell, later described
by Plutarch on the basis of Platonic literature as ‘eternal punishments and fearful
chastisements beneath the earth’ (Mor. 450a)238, are depicted by Plato exactly as in the
book On what there is in the Underworld: ‘and there, he said, fierce men, fiery to look at ...
having bound their hand and feet and heads, threw them down and flayed them, and then
dragged them off’ (Rep. 615e). In the pages of the book On what there is in the Underworld
we frequently encounter descriptions of ‘fiery’ people (with flame instead of a head or
breathing fire from their mouths, forerunners of the demons of Christianity). Cf. further psPl. Axioch. 371e: ‘they are gnawed by wild beasts and continually burned with torches, and
tormented by eternal punishments of every kind’.
Just as the Egyptians put into the graves of the dead texts of The book of the dead
and of the book On what there is in the Underworld, containing magical formulae to protect
the dead from the monsters of the Underworld and to give them hope of immortality and
resurrection through identification with the god, so in Greek graves near Croton and Thurii
(IV-III cents.), and also in Rome and Eleuthernai in Crete there have been discovered gold
plates with hexameter inscriptions, to serve the deceased as a guide, so that he knew what
answers to give to the powers of the underworld, in order to attain justification and eternal
life. These remarkable objects were first published and interpreted by Comparetti (Notizie
delle Schavi di Antichitá, 1879, pp. 157ff., 1880, pp. 155ff.), and later republished by Kaibel
(Inscriptiones Graecae XIV, nos. 638-43) and finally by Kranz, DK 1B 17-21.239 They were
carefully studies by Dieterich (op. cit., p. 84), who rightly supposes that in them (as in the
texts from Egyptian tombs) we have separate excerpts from the same large ‘guidebook’ to
the world beyond the grave (see no. 642 = DK 1 B 20: ‘but when the soul leaves the light of
the sun’). The texts from Crete and Italy coincide with one another virtually word for word.
They contain a detailed description of the journey of the deceased (no. 638 = DK 1 B 17):
You will find a spring on the left of the abodes of Hades
And standing by it a white cypress;
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With even greater detail in a passage of Plutarch cited by Maximus (Loc. comm. 45, p. 649 = Paroem. Gr, p.
392) and Antonius Melissa (I.20, p. 41 = Paroem. Gr., p. 841): ‘the deep gates of a Hades are opened, and rivers
of fire ... are mixed together, and the darkness is filled with all imaginable images of horrible aspect speaking
with piteous voices, and there are judges and executioners and chasms and recesses full of ten thousand evils’
– a description which exactly coincides with the Egyptian one cited above.
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Do not approach that spring.
Here too, as in the Egyptian texts, the deceased must call the gods by their
mysterious names (Queen of those on earth, Famous, Good Counsellor, Firstborn, Phanes
[‘bright’]); here too, as In Egypt, there are mentioned terrible guards standing before the
entrances to the different regions of the realm beyond the grave (no. 638 = DK 1 B 17):
‘there are guards in front’; here too the deceased is told the password which enables him to
pass through these barriers (here ‘say ‘I am a child of earth and heaven’’ or ‘as a kid I have
fallen into milk’’ (nos. 638-642 = DK 1 B 17-20);240 here too it is said that the deceased is
‘protected’ (no. 642 = DK 1 B 20 ‘go to the right for as long as befits someone well guarded
in every way’) by magical formulae; here too he becomes identical with a god (no. 641 = DK
1 B 20: ‘from a man you have become a god’, no. 641.2 = DK 1 B 19: ‘for I proudly boast that
I am of your race’, no. 641.1 = DK 1 B 18 ‘you will be a god instead of a mortal’; here too
there is emphasis on ritual purity and atonement by the deceased for his sins (no. 641.1 =
DK 1 B 18: ‘pure from the pure’, no. 641.2 = DK 1 B 19: ‘I have paid the penalty for my unjust
deeds’). Finally, the deceased’s address to the gods is especially interesting (no. 638 = DK 1
B 17.8-9: ‘give me cold water quickly’); cf. an inscription from Rome (IG XII, 1842): ‘may
Aidoneus king of those beneath give you cold water’. This form of address is precisely
characteristic of Osiris, the chief Egyptian god of the Underworld (see IG XII, 1488): ‘may
Osiris give you the cold water’; (IG XII, 1705): ‘May Osiris give you the cold water’. In
answer the god pronounces the verdict (DK 1 B 19a): ‘Caecilia ... go lawfully, having become
a god’. (See A. Schiff, Alexandrinische Dipinti, I, Leipzig, 1905, p. 19: Wilamowitz,
Hellenistische Dichtung in der Zeit des Kallimachos, vol. I, Berlin, 1925, p. 80).
There is every reason to think that the Orphico-pythagorean241 poem from which the
text of these plates are taken was already known in Athens at the end of the 5 th century
BCE. Unusually, Aristophanes’ comedy The Frogs concludes with hexameters spoken by a
chorus of initiates living in the world beyond the grave; the entire comedy is a benevolent
parody of the Orphico-pythagorean doctrine of the world beyond the grave, with its hellish
monsters, its sinners wallowing in faeces, a sun shining in the Underworld on the just, the
terrible cliff of Acheron etc.242 I think, therefore, that the hexameters pronounced here by
the chorus of the just from the Underworld, which are so striking reminiscent of the
hexameters on the gold plates from southern Italy, are a benevolent parody of the lines
from the same hexameter poem from which the lines on the plates are taken; that is what
explains the unusual hexameter form of the exit song of the chorus. The first two lines
(1528-9) are obviously taken straight from that poem, only the word ‘poet’, which is
required by the context, has replaced some other word, possibly ‘soul’. As on the plates
(and in the Egyptian book) we have here an address to the gods of the Underworld; in both
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‘Orphic password’, in Kranz’s words, with the citation: Delatte, Orphika, Musée Belge 40, 1913, p.129;
Vollgraff, Mededeel. d. Akad, v. Wetensch. 57A, no. 2, Amsterdam, 1924 [DK I, p. 17, l. 13 n.].
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cases we read ‘give’ and ‘daimones’, with a request to give the deceased safe passage
through Hades and a return to the light of the sun (cf. ‘when [the soul] leaves the light of
the sun’ [DK 1 B 20.1] and here ‘coming into the light’). These verses looked something like
First give a good journey to the soul which is descending
And returning to the light, you powers beneath the earth.
This spread of Egyptian religious conceptions, either directly or via Pythagoreanism,
is confirmed by other facts. A temple of Ammon was built in Sparta (Paus. III.18.3), and the
Spartans sent several embassies to the oracle of Ammon in Libya; in Thebes there was a
temple of Ammon by the beginning of the 5th century (Pind. Pyth. IV.16; Paus. IX.16.1), and
Pindar regards Ammon as the king of all the gods (fr. 36 ‘Ammon the lord of Olympus’).
Lysander was a fervent devotee of Ammon (Paus. III.18.3; Plut. Lys. 20; Diod. XIV.13). At
that time Ammon enjoyed especial honour in Pallene, in the city of Aphytis (in connection
with a campaign of Lysander’s Pausanias says: ‘the people of Aphytis honour Ammon no less
than the worshippers of Ammon among the Libyans’). It goes without saying that the same
was true of the Greek city of Cyrene, neighbouring Egypt, which sent several embassies to
Ammon (Paus. VI.8.3); in Pl. Pol. 257b the famous mathematician Theodorus of Cyrene
swears by ‘our god Ammon’.
Similarly by the last quarter of the 5th century Ammon had become one of the most
popular gods in Athens. From inscriptions of the mid-4th century BCE (Sylloge Inscriptionum
Graecarum [SIG] I, 3rd edn., nos, 281, 289, 1029) we see that by 367243 a temple of Ammon
had been in existence for a long time; from Aristophanes’ Birds we may conclude that it was
already known in 415 (in any event this was one of the most popular cults). Here Ammon is
mentioned earlier than Apollo and Zeus, and there is mention of embassies to his oracle
(619: ‘and we shall not go to Delphi or to Ammon or sacrifice there ...; 716: ‘for you we are
Ammon, Delphi, Dodona, Phoebus Apollo’). We also read in Pl. Alc. II, 148c ff. of an
Athenian embassy to Ammon at the time of the Peloponnesian War.
A very important role in the organisation of the cult of Ammon and Isis at Athens
was apparently played by the prominent Athenian Lycurgus244, probably the grandfather of
Lycurgus the contemporary of Demosthenes (Hiller von Gaertringen, s.v. Lycurgus; J.
Kirchner, Prosopographia Attica, no. 9249). The comic poets make fun of him for this;
Aristophanes calls him an Egyptian ibis (Birds 1296: schol. ad loc. ‘they seem to think that
Lycurugus is an Egyptian ... in his habits’). In The Savages Pherecrates says (fr. 11) that
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IG II, ed. minor, 1428, add. 73 with note. See Klaffenbach’s comment in Wilamowits, Der Glaube der
Hellenen, vol. II, p. 255, n. 1. There Wilamowitz connects the institution of the cult of Ammon in Athens with
the construction of the state trireme Ammonis
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F. Zucker, ’Athen und Ägypten bis auf den Beginn der hellenistischen Zeit’, in Antike und Orient, Festschrift
W. Schubart, Leipzig, 1950, pp. 150ff.: see there literature on the topic.

someone does not want to go to Egypt ‘so as not to meet the compatriots245 of Lycurgus
there’. In The Delian Women Cratinus describes (fr. 30) how Lycurgus will go in procession
in the Egyptian ceremonial costume, the kalasiris, carrying the ritual stool which is wellattested in Egyptian documents (‘and behind them let Lycurgus come in his kalasiris,
carrying a stool’). In fact, as we know from Hesychius, a special festival in honour of
Ammon had been established in Athens (s.v. Ammonia; ‘a festival held in Athens’).
For Plato Ammon was already a native Athenian divinity, and an attack on any
religious institution in honour of Ammon was as much of a blasphemy as insult to Zeus or
Apollo (Laws 738c: ‘no sane person will try to attack the institutions of Delphi or Dodona or
at the oracle of Ammon ... whether the sacrifices and rites are native ones which have been
established here or ... [introduced] from anywhere else’.
Finally, we should notice the name Philammon [‘loving Ammon’], which was
common at the beginning of the 4th century (in Athens children were named in accordance
with achievements or inclinations of their father; Dem. 18.319, p. 331; Aeschin. 3.189, p.
81; Plut. De mus. 3, 1132a; Ar. Rhet. III.11, etc.).
At this time another Egyptian deity connected with the world beyond the grave
enjoyed profound reverence in Athens, namely the goddess Isis. By the mid 4th century a
temple of Isis had existed in Athens for a long time (SIG I, no. 280); it served the Egyptian
community in Athens, but of course Athenians too frequently attended it (Koehler, Hermes
V, 1871, p. 352). Hesychius reports from the words of the Athenian comic poet Ophelion at
the beginning of the 4th century (one must read ‘Ophelion’ for the mss’ ‘Ophelimon’) that in
Athens some people swore by Isis, but an oath by such a high goddess was a blasphemy, so
they fell ill (Hesch., s.v. Isin: ‘some people who swore by Isis immediately fell ill’). Cf. the
name ‘Diodorus son of Isigenes [‘born of Isis’] of Rhamnous’ (IG II, ed. minor, 1987, l. 149),
whose father probably lived at the beginning of the 4 th century BCE.
Finally, Delatte points out that he has discovered in Greek magical texts a magical
representation copied from the Egyptian book On what there is in the Underworld (A.
Delatte, ‘Études sur la magie grècque’, Bulletin de la Correspondance Hellénique 38, 1924,
p. 208, fig. 7; cf. an Egyptian representation in Jéquier, op. cit., pp. 74, 78; Budge, op. cit, vol.
I, p. 103).
If we now attend to the fact that that the polemical and parodistic title of the books
by Protagoras (DL IX.55) and Democritus, On the things in Hades, is not found elsewhere in
the Greek literature of that time246 (the corresponding Orphico-pythagorean book was
entitled Descent into Hades), the supposition that it is a translation of the title of the
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Phot., Lexicon, s.v. patriōtēs [‘fellow-countryman’]: ‘a barbarian is so called [as being] a barbarian, and not a
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Us.

Egyptian book cited above becomes entirely well-founded, independently of whether it was
translated into Greek by some Pythagorean or whether Democritus saw it in the original
(later versions of that book consist almost entirely of pictures, and were therefore
comprehensible to everyone). We may add that no. 776, dealing with a lawsuit between
the body and the soul, in which the soul is found guilty, and also no. 776a, where the soul is
called ‘a varied store and treasury of all sorts of evil passions’ also perhaps go back to the
Egyptian beliefs investigated above.
583
1Capelle

(see DK II, p. 106, l. 19 n.) supposes that by ‘some people’ are understood Orphics;
as we have seen, Democritus’ attack was directed against Orphico-pythagoreans who
continued to maintain Egyptian eschatological doctrines. But from the general character of
the passage it seems to me probable that here the reference is to the broad mass of
superstitious people who were subject to Eygptian and Pythagorean influence.
2 suneidēsei...

kakopragmosunēs [‘ conscious ... of evils’]: Diels translates ‘sich dagegen des
menschlichen Elends wohl bewußt sind’ [are on the other hand very conscious of human
wretchedness’]247, Nestle (Philologus 67, 1908, p. 548) correctly comments on this : ‘The
word suneidēsis [‘consciousness, conscience’] appears here for the first time in Greek
literature’ (Diels, Preuß. Jahrbücher 125, 1906, p. 404). How is one to understand the
expression ‘of evils in their life’? Obviously, these ‘evils’ are the cause of ‘trouble and fear’,
which are themselves the cause of ‘inventing tales’. If ‘evils’ meant the disasters of life,
then one would necessarily expect people who led such a miserable life to hope for a better
life in the world beyond the grave. These disasters would not strengthen the feeling of fear
in the face of death, but would eliminate it. This fear is comprehensible if kakopragmosunē
is used not in the sense of ‘misfortunes’, but of ‘bad actions’,248 and the reference is to
people who are conscious of their evil deeds, i.e. those whose conscious is unclean because
of the crimes they have committed’. Such an understanding is wholly consistent with the
passages of Democritus in which he regards fear of death as stupid (nos. 584, 797), with his
theory that religion arose from fear (no. 580), and also with the entire tendency of his
world-view, with his goal of cheerfulness (euthumiē) and ‘unastonishment’ (athambiē),
with his struggle for liberation from superstitious madness; that tendency is, thanks to the
mediation of Epicurus, clearly outlined in the poem of Lucretius (III.991 ff.), especially lines
1009-21, where the real source of tales of life beyond the grave is taken to be ‘fear of
punishment for one’s wicked deeds during life’ (1012) and ‘the mind, fearful from
consciousness of one’s deeds, adds tortures and terrifies one with whips’ (1016ff.).
kakopragmosunē (in the sense of wickedness, unrighteousness (Stephanus)), appears first in
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[VS 4th edn. translates ‘sich dagegen ihres schlechten Lebenswandeln wohl bewußt sind’ [are on the other
hand very conscious of their bad conduct]. See n.249 below.]
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Demosthenes XXV.101, and then in Polybius (IV.23.8); in both cases the word means ‘evil
intention’, just as kakopragmōn means ‘ill-intentioned’ in Xen., Hell. V.2.36.249
In his book Agnōstos Theos (p. 136, n. 1; p. 391) Norden devoted a brief excursus to
the word suneidēsis, but his discussion contains an error, since he accepts Diels’ incorrect
translation of this passage (comm. on no. 675). It is true that in the 5th century this word did
not mean the concept which we might identify with our concept of ‘conscience’. At all
events Norden is right to think that the term suneidēsis which first appears in Democritus
(corresponding to the Attic to suneidos and hē sunesis ) is already close to the concept
‘conscience’. See Eur. Orest. 395-6:
‘What is the matter with you; what disease are you suffering from?’
‘Conscience (hē sunesis ), in that I am conscious of having done terrible things.’250
In Latin the corresponding word is ‘conscius’; see. Lucr. III.1016: Mens sibi conscia
factis [‘a mind conscious of its deeds’]; Plaut. Most. 541: There is nothing more wretched
than a [bad] conscience (quam animus homini conscius); Hor. Epist. I.1.60-1:
Let this be a wall of brass,
To have nothing on one’s conscience, not to go pale for any fault.
Norden comes to the conclusion that the concept of conscience ‘came into Christian
morality, in which it holds such a commanding position ... from Hellenistic, and indeed with
a word originally from the Ionic vocabulary. The coining of this word is very ancient, since
the conception contained in it of a split between consciousness and the individual agent
goes very far back (‘he said to his noble heart’ [Homer] etc., and the same in archaic Latin:
‘to think over with one’s mind’ etc.)’.
3’about

the time after death’ etc.: cf. comm. on no. 627, where I indicate the main
difference between the two passages. I do not, however, understand Alfieri’s sharp
comment (op. cit., p. 277, n. 701) directed against me (‘Other than ‘shortened’!’). He
obviously wishes to understand Antiphon DK 87 B 53a in the sense of an endlessly
prolonged life on earth (cf. no. 627). But while no. 627 reads ‘as if they were going to live
for ever’ , here [i.e. in Antiphon] what is said is ‘as if they were going to live another life’,
and indeed for the sake of clarity there is added ‘not the present one’, i.e. obviously the
topic is ‘another’ life beyond the grave, for which people carefully prepare by abstaining
from violations of the Orphico-pythagorean precepts (such as ‘do not break bread’), by
‘good deeds’, memorising magical formulae, fasting, prayer etc. ‘and the rest of their time
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This translation is accepted by Kranz, DK II, p. 207 (68 B 297) [5th and 6th edns.]: ‘im Bewußtsein ihrer
schlechten Handlungsweise im Leben’ [in consciousness of their wicked actions during their life].
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Wilamowitz (in Norden, Agnōstos Theos, p. 391) cites a further interesting passage, Pap. Oxyr. III.532.20:
‘though I wished to benefit you you did not allow me to, because you had a bad conscience’.

is spent on this’ [Ant. DK 87 B 53a]: the subject is absolutely not a person’s saving money
and increasing his prosperity, as it is in Democritus. In favour of this is also the fact that, as I
have already indicated (AGPh. 38, 1929, p. 240) that dictum of Antiphon’s is a precise,
though abbreviated, reworking of the dictum [of Democritus’] cited here [i.e. no. 583]
Some ... people

there are people who

make their lifetime

do not live their present life,

miserable with

but prepare with great trouble

worries and fears,

as if they were going to live

making up false tales

another life, not the present one.251

about the time after death. [Dem.]

[Ant.]

The following is also very curious. The Pythagorean Hipparchus wrote a work On
cheerfulness, which Diels long ago accepted as a direct imitation of Democritus; an excerpt
from it is cited by Stobaeus (IV.44.81 = DK 68 C 7, vol. II, pp. 228-30). On the question of life
beyond the grave and resurrection on earth he too does not adhere to the Pythagorean
viewpoint, but simply repeats Democritus (DK II, p. 230, ll. 2-4): ‘for people who make many
preparations forget that one cannot live after one’s lifetime and that it is not possible to be
born more than once (also Epicur. fr. 204 Us.); both the doctrine of a life beyond the grave
and the doctrine of resurrection on earth were equally characteristic of the Pythagoreans.
On the reflection of these views in the Epicureans see comm. on no. 627 (and also P.
von der Mühll, Festgabe Adolf Kägi, p. 177, n. 1).
584
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reading <aidēn> [‘<Hades>’] (the elimination of the haplography caused by aideō which
follows) at the same time explains the incomprehensible hōs [‘as.like’]. My
supplementation is supported by the words of Epicurus in Lactantius (Inst. VII.7.13 = fr. 341
Us), which may have their source in Democritus: ‘that the punishments which are supposed
to occur in the Underworld take place in this life’. One cannot agree with Philippson that
no. 584 is merely an abbreviated reworking of no. 583 (‘self-citation’) in the form of a
dictum (Hermes 59, p. 411). As Nestle had already shown (see comm. on no. 583, n. 2),
kakopragmosunē in no. 583 means not ‘misery of life’ but ‘wickedness’. The first passage
speaks of fear of the terrible judgement for the sins one has committed , the second of
unhappy people who, for fear of the life beyond the grave, cannot decide to lay hands on
themselves. Philippson also cites Plut. De tranq. animi 18, p. 476a: ‘it is the fear of death,
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In Maximus (Loc. comm. 12, p. 572 = Paroem. Gr. 91, p. 801 B) this excerpt has the lemma ‘Dēmonakt.’. If it
is correct to suppose that here, as in other analogous cases ‘Dēmonakt.’ Is simply a corruption of ‘Dēmokr.’,
that might serve as an argument in favour of the view that the ancients saw Antiphon’s dictum as simply a
translation of a dictum of Democritus’.

not the love of life which makes the unwise stretch out their lives’. No doubt Plutarch is
transforming into his own words this very dictum of Democritus’; probably it is taken from
Democritus’ work with the same title, On cheerfulness (Philippson, loc. cit.).
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Procl. In Rem publ. II.117, p. 7 Kroll.

586
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two distinct theses are maintained in Democritus’ works: 1) some very small
portion of ‘soul’ (i.e. of fire-atoms) is present even in inanimate bodies, including corpses
(see no. 448), since corpses have a certain capacity for movement and change (their nails
and hair grow even after death); 2) there are no certain signs of death, and so not
infrequently people in a state of profound unconsciousness are buried. From this Epicurus
drew the incorrect conclusion that Democritus ascribed the capacity for sensation to
corpses. Cf. E. Rohde, Psyche, vol. II, 1921, p. 191: ‘(Thus) there was constructed and
ascribed to Democritus the assertion that in general corpses perceive... However,
Democritus recognised no perception at all in really ‘dead’ bodies, i.e. in those from which
all the soul-atoms had gone; the Democriteans certainly wished to protest against Epicurus’
vulgarisation of his view, which ascribed that to him’. The testimony of Pliny (no. 588a) is
based on a similar later distortion of Democritus’ ideas; the story of Democritus’ refusal to
bring the wife of Darius back to life (no. XXIII with comm.) was perhaps devised as a criticism
of these theses. Wellmann (in DK II, p. 167, l. 23 n.) compares Alex. Probl. IV.54 (Usener,
Alexandri Aphrodisiensis quae feruntur Problemata, Libri III et IV, Jahresbericht über das
Joachimstalsche Gymnasium, Berlin, 1859, p. 13), where the growth of hair and nails is
explained (perhaps following Democritus) by the fact that that these parts of the body have
no capacity for sensation: ‘Why do the nails and hair grow for some time in the case of the
dead and the elderly? Is it because these are the least sensitive parts of the body (so
sensation is subsequent to the occurrence [?]) that they grow for some time?’
2’Plato

... in the Republic’: the story of the Armenian252 Er, who fell deeply unconscious for a
long time, serves as the frame for a detailed description of the world beyond the grave in
the spirit of orphico-pythagorean doctrines (Rep. X, 614b).
587
1’they

are forced to stuff in double portions’: cf. Hdt. II.133: ‘when Mycerinus heard that this
fate had been determined for him he had many lamps made, and when night fell he lit them
and drank and revelled ceaselessly day and night ... and he did that ... so that instead of six
years he would have twelve, as the nights were turned into days’.

252

[Plato says that Er was a Pamphylian; L mistranslates his patronymic tou Armeniou [‘the son of Armenius’]
as ‘Armenian’.]

588
1According

to Athenaeus (II, p. 46e, see no. LVI) Democritus regarded honey as the best
means of preserving one’s life. The bodies of the dead were preserved in honey in Babylon
(Hdt. I.198) and in Sparta, as Xenophon reports about the Spartan kings (Hell. V.3.19). See
also Lucr. III.889-91:
... how it is not painful
To be placed on the pyre and scorched in the hot flames
Or to be suffocated by being laid in honey ...
This passage is cited by Diels [DK 68 A 161].
588a
1See

comm. on no. XXIII.
VI. On divine providence and omnipotence

589
1On

images, or On forethought (or providence): the meaning of this title and the content of
the book corresponding to it is easily determined from no. 472a [Sext. M. IX.19]:
‘Democritus says that some images approach people ... apart from these there is no god
possessing an immortal nature’. As is seen from nos. 590 ff. Democritus denies divine
providence; hence we must suppose that the meaning of this title was ‘On images. or On
(so-called, but in fact non-existent) providence’. It is true that Diels, Langerbeck and a
number of other scholars point out that the word pronoia began to be used in the sense
‘divine providence’ significantly later than the 5th century BCE. In the 5th century it meant
simply ‘foreknowledge of the future’, ‘intention’ or ‘concern’, and, since Democritus’ images
predict the future (no. 472a, Themist. [In De divin. In somn. 43.4]: ‘predict what is going to
happen’), the word is here used in exactly that sense. Diels and Kranz think it more
probable that pronoiēs here is a corruption in the ms. tradition for aporroiēs
[‘effluence’][DK II, p. 140, l. 1 n.]. But the presupposition is itself incorrect: in Hdt. III.108
(‘divine forethought, being wise’) the term pronoia is used precisely in the sense of the wise,
fatherly concern of a divinity for the world, i.e. in the sense ‘providence’ which the word
later acquired. Nestle (Philologus 67, p. 553), who does not , discuss the meaning of this
word, convincingly shows that the source of this passage of Herodotus was Protagoras (cf.
Pl. Prot. 321b); at any rate this use of the word was obviously current in Greek religious
philosophy by the time of Democritus. It may be that the source for the Epicurean
demonstration of the impossibility of divine pronoia was Democritus (fr. 374 Us. = Lact. De
ira Dei 13.19). Usener overlooks the fact that this passage is found in the original Greek in
Sext. PH. III.9; cf. II.5 of the same work, where the non-existence of pronoia is mentioned

among a number of basic propositions of Epicurean philosophy. Here is this significant
passage in the Latin translation [by Lactantius]: ‘God either wants to abolish evils but
cannot, or can but does not want to, or neither wants to nor can, or both wants to and can.
If he wants to but cannot, he is weak, which is not appropriate for God ; if he can but does
not want to he is malevolent, which is also foreign to God; if he neither wants to nor can he
is both malevolent and weak, and so not God; if he both wants to and can, which alone is
appropriate for God, where do evils come from? Or why does he not abolish them?’
Lactantius adds the curious comment: ‘I know that many philosophers who defend
providence are troubled by this argument and pretty well forced against their will to
acknowledge that God does not care about anything’.
I cite a further similar passage from the recently published Arabic translation of
Galen’s On medical experience (XIX, 2-3, pp. 161a-b, 162a = pp. 46-7 of the Arabic text and
pp. 122-3 of Walzer’s translation, cited in no. 558): ‘In the case where bodies are mixed
together, either one must penetrate another, or they must be united to one another by
one’s being situated next to the other. The theory which rules out the possibility that a
substance (an atom, Luria) can be decomposed into its component parts and that these
parts can be separated from one another (the atomism of Democritus and Leucippus, Luria)
must treat complex bodies as the result of a union of parts situated next to one another.
But those who maintain the former view (that some bodies penetrate others, Luria) assert
that those who say that parts do not penetrate one another, but are situated next to each
other, must necessarily come to the position of denying the existence of god and of his
providence, i.e. his concern for his creation, and also the existence of a particular substance
of the soul and a particular substance of nature, characteristic of one and of the other (of
god and of his providence, Luria). ... With regard to the view that complex bodies are
formed by the penetration of some (parts) by others, although it is the only remaining
possibility, it is something which one cannot easily imagine, and I cannot conceive of it,
much less understand and grasp it. In fact it is hard to imagine such a disposition of things,
that two bodies or three, or sometimes four or five should occupy one and the same place
...
But let us leave that, and think about the universe, and consider what we must say
about it; did it come into existence or not, since our imagination cannot conceive any third
answer ... If anyone maintains that it did not come into existence then ... it follows from that
that god did not make the world ... and consequently that his providence cannot extend
endlessly. And as well as the first two there is a third conclusion which follows logically
from that view, that the world will continue to exist without any need of divine providence.
For if the world never came into existence there is no danger of its perishing. In that case
there is no need for any being (which might be concerned with it) to maintain its existence,
guard it from danger or direct it. But someone who maintains the opposite view, that the
world had a beginning, is logically obliged to come to the following conclusion: if there was a
time when the universe did not yet exist, then one of two possibilities must obtain: either

god intentionally rejected the possibility of creating the best or the most perfect one, or he
was not capable of doing so. But to maintain that god refrained from doing the best is to
accuse god of extreme carelessness and laziness. If he wanted to do that, but was not in a
position to do it, then that would be a sign of his helplessness and powerlessness ...’
593
1’people’:

without the article, because Democritus is talking only about some unwise people
who address the gods with prayers to which the gods cannot and do not pay attention: cf.
Epicur. fr. 388 Us: ‘if god grants people’s prayers everyone would soon perish, since they are
always praying for many evils to befall one another’. The reading hoi anthrōpoi (‘all people’)
in Maximus and Antonius is undoubtedly a Christian correction with the aim of representing
prayer to the gods as a natural feeling on the part of everyone. The same correction is
made involuntarily by Alfieri, op. cit., p. 263) when he translates anthrōpoi as ‘gli uomini’
[‘(all) men’]; this makes it possible for him to speak in his note on the passage of some sort
of demonology in Democritus. [L then quotes the Old Russian translation of the passage in
the edition by V. Semenov, p. 249. (cf. comm. on nos. XXXVIII, n. 2, XXXIX and LII). ]
VII. The worship of the gods. Mythology. Oracles
594
1Since

Democritus requires from the ordinary citizen exact and detailed obedience to all the
laws of the state to which he belongs, it is natural that he has also to require observance of
the rules governing religious worship, which was in the view of the ancients the most
important obligation of the citizen ... Cf. the view of Epicurus set out by Philodemus (fr. 387
Us.: ‘let us ... sacrifice piously and well, as is fitting, and do all the other things required by
the laws, causing by our beliefs no disturbance at all to their excellence and great
solemnity’. But for a sage in the Democritean or Epicurean sense religious myths and rites
always seemed absurd and deserving of ridicule; hence Origen takes it as self-evident that a
Democritean or Epicurean could not have believed in the descent of the Holy Spirit in the
form of a dove etc.

VIII. How the Stoics, Christians and other enemies of the atomistic doctrine interpreted
Democritus’ views on religion
See Excursus below

Excursus
The distortion of Democritus’ doctrine in the literary tradition
1.
In view of the difficulty and novelty of Democritus’ theories many of his doctrines
were distorted and perverted by authors of all outlooks, Independently of whatever their
actual meaning may have been, e.g.: Tertull. Ad nat. II.2 (DK 68 A 74): ‘Democritus has the
idea that the gods came into existence with the rest of the celestial fire, which Zeno takes as
the model of nature’ (fr. 121 von Arnim [SVF]).
2.
Vitruv. IX.5.4 (DK 68 B 14.1); ‘[I have set out] the figures of the constellations as they
are shaped and formed in the heavens by nature and the divine mind, according to the
teachings of the natural philosopher Democritus’.
3.
Pliny NH II.14 (DK 68 A 76): ‘Belief in innumerable gods, modelled on human defects,
such as Modesty, Concord, Mind, Hope, Honour, Clemency, Loyalty, or, as Democritus holds,
just two, Punishment and Reward, is to reach a greater height of folly’ [sc. than to attribute
human form to the gods].
Bailey (The Greek atomists and Epicurus, p. 176, n. 2) gives what seems to be the
correct explanation of the incorrect attribution of this absurd theory to Democritus: ‘Pliny ...
by personifying this notion [that of Sextus M IX.19 ‘some images are beneficial and some
harmful’] produces the ridiculous parody that Democritus said that ‘there were only two
gods, Punishment and Reward’’. Here we have a case of distortion through
misunderstanding.
But in other cases we can observe conscious distortions and ‘corrections’ of
Democritus’ doctrines with the aim of making it possible to use the authority of the
generally acknowledged greatest scientist of antiquity on behalf of the doctrines of idealistic
philosophy and later of Christian (largely heretical) doctrines. Thus the atom was gradually
transformed and identified with the Christian Logos, with Christ. The starting point for the
development of these theories may have been, besides the one already mentioned
(‘Democritus says that some images (are gods) and some of them are beneficial and others
harmful’), the following passages: Cic. ND I.43.120 [DK 68 A 74]: ‘Democritus ... says that the
gods ... are living images which are beneficial or harmful to us ...’; Simpl. In De an. 64.12:
‘and every unit and every one of Democritus’ spheres will be a soul’; Plut. Mor. 369a: ‘One
should not locate the principles of the universe in inanimate bodies’; Theophr. ap. Simpl. In

Phys. 28.15: ‘Democritus ... says that the principles are the full and the void, and he calls the
one being and the other not-being ... (and these) generate the other things’.
Aristotle had already maintained that the atom is in a certain sense immaterial: De
an. 405a5: ‘Some hold the soul to be fire, for that is the finest and most immaterial of the
elements’.
In this regard people overlooked the fact, intentionally of course, that the term
‘immaterial’ is used here in a transferred sense as a figurative expression, to which
Philoponus calls attention in his comment on this passage (83.27): ‘he calls fire immaterial
not in the strict sense (none of them said that), but as immaterial among material things
because of its fineness’. It is possible that in this instance Philoponus was attacking
Christian distortions of Democritus’ doctrine.
The following features of Democritus’ doctrine are important: just as the Christian
God sends people his immaterial messengers (angels), so Democritus’ god sends people
images (see no. 472a); in this regard Democritus’ atom possessed the fundamental
attributes of the Christian God; its usual epithets ‘partless’ (nos. 113, 106), ‘indestructible’
(no. 207), ‘eternal’ (no. 172), or ‘everlasting’ (‘through all time’, no. 298), ‘suffering no
effects’ (apathēs, nos. 113, 499, DK 68 A 49, 57) are at the same time epithets of the
Christian God; see Eus. PE I, end: ‘God is ... first, indestructible, eternal, ungenerated,
partless, most unlike [anything else], natural and perfect, the sole deviser (heuretēs) of
sacred nature’.
All this gave later Christian thinkers a certain basis for the assertion that Democritus
regarded the atom as some kind of divine being.
4.
Clem. Strom. I.52, p. 347: ‘the elements are revered by ... those who posited the
atoms as principles; they assume the name of philosophers, but they are godless fellows
and lovers of pleasure’. Democritus’ spherical soul-atom, which was supposed to be
accorded ‘reverence as to some sort of divinity’ and which Democritus at the same time
regarded as an atom of fire, began to be seen as God, the ruler of the universe, living in
‘spherical fire’.
5.
Aet. I.7.16 (DK 68 A 74, Dox. p. 302): ‘Democritus says that god is mind in spherical
fire’; Eus. PE XIV.16.6: ‘Democritus says that god is the soul of the world in spherical fire’.
6.
Cyrill. Alex. I.28 (PG 76, p. 545 A): ‘Thales of Miletus says that god is the mind of the
world ... Democritus of Abdera agrees to some extent, but adds something else; he too
maintains that god is a mind, adding that he is in spherical fire and that he is the soul of the
world’.
From the principle, beginning or element of the universe (archē tou pantos) which
generates (gennai) everything, the atom becomes the ruler of the universe (archōn tōn

holōn) which creates everything (poiei ta panta), which is almighty, which gives people
every benefit and which punishes them.
7.
Herm. Irris. 13: ‘According to Democritus the principles are what is and what is not,
and what is is the full, and what is not is the void, and the full makes everything’.
8.
Sext. M X.254: ‘and indeed one cannot say that the atoms have the property of being
eternal and for that reason can rule the universe, though they are material’.
9.
Suda, s.v. Heimarmenē [‘Fate’]: ‘... those smallest bodies ... propelled about by
necessity, from which he said that it [i.e. necessity] not only distributes wealth and poverty,
disease and health, slavery and freedom, war and peace, but also allots virtue and vice’.
So all the preconditions were there for the transformation of the atom into the
Christian God, thus making Democritus a forerunner of Christianity. It was in precisely that
sense that Democritus was interpreted and made use of by the Gnostics, above all by the
sect of the Valentinians (followers of Valentine, who appeared circa 150 CE). As reported by
Irenaeus in Contra haereses, their entire doctrine was constructed on atomistic and
Epicurean foundations via their particular reinterpretation.
10.
Iren., Contr. haer. II.14.2 : ‘Taking their cue from Democritus and Epicurus ... they say
that the things within the Totality ‘are’, (as Democritus and Epicurus say the atoms ‘are’)
and that the things outside the Totality ‘are not’ (like their [the atomists’]void) ... when they
say that there are images of the things that are they very obviously ... express Democritus’
view. For Democritus was the first to say that many different shapes have come into this
world from the whole universe ... They follow him, calling his shapes and models Images of
things above’ (also II.4.1: ‘shadow and emptiness’). Like those of the Epicureans, the gods
of the Valentinians live in the spaces between worlds (I.5.4): ‘their mother lives in the region
above the heavens, i.e. in the middle’ (intermundia); I.7.1: ‘and that Democritus himself has
gone to the place of the mother of Wisdom, i.e. the middle’.
The views of another great Ionian thinker, Heraclitus, were reworked in a precisely
similar way. His doctrine of the unity of opposites proved very suitable for the philosophical
formulation of the ‘dialectic’ of the central Christian myth, which contains just such a ‘unity
of opposites’; the Son is distinct from and at the same time not distinct from the Father, he
was born of Mary and is at the same time eternal and never born, he died and is at the same
time immortal, he is the Son and at the same time the Father. See Hippol. Refut. IX.9 (DK
22 B 50): ‘Heraclitus says that the All is divisible and indivisible, generated and ungenerated,
mortal and immortal, eternity (logon) and a lifetime (aiōn, cf. DK22 B 52), father and son,
god and just (according to Wendland [cited in DK II, p. 161, l. 16n.] this is a Gnostic
antithesis: the concept ‘just’ conflicts in the Gnostic view with that of an almighty god), one
and all’.

Even such a hyper-materialistic discussion of Democritus’ as his interpretation of the
sexual act as the whole body’s being shaken by a blow, so that man can be ‘shaken out of
man’ (see nos. 527, 720), was seen by those Gnostics as a rephrased exposition of the Bible.
See Hippol. Refut. VIII.14, p. 428 Dunker—Schneidewin; here the heretic Monoimus
‘following the sayings of the ancient poets and mathematicians ‘ (‘i.e. expounding them in
his sense’, Lortzing) is seen to say ‘‘man is shaken out of man’, says Democritus, ‘and is
separated and drawn out by a blow’, so that he is born and speaks the law which Moses
received from God’.
In this way everything possible was done to expound the basic mystery of the
Christian faith in the spirit of a deepening of atomistic doctrine by way of the transformation
of the atom into Christ or the Christian Logos. The only obstacle to that was that Jesus died
on the cross after grievous sufferings, whereas the atom is, like almighty God, incapable of
being affected and eternal. In order to eliminate this contradiction, the Valentinians
distinguished Jesus from Christ; in their view Christ is God, whereas Jesus was mortal, the
son of Joseph and Mary, to whom was accorded the high honour of being the earthly shell
of the immortal God, Christ (Logos).253
The chronographer Theophilus (mid 2nd century CE) was undoubtedly associated
with these Valentinians; later (in the 6th century) Joannes Malalas made the following
absurd extract from his work.254
11.
Joann. Malalas IV, p. 85 D = Georgius Cedrenus Hist. comp. p. 121 (PG 121, pp.
246ff.): ‘At this time there lived Democritus, who taught philosophy. In his philosophical
treatise he set out that someone who wants to become a philosopher must practice selfcontrol, keep away from all evil things and think and do all things rightly, and when he
practises philosophy in that way he will learn the nine-lettered name and will see the son of
God, the impassible Word, apparently preparing to suffer [?]. This is reported in the treatise
of the most learned chronographer Theophilus ... after Pelops Atreus reigned.’
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Irenaeus, Contra haer. III.11.1: ‘They say ... that one was the son of a carpenter, but the other was Christ
from on high, who remained incapable of suffering, descended into Jesus the son of the carpenter and
returned again into his Fullness’; III.11.3: ‘Indeed they do not accept that the Word and Christ came into this
world, but the Saviour was not incarnate and did not suffer, but descended like a dove into that Jesus who had
been made available ... and ascended again into the Fullness ... But others say that it was the son of the
Creator into whom descended that Jesus, who was available, and that Jesus was born again of Joseph and
Mary, and into him there descended Christ who comes from on high and exists without flesh and incapable of
suffering’; III.12.7: ‘now those who distinguish Jesus from Christ say that Christ remained incapable of
suffering, but Jesus suffered’; III.17.4: ‘Now they think that Christ was one person and Jesus another ... and
again say that he [i.e. Jesus] underwent suffering, while the other [i.e. Christ] remained incapable of suffering’
(also III.16.8 and III.18.3: ‘Christ is incapable of suffering’).
254
K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, Munich, 1891, pp. 113-4: ‘A genuine opular
romance, in which the crudest speculation extends to the superstition of a good-natured reading public ... For
him the poetess of Lesbos [Sappho] is a contemporary of Cecrops and Cranaus, while the philosopher
Democritus is put back into the grey prehistory of Pelops, Cicero and Sallust are Roman poets according to
Malalas, the country of Caria is so called because it was conquered by the emperor Carus ... ‘.

[Textual variants]: Mal. ‘at this time’, Cedr. ‘then also’; Mal. ‘lived’, Cedr. ‘was known’; in
Cedr. there follows: ‘a philosopher, who taught in addition to other things that someone
who wants to practise philosophy ... must practice self-control’; Mal. ‘and when etc.’, Cedr.
‘and so he can learn the nine-lettered [name]; Mal. ‘will see’, Cedr. ‘so, he says, you will
see’; Mal. ‘apparently preparing’ (mellophanē), Cedr. ‘newly apparent’ (neophanē) (‘You will
see the Son of God, the Word who is exempt from all suffering, in such a way that he
himself has newly appeared as liable to suffering.’)
Though orthodox Christianity waged a merciless struggle against the Gnostics, a
significant part of Gnostic interpretations of atomism penetrates the writings of the
orthodox Fathers of the Church, eastern and western, e.g. the doctrine of mathematical
indivisibles (from Augustine to Bede and Bradwardine); here there begins to be repeated
the view that Democritus’ atoms were immaterial ideal entities; Democritus’ materialistic
phraseology is seen as mere allegory.
12.
Aug. Ad Diosc. CXVIII.29 (PL 33, p. 446): ‘Democritus thinks that the mind is
incorporeal’.
13.
Syrian. In Meta. 143.16: ‘and when they say that a magnitude is composed of
indiivisibles they do not mean that atoms make dimensions by coming together and being
as it were packed together (that is the view of Democritus, which contradicts geometry and
virtually all the sciences), but that those pure, intelligible, creative and life-giving indivisibles
are not separate from one another, and that they constitute everything including material
bodies at the basic level’.
14.
Simpl. In De an. 26.11: ‘whether that is how Democritus generated life from bodies
[i.e. by identifying the material cause of life as fire] or whether he intended to indicate
intelligible nature via the sphere by way of proof we cannot say’.
15.
Bradwardine Treatise on the continuum 98: ‘for it is not likely that such a
philosopher posited any indivisible bodies ... but perhaps by indivisible bodies he
(Democritus) understood indivisible parts of a substance and meant that a substance is
composed of indivisible substances’.
Similarly the arguments of Raban Maur, a 9th-century catholic priest, testify to the
great influence on him of the Gnostic interpretation of the atom as Christ.
16.
Raban Maur De universo IX.1, de atomis (PL 111, p. 262): ‘Therefore the atom is
what cannot be divided, like the point in geometry. For division is called ‘cutting’ (tomus
[actually tomē]) in Greek, and absence of division (indivisio)‘non-cutting’ (atomus). For how
far indivisible unity in things displays a mystical significance is clearly shown by Scripture:
because it shows that that [i.e. indivisible unity] was the beginning of all things ...’

Since Democritus was thus rehabilitated in certain Christian circles it is not surprising
that his moral sayings were included in collections, popular among Christians, along with
sayings of the Church Fathers. That introduced wide scope for interpolation and
emendation in these sayings (which had, however, begun already in pre-Christian times).
Democritus’ ethics became a trivial Stoico-Christian morality.
17.
Stob. III.9.30 (DK 68 B 217 = 41 Natorp): ‘Democritus. Only those to whom
wrongdoing is hateful are loved by the gods’.
18.
Stob. II.9.4 (DK 68 B 175 = 24 N.): ‘The gods have given men all good things both in
the past and now, but bad and harmful and disadvantageous things they have not given
men either in the past or now, but they encounter such things through their blindness of
mind and folly’.
It is worth stopping to consider this curious saying in more detail. It has long been
observed that the view expressed here cannot be reconciled with the views of Democritus,
since in his view the gods cannot give anything to people (see no. 580 with comm.), but are
an involuntary cause of both good and bad for man (no. 472a). Lortzing, op. cit., p. 2, has
already pointed out the impossibility of attributing this and similar passages to Democritus:
‘Though Democritus may not have applied the full consequences of his physical world-view
to the moral sphere, we must nevertheless expect that in such a sober and profound thinker
his ethical principle does not contradict his metaphysical doctrines’. Bailey expresses
himself even more emphatically, op. cit. p. 175: ‘we may safely assume that ... (Democritus)
held that (the gods) took no part in the affairs of the world’.255 On the other hand, Lortzing
had already pointed out that in fact it is nowhere attested that this saying belongs to
Democritus: in Stobaeus this saying is cited anonymously, without a lemma; it has been
ascribed to Democritus only because the passage preceding it has the lemma Dēmocritou.
In this regard Lortzing remarks, op. cit., p. 15: ‘We are not entitled to apply the lemma of a
saying to all subsequent anonymous sayings’; p. 8: ‘Doubt about the author can ... arise in
places where, of a number of connected sayings only the first has Democritus’ name at the
beginning, while the rest are by contrast anonymous’.
As an example he gives the saying which we are discussing. It is true that this
passage is written in Ionic; but is Democritus really the only author writing in Ionic from
whom excerpts appear in Stobaeus? For example, in Stobaeus there are a number of ethical
passages in Ionic dialect from a Hellenistic philosopher Eusebius, who is unknown to us from
other sources, to whom this saying more probably belongs than to Democritus (see the
sayings of Eusebius, Stob. II.1.25; III.6.33 (‘the gods gave’); III.30.15; III.56.41; IV.12.16;
IV.56.14). And in fact in its content this saying is typical of Stoic and Christian theodicies, as I
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Bailey nowhere cites the passage under discussion; obviously he regards this saying as spurious.

have already pointed out (RhM.. LXXVIII, 1929, pp. 235, 240); see, for instance, an Orphic
passage on god, quoted in Eus. PE XIII.12:
Being himself born of good [beings], he does not command evils
For mortal men; they themselves encounter strife and hatred
And war and famine and tearful sufferings.
A number of scholars have tried to ‘save’ this saying for Democritus, but their efforts
have proved feeble. Thus, Natorp, op. cit., p. 63, compares Theognis 171ff.: ‘No good or
evil comes to men without the gods’, and remarks: ‘Democritus replies to this precisely ...
While he may have intended to object to the inclusion of the gods [among the sources of
evils] and thought that he had to excuse them by appeal to popular views, the real
justification is found in the clear reference to the [people’s] favourite poet’.
Friedländer says more or less the same, citing Od. I.33-5 (see DK II, p. 180, l. 5n):
Alas, how mortals blame the gods!
For they say that it is from us that evils come, but they themselves
Endure sufferings beyond their fate because of their sins.
While Diels and Kranz leave all these difficulties aside and include this saying among
the genuine passages of Democritus without any qualification, Alfieri chooses another,
altogether acceptable, path; he thinks that we have here a genuine passage of Democritus,
but one which is either distorted or incorrectly understood. See op. cit., p. 263, n. 662: ‘Of
course, Democritus does not admit the real existence of the gods’; p. 251, n. 632 (on the
passage under discussion): ‘Understood ‘and it is said (by those who believe in the gods)’’. If
I understand Alfieri correctly, he wishes to restore some such context as ‘(some say that
men are not able to achieve good things for themselves), but the gods have given men all
good things both in the past and now, but bad and harmful and disadvantageous things (i.e.
bad things as well as good)[they have not] given either in the past or now etc.’. Another
possibility is that the genuine passage of Democritus begins with the words ‘bad and
harmful things’. I should certainly settle for one of these alternatives if the passage were
anywhere attested as belonging to Democritus; but since it is anonymous there is no need
for such proposals.
19.
Cod. Paris. 1169, no. 210: ‘Democritus. When we were children our parents handed
us over to tutors to make sure that we did not come to any harm. But when we have grown
up God hands us over to our natural conscience to take care of us; we must not make light
of this care, since we are disagreeable [?] and subject to our individual conscience’ .
[L quotes the Old Russian translation by V. Semenov, op. cit. p. 350.]

20.
Corpus Parisinum Profanum [CPP] 185 (DK 68 B 302, vol. II, p. 223, ll. 26-7; Maxim.
Loc. comm.2, p. 252 (P.G. 91, p. 729 A); Apostolius 8.89e; Arsenius 29.97); AED, sent. 9):
‘Doing nothng unworthy will make you worthy of God’. Old Russian translation, Semenov,
op. cit., 12. Mullach, p. 179, fr. sp. 7: ’This saying cannot be reconciled with the doctrine of
Democritus’.
21.
CPP 186 (DK 68 B 302, vol. II, p. 223, ll. 26-7; Maxim. Loc. comm. 8, p. 566 (PG 91, p.
773 B); Anecdota Epicharmi, Democriti etc. ed. B. Ten-Brink (Philologus VI, 1851, p. 577ff.)
[AED] sent. 6 (‘in the same way as God ... set a price’): ‘A man is benevolent in the same
way as God when he does not set a price on his benevolence, on doing good and telling the
truth’. Cf. Sternbach Wien. Stud. 9, 1887, p. 200, O. Immisch, ‘Agatharcidea’, Heidelberg.
Sitzb. , 1919, p. 57. Immisch thinks that the last passage is genuine. I admit the possibility
of that, in that Democritus does not reject the existence of gods, much more perfect than
humans; but those gods cannot do good to people. Or is this passage about gods doing
good to one another?
22.
(Mull. 242). Ant. Mel. 22, p. 42 (PG 136, p. 884 B); AED sent. 34: ‘One must show
one’s piety openly, and stand up boldly for the truth’. Lortzing, op. cit., p. 15: ‘Here doubts
are raised, apart from the unDemocritean content, by the connection of the word ‘stand up
for’ with an abstract noun such as ‘truth’, which, it seems, is first found in Polybius’.
Mullach, op. cit., p. 321, tries to defend the authenticity of this saying by translating
eusebeia [‘piety’] as ‘one person’s being dutiful to another’; Ten-Brink calls that attempt
‘inept’. Taking into account the passages collected under no. 594 one may perhaps suppose
that the subject here is the necessity, with a view to the preservation of order in the state,
of observing the religious rites established by the state, even if we do not believe in gods.
But in that case it is impossible to understand the emphasis on ‘openly’ as applied to
such a high moral duty.
23.
Fr. sp. 9 Mull; Maxim. Loc. comm. LXVIII (PG 91, p. 658 D) = no. 127 Orelli (Opuscula
Graecorum veterum sententiosa et moralia, vol. I, Leipzig, 1819): ‘Democritus. Two things
prompt man to observe god, punishment for impiety and rewards for a pious mind’. [L
quotes the Old Russian translation, Semenov, op. cit., p. 391.]
There can be no doubt of the spuriousness of this passage, which directly contradicts
Democritus’ doctrine that there are no rewards or punishments in the world beyond the
grave. Similarly, even some genuine sayings of Democritus were at a later period subject to
corrections and insertions inspired by neo-Pythagorean, Stoic and Christian doctrines (these
insertions and corrections are printed in bold type; the correct original version is given in
the text of the collection under the corresponding number).
No. 62. Suda,s.v. Heimarmenē [‘Fate’]: ‘And Democritus said ‘We all have some
things from god, and other things from fate and chance and those smallest bodies ... which
are propelled ... of necessity. From which he said that there are distributed not only

wealth and poverty, disease and health, slavery and freedom, war and peace, but also
virtue and vice are allotted’.
No 103. Suda, s.v. anangkaion [‘necessary’]: ‘Democritus of Abdera says ... what
applies always to everything, that is necessary, and similarly it is necessary that god is
indestructible, and some things are possible ...’.
No. 583. Stob. IV.34.62: ‘All men, not knowing of the dissolution of mortal nature
(‘of the nature of mortals’ Apostol.), but conscious of their wicked deeds during their life,
trouble their lifetime with worries and fears, making up stories of fearful things after
death’.
No. 607. Democrates 80; Porphyry Ad Marcellum 20; Demophilus Collection of the
sayings of Pythagoras [Syll. Sent. Pyth.] 13, p. 38 Orelli; AED 5; DEI 9 (corrupted from Stob.
II.31.59): ‘If one believes that the gods observe everything, one will do no wrong either in
secret or openly’.
No. 593. Maxim. Loc. comm. c. 27, p. 612 (PG 91, p. 875 A); Ant. Mel. I.39, p. 79 (PG
136, p. 913 D): ‘Democritus. All men pray for health from the gods ...’.

THE CITY AND THE PHILOSOPHER
a. THE DEMOCRATIC CITY
I. The duties and rights of the citizen
595
1’against

the interest of the community’: cf. inscription from Teos (M.N. Tod, A selection of
Greek historical inscriptions, 2nd edn., vol. 1, Oxford, 1946, no. 23 A 1 ff.): ‘whoever among
the Teians makes noxious drugs, with respect to the community ... ( B 25 ff.) or wishes ill to
the community of the Teians’. Cf. comm. on no. 623; Natorp, op. cit., p. 63, n. 13 (who also
cites Democritus’ expressions from nos. 88256: ‘neither in private nor in public life’ and 647
‘a communal difficulty’. Bruhn, Sophokles, Antigone, Berlin 1913, followed by Diels [DK II, p.
195, 15ff. n.] suggests that the source for this passage of Democritus is Soph. Ant. 187-91
(produced in 440 BCE). In fact to the expression ‘if that is preserved everything is preserved’
may be compared l. 189: ‘it is this (the city) which preserves’, and to ‘a well-run city’ (= ‘will
be well run’) ll. 189-90: ‘sailing straight on in this (the city)’. But these comparisons are in
my opinion insufficient to establish that Democritus’ philosophical dicta are a reworking of
the verses of the Athenian poet; it is more probable that Sophocles and Democritus have
the same source (a dictum of one of the Seven Sages, or of an ancient didactic poet, etc.).
No. 647 expresses essentially the same idea: ‘a communal difficulty is harder to deal with
than a difficulty for each individual’ etc. We have placed it, however, not here but in the
section ‘rich and poor’, for it is obviously addressed to the poor man, advising him to accept
his position in the interests of the state; if the state is ruined he too will be ruined, lacking
‘hope of assistance’.
596
1This

saying is possibly a response to the saying of Heraclitus (DK 22 B 33): ‘law is also
obedience to the will of one man’. A reflection of this dispute many perhaps be seen in the
argument between Alcibiades and Pericles in Xen. Mem. I.2.43: ‘a tyrant too ... writes

256

[The quoted words are not found in no. 88. The correct ref. is no. 737.]

[edicts] for the ctizens .. and they are law’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 271, n. 679, supposes that
there is a close connection between this passage and no. 610 (also in praise of democrary).
598
1As

Philippson shows, op. cit., p. 384, n. 1, we have here a typical case of abbreviation of
some expression of Democritus’ and its transformation into a brief dictum. ’One must’
(chrē or chreōn) is a typical insertion. Stobaeus’ reading hopou lōion [‘where better’] is
decidedly to be preferred to that of Sayings of Democrates 44 ‘not garrulous’, bearing in
mind the preceding passage (no.597), which coincides in sense. See critical apparatus.
599
1Alfieri,

op. cit., p. 177, n. 452, p. 221, n. 562, draws attention to the flat contradiction
between this passage and no. 725. Here it is said that it is ‘the act of a disciplined person to
yield to the law’; there we read that ‘the wise man should not blindly257 obey the law’.
Alfieri sees here misunderstanding on the part of Epiphanius, the author of the latter
passage (‘Epiphanius does not understand the objective character of this individualism and
interprets it as subjective individualism’). Such an explanation could have some sense if
Epiphanius had said that according to Democritus obedience to the law was what is most
advantageous to the citizen and that it provides him with the maximum amount of pleasure
(‘the common advantage is the advantage of the individual’). But Epiphanius clearly says
that ‘the wise man should not obey the law’, so one has either to see in this passage a
slander on Democritus or to try to find another explanation. In my opinion the fact is that
our passage, like the second dictum in no. 655, which is close to it in content, deals with
how the ordinary citizen should behave, while no. 725 deals with the behaviour of the
philosopher, who has no need of the law, since for him the only law is his own intelligence
(see my Essays in the history of ancient science, p. 286).
2’proper’

(kosmion): cf. Antiphon, DK 87 B 59. See comm. on no. 602.

600
1Mullach,

op. cit., p. 380, regards this passage as spurious, for purely stylistic reasons: ‘In
view of the emptiness of the precepts in this fragment, which are very different from those
precepts of Democritus preserved by Stobaeus and other reliable authors, I think that they
are not by Democritus, but by some later ethical theorist. Burchard was very much of the
same opinion.’ Since we do not know the context from which this saying is taken, I see no
reason to think it more dubious than the other passages in Antonius’ collection. If this
passage really belongs to Democritus then aitiatai must be understood not as ‘accuses’, but
as ‘finds guilty’, for in an ancient court it was not the judge (dikastēs) who brought the
accusation, but the prosecutor (katēgoros [lit. ‘accuser’].
257

[The word ‘blindly’ is not in the Greek.]

601
1P.

Friedländer, ‘Hypothēkai’, Hermes 48, 1913, p. 612, supposes that in Democritus’
writings frr. 256-60 DK (our nos. 601, 620-23) followed one another in the same order as in
Stobaeus, IV.2.14-18, and that were closely connected with one another. I am not
convinced with regard to no. 601, though ‘but turning aside’ tells in its favour. I understand
this verb here in the sense ‘look through one’s fingers at the resulting injustice’, as in Pl.
Laws 885d: ‘be turned away by bribes from what is just’.
II. What is appropriate for the citizen
602
1Following

Von der Mühll, Festgabe f. Kägi, p. 177 Diels (DK II, p. 189, 1f. n.) sees a
paraphrase of this idea in Epicur. KD 17 (= ‘Epicurus’ Exhortation’ 12, see Gnom. Vat.; Diod.
XXV, fr. 1): ‘the just life is the most free from disturbance, but the unjust is burdened with
the most trouble’ and KD 34: ‘Injustice is not bad in itself, but because of fear arising from
the suspicion that one will not escape those appointed to punish such things’. On athambiē
[‘unastonishment’] see no. 744, also 735, 742, 745.
603
1

Cf. no. 606: ‘from what he wants’. This dictum of Democritus’ is directly answered by the
remark of Antiphon, DK 87 B 59: ‘Someone who neither desires nor touches what is
shameful or bad is not self-controlled; for there is nothing which he has overcome to make
himself a decent person’. Cf. no. 599.
604
1Philippson,

Hermes 59, p. 383, points out that all three passages collected under no. 604
are different versions of the same saying of Democritus’: ‘the passages contained in
Democritus’ collection are often specially prepared to give them the form of a saying. Often
they are not a complete proposition, or they have the look of a proposition (as we see from
Stobaeus) only via the addition of ‘must’ (see critical apparatus to no. 598: Luria). Obviously,
their source was a text which was not in the form of a laconic saying. The most instructive
passage is DK 68 B 84. A fuller form is preserved by Stobaeus, DK 68 B 244 ... the so-called
Democrates has omitted the first part and altered the second ... It is obvious that the
common prototype had the form in which it is read by Stobaeus , and so Democrates has
abbreviated it. Hence it is clear that that anthologist deliberately chooses only brief sayings
or alters Democritus’ words to give them that form. (See DL IX.49: ‘of the other works
ascribed to him, some have been compiled from his own works...’) But DK 68 B 244, cited
by Stobaeus, does not have there its original form; the complete form is given in
anotherpassage, also in Stobaeus (DK 68 B 264)’.

2’if

no-one will know’: there is a response to this dictum in Antiphon DK 87 B 44, col. 1, 12ff.:
‘a man makes use of justice in the way most advantageous to himself if he observes the laws
in the presence of witnesses, but in the absence of winesses observes the requirements of
nature’. Cf. comm. on no. 609. These two instances of fierce criticism of Democritus by
Antiphon show, despite all his dependence on Democritus, how far Antiphon’s view is from
that of Democritus on a number of questions , and how wrong G.K Bammel is (Democritus,
Moscow, 1936, p. 156) to include this and other passages of Antiphon in his collection of
passages of Democritus without any discussion (fr. 306). He is followed without any critical
discussion by A.O. Makovelski, The ancient Greek atomists, Baku, 1946, p. 305, who also
includes this passage of Antiphon among the passages of Democritus (fr. 322).
3’to

set up this law in your soul’: as Langerbeck rightly remarks (op. cit., p. 56), this is an
intentional paradox, based on two senses of the word ‘law’ (nomos).
605
1Cf.

no. 607: ‘led towards what is right’. On this question the Epicureans agreed
wholeheartedly with Democritus’ view and simply repeated his words. Thus Hermarchus
declares in Porph. De abst. I.77ff. (cf. R. Philippson, ‘Die Rechtsphilosophie der Epikureer’,
AGPh. XXIV, 1910, pp. 316ff.) that ‘it is appropriate for the unwise to be forced to do their
duty by the fear of punishment by the law, but those who understand the benefits of the
laws do not need to be frightened’ (Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 401). See comm. on no. 726.
This saying was translated into Russian in the collection ‘The Bees’ in the 12-13th century
(see V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 277; M.N. Speranski, Collections of sayings in translation in
russo-slavonic literature, Moscow, 1904, pp. 304-29. [L quotes the Old Russian translation.]
606
1Henze

doubts the authenticity of this passage in view of the absence of any trace of Ionic
dialect; this is totally unpersuasive, since a whole number of passages of Democritus have
lost all peculiar features of Ionic dialect as a result of endless rewriting (see Philippson,
Hermes 59).
2See

no. 603.

607
1

Aristotle criticises these views of Democritus at NE 1179b20; see no. 693, and also n. 2 to
no. 692.
2See

Langerbeck, op. cit., pp. 55-6: ‘So law and persuasion are not mutually exclusive
opposites, as initially appeared from Diels fr. 181 (no. 607 L); rather understanding and
knowledge will lead directly to the justification of law. Without them there is simply
senseless external compulsion. But if one takes them into one’s soul the problem of

wrongdoing in secret is thereby solved. For a formulation such as Diels fr. 244 (no. 604)
serves as a self-evident moral rule’.
3’towards

what is right’: see no. 605, and also comm. on no. 725.

4Diels

[VS 4th edn.]translates sunesei, epistēmēi as ‘insight, consciousness’ (‘Einsicht,
Bewußtsein’); Kranz [DK 6th edn.] adheres to Nestle’s translation ‘understanding,
knowledge’ (‘Verständnis, Erkenntnis’).
608
1tēn

idiēn aretēn: Diels translates ‘ ihre eigene Trefflichkeit’ [their own goodness]. See
Stenzel, Gōttinger gelehrte Anzeigen, 1926, p. 189.258
609
1Cf.

comm. on no. 604, n. 2. In this instance too Antiphon is obviously criticising
Democritus; see Ant. DK 87 B 44, col. 4.32 –col. 5. 3; 13-15: ‘those who defend themselves
when they have been harmed but do not themselves initiate the act ... in these cases you
would find much that is hostile to nature’. Cf. R.P. Combefis (PG 91, 1860, p. 734, n.1):
‘there is a fault consisting in a deficiency, a sort of indolence and stupor, when someone is
affected by a feeling of pain or unhappiness for no reason’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 257, n. 646
(‘insensibility (analgēsis) = stupidity (stolidezza)’) compares Democritus’ morality with that
of the Stoics: ‘To recover mental serenity one must not retain bile in the body, but get rid of
it; that is how equilibrium is restored’.
[L quotes the Old Russian translation by V. Semenov, op. cit. and by P. Bezkonov, The
book ‘The Bee’, a monument of ancient Russian literature, translated from the Greek,
Moscow, 1857, p. 15, and the Bulgarian translation by M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplements,
p. 123, no. 26.]
610
1See

comm. on no. 596.
III. Duties and rights of magistrates

611
1As

Philippson points out, op. cit., p. 392, this passage serves as an excellent demonstration
of the incorrectness of the view of Laue (De Democriti fragmentis ethicis, p. 71, unavailable
to me) that Democritus’ ethics had a purely utilitarian character. Perhaps Natorp is right to
think that in this instance Democritus had Solon and Theognis as literary forerunners. But

258

[VS 4th edn. translates ‘seine eigene Trefflichkeit’ [its own goodness]. DK (5th and 6th edns.) records ‘ihre
eigene Trefflichkeit’ as Stenzel’s suggestion (II, p. 195, l. 2 n.), but translates ‘seine eigene Trefflichkeit’] .

one cannot help noticing that in Solon and Theognis the point is that at a time of civil war it
is impossible to conduct oneself so as to please both the warring parties (Solon, fr. 7: ‘in
great matters it is hard to please everyone’; Theogn. 24ff.: ‘I cannot please all these citizens
... for not even Zeus pleases everyone either by sending rain or withholding it’. See also
Theogn. 801ff.), and these pleas are very closely connected to Solon’s law (Plut. Solon 20)
that citizens who did not join one or other of the warring parties forfeited their political
rights. Democritus is saying that one should be guided by the principles of justice and
should not seek to win the sympathies of one’s neighbours; his remark is rather a criticism
of the popular saying in Theognis 34 ‘please those who have great power’.
2’Nicasicrates,

a 2nd-century Peripetatic, known only from Philodemus’ (Alfieri).

612
1eschen:

gnomic aorist ‘[are] usually in a bad state’.

2The

expression sungignōskesthai is not wholly understood: H. Gomperz translates ‘take
responsibility for it’ (‘sich es eingestehen’, DK II, p. 196, l. 9 n.), Alfieri, op. cit., p. 267
‘pardon the errors of others’ (‘indulgono agli errori altrui’).
613
1Natorp,

op. cit., p. 116, n. 40, conveys the content of this difficult passage as follows: ‘In the
present (i.e. purely democratic) constitution it is impossible that no wrong is done to the
magistrate (in the change of magistracies and the examination of their conduct in their
magistracy), no matter how honest they are. For ‘it does not look like anything else’ (i.e. it
can lead to no other outcome) than that he (the outgoing magistrate) becomes once again
subject to the power of others (i.e. the new rulers). So some arrangement must be found
to ensure that whoever has acted unjustly in his office is brought to account, but whoever
has acted justly does not become subject to their power (i.e. the power of the new rulers),
but some law or special rule protects him’. Jacobs (see ref. to Natorp above) gives the
following interpretation: ‘Among the faults of democratic cities Democritus picks out the
fact that, since new magistrates are elected every year, those who have applied the law
strictly fall, when their year of office has elapsed, under the jurisdiction of the very people
whose wrongdoing they had previously punished’. This interpretation is undoubtedly
correct, but it does not explain how to translate the incomprehensible phrase ē heautōi ton
auton eph’ heteroisi gignesthai. The explanation of DK is based on the insertion of more
than a line, and gives an inappropriate sense to eoiken (see critical apparatus). Therefore I
have taken the liberty of accepting the elegant, if somewhat bold, conjecture of Th.
Gomperz and translating accordingly. Gomperz, Sitzungsb. d. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Wien 152,
1905-6, pp. 22ff., correctly points out that the squalid context reconstructed by Diels is
unworthy of such a brilliant stylist as Democritus, and is simply impossible; for the ancients
understood perfectly well that inferior magistrates could be subject to higher authorities,

and so one could not say ‘it is not proper for a magistrate to be subject to others’. As the
same scholar had previously shown (Sitzungsb. d. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Wien 83, 1876, p. 586)
the corrupt passage of the text must have contained an artistically expressive comparison,
well known to the reader. A common theme in folklore (fairy tales, fables etc.) is a struggle
between the noble king of the birds, the eagle and a foul, crawling snake, and the most
tragic episode in these stories is when the eagle falls into the coils of the snake and is about
to be strangled. See in Aesop’s fable ‘the snake and the eagle’ (120 Halm): ‘the snake
caught hold of the eagle’. In another version of the same fable in Aelian (NA XVII.37): ‘it fell
into its coils and was about to be ... killed’, and moreover the eagle is described as ‘the
messenger and servant of Zeus’ and the snake as a ‘wicked animal’. Aristophanes parodies
this struggle in Knights 197: ‘when the crooked-clawed leather-eagle grabs the snake in its
jaws ...’. With a slight emendation of the text we have a similar comparison here; we note
that in no. 622 reptiles are given as a symbolic parallel to enemies and evil-doers.
2’the

present constitution’: see comm. on no. 621

3snakes

as a metaphor for wicked people: cf. no. 622.

614
1Ionic

‘assuming honours’ = Attic ‘assuming official positions’. Cf. Busolt, Griechische
Staatskunde, vol. 1, Munich, 1920, p. 357, n. 2: ‘timouchoi [‘holders of honours’] is the
regular designation for officials, like archontes [‘rulers, magistrates’]’ (in Teos, Magnesia,
Pergamum, Sinope). In Priene (Inschr. von Priene, 1906, no. 3.3) the word timairesiai
[‘elections to honours’] corresponds exactly to the Attic archairesiai [‘elections to
magistracies]. A translation of this passage is given in a western Russian collection of 1599
(M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplements, p. 177, no. 76).
2One

must observe the contradiction between this passage and no. 740; here anakēdēs
(‘careless’; ‘nachlässig’ in DK) is an epithet applied to a bad, unworthy person, there the
same epithet restored by Diels (there translated ‘untroubled’ (‘unbekümmert’) is a
characteristic of a just and righteous person. Perhaps it would be more correct to read in
the second case akēdēs [‘free from care’] instead of anakēdēs and in the first case to
translate as ‘dejected, despondent’ along with the 16th-century western Russian scribe[see
previous note].
3[Gives

the Old Russian translation (V. Semenov, op. cit, p. 112).]

615
1See

616

comm. on no. 625.

1’people

remember misdeeds’: DK compares no. 612: ‘it is not easy to gain people’s
forgiveness’.
2’should

not be praised’: perhaps an attack on Hdt. (VII.164) or his sources: ‘in addition to
his other just actions, this was not the least of those he left to posterity, that though he was
in control of the great wealth which Gelon had entrusted to him, he was not willing to seize
it for himself when he had the opportunity’.
617
1This

saying was frequently cited in Old Russian literature. It was translated in the 12 th-13thcentury composition ‘The Bee’ (V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 103). In 1480 it was cited in the
letter addressed by Vassian, archbishop of Rostov, to Ivan III: ‘and listen to the words of
Democritus, the first among philosophers259: a prince must show intelligence on all
occasions, and strength, courage and bravery towards his enemies and love and joyful
welcome to his friends’. It is easy to see that this translation was stylised and adapted to
the situation of 16th-century Russia: ‘prince’ = ‘ruler’ (archōn) and ‘friends’ =’subjects’
(hupotetagmenoi). In 1563 Pimen, archbishop of Novgorod, wrote from Polotsk to ivan IV;
his source was undoubtedly the Epistle of Vassian, but he imperceptibly falsifies Democritus
by introducing into his dictum interpolations favouring the boyars: ‘Democritus, first among
philosophers, says: ‘A prince must show intelligence on all occasions, and strength, courage
and bravery to his enemies, and to his boyars and voivodes and all his Christ-loving army
gentleness and a loving welcome’’. So Democritus talks of boyars and voivodes end even of
a Christ-loving army! Of course, there is no question of Pimen’s having had any other
genuine edition; this is deliberate interpolation. See I.M. Kudravtsev, The Epistle of Vassian
Rilo as a monument of 15th-century political writing, Works of the ODRL [?], vol. VIII,
Moscow & Leningrad, 1951, pp. 183-4. The western Russian ‘The Bee’ of 1599 (M.N.
Speranski, op. cit., supplements , p. 177, no. 5) gives a more exact translation [quoted by L].
618
1

[Gives the Old Russian translation (V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 103).]

619
1’has

the greatest share’: Nestle (cited in (DK II, p. 199, l. 3n.) compares Pl. Prot. 322d
‘shares in conscience and justice’. He compares this expression with the same one in no.
621: ‘has a greater share (of justice and boldness and pride (ektaseōs]) [see comm.. on no.
621, n. 2] (Philologus 67, pp. 547-8), and comes to the conclusion that in both cases one
should translate ‘plays a great (greater) role in establishing justice and virtue in the state’.
He regards Diels’ translation ‘has, makes a claim’ (‘Anspruch haben, beanspruchen’) (to
praise for his justice etc.) as impossible260. Kranz correctly interprets tamnōn [‘cutting’] as a
metaphor from common meals [DK II, p. 199, l. 4n.], at which those who had especially
distinguished themselves were cut choice or large portions [of meat]. It has not,
unfortunately, been observed that this dictum , along with a number of other sayings of
Democritus, appears in a paraphrased form among sayings attributed to Aristotle in DL V.21:
259
260

[L’s foootnote concerns details of the textual transmission of the Old Russian translation.]
[VS 4th edn. and DK (5th and 6th edns.) translate ‘has the greatest share’ (‘hat ... den grōßten Anteil’).]

‘he says that justice is a virtue of the soul, distributive (dianemētikēn ( ǁ tamnōn)) according
to merit’.

IV. Penal law
620
1Friedländer,

Hermes 48, 1913, p. 612, correctly points out the close connection of nos. 62022, which, it seems, followed one another in the same order in Democritus; the repetition of
‘in every form of community’ in nos. 621 and 622 is characteristic; ‘as has been written
concerning harmful beasts and reptiles’ in no. 622 is a direct quotation of nos. 620 and 621:
‘concerning living things ...’ ‘kill those which do harm ...’. But Friedländer’s attempt to
associate nos. 605 and 618 with this is unconvincing. As he himself rightly points out (ibid.,
p. 613, n. 3), the content here is provisional drafts of laws, formulated in accordance with
the stereotypical phraseology of the laws then in force. On the question of non-rational
animals Democritus occupies a sober middle position between two extreme tendencies.
One of these followed Alcmaeon (DK 25 A 5: ‘man alone understands, while the others
perceive, but do not understand’) in denying any reason whatever to animals: see Plut. Fr.
II.2 Bernardakis: ‘they would appear to say that the non-rational animals are not alive, nor
do they have a soul’. It was these theorists who introduced the term for animals which was
subsequently most widely accepted: ‘the non-rational animals’. From the point of view of
those people, the very terms ‘just’ and ‘unjust’ were unacceptable when it came to talking
about the relations between man and animal. See Porph. De abst. III.18, p. 206.21 Nauck: ‘if
justice applies to rational beings, as our opponents say, why would justice not apply
between us and those beings [i.e. non-rational] also?’; Plut. De usu carnium, II.3, p. 998a:
‘that between us and the non-rational animals there is no such thing as justice’. Their
opponents (above all the Pythagoreans) did not confine themselves to accepting the
presence of reason and soul in animals, regarding the difference between them and man as
purely quantitative, but maintained that the concept of justice applied also to relations with
animals: Porph. ibid. 18: ‘... it is shown that animals are rational ... they are not entirely
lacking ... reason ... if justice apples to rational beings, as our opponents say, why would
justice not apply between us and those beings also?’; III.6, p. 194.23: ‘he [god] is benevolent
and therefore gives animals a share in understanding’; III.7, p. 195.10: ‘since this difference
is not one of essence, but depends on the precision (or lack of it) of the argument’. They
went further and, starting from their belief in the transmigration of souls, forbade the killing
of even harmful animals, since there might have been lodged in them the soul of someone
related or close to the killer. See Plut. ibid., II.5, p. 998d: ‘which is better, to assent to a false
supposition and let one’s enemy go as a friend, or, taking no notice of what is uncertain, to
kill one’s relative as an enemy? You will all say that that is terrible’. Democritus, to whom
the doctrine of the transmigration of souls was alien, could not of course adhere to the
extreme Pythagorean view that it was not permissible to kill even harmful animals. But on
the other hand, along with the Pythagoreans he did not maintain any distinction of principle
between man and the other animals, and he always uses the expression ta zōia [‘the
animals’], as was usual inancient materialist science, as the term for all animals, including

man (as in no. 257: ‘in the case of animals’)261. See no. 448, Aet. IV.5.12: ‘Parmenides and
Empedocles and Democritus ... say that no animal is non-rational in the strict sense’; IV.4.7:
‘Democritus says that all (animals) have a soul of some sort’; Porph. De abst. III.7:
‘Democritus and all who have been concerned to get at the truth about them (animals) have
seen that they possess reason’. Moreover, Democritus thought that in some respects
animals are wiser than people (Aet. IV.10.4, no. 438), and that man has learned some things
from animals (no. 559). Therefore Democritus is perfectly consistent in regarding animals as
subject to law, but in distinction from the Pythagoreans he prescribes killing animals in
those cases in which the law prescribes the killing of people. In this case, as in a number of
others, Democritus revives earlier ideas, which are reflected in a trial of animals in the
Prytaneum at Athens (Demosth. Against Aristocl. 76, with scholium published in Bulletin de
Correspondance Hellénique I, 1877) and in the parody trial of the dog in Ar. Wasps 894ff.
Cf. Bernays, Theophrasts Buch über die Frommigkeit, 1876, p. 149. In this case Epicurus
departs from Democritus. He regards animals as incapable of having rights because of their
inability to participate in the ‘social contract’. See KD 32: ‘As regards animals (i.e. all animals
except man) which cannot make agreements not to harm one another or be harmed,
nothing is just or unjust with respect to them. And similarly with peoples who cannot or are
unwilling to make agreements not to harm or be harmed’. See comm. on no. 569.
2’wish

to do wrong’: Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 69 comments as follows: ‘the mere fact that
‘wish’ is applied to animals also should be sufficient to refute an interpretation in the sense
of the modern ‘Ethic of the Will’. It would of course be absurd to see Democritus as a
forerunner of the newest idealistic and voluntaristic ethics!
3’the
4’to

killer is free of punishment’: see comm. on no. 623, n. 2.

well-being’: see nos. 734ff.

621
1’cheerfulness’:

see nos. 734ff.

2ektaseōs

(‘pride’): a conjecture of Th. Gomperz instead of the meaningless ktaseōs of the
mss. Alfieri suggests ‘sollievo’ [‘relief, comfort’]. Cf. no. 645a: ‘who measures himself
against someone better’ (of a frog inflating itself in order to be compared to an ox).
3en

panti kosmōi: Diels (DK 68 B 258) correctly understands this expression as ‘in every form
of constitution’ (democracy, oligarchy, monarchy); precisely the same as no. 622. ‘In the
present form of constitution’ (i.e. in a democracy)’ has the same sense in no. 613.
It is probable that the same enactments were proposed by another Abderite,
Protagoras: see Pl. Prot. 322d: ‘lay down a law from me that whoever cannot share in
conscience and right is to be killed as a plague on the city’. The expression ‘share in’ is also
characteristic of Democritus (see further no. 619), as Nestle has pointed out (Philologus, 67,
pp. 552-3).
622

261

[The quoted words do not appear in no.257.]

1W.

Nestle, Die Vorsokratiker, Jena, 1929, p. 180, refers to Socrates’ discussion in Pl. Gorg.
525c of ‘irremediable’ criminals (‘those who have committed the most extreme crimes and
through these crimes have become irremediable’) who must be put to death.
2gegraphatai

{‘written above’): see comm. on no. 620, n. 1. The correct interpretation is
given by Deichgräber, Philologus 88, 1933, p. 349, n. 6: ‘as laws have been written’; Diels’
‘Wie Gesetze erlassen sind’ [‘As laws have been promulgated’] [VS 3rd edn.] is wrong.262 The
meaning of this passage had already been given by Natorp, op. cit., p. 21, on fr. 159, who
proposes reading gegraptai instead of gegraphatai; so Alfieri, op. cit., p. 268: ‘as has already
been written’. Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 55, thinks that the perfect passive gegraphatai is
impossible without a personal dative, comparing the expression moi lelektai [‘I have said’],
Anaxagoras, DK 59 A 4. But the perfect passive is possible even without such a complement.
3From

this passage Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 55, draws the incorrect conclusion that for
Democritus the ancestral laws are ‘an obligatory norm of conduct’. He says merely that in
the given case the ancestral laws coincide with the requirements of abstract justice.
623
1This

proposal repeats the stereotyped formulae of the laws in force in Democritus’ time.
Previously Natorp, op. cit., p. 63, followed by Friedländer, op. cit., pp. 612ff., had cited a
very similar passage from an inscription from Teos. See Tod, op. cit., no. 23, B 10-22:
‘whoever ... is a robber or shelters robbers, or is a pirate or shelters pirates ...’.
2’the

killer would be free from punishment’: this too is a stereotyped legal formula of that
time; see no. 620. Friedländer points out two parallel examples: an inscription from Corcyra
(Dittenberger, op. cit., p. 141): ‘the one who kills him is free from punishment’, cf. Leges
Graecorum sacrae, edd. I. de Brott et L. Ziehen, part II, Leipzig, 1906, no. 110, l. 7: ‘someone
who flogs a slave is free from punishment’. One can collect an indefinite number of similar
examples.
624
1In

my opinion Friedländer’s assertion that passages [IV.5] 43-8 in Stobaeus (our nos. 624,
625, 619, 604, 616, 613) followed the same order in Democritus himself is quite
unacceptable. I agree with him only to this extent, that nos. 624 and 625, which are
symmetrically set off against one another, probably followed one another in Democritus; cf.
no. 624 ‘must avenge... and not overlook’: no. 625: ‘must condemn and not let off’.
625
1’if

anyone lets them off illegaly’: as Philippson correctly points out, op. cit., p. 614, n. 1, this
is a typical concluding formula of the laws of that time, containing a threat to magistrates
who do not carry out the laws. See e.g. Busolt & Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde,
Munich, 1920, part 1, p. 463, n. 3; W. Larfeld, Griechische Epigraphik, 3rd edn., Munich,
1914, pp. 408ff.: ‘Threats of punishment’. Usually this formula begins with the words ‘but if
not’ etc., but not infrequently the beginning is ‘but whoever’, e.g. in an inscription from
262

[DK (5th and 6th edns). translates ‘wie ... Gesetze (bei mir) geschrieben stehen’ [‘as ... I have written down
laws’ [i.e. in my proposals for penal legislation, referring to 68 B 257ff.]]]

Thasos (Michel, Receuil d’inscr. Grecques, no. 354): ‘but whoever says anything contrary to
this ... ‘, or in the inscription from Teos mentioned above (Tod, op. cit., no. 23 B 1.30, 36):
‘any magistrates who do not do proclaim the curse ... whoever breaks ... the stelai ...’.
2’for

pleasure’: see Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 363: ‘from the pleasure of the senses’. Diels’
‘as he likes’ [VS 3rd edn.]is imprecise.263
3’something

which grieves his heart’: by analogy with the concluding fomulae of laws and
with oaths I am inclined to think that here the topic is not future pangs of conscience, but
consequences of crimes committed by a judge, which will cause him much mental anguish.
The meaning here is probably the same as in no. 595; biased acts on the part of a judge
disturb civic order, and from the disturbance of civic order results suffering for the judge
himself (‘if this is destroyed everything is destroyed’).

V. Rich and poor
1. The rich should not be avaricious or greedy or extravagant, but upright, just and
generous.

627
1This

passage is very close to no. 583, but the difference is that here the topic is people who
behave as if they thought that they were going to live for ever in this world, (i.e. they save
and accumulate), whereas there it was people who are frightened by tales of the world
beyond the grave and therefore spend their life in continual fear. There is exactly the same
idea in the dictum attributed to Plato in Aelian VH XII.29, which no doubt has the same
source: ‘Plato the son of Ariston saw the people of Acragas building expensive houses and
eating expensive meals and said that the people of Acragas build as if they were going to
live for ever, and dine as if they were going to die tomorrow’. A similar saying is attributed
to Aristotle in DL V.11.20: ‘he said that some people save as if they were going to live for
ever, and others spend as if they were going to die straight away’. The Epicurean
Metrodorus (Stob. Flor. XVI.20 = fr. 53 Kōrte =Maxim. Loc. comm. c. 12, p. 569; P.G. 91, p.
795 C without a lemma; after the lemma Ploutarchou) and another Epicurean author
(Gnom. Vatic. no. 30) run together nos. 583 and 627 of Democritus; the first part is about
saving (as in no. 627), the second about life beyond the grave or a new resurrection, as in
no. 583, with the retention of the expression ‘as if they were going to live’: ‘during their life
some people make preparations for life, as if they were going to live after what is called life’
(in Metrodorus ‘after their life’)264. This saying cannot have its source in Antiphon, as Kōrte
263

[DK (5th and 6th edns). follows Philippson, translating ‘nach Lust’ [‘from pleasure’]].

supposes (Metrodorus Epicureus, Fragmenta, Jahrbücher für klassische Philologie, suppl.vol.
XVII, 1890, pp.. 562 ff.), since Antiphon DK 87 B 53a merely paraphrases no. 583 (see
comm.). See Norden, Sitzungsb. d. Berl. Akad., 1934, p. 24, n. 4.
629
1’Democritus

compares the uneducated children of the thrifty to acrobats dancing among
knives (stuck point upwards in the ground)’ (Nestle, Philologus 67, p. 54), to whom one false
step can bring destruction. Instead of tuchōsi [‘get it right’] all editors read either mē
tuchōsi [‘do not get it right’] or atuchōsi [‘get it wrong’], taking the genitive henos [‘one’] as
the object of that verb, and seeing in katapheromenoi (‘ending their jump at the right time’)
a feature of the depiction of the action. This conjecture gives a good sense, but tunchanō
with a participle usually means ‘I happen to do something’. So should we not keep the
reading of all the mss. and understand the verb katapheromai in the previously unattested
sense ‘pass by something, miss something’ (with henos mounou [‘only one’] as a genitive of
separation)?
2’one

(sc. place)’, i.e. that narrow space in which one can put one’s foot, without cutting
oneself (Nestle).
3phileousi:

‘are apt’; phileousi diaphtheiresthai , ‘are apt to be ruined’.

4Diels

[DK II, p. 191, l. 3 n.] compares this saying with Plut. Agesil. 33: ‘just like a strong body
whose regimen has always been controlled with excessive precision, a single decisive
mistake upset the entire prosperity of the city etc.’. As Nestle points out, the same sword
dance is described by Xenophon, Symp. 2.11.
630
1It

is of course impossible to guarantee that this passage belongs to Democritus, especially
since Maximus writes Dēmokrit al. Theokr [‘Democritus or (or, ‘otherwise’) Theocritus’]. But
in character this saying is entirely consistent with dicta of the 5 th century; cf. Eur. Antiope, fr.
198 Nauck:
If someone fortunate and prosperous
Attempts nothing fine in his house
I shall never call him blessed
But rather a successful guardian of his wealth.
Cf. Antiph.. DK 87 B 54; Lortzing, op. cit., p. 15: ‘Agrees well with Democritus’ other views’.
632
264

So Epicur. fr. 204 Us.: ‘we have been born once, and we cannot be born twice’, cf. the Pythagorean
Hipparchus in DK 68 C 7, vol. II, p. 230, ll. 2-3. Comm. on no. 583.

1This

passage, which has given rise to many disputes and interpretations, is considered as
definitively analysed after Philippson’s discussion (Philologische Wochenschrift 43, 1923, p.
623), and in his last edition of Diels’ collection [DK 6th edn, vol. II, p. 204, l. 7 n.] Kranz
confines himself to a simple citation of Philippson. In Philippson’s opinion the last words of
this passage mē prosormosan kai to suneches [‘they did not attach even what comes next’]
is a reader’s marginal note, pointing out that the continuation of the passage contained in
his manuscript does not fit the sense of what has preceded. A stupid scribe took this
remark, as Philippson regards it, as a correction of the text and added it to the text,
replacing the previous ending with it. Not to speak of the artificiality of this suggestion, it
contradicts the context of the passage: ‘not fitting’ would be mē prosarmozon, not
prosarmosan , and kai [‘even’] is also impossible in this context. I discussed this passage in
1928 (RhM 78, 1929, pp. 243-5) and rejected Philippson’s interpretation, setting out as the
basis for supplementation and interpretation the following parallel passages from ancient
writers: Stob. IV.31.84 (from the Comparison of Wealth and Virtue), p. 762.14 Hense: ‘and
as the disease of those suffering from dropsy is increased by growing desire for what feeds
it’; a passage from a lost work of Plutarch in Maximus Loc. comm. 12.569 = P.G. 91, p. 795 C:
‘he said that the rich and insatiable are like sufferers from dropsy’ (see comm. on no. 627, n.
1); see also the lines of Horace, which no doubt have a Greek prototype, Odes II.2.13:
‘Dreadful dropsy grows by indulging itself’ and II.8.23 ‘what about your always tearing up
the boundary –stones of your neighbour’s land? ...’. In these passages it is not the sick
person who suffers from continual thirst, but the illness itself; that is also how we must look
at the passage of Democritus. Diels’ proposal to correct mē [‘not’] to aiei [‘always’] is
entirely justified palaeographically, as is my supplementation prosarmosan <an> [‘they
would fit on’] as a correction of an erroneous haplography. The addition of the particle an
immediately eliminates the difficulty of the presence of the incomprehensible aorist, in the
same way as Usener gets rid of an incomprehensible aorist in Eusebius (Stob. II.9.6, p. 179.6
Wachsm.): ‘it [the way to virtue] has guides who would send people on without danger’.
The aorist participle with an means ‘which would do so and so’265, in the present case ‘an
illness ... which would always be keen on annexing adjoining parts’. Here, as in Stobaeus
and Horace, it is not the sick person but the illness which is possessed by the desire
continually to affect new parts [of the body]. In fact, the special characteristic of cancer is
that it continually spreads to parts of the body which have hitherto been healthy . Diels [no
ref. given] understood that the context has to be restored in some such way as: ‘to want
always to fit on what is adjoining’. The objection of Th. Gomperz (Sitzungsb. d. Akad. d.
Wiss. zu Wien 152, 1905-6, p. 25) seems to me unconvincing; he points out that chrēmata
[‘wealth’] means not merely property in land, but also cash; but on our interpretation the
topic is not merely seizing land from the poor, but also seizing their money by usury.
Gomperz proposes the translation: ‘the worst form of wealth is that which is not in tune
with its surroundings, i.e. the possession of which is not accompanied by moral refinement,
excellence of mind and noble education’. In such a translation absolutely no attention is

265

Cf. Xen. Anab. I.1.10: ‘he asks him for ... payment, so that in that way he would get the better of his rivals’;
Soph. OC 762: ‘who would extract a scheme from any just plea’.

paid to the specific characteristics of cancer (or of dropsy) mentioned in the parallel
passages cited.266
If our interpretation is correct, the passage deals with usury as a disaster for the
masses in the cities of the Athenian maritime union in the 5th century. I came to this
conclusion independently of this passage in my article ‘The exploitation of the members of
the Athenian union’ (Bulletin of Ancient History, 1947, no. 2, pp. 13-27) on the basis of the
ancient biographies of Thucydides (Vita Thucyd. 7 = Marcell. Vita Thucyd. 24) and a number
of other passages.
633
1I

have to admit that the separation of nos. 633-6 from nos. 680-1 is somewhat artificial. I
wanted to put in the first group passages dedicated to the benevolence of the rich towards
the poor, in the form of gifts and loans, and in the second gifts and loans seen as mutual
help between friends and people of the same social position. But in view of the fact that the
passages which have come down to us have been taken from their context, such a
separation cannot be entirely convincing.
634
1In

Lortzing’s opinion (op. cit., p. 15) this passage cannot be included in the collection of
passages of Democritus, simply on the ground that ‘in those collections it appears without a
special lemma’. This is not entirely true; it is true that in the collection of Antonius it stands
merely in the fourth place after an undisputed passage of Democritus with the lemma
Dēmokritou and then three passages, separating it from the first, which are nowhere
attested as passages of Democritus. But in the Codex Parisinus, in the Old Russian collection
of sayings and in Apostolius it has the lemma Dēmokritou. Of course it is impossible to be
certain that it belongs to Democritus. [L quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov,
op. cit., p. 91 and the Bulgarian translation, M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 150, no.
25.]
635
1In

Lortzing’s opinion (op. cit., p. 15) the lemma in Maximus Dēmokritou kai Isokrat. kai
Epiktētou shows that this saying is taken from one of those collections in which the
authorship of individual saying is not indicated; Antonius and others chose the lemma
Dēmokritou at random. This assumption is improbable, because all the other sources
unanimously name the author as Democritus. For Mullach the fundamental proof of the
authenticity of the passage is the Ionic form eontōn, also preserved by Antonius. Lortzing
thinks that the original reading is that preserved in the Munich Collection, ek tōn enontōn
(‘in accordance with your powers’ [i.e. ‘as far as you can’]. The word is found in that sense
in Demosth. XVIII.256 and Lucian Phalaris 1.6; eontōn is supposed to have been substituted
for enontōn by a manuscript corruption. That is unlikely, since no-one would have changed
enontōn into eontōn if the latter had already become meaningless, all the more so because
the Munich Collection reads not ek tōn enontōn but tōn enontōn soi, which is meaningless.
266

I do not understand the interpretation and translation of H. Gomperz: ‘lack of fit between expenditure and
income and its continuation’ or of Alfieri, op. cit., p. 274, n. 69, 1, following him: ‘continual disproportion of
income and expenditure’.

Obviously, this passage has like others been subject to Atticism; some corrected the Ionic
eontōn to ontōn (Maximus), others to the closely similar enontōn. At the beginning of the
passage I prefer the reading of the Munich Collection ‘if you want to receive, give, give a
share to strangers’, a typical ‘correction’ in a Christian spirit, in the style of those described
in my article in RhM. 78, pp. 243-5. Cf. no. 680 with the same characteristic principle ‘I give,
so that you may give’.
636
1Many

of the corrections proposed for this supposedly incomprehensible passage seem to
me unnecessary. The passage with which I compare it under no. 636 shows that chorēgie
xunē [lit. ‘common provision, common expense’] = prostitution. Cf. Plut. Mor. 1079d:
‘Nature requires expensive provision for the pleasures of the body, and the desires of
pleasure-lovers ... beautiful young women’; Plut. Galba 1: ‘seeking provision for his desires’
(see Archil. fr. 15 Diehl); Maxim. Loc. comm. 10, p. 632 (P.G. 92, p. 912 B): ‘If you marry an
ugly woman you will have trouble; if you marry a pretty one, you will have a prostitute’.
It is not appropriate to discuss the authenticity of this passage, since all dicta of this
kind were composed in late antiquity, but from comparison of the two passages given under
this number I am entitled to draw the conclusion that the author of this dictum had in mind
not Socrates but Democritus; the dictum was probably regarded as a paraphrase of the
passage preserved by Stobaeus. [L quotes the Old Russian translation (Semenov, op. cit.,
pp. 90-91) and the Bulgarian (Speranski, op. cit., supplements, p. 150, no. 4).]
637
1From

this example we can be once again convinced of the close connection between
Democritus and 6th-century didactic literature. Natorp compares Sappho, fr. 92 Diehl = 80
Bergk = Athen. XV.687a: ‘wealth without virtue (aretē) is not a harmless neighbour’; Pindar,
Ol. 2.96: ‘wealth fashioned by virtues’; Pindar, Pyth. 5.1: ‘wealth is of great strength when it
is mixed with pure virtue ...’. But in this case, as in no. 611 (see comm.) Democritus is not
joining the ranks of his predecessors, but criticising them; Sappho and Pindar are saying that
wealth is out of place if it is not accompanied by aretē, i.e. by aristocratic ‘valour’ and
‘courtesy’. In other words they are actually saying that wealth is not appropriate for
someone from the people. Democritus demands that wealth should be accompanied by
‘reason’, i.e. education. In the place of the aristocrat by birth he sets the ‘aristocrat of the
spirit’, i.e. the philosopher.267 Diels and Kranz, DK II, p. 160, l. 1 note, compare Ar.
Propreticus fr. 57 Rose (Stob. IV.32.31) (obviously this is a misprint, repeated by Alfieri, for
‘fr. 47’): ‘Themison possesses goods for the sake of philosophising; for he has great wealth
to spend on it, and he also has [a good] reputation’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 225, n. 570 asks: ‘Did
Aristotle’s Protrepticus contain references to Democritus?’
638

267

Of course Democritus very often praises aretē, but he generally characterises it as a product of education
and self-education (nos. 608, 619, 669).

1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation (V. Semenov, op. cit, 212).] Obviously the Greek text
from which this was translated read grammata [‘written words’] (or rhēmata [‘spoken
words’], edds.) instead of chrēmata [‘wealth’].
640
1As

Friedländer points out (see DK II, p. 189, l. 15n. (incomprehensible to me)) Democritus
here associates himself with Hesiod, Works and Days 352: ‘not to make wicked gains’.
zēmia [‘loss’]: see comm. on no. 641.

641
1zēmia,

opposed to kerdos [‘gain’] in these two passages, means not ‘punishment’ but ‘loss,
damage’.
642
1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation (V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 212).]

643
1About

the time when Meineke introduced this dictum to the text of Stobaeus (IV., p. 143),
Mullach, op. cit., p. 380, regarded it as not belonging to Democritus: ‘It is a jejune dictum,
unworthy of Democritus, not only because of the words ‘for all people’, which cannot be
reconciled with Democritus’ judgement on these matters, but also for the mode of speech,
which is foreign to that of Democritus. First of all the verb apoktasthai [‘lose’] (‘a late word’,
Passow) is offensive, as are the participles applied to desire, which ought to be applied to
wealth’. Setting aside the evaluative criteria, which are subjective in nature, it must be
observed that the words ‘for all people’ refer to ‘the many’, not to philosophers, and so do
not conflict with Democritus’ other pronouncements. Interchange of epithets, the transfer
of a qualification from the qualified word to the word which qualifies it, is quite a common
phenomenon in classical literature (see comm. on no. 632). The verb apoktasthai is
certainly suspicious, but as I have previously remarked, the Ionic dialect is insufficiently well
known to us to enable us definitively to reject the authenticity of the passage on the basis of
the presence of words which we first encounter in the koinē.
[L then quotes the Old Russian translation (V. Semenov, op. cit., p.131).]
643a
1[L

quotes the Old Russian translations of 643a-d (V. Semenov, op. cit., pp. 131-2).] TenBrink supposes that Democritus was the author of the following two sayings, published by
him in AED (no. 87): ‘Many people are distressed not only by their own ill fortune, but also
by their neighbour’s good fortune’. ‘Everyone who lives in distress punishes himself.’
2. The poor should not envy the rich, but be content with little.
645a

1Like

the preceding one, this passage is undoubtedly the concluding moral of a fable, in this
particular case a fable which happens to be preserved in the work On good birth attributed
to Plutarch (p. 984)268, ‘Aesop’s fable of what the little frog said to its mother’. There is a
versified version in Babrius, no. 28, which has also come down to the manuscript collections
of Aesop’s fables, no. 84. This version has its moral in prose, which is obviously older than
Babrius’ version (cf. the moral to fable 412, which is contained in a somewhat altered form
in Antiphon DK 87 B 54). This moral: ‘It is dangerous for inferiors to measure themselves
against their superiors’, coincides almost word for word with Democritus’ dictum. The
expression parekteinesthai in the sense ‘compete with someone’ appears in the dictionaries
only in this passage of Democritus269; apparently this usage is based on this fable, popular at
the time, and in the strict sense it means ‘puff oneself up’, as we read in the fable; cf. ektasis
(‘pride’ [lit. ‘stretching out’]) in no. 621. Since Democritus mentions only the bad
reputation of the frog or toad, and not its bursting itself, the latter version obviously
appeared for the first time in Phaedrus I.24, and was not mentioned in the version known to
Democritus. Phaedrus’ story may have arisen from the toad’s children saying [to their
mother] ‘not even if you burst’ etc. Aesop’s fables enjoyed much success among 5 th-century
philosophers: there is apparently a hint of the fable of the snake and the eagle (120 Halm) in
no. 613 (see comm., n. 1) and of the fable of the hares and the frogs (237 Halm) in no. 657;
moreover, Democritus translated further fables from the Sayings of Achicares, similar to
those of Aesop: ‘Democritus wrote the Babylonian ethical writings, for he is said to have
included in his own writings a translation of the stele of Achicares (Clem. Strom. I.15.69 =
no. XIV; cf. Euseb. PE X.4, p. 472). The authenticity of these passages was proved by Ed.
Meier, Der Papyrusfund von Elephantine, p. 124. This influence was said to be not merely in
subject-matter, but also in style; Alcmaeon of Croton published a number of Aesop’s fables
(Isidor. Hisp. Etym. I.40.1: ‘Alcmaeon of Croton is said to have invented the fables which are
called Aesop’s Fables ...’). One fable was paraphrased by the sophist Antiphon, DK 87 B 54.
Epicurus fr. 215 undoubtedly refers to Aesop’s fable ‘The man bitten by the dog’ (221
Halm).270
646
1Ant.

DK 87 B 51 is essentially just a translation of this saying of Democritus’ into Attic
dialect: ‘the whole of life ... contains nothing ... great ... but everything is small and weak,
lasts for a short time, and is associated with great sufferings’.
2As

Langerbeck correctly points out, hokōs an [‘so that’] has the same sense here as in no.
657 (see comm., n. 6): ‘If the explanation ... is clear, then (an indicating a conditional
conclusion) a limitation of trouble will occur as the envisaged (conjunctive) consequence:
‘so that one then aims (sc. only) at moderate acquisition and one’s trouble is limited to what
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[Moralia, ed. G.N. Bernardakis, Leipzig, 1896, vol. VII, p. 278, ll. 16-19. I do not know which edition L’s page
ref. refers to.]
269
[LSJ also cites the Septuagint, Proverbs 23.4.]
270
Traces of the old moral (‘the superior’, as in Democritus) are perhaps found in the Latin versions of the
fable: Phaedr. I.24: ‘the poor man perishes when he tries to imitate the powerful’; Gualter. Angl. App. no. 39
(L.Hervieux, Les fabulistes latins, vol. II, Paris, 1894, p. 360): ‘the strong cannot be compared to the week’;
Romul. Angl. App., no. 4 (ibid., p. 651): ‘the fable warns a poor man ... that he should not seek to be compared
to a powerful one’.

is necessary’’. One cannot agree with Langerbeck that this saying does not have a
pessimistic meaning.
647
1See

comm. on no. 595.

648
1See

no. 738 and comm. on it.

2’busying

oneself’: see comm. on no. 737.

3’advantageous’:
4eschen,

see comm. on no. 734.

gnomic aorist: ‘it always happens (in such cases)’

3. If the common people are incapable of great deeds they should at least imitate the deeds
of good men, for they generally have regard not to the truth, but to common opinion.
649
1Of

course, Democritus, who, in attacking Protagoras solemnly declared that it is impossible
to decide what is true and what false by a majority of votes, and who declared (no. 89): ‘for
everyone the good and the true are the same, but the pleasant differs from one to another’
cannot have recommended that people ‘pretend to be good’ and ‘seek the reputation of
being good’; he adhered whole-heartedly to the view expressed in the popular saying in
Aeschylus’ Septem 592: ‘he wants not to seem, but to be good’. Epicur. fr. 220 Us.: ‘one
should not pretend to philosophise, but really philosophise; for we do not want to seem
healthy, but really to be healthy’ most probably goes back to Democritus himself. But in this
case Democritus is referring, not to philosophers or sages, but to the mass of the people
who are coarsened by their burdensome life, and who ‘do not know the truth, but consider
what seems to be the case’. In his view, even if they tried only to acquire a reputation for
nobility, that would be better for them than sinking into despair and wallowing in vice.
Later the famous Stoic philosopher Zeno took the same view, thinking (Plut. Pericl. 5) that
‘the pretence of striving for the good can lead insensibly to our beginning genuinely to strive
for the good and become accustomed to it’. Natorp, op. cit., p. 119, n. 44271, correctly
assigns this passage to a group of sayings that the good learn by practice (no. 684: ‘more
people become good by practice than from nature’; no. 698: ‘continuous association with
bad people promotes the state of wickedness’); he also cites remarks of Protagoras in Plato,
to the effect that the sense of justice is innate in everyone; people who lack that sense are
degenerates whom no-one pardons, and so they must pretend to be just (Pl. Prot. 322b:
‘everyone must say they are just, whether they are or not’). A. Faggi, ‘Per l’etica di
Democrito’, Atti dell’Ac. di Scienze di Torino 64, 1928-9, pp. 206ff., understands this and
similar sayings (cf. no. 493a ‘the word is the shadow of the deed’) in the sense of the
principle ‘like is assimilated to like’. See Langerbeck, op.. cit., p. 63, n.1, and comm. on no.
772.

271

However, he hesitated, because he doubted whether it was permissible to regard ‘good’ in no. 649 as
simultaneously the nominative part of the predicate with ‘be’ and the object of ‘imitate’.

4. The doctrine of cheerfulness is of the greatest benefit to the poor.
654
1Metrodorus

cited by Antonius Melissa (II.89, p. 250; PG 136, p. 219 B): ‘Do not seek that
things should turn out as you wish, but wish that things may turn out as they do in fact turn
out’.
655
1Zeller

had previously drawn attention to the similarity between these sayings and those of
Plato (Gorg. 479e: ‘the wrongdoer is always more wretched than the wronged’; Alc. I, 135b:
‘it is better for a man to be ruled by his superior than to rule’) and a number of other
sayings, and drawn the conclusion that this saying cannot belong to Democritus. ‘But Zeller
has not proved his assertion that Plato presents this idea as something completely new. I
am not going to discuss the question whether this particular saying of Plato’s was
formulated under the influence of Democritus; I think that I can show that the entire theory
of pleasure which Plato discusses in the Protagoras is taken by him from Democritus’
(Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 403). Alfieri, op. cit., p. 221, n. 561, also has no doubt of the
authenticity of the passage, comparing it with no. 604 (‘being ashamed of oneself is the
greatest unhappiness’).
657
1Diels

[DK II, p. 184, l. 4 n.] sees an imitation of this saying in a passage of the Pythagorean
Hipparchus (Stob. IV.44.81 Hense = DK 68 C 7; it seems to me that the similarity to our
passage is not so great, but the entire passage of Hipparchus is actually based on
Democritus (beginning, no. 646, end no. 593; cf. the Epicurean Gnom. Vatic. 30), and shows
once again how indebted the ‘so-called Pythagoreans’ were to Democritus.
We place this passage in the present section, not in section I (cheerfulness), since,
as Langerbeck correctly points out, op. cit., p. 57, the aim of this passage is not to give a
definition of cheerfulness, but merely to say how to achieve gladness of mind. An unknown
commentator who was looking for a definition of cheerfulness in Democritus, arbitrarily
rejected the beginning, to make the passage look like a definition of cheerfulness; that is
shown by ‘for’. Diels, not taking account of the given situation, needlessly emended gar
[‘for’] to g’ar [‘so’].272 Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 58) analyses the rhetorical structure of this
sentence in detail, but did not grasp its special features, and his analysis has a purely
schematic character. The fact is that, as has been several times pointed out in the
literature, ancient rhetoric frequently prefers a tripartite antithesis to the bipartite one
accepted today (not A:B, but A:B:A). See e.g. Aristoph. Ach. 1-2: ‘By how many sorrows am
I bitten to the heart! My joys are few, very few, four, but my griefs are as countless as
grains of sand ...’. Democritus further elaborates this scheme, giving a five-part antithesis
A:B:A:B:A
A1 ‘people ... proportion’: advocacy of moderation. B1’’excess ... nor cheerful’:
consequences of immoderation. A2 ‘on what is possible ... no longer ... suffer in one’s soul’:
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[VS 4th edn. and DK(5th and 6th edns.) read ‘gar’.]

advocacy of moderation. B2 ‘for he who admires ... laws forbid’: consequences of
immoderation. A3 ‘therefore ... (to the end)’ (conclusion): advocacy of moderation.
2Cf.

no. 739 comm., n. 1.

3’should’:

as Langerbeck points out, op. cit., p. 59, what is spoken of is not moral obligation,
but the logical conclusion of the assumptions at the beginning of the sentence.
4’be

content’: as Langerbeck points out, this word signifies not the passive ‘content oneself’
but the active ‘be content, be fully satisfied’’: ‘one must learn to be happy by being content
with little’. He bases this translation on parallel passages: ps-Pl. Axiochus 369e: ‘my
sufferings will not put up with sophistic arguments, they are content only with things which
can reach my soul’; Theophr. De caus. plant. III.17.4: ‘these are content’; Hdt. IX.33.5: ‘be
content only with these’. Cf. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 265, n. 643.
5’thinking

of their grievous sufferings’ [lit. ‘of what they grievously suffer’]: Jacobs emends
karta [‘grieviously] to kaka [‘evils’, i.e. thinking of what evils they suffer’], and Diels [DK II, p.
184, l. 13], doubtful of the possibility of the reading karta, connects this word with ‘thinking’
and translates ‘really imagines ‘. We have insufficient knowledge of Ionic dialect to assert
that Democritus could not have said ‘suffer something violently’, which is why I give that
simpler translation.
6’so

that’: the sense is consequential, not purposive. See comm. on no. 646; Alfieri, op. cit.,
p. 564.
7’no

longer’: i.e. will already be independent of fate.

8’those

things’: ‘excess and deficiency’ are understood. ‘the others’: i.e. ‘what is possible’.

9Cf.

Polyb. I.2: ‘memory of the changes in other people’s fortunes teaches us to bear the
vicissitudes of fortune nobly’; Aesop 237; Babr. 25: ‘we do not have to die yet; for I see
others weaker than us’.
10tēs

gnōmēs: Nestle, Philologus 67, p. 545, correctly points out that gnōmē means, not
‘saying’ as Diels thinks, but ‘frame of mind’ (cf. gnēsiē and skotiē gnōmē); Kranz agrees with
him.273 He further points out that in this passage we read ‘one should set one’s mind
[gnōmē] on what is possible’.
11’not

a few evils’: cf. no. 646: ‘heaped up with many evils’; Semonid. I.20: ‘ten thousand
evils’; Theogn. 837: ‘double evils’.
657a
1’Not

unworthy of Democritus and in agreement with his outlook ... (cf. no. 657): ‘you will
avert not a few evils in life, jealousy and envy and malice’’ (Lortzing, op. cit., p. 15). Natorp,
op. cit., p. 107, n. 33: ‘not well attested, but possibly authentic all the same ... Lortzing is
right to recall the conclusion of no. 657’. [L then quotes the Old Russian translation, V.
Semenov, op. cit., p. 132.]
273

[VS 4th edn. translates ‘Einsicht’ [insight]; DK (5th and 6th edns.), II, p. 185, l. 7 translates ‘Erkenntnis’
[knowledge].]

VI. True and false friends; pretence [?]
658
1Mullach,

op. cit., p. 380, regards this passage as absolutely inauthentic: ‘Orelli ... thinks that
this fragment is an offspring of Democritus’ mind. But any doubt is removed by the word
peristasis, for writers of the classical period do not call adverse circumstances peristaseis ...
Hence Democritus cannot be the author of this fragment’. I should not decide to assert this
so categorically: the word peristasis first appears as a common expression in Stoic
philosophy (Passow, s.v.), but our knowledge of Ionic dialect is insufficient to allow us to
maintain that this expression cannot have come into the koinē precisely from Ionic
literature; cf. no. 680 (DK 68 B 94), where all the later anthologies have the reading en kairōi
peristaseōs [‘on the occasion of a crisis’] or en peristasei [‘in a crisis’]. It is also possible that
here, as in a number of other cases, a marginal note (in this case peristasis) has replaced an
old, less well understood word (perhaps kairos, used in an unfavourable sense, as in no.
680). Of course, the passage remains suspect. [L goes on to cite translations into Bulgarian,
M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 140, no.53, Serbian, ibid., supplement , p. 110, no.
15 and Old Russian, V Semenov, op. cit., p. XXXIV, 66.]
659
1Mullach,

op. cit., p. 380, sees a proof of the spuriousness of this passage first in its triviality
and secondly in the expression hōn men ... hōn de [‘which, on the one hand ... on the other
hand ...’], which appears only in later Greek. But linguistic corruption is characteristic if
these passages, which are translated from the Ionic dialect into the koinē (and we observe
that in that translation the change of tōn into hōn was frequently necessary). [L goes on to
quote the Bulgarian translation, M.N. Speranski, op. cit., p. 140, no. 55, and to cite the Old
Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 66.]
660
1See

no. 727.

661
1’it

is up to the good person to recognise each’: cf. no. 760: ‘it is up the good person to
know’ (in the sense of ‘recognise, discriminate’.
663
1dustropos

[‘difficult, disagreeable’]: see Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 72: ‘Not only unbearable,
but generally of bad character’. Cf. no. 783, where the fundamental characteristic of a
virtuous person is acknowledged to be (the opposite of dustropia), hē tou ētheos eutropiē
[‘goodness of character, being someone who gets on well with others’].
665

1

Cf. Ovid, Tristia I.9.5:
As long as you enjoy good fortune, you will count many as your friends:
If dark days come along, you will be alone.

666
1Mullach,

op. cit., p. 380, regards this passage as inauthentic, but in this he is guided only by
evaluative considerations: ‘It is somewhat inept ... the triviality of the precepts ... I think it is
not by Democritus, but by some later moral anthologist’. It is hard to say whether an
expression which has been taken from an unknown, or possibly chance concept is
appropriate or inappropriate. The opposition between ‘being able’ and ‘wishing’ in
symmetrical parts of the proposition is itself characteristic of Democritus. Cf. no. 608: ‘the
law wishes ... and it can ...’. [L quotes the Bulgarian translation, M.N. Speranski, op. cit.,
supplement, p. 140, no. 54.] Cf. V. Semenov, op. cit., p. XXXIV.
666a
1In

Antonius Melissa this passage appears without a lemma, alongside a passage from
Theognis and a number of other sayings which are not attested for Democritus. In the other
collections it is ascribed to Democritus. Therefore Mullach, op. cit., p. 38, prefers not to
include it among the passages of Democritus: ‘Given this ambiguity it is safer not to include
this saying among those of Democritus, until some more certain evidence is provided by the
manuscripts’. I have nevertheless decided to include it, since, as Ten-Brink points out, in the
old edition of Antonius by Gesner (unavailable to me) this passage has the marginal lemma
‘Dem.’ The expression ‘the image of the face’ is found in 5th-century Ionic dialect (see Hdt.
I.116). With the expression ‘the image of the soul’ and similar expressions cf. Eur. Medea
519: ‘there is no natural image by which one can know the wicked man’. [L quotes the Old
Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 153.]
666b
1Lortzing,

op. cit., p. 15, rejects the authenticity of the passage. Though I agree with
Lortzing’s evaluation, all the same I do not think that one has the right to exclude a passage
on purely subjective grounds. [L quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p.
116 and the Serbian, M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 114, no. 6.]
668
1’the

calumny of speech’: i.e. those malicious and unscrupulous comments which our
actions meet from those who wish us ill (Alfieri, op. cit., p. 252, n. 634).
669
1

In Alfieri’s opinion, op. cit. p. 222, n. 564, erga and prēxias are not simply synonymous
here: erga are the results of our actions, prēxias the ways and means of accomplishing
them.
VII. The right way of living with friends and neighbours
674

1’Recalls

Epictetus in content and vocabulary, but suffers from flatness of thought and
expression, so that we cannot ascribe them to our philosopher’ (Lortzing, op. cit., p. 15).
Such subjective arguments are of course insufficient to exclude this passage from the
collection, all the more so because it is attested for Epicurus (no. 537 Us.) in an only slightly
altered form: ‘he who appears frightful cannot be without fear’. [L quotes Old Russian
translations by V Semenov, op. cit., p. 103 and M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 177,
no 74.]
675
1Norden,

Agnostos Theos, p. 136, n. 1, doubts the authenticity of this passage: ‘There are’,
he remarks, ‘two possibilities: either this saying (which is not in Stobaeus) does not belong
to Democritus, or, if one allows that it is genuine, it anticipates by centuries several clearly
formulated ideas. I have no right to judge that impossible for an Ionian, especially one so
gifted and much travelled, but in order to think such an astonishing assumption probable, it
would have to be better attested’. Further, Norden points out the close connection
between the concepts of ‘repentance’ and ‘conscience’, citing Plutarch On cheerfulness 19,
p. 476f: ‘conscience leaves repentance like an ever bleeding and stabbing wound in the flesh
of the soul, for reason gets rid of the other pangs, but itself produces repentance’. But as
Norden points out on the basis of his carefully assembled material, neither metameleia and
metanoia in the sense of ‘repentance’ nor suneidēsis in the sense of ‘conscience’ (cf. comm.
on no. 583) is attested for an earlier epoch. Hence he comes to the conclusion that
‘’Repent’ made its way from clusters of oriental, especially Jewish ideas (into Christianity,
Luria)’.
However, in my opinion Norden is wrong as regards Democritus. We find the
principle of the inevitability of sin and repentance (admittedly without the employment of
the term metameleia) in Antiphon, who was closely associated in his views with Democritus:
(DK 87 B 59 ‘someone who has never wanted nor touched shameful and bad things is not
self-controlled; for there is nothing which he has overcome to establish good order in
himself’. Similar ideas can be found in Euripides; see my History of ancient social thought,
pp. 232-4274. Similarly, Norden’s assertion that the word suneidēsis in Democritus does not
yet have the sense ‘conscience’ is based on Diels’ incorrect translation and understanding of
that passage (see comm. on no. 583). Norden’s conclusion that the concepts mentioned
were taken over by Christianity from oriental conceptions is not inconsistent with their
having already been present in Democritus, since the influence of oriental ideas on
Democritus is undoubted (see e.g. comm. on no. 582, excursus). Cf. Jaeger, Gōtt. Gel. Anz.,
1913, p. 590. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 221, n. 559, understands ‘the salvation of one’s life’ as ‘what
preserves a happy life, i.e. preserves cheerfulness. [L quotes the Old Russian translation, V.
Semenov, op. cit., p. 267.]
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However, after his book was in type Norden retreated significantly from his sceptical attitude to the
authenticity of the passage under discussion. In the appendix to his book, p. 391, he remarks: ‘As Wendland
has pointed out to me orally, the authenticity of the fragment of Democritus could be supported by its concise
form of expression, which H. Diels, Sitzungsber. Berl. Akad., 1901, p. 192, has called a ‘figure of substantive
significance’ and illustrated with examples from Heraclitus’.

VIII. Envious detractors
678
1Starting

from the fact that this passage is missing from the best mss. of Democritus, Diels
thinks it likely that it does not belong to Democritus and that it got into the collection
through a misunderstanding; Philippson, RhM 77, 1928, p. 319, thinks it genuine.
679
1 philonikiē

(Attic philoneikia’) [‘rivalry’]: passion for disputes and competition, with the aim,
not of discovering the truth, but of striving at any cost to gain supremacy over one’s
opponent. Hence rivalry is often treated as synonymous with envy and hostility (e.g. Pl.
Lysis 215), and the philoneikos is contrasted with the philalēthēs [‘lover of truth’]. See Plut.
De audiendo 39c: ‘you will be seen to be a lover of truth, not competitive (philoneikos) and
quarrelsome’.
IX. Mutual assistance
680
1Cf.

Epicur. fr. 215 Us.: ‘if your enemy asks you for something, do not refuse his request; but
be on your guard, for he is no different from a dog’.
2[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 90 and the Bulgarian
translation, M.N. Speranski, op.. cit., supplement, p. 149, no. 20.] Cf. Epicur fr. 214 Us.: ‘do
not avoid conferring small favours’.
681
1Alfieri,

op. cit., p. 227, n. 571, points out that this passage does not contradict no. 680 (DK
68 B 93), ‘since the former deals with the necessity of investigating people and protecting
oneself against malice, the latter with the aim of benevolence’.
681a
1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 90, and the Bulgarian
translation, M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 150, no. 23.]
2[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 90, and the Bulgarian
translation, M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 149, no. 22.]

3IIn

Greek egguan means ‘give for safe-keeping’275. It is only in the middle form egguasthai
that it means ‘vouch for someone’ and frequently ‘promise’. Perhaps, if this passage is
actually from Democritus, egguan had the meaning in Abderite dialect which egguasthai has
in the literary remains known to us. [L then discusses details of the Bulgarian and Old
Russian translations.] Did egguan mean ‘lend’, which is closer to the usual meaning ‘give for
safe-keeping’?
X. Noble birth and education
682
1This

view of Democritus’ coincides closely with the views of Protagoras (see Natorp, op.
cit., p.118, n. 42); in both there are three basic moving factors, nature, teaching and practice
(= time). See Protagoras DK 80 B 3: ‘learning requires nature and practice’, and the words of
Protagoras in Pl. Tht. 166d-167b: ‘it has to change to the other ... and similarly in education
there has to be a change from one state to the better one. The doctor brings about the
change by medicines, the sophist by words’. The last sentence coincides almost word for
word with no. 779: ‘According to Democritus medicine cures diseases of the body, and
wisdom frees the soul from passions’. Both emphasise the similarity between the skilful
alteration of characteristics of the soul and the skilful alteration of characteristics of the
body. Equally close to the views of Democritus are the views of the related Hippocratic
medical school (Hippocr., The Law 2): ‘there must be ... nature, learning ... time ... first of all
one must have nature; for if nature is acting against one everything will be useless ... and
then one must take pains for a long time, so that learning which has become natural ...
brings forth fruit’; Hippocr. Peri technēs 9: ‘those can succeed who are not alien to
education and not feeble in nature’. See Th. Gomperz, Die Apologie der Heilkunst, 2nd edn.,
Leipzig, 1910, pp. 127-8. Philippson, Hermes 59, pp. 407, 411, correctly observes a criticism
of the ideas contained in this passage and in no. 694 in Ar. NE 1179b20; there too we have
the same three motive factors (‘some by nature, some by habit, some by teaching’), but
whereas Democritus regards teaching and argument as the basis of education, Aristotle
recognises as efficacious only strict regulation and compulsion, connected with a system of
punishment (see in more detail in comm. on no. 692). Cf. Diller, Wunderarzt und Aitiologe,
p. 57: ‘Democritus, too, could not ignore the opposition between phusis and nomos. Did
that opposition not threaten the unity of cosmic explanation from the basic causes, if
everything had to have phusis and nothing could come to be without phusis? Democritus
arranged an agreement.’
2’teaching

reshapes’: in criticism of this expression, Aristotle declares (NE 1179b16): ‘what
argument would reshape such people?’. Philippson comments: ‘From the nature of his
criticism as a whole it is likely that Aristotle had the original before him’. Cf. W. Aly,
275

[LSJ gives ‘pledge, give as security’ for egguan, but not ‘give for safe-keeping’. The Italian translation of L
has ‘lasciare in deposito’, following LSJ, but L’s давать на хранение plainly means ‘give for safekeeping’. In his
translation L renders egguan as обещать ‘promise’.]

Philologus, suppl. vol. 21, n. 3, pp. 53ff. E. Bignone, Antifonte sophista, 13, n. 2,
understands by phusiopoei [‘makes his nature’] not the creation of a new nature (cf. DK 68 B
33 trans. ‘schafft die Natur’276 [‘creates its nature’] but merely the reshaping of the former
nature (‘so education and nature become unified in a certain way’, ‘by transforming him
constitutes his nature’). Alfieri agrees with Bignone, op. cit., p. 218, n. 533. This is
essentially a verbal dispute. Cf. Euenus fr. 9 (DK II, p. 152, ll. 8ff. n.): ‘I say, my friend, that
study is long, but in the end it is that which is a person’s nature’.
3Despite

the doubts of Maximus, this passage is from Democritus, not Demades. That can
be seen not merely from the material assembled in n. 1 on this passage, but also from the
continuation of the passage of Clement, which obviously contains a brief paraphrase of
Democritus’ doctrine. Here too the passage deals with nature, time and teaching , the three
elements which influence the formation of the soul (see critical apparatus). See also no.
701: ‘it is not time which teaches wisdom, but good upbringing and nature’.
682a
1No.

687 is a logically opposed addition to this passage.

683
1See

comm. on no. 682.

685
1This

passage can be taken in two senses. 1) as a contrast of erudition and external
education with the ability to think: in that case logos = learning, and this passage has the
same meaning as no. 669: ‘one should be keen on virtuous actions, not on learning’; DK 68 B
64: ‘many learned people lack intelligence’; DK 68 B 65: ‘one should exercise intelligence,
not learning’. 2) as a contrast of natural intelligence with intelligence acquired by
education; in that case the passage coincides in sense with 686 and is a logically opposed
addition to no. 684. Alfieri maintains the former interpretation, op. cit., p. 222, n. 563; the
latter interpretation seems more probable to me.
686
1See

comm. on no. 685.

687

276

[DK’s translation is not ‘schafft die Natur’, but ‘schafft sie Natur’ [‘it creates nature’], where the reference of
‘sie’ is ‘die Erziehung’ [‘teaching’], the subject of the preceding clause ‘teaching reshapes the man’, and ‘Natur’
is the direct object of ‘schafft’. Contrary to the implication of L’s note, there is no difference between the
views of Diels and Bignone, both of whom understand phusiopoiei as ‘transforms, makes anew’.]

1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 24, P. Bezsonova, op. cit., p.
24, and the Bulgarian translation, M.N. Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 128, no. 31.]
688
1Diels

[no ref. given] compares the words of Callicles in Pl. Gorg. 483d: ‘I think that nature
herself shows us that it is just ... for the superior to rule the inferior and have more’. But the
sense of these two sayings is completely different; Democritus means only that people
gifted by birth (chiefly aristocrats) should always be nominated for the leading positions in a
democratic state; Callicles employs this assertion to show that the democratic system is as
such unnatural. See my History of ancient social thought, pp. 380-1.
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passages collected under nos. 689 and 690 are closely connected, as Langerbeck points
out, op. cit., p. 69. Since Democritus held in opposition to Aristotle that a system of fear,
compulsion and punishment (see comm. on no. 692) is inappropriate for education,
honorary offices, incentives, rewards and other honours had to play a special role in his
educational system. But in order that rewards and honours should achieve their goal, the
person rewarded must feel a sense of gratitude to the person bestowing the reward and try
to justify the attention and respect which has been shown him. If the person rewarded is
ill-educated and in elections to honorary office or in being rewarded shows haughtiness and
treats the honour as his due, the whole system of incentives turns out pointless. That is the
meaning of the sayings cited here.
2xuniasi

[‘understand’}: In Langerbeck’s view, op. cit., p. 69 ‘honours correctly’ has dropped
out and should be understood [i.e. the construction is ‘who, when being honoured,
understand the honours correctly’]. In my opinion this supplementation is unnecessary;
here the construction is the nominative case of the participle with sunienai: ‘who feel
(recognise) that an honour has been given to them’, and do not accept it as something
everyday, which is their due.
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authenticity of this passage has been doubted for no sufficient reasons, and in order to
preserve Democritus’ good name arbitrary changes have been made to it. Thus, Mullach
writes, op. cit., p. 379, fr. sp 5: ‘Since in some manuscripts Democritus’ name is missing, and
in others the whole saying is absent , and besides the sense of this fragment can hardly be
reconciled with Democritus’ view of the education of children, Burchard seems right to
judge that this fragment is not from Democritus ... For he was not so much concerned with
the goods of the body as those of the soul, and has to be regarded as someone who
despised wealth, since he was consumed by the single desire for learning and spent all his
inheritance on costly journeys’.

Lortzing , op. cit., p. 8, does not agree with Mullach’s transfer of this passage to the
spurious fragments, but he was embarrassed by the word chrēmasi, mentioning monetary
gain: ‘As soon as one accepts Meineke’s suggested emendation noēmasi [‘thoughts’]
instead of chrēmasi [‘wealth’] there is no longer any reason to deny it to Democritus’.
Natorp, op. cit., p. V, starts from the much more moderate position that there is nothing
wrong in being concerned about wealth, so long as those concerns were subordinated to
concerns about the soul. That is how he wishes to understand the conjunction te ... kai
[‘and’] in our passage, assimilating it to Pl. Apol. 30a: ‘do not care for your bodies or your
wealth more than or as much as your soul’, etc. In fact, according to Democritus the wise
man ought not to have family or children at all. But all these discussions do not take
account of the fact that all the time Democritus is constructing two ethical systems, one for
the philosopher-sage, the other for the extended circle of citizens, and that he is a
passionate supporter of the democratic state and is concerned for its well-being. And it is a
fundamental task of the democratic state to ensure that its citizens, present and future, are
in a position to assist it ‘with their property and their bodies’. That is the conventional
formulation of the right of the democratic state; see, e.g. Ar. Ath. Pol. 29.5: ‘the most able
should contribute with their bodies and their wealth’; Thuc. VIII.65.3: ‘those most able to
help with their wealth and their bodies’.
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ti kōs ē in this context means ‘to something not connected with toil’. Democritus
attributes to toil a highly ennobling influence. Cf. no. 35: ‘learning brings about fine things
by taking pains, but shameful things come about of themselves without pains’. See
Philippson’s article, Hermes 59, pp. 388-9, where he points out how Democritus was
influenced towards these views by archaic Greek poetry (Hesiod, Epicharmus) and also
compares Prodicus’ Heracles.
2aidōs:

as Nestle and Philippson rightly point out, here this means not ‘respect for elders’, as
Diels understands this passage, but ‘shame, which restrains one from unrighteous conduct,
moral feeling’. This moral feeling is developed by correct education, which consists in this,
that the child is trained from early on in continual toil by persuasion, not force: ‘One will
seem to promote virtue better by using encouragement and verbal persuasion than the
force of law’. In expressing these views Democritus was criticising Aristotle (NE 1179b20ff.),
who thinks that usually persuasion does not achieve its goal: ‘(b23ff.) ‘argument and
teaching are perhaps not effective in all cases ... in general feeling does not appear to yield
to argument, but to force ... therefore [upbringing and ways of life] must be made subject to
laws’ etc., and hence that education must be based not on persuasion, but on the feeling of
fear. In his opinion, young people are usually restrained from bad acts not by shame, but by
fear of punishment (1179b10ff): ‘not ... by shame ... but by fear, nor do they hold back
because it is shameful, but because of punishments’. Since young people naturally strive to
get the maximum of physical satisfactions and are indifferent to the morally higher

pleasures , what persuasions can ‘give a new shape to their souls?’, he caustically comments
with respect to Democritus, even using (translated into Attic dialect) the latter’s
characteristic expression metarusmoi [‘reshape’] (no. 682). ‘From the nature of Aristotle’s
criticism as a whole it is likely that he had the original before him’, Philippson, Hermes 59,
pp. 388, n. 1, 406, 407, 411. See Shorey, ‘Democritus on the new education’, Classical
Philology, 1918, pp. 313-4.
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proceeding to this interesting passage, which Stobaeus (II.31.58) and later
anthologists unanimously attribute to Democritus (with the reading kataphugion [‘refuge’]
at the end), but which is attributed by Stobaeus a little earlier (II.31.35) and by Diogenes
Laertius (V.19) to Aristotle (with the reading kataphugēn at the end), we must pay attention
to the fact that what we have here is not a chance phenomenon; a whole series of sayings
which are well attested for Democritus are attributed to Aristotle in other collections or
sources. Thus, of all the dicta of Aristotle’s cited in DL V.17-21 five prove to belong with
slight alterations to Democritus:
1) ‘He said that education needs three things, nature, learning and practice’ = no. 682
(Maximus Loc. comm. 17): ‘The same person (Democritus) said that someone who is being
educated needs these three things, nature, care and time’.
2) ‘Asked how the educated differ from the uneducated, he said ‘As the living differ from
the dead’’ = no. 682b: ‘He said that it is not good for an educated person to argue with the
uneducated, just as a sober person should not argue with drunks’.
3) The saying now under discussion.
4) ‘He said that some people save as if they were going to live for ever’ = no. 627: ‘Thrifty
people suffer the fate of the bee, working as if they were going to live for ever’.
5) ‘He said that justice is a virtue of the soul which distributes according to merit’ = no. 619:
‘The person who apportions honours according to merit has the greatest share of justice
and virtue’.
Similarly in Maximus Loc. comm., pp. 569-70 = PG 91, pp. 796-7 we find a whole
small collection of sayings of Aristotle’s, of which the overwhelming majority (9 out of 11)
are attested in other places as sayings of Democritus’: no. 626 (in Stobaeus): no. 643a (in
Antonius and a number of later anthologists): no. 643b (in later anthologists); nos. 643c and
643d (in the Old Russian translations of the 16th and 17th centuries): no. 657a (in Antonius
and in the collection of sayings by Apostolius): no. 653 (in Stobaeus and Antonius), and also
the saying ‘such things as are in nature ...’ which Antonius (I.30.62 = PG 136, p. 884 D)
ascribes to Democritus. Similarly the saying ‘for cities their walls ...’ is ascribed by Maximus
(Loc. comm. 16, p. 586 = PG 91, p. 825) to Aristotle, and by Antonius (I, 50, p. 91 = PG 136, p.

936 C) to Democritus. One or two of these cases of identity may perhaps be explained
simply by the lemmas having been confused in the original source of the collection, but as a
general explanation that is unacceptable. More convincing is Diels’ supposition (DK 68 B
180], that in the case which concerns us here Aristotle was citing a saying of Democritus.
Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 68, also sees no reason to doubt that this saying belongs to
Democritus; he finds here Democritus’ characteristic ‘examination of safety, of escape from
chance’. And further: ‘When one sees how the fragment fits into the series the agreement
with Aristotle in Stob. II.31.15 is no longer an objection’. Actually, it seems that in his
citation Aristotle changed the Ionic kataphugion (a form which first appears in the literary
koinē in ecclesiastical writers) to kataphugē, adding the epithet eleutherion [‘appropriate
for a free person’] for the sake of clarity, thus breaking up the Gorgianic construction of the
saying. In fact this saying, like a number of other sayings of Democritus’, is written on the
so-called Gorgianic scheme: ‘the proposition is divided into parts of perfectly identical
length, differentiated from one another by opposition of sense and repetition of sound,
especially at the end of each part, where they make their own kind of rhyme’ (I.M. Tronski,
History of ancient literature, Moscow & Leningrad, 1957, p. 178). An exact translation of
this saying is given in the passage cited from Cicero, which is only part of a long eulogy of
education, written on that Gorgianic scheme. A number of considerations favour the view
that not merely the excerpt which survives with Democritus’ name, but the whole of this
eulogy is a translation from the Greek.
1) The original of the expression ‘haec studia senectutem oblectant’ [‘these studies
delight old age’] survives in Aristotle: ‘he said that education is the finest provision for age’.
2) In some places in Cicero the Gorgianic structure is clearly disrupted: in contrast to
all the other clauses of the sentence the clause ‘ pernoctant nobiscum’ [‘stay with us
overnight’] lacks any antithesis; ‘peregrinantur’ [‘travel, go abroad’] has a bad antithesis in
‘rusticantur’ [‘live in the country’]. An explanation of this fact suggests itself: In Greek
nuktereuō [‘spend the night’] has the opposite hēmereuō [‘spend the day’], and apodēmeō
[‘be away from home’] has the opposite epidēmeō [‘be at home’]. In Latin ‘dies’ [‘day’] is
the opposite of ‘nox’ [‘night’], ‘perdius’ [‘through the day’] is the opposite of ‘pernox’
[‘through the night’], and ‘domi’ [‘at home’] is the opposite of ‘peregre’ or ‘peregri’ [‘away
from home’], but the corresponding verbs ‘pernocto’ [‘spend the night’] and ‘peregrinor’
[‘travel, go abroad’] have no opposites. Cicero had no alternative to leaving the clause ‘stay
overnight’ without an antithesis, and to providing the clause ‘travel, go abroad’ with an
antithesis which is not a direct opposition; in Greek these antitheses are provided by the
language itself.
3) The word ‘agunt’ [‘do, drive’] is virtually not used in Latin in the sense required
here (the only parallel is Hor. Ars Poet. 100 cited in the critical apparatus, but the parallel is
not quite exact), and it is easiest to explain it as a loan-translation of the Greek agō or
hēgeomai [‘lead’]. Not unreasonably, editors of Cicero, followed by M.V. Lomonosov, have

emended ‘agunt’ to ‘alunt’ [‘nourish’]. Particularly close to the original which I have
restored is the eulogy of love in Pl. Symp. 197d. It is written according to the same
Gorgianic scheme. Perhaps it is a direct extended parody of the ‘Praise of Education’ which I
have restored (Democritus’, of course, not Aristotle’s), only with ‘education’ changed to
‘love’ (here there is also a missing noun, ‘ornament’277): ‘it (love) ... empties us of alienation
and fills us with unity ... it takes the lead in dances and sacrifices, gives gentleness and
drives ferocity away. It is generous in goodwill, ungenerous in ill-will ... observed by the
wise, loved by the gods; sought by the needy, possessed by the well-provided ... having care
for good things, but no care for evils ... the ornament of gods and men, the finest and best
leader’.
From here we get a prototype of ‘agunt’ in ‘leader’, and the whole of Democritus’
dictum can be provisionally restored as is done in the text. For the expressions ‘a leader for
youth, provision for age’ I point to the following parallels: Plut. De puer. ed., 11, p. 8c: ‘when
one is young ... save up self-control as provision for one’s old age’; Demosth. Contra Timoth.
49.67: ‘there should not be sufficient provision for his old age’.
[L cites the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 168, and quotes a Russian
verse translation of the Cicero passage by M.V. Lomosonov, written in 1747.]
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comm. on nos. 682, 692.

695
1’frivolity’:

‘of youth’ is understood. So Alfieri, op.cit., p. 252, n. 635 (Diels also translates
so). Shorey, op. cit., pp. 313-4 translates differently, connecting ‘frivolity’ with ‘educate’
(‘frivolity regarding the education of the young’).
2’to

educate’: final infinitive ‘for educating the young’, i.e. ‘in the education of youth’.

3’these’:

here not a superfluous word, since Democritus distinguishes two kinds of
pleasures, positive and negative, i.e. useful and harmful. See nos, 89, 756, 786 (Natorp, op.
cit., p. 119, n. 45).
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of the better’: here we have the same rationalist-eudaimonist morality as that
of Socrates: just actions are ultimately the most useful and advantageous for ourselves. It
cannot be concluded from this that this saying comes from Socratic circles and was
attributed to Democritus simply by mistake; such views were widespread in Greek society in
the 5th century. See Philippson Hermes 59, p. 403. He points out that, according to
277

[Since the word ‘ornament’ (kosmos) appears both in the quoted passage of Plato and in Democritus’ saying
as reconstructed by Luria, I cannot understand this parenthetic remark.]

Democritus’ dictum, the wise man will not begin to act unjustly even in the absence of
witnesses, and also points to no. 655: ‘the wrongdoer is more wretched than the wronged’.
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meaning of this saying is clarified by an anecdote about Democritus in Pliny NH
XVIII.273, no doubt composed on the basis of this saying (‘popularised from it’, Langerbeck,
op. cit., 67-8): having settled in a strictly scientific way that there was going to be a bad olive
harvest, Democritus bought all the olives in Abdera, and when as a result of the bad harvest
the price of olives suddenly rose, he sold them and suddenly became rich. But he did not
wish to get rich at the expense of others and returned the money he had received to the
people from whom he had bought the olives, showing them that a wise man can easily
become rich, but does not strive to do so. That is obviously the meaning of our passage:
since a wise person’s hopes are based on precise calculation, they are always fulfilled,
whereas irrational people are unable to keep hold of their wealth for any length of time. Cf.
nos. 33a, 799.
XI. Young and old
699
1See

comm. on no. 683.

700
1In

favour of the conjecture ‘prudence [the flower] of old age’ (instead of the mss. reading
‘old age [the flower] of prudence’) we can cite a parallel passage from Bias, contained in the
‘Sayings of the Seven Sages’ (Stob. III.1.72 = III.p. 123 Hense [= DK I, p. 65, l. 10]: ‘achieve
success in youth and wisdom in old age’. Nevertheless I am not prepared to accept such a
bold correction of the text, when the mss. reading gives perfect sense: a powerful and
handsome body makes youth splendid, but in addition to those goods one must have
prudence in order to have a happy old age, (‘the flower (i.e. the result) of prudence’). On
that interpretation this saying will be very closely connected with the next one.
2[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 436.]
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have discussed the authenticity of this passage in detail in my article ‘Demokrit,
Demokedes und die Perser’, Acts of the Acad. of Sci. of the USSR, 1929, p. 139. A major
ground for my assertion that this is a genuine passage of Democritus is provided by its being
translated virtually word for word in Lucr. III.445-6:
Further, we feel that the mind grows together and along with the body
And that it grows old together with it.

Lucretius may have taken this from Democritus, but not from Herodotus. It seems
that Democritus or his source put this passage into the mouth of Democedes, the physician
from Croton, and Herodotus quoted him.
2Mullach,

Fragmenta philosophorum Graecorum, I, Paris, 1849, p. 381, thinks that this
passage does not belong to Democritus: ‘This is contrary to what Democritus says previously
about poverty and wealth’. But as Ten-Brink rightly points out, Philologus VI, 1851, pp.
577ff., comm. on no. 63, here there is no contradiction of the other passages. Democritus
often says that one has to accept poverty, and advises on the easiest way to put up with it,
but never asserts that it is easy to escape from poverty.
XII. Women, marriage, neighbours
704
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C. Wachsmuth, Studien zu den griechischen Florilegien, p. 207, n. 268; Lortzing, op. cit.,
p. 12: ‘Instead of andri [‘for a man’} Democrates 78 has kai anandriē [‘and unmanliness’],
which Mullach perversely accepts, although the connection here ‘insult and unmanliness’,
where ‘insult’ has the objective sense of the affront suffered, is not a particularly
appropriate choice. Maximus has an eiē [‘would be’] instead, and so does Antonius, who
ascribes the dictum to Philo. From andri one can certainly pass via andriē to an eiē on one
side or to kai anandriē on the other, but never from the latter to an eiē. [L quotes the Old
Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 422 and the translation in the west Russian ‘The
Bee’ of 1599, P. Bezsonov, op. cit., p. XXXI.
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[no ref. given] points out the similarity of this saying to the fundamental idea of
Plato’s Laches. [L quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 42, 35-6, with
a citation of P. Bezsonov, op. cit., p. 29, 24-5, and the Bulgarian translation, M.N. Speranski,
op. cit., supplement, p. 131, no. 9, p. 128, no. 30.]
2Cf.

Lortzing, op. cit., p. 1: ‘Nevertheless it may have been attributed to the Abderite by
earlier anthologists; its content corresponds to his low opinion of marriage and women’. In
this as in other cases the authenticity of the dicta does not deserve serious discussion. [L
quotes the west Russsian translation in ‘The Bee’ of 1599, P.Bezsonov, op. cit., p. XXXV.]
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accept Diels’ reading (Agapō = Aphrodite, Love) based on the following passage of
Plutarch (Praec. coniug. 38, p. 143 [DK II, p. 201, l. 5 n.]: ‘consider that people do wrong
when they sleep together for pleasure, but sleep apart when there is anger and difference

between them, and do not then especially summon Aphrodite, the best physician in such
cases, as the poet teaches when he makes Hera say (Il. XIV.205, 209)
... and I shall end their unresolved quarrels ...
Sending them to bed to be united in love.
But when the bed gives rise to differences and quarrels and anger, it is not easy for them to
be resolved anywhere else or at any other time’. Schöne [DK ibid.] thinks that the mss.
reading hē agapōmenē [‘the beloved’] is possible, taking that word as a synomym for hē
aischunomenē [lit. ‘she who is ashamed’], which is apparently a herb which excites the
passion of love and is mentioned by Pliny NH XXIV.167 in the words of a Democritean,
Apollodorus or Apollodotas: ‘Apollodotas, a follower of his (i.e. of Democritus) adds the
herb aischynomene’. Such a comment would, however, be out of place in a collection of
maxims, as Diels [ibid.] correctly points out (see Alfieri, op. cit., p. 271, n. 681)
XIII. Slaves
XIV. Factions
711
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expression ‘those who agree about what is advantageous’ (‘those who agree on the
question of ‘what is near to the heart’’)278 is in itself indeterminate, since it is not clear
whether it refers to ‘what is near to the heart’ of an entire community, state etc., or ‘what is
near to the heart’ of some particular people only, i.e. ‘people connected by community of
individual aspirations’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 228, n. 575, interprets this passage in the latter
way (‘those who agree with us, as far as interests are concerned’), and regards the former
interpretation as ‘somehow illegitimate’. He cites a work unavailable to me, Bignone,
Epicuro, 1920, p. 68.
I cannot agree with this, since on this question the views of Democritus and
Epicurus, on whom Bignone relies, diverge sharply. It is completely improbable that
Democritus is speaking of friends who unite for the sake of dishonourable gain at the
expense of the state, such as robbers, pirates etc. He would hardly regard as reliable
friendship based solely on the satisfaction of wicked desires. See no. 595, where he says
straight out that the good of the separate individual is identical with the good of the
community, and condemns all acts ‘contrary to the advantage of the community’. So the
passage cited deals with agreement either on political or on ethical questions (Democritus’
ethics are eudaimonistic), and for Democritus the two actually coincide.
714

278

A more exact translation is ‘akin in spirit’: see comm. on no. 734, n. 3.

1Despite

the fact that this passage has come down to us only in late anthologies, it was
accepted as genuine by Lortzing, op. cit., p. 15, and Natorp, op. cit., p. 120, n. 47: ‘In its
pregnant brevity it can quite properly be placed alongside other passages’. In Lortzing’s
opinion its opposite is no. 679: ‘the envious person distresses himself like an enemy’. Cf. no.
679a.
XV. Whether family property should be divided or not
715
1As

is seen from the testimony about Epicurus cited as a parallel, this saying is directed
against the ideas, widespread in aristocratic circles, of the use of property in common by
members of the aristocratic class or of closed aristocratic societies (in Sparta, in
Pythagorean communities, in Plato’s Republic). See my works: A history of ancient social
thought, Moscow, 1929, p. 356; ‘Frauenpatriotismus und Sklavenemanzipition in Argos’, Klio
XXVI, 1932, p. 224; Essays in the history of ancient science, Leningrad, 1947, p. 285.
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(DK II, p. 172, l. 14 n.) sees in this saying propaganda for communism: ‘Communism
does away with the dispute over ‘Mine’ and ‘Yours’’. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 242, n. 604, thinks
that that interpretation is unacceptable, since it apparently contradicts no. 715: ‘Diels fr. B
279 [= no. 715] appears to affirm the contrary of this’. But Alfieri is objecting only to seeing
here a hint about social life, and he thinks that the topic here is only family life or friendship;
he does not cast any doubt on Diels’ translation itself. Yet Diels takes this passage out of its
context; Plutarch is here discussing two ways of distributing the food at public feasts: in the
first each person is given an equal portion, in the second each takes as much as he wants
from the common meal. The view of the supporter of the common table is stated first; with
the characteristic expression ‘[defining what is fitting] arithmetically, not geometrically’,
directed against the supporters of dividing into portions, this view is characterised as
aristocratic and anti-democratic (see my article in Archive of the historyof science and
technology, IX, pp. 307-8). There follows the reply of the supporters of division into
portions. Here it is said that Agias, the supporter of the common meal, is suffering from
some strange disease, since he is not content with an equal portion. For ‘there are no bones
in a shared fish’, as Democritus says. But this (i.e. division into equal portions) puts fair
distribution (moira) above blind chance (heimarmenē), since nothing is better than equality
etc. Later the speaker contrasts eating from a common dish, accompanied by hurry,
grabbing and fighting, with distribution of portions, when everyone eats in peace and
decorum
In this context what is the meaning of ‘there are no bones in a shared fish’? it is
introduced by the word ‘for’; hence it must corroborate the view of the speaker, that
division into portions is better than a common table, in other words, it must indicate the

disadvantages of eating in common. Consequently, the expression ‘there are no bones’
expresses censure; obviously this proverb has the same meaning as another one, preserved
by Zenobius ‘a portion does not choke’ (i.e. ‘you will be choked if there are no portions’).
One cannot help recalling the words of Krilov, which have become a proverb :’When
the wolf has eaten it is not fussy about the bones’, all the more so because in his
commentary on the proverb which he is citing Zenobius says that people were choked while
eating common meals.
We should note that Natorp, op. cit., p. 120, understood this passage correctly as
early as 1893. He translates ‘‘... (one) should ... not grumble’ (that is what the fragment
means)’ -- ‘... one should not ... be fussy’. This translation needs only a slight change: ‘It is
not appropriate to be fussy’, ‘it is not appropriate to be pick out the bones (in a common
meal)’.
In order to enable the reader to check the correctness of my interpretation I give
here the whole paragraph relating to it:
Plut. 643a: ‘Whether the ancients did better by having portions, or people nowadays who
eat from a common meal. The custom of giving out a portion to each pleased some people
enormously, but others held it to be most unsociable and vulgar. These latter argued as
follows: ‘So, my friend, just as someone would be altogether ridiculous if he gave many sick
people an equal quantity of medicines, precisely weighed and measured, so is a host who
lumps together people who differ in how hungry or thirsty they are and serves all alike,
defining what is fitting arithmetically, not geometrically’. Plutarch (643e) replies to this in
the name of the former: ‘So I said that Agias is suffering from some strange disease, if he is
angry at receiving an equal portion, since the belly he carries around is so big (and indeed
he says himself that he is one of those who like to eat their fill). ‘For in a shared fish there
are no bones’, as Democritus says. But it is this very thing, I said, which has elevated the
portion above fate. [See n. 1 above.] For nothing stands in so much need of equality (which
binds cities to cities and allies to allies, as the old woman says in Euripides [Phoenissai 537])
as the fellowship of the table; this need is natural, not conventional, and it is something
necessary, not novel or introduced by some opinion. The person who eats more of the
common dishes becomes the enemy of those who are slower and who get left behind as in
the wake of a fast ship. For suspicion, grabbing, snatching and elbowing do not, I think,
make a friendly or convivial prelude to a feast ... and they often end in angry quarrels not
merely with one another, but with the waiters and hosts as well. But as long as Portion and
Lot presided in equality over dinners and drinking-parties nothing unseemly or vulgar could
be seen; rather they called the meals ‘distributions’, the guests ‘those to whom distribution
is made’ and the waiters ‘distributors’, because they see to division and distribution. The
Spartans had ‘distributors of meat’, who were not just any ordinary people but the leading
men ... the distributions fell out of use when dinners became extravagant ... they were
overwhelmed by these luxuries and dainties, and abandoned equal shares. And the proof of

what I say is that even now sacrifices and public feasts are conducted on the basis of equal
shares, because of the simplicity of the fare ... (644c) ‘Where things are private, what is
common perishes’. That is true where there is not equality; for it is not possessing one’s
own, but taking what belongs to someone else and greed for what is common that begins
injustice and strife. The laws keep that in check by limiting and moderating private
interests, and they have acquired their name [nomoi] from their office and power of
distributing [nemousēs] equally with a view to what is common. For don’t think it right that,
because the host assigns each of us a wreath and a couch and a place, then if someone
comes along with his girl-friend or a harp-girl ‘friends have [all] things in common’, so that
‘everything is together’ as Anaxagoras says. But if private possession in such matters does
not break up the fellowship, since the greatest and most important things, conversation,
toasts and friendliness, are common, let us stop dishonouring the goddesses of Portion
[Moirai] and ‘lot, the child of luck’ as Euripides calls him [fr. 989 Nauck], for he distributes
pre-eminence neither to wealth nor reputation, but, as he chances to fall, now this way,
now that, he makes proud the poor and humble man, and does not deprive his mind of any
independence, but on the rich and great he painlessly confers self-control by accustoming
him not to be annoyed by equality’.
Zenob. V.23: ‘‘a portion does not strangle’; In his Writings about Greece Dicaearchus says
that it was not the custom among the ancients to distribute separate portions; but when for
some reason food was in short supply, the custom of portions prevailed, and this was the
reason for the proverb, for when the food was set out in common and not in portions, the
stronger people seized the food from the weaker, and some of them were strangled, not
being able to defend themselves, and so for this reason they hit upon division into portions’.
Cod. B: ‘the proverb refers to equality’. Cod. C: ‘‘a portion is not strangling’; it is similar to
‘Equality is friendship’ (cf. Plut., Solon 14): equality does not cause fighting, in which the
stronger seize the food from the weaker and strangle them in doing so’.’
b. THE PHILOSOPHER IN THE STATE
I. The repudiation of asceticism
II. The philosopher and the family
721
1In

these sayings of Democritus (nos. 721-2) it is not right to see extreme pessimism, with
the aim of putting an end to human society by ceasing to procreate and of eliminating the
family, an aim characteristic of the ‘immoral materialist’ (Laue279). Philippson, Hermes 59, p.
392 quite correctly point out ‘that Plato rejects marriage and family life even more
decidedly. He thinks so little of the ‘innate law’ of love for one’s own children that he
proposes killing the children of defective parents ... The wives of the guardians ... ‘will hand
279

[No more precise ref. given.]

over sleeplessness and all other trouble to nurses and foster-parents ‘(Rep. V. 460)’.
Philippson also cites the words of the Apostle Paul in the Epistle to the Corinthians, I.7.38:
giving one’s daughter in marriage is good, but not giving her is even better. Democritus’
exhortation threatens the collapse of society through failure to procreate just as little as the
saying of Paul just cited; Democritus’ instruction , like a number of others which I have set
out here, concerns only the wise, not ordinary people (cf. no. 562: ‘people regard having
children as necessary’). See Natorp, op. cit., p. 118: ‘It is quite unnecessary for everyone
immediately to stop caring about their descendants ... that Democritus does not want his
instruction to refrain from rearing children to extend to everyone is seen from the
seriousness with which he dwells on questions of education ...’.
Langerbeck also, in discussing nos. 682 and 779, comments on Democritus’ different
attitudes to the wise and to ordinary people: for Democritus, only the wise possess genuine
internal stability. Everyone else is and will be subject to the vicissitudes of fortune, which
continually changes. Antiphon DK 87 B 49, perhaps under the direct influence of
Democritus, emphasises the limitations and troubles caused by marriage and the education
of children. But these ideas were not new; they had already been expressed by Euripides in
Medea, produced in 431, i.e. possibly even earlier than Democritus, and by Euenus of Paros,
fr. 6 Bergk: ‘a child is continual fear or pain to its father’
722
1’have

[children]’: cf. no. 562: ‘for all (animals) have offspring’.
III. The philosopher and the state
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1This

saying apparently contradicts no. 740, no. 625 and several others, in which law and
justice, the lawful and the just approximate to one another: ‘tending towards just and lawful
actions, but whoever does not do what he should through neglect of justice ... ‘(no. 740);
‘whoever lets someone off contrary to law ... acts unjustly’ (no. 625). Langerbeck’s
attempt, op. cit., p. 54, to explain this contradiction is unsuccessful. The fact is that nos. 625
and 741 refer to the ordinary citizen, and no. 725 to the sage, who has fulfilled higher
criteria of justice than the law, and is therefore free from the taboo of the law. All the same
even for the ordinary citizen law and the right (to deon) are not identical; obedience to law
falls under the concept of the right, since it is dictated by considerations of social order, but
even the ordinary citizen ought to be guided, not by fear, but by the sense of duty, which
makes him, among other things, obey the laws of the state; see nos. 605, 607, 608, where
law and the right are contrasted with one another in this sense (see Langerbeck, op. cit., p.
55).
2’live

like a free person’: Epicurus apparently refers to this expression in a letter to one of his
followers (fr. 196 Us.): ‘by the gods, he seemed us through his entire character worthy of a

free life, not in accordance with the laws’. This once again shows the authenticity of the
passages cited here.
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saying is particularly close to Heracl. DK 22 B 49: ‘for me one man is [worth] ten
thousand, if he is the best’. Cf. Cic. Ad Att. XVI.11: ‘But you will read it [the Second Philippic]
to Sextus, and tell me his opinion; ‘one man is ten thousand for me’’. H. Gomperz (DK II, p.
223, l. 10 n.) restores the Greek context as follows: ‘one man is worth as much as the
people, and the people as much as one man’.

728
1This

excerpt from Antonius’ collection in Cod. Paris. 1169, which is not in Stobaeus or
Democrates, provides the best demonstration of the untenability of the theory of Lortzing,
Natorp and Diels that the later collections (Maximus, Antonius et al.) have no independent
value. To escape this argument Lortzing, op. cit., p. 16, resorts to the supposition that
Antonius (or his source) had immediate access to the first of the passages of Plutarch cited
here, cutting out part of the sentence and supplementing it to give a self-standing maxim.
In my opinion this suggestion does not deserve further consideration.
2’whom’:

‘Parmenides, Melissus, Empedocles , Socrates, Plato and others’ (Alfieri).

3Philippson,

Philologische Wochenschrift 46, 1926, p. 1100, defends the mss reading
polemikēn [‘pf war’], supposing that the text cited by Plutarch was taken from the preface
to Democritus’ work On fighting in armour. But apart from the fact that the authenticity of
that work is disputed, the reading polemikēn conflicts with the entire context of both
passages of Plutarch, and hence Reiske’s conjecture politikēn is entirely correct.
Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 61, agrees with Philippson, appealing to Pl. Rep. 442, and to the fact
that polemikē is the lectio difficilior. But the principle of preferring the lectio difficilior does
not mean that one must unreservedly accept every absurd reading which contradicts the
context.
4If

with Mullach we relate the words ‘from which great rewards’ to the immediately
preceding ‘friendship of kings’, we have a direct contradiction with no. 596. But Lortzing,
op. cit., p. 16, correctly remarks as follows: ‘Someone who knows how usual it is for Plutarch
to Insert the sayings of great men into his context will not be able to object if we, bearing in
mind Democritus’ own train of thought, attach the subordinate clause to the words ‘office
and political power’, not to the words (added by Plutarch, Luria) ‘the friendship of kings’.
For it is perfectly obvious that in both passages Plutarch refers to the same saying of
Democritus’, in which, in agreement with his other sayings (no. 595), he regards active

participation in public life as useful and honourable’. [L quotes the Old Russian translation,
V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 270.]
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no. 103 with comm. n. 6. I see no reason to reject the attribution to Democritus of the
saying ‘live in obscurity’, solely on the ground that it is characteristic of Epicurus (frs. 551 ff.
Us.), since Epicurus took a great deal over from Democritus.280 It does not contradict the
preceding dictum, since we do not know the context from which it is taken; on the other
hand, Epicurus himself recommends participation in public affairs in certain circumstances
(frs. 555, 557 Us.). It is possible that this saying means simply that the philosopher should
not seek honour or glory, that his scientific work should in itself give him the highest
satisfaction (cf. no. 648). Cf. the parallel texts cited in no. 732, and also CXIV: ‘it is better to
be praised by someone else than by oneslf’. Philippson, RhM 77, p. 316, is wrong to see
neo-Pythagorean forgery in these passages.
IV. The philosopher is a citizen of the world.
730
1J.

Freudenthal, Die Theologie des Xenophanes, Breslau, 1886, p. 38, n. 3, regards this
passage as inauthentic, on the grounds that it consists of [two] damaged lines of [iambic]
verse:
To the wise ... man (3 syllables missing) every land is traversed;
The homeland of the good soul is the whole (2 syllables missing).
Diels regards the authenticity of this passage as dubious (‘doubts remain’, DK II, p. 194, l. 16
n.). I have shown, in ‘Zur Geschichte einer kosmopolitischen Sentenz’, Acts of Acad. of Sci.
of the USSR, 1925, pp. 78-81 (with correction in Proc. of Acad. of Sci. of the USSR, 1927, p.
405, n. 1) and in ‘Entstellungen des Klassikertextes bei Stobaios’, RhM N.F. 78, 1929, pp. 8890, that this idea was endlessly repeated and varied in Athenian drama, both tragedy and
comedy, and hence that we must suppose that in this as in a number of other cases the
lemma Dēmokritou was attached to the particular saying by mistake. It seems that this
saying was originally conceived as an oracle, given either to Teucer on his setting out from
Salamis to Cyprus, or to the Pelasgian Meleus when he was driven out of Italy to Athens
(the iambic metre shows that here the oracle had already been intentionally paraphrased to
fit the requirements of drama):
Suda: ‘’every land is the homeland’: proverb’
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Cf. a saying of the Democritean Nausiphanes (DK 75 B 2): ‘the wise man will prefer the practice of rhetoric
to politics’.

Diogenian. VII.48; Zenob. V.74: ‘’every land is the homeland’. This is part of the
oracle which the god gave to Meleus the Pelasgian, who asked about his settlement. The
oracle is recorded by Mnaseas and Dionysius of Chalcis’. Cf. Strabo, p. 225.
Cic. Tusc. V.37.108: ‘So the saying of Teucer ‘One’s homeland is wherever things go
well’ can be adapted to every situation’.
Eur. fr. 1047 Nauck:
All air is open to the eagle,
All land is homeland to the noble man.
Eur., Phaethon, fr. 777 Nauck:
Everywhere the homeland is the nourishing earth.
Unknown tragedian, fr. 318 Nauck:
Every land is the homeland of him who acts well.
Aristoph. Plutus 1151 (parody):
One’s homeland is wherever one does well.
Aristoph. ap. Stob., Cod. Brux. 898 A Edmonds:
To the poor man every land is his dear homeland
From which he gets food, so as not to go hungry.
Unknown tragedian ap. Macarius VI.45:
For wherever one does well, there is one’s homeland.
Unknown tragedian, fr. 392 Nauck:
For me every tower is the homeland of the Greeks.
Menander Monostichoi 210 = Eur. fr. dubia 1113:
Nature is for each man his nation <and> his homeland.
Citations of this popular saying in prose:
Thus. II.43 (from the speech of Pericles): ‘’of famous men ... every land’ is their
tomb’.
Lys. 31.6: ‘they are accustomed to say that ‘every land is their homeland’ in which
they have interests’.

I am not convinced by Philippson’s suggestion, RhM 77, pp. 298ff., that in the
particular case Euripides and Thucycides (we may add Sophocles) were merely citing
Democritus and that the verse form of the saying in Democritus is merely the result of the
later distortion of the tradition, for in both Democritus and Thucydides the traces of the
verse form are organic, indicating the same verse prototype; there can be no question of
any chance distortion of the tradition. Besides, it is hard to allow that, despite his own
statement ‘I came to Athens and no-one knew me’, Democritus was so well known to
Sophocles and Thucydides (and to Pericles?) that they quoted him in a solemn funeral
speech and in a tragedy. There is a very interesting remark of Natorp’s, op. cit., p.117, n. 41,
which I overlooked at the time. He points out that we find the same saying, only slightly
altered, in Epicurean literature, Diog. of Oenoanda, fr. 25, col. II.3: ‘in every part of the
world there is the native land of some different people, but in the whole expanse of this
cosmos the whole earth is everyone’s single native land and the single cosmos is their
home’. This agreement really demonstrates the authenticity of the passage of Democritus; I
am therefore inclined to think that I was wrong in following Freudenthal: in this case
Democritus (like Pericles in Thucydides and Lysias ) was quoting a saying widely popular
throughout the whole of Greece in its verse form.

I. MORAL INSTITUTIONS, OR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF TRANQUILLITY OF MIND
a. THE MEANINGS OF THE WORDS ΕΥΕΣΤΩ, ΕΥΘΥΜΙΗ AND ΑΘΑΜΒΙΗ, AND THE SENSES IN
WHICH THEY ARE USED BY DEMOCRITUS
I. Democritus’ own definitions
734
1The

charges brought by Laue and Langerbeck [no refs, given] against Democritus, that he is
a eudaimonist and therefore far from an ‘autonomous voluntaristic ethics’ (‘Willensethik’),
are of course correct, but as Philippson correctly points out, RhM 77, p. 390, these charges
could also be brought perfectly properly against Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics. Despite
their idealistic standpoints, they are in this respect far from modern idealist-voluntarists,
and what they seek is not ‘goodness in itself’, but a way to eudaimonia, to serene, selfsufficient happiness and benefit. Even Socrates understood the good as what is good for
man, i.e. what leads him to happiness. ‘For Plato the question of the highest moral value
coincides with the question of happiness’ (Zeller, Philos. d. Gr. II, 1, p. 735; on Aristotle, III,
2, p. 609; on the Stoics III, 1, p. 212). A doctrine of ‘goodness in itself’ would have been all
the stranger in a materialistic philosopher. Cf. Philippson, RhM 77, pp. 337ff.; Alfieri, op.

cit., p. 183, n. 467. According to Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 56, the central point of Democritus’
philosophy was not the striving for ‘spiritual joy’ or ‘happiness’, but the striving for ‘stability’
or ‘definiteness’ (asphaleia [better ‘security’]); see also Langerbeck, op. cit, p. 61: ‘Security
(asphaleia) (no. 738) is thus the ‘principle’ towards which everything tends’. But this
assertion of Langerbeck’s derives purely from his a priori assumptions. For Democritus
asphaleia (see no. 737) is actually one of the preconditions for the achievement of euthumia
[‘cheerfulness’]; this is seen also from no. 736, a passage of the Suda not cited by Diels or
Langerbeck, where euestoi [lit. ‘with well-being’ is defined as katastasei [lit. ‘in a [sc. good]
condition’]. But euestō [‘well-being’] does not at all mean ‘immobility, inactivity’; we recall
the doctrine of the eternal motion of the atoms; cf. comm. on the expression ‘not to do
many things’ in no. 737. Besides, ‘stability’ is not the goal of human activity, but merely a
means to the achievement of euthumia.
A much more serious approach to Democritus is that of K.von Fritz, who points out
(Philosophie und sprachlicher Ausdruck bei Demokrit, Plato und Aristoteles, New York, 1938,
p. 3) that the new term euthumiē introduced by Democritus has a polemical character and
constitutes a real revolution in the field of theoretical ethics. In earlier times ‘happiness’
was called in Greek eutuchiē [‘good fortune’], eudaimoniē [‘blessedness’, ‘having the favour
of the gods’] or olbos [‘prosperity’], i.e. happiness was connected with external factors, with
a happy combination of circumstances (tuchē [‘fortune’], with the whim of a deity [daimōn],
with riches [olbos]. If a divinity favours him, even the basest man can become happy
(Theogn. 161-6):
Many have an evil heart, but a god favours them,
And for them the evil they aimed at turns to good.
And others who have good will but are not favoured by a god
Toil, but the end does not follow their acts.
No man is rich or poor
Or bad or good except through a god.
This is the typical ideology of the aristocrat, who sees that his class, together with its
ideals and experience, has been defeated and that the ordinary people have the upper
hand. By contrast, the new trading and artisan class of citizens, the creator of [social and
economic] life, is guided by the principle ‘Each one fashions his own happiness’. Natorp, op.
cit., p. 64, points out that the sayings of Heraclitus and Democritus are an attack on those
views: fortune and the gods are inventions of passive, inactive people, the true fortune and
the true god live in our souls, they are our frame of mind (ēthos [‘character’]), our will and
energy. Cf. Her. DK 22 B 119: ‘a man’s character is his daimōn’. Democritus denies the role
of fortune in a person’s achievement of his happiness (no. 32: ‘people have constructed an

image of fortune as an excuse for their own imprudence ... most things in life are directed
aright by intelligent acuity’), and, following Heraclitus, declares that there is no god apart
from our reason and our own soul (no. 780: ‘the soul is the dwelling-place of the guardian
spirit’); corresponding to this, the word theios [‘divine’] acquires a new sense in his writings
(no. 782: ‘the person who chooses the goods of the soul chooses more divine things’). In
this connection, as von Fritz acutely observes, he rejects the definitions of happiness based
on external factors independent of the individual, [such as] wealth, good fortune and
blessedness, and introduces in the sense of ‘happiness’ the new terms euthumiē (‘spiritual
joy’ [‘cheerfulness’]), euestō (‘internal stability’ [‘well-being’])281 and autarkiē (‘selfsufficiency’). See nos. 33a, 739. As Kranz correctly points out in the index to DK (III, p. 214)
thumos means ‘will’ in the Presocratics; when used with a favourable implication it acquires
the sense ‘rational will’ or ‘practical reason’, with an unfavourable implication (like psuchē,
no. 776) it means ‘lust, passion, rage’ (see no. 762), which is the usual sense in ancient
poetry; hence in Democritus euthumos [the adj. from euthumiē, applying to a person] is
essentially the same as ‘intelligent’, ‘prudent’, ‘self-sufficient’ (Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 74).
Democritus’ novel view had a great influence on later idealistic philosophy; 282 Natorp points
out ideas of Democritus’ repeated in Pl. Tim. 90c: ‘having his guardian spirit ... resident in
himself ... he will be happy’. Diels cites a parallel passage in Apuleius, De dogm. Platonis
II.23: ‘One kind of blessedness occurs when we are protected in what we have achieved by
the presence of our mind, another when nothing is lacking for the perfection of our life.
Both kinds of happiness have their origin in virtue and we are ourselves content with the
very contemplation of it ... To ornament its [i.e. virtue’s] dwelling-place (= ‘the dwellingplace of the guardian spirit’!) we do not the support of anything external to those things
which we regard as goods’.
2’in

his work On the end’: in Diels’ opinion [DK II, p. 133, l. 7 n.] this is simply an Epicurean
paraphrase of the title On cheerfulness; cf. P. Von der Mühll, Festgabe für Kägi, p. 175.
3Diels’

proposal to insert two lines (see critical apparatus) is unacceptable because of its
arbitrariness. The word periakmazontes which is read in the mss means ‘achievement of
the highest flourishing, of the highest perfection in some field’; see Suda, s.v. Priskos
Emesēnos, where the expression ploutōi periakmazontes [‘flourishing in wealth’] means
‘achievement of the height of wealth’. Langerbeck, op. cit., pp. 63-6, remarks correctly and
acutely that in Ionic dialect at the time of Democritus the word to sumphoron means, not
‘useful’, but ‘suitable, similar, of the same kind’, i.e. the opposite of diaphoros [‘different’].
See Hippocr. De victu 1.6: ‘like adheres to like, but unlike things fight and conflict with one
another’283; 1.10: ‘the power of the sea to nourish useful [or possibly ‘appropriate’]
281

See comm. on no. 736.
Thus, the work On cheerfulness by the Pythagorean Hipparchus is, as Diels points out (DK II, p. 228) a direct
imitation of Democritus (see p. 229, ll. 25-6: ‘we shall live more cheerfully’.
283
[The context indicates that the passage is better translated: ‘the appropriate adheres to the appropriate,
but inappropriate things war and fight and separate from one another’. See translator’s comment on the next
note.]
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creatures and destroy harmful [or ‘inappropriate’]ones’; 1.11: ‘all like things being unlike
and similar things different’.284 The problem of a clear ‘distinguishing mark’ between ‘good’
and ‘bad’ things was always of lively interest to the Greeks; see e.g.Eur. Heracl. 669: ‘but
now the gods give us no clear boundary of the good and bad’; Hippol. 925: ‘mortals ought to
have some clear sign of a friend ... who is a true friend and who is not’. In the light of that
he correctly connects this passage with the principle ‘like is assimilated to like’ (following
Langerbeck, I cite under no. 734 texts relating to this). Hence the expression horos
sumphorōn kai asumphorōn may mean ‘the boundary between what is akin to our soul and
near to our heart and what is not near (the genitives [ neuter, referring to things] of
sumphora and asumphora)’, or ‘the boundary between those who are akin to one another
in soul or near to one another in heart, or not akin’ (the genitives [masculine, referring to
people] of sumphoroi and asumphoroi, as Langerbeck thinks). But I cannot agree with
Langerbeck when he keeps the mss reading terpsis kai aterpiē houros tōn periēkmakotōn
(‘pleasure and lack of pleasure are the boundary between those who have reached full
maturity’); from all the previous examples it is clear that the topic is not the boundary
between different groups of people who have achieved perfection, but between people
who have achieved the highest mental perfection and those who have not; hence my
supplementation seems to me necessary. In all of these maxims Democritus is saying that
from what someone strives for and what he rejects, from what gives and what does not give
him pleasure, it can be seen whether he has or has not attained wisdom. Thus, for instance,
someone who seeks above all for sexual intercourse, tasty food, etc., is not sumphoros to
[i.e. like] the wise, has not achieved the highest wisdom (periēkmakōs), since he prefers
‘those pleasures which result in wickedness’ (no. 695).
735
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emendation poiotētas de nomōi [‘qualities exist by convention’] instead of poiēta de
nomima [‘conventions are artificial’}, proposed by Zeller and accepted by the majority of
subsequent scholars, is ingenious but arbitrary. See no. 725, which completely coincides in
content with the expression deleted by Zeller, and the passage of Epicurus (fr. 196 Us.) cited
in the commentary on it. Bignone, op. cit., p. 469, n. 1, draws attention to it, and proposes
reading poiēta de <ta> nomima einai , [‘<the> conventions are artificial’] instead of poiēta
de nomima einai, since the former is better from the linguistic point of view.
736
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Langerbeck cites earlier passages of Ionic. Theogn. 457: ‘a young wife is wholly unsuitable for an old man’;
526: ‘it seems appropriate for the good to possess wealth, and for a bad man to endure poverty’. Cf.Eur. Med.
779: ‘appropriate ... and of good repute’ (= euprepē).
[LSJ does not support the suggestion that in Ionic sumphoron means, not ‘useful’, but merely ‘similar’. Some
of the passages cited here in support of that suggestion seem to confirm the sense ‘suitable, appropriate’,
which is virtually indistinguishable from ‘advantageous’. Even if there are occasional occurrences of the
adjective in the sense ‘similar’, there is no doubt that ‘useful, advantageous’ is the predominant sense in all
periods.]

1 apo

tou eu hestanai ton oikon [’from one’s house standing well’] : It seems that the Suda’s
source intends merely to explain Democritus’ derivation of this expression [euestō], not the
sense in which he used it. Hence one cannot agree with Nestle, Philologus 67, p. 552:
‘When Protagoras describes his expertise as ‘prudence in one’s private affairs, how best to
run one’s own household’ (Pl. Prot. 318e), (this), while not indeed completely satisfying the
concept of Democritus’ euthumiē [‘cheerfulness’] or euestō [‘well-being’], is nevertheless
part of it; otherwise one could not have paraphrased the word by ‘one’s house standing
well’’.
737
1’ not

to do many things’: Laue understands this expression as a recommendation of
inactivity and of contempt for labour. Cf. the quotations from his unpublished dissertation
cited by Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 387: ‘In this words there is so much contempt for labour
itself, which cannot be restricted in any way’; ‘Tranquillity cannot go together with much
labour’. Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 61, maintains much the same thing. Phillipson, op. cit., pp.
386-90, shows in detail and entirely convincingly that this translation itself and all the
conclusions drawn from it are incorrect. ‘Doing many things’, ‘doing a lot’
(polupragmosunē) are idioms meaning not ‘doing a great deal of work’ but ‘concerning
oneself with many things at once’, i.e. concerning and interesting oneself in things of which
one knows little, which one insufficiently understands. Someone must concern himself only
with what he is competent in: ‘let each one do the business he knows’ (Aristoph. Wasps
1431; cf. no. 648: ‘It is shameful to neglect one’s own affairs while busying oneself with
other people’s business; it is not appropriate for good people to neglect their own affairs in
doing other things’. Just as Democritus’ atoms are in continual motion, so man must work
tirelessly; see e.g. no. 728: ‘to undertake labours, from which great and splendid things
accrue to people’. And finally the absurdity of the interpretation of Laue and Langerbeck is
clearly seen from the remarkable sayings of the great ‘labourer’ (philoponos) [i.e.
Democritus], (DL IX.36), no. 771: ‘all labours are pleasanter than leisure, when people
achieve what they were labouring for, or know that they will get it’; no. 774: ‘learning
achieves great things by taking pains’, etc. However, Democritus’ attitude to
polupragmosunē (poking one’s nose into other people’s business) is characteristic of all
Greek thinkers; see Pl. Rep. 433a: ‘each one must attend to one thing, to which his nature is
best suited ... doing one’s own and not being a busybody is justice ... and this is what we
have heard from many others’ (‘in which in my opinion Plato clearly refers to Democritus’,
Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 387).
2

‘neither privately nor in public’: cf. an inscription from Teos (Tod, op. cit., no. 23, 4-5):
‘among the Teians in a public capacity, or as a private individual’.
3It

seems to me that the expressions to pleon [‘further’] and tōi dokein [‘in imagination’] are
correctly explained by Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 61, who translates ‘Even when it [i.e. good
fortune] falls to someone’s lot and points the way towards greater things (sc. ‘than are

possible’) through the expectation which it excites (cf. ‘hope’ in no. 33a, Luria), one must
maintain sufficient caution to enable one to set it aside and not reach for more than is
possible’. Diels translates tōi dokein as ‘in appearance’ [VS 3rd edn. cited DK II, p. 133, l. 3
n.]; Kranz rejects that interpretation and accepts Langerbeck’s interpretation ‘through his
belief’ (DK ibid.). Friedländer (68 B 3 ad loc. [not in VS 3rd edn. or DK 5th and 6th edns.])
treats tōi dokein katatithesthai as a unitary phrase, translating ‘lowers his expectation’.
Langerbeck, loc. cit., is undoubtedly essentially right (setting evaluative criteria aside) to
suppose that the concepts of obligation are distinct in sense in Democritus on the one hand
and in Epicurus and Diogenes of Oenoanda; for Democritus as a mechanistic materialist
‘must’ signifies a form of activity in accordance with the principle ‘nature is conquered by
yielding to it’, whereas for Epicurus with his arbitrary atomic swerve it signifies duty; this
free, sovereign choice of path is ‘an ideal form of life’ in Langerbeck’s phrase. But, as we
have seen, Democritus was not, and could not be consistent on the question of the freedom
of the will, and he frequently contradicts himself.
739
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summetriē [‘proportion in life’]: Democritus’ ethical doctrine of euthumia
[‘cheerfulness’] is most intimately connected with his biological and psychological doctrine
of summetros krēsis [‘proportionate mixture’] in the human body (see no. 460): the
accumulation of an excessive number of fire-atoms in a single place produces overheating
and clouding of the reason. In the Hippocratic treatise Airs, waters, places there is a similar
explanation of the differences in character between individuals and whole peoples; hence,
the effect of climate on the body is responsible for the difference in character and customs
of different peoples (H. Diller, Philologus, suppl. vol. XXVI, p. 63) – ‘proportion, symmetry’.
All these discussions amount to a somewhat naive transfer of mathematico-aesthetic ideas
to the field of the natural sciences and ethics: ‘This proportion is what we, as persons, call
the beautiful (to kalon) and the good (to eu). Hence we shall become happy and achieve
our highest good, the final goal of every being, only if in our own lives we follow this innate
tendency towards numerical harmony and make it the norm of our activity. That is why
mathematical ‘proportion’ became for Democritus the highest ethical principle also.
Naturally, by enabling us to see in the simplicity and harmony of numerical relations the
profoundest essence of nature, it shows us thanks to it the way to true happiness. So,
science becomes wisdom (sophia) in the true sense of the word. In the sayings (collected
under no. 740 and those analogous to it) Democritus clearly expresses his mathematicallyquantitative world view’ (Frank, op. cit., p. 96). In fact, as Aristotle remarks (De caelo
303a4): ‘Leucippus and Democritus in a certain way transform everything that exists into
numbers and make everything consist of number’.
Subsequently Aristotle completely took this theory over as his own; see. NE 1107a2:
‘a mean between two vices, one of excess, the other of deficiency’.

2’the

equal’ (to ison) = ‘the mean, mid-point, etc.’ (to meson); also Ar. NE 1106a26: ‘in every
divisible continuum one can take the greater and the less ... and the midpoint between
excess and deficiency’.
740
1Though

all the mss have the reading anakudēs (as in no. 616285) here it seems that we may
accept the emendation anakēdēs, and see in the mss. tradition the usual confusion of
vowels having the sound ‘ee’, since the sense required is ‘free from care’. The form
anakēdēs is formed by mistaken analogy with words like anaudos [‘speechless’], anauros
[‘windless, still’], anaristos [‘without breakfast’], anarmodios [‘unfit’], anarthros [‘jointless’]
etc., exactly as in Hesiod, Theog. 797: keitai anapneustos kai anaudos [‘he lies breathless
and speechless’]. Cf. Hom. Od. V.456: ‘and he lay breathless and speechless ‘. Cf. Fränkel,
Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung, N.F. 42, p. 235.
2chrē

eonta [‘should be done’] is an old form instead of chreonta, in which the sense of the
noun chrē [‘necessity’] is still present (chrēn [‘it had to be’] = chrē ēn [‘there was
necessity’], chrēstai [‘it will have to be’] = chrē estai [‘there will be necessity’], etc. See
Wilamowitz, Euripides, Herakles, (1959), III, p. 74; Wackernagel, Vermischte Beiträge zur
griechischen Sprachkunde, 1897, p. 55.
741
1’He

located the blessed life ... in the knowledge of things’: cf. Cic. Tusc. V.39.114: ‘he was
able to live a blessed life without variety of colours, but not without understanding of
things’. No. 29: ‘Democritus ... said that he would rather find a single explanation than
become king of the Persians’. ‘So Antiochus testifies that Democritus saw a source of
cheerfulness and blessedness in science and knowledge’ (Philippson, Demokrits
Sittensprüche, p. 396).
2’he

said only a few things, not sufficiently clear, about virtue’: Natorp, op. cit., p. 110,
regards this expression as equivalent to Pl. Phil. 44c: ‘not through skill but through a certain
harshness of a not ignoble nature’, but as far as I am concerned it is totally dubious that one
could say of Democritus’ doctrine ‘they say that there are no pleasures at all ... they are all
escapes from distress’, despite no. 646; one might rather think of Antiphon, DK 87 B 58.
743
1The

word athambiē [‘freedom from astonishment’], first coined by Democritus, is described
by von Fritz, op. cit., p. 32, as follows: ‘For Democritus athambiē signifies one of the
fundamental qualities of the wise, properly organised person. By this word Democritus
designates the behaviour of the person who gets to know things in a lively interaction and
285

[‘616’ is apparently a slip for ‘614’, since the word anakudēs occurs in the latter passage but not in the
former.]

actively confronts them, who does not take up a passive stance, allowing external
impressions to have the upper hand over him, to the extent that, when faced with
something new, through amazement or fear he is not prepared to act or find out about it;
instead he approaches each new thing which he encounters without excessive agitation,
investigates its nature and shapes it to suit his needs, if that is required by the situation. For
the concept signified by this word later writers use the terms akataplēxia [‘freedom from
terror’] (Nausiphanes) and ataraxia [‘freedom from disturbance’]. But how much richer is
Democritus’ term in respect of the profundity of its observation and its active force;
particularly essential is the fact that thambein [‘be astonished’] and thaumazein
[‘wonder’](cf. no. 744) signify much less violent shocks than kataplēttein [‘terrify’] and
tarattein [‘disturb’]. Democritus’ term, which expresses the negation of simple amazement,
a momentary delay in reaction, expresses at the same time the idea of an especially quick
and active reaction, whereas the expressions akataplēxia and ataraxia express merely the
negation of a state of imbalance and shock’.
II. How the atomistic doctrine was interpreted by its opponents
B. HOW WELL-BEING IS TO BE ACHIEVED
(see also nos. 33-5)
I. By seeking only what is necessary, and by avoiding everything superfluous
(see also nos. 651-657a)

748
1As

I show in my article (see critical apparatus) for Democritus there are in nature no eternal
or immortal things; one can merely imagine them, but that will be a false conception. Even
divine beings (eidōla [‘images’]) are ‘durable, but not eternal’ [lit. ‘hard to destroy, but not
indestructible’], and ‘apart from them there are no immortal gods’; see no. 472a, and cf.
Lucr. V. 306ff. Hence the slogan ‘take pleasure only in immortal things’ is impossible for
Democritus; though the term theios [‘divine’] in its ancient magical sense occurs widely in
Democritus, athanatos [‘immortal’], aphthartos [‘indestructible] etc. are never found in his
texts except in application to the eternal , changeless atoms. The meaning must be the
opposite: following other ancient moralists Democritus recommends that one should not
strive for what is unrealisable and immortal, but, being mortal, should content oneself with
what is mortal (cf. no. 750: ‘what the body needs’). This is undoubtedly the sense of the
passage under discussion, since in Greek ‘this’ usually refers to the last word of the
preceding clause, except the negative mē: ‘this’ = ‘being distressed’ – ‘and you will be
distressed if you strive for things that are not mortal (i.e. things that are beyond human

capacities)’. Cf. Maxims of the Seven Sages (Stob. III.1.173): ‘think mortal thoughts’;
Epicharmus, DK 23 B 20: ‘the mortal should think mortal, not immortal thoughts’; Sophocl.
fr. 531 Nauck: ‘mortal nature should think mortal thoughts’; Antiphanes (Stob. III.21.4): ‘if
you are mortal, my friend, think mortal thoughts’. Cf. Eur., frs. 799 and 1075 Nauck. It is
only in Plato and Aristotle that for the first time we come across an attack on this view (Ar.
NE 1174b31). We read the same thing in the work of the Pythagorean Hipparchus, which is,
as Diels shows (DK II, pp. 228ff.) a direct imitation of Democritus (DK II, p. 229, l. 25): ‘’we
shall live more cheerfully if we regard the things that happen to us as belonging to human
life (= mortal)’286 . So I was wrong to suppose (RhM N.F. 78, 1929, pp. 242ff) that the text
here had been tendentiously distorted by Platonic, Pythagorean or Christian tradition; it is a
matter of misunderstanding of the text (‘this’ refers to ‘being cheerful’, not to ‘being
distressed’) of which I was also guilty. Cf. Symmachus, Epigr. 88 Kaibel (= Hoffmann, Sylloge
epigrammatum Graecorum, Diss. Halle, 1893, no. 99).
749
1See

comm. on no. 739, n. 2.

750
1’exceeding

what is appropriate (ton kairon) in food or drink’: Natorp, op. cit., p. 45, remarks
that this expression is an ancient commonplace of Greek morality; see Theogn. 479:
‘whoever exceeds the mean in drinking ‘ (cf. ‘beyond the mean’ – 498, 501; ‘the belly’ – 486;
‘what is appropriate’ – 401ff.). Cf. the similar expression in no. 753: ‘if anyone exceeds what
is moderate’. As Alfieri shows, op. cit., p. 263, n. 663, on the basis of nos. 755, 680, 598, 597
and 760, in which the term kairos also occurs, in Democritus kairos is virtually synonymous
with metrion [‘moderate’] and summetriē [‘moderation’].
2Cf.

no. 761. Von der Mühll compares two sayings of Epicurus in KD; 15: ‘The wealth
provided by nature is limited and easy to obtain, but that of empty beliefs stretches out to
infinity’; 21: ‘The person who is aware of the limits of life knows that what drives out the
pain of lacks is easy to obtain ...’. Stob. III.12.22: ‘Epicurus. Thanks to blessed nature, which
has made necessary things easy to obtain, and difficult things unnecessary’.
3Langerbeck,

op. cit., p. 70, is completely justified in keeping the mss reading kakothēgiē.
Diels arbitrarily and groundlessly substitutes kakothigiē, which too is nowhere attested.
Kakothēgiē is derived from the verb thēgō [‘sharpen’], and means ‘deficiency in sharpness’.
The opposite of this term is euxunetos oxuderkeiē [‘intelligent clear-sightedness’] (no. 32).
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The expression ‘possible’ (= ‘mortal) has the same meaning. Stob. IV.46.18 (DK 68 B 58 = Democrates 23a):
‘The hopes of those who think rightly are achievable, but those of the unwise are impossible’; Plut. De tranqu.
an. 2, p. 465c (DK 68 B 3 (= no. 737)): ‘the person who is going to be cheerful must not ... reach for more than
is possible’; Stob. III.1.210 (DK 68 B 191 (= no. 657)): ‘People achieve cheerfulness by moderation ... so one
must keep one’s mind on what is possible ...’

750a
1Burchardt

and Mullach, op. cit., fr. 26 sp., p. 380, regard no. 750a (2nd passage) as
inauthentic. Their only ground is the bad Greek (‘the language speaks for itself’): the word
skepē in the sense of ‘covering, clothing’ is characteristic of later Greek. The reading of the
ancient edition of Antonius is ho basanos (masc.: ‘touchstone, test’], whereas in good Greek
it must be hē basanos (fem.)(the reading of Antonius’ collection printed in Patrologia Graeca
and of all sources cited by me is ho basanos; the ancient edition of Antonius is unavailable
to me). But, as Ten-Brink rightly points out (comm. on no. 81 AED) these arguments cannot
be accepted as persuasive: the word skepē or skepai in the sense ‘covering, clothing’ is
found in Hippocrates, p. 1021b and in Xenophon Mem. III.10.9: ‘the parts of a man that
need covering’. The masculine form ho basanos is Old Ionic. The authenticity of the
passage is supported, in my opinion, by its coincidence of sense with the unquestionably
authentic first passage cited under this number. In Ten-Brink’s opinion the authenticity of
the passage is proved by the fact that it is imitated by Epicurus; see D.L. X.149 (schol. ad
sent. XXIX Epicuri): ‘Epicurus regards as natural and necessary those [pleasures] which
relieve distress, e.g. drink when one is thirsty, and natural but unnecessary those which
merely vary pleasure, such as costly food’, and the passages collected by Usener under no.
181 (Stob. XVII.34): ‘I revel in the pleasure of the body by using bread and water, but I spit
on costly pleasures ...’; D.L. X,11: ‘He himself says in his letters that he is satisfied with just
water and dry bread’. Cf. Seneca Epist. 21: ‘(Epicurus) will entertain you with polenta and
copious draughts of water’. Cf. also Epicur. Epist. III.131: ‘Barley-cake and water give the
greatest pleasure when the person taking them is in need’. Porphyry, Ad Marcellum 29, p.
209.3 (= fr. 207 Us.): ‘It is better for you to lie happily on straw than to be disturbed, though
you have a golden bed and a costly table’. ‘A costly table’: see no. 759 and Epicur. Epist.
III.132 in the same context; cf. fr. 467 Us. See Philippson, Hermes 59, p. 413. [L quotes the
Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 131.]
752
1Comparing

this saying with no. 607, Langerbeck comments, op. cit., p. 68, that Democritus
regards a person’s character (tropos), on which depends the possibility of realising this or
that achievement, as more important than the achievements which one actually realises.
Frank, op. cit., fr. 95 and n. on p. 366, emphasises the ‘mathematical’ formulations
‘in good order’ (eutaktos) and ‘is properly ordered’ (suntetaktai): ‘The mathematical
technical terms of the period, e.g. excess or deficiency, are employed everywhere, see also
55 B 61 [= DK 68 B 61]: ‘The person whose character has a good order has also a good order
in his life’’. In the particular case this judgement of Frank’s is exaggerated and overschematised; see Alfieri, op. cit., p. 233, n. 566. [L quotes the Old Russian translation,
V.Semenov, op. cit., p. 347.]
753

1See

comm. on no. 750, n. 1. In Maximus this passage is ascribed to Posidippus.

756
1’is

advantageous’: see comm. on no. 750.

758
1’self-sufficiency’:

Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 57, compares no. 33a: ‘fortune gives great gifts,
but is unreliable, but nature is self-sufficient; so its dependable inferiority excels the greater
advantage which one hopes for’, pointing out that in Democritus self-sufficiency is a concept
practically synonymous with well-being and contrasted with fortune, as in no. 759. Cf. nos.
733-4: ‘well-being ... Hecataeus calls it self-sufficiency’.
2The

expression smikrē (or mikrē, mikra) nux [‘a short night’], which is read in the great
majority of the manuscripts, has caused great difficulty to scholars. Diels comments [DK II,
p. 188, l. 2 n.]: ‘Whether the medical outlook underlying smikrē nux (‘a sleepless night’) is an
ancient one is as doubtful as the expression itself’. In fact, in this case the word ‘night’ has
to be understood in the sense of ‘sleep’, as if a part of the night passed without sleep were
turned into day. So instead of smikrē Bücheler proposes the conjecture mierē [‘foul.
abominable’], and Hense anierē [‘unholy’]: Diels reads smikrē choinix [‘a small portion’} [DK
ibid.]. I think that the simplest solution is to accept the reading of Maximus makrē (makra)
nux [‘a long night’] – a night without sleep seems especially long.

759
1See

comm. on no. 758, n. 1. [L quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., pp.
35-6, and the Bulgarian translation, M.N. Speranski, op.cit., supplement, p. 129, no. 32.]
759a
1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 249.]

760
1In

his article, op. cit., p. 609, Friedländer shows Democritus’ dependence on ancient gnomic
literature. In this case he cites Hesiod Works and Days 368 as a parallel: ‘Be lavish when you
open and when you finish the jar, but be thrifty in between; thrift at the bottom is
something terrible’.
2ginōskein

here means ‘identify, discriminate’; see no. 661 with comm.: ‘it is the mark of the
wise person to know (ginōskein) each thing’.

761
1As

Lortzing had previously shown, to [neuter sing. def. article] relates to the [understood]
word ‘animal’, ho [masculine sing. def. article] to [understood] ‘person’, in his view the
surviving clause was preceded by something like ‘the animal is so much wiser than the
person’, associated with it in DK II, p. 186, l. 6 n. and by Philippson, RhM 77, p. 307, Hermes
64, 1929, p. 171 and the author of this book, RhM N.F. 78, 1929, pp. 242-3. Cf. Xen. Mem.
I.4.12: ‘[the gods] give the other animals sexual pleasures for a specified time of the year,
but assign them to us continuously up to old age ...; ps-Hippocr. Epist. XVII.47 (IX, p. 372
Littré): ‘for the non-rational animals there is an annual period for copulation, but he [man]
has a continual frenzy of wantonness’; Plut. De amore prol. 2: ‘further, the male does not
copulate with the female all the time; for the purpose is not pleasure, but generation and
bearing offspring’. Zeller and Langerbeck understand by to ‘the body’ (to sōma), and by ho
de ‘the mind’ (ho nous).
II. By inhibiting excessive emotions (anger, despair, lust etc.)
762
1Diels

[DK II, p. 192, l. 17 n.] cites Heraclitus DK 22 B 85: ‘It is hard to fight against spirit [or
‘anger’ or ‘desire’ (thumōi)]; for what it wants it buys at the price of soul [or ‘of life’
(psuchēs)], and justifiably sees Democritus’ saying as a criticism of Heraclitus’. But it is
difficult to understand the meaning of this criticism without a universally satisfactory
explanation of the word psuchē. Contrary to the view of Diels and Alfieri, I think that
psuchē here means ‘life’, i.e. wild passion (thumos = epithumia [‘desire’], cf. DK Index, s.v.
thumos) can lead a person to death. Democritus is objecting that it is possible to overcome
passion by the conclusions of reasoning; I regard as unnecessary and incorrect Alfieri’s
evaluative judgement, op. cit., p. 264, n. 665,: ‘We are facing (in Heraclitus) a more elevated
conception than Democritus’ utilitarian rationalism’. Cf. Wilamowitz, Glaube der Hellenen,
vol. I, p. 370, n. 1, vol. II, p. 547, n. 1: ‘psuchē is life’. Wilamowitz cites Hesiod, Works and
Days 686, Hdt. III.130, ps-Longinus 9. One should also add Archilochus (Aristoph. Peace
1298 = fr. 6 Bergk).
763
1adespoton

[‘unmasterable’]: acording to Faggi, op. cit., pp. 206ff., this word cannot be
understood as ‘untamable’, for if distress is unconquerable, it cannot be got rid of by the
conclusions of reasoning. Starting from the point that works whose author is unknown are
called adespota, he thinks that distress too is called adespotos when its cause is unknown.
But this parallel is inexact, since works whose author is unknown are actually ‘lacking an
owner’, whereas in all cases the ‘owner’ of distress remains the soul. Alfieri suggests, op.
cit., p. 276, n. 699, that ‘untamable’ is here used in an exaggerated sense, actually meaning
‘hard to tame’. Perhaps Democritus calls distress ‘irresistible’ because then the soul is as it

were in a state of temporary paralysis (narkōsa [‘torpid’]; cf. no. 527 = no. 804a: ‘sexual
intercourse is a brief apoplexy’); the soul must be brought out of this diseased condition,
and then it will stop being ‘unmasterable’ and submit to reason.
765
1Nestle,

Philologus 67, p. 546, regards the translation ‘Forgetting one’s own sufferings
produces daring’ as psychologically impossible. On the contrary, in his opinion, the meaning
becomes clear if one translates ‘the person who forgets his mistakes becomes daring’. He
thinks that Kinkel, Geschichte der Philosophie I, p. 226, is right to compare this saying with
no. 675: ‘repentance for shameful deeds saves one’s life’. In reply Langerbeck , op. cit., p.
70, points out that ta kaka can hardly mean ‘sins’, on the contrary, in all early literature this
word means ‘misfortunes, disasters’: in Democritus’ view forgetting one’s own misfortunes
leads to daring. He compares no. 800, where ta kaka are depicted as instructors of the
foolish. I think that there is no contradiction between these two views: if someone is selfsufficient and achieves well-being, external circumstances will very rarely appear to him as
disasters ; see no. 32: ‘In a few cases fortune conflicts with prudence, but intelligent clearsightedness directs most things in life aright’. Hence ta kaka almost always means both
‘disaster’ and ‘mistake’: ‘it is a great thing to think what one should in misfortunes’ (no.
766). Cf. kakopragmosunē (‘doing sinful deeds’) in no. 583.
767
1Democritus

here warns against being excessively fascinated by some single object, which
deprives a person of the possibility of reacting to everything around him (See Langerbeck,
op. cit., p. 71: ‘the worship of one single thing makes one indifferent to everything else’.
770
1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 249.]

770a
1As

far as I know, this passage is not included in any of the published collections of maxims.
The forms heautous [‘themselves’] for the first person plural and dedamakotes [‘having
mastered’] do not count against its authenticity: see Kühner – Blass, op. cit., p. 599, n. 2:
‘the third-person reflexive pronoun is also used in the plural for the first and second persons
... it is also found in the tragedians, in Herodotus ... and other instances’; Kühner – Gerth,
op. cit., p. 571, sec. 7: ‘The third-person reflexive pronouns frequently take the place of the
reflexive of the first and second persons’; Passow, Dictionary, 5th edn., 1847, I.2, p. 756: ‘The
reflexive of the third person is often used instead of the reflexive of the first and second
person, but only in cases where the correct personal reference is self-evident’. This usage is
frequent in Thucydides, Xenophon and Plato; here I cite only two passages of Ionic prose
which are of interest for the language of Democritus: Hdt. V.20: ‘we bestow on you our

mothers and children’ [where heōutōn , lit. ‘of themselves’ is used for hēmōn autōn ‘of
ourselves’]; V.92: ‘having first established a tyrant over yourselves, you are seeking to
establish one over others’ [where para sphisi autoisi, li. ‘over themselves’, is used for par’
humin autois, ‘over yourselves’]. As regards the form dedamakotes, it is correctly formed
from the verb damazō, but is not found elsewhere in classical or Hellenistic literature, being
displaced by the form from damnēmi (dedmēkotes). But since in the classical period the
forms edamasa and edamasthēn commonly occur alongside the forms from damnēmi,
there is no reason to regard this form as a Hellenistic rather than an Ionic form. [L then
quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., 74, where this saying is united with
no. 705.]

III. By habitually enduring toil, from which we are confident of a fortunate outcome
771
1It

is impossible to accept Diels’ emendation [en de hekastēi atuchiēi to ponein, ‘in every
misfortune toil’ instead of hen de akos tēi apotuchiēi to pan ‘the sole remedy for
misfortune, all’] , not merely because it is palaeographically groundless, but also because its
meaning is improbable for Democritus. Fränkel’s emendation gives the same meaning, but
from the palaeographical standpoint his supplemenation is much more elegant: instead of
hen de akos tēi apotuchiēi [‘the sole remedy for misfortune’] he assumes a haplography,
reading hen de akos <hē epituchiē; en de> tēi apotuchiēi etc., i.e. ‘the only way for labour
to give pleasure is by its successful result; but if labour does not lead to a successful result,
everything becomes equally burdensome and weary’. In support of his reading hen de akos
hē epituchiē he acutely cites two passages of Pindar, Nem. 3.17: ‘the splendid victory brings
... a healing remedy for weary blows’, and Nem. 4.1: ‘joy is the best physician for toils
judged successsful’. Acute and brilliant though this conjecture is, it is difficult to admit that,
in contradiction to all his other sayings Democritus is here preaching total resignation and
the worship of blind chance. It is perfectly clear that he must have been giving a recipe for
the preservation of calmness and clarity of mind even in a case of external failure. That is
why Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 62, n. 3, retains the mss reading without alteration, citing in
explanation no. 33a: ‘fortune brings great gifts, but is unreliable, while nature is selfsufficient; so its dependable inferiority excels the greater advantage which one hopes for’,
and no. 657, where Democritus recommends as a cure for misfortune ‘comparing one’s own
life with that of others who are faring worse’. Langerbeck interprets the passage as follows:
‘Success makes all labours sweet, but when things go badly one must not give in to fortune.
Prudent consideration will always find it bearable ... for everything is similarly painful and
unhappy’. In this pan [lit. ‘all’] must be translated ‘altogether’, and all the same we get a
particularly awkward expression; on the other hand to pan (with the article!) remains
unexplained on the interpretation of Diels and Fränkel. I follow Langerbeck on the whole,
but think it more probable that the quotation is broken off in the middle of a sentence, and

that after talaipōron the verb enthumeesthai [‘think’] was read or understood, and that the
article to relates to that verb. So the translation of the second sentence will be: ‘the sole
remedy in misfortune is to fix one’s thoughts on the fact that everything is painful and
burdensome’ (einai or eon [respectively infinitive and present participle of ‘be’,
representing ‘is’ in the translation] is, as usual, omitted). See no. 646: ‘One must recognise
that human life is weak... and marred by many misfortunes’.
772
1Langerbeck,

op. cit., p. 63, n. 1, explains this saying too, starting from the principle ‘like is
assimilated to like’: long practice in labour makes one at home with that labour; cf. nos.
649-50: ‘So through voluntary labours one must develop this habit of endurance by
practice’. Faggi, op. cit., p. 206, gives the same interpretation of this passage; cf. the Old
Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 273 [quoted by L].
774
1ta

kala chrēmata [‘fine things’]: as Diels points out, Sitzungsb. d. Berl. Akad., 1884, p. 350,
n. 1, this is a pleonasm for ta kala; cf. Acusilaus [DK 9] 40a, where malista chrēmatōn =
malista [‘above all things’ = ‘above all’].
IV. By preferring the pleasures of the soul to those of the body
776
1Nos.

776 and 776a are of very great interest for the history of the philosophical thought of
the end of the 5th century BCE. As is well known, the Pythagoreans taught that in itself the
soul is divine and without sin, but during its wanderings and transmigrations it falls into a
sinful body, which is the tomb of the soul and leads it into the ways of sin and
transgressions. In contradiction to these doctrines Democritus gives a clear and detailed
picture of a lawsuit between the body and the soul: the body is in itself without sin and not
guilty of anything, it needs food, drink etc. only to the extent that they are necessary to
maintain its existence; it is the soul which is guilty of all excesses, and it corrupts and ruins
the body. In Democritus the body comes before a court with that accusation against the
soul. It is entirely probable that the beginning of Diogenes of Oenoanda fr. 1 Chilton is a
quotation from the story of that lawsuit; the beginning is fragmentary, but I think that here
there is a direct citation of Democritus. We must suppose that the passage of Democritus
cited by Plutarch (no. 776a) is also connected with this dispute between soul and body.
I do not see any reason to agree with H. Gomperz, DK II, p. 172, l. 6 n., in restricting
the citation of Democritus to the words ‘a varied store and treasury of all sorts of evil
passions’.287 One should rather suppose that the fable of the fox and the panther which
287

Langerbeck too is wrong (op. cit., p. 67) in concluding from comparison of this passage with 776a that
Democritus was essentially a dualist. On the contrary, this passage undoubtedly deals with spiritual evil, but

precedes this passage in Plutarch, in somewhat different wording from Aesop 42, is also
taken from the same passage of Democritus; the conclusion of that fable ‘showing that
versatility of character undergoes many changes as required’ (where the confrontation of
the fox and the panther illustrates the confrontation of the soul and the body throughout
the dialogue!) corresponds exactly to the saying of Democritus attested by Stobaeus and in
the collection of Democrates (no.. 783): ‘In animals good breeding is strength of body, but in
people goodness [or possibly ‘versatility’] (eutropia) of character’. This theory of the
sinlessness of the body and the depravity of the soul, which contradicts Pythagorean
doctrines, may have had its source in Egyptian myth, where the relation of soul and body is
the same as in Democritus.
Of course, this ‘dispute’ was bound to attract criticism from idealistic philosophers,
Pythagoreans and their followers, who regarded the soul as divine and the body as the tomb
of the soul. As Alfieri supposes, op. cit., p. 245, n. 613, Plato and Aristotle object to
Democritus. Thus we find purely Pythagorean views of the relation of body and soul in Pl.
Phaedo 66b: ‘... as long as we have the body ... and our soul is disfigured by such an evil ...
the body causes us countless troubles through the necessity of nourishing it ... it fills us with
lusts and desires and fears and all kinds of images and a great deal of nonsense ... for wars
and civil strife and battles are caused by nothing other than the body and its desires. For all
wars arise from the acquisition of wealth, and we are obliged to acquire wealth by the body,
and enslaved to the care of it ... we should get rid of it’.
Aristotle discusses the same idea in his dialogue Eudemus (fr. 36 Rose): ‘Our minds
are coupled with our bodies as the living are joined to the dead’, as when the Etruscans
wanted to condemn people to an agonising death, they bound them tightly to corpses.
In the same passage where he quotes Democritus’ saying (De libid. et aegr. 2.2, (no.
776)) Plutarch also gives Theophrastus’ answer: ‘Theophrastus says the opposite, that the
soul inhabits the body at great cost. For a short time it pays heavy fees in feelings of
distress, fear, desire and jealousy. Since it encounters these in the body it could more justly
bring an action against the body for mutilation with regard to things it has forgotten, and for
violence with regard to the ways in which it is held prisoner, and for outrage in the
contempt and abuse it suffers when it is blamed quite unfairly for the evils of the body’. In
the same spirit the Debate of the soul and body was composed by Christians of a
Neoplatonic tendency, Gnostics and Manicheans. Alfieri has drawn attention to the
interesting work of Gregory Palamas (Gregorii Palamae Prosopoeia animae accusantis
corpus et corporis se defendentis cum iudicio, ed. A. Jahn, Halle, 1884). It was written in the
14th century, in the era of the Byzantine Renaissance, and in opposition to the Neoplatonic

all the same he associates these phenomena with the category ‘body’, the only difference being that these
bodily entities affect the body not ‘from outside’ but ‘from within’. So, for him the soul is also material, and
the confrontation of ‘spiritual’ with ‘bodily’ phenomena in nos. 776-776a comes down simply to the
confrontation of two kinds of phenomena in one and the same bodily (material) world.

literature it reflects the viewpoint of Democritus; in the dispute between soul and body it is
the body which emerges the victor, and the soul turns out to be to blame for all the ills of
mankind. Palamas possessed immense learning in the literature of the classical period: he
quotes Homer, Hesiod, Epicharmus, Empedocles, Aeschylus, Euripides and Aristophanes, or
refers to them without naming them; he also quotes lines from lost tragedies of poets, both
known and unknown to us. Hence it would not be at all surprising if one of Palamas’
sources (even if only at third or fourth hand) was the ‘dispute’ of Democritus’ in which we
are interested. See e.g.Palamas. op. cit., p. 40: ‘the powerful medicine of repentance is
being mixed, I know that I am storing up treasures of such good things, the cracked and
leaking jar in my soul’. Cf. no. 776a: ‘store ... and treasury’. The word ‘powerful’
(polydunamon) is attested only for Democritus (Philop. In de an. 35.2); the comparision of
the body with a vessel, in which the soul is kept, see in no. 776: ‘a tool or utensil’, the same
in Palamas, op. cit., p. 31: ‘as a tool for use’. And here, as in Democritus, it is emphasised
that in itself the body is guided by the laws of nature and requires only what is necessary:
‘but the soul ... lays down laws opposed to those of nature like another tyrant ... with which
I seek ... my daily food, it calls a glutton and a jar that cannot be filled (p. 28) ... but I (the
body) am at home with nature and its laws’ (p. 29). Cf. further p. 43: ‘I am yoked to the soul
... which loves the wantonness of pleasure ... guzzling insatiably and distended by
immoderate eating, drinking and sex’. Cf. no. 776: ‘(the soul) has ruined (the body) ... by its
carelessness ... and ... its drunkenness ... and its love of pleasure’. Here there is a
paraphrase of Democritus’ saying : ‘Joy and sorrow are the distinguishing mark of what is
beneficial and harmful’ [DK 68 B 4, B 188]: ‘we are steered by distress and pleasure, by
distress when we are empty or suffering in some other way, by pleasure when we are full
and without suffering’ (p. 33). We should also remember that according to the
Pythagoreans and their followers the soul attains truth immediately, while the body merely
hinders its thinking, whereas for Democritus ‘the appearances are the sight of what is
unclear’ – we think only on the basis of the evidence of our feelings. Cf. now p. 38: ‘(the
soul calls the body) a tomb, a bond and slime’ (the Pythagorean view). To this the body
responds: ‘You (the soul) slander my sense-organs and their powers ... by means of which
the most important things go well ... (p. 39) Do you not use the mathematical sciences as
bridges leading to intelligible things? How would you have acquired them in the first place
without my perceptions? Would you ever have had arithmetic and music if there were no
such thing as hearing, or the relations of numbers and geometry and astronomy if sight did
not illuminate them ... now if your bridges collapsed because my senses were removed,
what could you do except ... roll about on the ground ... and then really buried in a lightless
tomb and prison ... and stuck ... in slime ... you would endure the blind life ... of a vegetable
... you were blind from birth, but I have given you eyes for knowledge and led you to
philosophy, and once you have experienced the light I have given it to you to use as a
mirror...’.

2Diels

regards the clause ‘just as if a tool or a utensil were in a bad state one would blame
the person who used it carelessly’ as part of Democritus’ dictum, while H. Gomperz is right
to see in it a paraphrase by Plutarch [DK II, p. 176, ll. 1ff. n.].
776a
1’if

you open up your inner self ... a treasury ... of evils’: cf. Aristotle ap. Boethius, De consol.
philos. 3.8, p. 1034b: ‘But if, as Aristotle says, men had the eyes of Lynceus, so that their
sight could penetrate everything it encountered, would the beautiful surface of Alcibiades’
body not appear most foul when its internal organs were exposed to view?’. Plut. Symp.
644f: ‘so that you would not be unfair in finding fault with Aesop, for looking for windows ...
through which one person can see the thoughts of another’. Cf. Aesop 155 Halm.
2Cf.

Epicur. ap. Stob. III.12.22: ‘thanks to blessed nature, which has made what is necessary
easy to obtain, and what is hard to obtain unnecessary’.
777
1’belong

to the soul’: possessive genitive, [meaning] ‘depends only on the soul, not on
external circumstances’. Foreseeing the objection that on this interpretation Democritus
turns out to be a follower of Stoicism, Alfieri comments as follows, op. cit., p. 250, n. 626:
‘The moral problem and the conception of the tranquillity of the soul are much more
complex in the Stoics; the resemblance between the systematic ethics of the Stoics and the
fairly unsystematic ethics of Democritus consists in a single point, ethical individualism’.
779
1In

the spurious letter of Democritus to Hippocrates (IX, p. 932 Littré = DK 68 C 6) we read:
‘for wisdom cleanses the soul of passions, and medicine gets rid of the diseases of the
body’. From this Lortzing and Diels draw the conclusion that this passage was taken by
Clement from the spurious letter and should therefore be excluded from the collection;
Alfieri agrees with them. This seems to me altogether improbable; if Clement had been
quoting the correspondence with Hippocrates, he would have given the precise context.
But, as is well known, this ‘correspondence’ is a compilation of a number of genuine
passages of Democritus, and the compiler alters them for the purposes of his novel. So it is
in the present case. Clement quotes a genuine saying of Democritus’: Democritus’
immediate topic is philosophy (the thing to be compared), and medicine is introduced
merely as an artificial image (the thing cited in comparison). That is why medicine is
mentioned in the first position (the protasis) , and philosophy in the second (the apodosis).
The compiler of the letter is talking about medicine; hence he has to turn Democritus’
saying upside down, making philosophy the thing cited in comparison and placing it in the
protasis, and making medicine the thing to be compared and placing it in the apodosis.
Natorp, op. cit., p. 103, who regards this passage as totally genuine, cites the words of

Protagoras in Pl. Tht. 167c: ‘but the doctor changes [people] with medicines, the sophist
with words’.
2’frees

from passions’: in explanation of this expression Natorp, op. cit., p. 103, refers to no.
735: ‘cheerfulness ... in which the soul is in a calm and stable state, not disturbed (cf.
ataraxia [‘freedom from disturbance’]) by any fear or superstition or any other passion’. Cf.
Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 55: ‘passion is every external effect on the soul, everything which is
not under its control ... ‘frees’ = frees from circumstances which depend on chance’. On the
question of the authenticity of the passage cf. Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 57.
3The

word philosophia can hardly have been used by Democritus; hence if this passage is
genuine, not an imitation of Democritus, philosophia has here replaced sophia. This
passage is constructed exactly as the previous one; the word alupia [‘freedom from
distress’] is characteristic of Democritus’ follower Antiphon (DK 87 A 6: ‘a skill of freeing
people from distress’) and may have been taken over by him from Democritus, from whom
he takes a number of characteristic expressions. See my ‘Antiphon the Sophist’, pp. 12-13.
[L quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 154.]
780
1

See comm. on no. 734, n. 1.

782
1On

the term theios [‘divine’] in Democritus see comm. on nos. 572-6, and also on no. 472a,
n. 16 and no. 734.
783
1See

no. 784 with comm.

2ēthous

eutropiē here means ‘good organisation with respect to one’s state of mind’; see
Plut. Animine an corp. aff. 500; comm. on no. 776..
784
1Natorp

compares Pl. Rep. 403d: ‘it seems to me that a fine body does not make the soul
good by its good condition, but on the contrary a good soul makes the body as good as
possible by its good condition’. In view of that resemblance, in his unpublished thesis, p. 99,
cited by Philippson, op. cit., p. 404, Laue takes this passage not to be an authentic saying of
Democritus’, but as having its source in Plato . But precisely the same idea is contained in
no. 776: ‘(the soul) has ruined some things in the body by its carelessness ... and has
destroyed others ...’. On the contrary, as Philippson rightly points out, this passage shows
once again how often in his ethics Plato repeats the words of Democritus, regardless of their
fundamental differences of principle.

2orthoi

[‘rectifies’]: Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 74, correctly points out that orthoi here =
katithunei [‘directs aright’] in no. 32: ‘This fragment is the best commentary on (no. 32) ...
‘directing aright’ is precisely turning evils into goods’.
785
1The

mss of Clement read ‘Leucimus’, but there is no such philosopher. But in the next
passage of Democritus (no. 786), which is attested by several good sources, and of whose
authenticity there is no doubt, we read the same words: ‘pleasure in what is fine’ = ‘joy in
fine things’ in our passage. Sylburg and Diels were therefore right [DK II, p. 79, l. 32 n.] to
see ‘Leucimus’ as a corruption of ‘Leucippus’. Though a number of scholars, including Kranz,
object to this emendation and are prepared to correct ‘Leucimus’ to the totally dissimilar
word ‘Lukiskus’ (‘Lukiskus Bywater more probably’ [DK ibid.]’, that is based on the prior
conviction that Aristotle knew the philosophy of Leucippus as distinct from that of
Democritus, and that in that philosophy there was no place for ethics.
786
1See

no. 785 with comm. As Philippson remarks, op. cit., p. 399, the expression ‘not choose
... every pleasure’ is repeated almost word for word by Epicur. Epist. III.129: ‘we do not
choose every pleasure’. Philippson, op. cit., pp. 399, 411, compares to ‘that [i.e. pleasure] in
what is fine’ the expression ascribed to Protagoras in Pl. Prot. 351b: ‘taking pleasure in fine
things ... a pleasant life is good, if one lives by taking pleasure in fine things’. [L quotes the
Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 26 and the Bulgarian translation, M.N.
Speranski, op. cit., supplement, p. 129, no. 42.]
787
1Cf.

Zeller, Philos. d. Gr., I, p. 1148, n. 2: ‘If one follows the context literally, the topic is love
for a man or a woman: righteous love is than in which the lover seeks what is fine without
resort to violence’. Cf. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 225: ‘lawful love is the desire to possess the beauty
(which one loves), without using violence to possess it’. But I have no doubt that the
physical type of relation is merely a metaphor and that the topic is the pursuit of the higher
good, without hurting the feelings of those around one. There are a number of similar
metaphors in Plato.
V. By freely preferring justice to injustice, and seeking the highest pleasure from doing so
790
1Diels

thinks that the word ‘reason’ (logon) belongs not to Democritus but to Plutarch’s
paraphrase; Kranz objects that on that assumption the pronoun auton [‘itself’] has nothing
to refer to [DK II, p. 179, l. 6 n.]. This is, of course, no argument, since Democritus’ text may
have contained ‘mind’ (nous), ‘spirit’ (thumos) or some other masculine noun similar in
meaning. But we should notice that such a use of the word logos in the extended sense

‘reason’ is attested for Democritus (no. 685: ‘many who do not learn logos [‘argument,
theory, learning’] live according to logos [‘reason’]’
c. BAD AND UNWISE PEOPLE, WHO HAVE EMBRACED ‘ILL-BEING’
792
1[L

quotes the Old Russian translation, V. Semenov, op. cit., p. 387.]

793
1Friedländer,

Hermes 48, pp. 603ff., suggests that all the passages beginning with the words
anoēmones, axunetoi, nēpioi [‘unwise, foolish’] etc. originally constituted a single collection,
going back to a collection of sayings of Democritus, Hupothēkai [‘Suggestions, Advice’]; that
is very probable. But further more detailed conclusions would be arbitrary; see Alfieri, op.
cit., p. 231, n. 581, Langerbeck, op. cit., p. 72.
2Bücheler

regards no. 793 as simply an explanatory gloss on no. 796 [DK II, p. 186, l. 10 n.]
and excludes this passages. Alfieri, op. cit., p. 258, n. 651, rightly points out that this
assumption is arbitrary; the passage may have concerned slaves of fortune, who do not
know real cheerfulness (cf. no. 798), or many other things.
794
1kai

here, as in a number of other places, is synonymous with kaiper [‘although], as correctly
pointed out by Wilamowitz, cited by Diels [DK II, p. 187, l. 1 n.]. So it is unnecessary to
emend kai to kaiper, as Diels and Hense do [DK ibid.].
795
1After

the insignificant correction of ouden [‘nothing’] to ouden’ [‘no-one’], made by Hense
and approved by Wilamowitz, this passage is entirely clear, and there is no reason to supply
a question-mark, as Kranz does [DK 68 B 204], or to emend arbitrarily. The verb areskein in
the sense ‘give pleasure’ is regularly used with the accusative (Thuc. I.128; Pl. Tht. 172d,
202c; Crat. 433e; Rep. 537b-d; Laws 702c, and often in poetry). The same is undoubtedly
the case with the synonymous verb handanein; cf. Theogn. 26: pantas handanei [‘pleases
everyone’]( enended on metrical grounds to pantōs handanei [‘pleases totally’], which spoils
the sense, or to pantess’ handanei [‘pleases everyone’], but, as Bergk correctly points out,
the scansion is here on the Homeric model: pantas Fandanei); Eur. Or. 1609: ‘wicked women
do not please me’ (me’ is usually deleted); Theocr. 27.22: ‘no-one has pleased my mind’.
[Some textual details of Theocr omitted.] ‘The unwise are a true joy for no-one (with their
friendship)’ is Langerbeck’s correct translation of this passage, op. cit., p. 72; he cites in
comparison Democritus 64 and 65, which are given in the text.

797
1In

the spirit of this entire group of sayings Meineke emends anthrōpoi [‘people’] to
anoēmones [‘the unwise’] [DK II, p. 187, l. 3 n.]; that is entirely possible, since in the later
tradition specifically Ionic terms are often changed to generally understood terms, but why
could Democritus himself not have modified his expressions? See no. 798, Stob. II.8.16, and
no. 799, where anthrōpoi corresponds to the usual anoēmones.
799
1

A reconstruction of the context of this saying is given in the comm. to no. LXI.

800
1Langerbeck,

op. cit., p. 70, comments on this passage as follows: ‘The stupid (nēpioi) are
straightforwardly identical with the unwise (anoēmones); the former are the wholly
immature, who are not indeed susceptible to instruction, but can be forced by misfortunes
to acquire prudence, the latter are the unteachables, who are mature in a negative sense’. I
doubt the correctness of such a distinction. The passage from the Paris Codex, 1169 ( = AED
89) is, to judge by the terminology simply a paraphrase of Democritus’ dictum (Ten-Brink, ad
loc.: ‘The collectors of maxims did not merely change the dialect, but they also changed
Ionic words into those common to the different dialects’). Regarding the sayings of
Democrates 41 and 20, Philippson says, op.. cit., p.410: ‘One cannot suppose that
Democritus used the last expression together with the first in the same work, but it is
possible that these expressions were used by him in different works’. The maxim, similar in
content, cited by Antonius (49, p. 86 = PG 136, p. 927 B): ‘the occasion becomes the teacher
of many’ cannot belong to Democritus, since it is an iambic trimeter.
[not]288
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801b
1

See comm. on no. 472, n. 18.
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[L’s quotation omits ‘not’.]
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